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Abstract

A life expectancy beyond 60 years old provides us with unprecedented life

opportunities. However, it also increases our risk of suffering from age-related

health conditions that would prevent us from enjoying such opportunities. Dementia

is one of the main such conditions. The most frequent cause of dementia

is Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), which is known to start silently up to 20 years

before observable symptoms appear. Therefore, interdisciplinary research efforts

are focusing on unravelling disease progression and developing strategies for

secondary prevention (i.e. where disease is present, but no symptoms have

emerged). Whilst memory loss is usually regarded as the most prominent of these

symptoms, language decline is also an essential source of clinical information that

is gradually receiving more attention, given language ubiquity.

The development of artificial intelligence (AI), particularly speech analysis,

natural language processing and machine learning, offers opportunities for the

automatic analysis of spoken language data. The work presented in this thesis

applies an AI approach to the context of dementia, addressing three interrelated

research questions, [1] is automatic speech analysis a viable approach to detecting

pre-clinical stages of dementia? [2] if so, what type of language (i.e. monologue vs.

dialogue, conversational vs. narrative, spontaneous vs. scripted) is most suitable

for such analysis? and [3] which characteristics of spoken language are most

predictive and practically useful (i.e. linguistic vs. acoustic)?

In order to answer these questions, a systematic review of the last twenty years

of literature is conducted to assess the state-of-the-art. The results of such a

review indicate that this is a very promising emerging field, although research

outcomes are still far from being translated into clinical practice and medical

research. Subsequently, a computational analysis is performed in order to compare

older adults with and without dementia on the basis of features extracted from their



spoken language. The two main datasets which are available in the field are used.

One of them is a monologue, task-based corpus: the Pitt Corpus; and the other one

is a dialogue, conversation-based corpus: the Carolina Conversations Collection

(CCC). Acoustic features are extracted from both datasets and used as input for

machine learning classification, achieving a classification accuracy of up to 78.70%

for Pitt Corpus, and up to 85.21% for CCC. The extracted acoustic features consist

of a comprehensive set of prosodic parameters.

Finally, the Prevent-ED project is presented, which was specifically designed

in the context of this thesis in order to address some of the limitations gathered

from the review and experiments. Prevent-ED is a protocol for a novel study

design, where spontaneous language is recorded by prompting natural and rich

conversations over the map of an imaginary land. Different to previous research,

which involved already diagnosed cohorts, this project involves middle-age healthy

adults at different levels of risk of developing dementia later in life. Accordingly,

the main objective is to investigate whether speech features are predictive of such

levels of risk, instead of diagnostic labels. Therefore, the design, development,

implementation and dissemination of the Prevent-ED project constitute a major

contribution of this doctoral research. Moreover, new data has been collected

through this project and preliminary analyses show a promising tendency that is

likely to be strengthened when the data collection is complete, currently on hold

due to COVID-19.

In conclusion, the contribution of this doctoral research is three-fold: an

extensive systematic review, the first one of the field; an analysis of the two main

available datasets containing speech produced by individuals with and without

dementia; and Prevent-ED, a novel protocol for data collection and analysis, which

attempts to offer further insights into the “at risk” stages of the disease, different

to previous research on already diagnosed cohorts. The resulting high-quality

database will be distributed to the wider research community.





Lay Summary

A life expectancy beyond 60 years old provides us with unprecedented life

opportunities. However, it also increases our risk to suffer from age-related health

conditions that would prevent us from enjoying such opportunities. Dementia

is one of the main such conditions. The most frequent cause of dementia is

Alzheimer’s Disease, which is known to start silently in our brain up to 20 years

before observable symptoms appear. Therefore, interdisciplinary research efforts

are focusing on unravelling disease progression and developing strategies for

secondary prevention (i.e. where disease is present, but no symptoms have

emerged). Whilst memory loss is usually regarded as the most prominent of these

symptoms, language decline is also an essential source of clinical information that

is gradually receiving more attention given language ubiquity.

The development of increasingly sophisticated computational methods creates

opportunities for the automatic analysis of spoken language data. The work

presented in this thesis applies such computational methods to the analysis of

language spoken by older adults suffering from dementia. The aim is to compare

them with their healthy counterparts on the basis of characteristics extracted from

recorded language. Some examples could be the speed at which one speaks (i.e.

speaking rate), the amount of speech vs. silence instances that one produces

(i.e. vocalisation rate) or whether someone’s voice pitch is perceived as “higher”

or “lower” (i.e. frequency). Once extracted from a recording, these voice features

can be used to train a machine learning classifier. These are methods by which a

computer programme is able to automatically learn from the data that is given to

it and produce a relevant output. Specifically, this classifier is presented with the

voice features as well as with an indicator of whether such features were extracted

from a person in the healthy group or in the dementia group. These indicators (i.e.

healthy vs. dementia) are called “labels”. Once the classifier has been trained



with voice features from a number of people in both groups, it becomes capable

of generating labels for new or “unseen” recordings, therefore indicating whether

they should belong to the healthy or the dementia group. Such methodology is

used in this thesis to perform analyses on two databases that contain speech from

healthy controls and people with dementia. The classifier distinguishes between

these two groups with a classification accuracy between 78.70% and 85.21%.

Complimentary to these analyses, a systematic review of the last twenty years of

literature is conducted to assess the state-of-the-art. The results of such a review

indicate that this is a very promising emerging field, although research outcomes

are still far from being translated into clinical practice and medical research.

Finally, the Prevent-ED project is presented, which was specifically designed

in the context of this thesis in order to address the limitations gathered from the

review and experiments. Prevent-ED is a protocol for a novel study design, where

spontaneous language is recorded by prompting natural conversations over the

map of an imaginary land. Different to previous research, which involved already

diagnosed cohorts, this project involves middle-age healthy adults at different

levels of risk of developing dementia later in life. Accordingly, the main objective

is to investigate whether voice features are predictive of such levels of risk,

instead of diagnostic labels. Therefore, the design, development, implementation

and dissemination of Prevent-ED constitute a major contribution of this doctoral

research. Moreover, new data has been collected through this project and

preliminary analyses show a promising tendency that is likely to be strengthened

when the data collection is complete, currently on hold due to COVID-19.

In a nutshell, the contribution of this doctoral research is three-fold: the first

systematic review of the field; an analysis of the two main datasets containing

speech produced by individuals with and without dementia; and Prevent-ED, a

novel project which attempts to offer further insights into the “at risk” stages of the

neurodegeneration, different to previous research on already diagnosed cohorts.





Resumen

A life expectancy beyond 60 years old provides us with unprecedented life

opportunities. However, it also increases our risk of suffering from age-related

health conditions that would prevent us from enjoying such opportunities. Dementia

is one of the main such conditions. The most frequent cause of dementia is

Alzheimer’s Disease, which is known to start silently in our brain up to 20 years

before observable symptoms appear. Therefore, interdisciplinary research efforts

are focusing on unravelling disease progression and developing strategies for

secondary prevention (i.e. where disease is present, but no symptoms have

emerged). Whilst memory loss is usually regarded as the most prominent of these

symptoms, language decline is also an essential source of clinical information that

is gradually receiving more attention given language ubiquity.

The development of increasingly sophisticated computational methods creates

opportunities for the automatic analysis of spoken language data. The work

presented in this thesis applies such computational methods to the analysis of

language spoken by older adults suffering from dementia. The aim is to compare

them with their healthy counterparts on the basis of characteristics extracted from

recorded language. Some examples could be the speed at which one speaks (i.e.

speaking rate), the amount of speech vs. silence instances that one produces

(i.e. vocalisation rate) or whether someone’s voice pitch is perceived as “higher”

or “lower” (i.e. frequency). Once extracted from a recording, these voice features

can be used to train a machine learning classifier. These are methods by which a

computer programme is able to automatically learn from the data that is given to

it and produce a relevant output. Specifically, this classifier is presented with the

voice features as well as with an indicator of whether such features were extracted

from a person in the healthy group or in the dementia group. These indicators (i.e.

healthy vs. dementia) are called “labels”. Once the classifier has been trained



with voice features from a number of people in both groups, it becomes capable

of generating labels for new or “unseen” recordings, therefore indicating whether

they should belong to the healthy or the dementia group. Such methodology is

used in this thesis to perform analyses on two databases that contain speech from

healthy controls and people with dementia. The classifier distinguishes between

these two groups with a classification accuracy between 78.70% and 85.21%.

Complementary to these analyses, a systematic review of the last twenty years of

literature is conducted to assess the state-of-the-art. The results of such a review

indicate that this is a very promising emerging field, although research outcomes

are still far from being translated into clinical practice and medical research.

Finally, the Prevent-ED project is presented, which was specifically designed

in the context of this thesis in order to address the limitations gathered from the

review and experiments. Prevent-ED is a protocol for a novel study design, where

spontaneous language is recorded by prompting natural conversations over the

map of an imaginary land. Different to previous research, which involved already

diagnosed cohorts, this project involves middle-age healthy adults at different

levels of risk of developing dementia later in life. Accordingly, the main objective

is to investigate whether voice features are predictive of such levels of risk,

instead of diagnostic labels. Therefore, the design, development, implementation

and dissemination of Prevent-ED constitute a major contribution of this doctoral

research. Moreover, new data has been collected through this project and

preliminary analyses show a promising tendency that is likely to be strengthened

when the data collection is complete, currently on hold due to COVID-19.

In a nutshell, the contribution of this doctoral research is three-fold: the first

systematic review of the field; an analysis of the two main datasets containing

speech produced by individuals with and without dementia; and Prevent-ED, a

novel project which attempts to offer further insights into the “at risk” stages of the

neurodegeneration, different to previous research on already diagnosed cohorts.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This doctoral thesis is concerned with a major healthcare burden: late stage

neurodegenerative disease or ’dementia’. Particularly, it investigates the potential

uses of speech technology for disease monitoring, early detection and therein

slowing of progression. The present chapter introduces the topic, starting with

a description of our ageing world and framing the prominent epidemiology of

dementia within these demographics. Then, several terms are defined due to their

importance to understand and address this global challenge, including biomarker

research, secondary prevention and preclinical stages of neurodegenerative

disease. This is followed by a discussion on the established role of language

as a valuable source of clinical information and the potential for computational

technology to enhance this role in the context of dementia. Subsequently, the

chapter explains the emergence of Precision Medicine and its enabling through

Artificial Intelligence methodologies and approaches, in which context the potential

of speech technology for monitoring cognitive health is proposed.

The purpose of this introduction is to outline my doctoral research and

contextualise its relevance, finalising with an overview of its main aims and

objectives in Section 1.1. Chapters 2 and 3 will delve into the background theory

and offer a systematic literature review of the field, respectively, and Chapter 4

will describe three experiments with promising results on spoken language and

dementia. The following Chapters 5 and 6 present a novel experimental method

and subsequent preliminary analyses on recently collected data, before Chapter 7

closes with conclusions, future work and some personal remarks.
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For the first time in the history of humankind, the majority of the population can

reasonably expect to reach 65 years of age, and many will live much longer than

that. This "extra time" brings a great deal of opportunities. There is room for more;

more life projects, more moments to share with loved ones, more occasions to visit

other continents, more space to explore more than one career. However, for any of

us to be able to enjoy this unprecedented advantage, there is, at least, one thing

we need: health.

In 2015, the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) demographic estimates

predicted that the population aged over 65 years old in 2000 will have tripled by

2050 (WHO, 2015). At the time of these estimations, around 12% of the global

population were senior individuals, and the expectation is that this number will

have surpassed 20% by 2050 (Storey, 2018). Since these are global figures,

the world’s most elderly countries should expect remarkably larger percentages

of older adult population (see Figure 1.1). In fact, the elderly population in Japan

currently exceeds 30% of the country’s total population and predictions estimate

that 39 countries, amongst which there are many European countries, will also see

their older population increase up to 30% before 2050 (He et al., 2016).

In 2017, the WHO published another report, this time expressing their concern

for the quality of elderly life worldwide (WHO, 2017). According to this report,

despite an undeniably longer life expectancy, there is no evidence of it being

a happier one when compared to previous generations. There is something

paradoxical in the fact that society protects and promotes our socioeconomic

well-being, therefore providing the material conditions for an extended life, while

the promotion and protection of our ability to enjoy such gift is neglected. Upon this

realisation, the WHO released their Global Strategy and Action Plan on Ageing and

Health 2016-2020, which emphasises the importance of helping older people live

meaningful elderly years and defines societal goals that will pave the road for what

they have called the "Decade of Healthy Ageing" in 2020-2030 (WHO, 2019).

The report defines healthy ageing as "the process of developing and

maintaining the functional ability that enables well-being in older age" (WHO,

2017, pg. 12) and urges for strategies to enhance life quality in elderly years. An

ageing population brings about new patterns of work and retirement, changes

in economic growth and different family dynamics. Therefore, it implies large

structural changes, some of which we are beginning to witness as part of a society

that is committed to the inclusive welfare of its population.

Accordingly, governments and communities must adapt and provide adequate
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Figure 1.1: The world’s 25 oldest countries in 2015 and in 2050 [source: He et al. (2016)].

resources for the elderly. This includes an enhanced healthcare system that is

prepared to address the increasing prevalence of chronic disease and disability

that comes with an ageing population. Evidently, this also encourages ageing

research to shift towards healthy ageing and pursue the improvement of health

monitoring strategies. As a result, interdisciplinary research is pledged to shed

light on the possibilities to promote healthy ageing and support clinical practice

and evidence-based policy-making (WHO, 2017).

Consequently, international scientists of all disciplines and funding

organisations are investing extensive resources in understanding the process of

ageing. As their prevalence increases, the study of age-related disease becomes

crucial, while the discovery and development of the mechanisms and technology

that would support healthy ageing can no longer be postponed. In addition to

the inherent curiosity that drives most human endeavours, this growing body
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of research is primarily compelled by the devastating personal and societal

consequences of age-related pathology.

Given this societal and research context, the doctoral thesis hereby presented

is concerned with a primary threat to a healthy and happy extended life: late

stage neurodegenerative disease or ’dementia’. In particular, with the potential

of computational speech technology for its early detection, monitoring and therein

slowing of progression.

’Dementia’ is commonly understood as a long-term condition (or, more

accurately, a category of conditions) that progresses with the gradual decline of

our cognitive functions, typically, memory loss. The main risk factor for dementia

is age, with a 1% incidence at 65 years old that doubles every 5 years after

that (Khachaturian, 2012). In their 2015 report, the WHO estimated 47.5 million

cases of dementia worldwide. If this was the case when "only" 12% of the global

population was considered senior, what can we expect to see in 2050, when at least

one in every five of us will be over 65 years old? Longitudinal cohort studies report

an annual incidence between 10 and 15 cases for every one thousand people,

and project the estimated number of dementia cases worldwide to have reached

around 150 million by 2050. Less than 3% of people diagnosed with dementia

live for more than 14 years after diagnosis; and in fact, the average prognosis is 7

years of life expectancy (WHO, 2015). Epidemiological studies essentially predict

a global epidemic, where one in 85 people will be living with dementia and 43% of

these will require intense healthcare resources, such as care homes or live-in care

(Brookmeyer et al., 2007). The financial burden of the disease is projected to rise

from C515 billion per year to C1.6 trillion per year by 2050.

Progressive decline in well-being and function as well as an increased

dependency on others characterises the dementia phase of neurodegeneration.

People living with dementia face increasing cognitive difficulties that interfere with

their routine activities, such as keeping up with a conversation, reading a book or

attending to their own self-care (Chenoweth and Spencer, 1986). Therefore, even

those who do live longer than the 7-year average, endure an impoverished state

of well-being, whilst witnessing their own relentless loss of autonomy (Burlá et al.,

2014). Furthermore, evidence suggests that the quality of life experienced by the

caregiver of a person with dementia is correlated to the quality of life of the patient

they care for (Thomas et al., 2006), therefore increasing the number of people

affected by this condition.

The clinical expression of dementia (i.e. observable symptoms) may be a

consequence of the neuropathology of different underlying neurodegenerative
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diseases, such as Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), (cerebro)vascular disease (VAD),

Lewy-Body Disease (LBD), Parkinson’s Disease (PD), frontotemporal dementia

(FTD) and other brain diseases including stroke (Burns and Iliffe, 2009). An

overwhelming majority of dementia cases, up to 70%, are attributed to AD, either in

whole or in comorbidity with another disease (Brookmeyer et al., 2011; Plassman

et al., 2007) and this prevalence is even higher in females, partially as a reflection of

women’s longer life expectancy (Hebert et al., 2001). Overall, its higher prevalence

over other aetiologies of dementia has led AD to be the most common object of

study within dementia research. Hereafter, ’AD’ will refer to Alzheimer’s Dementia

- the clinical syndrome (i.e. dementia of Alzheimer’s Disease type), instead of

Alzheimer’s Disease - the underlying pathology, unless otherwise specified.

Despite the overwhelming epidemiological predictions presented above, there

is, at present, research evidence that dementia prevention, or at least, AD

prevention, is plausible. On the one hand, it is established that the brain damage

that lies behind the observable symptoms of AD could be starting ’silently’ up to 20

years before diagnosis (Braak and Braak, 1996). On the other hand, it has been

suggested that a substantial number of AD cases could be attributed to risk factors

that, if addressed timely, are potentially modifiable, such as access to education,

depressive symptomatology and lifestyle (i.e. smoking, physical activity, diabetes

and other cardiovascular risk factors) (Livingston et al., 2020). Specifically, a

European study reported that reducing the prevalence of these risk factors by 20%

per decade might lead to up to a 15% reduction in the prevalence estimated for AD

in 2050 (Norton et al., 2014). This conjunction of neurological and epidemiological

findings helped establish a conceptual transformation by which dementia came to

be understood as a continuum, rather than as the presence or absence of disease.

For dementia in general and AD in particular, the early stages of this continuum

are seen as a land of opportunities for biomarker research. The term ’biomarker’

(biological marker) is broadly defined as a ’subcategory of medical signs1 – that is,

objective indications of medical state observed from outside the patient – which can

be measured accurately and reproducibly’ (Strimbu and Tavel, 2010, pg. 1). In the

late twentieth century, when the concept of preclinical AD was coined, it could only

refer to individuals that were not cognitively impaired, but for which postmortem

examinations would display the kind of brain damage that corresponds to AD

(Hubbard et al., 1990). Nowadays, with the discovery of certain biomarkers for AD

(e.g. the protein profile inside and around the brain cells, more details in Chapter 2),

the term ’preclinical AD’ has evolved to designate cognitively normal individuals in

1Medical signs are different to medical symptoms in that the latter refers to indications of health (or
illness) as subjectively perceived by the patients, regardless of whether they are observable from outside.
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whom established biomarkers are present but the first clinical symptoms have not

appeared. There is yet another term in this continuum, ’asymptomatic at risk of

AD’, that implies an insufficient presence of biomarkers, yet enough to consider

the individual at risk of developing the disease later in life (Dubois et al., 2016).

Although some lack of standardisation around the term remains, preclinical AD

has become a major research focus, as early interventions may have an enhanced

potential for therapeutic success (Posner et al., 2017).

Coupled with preclinical AD is the concept of secondary prevention.

Secondary prevention is aimed at stages where disease is present, but no

symptoms have emerged. It consists of programmes for routine screening and

early detection of a particular disease (e.g. regular breast cancer screenings).

Differently, in primary prevention, with which we are often more familiar, the aim is

to prevent any disease developing in individuals who have no evidence at all of the

disease in question. It consists of routine immunization and health promotion of a

country’s population for a particular disease (e.g. vaccination programmes). With

neither satisfactory treatments nor primary prevention strategies available for AD,

secondary prevention becomes the most hopeful avenue for intervention (Ritchie

et al., 2016). It essentially aims at delaying the onset of the symptomatic stage

of the disease, with the expectation that this would reduce the aforementioned

human pain, healthcare stress and financial burden (see Figure 1.2 for projection

of AD cases with a 5-year delay). Epidemiological studies argue that even a small

delay in the onset of the symptoms would significantly reduce the consequences,

suggesting that a 1-year delay would reduce the figures projected for 2050 by 9

million cases (Brookmeyer et al., 2007), and a 5-year delay by as much as 50%

(Khachaturian, 2012).

Whilst memory loss is usually regarded as the signature symptom of AD (Bondi

et al., 2009; Mendez et al., 2003), alterations of speech, language and overall

communication are also very prominent (Ross et al., 1990; Kirshner, 2012). Certain

aspects of cognitive decline manifest in the way we speak; for example, patients

with AD often experience difficulties to access and use a certain word as they are

speaking (Huff et al., 1986). This symptom, known as anomia, is reported from

early stages of the disease and described by patients as being able to ’see’ a word

’floating’ or ’hanging’ in front of them, yet not being able to ’catch’ it and use it in a

sentence.

Given this potential to provide insight to underlying cognitive function, language

is considered an excellent source of clinical information. As a result, it is receiving

increasing attention and leading to an active research trend on analysing speech
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Figure 1.2: Projected cases of AD with a 5-year delay in the symptomatic onset [source: Ritchie et al. (2016)].

in order to detect cognitive impairment (see Chapter 3, for an extensive review).

Despite there being certain common hallmarks, the symptomatic expression of

AD can be quite heterogeneous, especially so in preclinical stages, when it is

most difficult to differentiate from other forms of neurodegenerative disease. This

demands methodological novelty and powerful improvements on screening and

early detection tools that could support clinical practice. The fact that language is

an observable and clinically informative behaviour, together with its ubiquity and its

relatively easy collection, contributes to the emergence of language and speech

analysis as a promising research field for AD diagnostic support tools.

In this specific context, language refers to the words and symbols that are

structured in a particular manner in order to convey meaning (i.e. human thoughts

and feelings), while speech is defined as the articulated sounds we produce as a

way to express language. For the purpose of this thesis, language data will appear

in textual form (usually transcribed) and speech data will appear in acoustic form

(usually recorded).

The criteria for diagnosing dementia are available under "neurocognitive

disorders" in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders of the

American Psychiatric Association (APA), currently in its Fifth Edition (DSM-5; APA,

2013). There are many sources and guidelines that provide diagnostic criteria for

dementia and AD, as well as for Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), which is thought

to precede AD. Most of these guidelines refer to comparable sets of observable

symptoms (see Chapter 2 for more details). However, as it has been mentioned
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earlier, the symptomatic expression of AD happens after years of ’silent’ brain

damage and the criteria for diagnosing preclinical AD are much more elusive.

The expression of preclinical AD is likely to depend on multiple factors, and it has

also been hypothesised to depend upon our individual lifetime usage or training

of cognitive capacities (Fratiglioni and Wang, 2007). It is therefore paramount

that screening programmes for early detection of AD are able to capture the

nuances that conventional screening methods, such as the Mini-Mental Status

Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975) are known to miss (Carnero-Pardo,

2014; Arevalo-Rodriguez et al., 2015).

Parallel to the coming together of these factors, the field of Precision Medicine,

in which this doctoral research is framed, emerges. According to the Precision

Medicine Initiative, the term refers to an approach for ’prevention and treatment

strategies that take individual variability into account’ (Collins and Varmus, 2015,

pg. 1). This individual variability goes from a person’s genes to their environment

and lifestyle, and includes the clinical expression of any disease they may suffer as

well as how they might react to a given treatment. Therefore, precision medicine

entails an ability to identify sub-populations at greater risk of a given disease and

their prognosis, followed by the customisation of an effective intervention. The idea

is that such intervention should be focused on a group of people that would benefit

from it, while those who would not need not endure the side effects either.

The concept of precision medicine opposes the ’one-size-fits-all’ approach

and, while it is not at all new in healthcare, it has a relatively limited day-to-day

implementation. This is because it entails a data-intensive approach to medicine

which needs large amounts of data about populations and sub-populations, and

their susceptibility to certain diseases. Therefore, to design it and deliver it

manually on a regular basis would require a lot of resources. Technological

progress has the potential to increase the reach of these data-intensive

procedures, which explains why precision medicine research is often associated

with Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning methodologies (Mesko, 2017).

An intelligent system displays a certain behaviour because it adapts to the

environment given a set of goals or purposes (Simon, 2019). Examples of these

purposes could include from feeding to driving a car or playing a strategic game.

As opposed to the natural intelligence displayed by humans, Artificial Intelligence

(AI) conceptualises the simulation of these intelligent processes by computer

systems, which then become able to perform, independently, tasks that would

generally require human input. Typical examples of these tasks include operating

cars autonomously or understanding and producing human language. The general
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goal of AI research is for computer systems to display human cognitive abilities,

such as reasoning, planning, learning, object manipulation, speech recognition or

natural language processing, amongst others.

Machine learning (ML) is the ’driver’ of much of contemporary AI. It is the

application of AI that studies and develops computer algorithms that are able to

improve automatically through experience (i.e. when presented with data), without

being explicitly programmed. This process begins by looking for patterns in a set

of observations and continues by making future decisions based on them. The

aim is for the computer to adjust this decision-making process without human

intervention, based on the structure of the data. By developing algorithms able

to access data and use them to learn for themselves, ML enables computers to

handle the large amounts of data required in precision medicine. This potential for

automation provides opportunities for screening methods that can be fine-tuned

as well as cost-effective. The development of AI and ML promises to facilitate

the paradigm shift that will be key to the enhanced healthcare system that our

inexorably ageing world needs, as they create new opportunities for personal

health monitoring and diagnostic support tools.

Humans are continuously interacting with the environment. Because AI is

developed in resemblance to human intelligence and aims to simulate cognitive

abilities, there is an interactive aspect to AI systems. Interactions are behavioural

exchanges with the system’s environment and require the development of

applications such as speech recognition, natural language processing (NLP),

visual perception, language understanding and translation, problem-solving or

decision-making. As it will be thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 3, the automatic

analysis of speech and language data enabled by ML has the potential to aid

clinicians in early and accurate diagnosis of dementia. For example, social signal

processing technologies allowed automated monitoring of behavioural signals

while at home, such as mobility (Scanaill et al., 2006) or activities of daily living

(ADL; Dawadi et al., 2013; Debes et al., 2016). Speech analysis and natural

language processing are AI applications which are core to the doctoral research

presented in this thesis.

This support to early diagnosis may improve the outcome of therapeutic

interventions, therefore reducing the human and financial burden of the disease.

Although this may sound like a long-term outcome, diagnosis support is not the

only reason to introduce speech and language technology in healthcare: it also

bears ample potential to enhance efficiency in clinical trials. On the one hand,

by facilitating early enrollment of suitable participants (i.e. preclinical detection),
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recent evidence suggests that the chances of finding new successful drugs can

be optimised (Jeromin and Bowser, 2017; Katsuno et al., 2018). On the other

hand, more frequent collection of digital endpoints as a trial progresses has been

proposed as a way to reduce the necessary number of participants, which often

entails large resource challenges (Dodge et al., 2015). Given speech ubiquity,

these technologies would enable cost-effective collection of these multiple digital

endpoints. Moreover, language function is not only subject to obvious decay

as the disease progresses (Feldman and Woodward, 2005), but also seems to

be responsive to certain pharmaceutical interventions (Ferris and Farlow, 2013),

therefore providing insights on whether a treatment is being successful. This

further adds to the rationale for using language and speech technology in dementia

research and healthcare.

The implementation of data-intensive procedures in healthcare also goes

beyond diagnosis and treatment. It is, in fact, becoming an increasingly plausible

tool for assisted living at home. For instance, in situ caregiving through electronic

devices that could adapt to individual needs is one of the strategies that precision

medicine suggests for dementia healthcare (Kachouie et al., 2016; Robinson

et al., 2014). In the field of social robotics, this potential for machine adaptation

and dynamic behaviour enables robots to become a social entity that engages

meaningfully with older people, in order for them to stay longer in their homes,

living as independently as possible (Broekens et al., 2009). This sort of activity

might help decrease their subjective sense of losing their communication abilities

and so enhance their social interaction and overall well-being.

In a nutshell, age is not only the main risk factor for Alzheimer’s Dementia, but

also an unmodifiable one. Consequently, our ageing world will see the incidence

of AD increase overwhelmingly over the next decades. With the discovery of a

long ’silent’ period of brain damage and the lack of satisfactory treatments or

primary prevention strategies, secondary prevention becomes our best chance

to address this global challenge. This encourages research on preclinical AD

to find biomarkers that would allow to intervene at asymptomatic stages of the

disease. The development of Artificial Intelligence offers powerful methods that

facilitate the search for these biomarkers with data-intensive procedures. Given

that speech and language are rich and ubiquitous sources of cognitive-behavioural

data, they emerge as promising candidate markers. Speech analysis, natural

language processing and machine learning offer opportunities for spoken language

data to be automatically analysed. The clinical relevance of such an approach

to cognitive health monitoring is that it would be cost-efficient, non-invasive and
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require little infrastructure. This, besides the potentially global benefits of an earlier

detection of AD, make this research worth pursuing.

1.1 Aims and objectives

The reviewed statistics on our ageing world, the known epidemiology of AD, the

potential for technology to enhance healthcare and the auspicious position of

spoken language data as an avenue for cognitive monitoring are the reasons that

justify this research study.

The first aim of this work is to review the current potential of speech and

language technologies for early detection of neurodegenerative disease and

conclude whether they can be a source of valid and practically useful markers. The

second aim is to propose new ways in which screening programmes for cognitive

health, based on speech technology, could be enhanced. These screening

programmes should require little infrastructure and be cost-effective, as well as

less invasive than other screening methods such as neuroimaging scans or blood

tests. The third aim is to present a novel protocol for data collection that will, in our

view, contribute to the development of such screening tools.

Specifically, the objective of this work is to apply an AI approach to detecting

dementia and address five interrelated research questions:

1. is automatic speech analysis a reliable approach to detecting different stages

of dementia? In order to answer this question, a systematic review of the

last twenty years of literature is conducted and presented in Chapter 3. The

results indicate that this is a very promising emerging field, although research

outcomes are still far from being translated into clinical practice and medical

research.

2. what type of linguistic data (i.e. monologue vs. dialogue, transcribed vs.

recorded) is most suitable for such analysis? Given the results of the

review, Chapter 4 presents analyses of the two main available corpora of AD

spoken language. One of these corpora contains monologue data generated

with a narrative task: the Pitt Corpus, hereafter Pitt. The other corpus

contains dialogue data, generated with a conversational prompt: the Carolina

Conversations Collection, hereafter CCC. The objective is to compare the

results obtained on both corpora, as well as to explore the possibilities for

cross-corpus analysis.

3. which features are most predictive and practically useful? Similar to the
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objective above, the analysis of available corpora will reveal whether linguistic

or acoustic features are preferable for the task at hand, given the different

factors in place. Different sets of features will be investigated and compared

to previous studies. Our proposal is that the practicality of using only

acoustic features outweighs the loss of information entailed by the exclusion

of linguistic features.

4. what is missing in the currently available datasets and methods and

how can further research contribute to the field moving forward? After

conclusions have been drawn from the previous research questions, a new

protocol for data collection is proposed - Prevent-ED (de la Fuente et al.,

2019). In Chapter 5, Prevent-ED is presented as a novel study design,

where spontaneous language is recorded by prompting natural and rich

conversations over the map of an imaginary land. It attempts to address

some of the difficulties encountered when using previous datasets, such

as audio quality and insufficient neuropsychological information. It also

assesses middle-aged healthy adults at risk of developing dementia later in

life with genotypic and phenotypic data in order to characterise this risk and

relate it to speech outcomes.

5. are speech features associated with established AD biomarkers and

therefore potentially suitable to predict AD risk? Prevent-ED offers an

unprecedented platform to link speech features to genetic, molecular (i.e.

proteins, hormones), lifestyle and cognitive factors in middle-aged healthy

individuals. Our hypothesis is that speech analysis will yield relevant

correlations with, at least, some of these factors. This would confirm the

potential of spoken language features as AD markers. Although some

preliminary analyses are presented in Chapter 6, data collection has been

delayed by ethical procedures and is currently on hold due to COVID-19.

Upon the objectives described, the contribution of this doctorate research

is three-fold. First, an extensive and comprehensive systematic review on

the potential of artificial intelligence (i.e. speech technology, natural language

processing and machine learning) for cognitive monitoring in the context of

neurodegenerative disease. This review entails a contribution not only because

it is the first one of the field but also because it covers 20 years of literature and

presents a thorough discussion on the field’s current and future research directions.

Secondly, separate as well as combined analyses of the two main available

datasets that contain speech produced by patients with AD. A cross-corpus
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analysis of these data is the first of its kind, and it addresses the need for

generalisable methods in a research field where data is unfortunately very scarce.

Thirdly, and lastly, a novel protocol for speech data collection that enables

comprehensive analysis of preclinical data. On the one hand, this protocol is the

first attempt to use spoken language in order to provide insight to the ’asymptomatic

at risk of AD’ stage of the disease, as opposed to assessing already diagnosed

cohorts. On the other hand, it is a novel method that supports collection of dialogue

data in the context of a large-scale longitudinal study of AD risk, along with a

range of biomarker, cognitive and lifestyle data. Figure 1.3 gives an chapter-based

overview of the structure of this thesis.

Although this doctoral research investigates behavioural markers of AD, it does

so in full awareness that any early marker of AD might be controversially similar to

an early marker for another form of dementia. It is for this reason that, although

most of the data used in this study refers to AD in the sense of Alzheimer’s

Dementia, I would like to emphasise that the findings presented do not claim to

be specific to AD, nor do they claim to be generalisable to all forms of dementia.

Rather, these findings aim to contribute to our understanding of the role of spoken

language in the progression of neurodegenerative diseases, as well as to the

probability that we succeed in preventing its devastating consequences by making

the most of what the era of fast-evolving technology can offer.
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Chapter 2

Alzheimer’s Dementia, language

decline and Artificial Intelligence

This is a background chapter aimed at providing the reader with a

basic but comprehensive understanding Alzheimer’s Dementia as a form of

neurodegenerative disease as well as with the principles of Artificial Intelligence.

To begin with, Section 2.1 explains brain function and neurodegeneration, placing

’dementia’ as a late stage in the neurodegenerative progress. Next, Section 2.2

outlines the neuropathology, symptomatology, diagnostics, stages and treatment

of Alzheimer’s Disease (i.e. the underlying pathology) and its associated clinical

syndrome known as Alzheimer’s Dementia. Section 2.3 follows, with a focus

on describing the clinical aspects of this neurodegenerative disease that relate

to language and communication abilities, as well as the different approaches to

using language for cognitive monitoring (i.e. behavioural, computational testing,

computational learning). The same section outlines the speech elicitation protocols

that are most commonly used to generate language data in this thesis’s research

field, alongside an overview of the main available datasets. Section 2.4 explains

the fundamental concepts of Artificial Intelligence necessary to understand the

systematic review presented in Chapter 3. Finally, Section 2.5 presents a brief

terminology discussion in order to clarify which terms will be used in the rest of the

thesis and why.
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2.1 Neurodegeneration and dementia

Healthy ageing means for well-being to be enabled and supported in elderly

years, which in turn requires the promotion of ’functional ability’ amongst older

individuals (WHO, 2019). This functional ability encompasses both individual

capacities and environmental factors, as well as the interaction between the two,

all of which are affected by a decline in our mental and physical capacities as we

age (WHO, 2017). Factors affecting functional ability range from public transport

and housing to healthcare, social relationships, care-giving services and cultural

values. There is ample opportunity for all kinds of institutions to work towards

the development of policies, systems and technologies that promote age-friendly

spaces and independent living conditions. This thesis is concerned with the

development of speech and language technology for monitoring cognitive health

in the context of neurodegeneration.

2.1.1 Understanding the brain

While many consequences of ageing are understood as part of the natural

unfolding of our biology, they may cause serious suffering and are neither evenly

paced nor equally impactful. One of the most concerning ones is the ageing brain.

The brain is an extremely complex organ, conformed by billions of cells on

which we depend for every little thing we do. These brain cells can be broadly

classified in two categories: neurons and glial cells. Neurons are the main

component of the nervous tissue, and their signature characteristic is that they

can communicate with each other. This communication, known as synapse (see

Figure 2.1), is possible because neurons are electrically excitable cells. Most

cells are delimited by a membrane, but neurons’ membranes have a particular

proportion of electrical particles (i.e. negative and positive ions) inside and outside

the membrane walls. When this electrical balance changes, it elicits a response,

such as sending the message through to another neuron or stopping a certain

process that is no longer necessary. Broadly speaking, an efflux of negative

particles or an influx of positive ones would cause neurons to activate, whereas

the inverted process (i.e. influx of negative particles or efflux of positive ones)

would cause neuron inhibition (Catterall, 1984).

Glial cells, also known as neuroglia, are another essential component of our

brain, which differ from neurons in function, as they do not to speak to each other

through electric impulses (i.e. they are non-excitable cells). Instead, glial cells

surround the neurons and provide them with protection, support and nutrition,
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Figure 2.1: Synapse [internet source: Kahn Academy (2020)

ensuring that the necessary conditions for neuron functionality are kept in optimal

balance (e.g. oxygen, temperature, fluid exchange). Oligodendrocytes, astrocytes,

microglia and ependymal cells are sub-types of glial cells (Fields et al., 2014), for

which a detailed description goes beyond the scope of this thesis.

Neurons’ electrical excitability enables them to communicate with each other,

even when they are not continuous throughout the body (which is known as the

neuron doctrine, discovered by Santiago Ramón y Cajal and presented by Finger,

2001). This mechanism for neuron communication supports nearly everything,

from walking to remembering and to our ability to maintain conversations with

friends, write emails or generate coherent stories. Hence, the structural and

functional conditions that enable these electrical exchanges between neurons are

crucial for our survival. In fact, they develop very early in our brain, even before we

are born, and continue to operate throughout our lifetime (Tosti, 2010). Although

there is some controversy about how many neurons we have and how long they

last, the general assumption is that we have around 10 billion neurons (Blinkov and

Glezer, 1968) and there seems to be little production of new ones (Nowakowski,

2006). In the absence of pathological conditions, our neurons may live as long as

we do, and research suggest they could in fact outlive us if transplanted (Magrassi

et al., 2013).

One of the proposed explanations behind neuron’s longevity is that much of the

information that we learn early in life is actually necessary throughout our lifespan,

from survival skills (i.e. feeding) to more complex socio-cultural abilities (i.e. face

and emotional recognition). From an evolutionary perspective, it seems reasonable

for the neuron population in charge of learning and retaining knowledge to have

evolved to be equally long-lasting. This thesis is concerned with language, an

example of cognitive ability for which the need to learn, retain, use, adapt and

constantly update information is essential and ever-present in our life.

Alterations in neurons’ ability to communicate and subsequent functional
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consequences have been found in normal ageing (Disterhoft and Oh, 2007), but

this decline is much more aggressive in neurodegenerative processes. Alzheimer’s

Disease, in particular, has previously been described as a synaptic failure

(Selkoe, 2002), entailing communication breakdown as a consequence of neuronal

compromise and ultimately death.

2.1.2 Neurodegeneration

Just as it is essential for us to communicate with one another, our linguistic abilities

are, in turn, dependent upon neurons’ ability to communicate with one another.

Since the brain does not only support language but basically every function,

thousands of multiple neuron conversations take place simultaneously. Given

this complexity, a disruption in a group of neurons may spread to the group of

neurons adjacent to them (Fornito et al., 2015; Gratton et al., 2012), as well as to

non-adjacent neurons that are closely related in function (Greicius et al., 2004; Raj

and Powell, 2018). Even small disruptions in these communication pathways may

lead to behavioural and physical symptoms, which constitute the clinical expression

of the brain disorder that caused the neuronal disruptions in the first place (e.g.

Alzheimer’s Disease). Although there are several types of diseases and illnesses

that can affect the brain such as tumors or concussions, this thesis focuses on

neurodegenerative diseases.

Neurodegeneration is the process by which neurons and nerve tissues decay,

progressively losing their structure or function and, eventually, leading to neuron

death. Etymologically, "neurodegeneration" is composed by νευρο- (neuro-), the

prefix form of νεῦρον, which means ’sinew, tendon, cord’ in Ancient Greek, and

dēgenerō, from Latin ’to be inferior to one’s ancestors, to become unlike one’s

race or kind, fall from ancestral quality’. Therefore, by definition, the process

is irreversible, as it implies the decay of brain tissue in a way that it cannot

recover and go back to its previous (presumably healthy) state. ’Neurodegenerative

disease’ is an umbrella term for a range of pathological conditions that appear as

a consequence of this process of neurodegeneration, primarily causing neuronal

dysfunction, followed by neuronal death, which can be visualized macroscopically

as atrophy.

The loss of brain cells may cause physical and mental symptoms that affect

the person’s health. This leads to a clinical syndrome that is relatively distinct

and it exemplifies the importance of neuron communication, since its disruption

leads to motor problems, speech impairment and memory loss, amongst others.

Visible consequences of these symptoms range from mere forgetfulness (e.g.
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missing an appointment), to an increased frequency of object misplacement

(e.g. house keys), wandering (e.g. getting lost on the way home), a series

of communication difficulties (e.g. trouble keeping up with a conversation),

increased motor awkwardness and, consequently, sadness, loss of confidence

and frustration. With very little known about disease progression, there are

neither satisfactory drugs nor successful interventions to slow the progress of

neurodegenerative diseases (Gitler et al., 2017). Over time, neurodegeneration

continues to cause a steady aggravation of the symptoms, having a devastating

impact on the affected person, as well as on those who care for them (Burns and

Rabins, 2000; Georges et al., 2008).

There are many types of neurodegenerative diseases with different

corresponding brain pathologies, such as Alzheimer’s disease, amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, Huntington’s disease, Lewy body disease, Parkinson’s disease, motor

neuron disease, spinal muscular atrophy or frontal lobar degeneration. For most

of them only symptomatic treatments are available (Hugo and Ganguli, 2014).

The following sections will focus on a consequence of severe neurodegenerative

disease known as ’dementia’.

2.1.3 Dementia

Dementia is a syndromal term which is defined as a category of brain health

conditions that typically entail a long-term and gradual decrease of cognitive

functioning (APA, 2000). Many of the causes or aetiologies are neurodegenerative

conditions, characterised by a set of clinically distinctive physical and mental

symptoms. These include memory loss, troubled executive functioning (i.e. thought

processes, problem-solving, decision-making, forward planning, inhibition of

inappropriate behaviours), language alterations, undermined motivation, emotional

distress and declined motor function.

In the DSM-5, the latest version of the American Psychological Association’s

(APA) diagnostic manual, dementia syndromes have been renamed as major

neurocognitive disorders and standard diagnostic criteria for these difficulties

are provided. The term is more or less equivalent to dementia, but the criteria

have been modified to recognise that dementia may be diagnosed without learning

and memory difficulties. It also attempts to account for the multiple causes that

underlie its symptoms, apart from neurodegeneration, such as substance abuse,

HIV infection or traumatic brain injury (Sachdev et al., 2014).

Major neurocognitive disorders are described as the functional decline of at

least one cognitive domain, compared to the level of cognitive functioning that
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had been previously attained in the same domain. The standard criteria for major

neurocognitive disorders, adapted from the DSM-5 (APA, 2013, pg. 602-603) are

as follows:

1. Cognitive decline: evidence of significant cognitive decline from a previous

level of performance in one or more cognitive domains (attention, executive

function, learning and memory, language, perceptual-motor ability, social

cognition). This evidence is based on concern reports (by the individual,

a knowledgeable informant or a clinician) as well as on standard

neuropsycholgical testing showing substantial cognitive impairment.

2. Undermined independence: the difficulties outlined above interfere with

everyday activities, minimally to the extent that the person affected requires

some instrumental assistance to manage their medication, pay their bills or

other similarly complex activities.

3. Widespread occurrence: the difficulties above do not occur exclusively when

the person is in a confusional state with an eminently organic cause such as

drug abuse or malnutrition (i.e. delirium).

4. Different to other mental disorder: the difficulties above are not better

explained by another mental disorder such as schizophrenia or depression.

In order to specify a neurocognitive disorder as being due to Alzheimer’s

Disease, a few other criteria need to be met. First, that the affected cognitive

domains suffer insidious and progressive impairment. Second, that memory and

learning abilities decline based on standard neuropsychological testing, without

extended plateaus. Thirdly, that genetic testing or family history evidence a

potential genetic mutation causative of the disease (APA, 2013). If criteria are

met, this condition is also known as Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD). In the absence

of dependence or loss of autonomy caused by these difficulties, the patient would

be diagnosed with mild neurocognitive disorder. This condition is also known as

Mild cognitive Impairment (MCI) due to Alzheimer’s Disease if the criteria for this

underlying pathology are met.

It is worth noting that consensus in the field as well as between the American

Psychological Association and the International Classification of Diseases (ICD)

is elusive about the best and most appropriate lexicon and is under seemingly

constant review and deliberation as science and clinical services evolve. Besides,

the DSM has been controversial as a diagnostic tool (Wakefield, 2013). This thesis

will not present further discussions on the diagnostic criteria for AD, which have
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been explained here merely to offer a picture of what the clinical expression of

dementia may look like. Later sections and chapters will pay special attention to

language alterations in AD.

2.2 Alzheimer’s Dementia

Chapter 1 outlined that there were 47.5 million cases of dementia worldwide in

2015, with an estimated annual incidence between 10 and 15 cases for every

one thousand people. From those, more than 50%, between 5 and 8 cases, are

suspected to be caused by a brain disease known as Alzheimer’s Disease (WHO,

2015). Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD) refers to a type of dementia caused by the

progression of this disease.

2.2.1 Alzheimer’s Disease

In 1906, Dr Alois Alzheimer presented a case study in Tübingen describing

one of his patients. Although relatively young, this patient suffered memory

loss, language problems, was disoriented in time and space and died four and

half years after symptoms had started. In that span of time, she had become

fully dependant, eventually needing assistance with the most basic self-care.

Postmortem examinations revealed atrophy, abnormal depositions and bundles

of fibres inside the brain (Alzheimer, 1907), today established as alterations

corresponding to AD that cause synaptic failure. The disease was named after

Dr Alzheimer to recognise his seminal contribution, now over 100 years ago.

2.2.1.1 Neuropathology of Alzheimer’s Disease

Neuropathology is the study of causes and effects of brain disease, usually by

looking at the activity of neurons and glial cells. In a healthy brain, neurons are

constantly communicating with each other in multiple conversations (i.e. synapses)

that support our mental activity. Glial cells make sure that neurons and the synaptic

spaces between them are kept clean, nourished and healthy. There are different

ways in which these mechanisms may be disrupted or damaged, some of which

are part of the neuropathology of AD.

When a person attends clinical consultation with symptoms of AD,

the Alzheimer’s neuropathology is likely to have begun to hinder neuron

communication years, even decades, beforehand. In brief, research evidence
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suggests that there are two main proteins that become toxic to the brain and are

involved in AD:

• Tau-protein fibres are proteins that suffer a process called

hyperphosphorylation, which causes them to abnormally accumulate

inside neurons and form intracellular fibrillary tangles (Grundke-Iqbal et al.,

1986; Maccioni et al., 2010). The accumulation of tau-protein tangles has

been identified in other neurodegenerative diseases such as frontotemporal

dementia (Hutton et al., 1998; Poorkaj et al., 1998; Iqbal et al., 2005) and

hence, it is not unique to AD.

• Beta-amyloid molecules are proteins that clump outside the neurons, forming

deposits of extracellular plaques (Hardy and Selkoe, 2002). Amyloid

plaques do seem to be specific to AD, and are thought to be influenced

by certain genetic mutations (Small et al., 2001). Given this specificity,

the view of amyloid plaques as the primary cause for AD was relatively

consensual during the twentieth century. However, alternative hypotheses

have emerged by which these plaques are suggested to be a response to

other neuropathological processes (Lee et al., 2007; Drachman, 2014).

Figure 2.2: Tau tangles and amyloid plaques in the brain [internet source: n.d. (2020)].

In short, amyloid plaques keep building up between neurons as tau tangles

spread throughout the brain (see Figure 2.2), and both phenomena are thought to

be partially responsible for brain atrophy and functional disruption in AD (Braak and

Braak, 1996). There are other processes involved in this disruption, such as the

vascular system failure to deliver enough oxygen and nutrients to the brain, causing
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energy scarcity and subsequent impaired activity (De la Torre, 2002; Young-Collier

et al., 2012); or neuroinflammation (i.e. inflammation of nervous tissue), which

affects the capacity of glial cells to support and protect the neurons, and causes

other glial cells to also react to their kin’s distress (Heneka et al., 2015). Alzheimer’s

neuropahtology is still not fully understood and other mechanisms are under study

to confirm their potential involvement.

When healthy neurons suffer these processes, their ability to communicate

with other neurons declines, they begin to lose connections and eventually die.

Neuron death causes the brain to shrink, starting in a brain structure that has been

associated with learning and memory (i.e. hippocampus) and, therefore, consistent

with the fact that memory loss is amongst the first symptoms of AD.

2.2.1.2 Biomarkers of Alzheimer’s Disease

Alzheimer’s Disease is difficult to diagnose with certainty, but certain parameters

indicative of the processes described above can be detected with current

diagnostic techniques such as brain scanning and cerebrospinal fluid analysis

(CSF: a colourless fluid found in the brain and spinal cord). When detected,

these parameters signal the presence of physiological, biochemical or anatomic

abnormalities linked to the disease, and therefore are considered biomarkers. Five

of these biomarkers are relatively well established (Jack Jr and Holtzman, 2013):

1. Brain atrophy and shrinkage are visible and measurable with MRI1 brain

scans, which show reduced cortical thickness (Dickerson and Wolk, 2012)

and reduced hippocampal volume (Morra et al., 2009), as in Figure 2.3;

2. amyloid deposition is visible with PET2 brain scans (Villemagne et al., 2011);

3. toxic amyloid levels are measurable by analysing CSF content (Mattsson

et al., 2009);

4. toxic tau-protein levels are measurable by analysing CSF content (Mattsson

et al., 2009);

5. low metabolic rate in the brain (i.e. low glucose usage, low energy and low

activity) is visible with PET brain scans (Jagust et al., 2010). An example is

shown in Figure 2.4.

1Magnetic resonance imaging.
2Positron emission tomography.
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Figure 2.3: MRI image of reduced brain areas in AD [source: Fox et al. (2001)].

Figure 2.4: PET image of brain areas with low metabolic rate in AD (yellow and blue) [source: Johnson et al. (2012)].

Genetics are also important in AD, but their influence depends on the type of

AD, varying from being causative (Familial AD) to entailing a risk-factor (late-onset

or sporadic AD). More details are provided below, in the section dedicated to the

classification of Alzheimer’s disease.

Established biomarkers are often part of medical routines and screening

programmes aimed at early detection of AD, although there are large variations

between and within country and diagnostic criteria for dementia do not include

biomarker changes. The discovery of other markers that could help detect

early symptoms of neurodegenerative disease or risk-factors in cognitively healthy

people is also necessary. Besides biological markers, behavioural markers are

also under study, such as speech and language features, with which this doctoral

research is concerned. Accordingly, Chapter 5 will present a research project that
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involves spoken language data as well as the biomarkers outlined above and a set

of genetic and lifestyle risk-factors.

2.2.1.3 Clinical expression of Alzheimer’s Disease

The clinical expression of Alzheimer’s Disease includes observable signs and

symptoms that are thought to be a consequence of Alzheimer’s neuropathology.

Medical signs are different to medical symptoms in that the former refer to objective

indications of an illness (i.e. observed and measured from outside the patient),

while the latter refers to subjective indications of an illness (i.e. perceived by the

patient, regardless of whether they are observable from outside). As it was the

case for the patient presented by Dr Alzheimer, memory loss is typically one of the

first signs of impairment in this disease. However, the first symptoms and signs

present individual differences and affect non-memory aspects of cognition as well

(Reisberg et al., 1987), such as:

• Language: patients of AD often present language impairment, for

example, they typically suffer word-finding difficulties, known as anomia, or

conversational trouble (see dedicated section below for more details).

• Visuospatial ability : capacity to identify relationships among objects in space

and to use them in order to estimate distances or to orientate oneself. An

impairment in this ability is the cause behind a typical AD symptom known

as wandering, that implies, for example, getting lost on the way home or to

another familiar place.

• Reasoning/judgement : capacity to think logically and understand things in

a way that enables considered decisions. When impaired, this disrupts

problem-solving, decision-making and planning tasks, such as handling the

bills or managing the house.

People who experience some of these difficulties, but not to the extent of

interfering with their everyday autonomy, are considered to suffer Mild Cognitive

Impairment (Gauthier et al., 2006). They misplace belongings, forget appointments

or experience word-finding difficulties that other people of their age do not seem

to experience, yet their ability to live independently is not impaired. Later chapters

of this thesis focus on spoken language alterations, although visuospatial ability is

also taken into account by the novel methodology presented in Chapter 5.
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2.2.1.4 Classification of Alzheimer’s Disease

This section describes two types of Alzheimer’s Disease, classified in terms of

when, in a person’s lifetime, symptoms become apparent. This classification also

accounts for the importance of genetic inheritance. According to this criterion, there

are two types of Alzheimer’s Disease: early-onset and late-onset. Table 2.1 offers

a visual comparison. A classification based on the severity of neurodegeneration

is presented later in this chapter.

In Familial Alzheimer’s Disease (FAD), symptoms generally appear when the

person affected is between 30 and 60 years old and therefore it is also known as

early-onset AD. This is relatively rare and accounts for less than 1% of AD cases.

A substantial percentage of it is known to be caused by a mutation in one of three

genes that virtually guarantees the development of the disease, hence the term

’familial’ as it is predominantly inherited. FAD also progresses more rapidly and

aggressively than late-onset AD (Wu et al., 2012).

In late-onset Alzheimer’s Disease, symptoms normally appear when the

person is over 65 years old and is much more common than the early-onset variant.

Although a conclusive genetic cause is still to be established, research shows that

some genes are certainly implicated as risk-factors, such as the gene responsible

for the Apolipoprotein E (APOE ; Liu et al., 2013) and for the Triggering Receptor

Expressed On Myeloid Cells 2 (TREM2; Carmona et al., 2018). TREM2 is involved

in immune and inflammatory pathways that are involved in Alzheimer’s Disease,

but findings are still inconclusive due to the low frequency of this gene. APOE

is much more frequent, as it encodes the apolipoprotein E, a protein involved in

the transport of blood cholesterol. Each of us carries two copies of the APOE

gene (each of which is inherited from one biological parent) and they can present

different forms called alleles. Research evidence suggests that different APOE

alleles entail different degrees of risk for Alzheimer’s Disease. ε2 appears to bear

some protection; ε3, the most common allele, seems to neither decrease nor

increase the risk; and ε4 is considered a risk-factor for AD, either carrying one

(25% population) or two copies (2-3%) of the allele. This means that someone with

the ε2 allele would be more likely to develop AD later in life than a person carrying

ε4 (all other circumstances remaining constant), if at all.

Other genetic risk factors include polygenic risk scores, which have been shown

to be involved in disease progression, particularly conversion from MCI to AD

(Chaudhury et al., 2019). In 2019, a case study of someone who resisted the

onset of FAD, showed that there could be other APOE variants involved in disease

protection (Arboleda-Velasquez et al., 2019), although these are still very early
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findings.

Risk-factors and biomarkers differ in that the former increases the chances of

a person developing a disease, but is not definite; whereas the latter indicates

presence of biological evidence (i.e. protein profile in the brain) that the disease

may have started. Given that the most common allele, ε3, is precisely the one

playing a neutral role, predicting late-onset AD needs a multifactorial model that

includes this and other risk-factors along established biomarkers. The project

presented in Chapter 5 includes the participant’s APOE status, alongisde other

risk-factors, cognitive assessments, biomarkers and spoken language data.

Table 2.1: Key differences between late and early onset types of Alzheimer’s Disease.

Characteristic FAD Late-onset AD
First symptoms 30 - 60 years old Over 65 years old
Frequency Rare (under 1% cases) Common (most cases)

Genetic inheritance
Three causative
mutations

APOE ε4 as a risk factor

Progression
Rapid multi-domain
decline

Individual variability in
decline rate and affected
areas

2.2.2 Progression in neurodegenerative diseases

Determining the stages of severity in neurodegenerative disease can be quite

challenging. This section begins with a description of the early stages of

neurodegenerative disease (i.e. subjective and mild cognitive impairment),

followed by an outline of the three stages of severity considered within a diagnosis

of AD (i.e. mild, moderate and severe AD). An additional category is explained

at the end, known as ’asymptomatic at risk of AD’, which relates to preclinical

detection and secondary prevention. Stages of progression are delimited by the

severity of their clinical expression and the level of autonomy of the person affected.

It is worth noting that delimitation criteria for these categories are unclear and early

stages of the continuum are often similar for different neurodegenerative diseases.

In spite of this, these categories are ever present in the literature and will be

repeatedly mentioned throughout the systematic review presented in Chapter 3,

hence why they should be outlined here.

2.2.2.1 Early stages of neurodegenerative disease

Subjective Cognitive Impairment (SCI) and Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) are

considered the early or mild stages of severity of a neurodegenerative disease.
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Their clinical expression often entails cognitive deficits that resemble AD, but

whether the underlying pathology of these conditions is Alzheimer’s Disease and

whether they precede Alzheimer’s Dementia or other forms of dementia, is a

recurrent subject of controversy.

Subjective Cognitive Impairment (SCI), is also known as subjective

cognitive complaints, subjective memory impairment or subjective memory

disorder. A person with SCI reports forgetfulness, impaired thinking and

word-finding difficulties which cause emotional distress and self-counsciousness

although do not interfere with their daily activities and are not verified through

neuropsychological testing (Reisberg et al., 2008; Jessen et al., 2014).

Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), entails cognitive difficulties similar to those

mentioned for SCI, as well as visuospatial impairment and mobility issues. Different

to SCI, these difficulties can be verified through neuropsychological testing,

although daily functioning is spared (Gauthier et al., 2006).

SCI has been proposed as a precursor to MCI and AD (Reisberg and Gauthier,

2008) and there is evidence that people who suffer SCI are more likely to develop

MCI within seven years (Reisberg et al., 2010). Although older adults showing

MCI symptoms are also at greater risk of developing AD, some of them go back to

normal cognition or remain as MCI. Besides, various neurodegenerative diseases

and brain conditions can be associated with these complains at early stages and

they are not always easy to differentiate from mere age-related cognitive decline

either (Studart Neto and Nitrini, 2016; Amieva et al., 2008). Nevertheless, since

AD progresses with difficulties similar to those described for SCI and MCI, both

conditions worth taking into account as they appear in the research literature on

speech technology and AD detection that will be presented in Chapter 3.

2.2.2.2 Stages of severity in Alzheimer’s Dementia

Conventionally, there are three disease stages based on the severity of observable

symptoms and overall functionality of a person diagnosed with AD: mild, moderate

and severe.

A person with mild AD increasingly struggles to keep living the life they are

used to. As everything becomes more difficult to do and understand, the person

and/or their family begin to realise that something is wrong. At this stage patients

are able to live independently and engage in the majority of activities that are

meaningful to them (Reisberg et al., 1987; Devanand et al., 1997). It is challenging

to discern this stage from age-related cognitive decline (i.e. difficulties that are

merely due to the normal ageing of our brain). Some examples of the differences
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are presented in Table 2.2.

Table 2.2: Daily life examples comparing age-related cognitive decline and mild AD

Age-related cognitive decline Mild AD
Memory

Forgetting names or appointments
but remembering later.

Relying on memory aid, repeating
questions.

Planning and solving problems

Occasional financial mistakes.
Increasing and regular difficulties
managing their budget.

Familiar tasks

Occasional help remembering a
recipe.

Taking increasingly long to complete
daily tasks, especially if multi-step,
such as cooking.

Time and place
Temporary and self-resolved
confusion about where they are
going.

Wandering, getting lost going to a
familiar location.

Visuospatial abilities
Visual difficulties (e.g. cataracts, eye
fatigue).

Difficulty judging distance (e.g. while
driving).

Speaking and writing
Occasional trouble finding the right
word to use in a sentence.

Consistent word-finding difficulties,
trouble following a conversation.

Ability to retrace own steps

Occasionally misplacing something
but able to retrace steps and find it.

Consistently putting things in
unusual places, unable to retrace
steps to find them, blaming others.

Reasoning and judgment
Neglecting occasional decisions
(e.g. changing dishwasher filter)

Neglecting daily decisions (e.g.
medication adherence).

Social interaction
Appear less interested in social
activities.

Withdrawal due to trouble keeping
up with a social activity

Mood and personality
Increased routine adherence,
irritability.

Easily upset, anxious, consued,
suspicious, aggressive.

Moderate AD, is typically the longest stage and a point of inflection for

relatives. Common difficulties include confusion about words, date and location,

forgetfulness of personal history and information about themselves (e.g. address or

phone number), increased wandering, personality changes (e.g. becoming moody,

withdrawn, frustrated, suspicious) and trouble with self-care and hygiene, including

bladder and bowel control. Consequencly, the need for assistance gradually

increases until full supervision is unavoidable, although they can still participate

in certain activities.
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Severe AD entails full dependence on others for survival. They become

unaware of their surroundings, communication breaks down and physical health

worsens to a point of none or very limited mobility. Physical limitations may lead

to difficulty swallowing and aspiration pneumonia (i.e. lung infection caused by

the presence of food or liquid in the lungs), which is a common cause of death in

severe AD (Wada et al., 2001).

2.2.2.3 Asymptomatic at risk of Alzheimer’s Dementia

The preclinical stage of AD is known as asymptomatic at risk of AD (Dubois

et al., 2016). It refers to cognitively normal individuals who exhibit biomarkers

of Alzheimer’s Disease neuropathology (e.g. increased tau levels in CSF) or

risk-factors for Alzheimer’s Dementia (e.g. APOE status or family history). A recent

study concluded that half of people over 70 years old meet the criteria for this

category (Kern et al., 2018), although the generalisability of these findings needs

to be confirmed by further research. The term is increasingly receiving research

attention, as it implies identifying people at risk of AD who are still healthy and

therefore contributes to the development of secondary prevention strategies (i.e.

interventions when biomarkers are present but no symptoms have appeared).

The ultimate aim of the Prevent-ED project, presented in Chapter 5, is not

only to determine whether speech features are able to indicate cognitive decline,

but also to use them as behavioural markers in order to identify people who are

asymptomatic at risk of AD (de la Fuente et al., 2019). To this end, this project

collects spoken language data from cognitively healthy middle-aged participants,

instead of an already diagnosed cohort, which makes it a key contribution of this

research.

2.2.3 Diagnosis of Alzheimer’s Dementia

This section provides some context for the research articles that will be

systematically reviewed in Chapter 3 (i.e. research articles on speech and

language technology for AD monitoring). It presents a brief description of the

cognitive tests most commonly applied for dementia screening, followed by an

outline of the consensual diagnostic criteria that is based on these tests as well

as on the clinical expression of the disease.
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2.2.3.1 Neuropsychological assessments

This section is a description of the traditional instruments for cognitive evaluation

(as opposed to speech-based cognitive tasks) that are most commonly applied in

the field of speech technology for dementia research, with two main purposes. On

the one hand, neuropsychological assessments are one of the several factors on

which clinicians rely in order to make a clinical diagnosis, which in turn results on

participants being assigned to an experimental group (i.e. healthy control, SCI,

MCI, or AD). On the other hand, some of these tests are recurrently used as part

of speech elicitation protocols in in order to collect spoken language data (see

Section 2.3.3). Besides since speech and language are proposed as behavioural

markers for AD, some studies attempt to validate these ’markers’ by comparing

their diagnostic accuracy with established cognitive assessments.

Neuropsychological batteries developed for screening or diagnostic purposes

evaluate a range of cognitive abilities in a relatively short period of time. Their

design is guided by the need for time-efficient and reliable tools to support

health practitioners in their clinical decisions. They are also designed to highlight

preserved and impaired abilities. From the most to the least commonly assessed,

these cognitive domains are:

• Memory and learning: memory exercises measure the patient’s ability to

register, recall, recognise and repeat text or images. The inability to encode

new memories (i.e. retain information once is no longer recent) is called

anterograde amnesia and is a common early sign of AD.

• Space/time orientation: orientation tests include simple temporal (e.g. date

or season), topographic (e.g. address) or contemporary history (e.g. current

Prime Minister) questions. Confusion about dates and places is a common

symptom of AD.

• Language: language tests measure semantic memory with tasks like

semantic fluency (i.e. naming as many items of one kind as possible

in a certain amount of time, e.g. animals in 60 seconds) or questions

about general knowledge. Text comprehension, reading, writing and picture

description are also common language tasks. Picture description tasks

assess speech continuity and are frequently used in spoken language and

dementia research, as we will see in Chapter 3.

• Attention: attention exercises involve arithmetic and numerical operations

and spelling. They also include concentration tasks that require the person
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to keep certain information active ’in mind’ for a limited period of time, such

as trail making.

• Visuospatial: visuospatial abilities are usually measured in two ways. The

first one involves drawing forms (e.g. clock drawing test) and playing with the

position of shapes in space. The second one involves navigating a complex

environment to find a way out (e.g. a maze) or to retrace one’s steps.

Other: some tests also include items designed to measure the person’s

ability for abstraction (e.g. indicating similarities between different objects)

or perception (e.g. counting dots or identifying letters).

These cognitive abilities have been summarised from a range of commonly

used tests. Frequently, different cognitive domains overlap within the same

task, such as language and memory, which are involved in semantic fluency, or

attention and visuospatial abilities, which are involved in trail making. Memory,

language, attention and orientation are present in the majority of screening tools

for neurodegenerative diseases. The most commonly used assessments are

the Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein et al., 1975), the Montreal

Cognitive Assessment (MoCA; Nasreddine et al., 2005), the Clock Drawing

Test (CDT; Freedman et al., 1994), the Alzheimer’s Disease Assessment Scale,

Cognitive part (ADAS-Cog Rosen et al., 1984), the Addenbrooke’s Cognitive

Examination Revised (ACE-R; Mioshi et al., 2006) or the General Practitioner

Assessment of Cognition (GPCog; Brodaty et al., 2002). The MoCA is very

commonly used and often presented as an alternative to MMSE, which has been

criticised for its low sensitivity to early stages of impairment (Arevalo-Rodriguez

et al., 2015). A recent review also identified MoCA as superior for MCI screening

(Pinto et al., 2019). The MMSE is presented in Figure 2.5 and a summary of the key

characteristics of these tests is presented in Table 2.3. Specificity and sensitivity

are included among these characteristics given their relevance in clinical settings,

as they indicate the ability of an assessment to correctly identify people as healthy

or cognitively impaired.

There are other tools with different scopes to the ones above. Some of

them attempt to characterise disease severity, such as the Global Deterioration

Scale (GDS: Reisberg et al., 1982), the Hierarchical Dementia Scale-Revised

(HDS-R; Cole et al., 2015) or the Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR; Hughes et al.,

1982); while others focus on the evaluation of general daily functioning, such as

the Katz Index (Wallace and Shelkey, 2007) and the Lawton Scale (Graf, 2009).

Most of these screening tools have been translated to other languages. From
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Figure 2.5: Mini-Mental State Examination [internet source: Oxford Medical Education (2020)].

the studies reviewed in Chapter 3, those conducted in a language other than

English used, amongst others, the French version of the Protocol for an Optimal

Neuropsychological Evaluation (PENO; Joanette et al., 1995) and the Spanish

version of the MMSE (MEC; Peña et al., 2012). A more recent test, the Details

of Functions of Everyday Life [DoFEL; ][](Calia et al., 2020), incorporates memory

binding (i.e. integration of different modalities into a memory element, such as

shape and colour) to the assessment and is proposed as a method to detect early
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Table 2.3: Essential characteristics of commonly used cognitive tests, adapted from Tsoi et al. (2015); Lischka et al.
(2012); Lonie et al. (2009); Zec et al. (1992)

Tool
Completion
time

Components
MCI:
Sp/Ss2 AD: Sp/Ss

MMSE
5-10
minutes

Memory, language, attention,
orientation, visuospatial

50% / 83% 89% / 81%

MoCA
10-12
minutes

Memory, language, attention,
orientation, other

87% / 90% 81% / 91%

CDT > 2 minutes Visuospatial, other 88% / 20% 84% / 83%

ACE-R
< 20
minutes

Memory, language, attention,
orientation, visuospatial, other

100% / 84% 89% / 92%

GPCog
10-12
minutes

Memory, language, attention,
orientation, visuospatial, other,
daily living

50% / 83% 87% / 92%

Fluency > 2 minutes Memory, language 88% / 54% 82% / 80%

ADAS-cog > 2 minutes
Memory, language,
orientation, visuospatial

89% / 73% 97% avg

1 Referring to the validation study
2 Sp = Specificity (i.e. percentage of healthy people
correctly identified as such); Ss = Sensitivity
(percentage of people with MCI/AD that are correctly
identified as such)

deviations from healthy ageing.

2.2.3.2 Diagnostic criteria for MCI and AD

Based on a patient’s clinical syndrome, their neuropsychological results and other

clinical assessments, clinicians make a diagnostic decision. Most of the studies

reviewed in Chapter 3 refer to the following criteria:

• Revised Petersen’s criteria for MCI diagnosis (Artero et al., 2006). These

include reports of complaints about memory (and other areas of cognition)

which do not meet the criteria for dementia, as well as increased difficulties

in daily living. General intellectual functioning is preserved.

• APA (DSM-5, described above) and the National Institute of Neurological and

Communicative Disorders and Stroke/the Alzheimer’s Disease and Related

Disorders Association NINCDS-ADRDA (McKhann et al., 1984) for AD

diagnosis. Both criteria imply deficits in two or more cognitive domains as

well as progressive functional, occupational and intellectual deterioration.

These diagnostic models are not free from controversy and it is hereby proposed

that computational technology will contribute to the development of improved

decision support tools for clinicians.
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2.2.4 Interventions for Alzheimer’s Dementia

Currently, there is no satisfactory treatment for AD, as licensed medications are

purely symptomatic (i.e. have no impact on disease progression). This thesis

focuses on early detection of AD based on the assumption that earlier diagnosis

will facilitate therapeutic success (Posner et al., 2017). Interventions for AD can be

classified into pharmacological and non-pharmacological.

2.2.4.1 Pharmacological interventions

There are three main types of pharmacological treatments, aimed at:

• Aiding neuronal communication by modulating neuronal communication.

The most common drugs of this type are the cholinesterase inhibitors (e.g.

galantamine, rivastigmine and donepezil) and the glutamate modulators,

(e.g. memantine). They promote memory and learning (Schliebs and Arendt,

2006) and improve global function and autonomy (Hellweg et al., 2012),

respectively, in AD patients.

• Addressing tau tangles by stabilising the structure of tau proteins in

order to prevent their entangling and toxic accumulation, which causes

neurodegeneration (Garcia and Cleveland, 2001). None of these have

succeeded in Phase 3 and therefore none are licensed for use.

• Addressing amyloid plaques by targeting the mechanisms of production,

aggregation and disposal of these molecules (Schenk et al., 2012) before

their level of accumulation becomes toxic. None of these have succeeded in

Phase 3 and therefore none are licensed for use.

No drugs have been approved since the memantine in 2003. Most current

pharmacological research is focused on the reduction of tau tangles and

amyloid plaques. Other approaches target intracellular processes, oxidative

stress, mitochondria metabolism, neuronal calcium levels, neuroinflammation and

epigenetic modulation. Anand et al. (2014) offer a comprehensive review on the

natural and pharmaceutical possibilities that are under research.

2.2.4.2 Non-pharmacological interventions: lifestyle

AD is a very complex disease that requires multi-faceted interventions (Kivipelto

et al., 2020). Several non-medical factors have also been proposed to play a role

on disease onset, leading to the development of lifestyle guidelines. These mostly
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advise on healthy patterns with regards to diet (Barnard et al., 2014), physical

exercise (Erickson et al., 2012; Hötting and Röder, 2013), sleep (Lim et al., 2013)

and cognitive training (Curlik 2nd and Shors, 2013).

2.3 Language in Alzheimer’s Dementia

Language is regarded as a valuable source of clinical information as it is rich,

ubiquitous and relatively accessible for evaluation. Besides, it relates to different

aspects of our mental and physical activity, from the use of pronouns to the tremor

of our voice, which are affected in a wide range of mental health difficulties.

For instance, an increased use of first person singular pronouns and

self-reference words (me, myself, I) is established as a linguistic marker of

self-focused attention, a common trait of anxiety and depression (Brockmeyer

et al., 2015; Holtzman et al., 2017). Patients with schizophrenia also present an

abnormal pronoun use, possibly indicating impaired social cognition (Covington

et al., 2005); and autistic patients experience communication difficulties which

contribute to their social withdrawal (Lee et al., 1994; Hobson et al., 2010).

Furthermore, semantic dementia is a type of aphasia (Hodges et al., 1992) in which

loss of semantic information takes place as brain atrophy progresses (Snowden

et al., 1989) and stroke patients are prone to laconic speech (i.e. brief, few words).

In Alzheimer’s Dementia, several language aspects affected, such as:

• Perseverations: repetition of particular gestures, phrases or words regardless

of whether the response is still appropriate to the conversation.

• Reduced vocabulary: when compared to healthy individuals, AD patients

are found to use fewer total number of words and also less different

words. Lexical difficulties become most evident in phenomena like anomia or

word-finding difficulties, which lead to circumlocution (i.e. the use of several

words to make up for the word they cannot find) and eventually withdrawal

from conversations.

• Reduced complexity: when compared to healthy individuals, AD patients are

also found to use more incomplete sentences as well as less grammatically

complex constructions, such as subordinate clauses (e.g. ’the girl who has

her arm up wants to help the boy who wants to steal a cookie’). A longitudinal

cohort study corroborated that, although grammatical complexity declines

with age, it does so quicker in patients with AD, regardless of age (Kemper

et al., 2001).
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• Impaired pragmatics: when compared to healthy individuals, AD patients are

prone to incur in errors related to contextual meaning and the appropriate use

of language (i.e. pragmatics). An example of pragmatics is how the same

word might have different meanings in different settings (e.g. dog bark vs.

tree bark). Therefore, correct pragmatics require accounting for the context in

which a word is uttered, its potential meanings and a negotiation of meaning

between speaker and listener, such cultural norms or familiarity (Thomas,

2014).

Pragmatics is the most impaired aspect of language in AD patients, together

with lexical difficulties (Kempler, 1995). Although mild stage AD patients seem to

maintain speech fluency, they do demonstrate semantic and lexical difficulties and

impaired comprehension (Bschor et al., 2001). It is presumed that such difficulties

increase the level of frustration and have an impact on the social and emotional life

of these patients. In fact, the prevalence of apathy and depression in AD increases

with the severity of the condition (Landes et al., 2005).

Overall, evidence supports Cummings et al. (1985)’s early idea that language

impairment should be a diagnostic criterion for AD. Besides, language skills have

been shown to benefit from certain drug therapies (Ferris and Farlow, 2013) and

therefore may be useful for evaluating treatment success as well. Furthermore,

language impairment may worsen parallel to disease progression and, in fact,

the level of detail in picture descriptions and text comprehension also decreases

progressively in MCI and AD (Chapman et al., 2002). This suggests that discourse

analysis may add useful diagnostic information and provide insights into disease

progression, as it is explained in the next section.

2.3.1 Progression of language decline

Language deficits in AD worsen gradually and parallel to disease progression, as

presented in Table 2.4. Therefore, changes in these deficits may be good indicators

of sudden or aggressive decline.

In mild AD, anomia is amongst the earliest observable language issues.

Word-finding deficits become apparent in tests such as verbal fluency (i.e. ’please

name as many animals as you can in one minute’) and spontaneous narratives

(i.e. ’please tell me what is going on in this picture’) (Nicholas et al., 1985). Mild

AD patients often use compensating strategies, such as the use of semantically

empty words (e.g. stuff, thing), which maintain speech fluency at the expense of

content and structure. Although comprehension of concrete material is spared at
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Table 2.4: Language impairment as Alzheimer’s Dementia progresses

Discourse... Mild Moderate Severe
Fluency/flow Mostly unimpaired Increasingly impaired Disfluent speech

Content
Anomia, emtpy
words

Pronounced anomia,
circumlocution,
hesitation

Uninterpretable

Structure Coherence gaps Increasingly incoherent Uninterpretable

Conversation
skills

Repetitions
and repeated
questions

Increasing difficulties,
uninterested, withdrawal

Communication
breakdown

Social
interaction

Early difficulties Increasingly withdrawn
No longer
successful

the beginning, abstract comprehension and metaphorical language do decrease

relatively soon (Kempler et al., 1988). At early stages, communication abilities are

sufficient but patients may begin to struggle to keep up with complex conversations

(Kempler, 1995).

Moderate AD patients suffer difficulties to produce a coherent discourse as well

as to comprehend sequential information (Appell et al., 1982). Anomia reaches a

point where hesitations (e.g. ’err...’) become very obvious and, eventually, fluency

becomes affected when circumlocution is repeatedly used instead of nouns or

verbs that would bear the meaning of a whole sentence. Irrelevant topic changes

and inappropriate pronoun use are very obvious signs of the pragmatic impairment

in moderate AD (Ulatowska et al., 1988). These difficulties cause AD discourse to

become difficult to follow, with multiple repetitions, hesitations and uninterpretable

paraphasias. The continuous decline in conversational ability eventually leads to

social withdrawal (Kempler, 1995).

Finally, discourse in severe AD becomes incomprehensible in terms of word

production, coherence and structure (Kempler, 1995). This is not only due

to cognitive impairment but also to motor problems, which cause articulation

difficulties. Social interaction is no longer possible for these patients, with

devastating consequences for them and their carers.

2.3.2 Approaches to monitoring cognition based on language

There is a need for diagnostic-support tools able to identify early stages

of neurodegeneration more accurately than traditional cognitive examinations.

Enabling technologies create opportunities for the development of such tools

through longitudinal and continuous processing of behavioural data (Parsey and

Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2013). Language (i.e. text-based data that contains words
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and sentences) and speech (i.e. acoustic data that contains sounds from spoken

language) are examples of behavioural signals that can be used for personal

monitoring of cognitive health. This section presents an overview of the methods

employed to generate and assess language by researchers in the field of spoken

language and AD.

2.3.2.1 Behavioural assessment of language

Earlier psychological and psycholinguistics studies on the assessment of cognition

through speech and language generally focus on behavioural evaluations of

natural discourse. This entails measures such as measures such as idea

density (i.e. meaningful content), syntactic complexity, topic,or number and

type of words used (nouns, verbs, etc.). Research findings suggest that verbal

communication (i.e. comprehension, production, syntax, verbal feedback, verbal

pragmatics), non-verbal communication (i.e. gesture producing/understanding,

affectivity, feedback and non-verbal pragmatics) and overall participation in social

interaction (i.e. greeting, attention shifting and seeking) are strongly correlated with

participants’ scores on dementia rating scales (Blanken et al., 1987; Rousseaux

et al., 2010).

Acoustic speech features such as vocalisation, pause rate, pause average

duration, phonation rate, phonation time or articulation, have also been repeatedly

assessed. Findings show that effectiveness of speech production declines in AD

patients in comparison to healthy controls, while average pause time increases

(Lee et al., 2011; Bucks et al., 2000a). Behavioural studies have also targeted

conversational coherence (e.g. topic changes, contextual adaptation, turn-taking),

subjectively measured by human judges, which decreases in adults with dementia

(Dijkstra et al., 2004).

2.3.2.2 Computational assessment of language

When it comes to computational assessment, it is possible to describe two types

of studies. The first type, computerized neuropsychological assessment, consists

of implementing traditional cognitive batteries with a computer. This constituted

the first approach to an "automatic assessment of dementia" (Fowler et al., 1997).

One advantage of this method is that a computer does not only facilitate automated

implementation. It also provides opportunity for storing data and interpretation

results in comparison with population scores and simulated data, as well as virtual

reality and other technology-based assessments (Wild et al., 2008; Parsey and

Schmitter-Edgecombe, 2013). Further advantages include:
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• cost-efficiency: both in terms of material resources and task force;

• standardised administration protocols: a computer will behave consistently

across participants, therefore reducing the biases potentially introduced by

the researcher;

• standardised stimuli presentation: reduced risk of inconsistencies across

sessions;

• increased recording accuracy: for example, if response latency (i.e. time to

respond) is being recorded as part of a task, a computer will provide an more

accurate recording of such latency;

• potential for real time comparisons: individual’s performance can be

evaluated as the assessment is delivered, and the items presented as part

of the assessment can be modified. This comparisons could be against

individual prior performance (e.g. to consider whether a person at risk of

AD is progressing towards AD), or against a relevant population (e.g. to

consider whether there are differences between a person’s performance and

the average performance of a healthy population of the same age). An

example of this can be seen in computerised language tests that adapt their

level to the user as the test progresses.

The second type of computational assessment of language involves the use

of Artificial Intelligence for cognitive evaluation, taking advantage of technology

for data collection, storage and analysis. The use of AI as an approach to

monitoring dementia involves gathering behavioural data such as gaze, gait or,

for the purpose of this thesis, speech and language data. It is different to using

computerised versions of neuropsychological batteries in that it does not require

the patient to undertake cognitive testing and, ideally, data can be collected

passively and continuously throughout the day. Accordingly, technology’s ability to

automatically evaluate social signals and adapt accordingly offers a new platform

for AD monitoring and care (Green et al., 2012).

From the combination of behavioural approaches and data-intensive methods

(i.e. Artificial Intelligence, machine learning, natural language processing and

speech technology), a number of research possibilities emerge. This field of

research, which will be thoroughly reviewed in Chapter 3, attempts to automatically

compare spoken language features from AD patients and spoken language

features from healthy older adults. These comparisons can be in terms of:
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• prosody and speech acoustics (Martínez-Sánchez et al., 2012; Meilán et al.,

2012): intonation, tone, stress, rhythm and overall temporal dynamics of

speech, such as pause frequency;

• emotional temperature (Lopez-De-Ipiña et al., 2012; Lopez-de Ipiña et al.,

2015a): this measure accounts for the interaction between emotion and

language and how it affects intelligibility of speech. Unlike emotional

understanding, it is related to the acoustic aspects of speech;

• lexicon, semantics and overall vocabulary (Järvelin et al., 2004; Järvelin and

Juhola, 2011): this accounts for aspects such as anomia or word-finding

difficulties, very prominent in AD patients;

• syntactical or grammatical complexity (Roark et al., 2007, 2011): calculated

with automatic methods that count the use of verbs, subordinate clauses and

other complexity measures.

• emotional understanding (Devillers et al., 2005; Haider et al., 2020b): both

emotional comprehension and emotional production are affected in AD;

• speech fluency (Pakhomov et al., 2011, 2012): the continuity of discourse is

related to executive functioning and overall cognitive status;

• recalling abilities (Prud’hommeaux and Roark, 2011): memory function

affected in AD, assessed with a task that requires language production;

• Trouble indicating behaviours in dialogue (Rudzicz et al., 2014): lack of

feedback, self-repair, repetitions and inappropriateness (i.e. topic,

turn-taking);

• coherence (Marklund et al., 2009): coherent speech requires planing,

decision-making, sequential thinking and dynamic adaptation.

The highlight of this approach is not the features, which have been long

studied by language and health experts, but the fact that they can be extracted

and calculated automatically using speech technology and natural language

processing. Studies relying on these automatic methods are able to distinguish

speakers with and without AD with an accuracy above 70% and will be detailed

and reviewed in Chapter 3.
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2.3.3 Speech elicitation protocols in AD research

For the purpose of this thesis, we distinguish between language data (also

’linguistic’ or ’text-based’ data), which consists of written or transcribed samples

of spoken language, and speech data (also ’acoustic’ or ’prosodic’ data), which

refers to recorded samples of spoken language. The analysis of text-based data

is approached through natural language processing and computational linguistics

methods, whilst signal processing techniques are applied to analyse speech data.

Data collection procedures are usually quite simple and include one or several

tasks that require the participant to speak about something and a recording device

to record the spoken answer for later transcription and/or analysis. The procedures

described here are the most commonly used by the studies reviewed in Chapter 3.

Speech elicitation protocols often include tasks extracted from examinations

that were originally designed for aphasia3, given the prominence of language

impairment in this disease. These are commonly fluency tasks, such as semantic

verbal fluency (SVF, e.g. in COWAT; Benton et al., 1976), which is also known as

’animal naming’ because they require the participant to produce a list of nouns

from a certain category within a time interval (e.g. animals in 60 seconds)

while being recorded. Another speech elicitation tool, also recycled from aphasia

examinations, is the Cookie Theft Picture task (Goodglass and Kaplan, 1983b).

Participants are asked to describe the picture presented in Figure 2.6 and elaborate

a short story on what is going on in this dynamic scene. The Cookie Theft is by

far the most common picture used in these type of experiments, although other

pictures have also been designed to elicit speech in similar ways (e.g. Sadeghian

et al., 2017).

Figure 2.6: Cookie Theft Picture [source: Goodglass and Kaplan (1983b)].

3’Aphasia’ is an umbrella term to design linguistic impairments caused by a brain injury (e.g. stroke).
They affect production, comprehension, reading and writing abilities.
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Additionally, language sub-tests (i.e. vocabulary) and immediate/delayed

memory recall tests are extracted from cognitive batteries and used for speech

elicitation purposes in many of the articles reviewed in Chapter 3. Some of

these are extracted from the range of neuropsychological examinations described

in Section 2.2.3 but others belong to tests designed to evaluate intelligence

and cognitive abilities, such as the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III;

Wechsler, 1997a) or the Wechsler Memory Scale (WMS-III; Wechsler, 1997b),

respectively. In some of the reviewed articles, the National Adult Reading Test

(NART; Nelson and Willison, 1991) and the Arizona Battery for Communication

Disorders of Dementia ABCD battery (ABCD; Bayles et al., 1993) are used to elicit

participants’ speech. Finally, story reading or reading aloud is also a fairly common

approach that usually relies on traditional literature texts. This produces less

spontaneous narratives since it simply requires participants to read aloud, without

the need to put together a little story as in the Cookie Theft or to update information

and production as a natural conversation unfolds. Examples of these narratives are

passages of The Little Prince, French novel by Antoine the Saint-Exupéry (Mirzaei

et al., 2018) or the Grandfather Passage, presented in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7: Grandfather Passage [source: Van Riper (1972)].

2.3.3.1 A note on dialogue and Alzheimer’s Dementia

The linguistic impairment apparent in AD causes a disruption on the patient’s ability

to keep up with a conversation. Accordingly, conversational analysis shows a
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decline in several interactive aspects for these patients, such as receiving and

giving feedback, self-repair (i.e. repeating a corrected version of what was just said

after realising some sort of error), hesitations, filled pauses and general turn-taking

patterns (Watson, 1999).

In terms of AD detection, research studies have analysed data from scripted

talk (i.e. fluency tests), spontaneous narratives (i.e. picture descriptions)

and spontaneous conversations. Conversational language data is arguably

more representative of the way in which we use natural language and could

therefore enhance disease detection (Kato et al., 2013). For example, a study

comparing dialogues from a healthy and an AD group concluded that the latter

are characterised by an increased number of confusions, misunderstandings

and repetitions, as well as slower and shorter interventions (Rudzicz et al.,

2014). Other features that seem useful to distinguish dialogues involving an AD

speaker are prosodic measures (Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015). In linguistics,

prosody encodes elements of language that are not accounted for by grammar

or vocabulary, but rather concerned with the acoustic properties of speech (i.e.

the sounds we make when using language). Hence, prosodic features relate to

functions such as intonation, rhythm, stress and tone, which in turn relate to the

form of a sentence (e.g. whether it is a question or a statement) or its intention (e.g.

ironic, sarcastic, emphatic). Prosody reflects features of the speaker that have also

been associated with cognitive difficulties, such as their emotional state (Devillers

et al., 2005; Haider et al., 2020b).

Psycholinguistics theories suggest that dialogue mechanisms - compared to

monologues - involve a broader range of cognitive aspects. These include a

functional understanding of ’other’ that is not present in the same way when

producing narrative monologues, such as a picture description (Pickering and

Garrod, 2004). Furthermore, dialogues require the construction of several layers of

meaning as a conversation progresses, updating information as interactions unfold

and keeping production coherent with previous information. At the same time,

speakers need to account for social rules, familiarity and any other element that

might be relevant to any given conversation (i.e. pragmatics).

Conversational language is, therefore, an example of a sequential task, as well

as a dynamic adaptation task, both of which require executive cognitive abilities

that are impaired early in AD, such as planning and decision-making. Given

the valuable information that is encoded in these interactive behaviours, one of

the hypotheses of this thesis is that conversational data is more suitable than

monologue data for monitoring cognitive health. Accordingly, the Prevent-ED
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project (Chapter 5) presents a method for data collection of spontaneous spoken

dialogues.

2.3.4 Databases

This is an overview of the main spoken language databases available in AD

research. For space reasons, we only mention here those datasets which have

been used in more than one study amongst the ones reviewed in Chapter 3, and

for which a requesting procedure might be available (i.e. those with potential to

become benchmark datasets). For monologue data:

• Pitt Corpus: is by far the most commonly used dataset. It consists of

picture descriptions elicited by the Cookie Theft Picture, generated by

healthy participants and patients with probable AD, and linked to limited

neuropsychological data (i.e. MMSE). It was collected by the University of

Pittsburgh (Becker et al., 1994) and distributed through DementiaBank4.

• BEA Hungarian Dataset: this is a phonetic database, containing over 250

hours of multipurpose Hungarian spontaneous speech. It was collected by

the Research Institute for Linguistics at the Hungarian Academy of Sciences

(Gósy, 2013) and distributed through META-SHARE5.

• Gothenburg MCI database: this includes comprehensive assessments of

young elderly participants during their visit to a Memory Clinic and senior

citizens that were recruited as their healthy counterparts (Wallin et al., 2016).

Speech research undertaken with this dataset uses the Cookie Theft picture

description and several reading tasks subsets, all recorded in Swedish.

For dialogue data, the Carolina Conversations Collection (CCC6) is the only

available database. It consists of conversations between healthcare professionals

and patients suffering from a chronic disease, including AD. For dementia research,

participants are assigned to an AD group or a non-AD group, if their chronic

condition is unrelated to dementia (i.e. diabetes, heart disease). Conversations are

prompted by questions about their health condition and experience in healthcare. It

is collected and distributed by the Medical University of South Carolina (Pope and

Davis, 2011).

4https://dementia.talkbank.org/
5http://www.nytud.hu/adatb/bea/index.html
6https://carolinaconversations.musc.edu/
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In addition, some of the reviewed articles refer to the IVA dataset, which

consists of structured interviews undertaken and recorded simultaneously by an

Intelligent Virtual Agent (a computer “avatar”) (Mirheidari et al., 2017a). However,

the potential availability of this dataset is unknown.

After some methodological background in the next section, Chapter 3 will

elaborate a systematic review and present a detailed discussion of its results.

2.4 Artificial Intelligence and spoken language

features

This section aims at providing technical and experimental background to

understand the systematic review that will be presented in Chapter 3, as well as

the methodology implemented in the following chapters. To this end, it outlines

the fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence and offers a taxonomy for the most

commonly used acoustic and linguistic features. Spoken language databases,

speech elicitation protocols and neuropsychological batteries used in the reviewed

studies have already been described in Section 2.2.3.

The information hereby provided has been extracted and summarised from

Olivas et al. (2009) and Mitchell et al. (1997), as well as from the articles reviewed

in Chapter 3.

Artificial Intelligence can be loosely defined as a field of research that studies

artificial computational systems that are capable of exhibiting human-like abilities or

human level performance in complex tasks. While the field encompasses a variety

of symbol manipulation systems and manual encoding of expert knowledge, the

majority of methods and techniques employed in this field of research concern

machine learning methods.

Machine learning dates back to the 50’s, although the term “machine learning”,

as it is used today, originated within the AI community in the late 70’s to designate a

number of techniques designed to automate the process of knowledge acquisition.

Rather than being specifically programmed, a machine learning system relies on

finding patterns in the data. Theoretical developments in computational learning

theory and the resurgence of connectionism in the 80’s helped consolidate the

field, which incorporated elements of:

• signal processing: engineering discipline that focuses on signals such as

sound or image, developing methods to analyse, modify and synthesise

them;
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• information theory: mathematical field that studies ways to quantify, store

and transmit information;

• statistics: scientific field dedicated to the collection, organization,

presentation, and interpretation of data. Statistical analyses use quantified

models for summarising and representing experimental data (e.g. mean), as

well as for making inferences on population data; and

• probabilistic inference: a task closely related to statistics that consists of

measuring the certainty (or uncertainty) with which an outcome will occur;

as well as inspiration from a number of disciplines. The general architecture of

a machine learning system, as it is used in AD prediction based on speech and

language, can be described in terms of nature of the ’training data’, learning task,

data representation, learning algorithm and performance measure.

2.4.1 Nature of the training data

Training data refers to the initial set of data that is presented to a learning system

for it to understand how to apply mathematical operations to it. The system then

modifies the operations as appropriate until satisfactory results are obtained in this

training dataset and the performance of this trained system is tested on new data.

An experimental dataset can be split in a training set (i.e. to create the learning

model), a validation set (i.e. to tune the hyper-parameters of this model) and a test

set (i.e. to evaluate model performance).

The nature of the training data affects both data representation and the choice

of algorithm. In AD research, the most common scenario is for patient data to

be annotated with outcome labels for the target categories (e.g. participants are

labelled as AD or healthy) or numerical scores (e.g. neuropsychological data).

Machine learning algorithms that make use of such annotated data for induction

of models are said to perform supervised learning, while learning that seeks

to structure unannotated data is called unsupervised learning (i.e. by finding

emerging patterns or similarities).

Most of the papers reviewed in Chapter 3 make use of annotated data in which

speech or text instances are labeled with a diagnosis category that corresponds to

the speaker.
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2.4.2 Learning task

The learning task concerns the specification of the function to be learnt by the

system. It is the type of prediction or inference that will be made on new data after

having trained the system with an initial dataset.

The majority of AD research studies employ supervised learning, which

includes classification tasks and regression tasks; while unsupervised learning

such as clustering is less common in this field. A typical example of a classification

task involves mapping a sample (i.e. text or voice) from a patient to a target

category such as ’AD’, ’MCI’ or ’HC’ (for healthy control). A typical example of a

regression task involves mapping the same kind of input data to a numerical score,

such as a neuropsychological test score. It will be clear throughout the discussion

of the papers that the former approach has been the most common so far, despite

the potential informativeness of the second.

Depending on the number of experimental categories, classification

experiments may be binary, when only two classes are defined (typically HC vs.

AD or HC vs. MCI) or multiclass, when the system attempts to distinguish between

three or more classes (e.g. HC vs. MCI vs. AD).

2.4.3 Data representation

Once the task scenario has been chosen, the next step is data representation.

This concerns the way in which data is processed for analysis and it may also

concern data storage and transmission. An easy example to understand data

representation is digital representation, that is, a format of storing and handling

data in a way that is understood by electronic devices such as smartphones or

computers.

In the context of this thesis, we are concerned with acoustic data (voice

recordings) and textual data (usually transcribed from a voice recording). The

choice of data representation defines which features of the vocal or linguistic input

will be used in the mapping of that input to the target category for classification

or target value for regression, and how these features will be formally encoded.

Much research in applied machine learning in this and other areas focuses on data

representation. A taxonomy of the most commonly used features is presented on

table 2.5 and will be followed when conducting the systematic review.
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Table 2.5: Feature taxonomy, adapted from Voleti et al. (2019).

Category Subcategory Feature type Feature name, abbreviation,
reference.

Text-based Lexical features Bag of words, vocabulary
analysis

BoW, Vocab.

(NLP) Linguistic Inquiry and Word
Count

LIWC (Tausczik and Pennebaker,
2010)

Lexical diversity Type-Token Ratio (TTR),
Moving Average TTR (MATTR),
Simpson’s Diversity Index (SDI)
Brunét’s Index (BI),
Honoré’s Statistic (HS).

Lexical Density Content density (CD),
Idea Density (ID),
P-Density (PD).

Part-of-Speech tagging PoS.
Syntactical
features

Constituency-based parse tree
scores

Yngve Yngve (1960),
Frazier Frazier (1985).

Dependency-based parse tree
scores
Speech graph Speech Graph Attributes (SGA).

Semantic features Matrix decomposition methods Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA),
Principal Component Analysys
(PCA).

(Word and
sentence

Neural word/sentence
embeddings

word2vec Mikolov et al. (2013)

embeddings) Topic modelling LDA Blei et al. (2003).
Psycholinguistics Reliance on familiar words (PsyLing).

Pragmatics Sentiment analysis Sent.
Use of language UoL Pronouns, paraphrasing, filler words

(FW).
Coherence Coh.

Acoustic Prosodic features Temporal Pause rate (PR),
Phonation rate (PhR),
Speech rate (SR),
Articulation rate (AR).
Vocalisation events.

Fundamental Frequency F0 and trajectory.
Loudness and energy loud, E.
Emotional content emo.

Spectral features Formant trajectories F1, F2, F3.
Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients

MFCCs Davis and Mermelstein
(1980).

Vocal quality Jitter, Shimmer,
harmonic-to-noise ratio

jitt, shimm, HNR.

ASR-related Filled pauses, repetitions,
dysfluencies, hesitations. fractal
dimension, entropy.

FP, rep, dys, hes, FD, entr.

Dialogue features (i.e.
Turn-Taking)

TT :avg turn length, inter-turn
silences.
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2.4.4 Learning algorithms

An algorithm is a set of steps and rules that are to be followed by a computer,

usually in sequence, in order to complete calculations and solve problems. Applied

to machine learning, a learning algorithm is an implementation of an optimisation

procedure that consists of a search in the space of hypotheses (i.e. a search

that seeks to improve the performance of classification or regression functions).

In the majority of cases, this hypotheses space is defined by the parameters of

the model, which are modified as the learning algorithm explores the input data

in order to optimise its rules to best explain such data. This means that, usually,

algorithm procedures themselves are not modified (i.e. the sequence of steps),

but only the parameters of the model are, which are tuned as the model is trained.

Some learning algorithms such as decision trees do modify their ’rules’ throughout

the learning process because they optimise a certain performance criterion (i.e.

loss function) which implies that the rules constitute the hypothesis space.

There is a large variety of learning algorithms available to the practitioner,

and a number of them have been employed in AD research. These range from

sophisticated connectionist systems to simpler classifiers. Although there is a slight

overlap across categories, the most commonly used algorithms in AD research are:

• connectionist systems: is an approach that uses mathematical models

known as artificial neural networks. They consist of highly interconnected

structures that attempt to resemble the brain, that is, they are made out of

small units that attempt to resemble neurons and their multiple connections.

Most ’deep learning’ architectures are examples of connectionists systems.

• linear classifiers: these algorithms use linear combinations of the

characteristics of the data, known as feature vectors, in order to make

a classification decision. They are relatively simple and robust. Some

examples of linear classifiers are naïve Bayes (NB), logistic regression (LR),

linear discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vector machines (SVM)

• symbolic learners: these produce interpretable outputs in the form of

decision trees or logical expressions.

• ensembles of classifiers: sometimes individual decisions of different

classifiers are combined (usually by weighting or voting) in order to make

a final classification decision. Random Forests (RF) are one of the most

well-known ensemble classifiers, combining individual decisions of a number

of decision trees.
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• boosting methods: these are methods that literally ’boost’ learning

performance. For example, they could enhance performance by optimally

combining a set of weak learners (i.e. classifiers that perform just about

better than a random guess) into a strong one.

Research on language technology for AD detection usually aims to develop

diagnostic support tools based on the results of a decision system. Decision

support systems are simply systems that support human decision-making and do

not necessarily have to be machine learning systems (i.e. many decision support

systems are rule based systems that do not attempt to learn by themselves).

Nonetheless, machine learning algorithms are commonly applied as part of

decision support systems given the advantages they offer (i.e. automatic learning

and capacity to handle large datasets).

2.4.5 Performance measures

Performance measures are often referred to as evaluation metrics, which are

closely related to the ’loss function’ or ’cost function’. This is the function with

respect to which the learning algorithm attempts to optimise its performance. It is

a mathematical function that represents the penalty for failing to achieve the target

value, in this case, for failing to assign the correct label or score to a patient (or a

healthy control).

Both performance measures and loss function usually depend on application.

When calculating these measures, classified cases are divided into four categories

which constitute the confusion matrix, presented in Figure 2.8. These categories

are True Positives (TP) e.g. AD patients that the system classifies as AD; True

Negatives (TN), e.g. healthy patients that the system classifies as healthy; False

Positives (FP; also known as error type I or α) e.g. healthy individuals that the

system classifies as AD; and False Negatives (FN, also known as error type II

or β), e.g. AD patients that the system classifies as healthy. FN are often the

least desirable case, given the potential consequences of leaving the disease

undiagnosed.

Commonly used performance measures are:

• Accuracy (acc): represents how close is the system to producing correct

outputs for patient data (e.g. to classifying them correctly as AD or healthy).

It is usually given as a percentage, where 100% would mean that all cases
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Figure 2.8: Simple example of a confusion matrix for AD and HC classification.

have been correctly identified (Equation 2.1).

acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100 (2.1)

• Sensitivity (ss): also called true positive rate (TPR) or recall (rc). It is

the proportion of actual positive cases that are correctly identified as such

(Equation 2.2). In other words, the probability that a test result is positive

when disease is present (e.g. proportion of patients with AD that are labelled

as AD by the learning system). The measure falls between 0 and 1, the

closer to one, the better the performance.

ss =
TP

TP + FN
(2.2)

• Specificity (sp): also called true negative rate (TNR). It is the proportion of

actual negative cases that are correctly identified as such (Equation 2.3). In

other words, the probability that a test result is negative when the disease is

not present (e.g. proportion of healthy controls that are labelled as HC by the

learning system). The measure falls between 0 and 1, the closer to one, the

better the performance.

sp =
TN

TN + FP
(2.3)

• Precision (pc): also called positive predictive value (PPV ). It is the

proportion of cases identified as positives that are indeed true positives
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(Equation 2.4). In other words, from the positive results of the test, how

many do actually have the disease.

pc =
TP

TP + FP
(2.4)

• Negative predictive value (NPV ): is the proportion of cases identified as

negatives that are indeed true negatives (Equation 2.5). In other words, from

the negative results of the test how many are actually free of disease.

NPV =
TN

FN + TN
(2.5)

There are three useful measures which represent summaries of the trade-offs

of the metrics described above. The most widely used in clinical research is the

area under the curve (AUC; Hanley and McNeil, 1982), or area under the receiver

operating characteristic curve (ROC); while the F -score is more common in

machine learning research (Goutte and Gaussier, 2005).The unweighted average

recall (UAR; Rosenberg, 2012) is the arithmetic average of recall of all classes

and it has only recently become popular in the speech processing field.

AUC measures the performance of a diagnostic test using the trade-off

between ss and sp. It can be interpreted as the average value of ss and sp for

all positive values of sp and ss, respectively. The x-axis of the curve is labelled as

1−sp or as false positive rate (FPR; the proportion of healthy cases that have been

identified as AD). In this context, it essentially indicates the probability of a patient

with AD to be more likely identified as AD than a someone without AD. A method

for AD diagnosis based on speech that has perfect performance would present

AUC = 1, whereas a method with a performance no better than chance (i.e. a

random guess) would present AUC = 0.5. As a summary of the ss-sp trade-off,

AUC is considered fundamental evaluation tool in medical research (Pepe et al.,

2003). An example of an ROC-AUC can be seen in Figure 2.9, which represents

the performance for dialogue classification between AD and healthy speakers in an

experiment that will be described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2.9: AUC under ROC for AD classification [source: Luz et al. (2018)].

The F -score is also known as F -measure or F1. It is a measure comparable

to acc, but it is calculated taking both recall and precision into consideration. As

discussed, pc is the rate or probability that a patient has AD when the system

labelled it as AD, whereas rc is the rate or probability that the system labels an AD

individual as such. Since both are rates, F1 is calculated, with the harmonic7 mean,

a type of average appropriate to calculate averages of rates. Like its components,

F1 falls between 0 and 1, the closer to one, the better the performance.

Many studies reviewed in Chapter 3 provide all or several of these individual

measures and summaries. acc is used when TP and TN are key to the study,

while F1 is used when FN and FP are more important. This is often hard to

gauge, especially with a condition such as AD, for which no satisfactory treatment

is available. It is therefore not ideal to misdiagnose someone healthy and prescribe

a treatment for them that will have certain side effects but bear no improvement,

especially if the probability of improvement is still low even when the person does

have the condition (importance of TN). At the same time early detection is thought

to improve the efficacy of this intervention and thus it is also convenient to not

increase the risk of leaving cases undiagnosed (importance of FN). As with any

other condition, being diagnosed bears emotional consequences (as does being

undiagnosed if there are real health concerns and struggles), which is another

reason for misdiagnosis to be undesirable. Another difference between acc and F1

is that acc is robust and easy to interpret when data is distributed evenly across

classes, that is, when there are approximately the same number of people with

AD and healthy. If this is not the case, F1 will be more robust and therefore the

7The harmonic mean is the reciprocal of the arithmetic (’typical’) mean of the reciprocals of a set of data
points, for example: ( 1

−1+4−1+4−1

3
)−1 = 3

1/1+1/4+1/4
= 3

1.5
= 2 (arithmetic mean = 3).
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preferred metric to use. As individual studies are presented in Chapter 3, it will

become clear that most datasets are imbalanced with regards to diagnostic class

distribution and therefore F1 should be the preferred metric.

AUC metrics are also preferred over accuracy in some experimental

conditions, such binary classification, which is the case for most of the reviewed

studies. AUC is designed to be robust against skewed class distributions, which

is why it is appropriate in clinical research, prone to have more participants in

the healthy class than in the disease condition. acc and F1 are more similar

to each other in terms of what they represent, whereas AUC provides slightly

different information, is applicable in less situations than acc and, in a way, AUC

is more comprehensive. Caution needs to be exerted when calculating acc, since

it neglects less visible aspects of performance. For example, if we have a dataset

with 1000 participants where 900 were healthy and 100 were AD; and our classifier

identifies 999 participants as healthy and one correctly as AD:

Acc =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
× 100 =

1 + 900

1 + 900 + 0 + 99
× 100 = 90.1% (2.6)

Rc =
TP

TP + FN
=

1

1 + 99
= 0.01 (2.7)

Pc =
TP

TP + FP
=

1

1 + 0
= 1 (2.8)

F1 =
1

β × 1
Pc

+ (1− β)× 1
Rc

=
1

0.5× 1 + (1− 0.5)× 100
≈ 0.02 (2.9)

β is a constant value that moderates the importance of pc for the problem, in the

example its value is 0.5, placing the same importance for both pc and rc. In medical

problems, pc is often quite important and higher values are given to this constant.

This is an extreme example that clearly illustrates how acc does not always show

the whole picture of our results.

One last metric is used only in a couple of reviewed studies: equal error rate

(EER). EER is the threshold value of an algorithm at which the proportion of false

positives is equal to the proportion of false negatives. It therefore serves as a

summary for specificity and sensitivity, as it indicates the point at which ss = 1−sp.
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2.5 Summary and terminology discussion

Recapitulating the concepts of neurodegeneration and neurodegenerative

diseases, Alzheimer’s Disease is an irreversible brain disorder that progressively

causes cognitive abilities to decline, eventually leading to an incapacity to carry out

daily tasks. As a consequence, a clinical syndrome appears, known as Alzheimer’s

Dementia. The first cognitive symptoms usually arise around 65 years old, but it

is suspected that brain damage starts silently up to 20 years earlier. It is also

suspected that Alzheimer’s Disease might be causing one third of dementia cases.

In order to enhance therapeutic success, early detection is paramount and Artificial

Intelligence is strongly emerging as an approach to address it.

AI applications such as machine learning (i.e. computers’ ability to explore

data and learn from it automatically), natural language processing (i.e. computers’

ability to analyse human natural language data) and speech analysis (i.e.

computers’ ability to analyse voice signals and obtain information from them) have

been increasingly applied to AD detection research in the last two decades. As this

thesis is precisely concerned with the potential of these technologies for monitoring

cognitive health, the following chapter will present a systematic review of the

literature on speech and language technology for this purpose and subsequent

chapters will introduce a range of experimental results.

There is controversy around the diagnostic criteria of neurodegenerative

diseases, as well as around the terminology that refers to AD stages and the

forms of cognitive impairment that may precede them (i.e. SCI, MCI). In fact,

the systematic review presented in Chapter 3 confirms the lack of consensus

around diagnostic terminology in the selected papers. Therefore, this section aims

at clarifying the terminology that will be used hereafter, with four categories that

account for the multiplicity of terms found in the literature:

• Healthy controls, hereafter HC. This refers to the experimental group in a

research study which does not have an apparent neurocognitive diagnosis.

This group acts as a comparative counterpart for the target group, which

shows a certain cognitive impairment.

• SCI refers to an experimental category in which subjects are not suffering

objective cognitive difficulties but do report subjective complaints and so they

constitute a group different to HC. This category appears in very few studies

and under different acronyms.

• MCI refers to categories that would correspond to mild neurocognitive
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disorder, as defined in the DSM-5. This includes participants diagnosed with

MCI as well as participants for whom a diagnoses is not indicated but they

are labelled as mild dementia, mild impairment or fall below a certain score

in their neuropsychological performance.

• AD, refers to patients with Alzheimer’s Dementia. Often the reviewed studies

do not indicate type of dementia when describing their participants, but their

introduction and conclusions seem to suggest that these participants were

diagnosed with AD. In these cases, the term AD is also used to refer to

unspecified dementia for the general purpose of this thesis and for Chapter 3

in particular.

The terms SCI and MCI have been chosen instead of other terms such as

’subjective memory impairment’ or ’mild memory impairment’ in order to reduce the

emphasis on memory deficits, since this thesis focuses on language impairment.

As regards ’AD’, given that this work focuses on the observable expression of

dementia, rather than on its biological pathology, it is more practically useful for

the acronym ’AD’ to refer to Alzheimer’s Dementia. That is, hereafter, ’AD’ will

refer to Alzheimer’s Dementia - the clinical syndrome (i.e. dementia of Alzheimer’s

Disease type), instead of Alzheimer’s Disease - the underlying pathology, unless

otherwise specified.

Chapters presented after the systematic review will not include material on

SCI and MCI, but the use of AD and HC will remain the same as above. The

research presented in Chapter 4 will analyse and compare the speech of HC and

AD groups. Following, Chapter 5 and 6 will analyse and compare the speech of HC

and participants who are asymptomatic at risk of AD. Given the need and urgency

to detect AD during its preclinical stages, one of the suggestions of this thesis is

that precisely these two terms (i.e. HC and asymptomatic at risk of AD) will receive

increasing attention in the coming years. As things stand at the moment, with no

satisfactory treatment available for diagnosed conditions, preclinical stages are the

ones that should really matter in order to facilitate earlier diagnosis and subsequent

interventions.
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Chapter 3

Systematic review on speech and

language processing approaches to

monitoring cognitive decline

This chapter presents a systematic literature review on Artificial Intelligence,

speech and language processing approaches to monitoring Alzheimer’s Dementia.

Section 3.1 introduces the topic, outlines the potential advantages for healthcare

systems and presents an overview of related work in dementia research, followed

by the main objectives of the review. Subsequently, Section 3.2 describes the

systematic procedure implemented to search and select eligible research records,

as well as to review them. This includes the development of an extraction tool

tailored to the nature of this research field that consists of four different tables,

namely, study details, data details, methodological details and clinical applicability,

which are explained, presented and discussed in Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6,

respectively. Overall conclusions are presented in Section 3.7, which highlights

and summarises the strengths and weaknesses of this promising research field

and suggests directions for further research to become more translatable to clinical

practice.

The protocol for this systematic review is registered in PROSPERO1, an

international database of prospective reviews on health research (Registration

No. CRD42018116606). The manuscript has been accepted for publication in

the Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease (the editor’s letter of acceptance is attached in

Appendix 1).

1The protocol for this review may be found here: https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_
record.php?RecordID=116606.
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3.1 Computational learning for cognitive monitoring

As I argued in Chapters 1 and 2, language and speech are valuable sources

of clinical information for cognitive, neurological and mental health. In the

context of dementia, there are relatively long-standing methods to assess

language through behavioural approaches, such as qualitative observations and

neuropsychological batteries. Computational approaches, such as computerised

versions of neuropsychological batteries and computational learning methods, are

also employed. This chapter focuses on the use and potential of computational

learning methods, based on speech and language, for dementia detection and

cognitive monitoring.

Computational learning is the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that is concerned

with the study and design of Machine Learning (ML) algorithms and the problems

to which these can be applied. In other words, it is the study on what kind of

problems are ’learnable’ by a machine and subject to be automatised through

machine learning algorithms. In the context of this thesis, this leads to the following

questions:

1. is an AI system able to learn the differences between cognitive health and

cognitive disorder, and, specifically, to learn them in the context of AD?

2. Provided so, can speech and language technology be harnessed to facilitate

such learning?

3. And, finally, provided so, under which conditions can this computational

learning be practically useful and applied to clinical dementia settings?

As regards the first question, the literature is extensive. Multiple

research studies that have used machine learning approaches to evaluate

cognitive and neurological health through different forms of assessment, from

neuropsychological testing to brain imaging. For instance, a recent article by Fisher

et al. (2019) used neuropsychological testing data to predict patient trajectories

of over 1000 participants. Using machine learning allowed them to look for

correlations within a dataset that was otherwise difficult to handle because of

its size. In this manner, they generated multiple synthetic cognitive scores for

these patients, instead of a single endpoint, which provided accurate insights into

disease progression measured with the ADAS-Cog neuropsychological evaluation

(see Section 2.2.3.1 for details). Furthermore, despite not focusing on speech

or language technology, they did identify one of the language components of the
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ADAS-Cog as being associated with disease progression in AD. With regards to the

use of machine learning to analyse brain imaging data, views are controversial.

On the one hand, a recent review highlighted that findings are inconsistent and

concluded that machine learning is not yet ready to support diagnosis based on

brain scans (Pellegrini et al., 2018). However, another equally recent review argued

that most advances in dementia diagnosis are precisely due to the implementation

of machine learning methods to the analysis of neuroimaging data, although

differential diagnosis across forms of dementia and preclinical detection remain

a challenge (Ahmed et al., 2018).

Given the existent amount of literature on general AI applications for cognitive

health, this chapter assumes the answer to the first question to be positive and

focuses on questions 2 and 3, which align with the scope of the thesis. That is,

assuming that ML and AI are indeed promising technologies for AD diagnosis, the

work hereby presented summarises the relevant findings on the use of language

and speech technologies for that purpose and discusses their clinical applicability.

3.1.1 Advantages of this approach in healthcare

The development and implementation of speech and language technologies to

monitoring cognitive health is not only justified because language is impaired in

many neurodegenerative diseases, but also because relies on other cognitive

functions (i.e. executive functions) known to decline in these conditions (Marklund

et al., 2009; Fraser et al., 2016). For instance, speech coherence requires

the person to plan what to say and then say it, that is, elaborate a consistent

structure (i.e. introduction, core and conclusions) and articulate accordingly. These

processes take place even in the most casual conversations and, hence, discourse

coherence in daily conversations may be a good candidate to explore executive

function and overall cognitive health.

While it is challenging to explore language data manually, computational

methods provide a more feasible alternative. Some of these methods include

multimodal signal processing (i.e. engineering discipline aimed at analysing,

modifying and synthesising signals such as sound), machine learning, natural

language processing (i.e. applications of AI aimed at understanding human

languages and implementing them in machines) and big data (i.e. data analysis

approach specialised in dealing with extremely large datasets that traditional

approaches cannot handle). They offer the opportunity not only to analyse

data traditionally, but also to perform data-intensive analyses and make higher

level inferences from data interaction (Luz, 2013). As a result, the fast-paced
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development of technology may facilitate a shift of paradigm in the delivery of health

assessments and care.

This is particularly true for elderly care, where major efforts are invested in

developing strategies to promote autonomy and life quality (Wada et al., 2008). In

this context, the potential for using speech as a behavioural marker for AD is based

on several prospective values, including:

1. Remote data collection: certain assessments could be completed remotely

from a comfortable environment, such as the individual’s house or an elderly

care home. This does not only entail enhanced comfort for the participant,

thereby increasing participation, but also reduces laboratory biases and

constrains.

2. Longitudinal and continuous data collection: has become plausible with the

development of powerful and reasonably sized devices. These are able to

gather continuous speech data in real-life settings and store it or upload it to

secure servers where they can be analysed.

3. Non-invasiveness: compared to other screening procedures (e.g. brain

scans). Automatic collection of speech data can be achieved passively

through recording devices without interfering with the user’s activities.

4. Little infrastructure required: remote assessments, small devices and digital

storage of data signify less material resources to be spent by healthcare and

research institutions.

5. Emerging field: language and speech processing technologies, ML and AI

have increasingly developed over the past decade and will continue to do so

in the coming years.

6. Monitoring disease/treatment progression: language impairments increase

as AD progresses and are sensitive to certain medications. Hence, they

have potential to evaluate disease progression and therapeutic success,

regardless of disease stage.

Potential applications for the automatic monitoring of cognitive health have

two essential objectives: prevention and care. With regards to prevention, the

proposed technology would contribute to screening protocols for healthy people

who are at risk of developing dementia later in life, with the aim to detect it before

its onset. As regards care, the proposed technology would enable automatic

systems or virtual agents to adapt to the cognitive status of the person they are
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interacting with. Through user-friendly platforms, such as assistive robots, this

technology could also provide adaptable cognitive training for patients with different

degrees of impairments. These technologies create opportunities for systems

able to dynamically adapt to each person’s individual needs via phenotypic and

genotypic characterisation (i.e. precision medicine); and to deliver personalised,

intensive care within the patients’ house, thereby enhancing individual autonomy

and independence. Furthermore, automatic cognitive monitoring could identify

early signs of decline as well as risk-factors in healthy populations and advise on

appropriate life style changes, relevant activities or pharmacological treatment to

promote well-being.

3.1.2 Background research and review objectives

Artificial intelligence and speech and language processing have been commonly

applied to dementia research as well as other areas of clinical research.

For instance, language patterns in healthy ageing have been identified with

natural language processing methods (Wright et al., 2014). Concerning the study

of other mental and neurological conditions, a study on acoustic speech was able

to distinguish between healthy controls and individuals with depression with a 77%

accuracy in two different languages (Italian and Hungarian) (Kiss et al., 2016).

An increasing body of research also aims to detect depressive symptoms and

suicidality through the analysis of social media texts, correctly classifying 80%

of highly concerning posts (O’dea et al., 2015). Overall, prediction accuracy

for depression based on social media is promissing and match the accuracy of

screening tests and clinicians’ judgements (see Guntuku et al., 2017, for a review).

Furthermore, incoherent discourse in schizophrenia has also been measured

quantitatively and automatically by applying computational linguistics techniques

on transcribed speech (Elvevåg et al., 2007). Verbal analysis and machine

learning obtain around 80% accuracy when predicting schizophrenic symptoms

from interview data (Xu et al., 2018). The ’language of schizophrenia’ has

also been studied in social media through text-based analysis yielding promising

results for the detection of under-diagnosed profiles (Mitchell et al., 2015). Finally,

Google has recently released a patent for a method able to diagnose autism with

natural language processing (Clark et al., 2019). There is a vast amount of work

being done in these areas, most of which is obtaining very promising results.

However, similar to what will be presented on AD research, there is a gap between

methodological research and clinical practice.

As discussed in Chapter 2, AD is a neurodegenerative condition that involves
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progressive decline of cognitive and functional abilities. Given its prevalence, it

has effects beyond just patients and carers as it also has a severe societal and

economic impact worldwide. Alzheimer’s Disease is the most common aetiology

of dementia and, although memory loss is often considered its signature symptom,

language impairment may also appear in its early stages. Consequently, and due

to the ubiquitous nature of speech and language, multiple studies rely on these

modalities as sources of clinical information for AD. These studies range from

foundational qualitative research (e.g. Watson, 1999; Bucks et al., 2000b) to more

recent work on computational speech technology (e.g. Luz, 2017; Fraser et al.,

2019b; Mirheidari et al., 2019b), such as the work presented in this doctoral thesis.

The majority of published research combines machine learning and natural

language processing methods, mainly applying Latent Semantic Analysis

(Pakhomov and Hemmy, 2014; Dunn et al., 2002; Wright et al., 2014), Principal

Components Analysis (Bucks et al., 2000a), Bayesian approaches (Kato et al.,

2013; Järvelin and Juhola, 2011; Rudzicz et al., 2014; Toledo et al., 2014;

Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014) or neural networks classifiers (Gabani et al., 2009;

Järvelin et al., 2004; Horne et al., 2001; López-De-Ipiña et al., 2013; Singh et al.,

2001; Chen and Herskovits, 2010).

More recent studies on the use of AI in AD research entail using language

and speech data collected in different ways and applying computational speech

processing for modelling diagnosis, prognosis or progression. This technology

encompasses methods for recognising, analysing and understanding spoken

discourse as well as machine learning methods, which have been central to this

research programme. Machine learning is a field of AI that concerns itself with

the induction of predictive models “learnt” directly from data, where the learner

improves its own performance through “experience” (i.e. exposure to greater

amounts of data). Research on automatic processing of speech and language

with machine learning methods has attracted increasing interest as these methods

would allow for at least part of the AD detection process to be automated (passive).

To this end, different approaches have been implemented, including computational

linguistics (e.g. Fraser et al., 2016), computational paralinguistics (e.g. Luz et al.,

2018), signal processing (e.g. Haider et al., 2019) and human-robot interaction

(e.g. Mirheidari et al., 2019a).

However, studies on language and speech technology for AD research are

heterogeneous, which makes consensus, conclusions and translation into larger

studies or clinical practice problematic. The range of goals pursued in such studies

is also broad, including automated screening for early Alzheimer’s disease, tools
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for early detection of disease in clinical practice, monitoring of disease progression

and signalling potential mechanistic underpinnings to speech problems at a

biological level thereby improving disease models. Despite progress in research,

the small, inconsistent, single-lab and non-standardised nature of most studies

has yielded results that are not robust enough to be aggregated and thereafter

implemented towards those goals. In practice, this has resulted in gaps between

research contexts, clinical potential and actual clinical applications of this new

technology.

In line with the scope of this thesis, this systematic review seeks to summarise

the current state of the evidence regarding AI, natural language and speech

processing approaches to detecting AD. The intention is to contribute to setting a

foundation for future research and potential development of guidelines for research

and implementation. In doing so we hope to contribute to the development of these

novel, exciting, and yet under-utilised approaches, towards clinical practice. There

are three main objectives:

• to summarise the existing findings on the use of interactive artificial

intelligence, speech analysis and natural language processing to predict

cognitive decline in the context of Alzheimer’s Dementia;

• to offer detailed insight to the design, available data, methodological

approaches and clinical applicability of such technology; and

• to surmise the potential for each technique to be ready for further evaluation

towards clinical use.

3.2 Conducting a Systematic review

This section provides details on the methodological approach used to conduct this

systematic review, starting with the procedural details and a description of the data

extraction tool with a method to evaluate risk of bias in individual studies which was

partially designed for this review. A presentation of the search results follows and

continues onto a brief comparison with existing literature and an explanation of the

data extraction process, including conventions and abbreviations.

These characteristics were specified in a protocol registered with the

international prospective register of systematic reviews PROSPERO23. The review

was conducted as a core research piece of this doctoral training programme.

2https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?ID=CRD42018116606
3Registration number: PROSPERO CRD42018116606
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3.2.1 Procedures

The following sections provide a detailed explanation on how this review was

conducted in terms of search strategies and data extraction. These include

eligibility criteria, information sources, search strategy, study records management,

study records selection, data collection process, extraction tool (data items to be

extracted), risk of bias in individual studies, data synthesis, meta-bias(es) and

confidence in cumulative evidence.

3.2.1.1 Eligibility criteria

We aimed to summarise all available scientific studies where an artificial

intelligence (AI) approach based on speech and/or language processing was

adopted for cognitive monitoring. Speech and language technology requires

data to be collected through a communicative activity and AI entails some form

of automation of the process. Therefore, we included articles where automatic

machine learning methods were used for AD screening, detection and prediction,

by means of computational linguistics and/or speech technology.

Articles were deemed eligible if they studied neurodegeneration in the context

of AD. This included studies on subjective cognitive impairment (SCI), mild

cognitive impairment (MCI), AD or other related terminology as discussed in

Section 2.5, as well as studies on general or unspecified dementia where the

background text indicated a focus on AD. These criteria included studies that

examined behavioural patterns that may precede overt cognitive decline as well

as observable cognitive impairment in these neurodegenerative diseases. Related

conditions such as semantic dementia (a form of aphasia) or Parkinson’s Disease

(a different form of neurodegenerative disease) were included only if in comorbidiy

with AD, and otherwise formed part of the exclusion criteria. The language in which

articles were published was not an exclusion criterion and translation resources

were used as appropriate.

Another exclusion criterion is the exclusive use of traditional statistics in the

analysis. The inclusion criteria require at least one component of AI or machine

learning, even if the study utilises traditional statistical analyses as well. Further

exclusion criteria apply to related studies relying exclusively on neuroimaging

techniques such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), with no relation to

language or speech, even if they do implement AI methods. The same applies to

biomarker studies and risk-factor research (e.g. CSF analysis, APOE genotyping).

This review also excluded purely epidemiological studies, that is, studies aimed at
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analysing the incidence and prevalence of the condition in a population rather than

assessing the potential of AI tools for monitoring cognitive health and the progress

of cognitive decline.

In terms of publication status, we considered indexed peer-reviewed journal

and conference articles only. Records that were not original research papers were

excluded (i.e. conference abstracts). In order to avoid redundancy, we reviewed

research by the same group and excluded overlapping publications, which was

achieved by reading the texts in full and selecting only the most relevant article for

review (i.e. most comprehensive and up to date). Due to limited resources, papers

for which full-texts were not available in any of our alternative sources were also

excluded.

Lastly, we considered papers over a twenty-year time-span, from the beginning

of 2000 to the end of 2019, anticipating that the closer to the end of this time-frame,

the larger the number of results, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Number of records found suitable for review each year (2000-2019).

3.2.1.2 Information Sources

We conducted an interdisciplinary search that covered articles indexed in six

main databases on engineering (ISCA, ACM and IEEE), psychology (PsycINFO),

medicine (PubMed and Embase) and Web of Science. Databases, bibliographies

and citations of relevant papers were screened from October and December 2019.
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We contacted study authors by email when full-text versions of relevant papers

where not available through the university library, with varying degrees of success.

As mentioned above, the search was limited by full-text availability, but not by study

language.

We also included relevant titles found through "forward citation tracking" with

Google Scholar, screening articles’ bibliography and research portals suggestions

(e.g. Research Gate, Academia.edu).

3.2.1.3 Search Strategy

Given the heterogeneity of the field and the range of terms discussed in Chapter 2,

a broad search needed to be conducted. For the health condition of interest, AD,

we included terms such as dementia, cognitive decline and Alzheimer. For the

methodology, we included speech technology, speech analysis, natural language

processing, artificial intelligence, machine learning and big data.

The search strategy was developed collaboratively between the authors, and

with the help of an academic support librarian at the University of Edinburgh. After

a few iterations and trials, we decided not to include the AI terms, since this seemed

to constrain the search too much and leave out results that we already knew to

be eligible. Therefore, the search queries were specified as follows (example for

PubMed):

• (speech AND (dementia OR "cognitive decline" OR (cognit* AND impair*)

OR Alzheimer) AND (technology OR analysis)) OR ("natural language

processing" AND (dementia OR "cognitive decline" OR (cognit* AND impair*)

OR Alzheimer) )

• Filters applied: 01/01/2000 - 31/12/2019.

Then, we applied the rest of exclusion criteria based on title an abstract, starting

with the lack of AI, machine learning and big data methods. We used EndNote X8

(Clarivate Analytics, 2016) for study records management and duplicate removal.

3.2.1.4 Study records selection

The screening process for record selection had two phases following

pre-established eligibility criteria. In the first phase, two independent authors

screened titles and abstracts against exclusion criteria using EndNote X8. The

second phase consisted of a full-text screening for those papers that could not be

absolutely included or excluded based on title and abstract information only. Any

emerging titles that were deemed relevant were added to the screening process.
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Disagreements at any of the stages were discussed and, when necessary, the

third author convened to find a resolution. As mentioned above, some records

reported results that were redundant with a later paper by the same research group,

often because the earlier record was a conference paper or because an extended

version of the research paper had been published elsewhere at a later date. When

this happened, earlier and shorter reports were excluded in order to preserve the

credibility of the review.

3.2.1.5 Data collection process

Our original intention was to rely on the PICOS framework (Richardson et al.,

1995) for data collection. However, given the relative youth and heterogeneity

of the research field reviewed and the lack of existing reviews on the topic, we

adapted a data extraction tool specifically for our purposes. This tool took the

form of four comprehensive tables that were used to extract relevant information

from each paper. Those tables summarise general study information, data details,

methodology and clinical applicability.

The tables were initially ’piloted’ with a few studies in order to ensure they

were fit to purpose. Information extraction was performed independently by two

reviewers and consistency was compared. When differences about extracted items

was not resolved by discussion, the third author was available to mediate with the

paper’s full text as reference.

3.2.2 Data extraction tool

As stated above, data items will be extracted through the elaboration of four tables

which were created for the purposes of this review. These tables are:

• SPICMO: inspired in the PICOS framework, it contains information on Study,

Population, Interventions, Comparison groups, Methodology and Outcomes.

More details can be found in Section 3.3.

• Data details: dataset/subset size, linguistic modality, other data modalities,

data annotation, data availability and language. More details can be found in

Section 3.4.

• Methodology details: pre-processing, features generated, ML task/method,

evaluation technique and results. More details can be found in Section 3.5.

• Clinical applicability: research implications, clinical potential, risk of bias,

and strengths/limitations. More details can be found in Section 3.6.
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3.2.3 Risk of bias in individual studies

The scope of the review is machine learning technology, where the evaluation

through significance testing is rare. Papers that rely exclusively on traditional

statistics are excluded, and therefore, we expect the review to suffer from a

negligible risk of bias in terms of significance testing.

The risk of bias in machine learning studies often comes from how the data is

prepared for model training. For example, if a dataset is not split in a training

and a testing subsets, the model will be trained and tested on the same data.

Such model is likely to achieve very good results, but chances are that its

performance will drop dramatically when tested on unseen data. This risk

is called ’overfitting’, and is assessed in the last table of the review (Clinical

Applicability, Section 3.6).

Other risks accounted for in the Clinical Applicability table are data balance,

the use of suitable metrics, the contextualisation of results and the sample

size. Data balance reports whether the dataset has comparable numbers

of AD and healthy participants, as well as in terms of gender, age and

education, where available. Suitable metrics is an assessment of whether

the metric chosen to evaluate a model is appropriate, in conjunction with

data balance and sample size as explained in Section 2.4 (e.g. accuracy is

not a robust metric when a dataset is imbalanced). Contextualisation refers

to whether the study results are compared to a suitable baseline (i.e. a

measure without a target variable or comparable research results). Finally,

sample size is particularly relevant because machine learning methodology

was developed for large datasets, but data scarcity is a distinctive feature of

this field.

The poor reporting of results and subsequent interpretation difficulties is a

longstanding challenge of diagnostic test accuracy research (Leeflang et al.,

2008). Initially, we considered two tools for risk of bias assessment, namely

the "QUADAS-2: Quality Assessment of Diagnosis Studies checklist - 2"

(Whiting et al., 2011) and the "PROBAST: Prediction model Risk Of Bias

ASsessment Tool" (Wolff et al., 2019). However, our search covers a new

interdisciplinary field where some papers are neither diagnostic studies nor

predictive ones. Additionally, the Cochrane Collaboration emphasised a

preference for systematic reviews to focus on the performance of individual

papers’ under criteria that are specifically relevant (Higgins and Altman,

2008). Consequently, we decided to assess risk of bias as part of the Clinical
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Applicability table (Section 3.6.1), according to criteria that are suitable to

current characteristics of the field. These criteria include overfitting (i.e.

described above with regards to data preparation and model training), as

well as an assessment of generalisability, replicability and validity, which are

standard indicators of the quality of a study. Risk of bias was independently

assessed by two reviewers and disagreements were resolved by discussion.

3.2.3.1 Data synthesis

Given the discussed characteristics of the field and the broad range of

details covered by the tables, we anticipate a thorough discussion of all the

deficiencies and inconsistencies that future research should address, as well

as the highlights and milestones that have been achieved so far. Therefore,

we will summarise the data in a narrative form, following the feature structure

provided by each table. Although a full meta-analysis is beyond feasibility

with the current level of study variability, we will report outcome measures in

a comparative manner when possible.

3.2.3.2 Confidence in cumulative evidence

We will assess accuracy of prognostic and diagnostic tools, rather than

confidence in an intervention. Hence we will not be drawing any conclusions

related to treatment implementation.

3.2.4 Search Results

Adding up all digital databases, the search resulted in 3,605 records. Another

43 papers were identified by searching through bibliographies and citations and

6 through research portal suggestions, adding up to 3,654 papers in total. Of

those, 306 duplicates were removed using EndNote X8, leaving 3,348 for the first

screening phase. In this first phase, 3,128 papers were excluded based on title

and abstract, and therefore 220 reached the second phased of screening. Five of

these papers did not have a full-text available, and therefore 215 papers where fully

screened. Finally, 51 papers were included in the review (Figure 3.2).

3.2.5 Existing literature

To our knowledge, the only published work with a comparable aim to the proposed

review is another review by Voleti et al. (2019) on automated speech and language
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3605
DIGITAL DATABASE SEARCH 

• PubMed       à 1460
• ACM à 53
• IEEE   à 172
• PsychInfo à 661
• Embase à 1259

49 additional records:
• 43 bibliographies and citations      
• 6 research portal suggestions 

3654

3348

220

51
Studies included in qualitative synthesis

Duplicates removed (Endnote X8) à 306

Screening Phase I à 3128 titles excluded

Screening Phase II à 174 texts excluded:
• 82 Did not apply AI methods
• 43 Out of AD context
• 17 Conference abstracts
• 14   Statistical comparisons only
• 13   Overlapping research
• 5    Full-texts unavailable

Figure 3.2: Screening and selection procedure, following guidelines provided by PRISMA (Moher et al., 2009).

features for assessment of cognitive and thought disorder. However, there are large

differences in scope. They had a technical focus, aimed at creating a taxonomy

for speech and language features. In contrast, our focus is translational, as we

survey diagnosis and cognitive assessment methods that are used in this field

and evaluate the extent to which they are successful. There are also differences

in scope as regards medical applications. They reviewed a much broader range

of disorders, from schizophrenia to depression, including cognitive decline. Our

search, in contrast, targeted cognitive decline in the context of dementia and

Alzheimer’s Disease. Both reviews complement each other in providing systematic

accounts of these emerging approaches. This recent publication further highlights

the need for reviews that summarise existing literature and suggest future research

directions.

3.2.6 Data extraction process

Four different tables with information extracted from the papers are shown below:

a general table concerning study features (after the PICOS framework), and three

more specific tables concerning data details, methodology details and implications
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for clinicians and researchers. The tables and their attributes are described before

they are presented, followed by a discussion that summarises their content in

Sections 3.3 to 3.6. The following conventions and acronyms were adopted and

should be considered when interpreting those tables:

3.2.6.1 General conventions

• When a conference paper was later extended and published in a different

venue, only the latter publication was included.

• Percentages were rounded to the nearest decimal place.

• Education and age are expressed in average years unless otherwise

specified.

• For the purposes of this review we do not distinguish between acoustic and

paralinguistic features. The tables will always designate these features as

’acoustic’. These is because many papers use them interchangeably and a

decision was needed in order to homogenise table content.

• Where the type of classifier or model used is not specified on the table, this

means it was not reported in the paper reviewed.

3.2.6.2 Conventions and acronyms on types of data balance

Since ’data balance’ can be understood in, at least, three different ways, we created

three acronyms to standardise and simplify its description in the tables. These

acronyms are:

• dataset Feature Balance (FB): where the "F" is replaced for the initial of

each particular feature. This refers to whether a certain feature, e.g. gender,

is evenly distributed in the dataset as a whole. Consider, for instance, a

dataset with 100 participants, 60 healthy controls (HC), 30 of whom are

female, and 40 AD participants, 30 of whom are female. As regards gender,

this is indicated in the table as "No-GB" (no gender balance) because the

ratio of female to male participants in this dataset is 60:40. Regarding class,

this dataset would also be "No-CB" (no class balance), because the ratio of

HC to AD is also 60:40. Age and education are reported as a between class

features only.

• Within-Classes Feature Balance (WCFB): This indicates whether a certain

feature, such as gender, is evenly distributed within each class. In the
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above described sample dataset, this would be indicate as “HC: WCGB,

AD: no-WCGB”, because the gender ratio is 30:30 in HC, but 30:10 in AD.

This type of balance makes sense for gender, since it is a category within

the classes. However, age and education are generally reported as group

averages, and hence it is not possible to report their balance within class.

• Between-Classes Feature Balance (BCB: F): This denotes whether a

feature is evenly distributed across experimental classes. Our example

dataset would be described as “BCB: no-G”, because the number of female

is indeed balanced (30 in both groups), but the number of males is not (30

in HC vs 10 in AD). Again, this type of balance makes sense for gender,

since it is a category within the classes. However, age and education are

generally reported as group averages, and hence balance between classes

is equivalent to their balance across the dataset. Since they are reported to

control for their potential confounding effect between groups, we will report

their between-class balance.

All in all, gender balance will be reported as GB, WCGB and BCB: G, or,

alternatively, no-GB, no-WCGB and BCB: no-G. Class balance will be reported

as CB or no-CB. Age and education, with respect to group average will be reported

as BCB: A, E or BCB: no-A, no-E. No-BCB would indicate that none of the features

are balanced between classes, whereas BCB (without further specification) would

indicate that all three are.

Lastly, some studies report the number of speech/text samples and the number

of participants per group, but take only one of those figures for analysis. In these

cases class balance will be followed by an m or an n depending on whether the

balance refers to samples or participants, respectively. For example, CBm would

indicate class balance based on number of samples per class, whereas no-CBn

would indicate class imbalance in terms of number participants per class, both of

which could coexist in the same study. A similar logic applies to other types of

balance (e.g. no-WCGBm, BCBm: no-A, G, no-E). When it is unspecified whether

the analyses and reported results are based on number of participants or number

of samples, this will be indicated as "unclear".

3.2.6.3 Other Abbreviations and Acronyms
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Table 3.1: Abbreviations for diagnostic groups

Diagnostic Groups
AD Alzheimer’s Disease or Dementia
CI Cognitive Impairment (unspecified)
HC Healthy Controls
MCI Mild Cognitive Impairment
SCI Subjective Cognitive Impairment

Note: labels such as “normal elderly” or
“cognitively normal” are noted as HC; SML
as SCI, dementia as AD and CI refers to the
symptomatic group with no specific diagnosis.

Table 3.2: Abbreviations for methods and metrics

Methods
ADR Active Data Representation
ASR Automatic Speech Recognition
CNN Convolutional Neural Network
CV Cross-validation
DR Data representation
DT Decision Trees
GC Gaussian Classifier
GNB Gaussian Naive Bayes
HOS Higher Order Spectral (analysis)
IG Information Gain
k -NN k -Nearest Neighbour
LASSO (LR) Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator
LM Language Model
LR Logistic Regression
LOO (CV) Leave-one-out
LPO (CV) Leave-pair-out
LSA Latent Semantic Analysis
LSTM (RNN) Long-short-term-memory
MLP Multi-layer Perceptron
NN Neural Network
PCA Principal Components Analysis
RBF (SVM) Radial Basis Function (kernel)
RF Random Forest
RFE Recursive Feature Elimination
RNN Recurrent Neural Network
SGD Stochastic Gradient Descent
SVM Support Vector Machine

Metrics
ACC Accuracy
AUC Area Under the Curve
CER Classification Error Rate
EER Equal Error Rate
FA False Alarms
MLU mean length of utterance
N noun frequency
pc Precision
rc Recall
sp Specificity
ss Sensitivity
ROC Receiving operating characteristic (curve)
TP True Positives
UAR Unweighted Average Recall
V verb frequency

3.3 Review of SPICMO (study details)

The first table is based on the PICOS design (Richardson et al., 1995), widely used

in the clinical field. The typical columns of this framework are:
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Table 3.3: General textual abbreviations

General terms and noun phrases
ast assessment
avail available
B/L baseline
corr correlation
demogr demographics
ds dataset
ft features
ibid see previous footnote on same dataset/paper/topic
incl included
info information
lex lexical
m number of samples
meas measurement (s)
n number of participants
NI Neuroimaging
pp participants
rec recording
repr representation
S/N average sentences per narrative or sample
seg segmentation
syl syllable
tr transcript
utt utterance
w/ with
w/o without
W/S average words per sentence or sample

Table 3.4: Abbreviations for speech and language features

Features
AR Articulation Rate
BI Brunet’s Index
CD Content Density
Dys Dysfluencies
Emo Emotional features
E Energy
Entr Entropy
F0 Fundamental frequency (and trajectories)
F1, F2, F3 Formant trajectories (spectral domain)
FD Fractal Dimension
FP Filled Pauses
Hes Hesitations
HNR Harmonics-to-Noise Ratio
HS Honoré Statistic
ID Idea Density
Jitt Jitter
LIWC Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
Loud Loudness
MFCCs Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
PoS Part of Speech
PhR Phonation Rate
PR Pause Rate
Rep Repetitions
SGA Speech Graph Attributes
Shimm Shimmer
SR Speech Rate or Speaking Rate
TT Turn-taking (i.e. avg turn length, inter-turnsilences)
TTR Type-Token Ratio

• Population: total number of participants followed by number of participants

per group (always starting with the healthy or less cognitively impaired

group). Average figures of available demographics and other relevant
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features (i.e. age, gender education, MMSE scores) follow the same order.

• Interventions: assessments that participants underwent as part of the study.

These comprise cognitive assessments or full clinical assessments as well

as recorded, transcribed and/or written language tasks.

• Comparison groups: experimental groups are constituted by participants

at different stages of cognitive impairment. These are the ones previously

described in Section 2.5, namely, Healthy Controls (HC), Subjective

Cognitive Impairment (SCI), Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), Alzheimer’s

Dementia (AD). An additional category, Cognitive Impairment (CI), is used

when not enough details are provided to specify one of the other categories.

This terminology is not standardised across publications, but we have

standardised it for the purpose of this review. Hence, for instance, normal

controls (NC), healthy elderly (HE), Subjective Memory Complaints (SMC) or

Dementia (e.g. Alzheimer’s Type Dementia) are hereby equated to HC, SCI

and AD, respectively.

• Outcomes of interest: model performance for detection, prediction or

discrimination of experimental groups. This mostly includes classification

metrics (i.e. overall accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, AUC, F1).

• Study aim/design: most frequently, studies aim at automatic detection of a

target group when compared to a healthy one, or automatic discrimination

between different stages of target groups. This table column also includes

the experimental design for data collection, i.e. text vs. speech, monologue

vs. dialogue.

We have extended the PICOS outline by adding a column on methods, an

essential part of this review:

• Methodology: brief overview of the approach for feature generation (i.e.

acoustic analysis or natural language processing), as well as the approach

for feature set reduction (when reported). Feature set reduction may be

accomplished by feature selection (i.e. filtering or wrapping) or feature

extraction (i.e. combination or transformation of original features, e.g. PCA,

LSA, ADR). This section also mentions the machine learning task used in the

paper (i.e. classification, regression, clustering).

Lastly, we considered it to be more intuitive for this review to have information

about Study aim at the beginning, and therefore, the conventional order of the
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columns has been shifted, yielding SPICMO (study aim, population, intervention,

comparisons, methodology and outcomes) as a result.

3.3.1 SPICMO table
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Beltrami

et al. (2016)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on acoustic

and linguistic fts from

narrative speech data.

39 pps: 20 HC, 19 MCI. Aged

range: 50-75 years old; educ:

high school/university. Italy.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: narratives

picture description,

working day, last dream.

HC and MCI. Based on

cognitive ast (MMSE,

MoCA, GPCog, CDT, VF,

CANTAB-PAL)

Acoustic and linguistic analysis

of speech for ft extraction,

statistics for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

76.9% accuracy (picture

task) (F1 = 78.1%).

Ammar and

Ayed (2018)

Automatic detection of

AD based on linguistic fts

from narrative speech

data.

484 samples: 242 HC, AD;

unreported pps from Pitt4.

Age > 44; educ > 7; MMSE

> 10. USA.

Clinical ast.

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC and MCI. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e.

MMSE).

Audio enhancement, linguistic

analysis for ft extraction, ML for

ft selection and group

classification.

Detection performance:

79% accuracy.

Bertola

et al. (2014)

Discrimination between

HC, MCI and AD using

graph analysis on word

sequences obtained from

SVF data.

100 pps: 25 HC, aMCI,

a+mdMCI, AD. Median age:

76, 76 (MCI), 79; educ: 4, 4,

4; MMSE: 27, 25, 20. Brazil.

Clinical ast (i.e. medical,

cognitive).

Speech task: recorded

SVF answers (animals).

HC, amnesic

single/multiple domain

(a/+mdMCI), and AD.

Based on cognitive ast

(Katz, Lawton, MMSE).

Graph analysis for ft extraction

from word sequences, statistics

for ft selection (incl SVF scores),

ML for group classification.

Discrimination

performance:

AUC = 0.68 HC-MCI,

AUC = 0.73 MCI-AD,

AUC = 0.88 HC-AD

(graph attributes only).

Chien et al.

(2018)

Automatic detection of

AD based on acoustic fts

from narrative speech

and SVF data.

60 pps: 30 HC, 30 AD from

Mandarin_Lu5. 150 speech

samples, demographics

unreported. China, Taiwan.

Speech task: recorded

SVF answers (fruits,

locations) and narrative

picture description.

HCand AD. Unreported

criteria.

Manual acoustic analysis for ft

extraction, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

AUC = 0.95.

Clark et al.

(2016)

Automatic prediction of

MCI conversion to AD

from automatic SVF

scores combined with

neuroimaging data.

107 pps: 83 MCI-non (46F),

24 MCI-con (15F). Avg age:

68.7, 73.8; educ: 16, 16;

MMSE: 27.9, 25.1. USA.

Cognitive ast, brain MRI.

Speech task: recorded

SVF (vegetables, animals)

and OVF (letters F, A, S).

MCI-non and MCI-con

(upon conversion to AD).

Based on Petersen

criteria (incl. MMSE,

CDR).

Automatic scoring of verbal

fluency answers (electronically

transcribed) and neuroimaging

scores for ft extraction, ML for

group classification.

Conversion prediction

performance (at 4-year

follow-up): AUC = 0.872

with automatic scores.

4This paper reports the number of speech samples they used, but not to how many pps they belonged to.
5Mandarin_Lu corpus is hosted within DementiaBank
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

D’Arcy et al.

(2008)

Detection of probable CI

based on manually and

automatically extracted

temporal speech fts.

87 pps: 50 HC 37 probable

CI. Age range: 62-92, 62%F,

MMSE over 24 (excl severe

CI). Ireland.

Cognitive ast .

Speech task: narrative

picture descriptions,

Scribe6, SVF (animals),

word list, Heidi passage.

HC (MMSE > 27) and

probable CI (MMSE

≤ 27).

Manual and automatic temporal

analysis of speech for ft

extraction (syntactic, acoustic),

ML for group classification.

Detection performance:

76.74% accuracy (manual

approach far superior

than automatic).Vowel

17% longer in probable

CI.

Dos Santos

et al. (2017)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on speech fts

from transcribed

narratives in English and

Portuguese.

86 Pitt7 pps. USA.

40 Cinderella8 pps. USA.

43 ABCD9 pps. Brazil.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: picture

description (Pitt), story

retelling (Cinderella), recall

(ABCD).

HC and MCI. Based on

cognitive ast (Pitt),

Petersen criteria

(Cinderella), clinical

diagnosis (ABCD).

Topological network and

linguistic analysis for ft

extraction, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

65% Pitt accuracy, 65%

Cinderella, 75% ABCD.

Duong et al.

(2005)

Description of discourse

patterns and

heterogeneity in AD

based on transcribed

narrative speech.

99 pps: 53 HC (40F), 46 AD

(39F). Avg age: 73.8, 74.3;

educ: 10.2, 8.3. Canada.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: P1 and P7

narrative picture

descriptions from PENO10.

HC (NE: normal elderly)

and AD. Based on

NINCDS-ADRDA criteria

McKhann et al. (1984).

Discourse analysis of the

transcribed narratives, cluster

analysis to group pps with

similar discourse patterns.

Clusters inconclusive for

prototypical AD discourse

(heterogeneity). 4

different discourse

patterns for P1 and 5 for

P7.

Egas López

et al. (2019)

Discrimination between

HC, MCI and AD using

the i-vector approach on

acoustic fts from

narrative speech.

75 pps: 25 HC, MCI, AD. Avg

age: 73.96, 72.4, 70.72;

educ: 10.76, 10.84, 12.08;

MMSE: 29.24, 27.16, 23.92.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: narrative of

previous day, immediate

and delayed recall of 2

short films.

HC, MCI and AD. Based

on cognitive ast (i.e.

MMSE, CDT, ADAS-Cog)

Acoustic analysis of speech

recordings ft extraction, i-vector

approach for dimensionality

reduction, ML for group

classification.

Discrimination

performance: 56%

accuracy and

F1 = 78.4%, all tasks.

F1 = 79.2% immediate

recall only.

65 pictures from an in-house task (Picture Taboo). Scribe consists of sentences designed to cover English language phones.
786 pps: 43 HC (20F), MCI (16F). Avg age: 64.1, 69.3; educ over 7, MMSE over 10.
840pps: 20 HC (16F), MCI (14F). Avg age: 74.8, 73.3; educ: 11.4, 10.8.
943 pps: 20 HC, 23 MCI. Avg age: 61, 72; educ: 16, 13.3.

10PENO is a cognitive battery in French Joanette et al. (1995). "Bank robbery" and "Car accident" are language subtests from this battery.
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Espinoza-Cuadros

et al. (2014)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on speech fts

from interviews and

narratives.

19 pps: 11 HC (6F), 8 MCI

(2F). Avg age: 78.9, 80.3;

educ: 8, 5

Speech task: structured

interview recorded from

MEC11 and a reading

short passage.12.

HC and MCI.

Unreported criteria.

Acoustic analysis of speech

recordings for ft extraction,

statistics for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

78.9% accuracy with

seven prosodic features

from the passage reading

task.

Fraser et al.

(2019b)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on multi-

modal fts from language

tasks (audio, text,

eye-tracking).

55 pps: 29 HC (21F), 26 MCI

( 14F). Avg age: 67.8, 70.6;

educ: 13.3, 14.3; MMSE:

29.6, 28.2.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: picture

description (Cookie Theft),

read short text13 aloud and

in silence.

HC and MCI. Based on

Petersen criteria.

Gothemburg MCI Study.

Multi-modal approach for ft

extraction, cascaded ML for

group classification (ft, mode,

task and session).

Detection performance:

83% accuracy

(AUC= 0.88), with

multi-modal fts.

84% accuracy

(AUC= 0.90) incl

cognitive scores.

Fraser et al.

(2019a)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on topic

modelling and

information content in

Swedish and English.

In-domain14: 67 pps,

Gothenburg ds, Sweden.

Out-of-domain15: 96 pps,

Karolinska ds Sweden; 78

pps, Pitt, USA.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: picture

description (Cookie Theft)

spoken or written

(Karolinska ds).

HC and MCI. Based on

cognitive ast and clinical

diagnosis.

Linguistic analysis for ft

extraction, multilingual topic

models for dimensionality

reduction and ft seletion, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

63% accuracy in English;

72% accuracy in

Swedish.

Based on information

content.

Fraser et al.

(2016)

Automatic detection of

AD based on linguistic

(mostly) and acoustic fts

from narrative speech.

473 samples16: 233 HC

(151F), 240 AD (158F). Avg

age: 65.2, 71.8; educ: 14.1,

12.5, MMSE: 29.1, 18.5.

Clinical ast (i.e. medical,

cognitive).

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC and AD. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e.

MMSE).

Acoustic and linguistic analysis

of speech for ft extraction, factor

analysis for dimensionality

reduction, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

81.92% accuracy. Factors

identified (4): semantic,

acoustic, syntactic and

information.

11Mini-Examen Cognoscitivo (MEC) is the Spanish adaptation of the MMSEPeña et al. (2012).
12In particular, a Spanish version of "The Grandfather Passage"Darley et al. (1975).
13Short texts obtained from the International Reading Speed Texts (IReST).
14Data including MCI pps: 67 Gothenburg. 36 HC (23F), 31 MCI (16F). Avg age: 67.9, 70.1; educ: 13.1, 14.1; MMSE: 29.6, 28.2.
15Data not including MCI pps: 96 Karolinska (52F) and 78 Pitt (48): all HC. Avg age: 57.2, 63.9; educ: 13, 13.9; MMSE: N/A, 29.1.
16Pitt: repeated samples from 264 participants (97 HC, 167 AD).
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Gonzalez-Moreira

et al. (2015)

Automatic detection of

mild dementia based on

acoustic fts from

narrative speech in

Spanish.

20 pps: 10 HC (1F), 10 CI17

(4F). Avg age 78.9, 80.3;

educ 7.8, 4.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: read short

text aloud ("The

Grandfather Passage".

HC and CI. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e. MEC

scores).

Acoustic analysis for ft extraction

of recorded speech, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

85% accuracy based on

four prosodic fts

(articulation rate, mean

syllables duration, F0 sd

and mean).

Gosztolya

et al. (2019)

Automatic detection of

AD and MCI, as well as

discrimination between

HC, MCI and AD based

on acoustic (ASR) and

linguistic speech fts.

75 pps: 25 HC, MCI, AD. Avg

age: 70.72, 72.4, 73.96;

educ: 12.08, 10.84, 10.7;

MMSE: 29.24, 27.16, 23.92.

225 recordings.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: narrative of

previous day, immediate

and delayed recall of 2

short films.

HC, MCI and AD groups.

Based on cognitive ast

(i.e. MMSE, CDT,

ADAS-Cog).

Acoustic (ASR) and linguistic

analysis for ft extraction, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

86% HC-AD, 80%

HC-MCI, 81.3% HC-CI

accuracy.

Discrimination

performance: 66.7%

(morphologic and

acoustic).

Guinn et al.

(2014)

Automatic detection of

AD based on linguistic fts

from dialogue transcripts.

56 pps from CCC18: 28

nonAD, 28 AD. Multiple

transcripts per pp: 204

nonAD, 77 AD.

Speech task:
conversational interview

about pp’s chronic

condition and their

experience in healthcare.

HC (nonAD: patients with

chronic conditions

unrelated to AD) and AD.

Based on clinical

diagnosis.

Linguistic analysis for ft

extraction of dialogue transcripts

(syntax, semantics, pragmatics),

ML for gorup classification.

Detection performance:

PrecAD = 80.8%,

recallAD = 0.75%;

PrecnonAD = 79.3%,

recallnonAD = 82.1%.

Guo et al.

(2019)

Automatic detection of

AD based on linguistic fts

from narrative speech.

268 pps19: 99 HC (58F), 169

AD (114F). Avg age: 61.3,

71; educ: 13.3, 11.8; MMSE:

27.9, 18.7.

Clinical ast (i.e. medical,

cognitive).

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC and AD. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e.

MMSE).

Linguistic analysis for ft

extraction (phonetics, semantics,

syntax, pragmatics) including

perplexity, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

85.4% accuracy including

perplexity fts derived from

language models.

17This category is named MD (mild dementia) in study.
18Carolina Conversations Collection (CCC) Pope and Davis (2011) is conversational corpus consisting of conversations about health and healthcare gathered longitudinally

with people with different chronic conditions, including AD.
19subset from Pitt with multiple samples per participant. This study used 498 samples: 242 HC, 256 AD.
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Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Haider et al.

(2019)

Automatic detection of

AD based on

standardised acoustic ft

sets extracted from

narrative speech.

164 pps (Pitt): 82 HC (46F),

AD (46F). Aged 50-80,

mostly 65-75 (BWGB); educ

over 7 years: MMSE over 10.

Clinical ast (i.e. medical,

cognitive).

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HCand AD. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e.

MMSE).

Acoustic analysis for ft extraction

from the recorded narratives,

ADR20 for ft selection and

representation, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

71.34% accuracy with

one ft set; 78-80%

accuaracy with "hard

fusion" of all ft sets.

Kato et al.

(2013)

Discrimination between

HC, MCI and AD with a

two-phase system based

on speech fts cerebral

blood flow.

48 pps: 20 HC (13F), 19 MCI

(13F), 9 AD (4F). Age range:

64-92 years old. Other

demographics unreported.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: topics

hometown and childhood,

HDS-R, memory tasks.

Simultaneous fNIRS21.

HC, MCI and AD. Based

on cognitive ast. (i.e.

CDR = 0, 0.5 or 1).

Multivariate statistics to generate

cognitive rating (SPCIR) based

on prosody, ML for group

classification in two phases:

fNIRS and prosody.

Discrimination

performance: 85.4%

overall accuracy.

32% MCI participants

misclassified into HC

group.

Khodabakhsh

and

Demiroğlu

(2015)

Automatic detection of

AD based on acoustic fts

from conversational

speech.

54 pps: 27 HC (15F), 27 AD

(10F). Age range: 60-80

years old. Other

demographics unreported.

Speech task: pps were

asked casual questions to

elicit 10 min of

spontaneous conversation.

HC and AD. Unreported

criteria.

Voice activity detection (VAD)

and acoustic analysis for ft

extraction from recordings, ML

for group classification.

Detection performance:

79.2% with best pair of fts

(log of voicing ratio + avg

absolute delta pitch.

Konig et al.

(2015)

Discrimination between

HC, MCI and AD based

on automatically

extracted speech fts

across different tasks.

Dem@care: 64 pps.

15 HC (9F), 23 HC (12F), 26

AD (13F). Avg age 72,73,80;

educ:22: uni, col, hs; MMSE:

29,26,19.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: countdown,

picture description,

repetition, SVF (animals).

HC, MCI and AD. Based

on subjective memory

complain (HC), Petersen

criteria (MCI),

NINCDS-ADRDA (AD)

Acoustic analysis for ft extraction

from speech recordings,

statistics for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

EERHC−MCI = 21%,

EERHC−AD = 13%,

EERMCI−AD = 20%.

Equal ss-sp: 79%, 87%,

80%

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015b)

Discrimination between

HC and stages of AD

based on acoustic fts,

incl. emotional response

(pilot study).

10 pps (AZTITXIKI23):

5 HC/AD (2F).

AD: 1ES, 2SS, 2AS. Age

label: middle (HC), elderly

(HC and AD).

Speech task: telling

pleasant stories,

recounting pleasant

feelings, conversational

interaction.

HCand ES, IS, AS, which

stand for early,

intermediate and

advanced AD.

Unreported criteria.

Acoustic analysis and emotional

response analysis (ERA) for ft

extraction, ML for group

classification.

Discrimination

performance: 93.79%

accuracy with speech and

emotional fts. Unclear

whether this result is on 4

groups or 2.

20Active Data Representation: novel method presented in this paper.
21Functional near-infrared spectroscopy: measures cortical brain activity by monitoring changes of oxy/deoxygenated hemoglobin concentration.
22Mode, that is, most frequent educational category.
23Subset of AZTIAHORE, which is, in turn, a subset of AZTIAHO.
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Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015)

Discrimination between

HC and stages of AD

based on acoustic fts,

incl. emotional response.

40 pps (AZTIAHORE24. 20

HC (10F), 20 AD (12F). AD:

4ES, 10SS, 6AS. Age range:

20-98 HC, 68-98 AD. Others

unreported.

Speech task: telling

pleasant stories,

recounting pleasant

feelings, conversational

interaction.

HC25 and ES, IS, AS,

which stand for early,

intermediate and

advanced AD.

Unreported criteria.

Acoustic analysis and fractal

dimension for ft extraction, incl.

emotional response, ML for

group classification.

Discrimination

performance: accuracy

reported per class, avg.

96.89%. Overall

performance unclear.

Lundholm

Fors et al.

(2018)

Discrimination between

HC, SCI and MCI based

on syntactic fts extracted

from narrative speech.

Gothemburg26: 90pps.

36 HC (23F), 23 SCI (14F),

31 MCI (16F). Avg age: 67.9,

66.3, 70.1; educ: 13.2, 16.1,

14.1; MMSE: 29.6, 29.5,

28.2.

Clinical ast (i.e. medical,

cognitive).

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC, SCI and MCI. Based

on clinical diagnosis.

Linguistic analysis for syntactic ft

extraction, statistical analysis for

feature selection, and ML for

group classification.

Discrmination

performance (binary

detection):

HC-MCI: F1 = 0.68,

HC-SCI: F1 = 0.54,

SCI-MCI: F1 = 0.66

Luz (2017) Automatic detection of

AD based on acoustic fts

extracted directly from

voice recordings of

narrative speech.

398 recordings (Pitt): 184

HC, 214 AD. Other pp

information unreported.

Clinical ast (i.e. medical,

cognitive).

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC and AD. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e.

MMSE).

Acoustic analysis to extract

paralingusitic fts directly from

speech recordings, no ft

selection, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

68% accuracy (baseline

classification with simple

algorithms for voice

activity detection and

speech rate).

Luz et al.

(2018)

Automatic detection of

AD based on dialogical,

content-free fts extracted

from transcripts.

38 pps (CCC, ibid.) 21

nonAD (12F), 17 AD (15F).

Age over 65. Other

demographics unreported.

Speech task:
conversational interview

about pp’s chronic

condition and their

experience in healthcare.

HC (nonAD: patients with

chronic conditions

unrelated to AD) and AD.

Based on clinical

diagnosis.

Dialogue analysis for ft

extraction from conversational

transcripts, Markov chains for

data representation, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

86.5% accuracy with

vocalisations and speech

rate.

Martinez de

Lizarduy

et al. (2017)

Automatic detection of

MCI and AD based on

acoustic fts with a novel

decision support system

(ALZUMERIC).

SVF ds: 62 HC (36F), 38

MCI (21F). Avg age: 56.73,

57.15. PD ds27: 12 HC, 6

AD. SS ds (AZTIAHORE): 20

HC (9F), 20 AD (12F).

Speech tasks: SVF

(animals), picture

description (PD),

spontaneous speech (SS,

see AZTIAHORE).

SVF: HCand MCI.

PD: HC and AD.

SS: HC and AD.

Unreported criteria.

ALZUMERIC system: acoustic

analysis for ft extraction from

voice samples, automatic ft

selection, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

HC-MCI (SVF): 80%

accuracy.

HC-AD: 94% (PD) and

95% accuracy.

24which is, in turn, a subset of AZTIAHO
25Group annotated as CR (control group) in the paper, equated to HC for the purpose of this review.
26Gothenburgh MCI data set Wallin et al. (2016)
27Both are subsets from the Gipuzkoa-Alzheimer Project: http://www.cita-alzheimer.org/projects/gipuzkoa-alzheimer-project-basque-cohort
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Meilan et al.

(2014)

Automatic detection of

AD based on temporal

and acoustic speech fts.

66 pps: 36 HC (80%F) 30 AD

(68%FF). Avg age: 74.06,

78.66; educ: 7.30, 6.27;

MMSE: 27.97, 18.07.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: reading

familiar sentences on

screen.

HC and AD. Based on

NINCDS-ADRDA and

cognitive ast (i.e. GDS,

MMSE).

Acoustic and temporal speech

analysis for ft extraction, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

83.3% accuracy with

speech fts such as voice

breaks.

Mirheidari

et al.

(2017b)

Discrimination between

ND and FMD28, based

on doctor-patient

conversational fts.

30 pps:

15 FMD (9F), 15 ND29 (8F).

Avg age: 57.8, 63.73; MMSE:

28.87, 18.79.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: neurology

consultation

(conversation).

FMD and ND. Based on

Schmidtke et al. (2008)

(FMD), Petersen and

NINCDS-ADRDA (ND)

Automatic conversation analysis

for ft extraction, ML for ft

selection and group

classification.

Discrimination

performance:

97% classification

accuracy between FMD

and ND with top-10 fts.

Mirheidari

et al. (2018)

Discrimination between

different conditions

based on linguistic fts

from conversational

speech.

IMDB30.: 50000 entries.

Pitt: 473 narratives. Hallam:

45 conversations.

IVA: 18 conversations.

Seizure: 241 conversations.

Written task: movie

feedback (IMDB).

Speech task: picture

description (Pitt),

neurology consultation.

Pitt: HC, AD.

Hallam: FMD, ND,

DPD.31.

IVA: FMD, ND, MCI.

Unreported criteria.

ASR and linguistic analysis

(vector representation) for ft

extraction and selection, ML for

group classification.

Discrimination

performance:

65.8% (Hallam), 70%

(IVA).

Best binary:

93.7% FMD-DPD

(Hallam), 100% FMD-ND

(IVA).

Mirheidari

et al.

(2019b)

Automatic detection of

ND based on speech fts,

comparing

neurologist-led with

virtual-agent-led

interactions (IVA).

HUM, 30pps: 15 FMD (9F),

15ND32 (8F). Age: 57.8,

63.73; MMSE: 28.87, 18.79.

IVA, 12 pps: 6 FMD (1F), 6

ND (3F). Avg age: 55.67,

65.83, ACE-R: 83.67, 59.57.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: neurology

consultation (HUM) or

avatar interaction (IVA).

FMD and ND. Based on

Schmidtke et al. (2008)

(FMD), Petersen and

NINCDS-ADRDA (ND)

Acoustic, linguistic and

conversational analysis of

recordings, comparing

IVA-patient with

neurologist-patient interactions.

ML for group classification.

Detection performance:

Neurologist-patient:

90.0% accuracy.

IVA-patient: 90.9%

accuracy.

28ND: neurodegenerative disorder (e.g. AD). FMD: functional memory disorder)
29Heterogeneous ND group: 8 AD, 3 AD+vD, 2 MCI and 2 FTD (frontotemporal dementia).
30DS details. IMBD: text entries on movies feedback. Pitt (previously described). Hallam Mirheidari et al. (2017b), IVA Mirheidari et al. (2017a) and Seizure Ekberg and

Reuber (2015)
31DPD: depressive pseudo-dementia.
32Heterogeneous ND group: 8 AD, 3 AD+vD, 2 MCI and 2 FTD (frontotemporal dementia).
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Mirheidari

et al.

(2019a)

Discrimination between

HC, FMD, MCI and ND

based on acoustic and

linguistic fts from IVA-led

speech.

61 pps: 14 HC (8F), 10 FMD

(6F), 18 MCI (12F), 19 ND

(7F). Avg age: 69.4, 56.4,

62.2, 69.8.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: SVF

(animals) and 10 question

conversations. Both led by

an IVA.

HC, FMD, MCI and ND.

Based Schmidtke,

(FMD), Petersen (MCI)

and NINCDS-ADRDA

(ND) criteria.

Acoustic, linguistic and

conversational analysis of SVF

answers and IVA-patient

interactions. ML for ft selection

and group classification.

4-way discrimination

performance:

62% accuracy and

ROC-AUC: 81.5% with

top 22 fts (48% all).

Mirzaei

et al. (2018)

Discriminate between

HC, MCI and AD based

on acoustic fts from

narrative speech.

48 pps: 16 HC, 16 MCI, 16

AD. Avg age: 72.7, 77.6,

77.9; MMSE: 28.6, 28.3,

22.4.

Cognitive ast

Speech task: reading

familiar sentences on

screen.

HC, MCI, AD. Based on

cognitive ast ((MMSE

over 20 for inclusion).

Acoustic analysis for ft

extraction, ML for ft selection

(wrapper) and group

classification.

Discrimination

performance:

62% accuracy (three-way

classification).

Nasrolahzadeh

et al. (2018)

Discriminate between

HC and three stages of

AD based on

higher-order spectral

analysis of speech data.

60 pps33: 30 HC (15F), 6 FS

(3F), 15 SS (6F), 9 TS (5F).

Avg age: 75.6, 73.3, 70.6,

77.4; MMSE: 28.39, 27.5,

26.8, 23.8.

Clinical ast (i.e. cognitive,

medical).

Speech task: prompted to

talk about personal stories

and feelings.

HC and AD, subdivided

in FS, SS and TS. AD

subgroups diagnosed

with NINCDS-ADRDA

criteria.

Acoustic spectral analysis for

nonlinear feature extraction, ML

for for ft selection and group

classification.

Discrimination

performance: 97.71%

accuracy with 4-way

classifier based on

higher-order spectral fts.

Orimaye

et al. (2017)

Automatic detection of

AD based on linguistic fts

extracted from narrative

speech.

198 pps (Pitt): 99 HC and 99

AD. Avg age: 65.26, 70.45.

Other demographics

unreported.

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC and ADUnreported

criteria.

Linguistic analysis for ft

extraction, statistical analysis for

ft selection, ML for group

classification.

Detection performance:

AUC = 0.93 with 1000

top combined fts

(syntacic, lexical,

n-grams).

Prud’hommeaux

and Roark

(2011)

Detection of MCI based

on automatic alignment

scores between

transcribed recall tasks

and source narratives.

124 pps: 52 HC, 72 MCI.

Demographics unreported.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: immediate

and delayed recall of the

Anna Thomson story

(LM-WMS-III34).

HC (non-MCI) and MCI.

Based on cognitive ast

(i.e. CDR=0.5 for MCI

diagnosis).

Linguistic analysis and text

alignment for automatic scoring

of recall tasks, ML for group

classification.

Scoring performance:

F1 = 0.791 (alignment

based).

Detection performance:

AUC = 0.795%).

3330 AD participants distributed in three levels: First Stage (FS), Second Stage (SS) and Third Stage (TS).)
34Logical Memory Test of the Weschler Memory Scale III Wechsler (1997b)
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark

(2015)

Detection of MCI based

on automatic alignment

scores between

transcribed recall tasks

and source narratives.

235 pps: 163 HC, 72 MCI.

Avg age: 87.3, 88.7. Avg

educ: 15.1, 14.9. Gender

unreported.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: immediate

and delayed recall of the

Anna Thomson story

(LM-WMS-III).

HC (non-MCI) and MCI.

Based on cognitive ast

(i.e. CDR=0.5 for MCI

diagnosis).

Linguistic analysis and

graph-based text alignment for

automatic scoring of recall tasks,

ML for group classification.

Scoring performance:

F1 = 0.891.

Detection performance:

AUC = 0.748.

Pitt:35: AUC = 0.704

Rentoumi

et al. (2017)

Automatic detection of

AD based on linguistic fts

extracted from written

narrative data.

60 pps: 30 HC (14F), 30 AD

(17F). Avg age: 68.03, 66.48;

educ: 13.93, 12; MMSE:

28.26, 22.68.

Cognitive ast.

Written task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

HC (NC) and AD. Based

on cognitive ast.

(MMSEAD = 10−25).

Computational linguistic analysis

for text ft extraction

(morphosyntactic, lexical).

ML for group classification.

Detection performance:

80% accuracy.

(88.5% with synthetically

enlarged ds).

Roark et al.

(2011)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on scores

and speech fts from

recorded cognitive tests.

74 pps: 37 HC, 37 MCI. Avg

age: 88.8, 89.8; educ: 15.1,

14.5; MMSE: 28.2, 26.4.

Gender unreported.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: immediate

and delayed recall of the

Anna Thomson story.

HC and MCI. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e.

CDR=0.5 for MCI

diagnosis).

Linguistic and acoustic analysis

for ft extraction, statistical

analysis for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

AUC = 0.861 (test

scores and automatically

derived speech and

language fts).

Rochford

et al. (2012)

Automatic detection of CI

based on pause

distribution fts from

narrative speech.

187 pps: 150 HC, 37 CI. Avg

age (all): 72.44; MMSE:

27.68, 114 females. educ

unreported.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: ready aloud

a passage from a

children’s story.

HC and CI.

Based on cognitive ast.

(MMSEHC >= 27,

MMSECI < 27).

Linguistic and acoustic analysis

for ft extraction, statistical

analysis for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

68.66% acc

(AUC = 0.74).

Sadeghian

et al. (2017)

Automatic detection of

AD based on acoustic

and linguistic fts from

narrative speech, and

with MMSE scores.

72 pps: 46 HC, 26 AD. Avg

age: 71.43, 78.48; educ:

13.28, 13.81; MMSE: 28.70,

20.92.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: narrative

picture description (new

picture36).

HCand AD. Based on

medical diagnosis.

Customised ASR for speech

transcription, acoustic and

linguistic analysis ft extraction,

ML for ft selection and group

classification.

Detection performance

(acc):

88.3%: demogr.+acoustic.

91.7%: ASR linguistic.

94.4%: MMSE+manual

ling

35This is an attempt from to authors to apply their model on unseen data. Only results based on their graph-based method are reported here.
36https://acoustics.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/10/Sadeghian-Figure1b.jpg
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Satt et al.

(2013)

Discrimination between

HC, MCI and AD based

on acoustic fts

(content-free) from voice

recordings.

Dem@care: 89 pps.

19 HC (15F), 43 MCI (31F),

27 AD (24F). Avg age: 67,

73, 72.

Speech task: narrative

picture description,

sentence repetition (15),

syllable repetition

("pa-ta-ka").

HC, MCI and AD.

Based on medical

diagnosis.

Speech segmentation (VAD),

acoustic analysis for ft

extraction, statistical analyis for

ft selection, ML for group

classification.

Discrimination

performance:

EERHC−MCI+AD =

18%

EERHC−MCI = 17%

EERHC−AD = 15.5%

Shinkawa

et al. (2019)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on single

modality and multimodal

behavioural data (gait

and speech).

34 pps: 19 HC (12F), 15 MCI

(8F). Avg age: 71.63, 74.87;

MMSE: 28.42, 25.33.

Clinical ast.

Speech task: narrative

picture description (Cookie

Theft).

Gait task: 5-meter walk.

HC and MCI. Based on

Petersen criteria.

ASR for speech transcription,

gait and linguistic analysis for ft

extraction, statistic analysis and

ML for ft selection and group

classification.

Detection performance:

Multimodal: 82.4% acc.

Single modality: 76.6%

acc each

(F1speech = 0.733,

F1gait = 0.667).

Tanaka

et al. (2017)

Automatic detection of CI

based on audiovisual fts

from dialogues with a

computer avatar.

29 pps: 15 HC (4F), 14 CI37

(4F). Avg age: 74.1, 76.3;

educ: 10.5, 14.1; MMSE:

27.5, 21.4.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: 10-15 min

interaction with an avatar

(dialogue system).

HC and CI.

Based on medical

diagnosis.

Acoustic, linguistic and image

analysis for ft extraction,

statistics for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Detection performance:

83% unweighted acc.

AUC = 0.93.

AUCADonly = 0.89.

Thomas

et al. (2005)

Discrimination of

different stages of CI

based on linguistic fts

from interviews.

95 pps (ACADIE38): 85 high,

73 low; 35 normal, 50 mild,

53 moderate, 20 severe.

Cognitive ast. Speech
task: two interviews about

donepezil, 12 weeks apart.

Two or four groups.

Based on MMSE scores

(0-15, 16-20, 21-24 and

25-30).

Linguistic analysis for ft

extraction (lexical, n-gram),

statistics for ft selection, ML for

group classification.

Discrimination

performance: 95% acc

severe vs. normal.

69.6% moderate vs. mild.

50% 4-way classification.

Tóth et al.

(2018)

Automatic detection of

MCI based on acoustic

fts from narrative speech

84 pps: 36 HC (23F), 48 MCI

(32F). Avg age: 64.13, 73.08;

educ: 12.47, 11.82; MMSE:

29.17, 26.97;

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: previous

day, immediate/delayed

recall of 2 short films.

HC and MCI. Based on

cognitive ast (i.e. MMSE,

CDT, ADAS-Cog)

Customised ASR and acoustic

analysis for ft extraction,

statistics for ft selection, ML for

gorup classification.

Detection performance:

75% acc automatic

procedure (F1 = 0.788,

AUC = o.676) .

37Heterogeneous CI group: 9 AD, 1 NPH (normal pressure hydrocephalus), 1 AD+NPH, 1 DBL (dementia with Lewy bodies)
38ACADIE study Rockwood (2004). Pps are divided by MMSE in either 2 (high, low) or four groups (normal, mild, moderate, severe)
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Table 3.5: SPICMO (PICOS) table (ctd.)

Study Study aim/design Population Interventions Comparison groups Methodology Outcomes of interest

Tröger et al.

(2017)

Automatic detection of

AD based on acoustic fts

from narrative speech.

Dem@Care: 115 pps.

47 HC (40F), 68 AD (38F).

Avg age: 72.4, 78.9.

Cognitive ast.

Speech task: two life

events, previous day,

picture description.

HC and AD39

Based on medical

diagnosis.

Acoustic signal processing for ft

extraction, univariate ft selection,

ML for group classification.

Detection performance:

89% acc relying solely on

vocal fts (ASR and

content-free).

Tröger et al.

(2018)

Discrimination between

SCI, MCI and AD with a

simulated

telephone-based SVF

test (feasibility study).

166 pps: 40 SCI (32F), 47

MCI (24F), 79 AD (40F). Avg

age: 72.65, 76.59, 79; educ:

11.35, 10.81, 9.47; MMSE:

28.27, 26.02, 18.81;

Clinical ast.

Speech task: recorded

SVF answers (animals).

SCI, MCI and AD. Based

on subjective reports

(SCI), Petersen (MCI)

and NINCDS-ADRDA

(AD)

ASR, acoustic and linguistic

analysis for ft extraction, ML for

group classification.

ASR performance:

VFER40= 33.4%.

AUC = 0.855

Weiner et al.

(2016b)

Automatic detection of

AD based on acoustic fts

from conversational

speech in German.

ISLE: 74 pps41.

98 samples: 80HC, 13

AACD. 5AD. Age range:

70-74 years old.

Clinical ast.

Speech task:
semi-standardized

biographic interviews.

HC, AACD (ageing

associated cognitive

decline) and AD. Based

on medical diagnosis.

Acoustic analysis for ft extraction

(focus on pause patterns), ML

for group classification.

Detection performance:

85.7% acc. UAR = 0.66

F1HC = 0.92,F1AD =

0.80,F1AACD = 0.80.

Weiner and

Schultz

(2016)

Automatic prediction of

the development of CI

from conversational

speech in German.

ISLE: 51 pp.

35 HC, 16 CI42 (developed

within three visits). Age

range: 61-77 (1st-3rd visit).

Clinical ast.

Speech task:
semi-standardized

biographic interviews.

No change (HC) and

Change (CI). Based on

whether they remained

healthy or not.

VAD and acoustic analysis for ft

extraction (focus on pause

patterns), ML for group

classification.

Prediction performance:

80.4% acc (overall).

Rcno−change = 0.91,

Rcchange = 0.56

Yu et al.

(2018)

Automatic detection of CI

based on speech fts

collected through remote

assessments.

ADCS43: 167 pps.

Pre-processed 180 samples:

160 HC, 20 CI.

Clinical ast.

Speech task: SVF and

EBi/EBd44 delivered by

telephone system.

HC and CI. Based on

longitudinal medical

diagnosis.

Acoustic analysis for ft extraction

(articulatory, phonemic), ML for

ft selection and group

classification.

Detection performance:

Speech+scores:

AUC= 0.77 Speech only:

AUC= 0.74

Scores only: AUC= 0.54

39Heterogeneous group: diagnosed with either AD or a form of mixed dementia (including AD).
40VFER: Verbal Fluency Error Rate
41subset from ILSE: Interdisciplinary Longitudinal Study on Adult Development and Aging Weiner et al. (2016a).
42Heterogeneous group: AACD, MCD (mild cognitive disorder), AD, VAD (vascular dementia)
43ADCS: Alzheimer’s Disease Cooperative Study. 4-year longitudinal data collection for home-based assessment.
44East Boston Immediate/Delayed: summarise a story immediately/delayed after listening to it).
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3.3.2 SPICMO: synthesis and discussion

This section discusses the outcomes of the SPICMO table and puts them into

perspective within the research context. Consistent patterns and exceptions are

outlined. The narrative synthesis is organised according to table structure, that is,

study aim and design, followed by population, interventions, comparison groups,

methodology and outcomes.

3.3.2.1 Study aim and design

Most of the reviewed articles use acoustic and/or linguistic features and supervised

machine learning (i.e. which makes predictions on annotated data) to distinguish

the speech produced by healthy participants from the one produced by participants

with a certain degree of cognitive impairment.

The majority of studies (41) attempt binary models to detecting AD and, less

often, MCI, in comparison to HC. A few studies also attempt to distinguish between

MCI an AD. Even when the dataset contains three or four groups (i.e. HC, SCI,

MCI, AD), most studies only report pairwise group comparisons (Bertola et al.,

2014; König et al., 2018; Lundholm Fors et al., 2018; Martinez de Lizarduy et al.,

2017; Satt et al., 2013). Out of 51 reviewed papers, only seven did attempt

three-way (Mirzaei et al., 2018; Egas López et al., 2019; Gosztolya et al., 2019;

Kato et al., 2013) or four-way (Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018; Mirheidari et al., 2019a;

Thomas et al., 2005) classification. Their results are inconclusive and present

potential biases related to the quality of the datasets (i.e. low accuracy on balanced

datasets, or high accuracy on imbalanced datasets).

Slightly different objectives are described by Clark et al. (2016), the only study

predicting conversion from MCI to AD; and by Weiner and Schultz (2016), the only

study predicting progression from HC to any form of cognitive impairment. While

these studies also trained classifiers to detect differences between groups, they

differ from other studies in that they use longitudinal data.

There is only one research article with a different aim than classification. This is

the study by Duong et al. (2005), who attempted to describe AD and HC discourse

patterns through unsupervised cluster analysis (i.e. grouping discourse instances

based on similarities and emerging patterns, rather than annotated categories,

expecting that the resulting groups would match the diagnostic labels).

Despite many titles mentioning cognitive monitoring, most research addresses

only the presence or absence of cognitive impairments (41, out of 51 papers).

Outside of those, seven papers are concerned with three or four disease stages
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(Mirzaei et al., 2018; Egas López et al., 2019; Gosztolya et al., 2019; Kato

et al., 2013; Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018; Mirheidari et al., 2019a; Thomas et al.,

2005), two explore longitudinal cognitive changes although still through binary

classification (Clark et al., 2016; Weiner and Schultz, 2016) and one describes

discourse patterns (Duong et al., 2005). We note that future research could take

further advantage of this longitudinal aspect to build models able to generate a

score reflecting risk of developing an impairment.

3.3.2.2 Population

The target population are elderly people (i.e. HC) who are healthy or who

exhibit signs of cognitive decline related to AD (i.e. SCI, MCI, AD). Demographic

information is frequently reported, most commonly age, followed by gender and

years of education.

Cognitive scores such as MMSE are often part of the descriptive information

provided for study participants as well. This serves group assignment purposes

and allows quantitative comparisons of participants’ degree of cognitive decline. In

certain studies, MMSE is used to calculate the baseline against which classifier

performance will be measured (Prud’Hommeaux and Roark, 2015; Sadeghian

et al., 2017; Shinkawa et al., 2019). It is worth noting that, despite being

widely used in clinical and epidemiological investigations, MMSE has been

criticised for having ceiling effects especially when used to assess preclinical AD

(Carnero-Pardo, 2014). That is, the test offers little insight to early stages of the

diseases because most preclinical participants score close to the upper limit of the

test.

Some studies report no demographics (Luz, 2017; Prud’hommeaux and Roark,

2011; Thomas et al., 2005; Weiner and Schultz, 2016; Weiner et al., 2016b).

Others report incomplete demographic information, such as only age (Luz et al.,

2018; Orimaye et al., 2017), only age and gender (Rochford et al., 2012; Tröger

et al., 2017; Satt et al., 2013), or only age and education (Roark et al., 2011;

Prud’Hommeaux and Roark, 2015). Most datasets contain participants over 60

years old, with the exception of AZTIAHORE (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015b). This dataset contains the youngest healthy group (20-90 years

old) and yet a typical AD group (68-98 years old), introducing potential biases

due to this imbalance. Demographic variables are established risk-factors for AD

(Mielke et al., 2014), therefore demographics reporting is essential for this type of

study.
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3.3.2.3 Interventions

Study interventions almost invariably consist of a speech generation task preceded

by a health assessment. This varies between general clinical assessments,

including medical and neurological examinations, and specific cognitive testing.

The comparison groups are diagnostic groups established with the results of such

assessments. Therefore, papers lacking that information do not specify their

criteria for group assignment either (Chien et al., 2018; Espinoza-Cuadros et al.,

2014; Khodabakhsh and Demiroğlu, 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015b; Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Mirheidari et al., 2018;

Orimaye et al., 2017; Satt et al., 2013). This could be problematic, since the field

currently revolves around diagnostic categories and tries to identify them through

speech data. Consequently, one should ensure that standard criteria have been

used and that models are accurately tuned to these categories.

Speech tasks are sometimes part of the health assessment. For

instance, speech data are often recorded during the language sub-test of a

neuropsychological battery (e.g. verbal fluency, story recall or picture description

tasks). Another example of speech generated within clinical assessments is the

recording of patient-doctor consultations (Mirheidari et al., 2017b, 2018, 2019b)

or cognitive examinations (e.g. MMSE, Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014). There

are also studies where participants are required to perform language tests outwith

the health assessment, for speech elicitation purposes only. Exceptionally, two of

these studies work with written rather than spoken language (Fraser et al., 2019a;

Rentoumi et al., 2017). Alternative tasks for this purpose are reading text passages

aloud (e.g. Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015), recalling short films (e.g. Gosztolya

et al., 2019), retelling a story (e.g. Dos Santos et al., 2017) or retelling a day or

a dream (e.g. Beltrami et al., 2016), as well as taking part in a semi-standardised

(e.g. Weiner and Schultz, 2016) or a conversational (e.g. Luz et al., 2018) interview.

Most of these are examples of constrained, laboratory-based interventions,

which seldom include spontaneously generated language. There are advantages

to collecting speech under these conditions, such as ease of standardisation, better

control over potential confounding factors, and focus on high cognitive load tasks

that may be more likely to elicit cognitive deficits. However, analysis of spontaneous

speech production and natural conversations also has advantages. Spontaneous

and conversational data can be captured in natural settings over time, thus

mitigating problems that might affect performance in controlled, cross-sectional

data, such as a participant having an ’off day’ or having slept poorly the night

before the test.
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3.3.2.4 Comparison groups

This review targets cognitive decline in the context of AD. For its purpose,

nomenclature heterogeneity has been homogenised into four consistent groups:

HC, SCI, MCI and AD; with an additional group, CI, to account for unspecified

impairment (see Table 3.1). An exception to this nomenclature are Mirheidari

et al. (2017b, 2019a,b), who compare participants with an impairment caused

by neurodegenerative disease (an ND group that includes AD) to an impairment

caused by functional memory disorders (FMD); and Weiner and Schultz

(2016); Weiner et al. (2016b), who introduce a category called age-associated

cognitive decline, equivalent to the age-related cognitive decline described in

Section 2.2.2.1.

Furthermore, some studies add subdivisions to these categories. For instance,

there are two studies that classify different stages within the AD group (Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b), equivalent to the mild, moderate

and severe stages described in Section 2.2.2.2. Another study divides the MCI

group between amnesic single domain (aMCI) and amnesic multiple domain

(a+mdMCI), although classification results for two groups are not very promising

(Bertola et al., 2014). Longitudinal within-subject comparisons have also been

attempted, comparing the speech of participants who remained in a cognitive

status to those who changed (improved or worsened) in subsequent follow-ups

(Clark et al., 2016; Weiner et al., 2016b).

Most studies target populations where a cohort has already been diagnosed

with AD or a related condition, looking for speech differences between those and

healthy cohorts. Therefore, little insight is offered into preclinical stages of the

disease. Future research could attempt to gather data on healthy populations at

higher risk of developing AD in larger scale longitudinal studies.

3.3.2.5 Outcomes of interest

Given the variety of diagnostic categories, types of data and features used, it is

not easy to establish the state-of-the-art performance. For binary classification,

the most commonly attempted task, the reported performance ranges widely

depending on the data used, the recording conditions and the variables used in

modelling.

For instance Lopez-de Ipiña et al. (2015b) reported an accuracy between 60%

and 93.79% using only acoustic features generated ad hoc. Although the second

figure is very promising, their dataset is small, 40 participants, and remarkably

imbalanced in terms of both diagnostic class and age. In terms of class, even
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though they initially reported group sizes of 20 AD and 20 HC, the AD group is

then divided in three severity stages with 4, 10 and 6 participants respectively,

whereas the control group remains unchanged (20 participants). In terms of

age, 25% percent of the HC group falls within a 20-60 years old age range,

while 100% of the AD group are over 60 years old. In contrast, Haider et al.

(2019) reported 78.7% accuracy, also using acoustic features only, which had been

generated from standard feature sets developed for computational paralinguistics.

This figure appears as much more robust because the dataset is much larger (164

participants) and it is balanced for diagnostic class, age and gender, as well as

audio enhanced. Guo et al. (2019) obtained 85.4% accuracy on the same dataset

as Haider et al. (2019), although using text-based features only. However, they

did not establish class, age or gender balance. All the figures quoted so far refer

to monologue studies. The state-of-the-art accuracy for dialogue data is 86.6%,

obtained by Luz et al. (2018) using acoustic features only in a dataset that was not

balanced.

Regarding other classification experiments, we see that Mirzaei et al. (2018)

reports 62% for a 3-way classification discriminating HC, MCI, AD. They are

also among the few to appropriately report accuracy, since they work with a

class-balanced dataset, while many other studies report overall accuracy in

class-imbalanced datasets. For example, Nasrolahzadeh et al. (2018) reports

really high accuracy with a 4-way classifier (97.71%) in a highly imbalanced

dataset, whereas Mirheidari et al. (2019a) reported more modest metrics (62%

accuracy and 0.815 AUC) for a 4-way classifier in a slightly more balanced

dataset. Thomas et al. (2005) also attempted a 4-way classification obtaning

only 50% accuracy, on four groups divided by MMSE scores. Other studies

attempting 3-way classification experiments in relatively balanced datasets are

Egas López et al. (2019), with 56% accuracy and Gosztolya et al. (2019) with

66.7% accuracy. Finally, Kato et al. (2013) reports 85.4% accuracy with a 3-way

classifier, but again in an imbalanced dataset. Working with imbalance datasets

and reporting accuracy figures is a common practice despite accuracy figures

having a serious potential to be misleading in the presence of class imbalance

(explained in Section 2.4.5). For example, a trivial rejector (i.e. a classifier that

trivially classifiers all instances as negative with respect to a class of interest),

would achieve very high accuracy on a dataset that contained, say, 90% negative

instances.

These results are diverse, and it stands clear that some will lead to more robust

conclusions than others. Notwithstanding, numerical outcomes are always subject
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to the science behind them, the quality of the datasets and the rigour of the method.

This disparity of results highlights the need for improved standards of reporting in

this kind of study. Appropriate reporting should include metrics that allow the reader

to assess the trade-off between false positives and false negatives in classification,

such as specificity, sensitivity, fall-out (false positive rate) and F scores, as well

as measures that are less sensitive to class imbalance, widely used in other

applications of computational paralinguistics, such as unweighted average recall.

Contingency tables and ROC curves should also be provided whenever possible.

Given the difficulties in reporting, comparing and differentiating the results for the

51 reviewed studies on an equal footing, I would like to refer the reader to the last

column in Tables 3.5 and 3.7 for details.

3.4 Review of Data details

This table accounts for details of the datasets, as well as specific subsets, used in

the reviewed studies. It is structured as follows:

• Dataset size: number of participants and/or samples, including details on

number of words or number of hours recorded, when available.

• Linguistic modality, with two distinctions:

1. writings, audio recordings and/or transcripts (abbreviated as per

Table 3.3);

2. monologues or dialogues.

Monologues, in turn, are divided into spontaneous, narratives and answers

to cognitive tests (most frequently fluency tasks), whilst dialogues are

subdivided into three groups: structured, semi-structured and conversational.

When available, information about transcription (i.e. software used, manual

vs. automatic) is included.

• Other modalities: such as video features, neuropsychological measures or

motor evaluations (e.g. gait), when applicable. ’NA’ is written otherwise.

• Data annotation: group labels available in the data, in congruence with what

was described in the comparison groups column of the SPICMO table. It

includes groups’ n, which accounts for group size or number of participants

in a group, and groups’ m, which accounts for the number of speech/test
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samples per group. Sometimes these two figures differ (e.g. in longitudinal

studies).

• Data balance: whether the dataset or subset used in the study is balanced

in terms of age, gender and education. It accounts for dataset balance,

within class balance and between class balance when applicable (see

Section 3.2.6.1 for acronyms and conventions). If a feature is not reported in

the table, this is because it was not reported in the article.

• Data availability: whether the data used in the study is available to the wider

research community.

• Language: language in which the dataset was collected, including the

country where the study took place.

Names of particular datasets are underlined (e.g. Pitt). This table aims to

provide the community with benchmark information about current databases and

their availability, in order to highlight recurrent gaps that future research should

target when designing their data collection procedures.

3.4.1 Data Details Table
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Table 3.6: Detailed Data information

Study Data set/Subset size Linguistic modality Other modalities Data annotation Data balance Data availability Language

Beltrami

et al. (2016)

39 pps. Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr.

(Transcriber45).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, MoCA,

GPCog, CDT, VF.

HC (CON) / MCI:

n = 20/19.

CB.

Text reports balanced

demogr., but no figures.

Unreported. Italian (Italy).

Ammar and

Ayed (2018)

Pitt: m = 484.

No. of pps unreported.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr.

(CHAT46).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / AD (Dementia):

m = 242/242.

CB.

Demogr. unreported.

Pitt avail.

(DementiaBank).

Enhanced unreported

English (US).

Bertola et al.

(2014)

100 pps. Monologues: fluency task.

Rec. (unclear).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, Katz,

Lawton, SVF.

HC (NC), aMCI,

a+mdMCI47, AD:

n = 25

no-CB/CB (ibid.).

no-WCGB: HC.

BCB: A, G, E.

Unreported. Portuguese

(Brazil).

Chien et al.

(2018)

60 pps: 30 HC ad-hoc,

30 AD (Mandarin_Lu). 3

tasks each: m = 150.

Narrative monologues and

fluency task.

Rec.

Cognitive scores:

SVF.

HC (CH) / AD:

n = 30/30;

m = 75/75.

CB.

Demogr. unreported.

Mandarin_Lu avail.

(DementiaBank).

HC unreported.

Chinese,

Taiwanese

(Taiwan).

Clark et al.

(2016)

158 pps. Monologues: fluency task.

Manual tr. (text file).

Cognitive scores:

CDR, MMSE, SVF.

NI meas.: MRI.

HC

(CN)/MCI-non48/MCI-con:

n = 51/83/24.

No-CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

BCB: no-A, no-G, E.

Unreported. English (US).

D’Arcy et al.

(2008)

87 pps.

5 tasks each: m = 435.

Narrative monologues and

fluency task.

Rec. and manual tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, NART,

Memory, SVF.

HC (MMSE > 27) /

CI (MMSE ≤ 27):

n = 50/37.

No-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: unreported.

BCB: unreported.

Unreported. English

(Ireland).

Dos Santos

et al. (2017)

3 ds (HC, MCI):

Pitt: 86 tr. S/N: 9.58,

10.97; W/S: 9.18, 10.33.

Cs49: 40 tr. S/N: 30.80,

29.90; W/S: 12.17,13.03

ABCD: 85 tr. (46, 39);

S/N: 5.23, 4.95;

W/S: 11, 12.04.

Pitt: narrative monologues.

Cs: narrative monologues.

ABCD:narrative monologues

(cognitive test).

All ds: Rec. and manual tr.

Pitt: MMSE.

Cs: NA.

ABCD: NA.

HC / MCI:

Pitt: n = 43/43

Cs: n = 20/20

ABCD: n = 20/23.

Pitt: CB, no-GB. No-

WCGB. No-BCB(A,G).

Cs: CB, no-GB. No-

WCGB. No-BCB(A,G,E).

ABCD: no-CB, GB. No-

WCGB. No-BCB(A,G,E).

All ds: available as used

in study upon request to

authors.

Pitt: English

(US).

Cs: Portuguese

(Brazil).

ABCD:

Portuguese

(Brazil).

45http://trans.sourceforge.net
46CHAT protocol: Codes for the Human Analysis of Transcripts Brian (2000).
47aMCI: amnesic single-domain; a+mdMCI: amnesic multiple-domain. Class-balance depends on whether they are considered 1 or 2 groups.
48MCI-non (non converters) and MCI-con (converters) refer to whether MCI pps converted to AD or not over a 4-year follow-up.
49Cs: retellings of Cinderella Story Lewis (1995).
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Table 3.6: Detailed Data information (ctd.)

Study Data set/Subset size Linguistic modality Other modalities Data annotation Data balance Data availability Language

Duong et al.

(2005)

99 pps.

2 tasks each: m = 198.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr.

(verbatim).

Cognitive scores:

PENO50, WMS,

language, visual.

HC (NE) / AD:

n = 53/46;

m = 106/92.

no-CBn, no-GBn.

no-WCGBn.

BCBn: A, no-G, no-E.

Unreported. French

(Canada).

Egas López

et al. (2019)

Dementia ds: 75 pps.

3 tasks each: m = 225.

BEA ds: m = 44.

Dementia:

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and ASR tr. (Kaldi51).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, ADASCog,

CDT (Dementia).

Dementia: HC, MCI,

AD, n = 25. BEA:

unreported.

Dementia: CB, GB.

WCGB unknown.

BCB: A, G, E.

Dementia: unreported.

BEA: unreported, but

avail. online52.

Dementia&BEA:

Hungarian

(Hungary).

Espinoza-Cuadros

et al. (2014)

19 pps. Narrative monologues.

Structured dialogues (test).

Rec. and tr.

Cognitive scores:

MEC (Spanish

MMSE), HDS-R.

HC (non-MCI):

n = 11;

MCI: n = 8.

No-CB, no-GB.

WCGB (HC only).

BCB: A, G, E (unclear).

Unreported. Spanish (Cuba).

Fraser et al.

(2019b)

55 pps.

3 tasks each: m = 165.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and tr.

Eye-tracking.

Comprehension

questions.

HC / MCI:

n = 29/26;

m = 87/78.

no-CBn, no-GBn.

no-WCGBn.

BCBn: no-A, G, E.

Restricted upon request

to authors.

Swedish

(Sweden).

Fraser et al.

(2019a)

Gothenburg, Got: 67pps

Karolinska, Kar: 96 pps

Pitt: 116 pps.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and tr. (Got, Pitt).

Written (Kar).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

Got / Kar / Pitt: HC:

n = 36/96/97; MCI:

n =31/NA/19

CB, GB: Pitt only.

WCGB: Pitt only.

BCB: A,G (Pitt), E(all)

Got & Kar: unreported.

Pitt: avail.

(DementiaBank)

Got & Kar:

Swedish.

Pitt: Eng (US)

Fraser et al.

(2016)

Pitt: 264 pps.

Several visits: m = 473.

W/S: 100.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr. (CHAT).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / AD:

n = 97/176 ;

m = 233/240.

no-CBn,CBm,no-GBm.

no-WCGBm.

BCBm: no-A, G, no-E.

Avail. (DementiaBank). English (US)

Gonzalez-Moreira

et al. (2015)

20 pps. Narrative monologues.

Rec.

Cognitive scores:

MEC (Spanish

MMSE).

HC / CI (MD):

n = 10/10.

CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

BCB: no-A, no-G, no-E.

Unreported. Spanish (Cuba).

Gosztolya

et al. (2019)

Dementia ds: 75 pps.

3 tasks each: m = 225.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and phonetic ASR tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, ADASCog,

CDT.

HC / MCI / AD:

n = 25/25/25;

m = 75/75/75

CBn, GBn.

WCGB unreported.

BCBn: A, G, E.

Unreported. Hungarian

(Hungary).

Guinn et al.

(2014)

CCC: 56 pp.

Several visits: m = 281.

Conversational dialogues.

Rec. and tr. (Ten Have53.

Pps with 1+ tr. merged.

Video (not all pps). HC (non-AD) / AD:

n = 28/28;

m = 204/77;

CBn, no-CBm.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported, but avail. on

request (ibid.).

English (US).

50PENO is a cognitive battery in French (Joanette et al., 1995). Two pictures, "Bank robbery" and "Car accident" were described in this study.
51Kaldi speech recognition toolkit Madikeri et al. (2016).
52Available under an Academic-Non Commercial use licence: http://www.nytud.hu/adatb/bea/index.html
53CCC was transcribed using the Ten Have method Ten (2007) and is available upon request through carolinaconversations.musc.edu/
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Table 3.6: Detailed Data information (ctd.)

Study Data set/Subset size Linguistic modality Other modalities Data annotation Data balance Data availability Language

Guo et al.

(2019)

Pitt: 268 pps.

Several visits: m = 498.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr. (CHAT).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / AD:

n = 99/169 ;

m = 242/256.

no-CBn, CBm, no-GBn.

no-WCGBn.

BCBn: no-A,no-G,no-E.

Avail. (DementiaBank). English (US)

Haider et al.

(2019)

Pitt: 164 pps.

Speech segments:

m = 4076.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr. (CHAT).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / AD:

n = 82/82;

m = 2033/2043.

CBn,m, no-GBn.

WCGBn. BCBn: A, G.

Avail. (DementiaBank). English (US)

Kato et al.

(2013)

48 pps. Narrative monologues.

Rec.

Cognitive scores:

CDR, HDS-R.

NI meas.: fNIRS54

HC (NC)/MCI/AD:

n = 20/19/9.

no-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: AD only.

BCB: no-A, no-G.

Unreported. Japanese.

Khodabakhsh

and

Demiroğlu

(2015)

54 pps.

10 min conversation

each.

Semi-structured dialogues.

Rec.

NA HC / AD (Patient):

n = 27/27.

CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB. BCB: no-G.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported. Turkish.

Konig et al.

(2015)

64 pps.

4 tasks each.

Monologues: countdown,

repetition, picture description,

fluency task.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, VF, IADL.

HC55 / MCI / AD:

n = 15/23/26

no-CB, GB.

WCGB: MCI, AD.

BCB: no-A, no-G, no-E.

Unreported. French (France).

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015b)

AZTITXIKI: 10 pps.

(subset of

AZTIAHORE56).

Narrative monologues.

Conversational dialogues.

Rec.

Video. HC (CR) / ADES

/ ADIS / ADAS :

n = 5/1/1/2

no-CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

BCB: no-A, G.

Unreported. Multilingual

(ibid.).

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015)

AZTIAHORE (ibid.): 40

pps.

Narrative monologues.

Conversational dialogues.

Rec.

Video. HC (CR) / ADES

/ ADIS / ADAS :

n = 10/4/10/6

no-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: HC only.

BCB: A, no-G.

Unreported. Multilingual

(ibid.).

Lundholm

Fors et al.

(2018)

Gothemburg: 90 pps. Narrative monologues.

Rec. and tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / SCI / MCI:

n = 36/23/31.

no-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: MCI only.

BCB: A, no-G, no-E.

Unreported. Swedish

(Sweden).

54fNIRS: Functional near-infrared spectroscopy. It measures hemodynamic responses in the brain as a proxy to measure neuron behaviour.
55The HC group in this study is conformed by pps who did actually have memory concerns but did not meet any diagnostic criteria (i.e. SCI).
56In turn, a subset of AZTIAHO: 50HC, 9hours (80% after pre-processing) and 20AD, 60min (50%). AD group is conformed by three AD stages, namely, ES (early), IS

(intermediate) and AS (advanced). Multilingual: English, French, Spanish, Catalan, Basque, Chinese, Arabian and Portuguese.
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Table 3.6: Detailed Data information (ctd.)

Study Data set/Subset size Linguistic modality Other modalities Data annotation Data balance Data availability Language

Luz (2017) Pitt:

Unreported No. pps.

Several visits: m = 398.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr. (CHAT).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / AD (ATD):

m = 184/214.

no-CB.m.

Unreported CBn.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported, but avail,

(DementiaBank).

English (US).

Luz et al.

(2018)

CCC: 38 pps. 17 non-AD

and 21 AD.

Conversational dialogues.

Rec. and tr. (Ten Have - ibid.)

Video (not all pps). HC (non-AD) / AD:

n = 17/21

no-CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB. BCB: no-G.

A, E unreported.

CCC avail. (ibid.)

Study identifiers avail. on

request to authors.

English (US).

Martinez de

Lizarduy

et al. (2017)

AN: 100 pps.

PD57: 18 pps.

SS: 40 pps

(AZTIAHORE subset).

AN: fluency task.

PD: narrative monologues.

SS: spontaneous

monologues. Rec.

Video. AN / PD / SS:

HC: n = 62/12/20;

MCI:n =38/NA/NA

AD: =NA/6/20;

CB: SS only. No-GB.

no-WCGBAN .

CBCAN : A, no-G.

PD & SS: unreported.

Unreported. AN: unreported

PD: unreported

SS: multilingual

(ibid.).

Meilan et al.

(2014)

66 pps. Narrative monologues.

Rec.

Cognitive scoreS:

MMSE.

HC (control) / AD:

n = 36/30

no-CB, no-GB. BCB: A,

no-G, E. No-WCGB.

Unreported. Spanish (Spain).

Mirheidari

et al. (2017b)

30 pps: 15 ND, 15 FMD. Semi-structured dialogues.

Rec and manual (verbatim)

and ASR tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

FMD / ND:

n = 15/15

CB, no-GB.

WCGB: ND only.

BCB: A, G (unclear).

Unreported. English (UK).

Mirheidari

et al. (2018)

Pps/files/utt/h/MLU(s):

Pitt: 255/473/473/8/61.1

Hallam:

117/45/8970/12/4.8

IVA: 40/18/785/3.25/14.9

Seizure:

597/241/28000/50/6.3

Pitt: narrative monologues.

Rec. and tr.

Hallam, IVA, Seizure:

semi-structured dialogues.

Rec and manual (verbatim)

and ASR tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

Pitt: HC, AC.

Hallam: FMD, ND,

DPD.

IVA: FMD, MCI, ND.

Seizure: different

seizure diagoses.

n unreported.

Demogr. unreported.

Pitt: avail

(DementiaBank).

Hallam: unreported.

IVA: unreported.

Seizure: unreported.

Pitt: English

(US).

Hallam: English

(UK).

IVA: English

(UK).

Seizure: English

(UK).

Mirheidari

et al. (2019b)

HUM: 30 pps.

IVA: 12 pps.

HUM: structured dialogues.

IVA: structured dialogues

(with avatar).

Rec and CA annotations.

Video (IVA only).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, ACE-R.

FMD / ND:

HUM: n = 15/15.

IVA: n = 6/6.

HUM & IVA:

CB, no-GB.

WCGB: ND only.

BCB: no-A, no-G.

Unreported. English (UK).

57AN and PD are the "animal naming" and "picture description" subsets from the Gipuzkoa-Alzheimer Project (PGA): http://www.cita-alzheimer.org/projects/gipuzkoa-alzheimer-project-basque-cohort
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Study Data set/Subset size Linguistic modality Other modalities Data annotation Data balance Data availability Language

Mirheidari

et al. (2019a)

61 pps. 4.3h, 1944 utt,

85 spk (incl. chaperons),

8s MLU.

Monologues: fluency task.

Structured dialogues (IVA).

Rec. and ASR tr. (Kaldi).

Video.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, ACE-R.

HC / FMD / MCI /

ND:58.

n = 14/10/18/19.

No-CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

BCB: no-A, no-G.

Unreported. English (UK).

Mirzaei et al.

(2018)

48 pps. Avg samples

length: 17.47 s.

Narrative monologues.

Rec.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / MCI / AD:

n = 16/16/16

CB. G & E unreported.

BCB: A (MCI-AD only)

Unreported. French (France).

Nasrolahzadeh

et al. (2018)

60 pps. 16h after

pre-processing59.

Segments

(60s):m = 960

Spontaneous monologues.

Rec.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, CDR.

HC/ADFS /SS/TS:

n = 30/6/15/6

m =

720/70/110/60

no-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: HC only.

BCB: no-A, no-G.

Unreported. Persian (Iran).

Orimaye

et al. (2017)

Pitt: 198 pps. MLU:

4.03s HC, 2.65s AD.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr (CHAT)

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / AD:

n = 99/99

CB.

CBC: no-A.

Study data avail on

GitHub60.

English (US).

Prud’hommeaux

and Roark

(2011)

124 pps.

2 tasks each.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr.

Cognitive scores:

CDR, WMS-III.

HC / MCI:

n = 52/72

no-CB.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported. English (US).

Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark

(2015)

235 pps.

2 tasks each.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr.

Cognitive scores:

CDR, WMS-III.

HC / MCI:

n = 163/72

no-CB.

BCB: A, E.

Gender unreported.

Unreported. English (US).

Rentoumi

et al. (2017)

60 pps. Narrative monologues.

Written.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC (NC) / AD:

n = 30/30

CB. GB. no-WCGB.

BCB: A, G (unclear), E.

Unreported. Greek (Greece).

Roark et al.

(2011)

74 pps.

2 tasks each.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and manual tr.

Cognitive scores:

CDR, MMSE, WMS

HC / MCI:

n = 37/37

CB.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported. English (US).

Rochford

et al. (2012)

187 pps Narrative monologues.

Rec and manual tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC / CI:

n = 150/37

no-CB, no-GB. Class

demogr. unreported.

Unreported. English

(Ireland).

Sadeghian

et al. (2017)

72 pps. Avg sample

length: 75.1s (sd 61.0).

Narrative monologues.

Rec and tr. (manual+ASR).

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC (NL) / AD:

n = 46/26

no-CB.

BCB: no-A, E.

Unreported. English (US).

Satt et al.

(2013)

89 pps. Narrative monologues.

Sentence/syllable repetition.

Rec.

NA HC / MCI / AD:

n = 19/43/27

no-CB, no-GB.

No-WCGB. BCB: A

(MCI-AD only), no-G.

Unreported. Greek (Greece).

58HC: healthy control. FMD: functional memory disorder. MCI: mild cognitive impairment. ND: neurodegenerative disorder (i.e. AD).
5932h recorded, 15 from HC and 17 from AD stages. After pre-processing 12h remain from HC, 4h from AD stages.
60https://github.com/soori1/ADresearch.
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Table 3.6: Detailed Data information (ctd.)

Study Data set/Subset size Linguistic modality Other modalities Data annotation Data balance Data availability Language

Shinkawa

et al. (2019)

34 pps. Monologue narratives.

Wizard61 of Oz method. Rec.

Gait ast (positional

3D).

MMSE scores.

HC / MCI:

n = 19/15

no-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: MCI only.

BCB: A, no-G.

Unreported. Japanese

(Japan).

Tanaka et al.

(2017)

29 pps.

Avg interaction:

m = 10− 15min .

Structured dialogues

(avatar).

Rec. and manual tr.

Eye-tracking.

Video.

HC / AD: n = 15/14

m = 7− 3/8− 22

CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

BCB: A, G, no-E.

Unreported. Japanese

(Japan).

Thomas

et al. (2005)

ACADIE: 95 pps.

m = 158

Conversational dialogues.

Rec. and manual tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE.

HC/ Mild/ Moderate/

Severe:

m = 35/50/53/20

Unreported. Unreported. English

(Canada).

Tóth et al.

(2018)

Dementia: 84 pps. 3

tasks each: m = 252.

Dementia: unreported.

Narrative monologues.

Rec. and phonetic ASR tr.

Cognitive scores:

MMSE, ADASCog,

CDT.

HC (NC) / MCI:

n = 36/48

no-CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

BCB: no-A, G, E.

Dementia: unreported.

BEA: unreported, but

avail. online62.

Hungarian

(Hungary).

Tröger et al.

(2017)

115 pps.

Avg sample length:

140s.

Narrative monologues and

countdown task.

Rec and ASR tr.

NA HC / AD: n = 47/68 no-CB, no-GB.

no-WCGB.

CBC: no-A, no-G.

Unreported. French (France).

Tröger et al.

(2018)

166 pps. Monologues: fluency task. Cognitive scores:

MMSE, CDR.

SCI (SMC) / MCI /

AD:

n = 40/47/79

No-CB, no-GB.

WCGB: MCI and AD.

BCB: no-A, no-G, no-E.

Unreported. French (France).

Weiner et al.

(2016b)

ISLE: 74 pps.

m = 98 (treated as n).

230h.

Semi-structured dialogues.

Rec. and manual tr.

NA. HC/ AACD63/ AD:

m = 80/13/5

no-CB.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported. German

(Germany).

Weiner and

Schultz

(2016)

ISLE: 23 pps. 112h

m = 51 (treated as n).

Semi-structured dialogues.

Rec. and manual tr.

NA No-change/Change:

m = 35/1664

no-CB.

Demogr. unreported.

Unreported. German

(Germany).

Yu et al.

(2018)

167 pps.

m = 180 (treated as n).

Narrative monologues and

fluency task. Rec.

Cognitive scores:

WMS-III,SVF,Trail

HC / CI65:

m = 160/20

No-CB, unclear G. BCB:

A, G, B

Unreported. English (US).

61Wizard of Oz: experiment method by which human-computer interaction is examined. In this case the experimenter pretended to be the computer.
62Available under an Academic-Non Commercial use licence: http://www.nytud.hu/adatb/bea/index.html
63AACD: ageing-associated cognitive decline.
64HC who changed to AACD (ageing-associated cognitive decline), MCD (mild cognitive disorder), AD or VAD (vascular dementia)
65CI: cognitive impairment. Heterogeneous group including dementia, amnestic MCI single domain, amnestic MCI multiple domain). Recordings collected quarterly or annually

(50-50%).
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3.4.2 Data Details: synthesis and discussion

This section discusses the outcomes of the Data Details table and puts them into

perspective within the research context. Consistent patterns and exceptions are

outlined. The narrative synthesis is organised according to table structure, that

is, size of the dataset used in a study, type of data, other modalities of data (i.e.

different to speech and language), data annotation, data balance, data availability

and language.

3.4.2.1 Size of dataset or subset

Within a machine learning context, all the reviewed studies use relatively small

datasets. About 31% train their models with less than 50 participants in total

(Beltrami et al., 2016; Chien et al., 2018; D’Arcy et al., 2008; Espinoza-Cuadros

et al., 2014; Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2013; Lopez-de Ipiña

et al., 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b; Luz et al., 2018; Mirheidari et al.,

2017b, 2018, 2019b; Mirzaei et al., 2018; Shinkawa et al., 2019; Tanaka et al.,

2017; Weiner and Schultz, 2016), whilst only 27% have 100 or more participants

(Ammar and Ayed, 2018; Bertola et al., 2014; Clark et al., 2016; Fraser et al., 2016;

Guo et al., 2019; Haider et al., 2019; Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Orimaye

et al., 2017; Prud’hommeaux and Roark, 2011; Prud’Hommeaux and Roark, 2015;

Rochford et al., 2012; Tröger et al., 2018, 2017; Yu et al., 2018). In fact, five

studies use samples with less than 30 participants (Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014;

Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Tanaka et al., 2017;

Weiner and Schultz, 2016)

It is worth noting that those figures represent the dataset size in full, which is

then divided in two, three or four groups, most of the times unevenly. There are only

six studies, out of 51, where not only the dataset, but also each experimental group

contains 100 or more participants or speech samples (Ammar and Ayed, 2018;

Fraser et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2019; Haider et al., 2019; Luz, 2017; Mirheidari

et al., 2018). All of these studies used the Pitt Corpus.

The Pitt Corpus is the largest dataset available. It is used in full by Ammar and

Ayed (2018), and contains 484 speech samples, although it is not clear from this

study how many unique participants these samples belong to. Working with the

same dataset, Luz (2017) reports 398 speech samples, but again, no number of

unique participants is reported. However, another study using the Pitt Corpus does

report 473 speech samples from 264 participants (Fraser et al., 2016), which gives

an approximate indication of the number of unique participants in the dataset. It is
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important for studies to report numbers of unique participants in order to allow

the reader to assess the risk that the machine learning models might actually

be simply learning to recognise participants rather than their underlying cognitive

status. This risk can be mitigated, for example, by ensuring that all samples from

each participant are in either the training set or the test set, but not both.

3.4.2.2 Linguistic modality

This column refers to the data used in each reviewed study, indicating if these

data consist of monologues or dialogues, purposefully elicited narratives or speech

obtained through a cognitive test. It also includes whether data was recorded

or recorded and transcribed and how this transcription was done (i.e. manual or

automatic).

Of the reviewed studies, 82% used monologue data, and most of them (36)

obtained speech through a picture description task (e.g. Pitt Corpus). These

are considered relatively spontaneous speech samples, since participants may

describe the picture in whichever way they want, although the speech content

is always constrained. Among other monologue studies, eight work with speech

obtained through cognitive tests, frequently verbal fluency tasks. Only two papers

rely on truly spontaneous monologues, prompted with an open question instead

of a picture description (Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Nasrolahzadeh et al.,

2018).

Dialogue datasets are less frequent, in 27% of the studies, and elicited

more heterogeneously. For instance, in structured dialogues (four studies), both

speakers (i.e. patient and professional) are recorded while taking a cognitive

test (Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014; Mirheidari et al., 2019b,a; Tanaka et al.,

2017). Semi-structured dialogues (five studies) are interview-type conversations

where questions are roughly even across participants. From our point of view,

the most desirable linguistic modality are conversational dialogues (five studies),

where interactive speech is prompted with the least possible constraints (Guinn

et al., 2014; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b; Luz et al.,

2018; Thomas et al., 2005). A few studies have collected dialogue data through

an intelligent virtual agent (IVA) (Mirheidari et al., 2019b,a; Tanaka et al., 2017)

showing the potential for data to be collected remotely, led by a computer agent.

In terms of data modalities (e.g. audio, text or both), two studies exceptionally

collected data directly as written text (Fraser et al., 2019a; Rentoumi et al.,

2017). A few studies (six) worked with audio files and associated ASR (automatic)

transcriptions (Egas López et al., 2019; Gosztolya et al., 2019; Mirheidari et al.,
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2019a; Sadeghian et al., 2017; Tóth et al., 2018; Tröger et al., 2017). Another group

of studies (14) use solely voice recordings (Bertola et al., 2014; Chien et al., 2018;

Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2013; Khodabakhsh and Demiroğlu,

2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b; Martinez de

Lizarduy et al., 2017; Meilan et al., 2014; Mirzaei et al., 2018; Nasrolahzadeh et al.,

2018; Satt et al., 2013; Shinkawa et al., 2019; Yu et al., 2018). More than half of the

studies (55%) rely, at least partially, on manually transcribed data. This is positive

for data sharing purposes, since manual transcriptions are usually considered

golden standard quality data. However, methods that rely on transcribed speech

may have limited practical applicability, as they require costly, time-consuming and

often error prone (as when ASR is used, see Section 3.5.2.1) intermediate steps

compared to working directly with the audio recordings.

3.4.2.3 Other modalities

The most frequently encountered data modality, apart from speech and language,

is structured data related to cognitive examinations, largely dominated by MMSE

and verbal fluency scores. Another modality is video, which is available in some

datasets such as CCC (Guinn et al., 2014; Luz et al., 2018), AZTITXIKI (Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015), AZTIAHORE (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b; Martinez de Lizarduy

et al., 2017), IVA (Mirheidari et al., 2018, 2019a) or the dataset used in Tanaka

et al. (2017), although it is not included in their analysis. Other analysed modalities

include neuroimaging data, such as MRI (Clark et al., 2016) and fNIRS (Kato et al.,

2013), eye-tracking (Fraser et al., 2019b; Tanaka et al., 2017) or gait information

(Shinkawa et al., 2019).

In order to develop successful prediction models for preclinical populations, it

is likely that future AI studies based on speech and language will begin to include

demographic and lifestyle risk factors (de la Fuente et al., 2019).

3.4.2.4 Data annotation

Group labels and sizes are presented in this section of the Data Details table,

the aim of which is to give information about the available speech datasets.

Accordingly, labels remain as they are reported in each study, as opposed to

the way in which we homogenised them to describe Comparison Groups in within

SPICMO (Table 3.5.

In other words, even though the majority of studies annotate their groups as

HC, SCI, MCI and AD, some do not. For example, the HC group is labelled as

CON (control) (Beltrami et al., 2016), NC (normal cognition) (Bertola et al., 2014;
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Kato et al., 2013; Rentoumi et al., 2017; Tóth et al., 2018), CH (cognitively healthy)

(Chien et al., 2018), and CN (cognitively normal) (Clark et al., 2016). SCI can also

be named SMC (Tröger et al., 2018), and there is a similar but different category,

namely age-related or age-associated cognitive decline, reported in two other

studies (Weiner and Schultz, 2016; Weiner et al., 2016b). MCI and AD are more

homogeneous due to being diagnostic categories that need to meet certain clinical

criteria, although some studies refer to AD as dementia (Ammar and Ayed, 2018;

Egas López et al., 2019). Another heterogeneous category is CI (i.e. unspecified

cognitive impairment), which is annotated as low or high MMSE scores (D’Arcy

et al., 2008), or as mild dementia (Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015). Mild dementia

may sound similar to MCI, however the study did not report diagnostic criteria for

MCI to be considered.

This section offers insight into another aspect in which lack of consensus

and uniformity is obvious. Using accurate terminology (i.e. abiding by diagnosis

categories) when referring to each of these groups could help establish the

relevance of this kind of research to clinical audiences.

3.4.2.5 Data balance

Only 39% (20) of the reviewed studies present class balance, that is, the number of

participants is evenly distributed across the two, three or four diagnostic categories

(Beltrami et al., 2016; Ammar and Ayed, 2018; Chien et al., 2018; Dos Santos et al.,

2017; Egas López et al., 2019; Fraser et al., 2019b; Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015;

Gosztolya et al., 2019; Guinn et al., 2014; Haider et al., 2019; Kato et al., 2013;

Khodabakhsh and Demiroğlu, 2015; Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Mirheidari

et al., 2017b, 2019b; Mirzaei et al., 2018; Orimaye et al., 2017; Rentoumi et al.,

2017; Roark et al., 2011; Tanaka et al., 2017). Among these 20 studies, one reports

between-class age and gender balance (Tanaka et al., 2017) and another one

reports class balance, within-class gender balance and between-class age and

gender balance (Haider et al., 2019). A few report balance for all features except

for within-class gender balance, which is not specified (Egas López et al., 2019;

Gosztolya et al., 2019; Rentoumi et al., 2017). Lastly, there is only one study that,

apart from class balance, also reports gender balance within and between classes,

as well as age and education balance between classes (Fraser et al., 2019a). Nine

other studies fail to report one or more demographic aspects.

Sometimes gender is reported per dataset, but not per class (e.g. D’Arcy et al.,

2008), and hence not accounted for in the analysis, even though is one of the

main risk-factors (Mielke et al., 2014). Often, p-values are appropriately presented
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to indicate that demographics are balanced between groups (e.g. Egas López

et al., 2019). Unfortunately, almost as often, no statistical values are reported

to argue for demographic balance between groups (e.g. Espinoza-Cuadros et al.,

2014). There are also cases where where the text reports demographic balance

but neither group distributions nor statistical tests are presented (e.g. Beltrami

et al., 2016). Another aspect to take into account is the differences between raw

and pre-processed data. For instance, Lopez-de Ipiña et al. (2015) and Lopez-de

Ipiña et al. (2015b) described a dataset where 20% of the HC speech data, but

80% of the AD speech data, is removed during pre-processing. Hence, even if

these datasets had been balanced before (they were not) they will definitely not be

balanced after pre-processing has taken place.

It is also worth discussing the reasons behind participant class imbalance when

the same groups are class balanced in terms of samples. Fraser et al. (2016), for

example, worked with a subset of the Pitt Corpus of 97 HC participants and 176 AD

participants, however, the number of samples is 233 and 240, respectively. Similar

patterns apply to other studies where the number of participants and samples are

reported (Guinn et al., 2014; Guo et al., 2019). Did HC participants come for more

visits, or did perhaps AD participants fail to come to later visits or drop out of the

study? These incongruities could be hiding systematic group biases.

Conclusions drawn from imbalanced data are subject to a greater probability

of bias, especially in small datasets. For example, certain performance metrics

to evaluate classifiers are more robust (e.g. F1) than others (e.g. acc) against

this imbalance. Accordingly, in this table, the smaller the dataset, the more strict

we have been when evaluating the balance of its features. Moving forward, it is

desirable that more emphasis is placed on data balance, not only in terms of group

distribution, but also in terms of demographic risk-factors (i.e. age, gender and

years of education).

3.4.2.6 Data availability

Very few studies make their data available, or even report on its (un)availability,

even when using available data hosted by a different institution (e.g. some studies

using the Pitt Corpus). In fact, the majority of reviewed articles (77%, 39 studies)

fail to report on data availability. From the remaining 12 studies, nine use data

from DementiaBank (Pitt Corpus or Mandarin_Lu) and do report data origin and

availability. However, only Dos Santos et al. (2017) and Orimaye et al. (2017) share

the exact specification of the subset of Pitt Corpus used for their analysis, in order

for other researchers to be able to replicate their findings, taking advantage of
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the availability of the corpus. The same applies to Luz et al. (2018), who made

available their identifiers for the CCC dataset. One other study, Fraser et al.

(2019b), mentions that data are available upon request to authors.

Haider et al. (2019), one of the studies working on the Pitt Corpus, has released

the subset they worked with as part of a challenge for INTERSPEECH 202066(Luz

et al., 2020), providing the research community with a dataset matched for age and

gender and with enhanced audio. In such an emerging and heterogeneous field,

shared tasks and data availability are important progression avenues.

3.4.2.7 Language

As expected, a number of studies (41%) were conducted through English.

However, there is a fair amount of papers using data in a variety of languages,

including Italian (Beltrami et al., 2016), Portuguese (Bertola et al., 2014; Dos

Santos et al., 2017), Chinese and Taiwanese (Chien et al., 2018), French (Duong

et al., 2005; Konig et al., 2015; Mirzaei et al., 2018; Tröger et al., 2017, 2018),

Hungarian (Egas López et al., 2019; Gosztolya et al., 2019; Tóth et al., 2018),

Spanish (Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014; Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015; Meilan

et al., 2014), Swedish (Fraser et al., 2019b,a; Lundholm Fors et al., 2018),

Japanese (Kato et al., 2013; Shinkawa et al., 2019; Tanaka et al., 2017), Turkish

(Khodabakhsh and Demiroğlu, 2015), Persian (Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018), Greek

(Rentoumi et al., 2017; Satt et al., 2013), German (Weiner et al., 2016b; Weiner and

Schultz, 2016) or reported as multilingual (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015b; Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017).

This is essential if screening methodologies for AD are to be implemented

worldwide (Danso et al., 2019). The main caveat, however, is not the number

of studies conducted in a particular language, but the fact that most of the studies

conducted in languages other than English do not report on data availability. As

mentioned, only Dos Santos et al. (2017) and (Fraser et al., 2019b) report their data

being accessible upon request, and Chien et al. (2018) works with data available

from DementiaBank. For speech-based methodology aimed at AD detection, it

would be a helpful practice to make these data available, so that other groups are

able to increase the amount of research done in any given language.

66http://www.homepages.ed.ac.uk/sluzfil/ADReSS/
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3.5 Review of Methodology Details

This table summarises the features and methods employed in the reviewed studies.

It is structured as follows:

• Pre-processing: where available, this column describes the procedures

undertaken on text and audio data as preparation steps for subsequent

analysis. For text, this includes transcription (manual or ASR), tokenisation,

removal of unanalysable events and stopwords, and so on. For audio,

this includes background noise removal, normalisation, speaker diarisation,

removal of features correlated with segment length, etc.

• Feature generation: whether the features were generated from raw

data through text analysis and/or through acoustic analysis, followed by

more specific subcategories as per the taxonomy described in Table 2.5.

When reported, this column also includes the paper’s approach to reduce

the extracted feature set, essentially either feature selection or feature

extraction. On the one hand, ’filtering’ selection uses extrinsic criteria, such

as information gain or, commonly, p-values (i.e. whether the differences

between the experimental groups, e.g. AD and HC, for a particular feature

are statistically significant or not); whereas ’wrapping’ selection uses a

cross-validation model that searches through the power set of features. On

the other hand, feature extraction entails creating a new reduced feature set

by combining or transforming the original one with methods such as Principal

Components Analysis (PCA), Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), clustering or

Active Data Representation (ADR).

• ML task/method: indicates supervised vs. unsupervised learning, followed

by the attempted task, namely, clustering, classification or regression and the

method of choice, that is, the algorithm use for the task, abbreviated as per

Table 3.2. This column also includes information on the number of classes

that the classifier outputs.

• Evaluation technique: describes four points, when available. First, the

baseline against which the study results are compared (i.e. random guess,

neuropsychological scores, different feature sets). Second, the performance

metrics reported by the authors (i.e. acc, F1, pc, rc, ss, sp, AUC, EER, see

Table 3.2). This will include information about different ASR performance

measures, such as word error rate (WER), where applicable. Third, the
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cross-validation technique; and fourth, whether a test set was held out (i.e.

not used for modelling, just for testing) and its size.

• Results: numerical results of the selected performance metrics for the

baseline and for the fitted model/s. When multiple metrics are reported, only

summary metrics such as EER, acc, F1 and AUC are included in this column.

3.5.1 Methodology Details Table
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Table 3.7: Methodology

Study Pre-processing Feature generation ML task/method Evaluation technique Results

Beltrami

et al. (2016)

Processing unit: utt

Text: manual tr. Paralinguistic

annotation.

Audio: VAD (ssvad67) and

Kaldi68-ASR forced alignment

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Text-based: lex diversity, PoS, lex

density, syntactical (dependency).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0,

energy), spectral.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) with k -NN (k = 3),

LR and NN.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc, pc, rc, F1.

CV: unreported.

Hold-out set: 80/20%.

LR and NN performed best

on "Picture" task: acc =

76.9%, pc = 0.727, rc =

0.842 and F1 = 0.781.

Ammar and

Ayed (2018)

Text: ASR tr.

Audio: removal of background

noise and non-analysable69

events.

Filtering: IG; Wrapping: k -NN, SVM.

Text-based: lex diversity, lex density,

syntactical (constituency), pragmatics

(UoL).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) with NN, SVM

and DT.

B/L: no ft set reduction.

Metrics: acc.

CV: unreported.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Best performance: acc =

79% SVM.

Best ft set: k -NN (acc =

69% NN, 71% DT).

Bertola

et al. (2014)

Text: SVF word sequence→
speech graph.

Filtering (selection): corr w/ cognitive ast.

Text-based: syntactical (SGA).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary and

3-way with NB.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: ss, sp, AUC.

CV: unreported.

Hold-out set: unreported.

HC-MCI-AD, HC-MCI,

MCI-AD: AUC = 0.6− 0.8

HC-AD: AUC > 0.8 MCI

subgroups: AUC < 0.6

Chien et al.

(2018)

Processing unit: syl

Text: ASR tr, tokenization, pause

annotation.

Filtering (selection): suitability, trainability,

generalizability.

DR: manual Feature Sequence.

Text-based: syllable tokens, ASR-related

(FP, rep, dys).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) with bidirectional

LSTM (RNN).

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: AUC.

CV: unreported.

Hold-out set: 85/15%.

Random shuffling.

AUC = 0.954.

Clark et al.

(2016)

Processing unit: word

Text: fluency test manually

transcribed for automatic scoring.

Wrapping (selection): RF (importance).

Text-based: lexical (BoW,n-grams),

syntactical (SGA), semantic (matrix

decomposition: ICA), pragmatics (coh),

fluency scores.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary (MCI:

non-con) with ensemble

RF, SVM, NB and MLP.

Combined w/ LASSO

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: AUC.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Bootstrap.

AUC = 0.872 incl fluency

scores.

MRI enhances sp but not ss.

D’Arcy et al.

(2008)

Text: manual tr.

Audio: removal of begin/end

pauses> 250ms and visually

inspected disturbances.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal),

ASR-related (pauses patterns)

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(MMSE: low-high) with LDA.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc.

CV: unreported.

Hold-out set: unclear.

acc = 76% LDA.

Avg vowel duration +17% in

low MMSE group.

67VAD proposed by Mak and Yu (2014)
68http://kaldi.sourceforge.net/about.html
69Non-analysable events in this context refers to breaks, overlapping speech, coughing, laughter, short hard noises and the like.
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Table 3.7: Methodology(ctd.)

Study Pre-processing Feature generation ML task/method Evaluation technique Results

Dos Santos

et al. (2017)

Text: manual tr., utt

segmentation, tokenization,

removal of stopwords,

punctuation, dysfluencies.

Wrapping (selection): majority vote in

BoW, CN and CNE70.

Text-based: lexical (BoW ), syntactical

adjacency network (SGA) enriched w/

semantic word embeddings.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ GNB, k -NN,

RF, SVM (linear and RBF).

Multi-view and ensemble.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc.

CV: 5-fold.

Hold-out set: unclear.

Pitt: acc = 65% ensemble.

Cinderella: acc = 65%

SVM-RBF, CNE fts.

ABCD: acc = 75%

SVM-linear, BoW fts.

Duong et al.

(2005)

Text: manual tr (verbatim),

discourse processing

(multilayered cognitive model).

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: lex diversity, lex density,

syntactical (dependency, complexity),

pragmatics (UoL).

Unsupervised learning.

Clustering: Euclidian

distance on discourse fts.

Factor analysis: PCA.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: cluster acc.

CV: N/A.

Hold-out set: N/A.

Cluster composition:

AD cluster: acc = 61%

(sequence pic), acc = 41%

(single pic)

Egas López

et al. (2019)

Audio: 25 ms signals, 10 ms

time-shift.

UBM71 trained on BEA ds.

Extraction: i-vector72 model fitted w/ UCM

and MFCCs.

Acoustic: spectral fts (20 MFCCs).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI+AD), 3-way

(HC-MCI-AD) w/ SVM.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc, F1.

CV: 5-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

F1 = 0.792, immediate

recall task (binary).

acc = 56%, all utt (3-way).

Espinoza-Cuadros

et al. (2014)

Unreported. Filtering (selection): p-values.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal: SR, PR,

PhR, AR).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ RF.

B/L: no ft set reduction.

Metrics: acc.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

acc = 78.9%, RF (20 trees).

Same acc w/ all fts and

significant fts.

Fraser et al.

(2019b)

Text: manual tr.

Audio: unreported.

+ Eye-movement +

comprehension.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: lex diversity, lex density,

PoS, syntactical (dependency).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal),

ASR-related (FP, dys).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ LR and

RBF-SVM (Platt’s73).

Cascade: mode,task,session

B/L: train w/ cognitive scores.

Metrics: AUC, acc, ss, sp.

CV: LPO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: AUC = 0.75, acc =

65%.

Best: AUC = 0.88, acc =

83%, task level (both LR and

SVM).

Fraser et al.

(2019a)

Text: manual tr., removal of

dysfluencies, laughter, PoS,

lemmatization, extrat Ns and Vs.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: lex density, n-gram

embeddings (FastText), topic modelling

(cosine distance, topic frequency, words

per topic).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI; HC-AD) w/ linear

SVM.

B/L: train w/o topic model fts.

Metrics: acc, ss, sp.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Multilingual topic model:

acc = 63% English (MCI);

acc = 72% Swedish (MCI).

acc = 82% English (AD).

70These are different feature spaces (BoW: Bag of Words; CN: Complex Networks; CNE: Complex Networks Enriched with word embeddings.
71UBM: Universal Background Model, trained to represent speaker-independent distribution of features Reynolds (2009)
72Dimensionality reduction method of the GMM supervector (Gaussian Mixture Model). It assumes each utt is produced by a different speaker
73Because SVM does not output probabilities directly.
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Fraser et al.

(2016)

Text: word-level tr. and utt

segmentation. Remove false

starts and FPs (other dys

remain).

Audio: MP3 to mono WAV.

Filtering (selection): Pearson’s corr.

Text-based: BoW, lex diversity, lex

density, PoS, syntactical (constituency),

semantic (PsyLing), pragmatics (UoL).

Acoustic: spectral (MFCCs).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ multilinear LR.

+ Factor analysis.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc.

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

acc = 81.92% w/ 35 top fts

(drops w/ 50+).

Four factors: semantic,

acoustic, syntactic,

information content.

Gonzalez-Moreira

et al. (2015)

Audio: bandpass filter, subband

selection, temporal weight,

subband corr, Gaussian filter,

energy thresdold, F0 detection.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Acoustic: automatic syllable nuclei

detection to extract prosodic fts (temporal,

F0 and functionals in semitones).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-CI) w/ SVM.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc, ss, sp.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

acc = 85%, ss = 81.8% and

sp = 88.8%,

w/ prosodic temporal fts and

F0.

Gosztolya

et al. (2019)

Text: phone-based ASR74

tr., phonectic segmentation,

time-aligned phoneme

sequences.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: PoS, lex density, syntactical,

semantic (topic words).

Acoustic: phone based prosodic

(temporal) and ASR-related (FP, rep,

hes).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI+AD) and 3-way

(HC-MCI-AD)

w/ SVM (SMO).

B/L: w/ demogr scores.

Metrics: acc, pc, rc, sp, F1,

UAR.

CV: 5-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Binary: UAR = 0.83,

acc = 82.7%, F1 = 86.3

(B/L acc = 68%).

3-way (only acc): acc = 69.3

(B/L 40%).

Guinn et al.

(2014)

Text: manual tr., subjects w/

multiple tr. conglomerated into

one.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Text-based: PoS, lex diversity (TTR, BI,

HS), syntactical (constituency) pragmatics

(UoL).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ DT and NB.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: pc, rc (HC/AD).

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

NBpc = 79.3/80.8%,

NBrc = 82.1/0.75%;

DTpc = 67.9/67.9%,

NBrc = 66.7/66.7%.

Guo et al.

(2019)

Text: manual tr., removal of

annotation codes. Merge

"Possible" and "Probable" AD

into one AD group.

Filtering (selection): AUC (β).

Text-based: PoS, lex diversity

(perplexity), lex density, syntactical

(constituency), pragmatics (UoL).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0),

spectral (MFCCs), ASR-related (FP).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ LR, SVM, DT,

RF, k -NN.

B/L: all 49 initial fts.

Metrics: acc.

CV: nested LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 74.8− 80.7%

acc = 76.8% w/ unigram

perplexity;

acc = 85.4% w/ unigram

perplexity + initial fts.

74trained on BEA Hungarian Spoken Language Database Gósy (2013).
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Haider et al.

(2019)

Create one AD group, matched

for age and gender.

Audio: VAD segmentation

(energy thresghold= 65), 10s per

segment, volume normalisation.

Filtering (selection): standard ft sets75.

Acoustic: prosodic, spectral, vocal

quality.

Comprehensive ft sets: emobase,

ComParE, eGeMAPS, MRCG functionals.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ DT, k -NN, LDA,

RF and SVM.

B/L: random guess.

Metrics: acc, UAR, confusion

matrices.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 50.12%

acc = 78.7% w/ DT, hard

fusion of ft sets and ADR76.

Kato et al.

(2013)

Audio: phrase level

segmentation, 23ms frames,

Hamming window (1024 points).

Voice extracted w/ short-time

Fourier transform (every 11ms).

Extraction: PCA (+ stepwise regr).

Acoustic: prosodic (F0 and trajectories,

energy), spectral (formant trajectories,

MFCCs).

+ fNIRS77 measures.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary,

two-phased (first: HC-CI,

second: MCI-AD) w/ NB.

Empirical fts cut-off: 26/28.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc, predictive

value.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

acc = 85.4 w/ 26 cut-off,

acc = 83.3 w/ 28 cut-off (this

improves MCI classification

from acc = 94.7% to acc =

68.4%).

Khodabakhsh

and

Demiroğlu

(2015)

Audio: VAD based on the

distribution of the short-time

frame energy (speech-silence).

Automatic Turkish phoneme

recogniser.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0,

energy), spectral (formants).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ LDA, SVM and

DT.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc, TP, FA,

confusion matrices.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Best performance w/ SVM:

acc = 83%,

TP = 88.9%,

FA = 23.1%

Konig et al.

(2015)

Audio: VAD segmentation

based on energy envelop and

pitch contour (periodicity). Praat

software.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, energy).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(pairwise: HC, MCI, AD)

w/ SVM.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: EER78 or where

missclassification rates are

equal..

CV: random subsampling.

Hold-out set: unreported.

EERHC−MCI = 21%

(equal sp-ss = 0.79).

EERHC−AD = 13%

(0.87).

EERMCI−AD = 20%

(0.80)

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015b)

Audio: removal of background

noise and non-analysable events,

VAD segmentation.

Filtering: ft type; Wrapping: CV.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0,

energy, emo), spectral (formants), vocal

quality (jitt, shimm, HNR).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ polynomial

SVM, MLP, k -NN, DT, NB.

B/L: no emo fts.

Metrics: acc, CER (graph).

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: CER= 17− 25%

Performance: CER= 2−20%
Best: acc = 93.79% w/ SVM

and all emo fts.

75Standard feature sets available for openSMILE: https://www.audeering.com/opensmile/
76ADR: active data representation, novel method presented in this paper.
77fNIRS (functional near-infrared spectroscopy) measures cortical activity.
78EER: Equal Error Rate. The point at which false alarm rate (type I error or alpha) equals misdetection rate (type II error or beta). Also the point were specificity=sensitivity

(specificity-sensitivity = 1- EER/100)
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Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015)

Audio: removal of background

noise and non-analysable events,

VAD segmentation.

Selection: ft type and CV.

Acoustic: ibid previous study.

+ ASR-related: Higuchi Fractal dimension

(FD).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ MLP and k -NN.

B/L: no FD fts.

Metrics: acc, CER (graph).

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: CER ≈ 14%.

Best: CER = 3.11%

(acc = 96.89%) w/ MLP and

comprehensive ft set.

Lundholm

Fors et al.

(2018)

Text: manual tr. and dysfluency

annotation.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: syntactical (constituency and

dependency).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(pairwise: HC, SCI, MCI)

w/ RF.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: F1.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

F1HC−SCI = 0.54,

F1HC−MCI = 0.68,

F1SCI−MCI = 0.66.

Luz (2017) Audio: VAD segmentation

based on amplitude (empirical

threshold at -25dB). Syllable

nuclei detection

Ft set reduction: N/A.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal:

vocalisation events and speech rate).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ NB.

B/L: comparable paper.

Metrics: acc, F1, AUC.

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 58.5%

Performance: acc = 68%

(AUC = 0.734%, F1HC =

0.70%, F1AD = 0.64%).

Luz et al.

(2018)

Audio: vocalisation graph

generation79 (VG).

Syllable nuclei detection, speech

rate normalisation.

Filtering (selection): with and w/o speech

rate.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal:

vocalisation events and speech rate),

dialogue turn-taking patterns.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ additive LR.

VGO (vocalisation), VGS

(vocalisation + speech).

B/L: random guess.

Metrics: acc, pc, rc F1, AUC.

CV: LOO, 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc ≈ 50%

VGO: acc = 81.1%, AUC =

0.798.

VGS: acc = 86.6%, AUC =

0.894.

Martinez

de Lizarduy

et al. (2017)

Matched: age and emotion.

Audio: VAD segmentation in

speech signal and dysfluencies

(60s instances).

Filtering: p-values; Wrapping: CV.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, energy,

loud), spectral (formants, MFCCs),

vocal quality (jitt, shimm, HNR, NHR).

+ ASR-related: Higuchi FD, entropy.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary (SVF:

HC-MCI, PD: HC-AD, SS:

HC-AD) w/ k -NN, SVM, MLP,

CNN.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc.

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

SVF: acc = 80%,

PD: acc = 94%,

SS: acc = 95%,

w/ CNN.

Meilan et al.

(2014)

Audio: unreported. Ft set reduction: unreported.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0, loud,

energy), vocal quality (jitt, shimm, HNR,

NHR).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ stepwise LDA.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: acc.

CV: resubstitution.

Hold-out set: unreported.

no-CV: acc = 84.8%

(misclassified: 4 HC, 6

AD). CV: acc = 83.3%

(misclassified: 4 HC, 7 AD).

79Markov diagrams encoding conditional transition probabilities between vocalisation events and steady-state probabilities. Vocalisation events: patient/interviewer talk, joint
talk, silence (pause and switching pause).
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Mirheidari

et al.

(2017b)

Text: ASR tr., diarization,

conversion to XML, turn start

time equated to previous turn end

time.

Wrapping (selection): RFE.

Text-based: BoW, lex diversity,

semantics (FW, topic modelling).

Acoustic: ASR (dialogue: TT, dys).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(FMD-ND) w/ linear SVM,

RF, AdaBoost, MLP, SGD.

B/L: no ft set reduction.

Metrics: acc.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 93%

Top-10 fts: acc = 97% w/

SVM, AdaBoost and SGD.

Mirheidari

et al. (2018)

Text: ASR tr., diarization. Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: BoW, neural word

embeddings (GloVe: vector

average/variance and cosine distance).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary and

3-way (FMD, DPD, MCI) w/

LR and CNN-LSTM

B/L: manual approach.

Metrics: acc, WER (ASR).

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Binary / 3-way.

B/L:acc=50-81.25/66.5-70%

LR: acc=62−100/65.8−70%

CNN_LSTM: acc=62.3%

Mirheidari

et al.

(2019b)

Text: manual and ASR tr.,

diarization.

Audio: unreported.

Wrapping (selection): RFE.

Text-based: BoW, lex diversity.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F − 0),

vocal quality (jitt, shimm, HNR, NHR),

ASR (dialogue: TT, dys).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(FMD-ND) w/ linear SVM.

B/L: no ft set reduction.

Metrics: acc WER/DER.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L:

acc = 90.0% (manual tr).

Top-10 fts: acc = 100%

(manual tr),

acc = 90% (ASR).

Mirheidari

et al.

(2019a)

Text: manual and ASR tr.,

diarization.

Wrapping (selection): RFE.

Text-based: BoW, lex diversity, PCA.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F − 0),

vocal quality (jitt, shimm, HNR, NHR),

ASR (dialogue: TT, dys).

Supervised learning.

Classification: 4-way and

binary (HC, FMD, MCI, ND)

w/ LR.

B/L: no ft set reduction.

Metrics: acc, AUC,

WER/DER.

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 48− 85%.

Top-22 fts:

acc = 62 − 94% (lowest for

4-way).

AUC4−way = 0.815

Mirzaei

et al. (2018)

Audio: band-pass filter (30-100

Hz), speech segmentation (10ms

instances).

Wrapping (selection): two-stage.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0),

vocal quality (jitt, shimm, HNR), spectral

(MFCCs, FBEs).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(pairwise: HC, MCI, AD)

w/ k -NN, linear SVM, DT.

B/L: no ft set reduction.

Metrics: acc.

CV: 8-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 32− 36%.

Selected fts: acc = 59−62%

DT (60%) selects 3 fts only.

Nasrolahzadeh

et al. (2018)

Audio: removal of background

noise and non-analysable events.

Segmentation (60s instances).

Filtering (selection): IG.

Acoustic: ASR (entr ), spectral. Higher

order spectral analysis (HOS): bispectrum

estimation FFT and AR.

Supervised learning.

Classification: 4-way

(HC-FS-SS-TS) w/ k -NN,

RBF-SVM, NB, DT.

B/L: comparable paper.

Metrics: acc, ss, sp (class).

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 81− 97.96%.

FFT fts: acc = 95.42% DT.

AR fts: acc = 97.71% k -NN

Orimaye

et al. (2017)

Pp selection (last visit).

Text: manual tr.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Text-based: BoW (n-grams), syntatical

(constituency, dependency), semantic

(FW ), pragmatics (UoL: rep, dys).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary (HC,

AD) w/ SVM (SMO).

B/L: previous work.

Metrics: AUC.

CV: LPO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: AUC = 0.75.

Top-1000 fts: AUC = 0.93
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Prud’hommeaux

and Roark

(2011)

Text: manual word-level tr.,

tokenisation, downcase. Removal

of partial words, punctuation,

fillers.

Ft set reduction: unreported. Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ SVM.

B/L: manual scores.

Metrics: AUC, pc, rc, F1.

CV: LPO.

Hold-out set: alignment

B/L: AUC = 0.822

Training: AUC = 0.795

Weighting: AUC = 0.784

Intersection: AUC = 0.767

Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark

(2015)

Text: manual utt level tr.,

downcase. Removal of partial

words, punctuation, fillers.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: automatic task scoring

alignment based (retelling and phrase

level) and graph based.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ RBF-SVM.

B/L: manual scores, MMSE.

Metrics: AUC, pc, rc, F1.

CV: LPO.

Hold-out set: alignment.

B/L: AUC = 0.733 − 0.751

Alignment: AUC = 0.751

Graph: AUC = 0.748

Pitt: AUC = 0.832/0.823

Rentoumi

et al. (2017)

Text: written data.

Experiment A: n = 60

Experiment B: n = 20080.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: lex diversty (TTR, BI), PoS

(word type freq), syntactical complexity

(constituency).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ SVM (SMO)

and NB.

B/L: ZeroR

Metrics: acc.

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 0.50

NBA = 78%, NBB = 85%;

SVMA = 80%,

SVMB = 88.5%.

Roark et al.

(2011)

Text: manual utt tr., manual

syntactic annotation (Penn

Tree-bank), automatic parsing

(Charniak parser), manual and

forced time-alignment.

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: lex density, PoS, syntactical

(constituency, dependency).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal), spectral

(MFCCs).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ SVMlight.

B/L: unreported

Metrics: AUC, corr.

CV: LPO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

corr = 0.87− 0.96

(manual-automatic fts)

AUC = 0.861

Rochford

et al. (2012)

Audio: removal of background

noise (high-pass filter) and

breath. Full-wave signal

rectification. Step segmentation.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Acoustic: distribution fts and prosodic

temporal fts (conventional static and

individual dynamic thresholds).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-CI) w/ LDA.

B/L: unreported

Metrics: acc, ss, sp, AUC.

CV: k -fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Distribution: acc=68.66%

(AUC=0.74)

Static= 65.39% (0.69)

Dynamic= 61.97% (0.58)

Sadeghian

et al. (2017)

Text: manual and ASR81 tr.

Audio: removal of begin/end

pause and click. Signal

normalisation. VAD for

segmentation.

Wrapping (selection): best first greedy.

Text-based: LIWC, PoS, lex diversity, lex

density, syntactical (constituency).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal,F0,emo).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ MLP.

B/L: MMSE scores

Metrics: acc, WER (ASR).

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: acc = 70.8%.

Manual: acc = 93.1%.

ASR: acc = 91.7%

Audio+demogr: acc=83.3%

80Synthetic samples created with SMOTE Pears et al. (2014)
81Developed custom ASR with limited domain vocabulary and no requirement for real-time ASR, where RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) and GRU (Gated Recurrent Units)

were used for automatic punctuation.
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Satt et al.

(2013)

Audio: manual segmentation

(silences above 60ms are

pauses).

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, energy).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD, HC-MCI,

HC-both) w/ SVM.

B/L: unreported

Metrics: EER.

CV: 4-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

EERHC−AD = 15.5%.

EERHC−MCI = 17%.

EERHC−both = 18%.

Shinkawa

et al. (2019)

Text: ASR tr., manual correction

and annotation (fillers, false

starts).

Audio: microphone

synchronisation.

Wrapping (selection): ROC-AUC.

Text-based: PoS, lex diversity, semantic

(cosine), syntactical (dependency).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal).

+ Gait fts.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ linear SVM.

B/L: MMSE scores

Metrics: acc, ss, sp, F1.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L:acc=76.5% (F1=0.667)

Speech: acc=76.5% (0.733).

Gait: acc=76.5% (0.667)

Multimodal: acc=82.4%

(0.813).

Tanaka

et al. (2017)

Avatar system: MMDAgent82.

Text: manual utt tr and

annotation, tokenisation.

Audio: microphone gain set to

70dB. Separate video from audio.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Text-based: PoS, lex diversity (TTR),

pragmatics (UoL: hes).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0,

energy), vocal quality, dialogue (TT ).

+ Image fts.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ linear SVM

and LR.

B/L: unreported.

Metrics: AUC, acc.

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

SVM: AUC = 0.93 (acc =

83%);

LR: AUC = 0.91 (acc =

79%).

Thomas

et al. (2005)

Text: manual tr. Ft set reduction: unreported.

Text-based: PoS, lex diversity (TTR, BI,

HS), semantic (clause-like unit, n-grams).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-severe/mild) and 4-way

(HC, mild, moderate, severe)

w/ CNG83 and CWF.

B/L: ZeroR

Metrics: acc.

CV: unreported.

Hold-out set: unreported.

HC-severe: B/L=63.6%,

CWF=94.5%.

HC-mild: B/L=58.8%,

CWF=75.34̇-way:

B/L=33.5%, CWF=50%.

Tóth et al.

(2018)

Text: ortographic and phonetic

manual tr and annotation.

Filtering (selection): p-values.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal), ASR (FP).

Automatic and manual extraction.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-MCI) w/ NB, RF and

linear SVM (SMO).

B/L: manual, no ft set

reduction

Metrics: acc,ss,sp,F1,AUC

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

B/L: F1 = 0.75, accwa =

71.4% w/ SVM.

Top-26, automatic: F1 =

0.788, acc = 75%

82http://www.mmdagent.jp/
83CNG: Common N-grams approach. CWF: Common Word Frequencies.
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Table 3.7: Methodology(ctd.)

Study Pre-processing Feature generation ML task/method Evaluation technique Results

Tröger et al.

(2017)

Audio: manual segmentation

based on signal intensity,

25-28dB; silence length,

0.25-0.5s; minimum sound

length, 0.1s.

Filtering (selection): mutual info.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal).

Silence/sound segments, syllable

information.

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-AD) w/ SVM (RBF).

B/L: no ft set reduction

Metrics: acc.

CV: 10-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Top-23 fts: acc = 89%.

Tröger et al.

(2018)

Text: manual and ASR tr. Audio:

manual segmentation based on

signal intensity.

Filtering (selection): clinical relevance.

Text-based: BoW, PoS, lex diversity,

semantic (neural word embeddings:

distance).

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(SCI-CI) w/ SVM.

B/L: no ft set reduction

Metrics: AUC, ss, sp, VFER

(ASR).

CV: LOO.

Hold-out set: unreported.

V FER = 33.4%.

Manual tr: AUC = 0.852.

ASR tr: AUC = 0.855.

Weiner et al.

(2016b)

Text: manual tr. Speaker

segmentation (audio alignment).

Audio: VAD segmentation (HMM

recognizer).

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal).

Supervised learning.

Classification: 3-way

(HC-AACD84-AD) w/ LDA

(SVD, no shrinkage).

B/L: unreported

Metrics: acc,UAR,pc,rc,F1.

CV: stratified 3-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

acc = 85.7%.

UAR = 0.66

F1HC=0.92, F1AD=0.80,

F1AACD=0.33.

Weiner and

Schultz

(2016)

Text: manual tr. Speaker

segmentation (audio alignment).

Audio: VAD segmentation (HMM

recognizer).

Ft set reduction: unreported.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal).

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary (no

change-change85) w/ LDA

(SVD, no shrinkage).

B/L: naively estimated F1

Metrics: acc, pc, rc, F1.

CV: stratified 6-fold.

Hold-out set: unreported.

Acc = 80.4%.

No change / Change:

F1B/L=0.81, LDA=0.87

F1B/L=0.48, LDA=0.64.

Yu et al.

(2018)

Audio: discard poor quality audio

files, cross-session averaging.

Filtering (selection): Cohen’s d.

Acoustic: prosodic (temporal, F0),

spectral (formants)

Supervised learning.

Classification: binary

(HC-CI) w/ SVM and GC.

B/L: SVF score

Metrics: AUC.

CV: LPO.

Hold-out set: yes (no %)

B/L: AUC = 0.54 GC,

AUC = 0.58 SVM.

GC: AUC = 0.73.

SVM: AUC = 0.75.

84AACD: Age-associated cognitive decline.
85Intra-personal change measured by subtracting early speech vector from the later speech vector, and normalising resulting vector to unit length.
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3.5.2 Methodology Details: synthesis and discussion

This section discusses the outcomes of the Methodology Details table and puts

into perspective within the research context. Consistent patterns and exceptions

are outlined. The narrative synthesis is organised according to table structure,

that is, pre-procesing procedures, feature generation and feature set reduction

approaches, machine learning tasks, evaluation techniques and overall results.

3.5.2.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing includes the steps for data preparation prior to data analysis. It is

essential to determine in which shape any given data is introduced in the analysis

pipeline, and therefore, the outcome of it. However, little detail is reported in the

reviewed studies.

Regarding text data, the main pre-processing procedure is transcription.

Transcription may happen manually or through ASR. The Kaldi speech recognition

toolkit (Madikeri et al., 2016), for instance, was used in several papers (e.g.

Egas López et al., 2019; Mirheidari et al., 2019a). Where not specified, manual

transcription is assumed while reviewing the papers. Although many ASR

approaches do extract information on word content (e.g. Mirheidari et al., 2017b,

2018, 2019b; Sadeghian et al., 2017; Shinkawa et al., 2019; Tröger et al., 2018),

some focus on temporal features, which are content-independent (e.g. Chien et al.,

2018; Gosztolya et al., 2019). Some studies also report their transcription unit,

that is, word-level transcription (e.g. Fraser et al., 2016), phone-level transcription

(e.g. Gosztolya et al., 2019) or utterance-level transcription (e.g. Beltrami et al.,

2016). Further text pre-processing involves tokenisation (Tanaka et al., 2017;

Prud’hommeaux and Roark, 2011; Dos Santos et al., 2017; Chien et al., 2018),

lemmatization (Fraser et al., 2019a) and removal of stop-words and punctuation

(Dos Santos et al., 2017; Fraser et al., 2019a). Depending on the research

question, dysfluencies may also be removed (e.g. Dos Santos et al., 2017; Fraser

et al., 2019a), or annotated as relevant for subsequent analysis (e.g. Lundholm

Fors et al., 2018).

Currently, commercial ASRs are optimised to minimise errors at word level, and

therefore not ideal for generating non-verbal acoustic features. Moreover, it seems

that AD patients are more likely to generate ungrammatical sentences, incorrect

inflections and other subtleties that are not well handled by such ASR systems.

In spite of this, only a few ASR papers, by the same research group, report

WER (word error rate), DER (diarisation error rate), WDER (word diarisaton error
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rate) (Mirheidari et al., 2019b, 2018, 2019a). It is becoming increasingly obvious

that off-the-shelf ASR tools are not readily prepared for dementia research, and,

therefore some reviewed studies developed their own custom ASR systems (less

focused on word level features) for this purpose (Gosztolya et al., 2019; Sadeghian

et al., 2017).

Regarding acoustic data, pre-processing is rarely reported outside the audio

files being put through an ASR. When reported, it mainly involves speech-silence

segmentation with voice activity detection algorithms (VAD), including segment

length and the acoustic criterion chosen for segmentation thresholds (i.e. intensity)

(Haider et al., 2019; Kato et al., 2013; Konig et al., 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al.,

2015b; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Luz, 2017; Martinez de Lizarduy et al.,

2017; Mirzaei et al., 2018; Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018; Rochford et al., 2012;

Sadeghian et al., 2017; Satt et al., 2013; Tröger et al., 2018; Weiner and Schultz,

2016). It should also include any audio enhancement procedures, such as volume

normalisation or removal of background noise, only reported in Haider et al. (2019)

and Sadeghian et al. (2017).

We concluded from the reviewed papers that it is not common practice for

authors in this field to give a complete account of the data pre-processing

procedures they followed. As these procedures are crucial to reliability and

replicability of results, we recommend that further research specify these

procedures more thoroughly.

3.5.2.2 Feature generation

Generated speech features are divided into two main groups, text-based and

acoustic features, and follow the taxonomy presented in Table 2.5. Some studies

work with multimodal feature sets, including images (Tanaka et al., 2017) and gait

(Shinkawa et al., 2019) measurements.

Text-based features comprise a range of NLP elements. These commonly

consist of lexical and syntactical indices such as type-token ratio (TTR), idea

density or Yngve and Frazier indices:

• TTR is a measure of lexical complexity, calculated by taking the total number

of unique words, also called lexical items (i.e. types) and dividing by the

total number of words (i.e. tokens) in a given language instance (Biber et al.,

2007).

• Idea density is the number of ideas expressed in a given language instance,

where ’ideas’ are understood as new information and adequate use of
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complex propositions. High early idea density seems to be a lower risk

predictor for developing AD later in life, whereas lower idea density appears

associated with brain atrophy (Riley et al., 2005).

• Yngve (Yngve, 1960) and Frazier (Frazier, 1985) scores indicate syntactical

complexity by calculating the depth of the parse tree that results from the

grammatical analysis of a given language instance. Both indices have been

associated with working memory (Cheung and Kemper, 1992) and showed

a declining pattern in the longitudinal analysis of the written work by Iris

Murdoch, a novelist who was diagnosed with AD (Pakhomov et al., 2011).

In some of the reviewed studies, the research question targets a specific aspect

of language, such as syntactical complexity (Lundholm Fors et al., 2018), or a

particular way of representing it, such as speech graph attributes (Bertola et al.,

2014). Fraser et al. (2016) presented a more comprehensive feature set, including

some acoustic features. Similar to them, although less comprehensively, a few

other studies combine text-based and acoustic features (Beltrami et al., 2016;

Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015; Guo et al., 2019; Mirheidari et al., 2017b, 2019b;

Roark et al., 2011; Sadeghian et al., 2017; Shinkawa et al., 2019; Tanaka et al.,

2017; Tröger et al., 2018). However, most of the reviewed research is specific to

one type of feature.

The most commonly studied acoustic features are prosodic temporal features,

which are almost invariably reported, followed by ASR-related features, specifically

pause patterns. There is also a focus on spectral features (i.e. features

of the frequency domain representation of the speech signal obtained through

application of the Fourier transform), which include MFCCs (Egas López et al.,

2019). The most comprehensive acoustic papers include spectral, ASR-related,

prosodic-temporal, voice quality features (Guo et al., 2019; Khodabakhsh and

Demiroğlu, 2015; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017;

Meilan et al., 2014; Mirheidari et al., 2019b; Mirzaei et al., 2018), as well as features

derived from the Higuchi Fractal Dimension (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b) or from

higher order spectral analysis (Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018).

It is worth noting here that Tanaka et al. (2017) extracted F0’s coefficient of

variation per utterance. The decision to not extract F0’s mean and SD was due to

their association with individual differences and sex. Similarly, Gonzalez-Moreira

et al. (2015) reported F0 and its functionals in semitones, because research argues

that using semitones to express F0 reduces gender differences (’t Hart, 1981),

which is corroborated by the choice of semitones in eGeMAPS, a standardised

feature set used by Haider et al. (2019).
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Studies using spoken dialogue recordings extract turn-taking patterns,

vocalisation instances and speech rate (Luz et al., 2018; Tanaka et al., 2017).

Those focusing on transcribed dialogues also extract turn-taking patterns, as well

as dysfluencies (Mirheidari et al., 2017b, 2019b,a). Guinn et al. (2014) worked

with longitudinal dialogue data but do not extract specific dialogue or longitudinal

features.

With regards to feature selection, 30% of the studies do not report feature

selection procedures. Amongst those that do, the majority (another 30%) report

using a filter approach based on a statistical index of feature differences between

classes, such as p-values, Cohen’s d, AUC or Pearson’s correlation. Others rely

on wrapper methods (Mirzaei et al., 2018), recursive feature elimination (Mirheidari

et al., 2017b, 2019b), filter methods based on information gain (Ammar and Ayed,

2018; Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018), best first greedy algorithm (Sadeghian et al.,

2017), and cross-validation, seeking the feature type that contributes most to the

classification model through the iterations (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b).

Despite certain similarities and a few features being common to most acoustic

works (i.e. prosodic temporal), there is heterogeneity among studies. Since

they usually obtain features using ad hoc procedures (i.e. undocumented,

non-standardised), these studies are seldom comparable, making it difficult to

ascertain the state-of-the-art performance, as pointed out before, and assess

further research avenues. However, this state of affairs may be starting to

change as the field matures. Haider et al. (2019), for instance, chose to

employ standardised feature sets (ComPare, eGeMAPS, emobase) obtained

through formalised procedures (Eyben et al., 2010) which are extensively

documented and can be easily replicated. Furthermore, one of these feature sets,

eGeMAPS, was developed specifically to target affective speech and underlying

physiological processes as well as to be more tractable and interpretable than other

comprehensive datasets.

Utilising theoretically informed, standardised feature sets increases the

reliability of a study, since the same features have been previously applied (and

can continue to be applied) to other engineering tasks, always extracted in the

exact same way. Likewise, we argue that creating and utilising standardised feature

sets will improve this field by allowing cross-study comparisons. Additionally, we

recommend that the approach to feature generation should be more consistently

reported to enhance study replicability and generalisability.
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3.5.2.3 Machine learning task/method

Most reviewed papers employ supervised learning, except for a study that uses

cluster analysis to investigate distinctive discourse patterns amongst participants

(Duong et al., 2005).

As regards choice of machine learning methods, very few papers report the

use of connectionist systems such as artificial neural networks (Beltrami et al.,

2016; Ammar and Ayed, 2018), recurrent neural networks (Chien et al., 2018),

multi-layer perceptrons (Clark et al., 2016; Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015b; Mirheidari et al., 2017b; Sadeghian et al., 2017) or convolutional

neural networks (Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Mirheidari et al., 2018). This is

probably due to the fact that most datasets are relatively small, and these methods

require larger amounts of data. Rather, most studies use several conventional

machine learning classifiers, most commonly Support Vector Machines (SVM),

Naïve Bayes (NB), Random Forest (RF) and k -Nearest Neighbour (k -NN) and

then compare their performance. Although these comparisons must be assessed

cautiously, a clear pattern seems to emerge with SVM consistently outperforming

other classifiers.

Cognitive scores, particularly MMSE, are available with many datasets,

including the most commonly used, Pitt Corpus. However, these scores mostly

remain unused except for diagnostic group assignments, or more rarely, as

baseline performance (Prud’Hommeaux and Roark, 2015; Sadeghian et al., 2017;

Shinkawa et al., 2019) in studies that conclude that MMSE is not more informative

than speech-based features. All supervised learning approaches work towards

classification and no regression over cognitive scores is attempted. We regard this

as a gap that could be explored in future research.

It is worth noting, however, that some attempts at prediction of MMSE score

have been presented in workshops and computer science conferences that are

not indexed in the larger bibliography databases and, therefore, fell outside the

search strategy of this systematic review. These approaches achieved some

degree of success. Linz et al. (2017), for instance, trained a regression model

that used SVF to predict MMSE scores and obtained a mean absolute error

of 2.2. A few other works used the Pitt Corpus for similar purposes, such as

Al-Hameed et al. (2017), who extracted 811 acoustic features to build a regression

model able to predict MMSE scores with an average mean absolute error of 3.1;

or Pou-Prom and Rudzicz (2018), who used a multiview embedding to capture

different levels of cognitive impairment and achieved a mean absolute error of 3.42

in the regression task. Another publication with the Pitt Corpus is authored by
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Yancheva et al. (2015), who extracted a more comprehensive feature set, including

lexicosyntactic, acoustic, and semantic measures, and used them to predict MMSE

scores. They trained a dynamic Bayes network that modeled the longitudinal

progression observed on these features and MMSE over time, reporting a mean

absolute error of 3.83. This is, actually, one of the very few works attempting a

progression analysis over longitudinal data.

3.5.2.4 Evaluation techniques

This section is about how study results are presented and evaluated in terms of

baseline, performance metrics cross-validation and hold out test sets.

A substantial proportion of studies (43%) do not present a baseline against

which study results can be compared. Amongst the remaining papers, a

few set specific results from a comparable work as their baseline (Luz, 2017;

Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018) or from their own previous work (Orimaye et al.,

2017). Others calculate their baseline by training a classifier with all the generated

features, that is, before attempting to reduce the feature set with either selection or

extraction methods (Ammar and Ayed, 2018; Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014; Tóth

et al., 2018), with cognitive scores only (Fraser et al., 2019b; Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark, 2015; Sadeghian et al., 2017; Shinkawa et al., 2019) or by training a

classifier with demographic scores only (Gosztolya et al., 2019). Some baseline

classifiers are also trained with a set of speech-based features that excludes

the feature targeted by the research question. Some examples are studies

investigating the potential of topic model features (Fraser et al., 2019a), emotional

features (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015), fractal dimension features (Lopez-de Ipiña

et al., 2015b), higher order spectral features (Nasrolahzadeh et al., 2018) or

feature extracted automatically, as opposed to manually (Mirheidari et al., 2018;

Prud’hommeaux and Roark, 2011; Tröger et al., 2018). Some studies choose

random guess or naive estimations (ZeroR) as their baseline performance (Haider

et al., 2019; Luz et al., 2018; Rentoumi et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2005; Weiner

et al., 2016b).

While several performance metrics are often reported, accuracy is the

most common one. While it seems straightforward to understand a classifier’s

performance by knowing its accuracy, it is not always appropriately informed.

Since accuracy is not robust against dataset imbalances, it is only appropriate

when diagnostic groups are balanced, such as when reported in Khodabakhsh

and Demiroğlu (2015); Roark et al. (2011). This is especially problematic for works

on imbalanced datasets where accuracy is the only metric reported (D’Arcy et al.,
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2008; Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014; Fraser et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2019; Martinez

de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Meilan et al., 2014; Mirheidari et al., 2019a; Sadeghian

et al., 2017; Thomas et al., 2005; Tröger et al., 2017). Clinically relevant metrics

such as AUC and EER (e.g. Konig et al., 2015; Satt et al., 2013), which summarise

the rates of false positives and false negatives, are reported in less than half of the

reviewed studies.

Cross-validation (CV) is probably the most established practice for classifier

evaluation. It is reported in all papers but five, of which two are not very recent

(D’Arcy et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2005), another two do not report CV but report

using a hold-out set (Beltrami et al., 2016; Chien et al., 2018), and only one reports

using neither CV nor a hold-out set procedure (Ammar and Ayed, 2018). There is a

fair amount of variation in CV procedures reported, since datasets are limited and

heterogeneous. For example, leave-one-out CV is used in one third of the reviewed

papers, as an attempt to mitigate the potential bias caused by using a small

dataset. Several other studies choose leave-pair-out CV instead (Fraser et al.,

2019b; Orimaye et al., 2017; Prud’hommeaux and Roark, 2011; Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark, 2015; Roark et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2018), since it produces unbiased

estimates for AUC and also reduces potential size bias. There is also another

research group who attempted to reduce the effects of their imbalance dataset by

using stratified CV (Weiner and Schultz, 2016; Weiner et al., 2016b).

Lastly, no studies report hold-out set procedures, except for the two mentioned

above (Beltrami et al., 2016; Chien et al., 2018), with training/test sets divided

at 80/20% and 85/15%, respectively; and another study where the partition

percentages are not detailed (Yu et al., 2018).

There is a potential reporting problem in that many studies do not clearly

indicate whether their models’s hyper-parameters were optimised within or outside

each fold of the CV. However, CV is generally considered the best method of

evaluation when working with small datasets, where held-out set procedures would

be even less reliable since they would involve testing the system on only a few

samples. CV is therefore an appropriate choice for the articles reviewed. The

lack of systematic model validation on entirely separate datasets, and the poor

practice of using accuracy as the single metric in imbalanced datasets, could

compromise the generalisability of results in this field. While it is worth noting that

the former issue is due to data scarcity and therefore, more difficult to address, a

more appropriate selection of performance metrics could be implemented straight

away to enhance the robustness of current findings.
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3.5.2.5 Results overview

Performance varies depending on the metric chosen, the type of data and the

classification algorithm used. Hence, it is very difficult to summarise these results.

The evaluated classifiers range from 50% or even lower in some cases, up to

over 90% accuracy. However, as we have pointed out, performance figures must

be interpreted with caution due to the potential biases introduced by dataset size,

dataset imbalances and non standardised ad hoc feature generation. Since these

biases cannot be fully accounted for and models are hardly comparable to one

another, we do not think it is meaningful to further highlight the best performing

models. Such comparisons will become more meaningful when all conditions for

evaluation can be aligned, such as in the ADReSS challenge (Luz et al., 2020),

which provides a benchmark dataset (balanced and enhanced) and commits to a

reliable study comparison.

Further research on the methodology and how different algorithms behave with

certain types of data will shed light on why some classifiers perform even worse

than random while others are close to perfect. This could simply be because the

high performing algorithms were coincidentally tested on ’easy’ data (e.g. better

quality, simpler structures, very clear diagnoses), but the problem could also be

classifier specific and therefore differences would be associated with the choice of

algorithm. Understanding this would have a big influence on hopes for the future

viability of this sort of technology.

3.6 Review of Clinical Applicability

This table summarises our assessment of the potential implications and

applications of findings of each reviewed paper as regards research and clinical

settings. The table is structured as follows:

• Research implications:

– Research Novelty: whether at the time of publication the study

described a new dataset, proposed a new set of features, implemented

a new method or applied an existing one for a different task;

– Study Replicability: low, partial or full, depending on how well the

procedure is described and whether data or data identifiers are

available. Low refers to cases where both data is unavailable and

method description is incomplete or unsatisfactory; partial to cases
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where either is the case, and full when both data and methods are

available and satisfactorily described.

– Results generalisability: low, moderate and high, depending on whether

the analysis is specific to the task, and/or there have been any extrinsic

validation procedures and/or robust evaluation techniques are in place

(i.e. held-out test set, CV, baseline). Low refers to cases where the

analysis is indeed specific to the task, and therefore difficult to apply

to other tasks (e.g. when relying heavily on content features). Low

generalisability studies present no extrinsic validation procedures (e.g.

pilot in clinical settings) and the evaluation techniques are insufficient

(e.g. CV is in place, but no held-out test set and/or appropriate

baseline comparisons). The improvement of one of these features

would bring the study up to moderate, and further improvements would

make its generalisability high. Given the state of the field, no single

study meets all the criteria for generalisability, which is why we have

used this terminology instead of the one applied for replicability. For

generalisability to be high, most conditions need to be met except for

the extrinsic validation, since it is still very uncommon in the field for

studies to be carried within a clinical setting.

• Clinical potential: describes a few aspects that are relevant for findings to

be translated into clinical research or clinical practice. These are:

– External validation: yes, no or in-design, depending on whether the

procedure has actually been attempted in real clinical scenarios (yes),

or is, at least, embedded in a device, or the experimental design

envisions realistic clinical testing at some stage of research (in-design)

or not observed in the study (no).

– Potential applications: early screening for new cases, supporting

diagnoses or monitoring disease progression.

– Global Health: potential outcomes for global health are included here,

such as the language of the study and the unit of analysis. For instance,

a predictive model is arguably easier to generalise across languages if it

is based on small units of analysis (i.e. phoneme) as opposed to larger

ones (i.e. words or utterances).

– Remote applicability: potential for the methodology to be remotely

applicable is indicated as no, suggested potential or yes, depending
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on whether it is not mentioned, purposefully designed as a remote

application but not implemented, or implemented remotely in the actual

study.

• Risk of bias: given the characteristics of the field, we decided to adapt a list

of bias indicators for the purpose of this review. These are:

– Feature balance: no/partial/yes, based on the acronyms reported in the

corresponding column in Table 3.6, Data Details.

– Suitable metrics: yes/no. This refers to appropriate choice of metric for

classifier evaluation. For example, whether metrics other than overall

accuracy are reported when data are class-imbalanced.

– Contextualised results: yes/no. This refers to whether an appropriate

baseline is provided in order to evaluate study results in the research

field’s context.

– Overfitting: yes/no. This refers to whether cross-validation and/or

hold-out set procedures are implemented.

– Sample size: with regards to sample size, we specify three ranges that

to indicate dataset (ds) size: ds ≤ 50, ds ≤ 100 and ds > 100.

• Strengths/Limitations: several characteristics are listed with a yes/no

answer, where yes indicates a strength and no indicates a limitation. These

characteristics are:

– Spontaneous speech: speech data is generated in response to an

open-answer question or a narrative task or to a scripted cognitive task

(i.e. verbal fluency or counting). Speech is considered spontaneous

when it is prompted by open-answered or narrative tasks. That is, for

example, the Cookie Theft picture description would be spontaneous

(although not natural), as would be an informal conversation (which

would also be natural), whereas reading sentences from a screen

or listing as many animals as possible within 60 seconds is neither

spontaneous nor natural.

– Conversational speech: whether the study includes dialogue data or

only monologue, as we argue that dialogues are more representative of

the natural use of language.

– Automation: this is the only characteristic that observes an intermediate

stage. Method automation can be labeled as no when the only
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automated procedure is the machine learning task; partial, when

aspects of the procedure other than the machine learning task, such

as feature set reduction, are also automated; or total, when everything

is automated including pre-processing (e.g. if transcripts are obtained

through ASR or feature generation is automatically achieved with

speech/language processing).

– Content-independence: whether the model for feature generation relies

heavily on content features of the data. For example, lexical features

and high level n-gram are often closely related to the way in which

spoken language was prompted (e.g. the higher the n-gram, the more

tied to the content).

– Transcription-free: text analysis usually requires transcripts. Whether

manual or ASR, transcribing procedures entail many restrictions.

Manual transcription is time-consuming and inherently not automated,

whereas ASR transcription has a limited performance on impaired

speech, and tneeds to be trained for a specific language, therefore

adding an extra step to the method.

3.6.1 Clinical Applicability Table
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Table 3.8: Clinical applicability

Study Research implications Clinical potential Risk of bias Strengths/Limitations

Beltrami

et al. (2016)

Novelty: preliminary results of new project

(OPLON).

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Italian sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: hold-out set, no CV.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 39)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial (manual tr).

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Ammar and

Ayed (2018)

Novelty: speech samples only. Compare

three ft selection processes.

Replicability: partial (unreported n ).

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences (Pitt).

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: no hold-out set, no CV.

Sample size: ds > 100 (m = 484)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial (manual tr).

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Bertola

et al. (2014)

Novelty: graph analysis, MCI subtypes, 3-way

classification.

Replicability: partial (unclear performance

metrics).

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: Brazilian Portuguese words.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes86.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 100)

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Chien et al.

(2018)

Novelty: ft selection based on suitability,

trainability and generalizability.

Replicability: partial (ad hoc fts & data).

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Chinese syllables →
generalisable to Taiwanese and Hakka.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: hold-out set, no CV.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 60)

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Clark et al.

(2016)

Novelty: new fluency scores. Inclusion of MRI

data. 4-year follow-up. Ensemble classifier.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: US English words.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 158)

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

86aMCI: amnesic single-domain; a+mdMCI: amnesic multiple-domain. Class-balance depends on whether they are considered 1 or 2 groups.
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Study Research implications Clinical potential Risk of bias Strengths/Limitations

D’Arcy et al.

(2008)

Novelty: ASR and prosodic fts (in 2008).

Replicability: partial (incomplete data

information and procedure).

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Irish English sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: no CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 87)

Spontaneous speech: some.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Dos Santos

et al. (2017)

Novelty: complex networks enriched w/ word

embeddings. Multi-view and ensemble

classifiers.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English and Brazilian

Portuguese sentences.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: Pitt and Cs CB.

Suitable metrics: yes (CB → acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 40− 86)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Duong et al.

(2005)

Novelty: discourse analysis, cluster analysis.

Replicability: partial (incomplete procedure).

Generalisability: low (task-specific model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: French sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: age only.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: N/A. Reliability test.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 99)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Egas López

et al. (2019)

Novelty: i-vector approach, spectral fts only.

Replicability: full

Generalisability: high (2 ds,

task-independent model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Hungarian sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes87.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, F1).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 75)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Espinoza-Cuadros

et al. (2014)

Novelty: prosodic fts only. Transcribed MEC.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate

(task-independent model)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Cuban Spanish sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 19)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no88.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: no.

87Class-balance depends on whether MCI and AD are considered 1 group (CI, better results) or 2 groups.
88Database contains conversational speech but it is not included in the analysis.
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Fraser et al.

(2019b)

Novelty: multimodal language data and

eye-tracking. Cascaded classifiers.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate (different data

types)

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences (Pitt).

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: G & E only.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC, acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 55)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Fraser et al.

(2019a)

Novelty: topic models, multilingual word

embeddings (English, Swedish).

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: high (different languages).

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: multilingual model → higher

performance.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: Pitt only.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 67− 116)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Fraser et al.

(2016)

Novelty: comprehensive model (text-based

and acoustic fts).

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate (task-specific

model).

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English (Pitt).

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 264)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Gonzalez-Moreira

et al. (2015)

Novelty: Mild dementia. Specific tool and

software89.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Cuban Spanish sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: class only.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 20)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Gosztolya

et al. (2019)

Novelty: custom phone-based ASR, phonetic

seg.

Replicability: partial (incomplete procedure).

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Hungarian phonemes.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes90.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, UAR).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 75)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: unclear.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

89DCGrab v3-0. Allows storing clinical and demographic data for each patient, as well as their voice.
90Class-balance depends on whether MCI and AD are considered 1 (CI, better performance) or 2 groups.
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Guinn et al.

(2014)

Novelty: dialogue data, pragmatic fts.

Replicability: partial (no pp IDs).

Generalisability: moderate (representative

data).

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English dialogues.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, UAR).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 56)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no91.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Guo et al.

(2019)

Novelty: comprehensive model, incl

perplexity fts from LM.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences (Pitt).

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 268)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Haider et al.

(2019)

Novelty: comprehensive standard ft sets,

enhanced data. ADR method.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences (Pitt).

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 164)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Kato et al.

(2013)

Novelty: two-phase system w/ prosodic and

physiological fts (cerebral blood flow).

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Japanese sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 48)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Khodabakhsh

and

Demiroğlu

(2015)

Novelty: analyse ft pairs. Dialogue data.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Turkish dialogues.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: class only

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 54)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

91Database contains conversational speech but specific dialogue features are not included in the analysis.
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Konig et al.

(2015)

Novelty: dynamic time warping for ft

extraction.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: high (investigated w/

unseen data).

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: French sentences.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: gender only

Suitable metrics: yes (EER).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 64)

Spontaneous speech: no (SVF).

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015b)

Novelty: preliminary results of new project

(AZTIAHO). Emotional response fts.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Multilingual model.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc, CER).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 10)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no92.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Lopez-de

Ipiña et al.

(2015)

Novelty: emotional temperature and fractal

dimension fts.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Multilingual model.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc, CER).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 40)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no93.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Lundholm

Fors et al.

(2018)

Novelty: incl SCI pps, syntactic complexity

only.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: Swedish sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: age only.

Suitable metrics: yes (F1).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 90)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Luz (2017) Novelty: vocalisation fts only.

Replicability: low (unreported n).

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences (Pitt).

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, AUC, F1).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (m = 398)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

92Database contains conversational speech but specific dialogue features are not included in the analysis.
93Database contains conversational speech but specific dialogue features are not included in the analysis.
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Luz et al.

(2018)

Novelty: turn-taking fts. Dialogue data.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, AUC, F1).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (m = 38)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Martinez de

Lizarduy

et al. (2017)

Novelty: preliminary results of acoustic

decision support system (ALZUMERIC).

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: in-design.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Multilingual model.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: not all three ds.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 40− 100)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Meilan et al.

(2014)

Novelty: acoustic fts only.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Spanish sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: age and educ only.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 66)

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Mirheidari

et al.

(2017b)

Novelty: doctor-patient consultation.

Conversational fts.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: yes.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: UK English conversations.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 30)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Mirheidari

et al. (2018)

Novelty: doctor-patient consultation,

human-robot interaction. Word-vector repr,

conversational fts. Several ds.

Replicability: low.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: yes.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: UK/US English conversations.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: unreported.

Suitable metrics: unclear (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: varied (n = 40− 255)

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.
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Mirheidari

et al.

(2019b)

Novelty: compare doctor-patient consultation

w/ human-robot interaction. Conversational

analysis fts.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: yes.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: UK English conversations.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: class only.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 12− 30)

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Mirheidari

et al.

(2019a)

Novelty: human-robot interaction for cognitive

ast. 4-way classification.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: yes.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: UK English conversations.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: class only.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, AUC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 12− 30).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Mirzaei

et al. (2018)

Novelty: two-stage ft selection. Acoustic fts

only.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: French sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 48).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Nasrolahzadeh

et al. (2018)

Novelty: HOS analysis of speech data. Best

4-way classifier (AD stages).

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: high.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: Persian sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 60).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Orimaye

et al. (2017)

Novelty: comprehensive linguistic fts, incl

n-grams approach.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: class only.

Suitable metrics: no (AUC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, unclear hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 198).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.
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Prud’hommeaux

and Roark

(2011)

Novelty: automatic word alignment for scoring

recall task.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 124).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark

(2015)

Novelty: automatic graph-based word

alignment for scoring recall task.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: high (translate to Pitt).

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 235).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Rentoumi

et al. (2017)

Novelty: written data.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Greek sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 60).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Roark et al.

(2011)

Novelty: combine speech fts and recall

cognitive scores. Late onset MCI.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 74).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Rochford

et al. (2012)

Novelty: dynamic minimum pause threshold

estimation (pause distribution).

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Irish English sentences.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, AUC).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 187).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.
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Sadeghian

et al. (2017)

Novelty: compare combinations of manual,

custom ASR and MMSE fts.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: educ only.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 72).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Satt et al.

(2013)

Novelty: compare combinations of manual,

custom ASR and MMSE fts.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: Greek sentences and syllables.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (EER).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 89).

Spontaneous speech: yes (some).

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: no.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

Shinkawa

et al. (2019)

Novelty: multimodal data (gait and speech).

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Japanese sentences.

Remote application: suggested potential.

Feature balance: age only.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, F1).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 34).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Tanaka

et al. (2017)

Novelty: human-robot interaction. Dialogue

and image data (multimodal approach).

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: in-design.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Japanese conversations.

Remote application: yes.

Feature balance: yes.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, AUC).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 50 (n = 29).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Thomas

et al. (2005)

Novelty: custom common n-grams algorithm.

4-way classification.

Replicability: low.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: Canadian English conversations.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: no CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 95).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: unclear.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.
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Table 3.8: Clinical applicability (ctd)

Study Research implications Clinical potential Risk of bias Strengths/Limitations

Tóth et al.

(2018)

Novelty: custom phone-based ASR, phonetic

seg. Compare automatic and manual

approach.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: Hungarian phonemes.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: gender & educ.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, F1, AUC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 84).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: no.

Tröger et al.

(2017)

Novelty: infrastructure-free system,

potentially remote and longitudinal

within-subjects. Acoustic fts only.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: in-design.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: French words/sentences.

Remote application: yes (simulated).

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 115).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: no.

Tröger et al.

(2018)

Novelty: simulated telephone-based

screening (SVF).

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: in-design.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: French words.

Remote application: yes (simulated).

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (AUC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV, no hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 166).

Spontaneous speech: no.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: yes.

Content-independence: no.

Transcription-free: no.

Weiner et al.

(2016b)

Novelty: custom VAD algorithm. Longitudinal

dialogue data94. 3-way classification.

Replicability: low.

Generalisability: low.

External validation: no.

Potential application: diagnosis support.

Global Health: German conversations.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: yes (acc, UAR).

Contextualised results: no.

Overfitting: stratified CV, no hold-out

set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 74).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: no.

Weiner and

Schultz

(2016)

Novelty: prediction of within-subjects

cognitive change. Custom VAD algorithm.

Longitudinal dialogue data.

Replicability: partial.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: German conversations.

Remote application: no.

Feature balance: no.

Suitable metrics: no (acc).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: stratified CV, no hold-out

set.

Sample size: ds ≤ 100 (n = 51).

Spontaneous speech: yes.

Conversational speech: yes.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: no.

94Database contains longitudinal samples of conversational speech. However dialogue features are not included in the analysis, and samples by one pp are treated as
different pps → subject dependence)
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Table 3.8: Clinical applicability (ctd)

Study Research implications Clinical potential Risk of bias Strengths/Limitations

Yu et al.

(2018)

Novelty: telephone-based cognitive ast.

4-year longitudinal collection95. Compare

speech and cognitive scores.

Replicability: full.

Generalisability: moderate.

External validation: no.

Potential application: disease progression.

Global Health: US English sentences.

Remote application: yes.

Feature balance: demogr, no class.

Suitable metrics: yes (UAC).

Contextualised results: yes.

Overfitting: CV & hold-out set.

Sample size: ds > 100 (n = 165).

Spontaneous speech: some.

Conversational speech: no.

Automation: partial.

Content-independence: yes.

Transcription-free: yes.

95Cross-observation averaging: discards longitudina information, althought does not introduce subject dependence.
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3.6.2 Clinical Applicability: synthesis and discussion

This section discusses the outcomes of the Clinical Applicability table and puts

them into perspective within the research context. Consistent patterns and

exceptions are outlined. The narrative synthesis is organised according to table

structure, that is, research implications (i.e. novelty, replicability, generalisability),

clinical potential (external validation, potential application, global health, remote

application), risk of bias, strengths and limitations.

3.6.2.1 Research implications

This section reviews the papers in terms of novelty, replicability and generalisability,

three aspects key to future research.

As regards novelty, the newest aspect of each research paper is succinctly

presented. This is often conveyed by the title of an article, although caution must

be exercised with regards to how this information is presented. For example,

Tröger et al. (2018)’s title (2018) reads ’Telephone-based Dementia Screening I:

Automated Semantic Verbal Fluency Assessment ’, but only when you read the full

text does it become clear that such telephone screening has been simulated.

There is often novelty in pilot studies, especially those presenting preliminary

results for a new project, hence involving brand new data (Beltrami et al., 2016;

Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015b) or tests for a newly developed system or device

(Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017). Outside of those, assessing novelty in a

systematic review over a 20-year span can be complicated — what was novel 10

years ago might not be novel today. For example, 3-way classification entailed

some degree of novelty in Bertola et al. (2014), as well as 4-way classification did

in Thomas et al. (2005) with text data and little success, and later in Nasrolahzadeh

et al. (2018) with acoustic data and an improved performance. Given its low

frequency and its naturalness, we have chosen to present the use of dialogue

data (Guinn et al., 2014; Luz et al., 2018; Khodabakhsh and Demiroğlu, 2015;

Mirheidari et al., 2018; Tanaka et al., 2017; Weiner and Schultz, 2016) as a novelty

relevant for future research. Other examples of novelty consist of automated

neuropsychological scoring, either by automating traditional scoring (Bertola et al.,

2014) or by generating a new type of score (Clark et al., 2016; Prud’Hommeaux

and Roark, 2015).

Methodological novelty is also present. Even though most studies apply

standard machine learning classifiers to distinguish between experimental groups,

two approaches do stand out: Duong et al. (2005)’s unique use of cluster analysis
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(a form of unsupervised learning) with moderate success, and the use of ensemble

(Clark et al., 2016; Dos Santos et al., 2017) and cascaded (Fraser et al., 2019b)

classifiers, with much better results. Some studies present relevant novelty for

pre-processing approaches, generating their own custom ASR systems (Gosztolya

et al., 2019; Sadeghian et al., 2017; Satt et al., 2013; Tóth et al., 2018), which offers

relevant insight about off-the-shelf ASR. While this is based on word accuracy,

custom ASR systems are phone-based (Gosztolya et al., 2019; Tóth et al., 2018)

and seem to work better with speech generated by participants with AD. Another

pre-processing novelty is the use of dynamic threshold for pause behaviour

(Rochford et al., 2012), which could be essential for personalised screening.

With regards to feature generation, ’active data representation’ is a novel

method utilised in conjunction with standardised feature sets by Haider et al.

(2019), who confirm the feasibility and usability of a tool that is readily available

as open software. A particularity of certain papers is their focus on emotional

response, analysed from the speech signal (Lopez-de Ipiña et al., 2015; Lopez-de

Ipiña et al., 2015b). This could be an avenue for future research and other works

have already presented interesting findings on emotional prosody and AD (Haider

et al., 2020b; Horley et al., 2010).

Last, but not least, despite the mentioned importance of early detection, most

papers do not target early diagnosis, or do it in conjunction with severe AD only (i.e.

if the dataset contains participants at different stages). Consequently, Lundholm

Fors et al. (2018) introduced a crucial novelty by not only assessing, but actively

recruiting and focusing on participants at a preclinical stage of the disease (SCI).

Another essential novelty is related to longitudinal aspects of data (Tröger

et al., 2017; Weiner and Schultz, 2016; Yu et al., 2018). The vast majority

of studies work on monologue cross-sectional data, although some datasets do

include longitudinal information (i.e. each participant has produced several speech

samples). This is sometimes discarded, either by treating each sample as a

different participant, which generates subject dependence across samples (Weiner

et al., 2016b); or by cross-observation averaging, which misses longitudinal

information but does not generate this dependence (Orimaye et al., 2017; Yu

et al., 2018). Other studies successfully used this information to predict change of

cognitive status within-subject (Pakhomov and Hemmy, 2014; Weiner and Schultz,

2016). Guinn et al. (2014) worked with longitudinal dialogue data which became

cross-sectional after pre-processing (i.e. they conglomerated samples by same

participant) and they do not extract specific dialogue features.

The novelty with most clinical potential is, in our view, the inclusion of
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different types of data, since something as complex as AD is likely to require

a comprehensive model for successful screening. However, only a few studies

combine different sources of data, such as MRI data (Clark et al., 2016),

eye-tracking (Fraser et al., 2019b), and gait (Shinkawa et al., 2019). Similarly,

papers where human-robot interaction (Mirheidari et al., 2018, 2019b,a; Tanaka

et al., 2017) or telephone-based systems (Tröger et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) are

implemented also entail novel avenues for future research. These approaches offer

a picture of what automatic and cost-effective screening could look like in the not

so distant future.

On a different front, replicability is assessed based on whether the authors

report complete and accurate procedures of their research. Replicability has

research implications because, before translating any method into clinical practice,

its performance needs to be confirmed by other researchers being able to

reproduce similar results. In this review, replicability is labelled as low, partial and

full. When we labelled an article as full with regards to replicability, we meant that

their methods section was thorough enough to be reproduced by an independent

researcher, from the specification of participants demographics and group size to

the description of pre-processing, feature generation, classification and evaluation

procedures. Only three articles were labeled as low replicability (Mirheidari et al.,

2018; Thomas et al., 2005; Weiner et al., 2016b), as they lacked detail in at

least two of those sections (frequently data information and feature generation

procedures). Twenty-two and twenty-five studies were labelled as partial and

full, respectively. The elements most commonly missing in the partial papers

are pre-processing (e.g. Espinoza-Cuadros et al., 2014) and feature generation

procedures (e.g. Roark et al., 2011), which are essential steps in shaping the input

to the machine learning classifiers. It must be highlighted that all low replicability

papers are conference proceedings, where text space is particularly restricted.

Hence, it does not stand out as one of the key problems of the field, even though it

is clear that the description of pre-processing and feature generation approaches

must be improved.

The last research implication is generalisability, which is the degree to which a

research approach may be successful with different data, in a different setting or in

real practice. Since generalisability is essentially about how translatable research

is, most aspects in this last table are actually related to it:

• Whether external validation has been attempted is directly linked to

generalisability;

• feature balance: results obtained in imbalanced datasets are less reliable
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and therefore less generalisable to other datasets;

• contextualisation of results: for something to be generalisable it is essential

to know where it comes from and how does it compare to similar research;

• spontaneous speech: speech spontaneity is one aspect of naturalness, and

the more natural the speech data, the more representative of "real" speech

and the more generalisable to realistic scenarios;

• conversational speech: we propose that conversational speech is also more

representative of "real" and everyday use speech;

• content-independence: if the classifier input includes features that are tied up

with task content (e.g. lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatics), some degree

of generalisability is lost;

• Transcription-free: a model that needs no transcription is free from

ASR or manual transcription constraints, relying only on acoustic

features. We suggest this to increase generalisability, for example, by

being language-independent, therefore facilitating method usability with

non-English languages for which corpus training is less feasible due to even

more severe data scarcity. Transcription-free methods also facilitate the

protection of users’ privacy, as they do not focus on speech content, which

could encourage ethics committees to reduce restrictions on data collection,

thereby addressing data scarcity.

Just as replicability, it is labelled as low, moderate and high, depending of

how many of the aforementioned criteria each study meets. Different to what

we described with regards to replicability, the majority of studies (20) are labelled

with low generalisability, 17 as moderate and 14 as high. The most common

reasons for decreased generalisability are dependence on content, followed by

dependence on ASR or other transcription methods, although the two are related.

Content-dependence makes it difficult to apply to other tasks or data (e.g. Beltrami

et al., 2016; Mirheidari et al., 2019a). This is even more pronounced in those

studies where the approach heavily relies on word content, such as n-grams (e.g.

Orimaye et al., 2017). Linguistic models that target only one linguistic aspect

are also low generalisability, particularly if this aspect is language-dependent

(e.g. syntaxis Lundholm Fors et al., 2018). Examples of high generalisability

include models relying solely on acoustic features, therefore free of content and

transcription constraints (e.g. Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015), and especially if a
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standardised available feature set is used (Haider et al., 2019). Other generalisable

studies present more than one dataset (e.g. Egas López et al., 2019), different

languages in the same study (e.g. Fraser et al., 2019a), conversational data (e.g.

Luz et al., 2018), a system designed for direct real application (e.g. Tanaka et al.,

2017) and/or data from real scenarios (Mirheidari et al., 2019b).

3.6.2.2 Clinical potential

The clinical applicability table aims to directly assess whether reviewed research

could be translatable into clinical practice. Generalisability (discussed above) is

essential for this purpose, but it will not be included here to avoid redundancy. The

other systematic aspects chosen to evaluate clinical potential are:

• External validation: in the majority of studies, data are collected detached

from clinical practice and later analysed for result reporting. The majority

of papers (84%) present neither external validation procedures nor a

system design that involves them. Only four studies, all of them by

the same group (Mirheidari et al., 2017a, 2018, 2019b,a), collect their

data in a real-life (doctor-patient consultations). Another four studies take

into account feasibility for clinical screening within their system design,

for example, collecting data directly with a computerised decision support

system (Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017), through human-robot interaction

(Tanaka et al., 2017), using a computer-supported screening tool (Tröger

et al., 2017) or simulating telephone-based data (Tröger et al., 2018).

• Potential application: 78% of the reviewed papers present a method

that could be applied as a diagnosis support system for MCI (e.g. Fraser

et al., 2019a) or AD (e.g. Fraser et al., 2016). The remaining studies

work on disease progression by including SCI participants (Lundholm Fors

et al., 2018), predicting within-subject change (Weiner and Schultz, 2016) or

discriminating between HC, MCI and AD stages (e.g. Konig et al., 2015).

• Global Health: although this could include a broad range of aspects, for

the purpose of this review we have chosen to mention the language of the

study and the processing unit of choice. This is because most research

is done in English (41%), and work published in other languages helps

towards methods being more universally applicable. Also, because the

smaller the processing units tend to be more generalisable across languages

(i.e. phoneme vs. word). The most common processing unit is the sentence
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(63%), followed by conversational turns (16%), words (8%), syllables (4%)

and phonemes (4%).

• Remote application: for such a prevalent disease, remote screening

could significantly reduce the load on health systems. The majority of

the studies, 67%, do not mention the possibility of their method being

used remotely or having being designed for remote use, and only 25%

suggest this as a possibility when motivating their project or discussing the

results. Nevertheless, four studies (2%) do actually bring this into practice

by experimenting with multimodal human-robot interaction (Tanaka et al.,

2017), infrastructure-free (Tröger et al., 2017) or telephone-based (Tröger

et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2018) approaches.

A further aspect, not explicitly included in this table is model interpretability.

While the accepted opinion is that clinicians’ ability to be able to interpret an AI

model is essential for the adoption of AI technologies in medicine, the issue is still

the subject of lively debate, with influential machine learning researchers like Geoff

Hinton arguing that ’clinicians and regulators should not insist on explainability’

(Wang et al., 2019). In terms of biomarkers of disease, very few if any clinicians

understand the fine detail of an MRI report; it is the results presented to them that

clinicians contextualise rather than the statistical or AI journey these results have

been on to be presented to them. It could be argued that the case of speech and

language biomarkers is no different. Of the papers reviewed here, only 4 mention

interpretability or model interpretation explicitly (Fraser et al., 2019b, 2016; Bertola

et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2018). However, inherently interpretable models are used in a

number of studies. Such interpretable methods were indicated in the above section

on AI methods and include: linear regression, logistic regression, generalised

linear and additive models, decision trees, decision rules, RuleFit, naive Bayes

and K-Nearest neighbors (Molnar, 2019), and in some cases linear discriminant

analysis. As shown on Table 3.7, 57% of the studies reviewed included at least

one of these types of models in their evaluation, even though most such inclusions

were made for comparison purposes.

As regards the selected criteria, the result tables highlight that research

undertaken using non-English speech data almost invariably includes acoustic

features, either as part of a larger feature set, such as Beltrami et al. (2016) in

Italian; or exclusively relying on acoustic features, such as Nasrolahzadeh et al.

(2018) in Persian, Weiner and Schultz (2016) in German, Espinoza-Cuadros et al.

(2014); Gonzalez-Moreira et al. (2015); Lopez-de Ipiña et al. (2015b); Meilan
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et al. (2014) in Spanish and (Kato et al., 2013) in Japanese. Apart from English,

only Portuguese and Chinese have been researched exclusively with text features

(Bertola et al., 2014; Dos Santos et al., 2017; Chien et al., 2018).

Some of the field’s needs clearly arise here. Firstly, there is a need for actual

attempts to use these models in real clinical practice. For twenty years, conclusions

and future directions of these research papers have suggested this, but very few

published studies do bring it into a realisation. Secondly, there is a need for

enhanced focus on disease progression and risk prediction. Most studies mention

the need for AD to be diagnosed earlier than it is now, and yet not many do

actually work in that direction. Thirdly, further investment on research performed on

languages other than English is needed, and increased focus on smaller language

units, which are more generalisable to other languages or other samples of the

same language. Alternatively, we suggest that a shift towards acoustic features

only would potentially address these difficulties. Finally, one of the most obvious

advantages of using Artificial Intelligence for cognitive assessment is the possibility

of using less infrastructure and less personnel. In order for this to become a reality,

the remote applicability of these methods requires more extensive research.

3.6.2.3 Risk of bias

This column highlights sources of potential systematic errors or other

circumstances that may introduce bias in the inferred conclusions. These can be

summarised as follows:

• Feature balance: class, age, gender and education balances are essential

for experimental results to be unbiased. Only 13 studies (25%) are balanced

for these main features, and another five are balanced in terms of class

but not in terms of other features. In the studies that seek to address

class imbalance in their datasets, the main strategies used are subsampling

(Martinez de Lizarduy et al., 2017; Haider et al., 2019), use of statistical

methods such as stratified CV (Weiner et al., 2016b), and careful choice of

evaluation methods including use of the UAR metric (Gosztolya et al., 2019)

and ROC curve analysis (Yu et al., 2018).

• Suitable metrics: equally important for bias prevention is choosing the

right performance metrics to evaluate machine learning classifiers. For

example, with a class-imbalanced dataset, accuracy is not a robust metric

and should therefore not be used, or at least, be complemented with other
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measures. However, 18 studies (35%) working with an imbalanced dataset

report accuracy only.

• Contextualised results: referring mainly to whether the reported research

is directly and quantitatively compared to related works, or, ideally, whether

a baseline against which results can be compared is provided. Only 61% of

the studies reviewed provide such context.

• Overfitting: studies would apply both CV and held-out sets to ensure

their models do not over-fit. CV should be applied when tuning ML

hyper-parameters when training the model, and the held-out set should be

used to test the model on strictly unseen data. The majority of the studies

do report CV (78%), but even more studies (90%) do not report hold-out set.

Hence, there is a high risk that the reviewed models are, to some degree,

overfitted to the data they have been trained with. Ideally, models should

also be validated on entirely separate datasets. Only one of the studies

reviewed carries out this kind of validation, although their method aims to use

speech alignment in order to automatically score a cognitive task, instead of

investigating the potential for dementia prediction of the linguistic or speech

features themselves (Prud’Hommeaux and Roark, 2015).

• Sample size: labelled as up to 50 participants (ds ≤ 50), up to 100

participants (ds ≤ 100) or over 100 participants (ds > 100). The results

show that 13 studies were carried on smaller datasets (i.e. ds ≤ 50), 24

studies carried on medium-sized datasets (i.e. ds ≤ 100) and 14 studies

carried on modestly larger datasets (i.e. ds > 100). However, seven of

the studies carried on a medium-sized dataset and one study carried on a

larger dataset attempted multiclass classification. Therefore, the group sizes

of these studies are further reduced by the fact that the original dataset size

needs to be divided into three or four groups, instead of the two groups used

for binary classification.

We decided to use these numerical labels to classify the datasets, instead of

assigning categories such as small or large, because even the largest dataset of

the reviewed studies is relatively small when put into a machine learning context.

All in all, there is a clear need for larger available datasets that are also balanced

in terms of class and main risk factors. On larger datasets, it should be more

straightforward to increase methodology rigour (e.g. by using CV or hold-out sets),

and to seek more active and systematic ways to prevent overfitting.
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3.6.2.4 Strengths/Limitations

In our view, a few desirable qualities should be present in AI research for AD, in

order for it to be finally translatable into clinical practice. These are:

• Spontaneous speech: we consider spontaneous speech data to be

more representative of real-life spoken language. Although speech data

obtained through non-spontaneous, constrained cognitive tasks presents

methodological advantages (i.e. as regards automation, administration and

analysis), we argue that spontaneous speech is desirable for cognitive

monitoring given its ubiquity, naturalness and relative ease of collection.

Under this criterion, we seek not only for the research field to explore the

advantages of using speech for cognitive screening, but also the suitability for

continuous and longitudinal collection. 65% meet this criterion by using open

question data (i.e. free episodic recalls, discourses prompted by a picture,

conversational dialogues). The remaining papers rely on constrained data,

obtained for example by recording the words produced in a fluency test.

• Conversational speech: similarly, we deem conversational speech to

be more representative of real life spoken language than monologue

speech. Here again we find a trade-off between naturalness and

standardisation. While monologues are easier to handle (by requiring fewer

preprocessing steps) and may avoid potential confunding factors present in

dialogues (e.g. relationships between speakers, conversational style, cultural

norms surrounding doctor-patient conversations), some methods may take

advantage of these very factors for cognitive screening as they enrich the

cognitive mechanisms involved in the interaction (Pickering and Garrod,

2004). Of the reviewed papers, only 18% report the use of dialogue (i.e.

structured, semi-structured or conversational).

• Automation: most of the reviewed papers claim some degree of automation

in their procedure, but looking closely, only 37% describe a fully (or nearly

fully) automatic method, from transcription to classification. Another 37%

describe a partially automatic procedure, frequently automating feature

generation and/or classification steps, but with a manual transcription and/or

manual feature set reduction. The rest describe methods that require manual

intervention at almost every stage, and were therefore deemed to not be

automatic.

• Content-independence: this is desirable in order for successful methods to
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be equally successful when speech is elicited in different ways (i.e. with

different tasks, which imply different content). 55% of the papers report

procedures that do rely on content-related characteristics of speech, such

as word content. The rest either rely solely on acoustic features or phoneme

based transcribed features, unrelated to word content.

• Transcription-free: ASR methods are an automatic alternative to manual

transcription, but they are not free of constraints. Therefore, we consider

transcription-free approaches to offer a more relevant contribution to the

clinical application of AI for AD detection for privacy as well as for

implementation and infrastructure purposes. Under this criterion, 35% of the

reviewed papers use a transcription-free approach, whereas the rest rely on

either manual or ASR transcriptions.

Only two studies meet all five criteria with a "yes" (Khodabakhsh and Demiroğlu,

2015; Luz et al., 2018). In our view, the field needs to further explore the

use spontaneous speech (ideally conversational), and indeed we have observed

renewed interest in its use during the time span of this review, as AI becomes

increasingly involved, as shown in Figure 3.1. Automation also needs to be

pursued by trying to bridge the gaps where automation becomes challenging,

namely, during transcription, as well as during feature generation and feature

set reduction (i.e. feature selection and feature extraction). Seeking automation

entails a complex trade-off, since there is clearly valuable information about a

person’s cognitive status reflected in the content of what they say, as well as

how they say it and how they choose to structure it. In addition, not all linguistic

features are content-dependent and metrics such as word frequency, vocabulary

richness, repetitiveness and syntactic complexity are not linked to semantic content

or meaning. However, processing language to obtain these metrics makes

automation and generalisation more difficult, specially as regards non-English

data. While content-related information can offer insights into the nature of the

disease and its development, reviewing the potential for AI systems in terms of

practical usefulness in clinical settings for cognitive health monitoring requires

considerations of content-independent and transcription-free approaches due to

their ease of implementation, successful performance and more straightforward

generalisability.
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3.7 Overall conclusions

We have conducted the first systematic review on the potential application

of interactive artificial intelligence methods to AD detection and progression

monitoring using natural language processing and speech technology to extract

’digital biomarkers’ for machine learning modelling.

Given the somewhat surprising quantity and variety of studies we found, it

seems reasonable to conclude that this is a very promising field, with potential

to gradually introduce changes into clinical practice. Almost all studies report

relatively high performance, despite the difficulties inherent to the type of data used

and the heterogeneity of the methods. When compared to neuropsychological

assessment methods, speech and language technology were found to be at

least equally discriminative between different groups. It is worth noting that

the most commonly used neuropsychological test, MMSE, has been criticised

(Carnero-Pardo, 2014) due to its inherent biases and lack of sensitivity to subtle

symptoms. In this context, interactive AI could offer the same or better performance

as a screening method, with the additional advantages of being implemented

automatically and, possibly, remotely. Notwithstanding, while most of the papers

hereby reviewed highlight the potential of AI and ML methods, no actual translation

into clinical practice has been achieved. One might speculate that this slow uptake,

despite nearly 20 years of research in this field, is due to difficulties in attaining

meaningful interdisciplinary cooperation among between AI/ML research experts

and clinicians. We expect that the growing interest in and indeed adoption of AI/ML

methods in medicine will provide the stimulus needed for effective translation to

take place in this field as it has in others.

Despite an unexpectedly high number of records found eligible to review

(51), the field remains highly heterogeneous with respect to the available

data and methodology. It is difficult to compare results on an equal footing

when their conclusions are drawn from monologue, dialogue, spontaneous and

nonspontaneous speech data. Similarly, different choices of processing units

(varying from phoneme and syllable to a word, sentence or a longer instance)

pose additional comparability challenges. Furthermore, while machine learning

methodology is somewhat standardised through a wealth of open-source tools,

the feature generation and feature set reduction procedures are not. Feature

generation varies greatly, with the same feature falling into slightly different

categories depending on the study. Consequently, abiding by a standard taxonomy

like the one proposed by Voleti et al. (2019), which we adapted in Table 2.5,
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becomes essential in order to make cross-study comparisons. Surprisingly, many

studies do not report on their approach to feature set reduction, or do it very

vaguely, giving less than enough detail for replication. To our knowledge, only

one study (Haider et al., 2019) relies on standardised feature sets available to

the research community, while all other articles extract and calculate speech and

language indices in an ad hoc, non-consensual way.

Furthermore, although cross-validation is implemented in most publications as

an evaluation technique, many studies proceed with feature set reduction outside

a cross-validation setting. That is, both training and testing data are used to find

the relevant features that will serve as input to the classifier input. Additionally,

although it is standard practice to tune machine learning models using a preferred

performance metric (i.e. acc, EER,AUC, F1), we must recognise the potential

effect this might have on the reliability and generalisability of such models. If CV

is done correctly (i.e. not optimising hyper-parameter tuning within the test set of

each fold), the models created in any given fold of the CV procedure are tested

on unseen data, although many studies do not provide this information. Since

most models were evaluated with cross-validation, they were by definition tested

on unseen data, albeit from the same dataset and with some uncertainty around

how hyper-parameters were tuned. Besides, barely any of the reviewed studies

reported a hold-out set procedures or experiments on an entirely separate dataset,

which would be the ideal scenario for robust model validation.

One of the reasons behind this lack of rigour is the size and variable quality of

the datasets, which prevents adequate subsets to be generated while the size and

integrity of the experimental groups is maintained. Consequently, we are confident

that establishing certain standards on data and methodology will also increase the

strictness of study evaluation. With regards to data type and availability, firstly,

we should mention that data collection in this field is particularly difficult due to

ethic constraints, given the personally-identifying nature of speech data. Secondly,

a benchmark dataset is essential to set the long overdue baselines of the field.

Such baselines should not only refer to detection performance for SCI, MCI and

AD classes, but also to regression models able to predict cognitive scores, which

is repeatedly proposed but hardly ever done, and prediction of progression and

risk. Thirdly, we note that conversational dialogue (i.e. natural dialogue) is an

under-explored resource in this field. As noted before, although monologue data

presents methodological advantages, dialogue data has the potential to offer richer

results precisely due to factors that under certain methodological frameworks might

be dismissed as confounds. That is, an AI system trained to evaluate speakers
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interaction, cultural norms and conversational styles has potential to be more

versatile in monitoring cognitive health for different people, in different settings and

at different times of the day. Furthermore, dialogue data could be easier and more

natural to collect in real life (i.e. we spend part of our day interacting with somebody

else), as well as more representative of a broader range psycholinguistic aspects

such as alignment and entrainment at different linguistic levels (Pickering and

Garrod, 2004), which might be relevant to AD detection.

With regards to methodology, we recommend a wider use of standardised

feature sets, such as eGeMAPS (Eyben et al., 2016), purposefully developed

to detect physiological changes in voice production. Needless to say, other

feature sets should also be built and tested systematically, for the field to

move toward finding a golden standard. Further benefits of a consensual set

of features entail the possibility of tracking those features ’back to the brain’,

in order to find their neural substrate and hence contributing to knowledge of

the neuropathology of AD. A promising methodological direction concerns the

underutilised Bags-of-Audio-Words (BoAW) approach, which has recently yielded

competitive results in dementia recognition tasks (Cummins et al., 2020).

In terms of aims and objectives, research suggests that embedded

devices installed in the home to monitor patient health and safety may delay

institutionalisation (Fredericks et al., 2018), and therefore more emphasis should

be placed on the feasibility of remote evaluations. To this end, we propose that

future research focuses on natural conversations, which are straightforward to

collect passively, continuously and longitudinally in order to monitor cognitive health

through an AI system. We also argue that focusing on cohorts already diagnosed

with AD is no longer a relevant task for AI. As noted earlier, the majority of

studies reviewed in this paper focus on diagnosis. We argue that emphasis should

shift towards earlier stages of the disease, when preclinical unobserved changes

start. Future research should therefore attempt to include healthy populations

at higher risk of developing AD in larger scale longitudinal studies, as well as

to compare those populations to lower risk populations. There is good potential

for interactive AI technology to contribute at those stages, given its increasingly

ubiquitous presence in our lives, through wearable devices, smartphones, ’smart

homes’, and ’smart cities’.

In addition, novel AI/ML digital biomarkers (Coravos et al., 2019) could be

used in combination with established biomarkers to target populations at risk of

later dementia onset, as has already been proposed (de la Fuente et al., 2019).

Additionally, a common limitation of dementia risk prediction models is that the
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competing risk of death is ignored (Berry et al., 2010). Given the machine learning

ability to handle large amounts of different types of data, this information will be

valuable if included in future risk prediction models. It needs to be emphasised

that recorded data are considered personal data (i.e. with potential to identify

a subject), with the ethical and regulatory hurdles this entails as regards data

collection and analysis. We suggest that the field would benefit from revised

ethics agreements to facilitate speech data collection, as well as from data

sharing across institutions until datasets reach sufficient size to support complex

machine learning structures and results are robust enough to encourage clinical

applications. Increased collaboration between clinicians and AI experts should

favour these developments.
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Chapter 4

Testing the ground: acoustic

analysis of existing datasets

This Chapter is titled ’testing the ground’ because it presents the experimental work

done with two spoken language datasets that were available for dementia research.

Section 4.1 introduces the reasons for using solely acoustic data. Section 4.2

describes an experiment on dialogue data for AD detection using the ’CCC’

dataset. Section 4.3 introduces an experiment on monologue data for AD detection

using the ’Pitt Corpus’. Section 4.4 evaluates a classification method based on

speech analysis and machine learning on both of those datasets (i.e. ’CCC’ and

’Pitt Corpus’), assessing its potential for cross-corpus generalisation. The order

of these three sections is chronological with respect to the PhD and they present

peer-reviewed published work. Finally, Section 4.5 summarises the findings and

offers some concluding remarks in preparation for the following chapters. While

Chapter 3 presented a systematic account of 51 published studies, this chapter

describes promising experimental results that exemplify the conclusions of the

review. Both chapters complement each other and their conclusions lead to

Chapter 5, which presents a novel method to address some of the discussed

limitations.

The work presented in this Chapter has been published in peer-reviewed

communications, for which details will be provided in each section. Co-authorship

will also be indicated as appropriate.
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4.1 Rationale for choosing acoustic data

This thesis focuses on AD recognition using acoustic information extracted form

spontaneous speech. We have previously discussed that memory loss is generally

the signature symptom of AD, but language alterations such as anomia or

conversational difficulties are pervasive too. Previous chapters have argued that

research on AD detection, and, particularly, early detection, has intensified over the

past years, and that there is an acknowledged need for screening and diagnostic

tools that are less invasive and less costly than the current ones (Laske et al.,

2015). Neuropsychological tests could meet this need as they are evolving to

identify earlier signs of AD with various levels of accuracy (Mortamais et al.,

2016; Ritchie et al., 2017a). Artificial Intelligence, machine learning and speech

and language processing may be complementary avenues towards this goal, as

they enable systems to gather and process behavioural signals, longitudinally

throughout the day, thus facilitating cognitive health monitoring in daily life (Astell

et al., 2019).

Linguistic assessment tools are commonly part of cognitive tests used for

dementia diagnosis (see Section 2.2.3.1) and speech continuity is often assessed

with picture description tasks (e.g. Cookie Theft). Whilst still valuable for AD

diagnosis, most of these examinations offer very limited insight to the early stages

of neurodegeneration, and, therefore, there is a need for screening tools able to

identify these preclinical stages. To this end, an increasing body of literature,

thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3, investigates the potential of automated

processing of behavioural signals such as speech and language to become one of

such novel screening tools. Much of this literature relied on language data collected

under controlled laboratory conditions (i.e. generated through cognitive tests),

as opposed to spontaneous speech, which is arguably more representative of

real-life language and should therefore be preferred for longitudinal daily monitoring

purposes. Few spontaneous speech datasets linked to clinical neuropsychological

assessments for dementia are currently available, and two of them are employed

in this Chapter, namely, the Pitt Corpus, which contains narrative monologues

generated through picture descriptions; and the Carolina Conversations Collection,

which contains conversational dialogues generated through relatively natural

interviews (Pope and Davis, 2011).

Regardless of the type of data, most of the literature discussed in Chapter 3,

relied on transcribed data and computational linguistics for feature generation.

Manual transcription of language data is extremely time-consuming while
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automatic transcription (ASR) performs poorly on speech samples from cognitively

impaired individuals. Nonetheless, there is some evidence on the successful use of

fully automated transcriptions for AD detection, such as Weiner et al. (2017), who

compared the performance of manual vs. ASR transcripts for AD classification on

the ISLE dataset and obtained very similar results (0.61 UAR for manual and 0.62

UAR for ASR transcripts). Mirheidari et al. (2018) evaluated ASR performance for

AD detection on four different spoken language datasets, one of which was the Pitt

Corpus. To the best of our knowledge, this has been the only study to use purely

linguistic features automatically extracted through an ASR as classifier inputs,

which achieved a 58.4% accuracy for the ASR-generated transcripts and 69.8%

for the manually generated ones. Chapter 3 concluded that there is considerable

room for improvement before ASR-based methods could be translated into clinical

practice for these purposes. Besides, although some transcript-based methods

offer promising results, they may be difficult to generalise given that they often rely

on content-dependent features (e.g. lexical, syntactic), which are very informative

but present potential disadvantages for clinical applicability:

• Language content depends on the participant’s role in the interaction (i.e.

healthy control, AD patient, interviewer, etc.) as well as on their baseline

cognitive abilities.

• Language content is subject to the relationship between both speakers. For

example, if the interviewer is also the patient’s doctor or if they already know

each other, there will be implicit shared knowledge that is subject-dependent

(i.e. difficult to generalise).

• Models trained with content-dependent features prompted with a particular

task are unlikely to generalise well to language data prompted with a different

task or to spontaneous speech.

• Transcription methods entail numerous constraints. Despite the advances on

ASR systems the error rate for word recognition is still over 11% for relatively

high quality telephone dialogues (Xiong et al., 2016). Voice recordings of

spoken language collected in AD settings usually present low quality and

ungrammatical sentences that these methods are unable to handle.

• Content-dependent models are language-dependent and therefore require a

different model to be created and corpus-trained for different languages. This

is a major shortcoming when developing methods to address global cognitive

health.
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• Many linguistic features, such as lexical diversity or syntactical complexity,

are successfully identified by traditional cognitive examinations, which are

already available and widely used yet insufficient to detect preclinical AD.

While computational linguistic analysis has the added potential to automate

the process, this automation is still very limited (see Chapter 3). This lessens

the probability that clinical practitioners choose to implement these novel

methods instead of the traditional ones.

• Content-dependent features are more likely to incur in privacy issues.

Therefore, moving away from these type of features could encourage

research ethics committees to simplify certain procedures.

Some of these disadvantages, such as the differences in conversational content

depending on the relationship between two speakers, are of unquestionable

scientific interest (i.e. pragmatics). Nevertheless, in order to be practically

useful in clinical practice, screening models require a degree of consistency

that is unlikely to be achieved with features that rely on this content, as it also

introduces a relatively high degree of individual variability. We argue that a prosodic

approach might provide a better trade-off between methodological consistency

and informativeness. Acoustic features have been less popular in the literature

despite there being good reasons for their investigation. Some of these reasons

are methodological, such as avoiding the need for transcriptions or safeguarding

patients’ privacy, but others are related to the nature of the disease. For instance,

in addition to characterising linguistic decline, analysing acoustic features might

point us to subtle changes in speech production, which might not be obvious for

the individual, their relatives or their doctor, but potentially detectable by a trained

signal processing system. Such changes could then be ’traced back’ to their

dedicated brain regions and offer further insights into the neuropathology of AD.

In a nutshell, speech ubiquity allows for spoken language data to be seamlessly

acquired, thereby becoming a suitable source of data for personal and longitudinal

monitoring of cognitive health. The success of this approach depends upon

the development of robust speech technologies able to process and produce

natural conversations, rather than scripted monologues (Conway and O’Connor,

2016). This Chapter adds further support to this hypothesis by presenting three

transcription-free approaches for the evaluation of acoustic features as input for

machine learning classification. Section 4.2 presents a study on CCC dialogues,

Section 4.3 on Pitt Corpus monologues and Section 4.4 combines both datasets

in a cross-corpus approach.
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4.2 AD detection with acoustic dialogue data

This section presents an approach to automatic detection of AD based on

spontaneous dialogues recorded in natural settings. We chose to process these

interviews by extracting exclusively content-free features to build a predictive model

with a machine learning boosting method: additive logistic regression. The training

data is a subset of the CCC dataset that contains 21 AD dialogues and 17

dialogues by non-AD counterparts. The proposed model is able to distinguish

these two groups with an 86.5% overall accuracy, even though it does not rely on

high-level linguistic features (e.g. grammatical complexity, lexicon).

This work was published in the 11th edition of the Language Resources

and Evaluation Conference (LREC) from the European Language Resources

Association (ELRA). The published version, co-authored by myself, S. Luz and P.

Albert (Luz et al., 2018), is attached in Appendix 2. As a peer-reviewed publication

from 2018, it was evaluated in Chapter 3’s systematic review, which concluded that

it represents the state-of-the-art for works on dialogue using content-free features.

4.2.1 Introduction

Different to the vast majority of the studies reviewed in Chapter 3, our approach

employs spontaneous conversational data and explores dialogue mechanisms

as input features for the machine learning classifier. This approach relies on

the assumption that, as discussed in Chapter 2, people with an AD diagnosis

will show patterns during dialogue interactions which are distinctive from those

of people without AD. As the disease progresses, their conversational abilities

decrease and normal turn-taking is interrupted by repeated questions, longer

silences and answers that deviate from the relevant topic, amongst other trouble

indicating behaviours. Accordingly, we predict that AD dialogues will include more

interventions by the professional or researcher who is leading the interview, as

well as less overall fluidity, compared to the non-AD group. We expect that

speech-silence patterns from both speakers (i.e. turns) and basic prosody (i.e.

speech rate: the speed at which someone speaks, normally measured in words

per minute) will prove as reliable as other, more complex, language features used

by earlier work.

Previous analysis of dialogue data have identified features such as increased

conversational confusion, which slows and shortens speech (Rudzicz et al.,

2014), changes in prosody (Gonzalez-Moreira et al., 2015) or emotional behaviour

(Devillers et al., 2005). Works on dialogue using the same CCC dataset also
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obtained promising results although there are two key differences with the work

hereby presented. On the one hand, they did not use dialogue features, but

rather extracted commonly used linguistic features (Guinn et al., 2014). On

the other hand, they focused on analysing the trouble-indicating behaviours of

the person diagnosed with AD, compared to the researcher or professional who

was speaking to them, rather than compared to another person of a similar age

but without AD (Guinn and Habash, 2012). Although promising, these works

face the generalisation difficulties discussed in Chapter 3. Many of the linguistic

features are primarily content-dependent and present the disadvantages discussed

in Section 4.1, some of which we aim to address by focusing on the interaction

patterns themselves, without relying on content characteristics.

In this experiment, we compare dialogues involving AD patients to dialogues

involving patients with other health conditions (not related to AD) in terms of speech

rate and turn-taking behaviour. Accordingly, we focus on interaction patterns which

do not regard the content of the words being used or the topic being discussed

in the conversation, hence safeguarding patients’ privacy. These interaction

patterns were first proposed in the characterisation of psychopathology by Jaffe

and Feldstein (1970), who used Markov chains to represent dialogues between

patients and their therapists. Inspired by this idea, we train a machine learning

model with these dialogue features to classify AD and non-AD speakers. To the

best of our knowledge, this is the first work to employ low-level and content-free

dialogue interaction data as a basis for AD detection.

4.2.2 Methods

This section describes the dataset, pre-processing (i.e. data preparation

procedures) and machine learning methods used for detecting AD on the CCC

dialogue dataset. The general analysis pipeline to be applied in all the experiments

presented in this Chapter, as well as in Chapter 6 is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: General outline of the analysis implemented in Pitt and CCC datasets.
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4.2.2.1 Dataset: Carolina Conversations Collection

The Carolina Conversations Collection CCC1 is a digital collection of conversations

about health and institutional healthcare with patients who suffered a chronic

medical condition such as AD, diabetes or a cardiovascular disease. The

conversations involved a person over 65 years old and an interviewer with whom

they were supposed to speak twice a year. These interviewers were researchers

involved in the CCC project or students from the gerontology or linguistics degree.

The collection is hosted and distributed by the Medical University of South Carolina

and it includes audio recordings with associated transcriptions (Pope and Davis,

2011).

For this doctoral research, access to the CCC dataset was provided after

complying with ethical requirements at the University of Edinburgh (UoE) and

at the Medical University of South Carolina (MUSC). The former consisted of

submitting a ’Self-Audit Checklist for Ethical Review’ to the UoE’s Ethics Review

Group (Appendix 3), for which institutional approval was obtained in December

2016 (letter included in Appendix 4). The latter consisted of submitting UoE’s

letter of approval to the MUSC’s Ethics Board and completing a module on ’Ethical

Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects’, jointly offered by CITI

Program2 and the University of North Carolina at Charlotte (the course report and

certificate are included in Appendix 5 and 6, respectively). Access to CCC was

finally granted on 27 February 2017 by Dr Charlene Pope at the MUSC (letter of

access included in Appendix 7).

Besides the conversational data, the corpus contains several demographic

variables, including: age range, gender, number of years of completed education,

occupation prior to retirement and clinical diagnosis. For the purpose of this

research, two experimental groups were created based on clinical diagnosis: an

AD group of 21 participants (15 females, 6 males) and a non-AD group of 17

participants (12 females, 5 males). The AD group was comprised by participants

with a diagnosis of AD or dementia, while the non-AD group included participants

suffering from unrelated clinical conditions such as diabetes or cardiovascular

disease. Group demographics for AD and non-AD are shown in Table 4.1

and 4.2, respectively, with aliases instead of their actual names. Participants with

neuropsychological conditions different from AD but thought to affect cognition

such as major depression or schizophrenia were excluded from the analysis.

Although there is diagnostic class imbalance and the dataset clearly contains more

1https://carolinaconversations.musc.edu
2www.citiprogram.org/verify/?w4e191462-9bdc-4420-870c-4cd2ac5dd490-22200480
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female participants, the experimental groups were matched for age ranges and

gender frequencies in order to reduce statistical bias, and therefore we consider

them to be comparable for the purposes of this experiment.

Table 4.1: CCC: demographic variables available for the AD group

Alias Gender Age Education Condition Occupation
1 Ms. Ainsworth F 60-69 Alzheimers
2 Mr. Carmel M 80-89 Alzheimers accountant
3 Ms. Mason F 80-89 9-12 years Alzheimers mother, housewife
4 Ms. Tabor F 90+ Alzheimers
5 Ms. Taggart F 70-79 Alzheimers
6 Ms. Tatter F 80-89 Alzheimers
7 Mr. Tappan M 80-89 13-16 years Alzheimers store owner
8 Ms. Tedding F 80-89 Alzheimers
9 Ms. Teesdale F 80-89 Alzheimers

10 Ms. Tichenor F 70-79 Alzheimers
11 Mr. Wakefield M 80-89 13-16 years Alzheimers postal service
12 Mr. Walton F 80-89 13-16 years Alzheimers social worker
13 Ms. Wallace F 80-89 Alzheimers millworker
14 Ms. Wallop F 80-89 Alzheimers nurse
15 Mr. Walters M 80-89 13-16 years Alzheimers chemical process engineer
16 Ms. Weldon F 80-89 Alzheimers
17 Mr. Wheadon M 70-79 9-12 years Alzheimers Air Force
18 Ms. Wheelock F 60-69 9-12 years Alzheimers cafeteria
19 Ms. Yager F 70-79 13-16 years Alzheimers secretary for CPA
20 Ms. Yarrow F 70-79 Alzheimers
21 Ms. Zachary F 80-89 9-12 years Alzheimers Inspector at hosiery mill

Table 4.2: CCC: demographic variables available for the non-AD group

Alias Gender Age Education Condition Occupation
1 Mr. Abney M 70-79 9-12 years Diabetes machine operator foreman
2 Ms. Abbott F 70-79 9-12 years Diabetes nursing
3 Ms. Ackart F 70-79 Arthritis
4 Mr. Adcock M 70-79 1-8 years Heart disease school staff position
5 Ms Addison F 70-79 13-16 years Diabetes nursing
6 Mr. Adrian M 70-79 13-16 years Arthritis teacher
7 Ms. Affleck F 70-79 13-16 years Diabetes Bookkeeper, Accounting
8 Mr. Agar M 70-79 13-16 years Heart disease mechanical engineer
9 Mr. Agnew M 70-79 13-16 years Arthritis banking

10 Ms. Alan F 70-79 13-16 years Arthritis English Instructor
11 Ms. Alsop F 70-79 9-12 years Diabetes Site manager
12 Ms. Annan F 70-79 Diabetes nursing
13 Ms. Appleby F 70-79 13-16 years Diabetes accounting
14 Ms. Askew F 70-79 9-12 years Cancer sales
15 Ms. Astor F 70-79 9-12 years Osteoporosis nursing
16 Ms. Atherton F 90+ 1-8 years Pneumonia housewife
17 Ms. Atkins F 70-79 Diabetes Domestic

CCC includes time-aligned transcripts, which we did not use except for the

computation of an alternative speech rate feature that acted as a baseline. The

identifiers of the dialogues used in our experiments may be provided on request

to interested researchers that have also been granted access to the CCC dataset.

The code used for pre-processing and data analysis is also available at Pierre

Albert’s UoE gitlab server3. These procedures are in place in order to ensure

reproducibility of our results.
3https://cybermat.tardis.ed.ac.uk/pial/CCCdataset
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4.2.2.2 Pre-processing

Data preparation procedures were conceived by Dr Luz (2013) and consisted of

estimating participants’ speaking rate and generating vocalisation graphs from

speech data. These vocalisation graphs, an example of which is shown in

Figure 4.2, are Markov diagrams that encode the conditional probabilities for each

first-order transition between a vocalisation event and steady-state. Vocalisation

events are:

• Speech: produced by either the patient or the interviewer (or ’others’, since

there is sometimes a third person in the interview). Speakers are labeled in

the vocalisation graphs as patient and professional.

• Joint talk: overlapping speech between the two speakers.

• Silence events: also known as ’floor’. In the vocalisation diagram they are

further divided into ’pause’ and ’switching pause’ depending on whether the

floor is taken by the same speaker that was speaking before the pause

(’pause’) or a different speaker (’switching pause’).

professional
0.231 0.279

patient
0.575

0.628

Pause
0.018

0.023

SwitchingPause
0.171

0.070

0.279

0.544

0.015 0.162

Other
0.005

1.000

0.500

0.500

0.714

0.214

0.071

Figure 4.2: Example of a vocalisation graph for a patient dialogue (R package available in Luz, 2020).

Vocalisation and pause patterns have been successfully employed to conduct

dialogue segmentation and classification (Luz and Su, 2010), as well as to

characterise the role and performance of participants in a collaborative task

(Luz, 2013). Moreover, similar features had been previously used to analyse

conversations between a therapist and their patient in a mental health context

(Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970). Other recent models that were reviewed in Chapter 3

also proposed turn-taking statistics for dementia diagnosis (Mirheidari et al.,

2016), although not in a systematically content-free framework as the one hereby

presented.
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By looking at simple counts of these vocalisation events, it can be observed

that the AD group produces more vocalisation events than their interviewers and

than their non-AD counterparts. This is shown in Figure 4.3, which also shows

that this difference in vocalisation events may be accounted for by an increased

number of silence events produced by the AD group (since silence is considered a

vocalisaiton event too). This is consistent with the literature on AD symptoms and

language decline revised in Chapter 2.

Figure 4.3: Distribution of vocalisation event counts in dialogues involving an AD patient and a non-AD patient.

In order to calculate speech rate, the initial idea was to leave the transcripts

aside and use only the acoustic signal. For this, we implemented De Jong’s

syllable nuclei detection algorithm, an unsupervised method able to detect speech

rate directly from the audio file, without further human annotation (De Jong and

Wempe, 2009). This, however, proved problematic due the uneven audio quality

of the recordings and the fact that the corpus does not include a gold standard

against which syllable count could be measured. Therefore, we decided to use the

time-aligned transcripts to validate the outcome of De Jong’s algorithm.

Average words per minute (WPM) per individual utterance is a common

speech rate measure, which can be calculated directly from the transcripts (Akira

et al., 2017). However, it presents a number of limitations, such as words’
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variable lengths and variable articulation, which may bias the WPM estimates.

Word articulation may vary since it depends on phonological stress, frequency,

contextual predictability, repetition and other speech-related phenomena (Bell

et al., 2009). Following Akira et al. (2017), we produced speech rate ratio

estimates in order to mitigate these potential issues. Different to simple speech

rate estimates, speech rate ratios are normalised through a speech synthesizer

that produces 160 WPM, conventionally agreed as the ’normal’ pace. Therefore,

these estimates represent deviations of speaker’s speech rate from a ’normalised’

pace of 160 WMP, in this case synthesised using the MaryTTS system (Schröder

and Trouvain, 2003). The estimates were computed as the ratio of the speech

synthesised through MaryTTS (160WPM) to each actual participant’s speaking

rate, and they were reasonably correlated to the estimates that had been calculated

automatically. The correlation was ρ = 0.502 (t(30) = 3.19, p = 0.003), which

indicates that the unsupervised estimations by De Jong’s algorithm using only

the recordings are reliable despite the noisy settings. Another limitation of WPM,

present in most language-base approaches, is that its value may depend on the

individual baseline average performance, which was not available in this dataset

and, therefore, could not be taken into account.

Further pre-processing entailed extracting turns time-stamps, speaker role and

utterance text, originally encoded in XML format. An excerpt of these variables

is shown in Table 4.3, where columns correspond to patient ID (’Ainsworth’,

shortened to ’Ains’ for space), beginning and ending of the turn, actual duration

of the turn (in seconds), duration of the turn by the synthesizer, speech rate

ratio, speaker role (i.e. ’pat’ for patient or ’prof’ for professional), diagnostic label

and transcribed utterances. Like the audio files, the transcripts were not free of

inconsistencies, one of the most critical was that some files had time-stamps in

deciseconds (0.1s), which had to be converted to seconds.

Table 4.3: Example utterances and speech rate estimations of an AD patient

id begin end turn(s) TTS(s) SRR role dx trans
Ains. 113.25 113.25 0.00 2.76 0.00 pat AD and I go quite frequently to the library.
Ains. 115.80 116.77 0.97 1.10 0.88 prof AD Um yes.
Ains. 116.77 120.21 3.44 2.20 1.56 pat AD And then we go for walks on the beach.
Ains. 120.21 122.97 2.75 1.54 1.79 prof AD Which beach do you walk?
Ains. 122.97 128.75 5.79 4.46 1.30 pat AD Ah
Ains. 128.75 130.93 2.17 2.29 0.95 prof AD Um. I love Folly Beach.
Ains. 130.93 131.63 0.71 0.73 0.97 pat AD Yeah.
Ains. 131.63 131.63 0.00 2.55 0.00 pat AD Most uh convenient from West Ashley.
Ains. 134.82 136.53 1.71 2.02 0.85 prof AD Well you’re doing a lot of walking.

Table 4.3 contains 9 utterances of one AD patient. The full dataset contains

21,057 utterances from AD conversations and 13,130 utterances from non-AD
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conversations, a total of 34187, which are shown alongside other dialogue

descriptive statistics in Table 4.4. The descriptive statistics include:

• Dialogue duration in total: actual and synthesised (TTS).

• Average turn duration: average time, in seconds, that a participant of a given

group speaks during each turn. Actual and synthesised (TTS).

• Total turn duration: total time, in seconds, that a participant of a given group

spoke on average. Actual and synthesised (TTS).

• Normalised turn duration: the ratio of an average participant’s turn duration

to the total duration of the dialogues of the group to which they belong to.

Actual and synthesised (TTS)

• Average number of words: calculated per class’ participant.

• Total number of words: calculated per class’ participant.

• Average number of words per minute: calculated per class participant.

• Speech rate mean (M ) and standard deviation (sd), estimated with De Jong’s

algorithm.

Table 4.4: CCC: descriptive statistic on dialogue turn-taking (duration in seconds)

Feature non-AD AD
Number of utterances 13130 21057
Dialogue duration 4107.3 7628.4
Dialogue duration TTS 7618.8 7618.8
Avg turn duration 97.3 255.8
Total turn duration 1654.3 4348.3
Norm. total turn duration 3.0 4.1
Avg turn duration TTS 107.6 238.0
Total turn duration TTS 1829.7 4046.1
Norm. total turn duration TTS 3.0 4.2
Avg number of words 314.6 742.5
Total number of words 5348.0 12622.0
Avg words per minute 155.9 166.5
Speech rate mean (syl/min) 180.8 168.0
Speech rate sd (syl/min) 28.4 35.6

The speech rate in syllables per minute was higher in non-AD participants than

in AD participants (MnonAD = 180.8, sdnonAD = 28.4; MAD = 168, sdnonAD = 35.6

syllables/min;). However, this difference was not statistically significant with a

Welch two sample t-test (t(30.5) = 1.15, p = 0.28). This differed from our
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expectations, although, since the means are indeed different, the lack of statistical

significance could be due to the limited number of participants. Pre-processing

up to this point was done with Python programming language (Van Rossum and

Drake, 2009).

The information in Table 4.4 was used for feature generation in R programming

language (R Core Team, 2013). It entailed detecting silence intervals, turn

transitions and pause events, and categorising them in order to produce the

vocalisation graphs. All the information needed to build the vocalisation graphs

is extracted directly with signal processing methods, with a single exception:

the speech rate ratio (i.e. calculated from the speech signal but validated with

the transcripts as explained above). Two alternative data representations were

generated for these vocalisation features:

1. Vocalisation Graph Only (VGO): encodes the probabilities of each possible

pair of dialogue transitions. These included steady-state probabilities for

each vocalisation event, as well as self-transitions (actually predominant in

Markov chain samples).

2. Vocalisation Graph + Speech rate (VGS): consists of a VGO like the one

described above where vocalisation statistics are combined with information

about speech rate (mean and variance).

4.2.2.3 Machine Learning Classification

This section describes a supervised learning approach for an AD classification task

on dialogue data, according to the taxonomy discussed in Section 2.4. The data

representation alternatives described above (VGO and VGS) were annotated as

AD or non-AD, congruent with the participant’s diagnosis, and then used to train

machine learning classifiers to predict such annotations on unseen data.

The model chosen was a boosting model (Schapire and Freund, 2014), that is,

a model able to combine a group of weak learners into a more reliable classifier.

The weak learners used to build this boosting model were decision stumps, which

are decision trees with a single split node. The training process consisted of 10

iterations, whereby each training instance (xi) followed these sequential steps:

1. A weak classifier (decision tree), f̂m, is fitted using weights on the data.

2. These weights are computed with class probability estimates: P (ad =

1|data)
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3. For each of the 10 iterations, the probability estimates, and therefore, the

weights, are adapted depending on the results of the preceding iteration.

That is, the instances that are misclassified in an iteration increase their

weights for the next iteration by a factor that is proportional to the weighted

training error.

4. In the next xi, a weak classifier is fitted using the newly estimated weights.

The Real Adaboost algorithm (Friedman et al., 2000) was implemented to make

a final classification decision. This decision is calculated with a probability estimate

through an additive logistic regression (logit equation 4.1) that takes into account

the previously iterated steps.

F̂ (x) = sign

[
M∑

m=1

f̂m(x)

]
(4.1)

Performance evaluation was assessed through 10-fold cross-validation as the

dataset was too small to create a hold-out set. Having matched the groups for

age and gender distributions, we considered them to be reasonably comparable

and assessed the results in terms of accuracy, precision, recall (sensitivity) and

F1. Given the ultimate clinical aim of these methods, two different averages are

presented for these scores:

• micro-average (µ), calculating the mean over the entire set of classification

decisions. This is useful when a dataset presents variable group sizes, which

is often the case in clinical settings.

• macro-average, (M ), calculating the mean over individual classifiers. This is

useful to assess the overall classifier’s performance, and thus to choose a

certain model over another one.

Leave-one-out cross-validation (LOO-CV) was implemented to calculate the

overall accuracy estimates, given the small size of the dataset. This consists on

selecting one data instance and leave it out of the training process so that it can be

used for testing afterwards. The remaining data instances are then used to train

the model, which is tested on the unseen instance, and this procedure is repeated

until all instances have been selected as ’left-out’ instances.

Finally, ROC curves where plotted and their corresponding AUC was calculated.

In order to smooth the ROC curves, simulation was employed, running 10 rounds
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of 10-fold cross validation tests where a random selection of data instances was

used to build the hold-out sets. ROC curves are relevant in clinical experiments

because they show the relationship between true positive and false positive rates

as the classification threshold varies.

4.2.3 Results

Both approaches to data representation obtained promising results. VGO, the

first and simpler approach, obtained an overall accuracy of 81.1% in the LOO-CV

experiment and an average F1,µ of 0.77. These results are well above the chance

baseline (random guess for a binary experiment ≈ 50% accuracy), indicating that

turn-taking patterns alone are useful to differentiate AD from non-AD speakers in

this dataset. VGO results are shown in Table 4.5 and Figure 4.4a presents the

corresponding ROC curve and AUC estimate.

Table 4.5: AD detection results for the VGO data representation approach.

AD non-AD
Accuracyµ 0.812 Accuracyµ 0.714
Precisionµ 0.765 Precisionµ 0.769
Recallµ 0.812 Recallµ 0.714
F1,µ 0.788 F1,µ 0.741
PrecisionM 0.667 PrecisionM 0.792
RecallM 0.722 RecallM 0.729
F1,M 0.685 F1,M 0.721

Average F1,µ: 0.77
Average F1,M : 0.70

Overall accuracy (LOO-CV): 81.1%

The VGS representation added speech rate information, which enhanced

overall accuracy up to 86.5% for AD detection in the LOO-CV experiment, and

the average F1,µ up to 0.83. VGS results are shown in Table 4.6 and Figure 4.4b

shows the corresponding ROC curve and AUC estimate.

A visual comparison of both ROC curves suggests that adding speech rate

information does not only improve the performance metrics. It also enhances the

classification trade-off between the true positive rate and the false positive rate

(i.e. sensitivity and 1−specificity, accounted by the x and y axis of the ROC curve,

respectively). Specifically, true positives increase and false positives decrease at

low threshold cut-offs, evidenced by Figure 4.4.

In order to interpret our results in a broader methodological context, the same

training-testing procedure was implemented with other common algorithms used

for AD classification. The classifiers employed were logistic regression, Naïve
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Table 4.6: Results for the VGS data representation approach.

AD non-AD
Accuracyµ 0.882 Accuracyµ 0.769
Precisionµ 0.833 Precisionµ 0.833
Recallµ 0.882 Recallµ 0.769
F1,µ 0.857 F1,µ 0.800
PrecisionM 0.796 PrecisionM 0.708
RecallM 0.833 RecallM 0.708
F1,M 0.811 F1,M 0.700

Average F1,µ: 0.83
Average F1,M : 0.76

Overall accuracy (LOO-CV): 86.5 %
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(a) VGO-based classifiers.
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(b) VGS-based classifiers.

Figure 4.4: ROC curves and AUC estimates for classifiers based on both data representation approaches.

Bayes (with a Gaussian kernel), a SVM trained with sequential minimal optimisation

(SMO) and a polynomial kernel (Platt, 1998), decision trees (C4.5 algorithm)

and Random Forest (Breiman, 2001). These methods were implemented using

the WEKA software (Hall et al., 2009). The overall accuracy figures (LOO-CV)

are presented in Table 4.7, showing little difference between the Real Adaboost

additive logistic regression (our chosen method) and other classifiers frequently

used in the literature. The exception is logistic regression, which underperforms

the other classifiers with an obvious difference. Our method outperforms RF and

SVM, despite SVM being seemingly hegemonic as regards performance measures

in Chapter 3. Real Adaboost and decision trees present matching performances,

which is perhaps not surprising given that our weak learners were also decision

trees. Looking at the maximum values for F1 for AD classification (i.e. the target

class), Real Adaboost slightly outperforms decision trees as well (Fm = 0.878 vs.

Fm = 0.872).

Further research context is provided in Table 4.8, which compares related

studies in terms of number of participants (n), classification performance
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Table 4.7: Compared accuracy results obtained with different classification algorithms, on VGS-based datasets.

Classification method Accuracy (LOO-CV)
Real Adaboost 86.5%
Decision trees 86.5%
SVM 83.7%
Random forests 81.1%
Logistic regression 75.7%

(accuracy), modality (i.e. acoustic or text-based) and whether feature generation

was automated or not. It is worth noting, besides the information on the table, that

although these studies work with dialogue, they did not extract interactive features

as we have done here. The closest to that is the work by Gonzalez-Moreira et al.

(2015), whose prosodic features included pause patterns likely to be influenced by

the conversational context and present an accuracy marginally lower than ours.

The rest of the studies obtained lower accuracy with non-automated methods

that rely on content, including including those using CCC (Guinn and Habash,

2012; Guinn et al., 2014; Rudzicz et al., 2014). Rudzicz et al. (2014) used a

much larger version of CCC, which could have implied treating repeated visits

of the same participant as different participants, not excluding participants with

neuropsychological conditions other than AD and not matching for age and gender.

Table 4.8: Study results in context with the state-of-the-art.

Study n accuracy modality automatic
This study 38 86.5% acoustic yes
Gonzalez-Moreira et al. (2015) 20 85.0% acoustic yes
Guinn et al. (2014) 31 80.0% text no (text)
Rudzicz et al. (2014) 72 79.5% text/acoustic no (text)
Guinn and Habash (2012) 31 79.5% text no (text)

4.2.4 Conclusions

The method present above automatically recognised signs of disrupted

communication in conversations about health. The signs of disrupted

communication were not only recognised, but also successfully used to compare

and differentiate speakers with and without AD, with an overall accuracy of 86.5%, a

micro-average F score of 0.83 and a macro-average F score of 0.76. Comparisons

with previous work are hard to draw on an equal footing, given the heterogeneity

discussed in Chapter 3, but these results match the accuracy ranges of other

relevant works such as Fraser et al. (2016)’s comprehensive model on monologue

(81.92%) , or Guinn et al. (2014)’s findings on the same dataset (80%). Especially
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when compared to the latter, our model yields smaller discrepancy between the

classification of the two groups and, therefore, a better trade-off between specificity

and sensitivity, despite relying on less complicated features that could be directly

extracted from spontaneous speech.

The main limitations of this work are data audio quality, small size and

lack of neuropsychological information. Presumably, these data are also not

entirely natural, if we define natural speech as having little or no pre-defined

structure. Since CCC dialogues are, after all, interviews, they include a degree

of bias due the interviewer having a clear objective that is known to the patient,

thereby generating clear differences with a merely casual conversation. The

ubiquity of behavioural signals such as speech will allow social technology to

support longitudinal studies, gathering multiple measures of multiple variables

in living settings and therefore generating larger datasets, more appropriate for

machine learning techniques. Further content-free parameters will be explored

for monologues in Section 4.3 and in a cross-corpus manner in Section 4.4. For

further work on dialogue to mitigate some of the limitations of this work, Chapter 5

presents a protocol for data collection of high quality recordings from participants

for which a neuropsychological scores, risk-factors and biomarkers have also been

gathered.

4.3 Working with acoustic monologue data

This section presents an approach to automatic detection of AD based on narrative

monologues generated with the Cookie Theft picture description task. As in the

previous section, we chose to process these recordings by extracting content-free

speech features to build a predictive model with machine learning methods.

The training data is a balanced subset of the Pitt Corpus that contains 82 AD

monologues and 82 monologues by healthy counterparts (HC), matched for age

and gender. Different to previous works on this dataset, which relied on high-level

language features, the proposed model is based on solely acoustic speech features

extracted through a newly presented method (ADR), and is able to distinguish the

two groups with a 78.70% overall accuracy.

This work has been published in the Journal for Selected Topics in Signal

Processing (JSTSP) from the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

(IEEE). The published version, co-authored by Dr Fasih Haider and Dr Saturnino

Luz, is attached in Appendix 8 (Haider et al., 2019). As a peer-reviewed publication

from late 2019, it was evaluated in Chapter 3’s systematic review, which concluded
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that it represents the state-of-the-art for works on monologue using a standardised

set of content-free (paralinguistic) features in a balanced dataset.

4.3.1 Introduction

The Pitt Corpus, or just Pitt, contains speech data from participants who were

recorded while describing the scene in the Cookie Theft Picture (see Figure 2.6)

from the Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination (Goodglass and Kaplan, 1983a).

Examples of language alterations in AD progression that apply specifically to

narrative spoken data, such as Pitt, include lexical difficulties, semantic and

grammatical deterioration and decreased discourse coherence, which make

comprehension challenging for the listener.

The review presented in Chapter 3 evidences that this picture is the data

collection protocol most commonly used for AD detection with machine learning

models based on speech and language data. In fact, Pitt is the most widely

used dataset in the field, which is probably due to it being one of the few

available databases that couple relatively spontaneous spoken language with

neuropsychological information. Most of those works have taken advantage of

the manual transcripts available in the corpus and focused on linguistic features

which identify typical language alterations such as the ones outlined above (i.e.

lexical, syntactical). Fraser et al. (2016) is one of the most comprehensive

of such studies. They reported 81.92% overall accuracy for machine learning

classification of individuals with and without AD and identified four linguistic

factors: semantic impairment, acoustic abnormality, syntactic impairment and

information impairment. These factors comprised high-level linguistic features

as well as a basic set of acoustic features that included the mean of the first

42 mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs; Mermelstein, 1976) and other

functionals (variance, skewness and kurtosis). Yancheva and Rudzicz (2016)

also achieved an 80% overall accuracy for AD detection on Pitt with a Random

Forest classifier. They trained this classifier with the manual transcripts in order

to create a vector-space method for automatic topic modelling including the same

lexical, syntactic and acoustic features described by Fraser et al. (2016). Similarly,

Hernández-Domínguez et al. (2018) extracted the first 13 MFCCs, in combination

with information content and other linguistic measures. They used these features

as input for an SVM classifier and obtained 79% accuracy for binary classification

of HC-AD, which dropped slightly to 77% when MCI participants were merged into

the AD group.

Another research group worked on Pitt for AD classification with a deep
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neural network approach and deep vocabulary spaces. Advocating for high-order

n-grams, Orimaye et al. (2018) reported AUC measures of 0.79 and 0.83 for

4-grams and 5-grams analyses, respectively. In an earlier study, they had also

reported an AUC of 0.94 with 1000-grams (Orimaye et al., 2017). While this

performance is impressive, it presents an important limitation as a screening tool,

namely, low generalisability across datasets, since the higher the n-gram order, the

more tied it is to specific data (i.e. Cookie Theft descriptions, in this case). This

is because n-grams require to be operationalised through information units that

are established prior to analysis and are therefore highly influenced by context,

content and subject variability (Croisile et al., 1996). Hence, this 1000-gram model

could be expected to perform similarly well on other English data generated with

the Cookie Theft picture, but is likely to perform poorly otherwise. Fraser et al.

(2019a) proposed a strategy to mitigate this generalisation problem by developing

a method able to automatically generate those information units in a systematic

manner. Moreover, they implemented it on English (Pitt) and Swedish versions

of the Cookie Theft narratives and trained SVM models to classify MCI patients

and healthy counterparts, reporting 63% accuracy for English and 72% accuracy

for Swedish. These results do not match the state-of-the-art, established by the

same research group in Fraser et al. (2016), but the multilingual approach is

undoubtedly worth mentioning as well as their aim to discriminate MCI (i.e. an

stage of neurodegeneration milder than AD). In doing so, they addressed one of

the most important challenges for language research, and especially for language

research applied to clinical settings: the predominance of English data and what

this means for the global use of language technology in healthcare.

Overall, previous related works on Pitt focus predominantly on linguistic

features as a basis for their predictive models, incurring in the potential issues

outlined in Section 4.1 (i.e. difficult automation, content-dependence, difficult

generalisation, lower global health applicability, overlap with neuropsychological

batteries, privacy issues). Exceptionally, Mirheidari et al. (2018) conducted an

analysis on fully automated transcriptions for AD detection on four different spoken

language datasets, one of which was Pitt, and reported a 58.4% accuracy

with the ASR-generated transcripts and a 69.8% for the manual ones. In the

light of these results and the various reasons mentioned earlier, we hereby

propose a transcription-free and ASR-free model, which we hypothesise to be less

constrained and more easily portable to other languages.

Although acoustic features have been less popular in this field of research, they

are receiving increased attention and some Pitt studies have already introduced
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them in their models. For example, the comprehensive study by Fraser et al. (2016)

extracted a number of prosodic features from Pitt recordings (i.e. 42 MFCCs)

and used them as input for a machine learning classifier alongside a larger set

of linguistic features. Two other studies followed with a very similar approach

(Yancheva and Rudzicz, 2016; Hernández-Domínguez et al., 2018). Differently,

Luz (2017) extracted simple low-level speech features from Pitt recordings, similar

to the ones described for CCC in Section 4.2 (i.e. speech rate and vocalisation

events) in order to train a supervised learning system for AD detection, which

achieved 68% accuracy with a simple Bayesian classifier. While this does not

match the accuracy obtained by more comprehensive works on Pitt, it is, to

our knowledge, the only study to have used exclusively acoustic features. We

propose that this accuracy may be improved by using a more comprehensive and

standardised acoustic feature set, as well as an alternative data representation and

machine learning classifiers.

It has been already pointed out that studies in this research field are difficult to

compare on an equal footing. Not only there are multiple datasets, most of which

have been mentioned in Chapter 3, but there is no standardised data collection

procedure, which leads to variable acoustic quality and recording/transcript length,

different types of data and content, experimenter and participant expectations and

so on. We have described studies that use the same dataset (i.e. Pitt), but even

these grow difficult to compare when looking at the details. Most of them do not

use the full dataset, but different samples of it without necessarily justifying the

criteria on which selection was based. For example, Fraser et al. (2016) report

233 HC and 240 AD, while Orimaye et al. (2017) selected 99 for each group. In

comparison to the literature published on Pitt reviewed above, the work hereby

presented introduces the following differences:

• Transcription-free: this work relies solely on audio recordings, while previous

studies rely partially or exclusively on transcripts, with the exception of Luz

(2017);

• balanced data: this work uses a subset of 82 AD and 82 participants from

Pitt, matched for age and gender, while previous studies use Pitt subsets tat

are not evenly distributed across diagnostic classes and/or not adjusted for

age and gender imbalances;

• enhanced audio quality: this work applies enhancement procedures to the

audio files before proceeding to further analysis, while previous studies use

Pitt without adjusting for the potential effects of acoustic aspects such as
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variable audio quality (e.g. due to microphone placement or use of different

devices); and

• standardised paralinguistic feature sets: this work looks at standardised

feature sets that are broadly used in affective computing, have support from

voice physiology theory and are open source (i.e. available for others to

use so that comparative studies are possible), while previous studies only

extracted acoustic ad hoc features from Pitt.

4.3.2 Methods

This section describes the dataset, pre-processing and machine learning methods

used for detecting AD on the Pitt monologue dataset. As in the previous section,

the a general overview of the analysis is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.3.2.1 The Pitt Corpus

Pitt is a longitudinal spoken language dataset collected on a yearly basis between

1983 and 1988 as part of the ’Alzheimer and Related Dementias Research

Program’ at the University of Pittsburgh, School of Medicine (Corey Bloom and

Fleisher, 2000) and distributed through DementiaBank4.

In compliance with eligibility criteria, all study participants were over 44 years

old, had minimally seven years of education, were able to provide informed consent

and scored 10 or more in an initial MMSE. Other clinical assessments were also

conducted upon recruitment. Exclusion criteria included any history of nervous

system disorders or ongoing prescription of neuroleptic medication (Becker et al.,

1994). Upon entry to the research programme, participants were assigned to three

groups: dementia, control (healthy) and unknown. Participants from one or all

groups were asked to undertake the following tasks:

1. Cookie: picture description task in which participants were asked to verbally

describe the Cookie Theft scene (see Figure 2.6) in their own words.

2. Fluency: word fluency task available for the dementia group only.

3. Recall : participants were presented with a story and then asked to retell it.

This task is available for the dementia group only.

4https://dementia.talkbank.org/
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4. Sentence: participants were asked to construct a grammatically correct

sentence with a given word or following certain guidelines. This task was

only available for the dementia group.

Participants were recording during these tasks and the audio files were

transcribed according to the CHAT guidelines, which is a formatting tool for

language transcription and encoding (MacWhinney, 2014). Since our purpose

was to create a model for binary classification, we focused on the Cookie, as it

is the only task available for both dementia and control groups, which we renamed

as AD and HC, respectively. Besides, Cookie is the closest representative of

spontaneously generated speech amongst the tasks and one of the most common

elicitation protocols in the field, thereby providing opportunity for comparison

across studies. Table 4.9 gives an overview of the database, including longitudinal

information, that is, the number of participants who had completed more than one

recording, and how many recordings they did.

Table 4.9: Basic statistical description of the Pitt Corpus

HC AD*
Number of participants 99 194
Number of visits (i.e. number of recordings) 242 307
with 1 visit 26 117
with 2 visits 28 53
with 3 visits 28 12
with 4 visits 9 9
with 5 visits 8 3

*One participant (ID:172) has changed the diagnosis from ’HC’ (in the first visit)
to ’AD’ (in the next 3 visits).

Table 4.9 also shows that the HC and AD groups are fairly different in size, in

fact, the AD group contains almost twice the number of participants than the HC

group. It strikes that the same proportion, however, does not apply to the number

of visits or recordings. This could be due to AD participants dropping out of the

study or failing to complete certain visits, potentially introducing a systematic group

bias. Previous works such as Fraser et al. (2016) or Guo et al. (2019), created

their groups with over 200 recordings without accounting for how many different

subjects they belonged to and, like in the original dataset, neither of the groups

is balanced in terms of age or gender, despite both variables being established

risk-factors (Dukart et al., 2011). Differently, we created a subset of participants

that would minimise risk of systematic bias in classification, with 82 participants per

group that were matched for age and gender. Table 4.10 shows the demographic

characteristics of our subset.
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Table 4.10: Demographic characteristics of the Pitt participants chosen for our experimental groups.

HC AD
Age Range Male Female Male Female
[50, 55) 2 1 2 1
[55, 60) 7 8 7 8
[60, 65) 4 9 4 9
[65, 70) 10 14 10 14
[70, 75) 9 11 9 11
[75, 80) 4 3 4 3
Total 36 46 36 46

4.3.2.2 Pre-processing

We implemented pre-processing in two steps, namely, enhancement and voice

activity detection, aimed at improving audio quality and segmenting speech

recordings, respectively. Enhancement is, in turn, divided into spectral substraction

and volume normalisation. This procedure will also be applied to CCC in this

chapter (Section 4.4) and to the newly collected data in Chapter 6.

1. Enhancement: spectral substraction: stationary random noise was estimated

for each audio file and removed from the speech spectrum (Upadhyay and

Karmakar, 2015) in order to ’clean’ the white or background noises from

the files, which obstruct feature generation. The noise was estimated

with a Python script (Appendix 29) that iterates through individual audio

files and plays ’silent segments’ of approximately 100ms with a variable

power threshold (i.e. 15-45 dB). When a silent segment is suitable as

stationary noise (i.e. background or white noise without any distinctive

characteristics), it is manually selected with a keyboard shortcut and saved.

Figure 4.5 visually presents of one these noises (code in Appendix 30).

Once these noise files were obtained for all audio files, spectral substraction

was implemented in MATLAB R2019b in order to remove the stationary

noise from the files (Appendix 31). We rely on a function provided by

MathWorks5 (Zavarehei, 2020) that implements the Boll’s method for spectral

substraction (Boll, 1979). In the case of Pitt and CCC, some noises may

remain after spectral substraction that could not be removed automatically

with this procedure (i.e. background talk, sudden bumps, sirens).

2. Enhancement: volume normalisation: in order to control for variations

caused by recording conditions, audio volume was normalised across files

to the range [−1,+1] dBFS (i.e. decibels relative to full scale, which

5https://uk.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/7675-boll-spectral-subtraction.
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Figure 4.5: Example of a stationary noise estimation, plotted in MATLAB.

measures amplitude in digital systems) with the same MATLAB script

(Appendix 31). The method applies a constant amount of gain to the

entire recordings for the amplitude to reach a certain level (norm), whilst the

signal to noise ratio and relative dynamics remain unchanged. In Pitt, this

corrected the differences in volume caused by speaker’s tendencies as well

as microphone placement and microphone quality, which could also obstruct

feature generation. Figure 4.6 shows examples of wav file fragments before

and after normalisation as well as before and after complete enhancement

(note the amplitude value for the normalised example).

(a) Before normalisation. (b) After normalisation (note amplitude range in y-axis).

(c) Before enhancement. (d) After enhancement.

Figure 4.6: A fragment of a wav file before and after pre-processing.

Volume normalisation is particularly useful in Pitt and CCC where the

interviewer talks much louder and clearer than the participants, presumably

due the microphone being located near them, and to their role in their
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interview. This will not be the case for Prevent-ED recordigns, where

each speaker has a high-quality close-range microphone attached to their

clothes. By scaling all recordings to the range [−1,+1] dBFS, low volumes

that are difficult to hear increase without changing the dynamism of the

conversation/narrative (i.e. intonation and other prosodic features that might

be of interest) and different volumes become closer and easier to compare.

3. Voice Activity Detection (VAD): VAD essentially consists of separating

speech from pauses. We used a voice activity detection system based

on a signal energy threshold (Giannakopoulos, 2015). The log energy

threshold parameter was empirically chosen between 50 and 65 dB for each

dataset as it depends on data quality. For Pitt and CCC, it was set to

65dB, whereas 60dB was enough for Prevent-ED. A a maximum duration

of 10 seconds per speech segment was implemented. The segmentation

process was conducted with an open source software, auditok6, ’called’

from Python. Pitt was further segmented to remove long silences in

order to even out the speech segments for a more comparable feature

generation (i.e. longer pauses would have implied that the proportion of

actual spoken utterances is smaller, leading to inaccuracies). This was not

necessary for CCC or Prevent-ED data. For Pitt and CCC, we used the

time-stamps (i.e. start-time and end-time) provided with the transcripts for

speech segmentation. For Prevent-ED, the time-stamps were estimated

automatically from the recordings with a Python script (Appendix 28) that

also relies on auditok.

The segmentation process increased the sample size in terms of number of

instances available for analysis even though the number of participants is not

that large. The segmented corpus contains 2033 speech segments form 82 HC

participants and 2043 speech segments from 82 AD participants with an average of

24.86 speech segments produced per participant in their Cookie Theft descriptions

(standard deviation: sd = 12.84). We used the enhanced recordings to train the

machine learning model described below.

Figure 4.7 offers a visual representation of the steps described above.

Pre-processing code was compiled on MATLAB (MATLAB, 2019) and Python 3.7.7

(Van Rossum and Drake, 2009). Audio playback subprocesses (i.e. finding white

noise and detecting speech segments) relied on auditok 0.1.5 (Sehili, 2016).

The enhanced dataset and the code for its pre-processing are available upon

6https://github.com/amsehili/auditok/
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Figure 4.7: Flowchart showing the pre-processing steps.
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request to other researchers. The code is also included in the Appendix 29 to 34.

Recently, we have also made the dataset available through ADReSS Challenge in

INTERSPEECH 20207 (Luz et al., 2020).

4.3.2.3 Feature Generation: standardised feature sets

Instead of estimating a set of acoustic features ad hoc as in previous studies,

we decided to extract several standardised paralinguistic feature sets, namely,

ComParE, eGeMAPS, emobase and MRCG functionals, explained below. The

rationale for this was that these are comprehensive feature sets that had been

previously used in studies related to human affect and attitude. Besides, their

standardisation implies a specific configuration that ensures consistent extraction

and replicability.

• ComParE: Computational Paralinguistics Challenge (INTERSPEECH 2013).

This was a unified attempt to identify social signals related to conflict, emotion

and autism in speech (Schuller et al., 2013). The result was the development

of a comprehensive set of 6373 features that include aspects of energy,

spectrum, MFCCs and voice related low-level descriptors (LLDs8) as well

as statistical functionals.

• emobase: contains 988 prosodic and spectral features (Eyben et al., 2013).

These features are obtained through the first and second order derivatives

and statistical functionals based on LLDs, such as intensity, loudness, voice

quality, MFCCs, fundamental frequency (F0) and F0 envelope.

• eGeMAPS: ’extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Paraliguisitc Set’ (Eyben

et al., 2016). eGeMAPS was developed in an attempt to increase the

tractability and interpretability of the feature sets above. In order to increase

tractability, eGeMAPS was devised to be a basic set of not too many acoustic

features. To increase interpretability, these features were selected on the

basis of their theoretical significance and their proven potential to detect

physiological changes in voice production in previous studies. The result is a

total of 88 features, including MFCCs, spectral flux, jitter, shimmer, loudness,

F0 (semitone), F1, F2, F3, alpha ratio, Hammarberg index and slope V0

features, alongside their most common statistical functionals.

7http://www.homepages.ed.ac.uk/sluzfil/ADReSS/
8LLDs include logarithmic harmonic-to-noise ratio, voice quality, Viterbi smoothing for F0, spectral

harmonicity and psychoacoustic spectral sharpness.
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These first three feature sets contain, amongst other features, coefficients

of the mel-frequency cepstrum (MFCCs). These are typically credited to

Mermelstein (1976), who designed them for emotion and affect recognition,

and have a long-standing history of psychoacoustic applications (i.e. the study

of psychological responses associated with sound). Generating ComParE,

eGeMAPS and emobase requires the openSmile v2.1 toolkit, an open-source

software suit for automatic speech feature extraction (Eyben et al., 2010).

Generating MRCG functionals requires a slightly different approach:

• MRCG functionals: ’Multi-Resolution CochleaGram’ features were proposed

by Chen et al. (2014) in order to capture the temporal dynamics of an audio

signal. A cochleagram is a variation of the spectrogram that is obtained by

applying a linear filter to the audio signal which reveals spectral information

that allows improved characterization of signal and noise (Wang, 2005). This

is because the filter decomposes the signal in the frequency domain, thereby

mimicking the human auditory filters. Consequently, they have been used

in speech related applications such as speech segmentation, voice activity

detection (Kim and Hahn, 2018) and attitude recognition (Haider and Luz,

2019). In sum, MRCGs use this time-frequency representation to encode the

distribution of the audio signal, generating a total of 6912 features (i.e. 768

MRCG features and their statistical functionals: smean, standard deviation,

minimum, maximum, range, mode, median, skewness and kurtosis).

Therefore, for every speech segment of the balanced dataset (4077 segments),

a total of 14361 acoustic features were extracted, many of which correlate with

segment duration. In order to avoid systematic classification based on duration

instead of based on psychoacoustic aspects, we removed features that were highly

correlated with duration (i.e. Pearson’s correlation: ρ > 0.20). The final feature set

is still very large and contains 9373 features (i.e. 3899 ComParE, 711 emobase,

75 eGeMAPS and 4688 MRCGs) to serve as input for machine learning classifiers.

These will be used to analyse the Pitt corpus, but not subsequently for the other

datasets. Instead, for CCC and Prevent-ED, only eGeMAPS will be extracted,

given their enhanced interpretability, reduced size, theoretical significance and

empirical usefulness, further supported by the analysis on Pitt presented below.

4.3.2.4 Feature Extraction: Active Data Representation

Active Data Representation (ADR) is a novel method, recently devised by Dr

Fasih Haider and Dr Saturnino Luz (Haider et al., 2020b,c,a). In short, it consists
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of an unsupervised method for dimensionality reduction of the large feature set

described above. It will be applied to CCC in Section 4.4 and to Prevent-ED in

Chapter 6.

Previous research reviewed in Chapter 3 do not usually grant subject

independence in their experiments. That is, multiple sessions or visits of one

subject over time lead to several recordings by the same subject that are treated

as different subjects. The risk of this procedure is that the model could learn

to make decisions based on speaker-dependent features, that is, learning how

someone speaks from one visit to the next one, and using this information for

classification. These studies typically aggregate information at segment-level and

then make a conjoint decision on subject diagnosis through a voting approach (i.e.

predict diagnostic labels for every segment and then aggregate this information

to make a decision on the subject). Analysing all segments separately fails to

take this into account, introducing a potential bias by treating all segments like

different subjects. Besides, the information contained in speech segments taken

individually might not be be enough for successful classification, as it misses out on

inter-segment relationships apart from the predicted diagnostic label that segments

have in common.

Different to these approaches, ADR combines the segmental features in order

to model the acoustic information from audio recordings generated by a single

subject. The outcome is a single fixed-dimension feature vector, to which age

and gender are added as important risk-factors. These vectors represent each

unique participant and therefore ensure subject independence, contrary to the

segment-based approach explained above. Subject vectors are then used as

input for the classification task. The whole process of generating the features

and modelling them through an ADR vector is hereafter referred to as Feature

Extraction Model or FEM. Generating the ADR vector involves the following steps,

visually depicted in Figure 4.8:

1. Speech segmentation and Feature Generation: each audio recording is

divided into a number of speech segments.

2. Clustering of segments: self-organising maps (SOM; Kohonen, 1998) are

employed for grouping segments into a number of clusters based on acoustic

features.

3. Vector Generation: ADR vectors are generated by calculating the number

of segments in each cluster for each audio recording, calculating the mean

and standard deviation of the rate of change with respect to the sizes of
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Figure 4.8: Architecture of an ADR system for automatic detection of AD and HC subjects. FE stands for feature extraction
undertaken over the audio segments.

the clusters of speech segments for each audio recording and building a

histogram representation of segment duration for each cluster.

4. Vector Normalisation: the number and duration of segments is different for

each audio recording (i.e. the duration of the audio files is not constant,

due to inter-subject variability). Therefore, the feature vector is normalised

dividing it by the total number of segments present in each recording as well

as by the total duration of the recording.

5. Feature Fusion: the final ADR feature set encompasses the features of the

ADR vector plus the age ranges and gender.

Chapter 3’s systematic review showed that it is not uncommon for studies to

include several recordings by the same subject in the analysis as if they were

different subjects, especially in longitudinal datasets such as the Pitt Corpus.

Presumably, this reduces pre-processing complexity and increases the size of the

dataset, but it might also bias classification outcomes which could be based on
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individual’s similarities across segments. In a nutshell, ADR automatically models

subject-independent acoustic information and combines it with age and gender.

Further details on how the models are built can be found in Haider et al. (2019)

(included as Appendix 8). One limitation of ADR is that it clusters the original

feature sets and then extracts new features based on the original ones, but it

provides no insight to the contributions of each original feature to the model’s

predictions. In other unsupervised clustering methods, such as factor analysis,

’loadings’ indicate these contributions, which is one of the reasons why the analysis

of Prevent-ED (Chapter 6) involves Factor Analysis instead of ADR.

4.3.2.5 Machine Learning Classification

The classification experiments were performed using five different methods,

typically used in AD detection:

• Decision Trees (DT): with leaf size of 20.

• Nearest Neighbour (k -NN): with k = 1.

• Random Forest (RF): with 50 trees and a leaf size of 20.

• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).

• Support Vector Machines (SVM): with a linear kernel with box constraint of

0.1 and a sequential minimal optimization solver (SMO).

The classification methods are implemented in MATLAB using the statistics and

machine learning toolbox (Mathworks, 2019). More sophisticated classification

models (e.g. recurrent structures) were discarded in order to avoid the risk of

over-fitting due to the relatively small number of subjects. To the same end,

a leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-validation setting was adopted, where the

training data do not contain any information of validation subjects. LOSO-CV

was chosen over "leave-one-out cross-validation" (LOO-CV) in order to avoid

contaminating the training data and ADR representation with features that are

highly correlated with test data features, as would be the case if different

segments from the same subject fall in both training and testing sets. Specifically

when analysing Pitt, the ADR method was assessed against two other common

procedures:

• Segment-level classification (SL): classifiers are trained and tested to predict

whether individual segments were uttered by a person with or without

dementia.
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• Majority vote (MV): the output of SL classification is used to calculate the

number of segments identified as HC or AD for each subject, and comparing

the outcomes. The label with more segments (i.e. majority) is assigned to

that particular subject.

These procedures were not evaluated with CCC and Prevent-ED, given ADR’s

methodological advantages and the results on Pitt, which support it as a better

option for this task. In sum, the methodology we applied to Pitt consists of, firstly,

segmenting the files and obtaining the acoustic features. Secondly, generating

an ADR vector for each subject that contains acoustic features, age and gender.

And thirdly, using these vectors to train and test a machine learning classification

model on a LOSO setting, where several algorithms attempt to predict participants’

diagnostic labels.

4.3.3 Results

This section describes the results of applying the methodology described above to

the Pitt corpus. Tables 4.11, 4.12 and 4.13 present the results of the different

approaches to classification as well as the chance level (i.e. random guess

accuracy) for each of them. The overall accuracy for SL, MV and ADR is 56.55%,

61.59% and 77.44%, respectively, supporting ADR as the best performing choice

on average. One of the reasons for ADR’s superiority could be its ability to account

for inter-segmental information and encode acoustic details of the full audio file

into a single feature vector for model training, while SL and ML (which relies on SL)

only use segment information. Besides, ADR accounts for age and gender which

are important risk-factors. The low performance of SL (56.55% against a 50.12%

baseline) suggests that the speech segments carry incomplete or contradictory

information for speaker-level classification. It could also suggests that there are

certain speech commonalities, at segment level, between AD and HC speakers,

which is not unexpected but does not entail useful information for the classifier. The

confusion matrices for the best result of each approach, coupled with the feature

set and the corresponding classifier, are also presented in Figure 4.9, for further

insight.

Table 4.11: Segment level classification (chance level 50.12%).

Features LDA DT 1NN SVM RF
emobase 52.53 55.10 50.07 55.05 56.55
ComParE 54.88 48.06 51.64 52.63 53.51
eGeMAPS 49.98 50.64 48.90 49.78 55.03
MRCG 50.22 52.01 51.57 52.67 54.17
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Table 4.12: Majority vote classification (chance level 50.00%).

Features LDA DT 1NN SVM RF
emobase 53.66 56.10 48.17 56.71 57.93
ComParE 61.59 46.95 53.05 54.88 58.54
eGeMAPS 50.61 51.83 48.17 50.61 60.98
MRCG 50.61 54.88 54.27 56.10 56.10

Table 4.13: ADR classification results with number of clusters (m) used. The chance level is 50.00%

Features LDA, m DT, m 1NN, m SVM, m RF, m
emobase 56.10, 30 66.46, 20 54.88, 80 45.12, 15 60.98, 25
ComParE 57.93, 35 68.90, 95 55.49, 100 59.76, 35 60.37, 95
eGeMAPS 77.44, 85 71.34, 30 54.27, 65 52.44, 20 71.34, 30
MRCG 59.76, 5 69.51, 15 52.44, 95 59.76, 15 63.41, 15
mean 62.81 69.05 54.27 54.27 64.03

(a) SL classification with RF and
emobase.

(b) MV classification with LDA and
ComParE.

(c) ADR classification with LDA and
eGeMAPS.

Figure 4.9: Confusion matrices of the best results for each approach, indicating precision, recall and overall accuracy.

Looking at individual ADR results, LDA yields the best accuracy on eGeMAPS

(77.44%), but DT is more promising on average (69.05%) and hence more stable

across feature sets. We considered this stability across feature sets to be worth

exploring and decided to generate a Venn diagram to further understand the

relationships between feature sets and DT results. A Venn diagram, like the one

in Figure 4.10, depicts all possible relationships that could happen between a

finite collection of feature sets, five, in this case. The diagnostic labels (including

annotated and predicted by the different feature sets) are points in the plain, and

the different feature sets are regions inside closed curves. These curves overlap

when the labels also overlap. The blue ellipse, labelled ’Target’, represents the

labels annotated in the dataset (i.e. correct diagnosis). The rest of the coloured

ellipses represent ComParE, in yellow, emobase, in red, eGeMAPS in green and

MRCGs in brown. There are six subjects that all feature sets fail to identify (one

HC and five AD) and 46 subjects (32 HC and 14 AD) that all feature sets are able
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to detect. From the misclassified subjects, it is worth noting that the HC subject

was 78 years old and his recording showed very poor voice quality, although

further clinical information would be needed to assess whether this person suffered

from any speech problems or undiagnosed neurodegeneration. This information is

unfortunately not available in the corpus. The five misclassified AD patients were

two males and three females, aged 52, 58, 67, 71 and 74 years old (mean 64.4),

which is worth mentioning since AD prevalence is much higher amongst the elderly

and moderately higher amongst females.

Figure 4.10: Venn diagram of the resulted distribution of labels provided by decision trees with each different feature set.

Figure 4.11 shows the confusion matrices for all four feature sets with ADR

using DT classifiers. Across the DT classifiers, eGeMAPS provides the best

result (71.34%) and MRCGs follow closely (69.51%). Noteworthy, ADR reduces

eGeMAPS dimensionality from 75 to 64 features, while MRCGs get reduced from

4688 to 34 features for each audio recording. The worst performing feature set

with ADR is emobase, which even falls below chance level for the SVM classifier

(45.12%). This could be due to the fact that this feature set does not account for

speech instability aspects such as jitter or shimmer.
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Figure 4.11: Confusion matrices of the classification results provided by decision trees with each different feature set.

Accuracy measures are not that different across these feature sets even though

only 46 of 164 participants are correct overlaps. Therefore, there is ample space

at the edges of the diagram that are accounted for by specific feature sets only.

This observation suggests that the information captured by each group of features

differs enough to consider their fusion in search for a better result. To this end, a

simple ’hard fusion’ was implemented, which involved taking decision trees’ votes

for all four feature sets. Any ties were broken by assuming an AD label, as we

considered recall to be more important than precision in this task (i.e. we preferred

to not miss true positive cases). The confusion matrix for this fusion is shown in

Figure 4.12, which, as hypothesised, provides better overall accuracy than single

feature sets (78.7%).

ADnonAD

A
D

no
nA

D

Figure 4.12: Confusion matrix showing improved accuracy obtained with decision trees and a ’hard fusion’ of the feature
sets.

In order to put these results in context, they need to be compared with those

obtained by the state-of-the-art models who have also worked on Pitt and were

mentioned in the introduction. Table 4.14 offers a comparative overview of these

models, who reported a binary classification accuracy of 81.92% (Fraser et al.,

2016), 80% (Yancheva and Rudzicz, 2016) and 79% (Hernández-Domínguez et al.,

2018). In terms of performance, these results are slightly better than ours, however,

they all included linguistic content and information from the transcripts, which we
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argue to be more difficult to automate and to generalise to other datasets than mere

prosodic features. Besides, those studies were conducted on a less balanced

dataset in terms of age, gender and group size. The only study that attempted

one experiment in which transcripts were not involved reported a performance of

62% with an SVM (Hernández-Domínguez et al., 2018). Besides, we present a

fully automated acoustic-prosodic model that outperforms Mirheidari et al. (2018)’s

fully automated transcription-based model, who obtained a maximum accuracy

62.3% on Pitt. They used a combination of convolutional neural networks and

long short-term deep neural networks on ASR-related features. The only other

work based exclusively on automatically extracted acoustic parameters on Pitt, by

Luz (2017) also underperforms our model with a 68% accuracy.

Table 4.14: Study results in context with the state-of-the-art.

Study accuracy modality fully automatic
This study 78.7% acoustic yes
Hernández-Domínguez et al. (2018) 62.0% acoustic yes
Luz (2017) 68.0% acoustic yes
Mirheidari et al. (2018) 62.3% text yes (ASR)
Fraser et al. (2016) 81.9% text/acoustic no (text)
Yancheva and Rudzicz (2016) 80.0% text/acoustic no (text)
Hernández-Domínguez et al. (2018) 68.0% text no
Mirheidari et al. (2018) 75.6% text no

Another thing to note when comparing our results to the state-of-the-art

is that previous methods are usually not evaluated in a subject-independent

setting. Given the longitudinal nature of Pitt, this entails the risk of modelling

based on learning how someone speaks from one visit to the next one. The

speaker-independent nature of ADR and the implementation of LOSO-CV are an

important strength of this work, for they ensure increased robustness in clinical

settings where evaluations are likely to happen longitudinally.

4.3.4 Conclusions

Although working with a balanced, standardised and enhanced dataset is a

strength of this study, it comes with unavoidable trade-offs, the most important

of which are voice loudness and sample size.Normalising the audio files is likely

to miss some information related to voice loudness, even if the dynamic pattern of

the sound wave is maintained (see Figure 4.6). The counterpart is that learning

algorithms trained on normalised volume audio files are robust against loudness

variations that are somewhat inherent to natural speech settings (i.e. distance
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between microphone and subject will affect the volume/energy of the speech

signal). Therefore, we still chose to normalise, considering that the resulting model

could be robust if used in real-life settings or diverse recording conditions.

In terms of sample size, balancing the groups in terms of diagnostic category,

age and gender definitely leads to a reduced number of participants. This dataset

is not as large as the original Pitt Corpus used in some of the largest studies

(e.g. Fraser et al., 2016; Guo et al., 2019). However, it could be argued that

the findings are more robust, since pre-processing grants age, gender and class

balance, and ADR grants subject independence in the analysis. This generates

unbiased estimates for the model parameters, and therefore we also consider this

dataset reduction to be a necessary ’sacrifice’ in order to build robust models on

which we can rely for their translation into clinical practice.

Therefore, the main strength of this work is that it evaluates standardised

feature sets that are emerging in computational paralinguistics (Schuller and

Batliner, 2013) on a Pitt subset that has been pre-processed to be balanced (class,

age and gender) and consistent in terms of audio quality. The main contributions

of this section are:

• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first empirical attempt to

evaluate these paralinguistic feature sets as ’digital behavioural markers’ for

Alzheimer’s Dementia. In the sections above we have:

1. established the discriminative power of each feature set separately with

different classifiers for AD recognition;

2. established the discriminative power of the fusion of these feature sets

for the same task;

3. tested different machine learning methods for AD recognition with these

acoustic feature sets

• Describing and evaluating ADR as a novel method for acoustic data

representation and feature set reduction in the context of AD, recently

devised by Dr Haider and Dr Luz.

• Presenting and describing the procedures to generate a balanced and

acoustically enhanced version of Pitt, that has been made available within

the ADReSS Challenge for INTERSPEECH’20 (Luz et al., 2020)

The main conclusion of this work is that methods operating on automatically

extracted paralinguistic features provide good performance on AD detection, up
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to 78.7% accuracy, comparable to state-of-the-art models that use more complex

methods, more difficult to extract features and less balanced data. We argue

that there are two main reasons behind these improvements. On the one hand,

standardised and comprehensive paralinguistic sets are able to capture a wider

range of speech subtleties, potentially indicative of neurodegenerative disease.

Besides, using comprehensive feature sets leads to larger feature sets which are

more appropriate for artificial intelligence methods, such as ADR. On the other

hand, enhanced and balanced data are likely to lead to more robust results. In

future work, we plan to take advantage of the MMSE scores available with the Pitt

corpus and attempt to implement a regression task on those scores.

4.4 Cross-corpus feature transfer learning

This section combines Section 4.2 and 4.3. In particular, we apply the methodology

presented in Section 4.3.2 to CCC, as well as Pitt, and attempt to generalise the

model across the two different data types: Pitt monologues and CCC dialogues.

Two feature extraction models (FEM) are generated with ADR and trained on

acoustic, content-free features. They are evaluated with respect to their potential to

generalise across both datasets. FEM transference from monologues to dialogues

resulted in a maximum UAR of 81.04% and transference from dialogues to

monologues achieved a maximum UAR of 70.73%, evidencing the generalisability

of the feature extraction model.

This work has been published at the Engineering in Medicine and Biology

Conference, that was to be held in Montreal, Canada, on July 20-24, 2020.

While the conference itself was cancelled due to the COVID-19 pandemic,

conference presentations took place virtually and the official publication of the

conference proceedings will go ahead, indexed by IEEE and PubMed Medline. The

manuscript, co-authored by myself, F. Haider and S. Luz, and a letter of acceptance

are attached in Appendix 9 and 10, respectively.

4.4.1 Introduction

As we have seen in previous chapters, speech analysis could help develop

cost-efficient and non-invasive tools for automatic screening of cognitive health

in dementia risk settings. While speech is a ubiquitous source of data, datasets

containing both clinical information and spontaneous speech suitable for statistical

learning are relatively scarce. In addition, speech data are often collected

under different conditions, such as monologue and dialogue recording protocols.
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Therefore, there is a need for methods that would allow the combination of these

scarce resources.

Despite there being an increasing tendency to collect "real-life" speech data,

there are few available datasets, two of which have been described in previous

sections. In this work, we propose two feature extraction and representation

models that are implemented on both Pitt and CCC datasets in a cross-corpus

manner. Not only do these models demonstrate a machine learning approach for

AD recognition with acoustic information but they are also evaluated with respect

to their potential to generalise across both datasets. As dialogues and monologues

differ at various linguistic levels (Pickering and Garrod, 2004), the ability to ’transfer’

models across two types of speech data will be advantageous for future research

and clinical applicability.

In a nutshell, in a field where cross-study comparisons are difficult to establish,

the work hereby presented aims to assess the generalisability of a feature

extraction model between enhanced versions of the Pitt Corpus and the CCC,

and vice versa. To some extent, this would imply the model’s ability to generalise

between monologue and dialogue data. The pre-processed versions of these two

datasets are an additional contribution to the field as they will be available upon

request and could serve as benchmark datasets.

4.4.2 Methodology

4.4.2.1 Datasets: Pitt and CCC

Descriptions of Pitt (monologue data) and CCC (dialogue data) corpora can

be found in the dataset description of section 4.3.2.1 and 4.2.2.1, respectively.

Although slightly larger than in Section 4.2 after further exploration of the database,

our CCC subset is still quite limited (30 participants in the AD group and 16 in the

non-AD group). Therefore, we did not match these participants by age and gender,

since it would have significantly reduced the number of instances. The selected

recordings were enhanced and segmented as per Section 4.3.2.2. The AD group

resulted in 9,354 dialogue instances, from 80 conversations that belong to 30

participants (23 females). The non-AD group contains 7,052 dialogue instances,

from 139 conversations that belong to 16 participants (14 females).

4.4.2.2 Pre-processing

Since both datasets present undermined quality for acoustic analysis, we

implemented three pre-processing steps. The implementation of this procedure
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in Pitt was described in Section 4.3.2.2, and the same was applied to CCC. These

include removal of stationary random noise, volume normalisation and speech

segmentation (VAD) using the time-stamps provided in the transcripts for both

datasets. As mentioned earlier, the Pitt Corpus was further segmented to remove

long silences in order to even out the speech segments for a more comparable

feature extraction, but this was not necessary for CCC. As shown in Table 4.15, the

segmentation process increased the sample size in terms of number of instances

available for analysis, even though the number of participants is not that large.

We used the enhanced recordings to train the machine learning model described

below.

Table 4.15: Information on the pre-processed datasets

Database characteristic Pitt Corpus CCC

Total number of speakers (n) 164 46

Number of AD speakers (nAD) 82 30

Number of HC speakers (nHC) 82 16

Total number of instances (m) 4076 16406

Number of AD instances (mAD) 2043 9354

Number of HC instances (mHC) 2033 7052

4.4.2.3 Feature Generation and Extraction: eGeMAPS and ADR

The following procedure was applied to both datasets. First, acoustic feature

extraction was performed on the speech segments using the openSMILE v2.1

toolkit (Eyben et al., 2010). Different to section 4.3, where several comprehensive

paralinguistic feature sets were estimated, we chose only eGeMAPS (Eyben et al.,

2016) for this work. This feature set contains the F0 semitone, loudness, spectral

flux, MFCC, jitter, shimmer, F1, F2, F3, alpha ratio, Hammarberg index and slope

V0 features, as well as their most common statistical functionals, for a total of

88 features per speech segment. The reason for discarding the larger feature

sets (i.e. ComParE, emobase) and choosing eGeMAPS only, is that eGeMAPS

features were selected based on their theoretical significance, their automatic

extractability and, most importantly for the context of this thesis, their potential

to indicate physiological changes in voice production. Subsequently, Active Data

Representation (ADR) was applied. ADR was explained in Section 4.3.2.4 and

this is the first time it was applied to a cross-corpus experiment, to the eGeMAPS

features generated with both Pitt and CCC.
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4.4.2.4 Machine Learning: Cross-corpus experiments

Again, similar to Section 4.3.2, classification experiments were performed using six

different methods, namely:

• Decision Trees (DT): with leaf size of 20.

• Nearest Neighbour (k -NN): with k = 1.

• Random Forest (RF): with 50 trees and a leaf size of 20.

• Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).

• Support Vector Machines (SVM): with a linear kernel with box constraint of

0.1, and sequential minimal optimization solver (SMO).

• Naïve Bayes (NB): added to this section as it is considered more robust

against imbalanced data (Grobelnik, 1999), such as CCC.

Classification results were assessed with the unweighted average recall (UAR;

i.e. arithmetic average of recall/sensitivity of all classes). It is used instead

of accuracy because it produces less biased estimations of the percentage of

overall correctly predicted instances that are relevant for clinical research. Besides,

accuracy is less robust in this context, given CCC’s imbalances. Two experiments

were conducted, PittADR and CCCADR:

1. In the first experiment, hereafter PittADR we:

(a) Employed the LOSO procedure to train a FEM using Pitt data and

generate an ADR vector, which was used for training and testing on

Pitt subjects.

(b) Then, we map CCC data through that FEM that was built based on Pitt

data and generate and ADR vector for training and testing (LOSO) on

CCC subjects.

(c) Therefore, model parameters are optimised on the results of Pitt

subjects and validated on CCC subjects.

2. In the second experiment, hereafter CCCADR, the procedure is inverted:

(a) The FEM was trained on CCC data to generate an ADR vector

for training and testing CCC subjects (again, employing LOSO

cross-validation).
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(b) Then, Pitt data are mapped onto the CCC FEM to generate an ADR

vector, which is the used for training and testing Pitt subjects.

(c) Therefore, this time the model parameters are optimised on the results

of CCC subjects and validated on Pitt subjects.

4.4.3 Results

The results of the experimentation are shown in Table 4.16.

Table 4.16: UAR (%) for both experiments.

PittADR CCCADR
Classifier m Pitt CCC m Pitt CCC
DT 100 72.56 53.12 25 65.24 85.21
LDA 35 55.49 63.12 20 68.29 82.08
KNN 45 56.10 63.33 10 62.80 82.50
SVM 40 58.54 53.12 15 68.29 60.83
NB 75 51.83 81.04 35 46.95 82.29
RF 100 59.15 56.04 25 70.73 68.33
Mean – 58.94 61.63 – 63.72 76.87

The figures in bold and italics represent the best average result.
In italics: highest and lowest same-corpus UAR
In bold: highest and lowest cross-corpus UAR

First experiment: PittADR

With regards to the first experiment (i.e. where the FEM is trained on Pitt and

tested on both Pitt and CCC), it is noted that the PittADR provides the best

UAR (72.56%) when tested on Pitt, as expected. This result is obtained when

using the DT classifier with a value of 100 for the m parameter for FEM (i.e. the

number of clusters based on extracted features of the FEM corresponding to Pitt).

However, testing this FEM (m = 100) on CCC on the same classifier results in a

decreased UAR (53.12%). This could be due to the imbalanced nature of CCC,

which is not handled well by the classification algorithm (DT) in this case. On the

other hand, PittADR provides the lowest UAR also on Pitt (51.83%), using the

NB and m = 75 for FEM, but the performance on CCC rises to 81%, which may

be explained because NB is generally more robust against class imbalance. The

confusion matrix with precision, recall, overall accuracy and κ (Cohen’s Kappa,

κ, is a measure of observer agreement; Landis and Koch, 1977) is shown in

Figure 4.13. The averaged UAR (i.e. 58.94% for Pitt Corpus and 61.63% for CCC)

indicated that a FEM trained using Pitt Corpus is able to extract discriminating

features from the CCC dataset to some extent.
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Figure 4.13: Confusion matrix of the best result on CCC data obtained using transfer learning from Pitt to CCC data.

Second experiment: CCCADR

As regards the second experiment (i.e. where the FEM is trained on CCC and

tested on both CCC and Pitt), it is noted that CCCADR provides the best UAR

(85.21%) using the DT classifier, for a FEM wherem = 25. Mapping Pitt features to

this FEM resulted in 65.24% UAR, and the same parameters (FEM where m = 25)

yielded a better result with RF, where CCCADR provides an UAR of 68.33% on

CCC. Interestingly, when we test the same procedure, FEM (m = 25) with RF, on

the Pitt Corpus we see an increase in UAR to 70.73%. The confusion matrix with

precision, recall, overall accuracy and κ is shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14: Confusion matrix of the best result on Pitt data obtained using transfer learning from CCC to Pitt data.

Together with the results of the first experiments, this suggests that, even

though feature learning transfers well between the two data sets, the choice of

classifier must be problem specific. Overall, the experiments provide good results

when trained and tested on the same dataset (72.56% UAR for monologue data

and 85.21% for dialogue). A decrease in UAR is observed in transfer training,

where feature extraction models trained on dialogues provide better average UAR

on monologues (63.72%) than the other way around (61.63%). When the choice of

classifiers is independent of feature extraction, transfer from monologue models to
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dialogues result in a maximum UAR of 81.04% and transfer from dialogue features

to monologue achieve a maximum UAR of 70.73%, evidencing the generalisability

of the feature model.

4.4.4 Conclusions

Datasets containing both clinical information and spontaneous speech suitable for

statistical learning are relatively scarce and the methodology presented in this work

could allow the combination of these scarce resources.

The cross-corpus experiments we have reported offer insights into the potential

for transfer learning (in the specific sense described above) between dialogue and

monologue based models. Furthermore, our results, if taken on average, suggest

better transference from dialogue to monologue than the other way around. That

is, the elements that the model learns through dialogue might be comprehensive

enough to be generalisable, to some extent, to monologue data. These results

align with the the psycholinguistics hypothesis that dialogues encompass a wider

range of prosodic aspects than monologues (Pickering and Garrod, 2004).

The conclusions to be drawn from this chapter are two-fold. First, we

demonstrate that spontaneous speech is a valuable source of information for AD

recognition, both in monologue (narrative) and dialogue (conversational) format.

Also, we show that a cross-corpus implementation of ADR performs slightly better

with a FEM trained on dialogues that is then used for monologue classification than

the other way around. This occurs even though the FEM trained on monologues

had obtained a better accuracy when tested on these monologues, than the

accuracy that had been obtained by the dialogue FEM on the same dialogues.

As stated earlier, when looking at both experiments, it seems that feature

learning transfers well between the two data sets, but the choice of classifier must

be problem specific. Although it was only the case for two classifiers (SVM and

RF) it is also somewhat surprising that the model trained on CCC provided better

results when tested on Pitt than when tested on CCC. As indicated by the results

of the systematic review (Chapter 3), future research is necessary to offer further

insights on the details behind these nuances, as well as on optimal classifier

choice for the task at hand. As a limitation of the study, it is worth noting that

there are further differences between datasets, aside from recording protocol (i.e.

monologue vs. dialogue), such as recording conditions or devices. This needs

to be accounted for in order to be able to guarantee that differences in classifier

performance are caused by the type of speech.
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4.5 General Conclusions

It has been argued in previous chapters that healthy ageing is, currently, one

of the most pressing societal challenges, and that dementia prevention is one

of its paramount aspects. This work hopes to contribute to the development

of cognitive monitoring and care-giving technologies that will help address these

challenges. Chapter 3 summarised previous studies that have identified valuable

and informative linguistic parameters for the assessment of cognitive functioning,

typically extracted from structured interviews, picture descriptions and storytelling.

This Chapter offers a different perspective and focuses exclusively on acoustic

data, without linguistic content. We have conducted experiments on dialogue,

monologue and cross-corpus, combining both types of data.

With regards to the dialogue experiments, we conducted an analysis with

simple acoustic feature generation (i.e. speech rate and vocalisation events) and

machine learning classification with an additive logistic regression algorithm. The

best overall performance was 86.1% accuracy in a leave-one-out cross-validation

setting. This represents the state-of-the-art in dialogue analysis for AD recognition

despite relying on much less complex features than other works, and is a unique

experiment in its acoustic focus.

In the monologue experiments we relied on comprehensive standardised

configurations for feature generation. Particularly, we extracted ComParE,

emobase, eGeMAPS and MRCG functionals. We applied a novel method for data

representation and feature set reduction, Active Data Representation. Finally, we

use a range of common classifiers and obtained a 78.7% with decision trees and

a hard-fusion of the feature sets. Our results improve those from fully automated

transcript models on the Pitt Corpus, such as Mirheidari et al. (2018) (62.3%) and

fully automated acoustic models, such as Luz (2017) (68%). In our view, the main

reasons for these improvements are the use comprehensive feature sets which

capture a wider range of potential indicators of neurodegeneration, the subject

independence guaranteed by ADR and the enhanced versions of the datasets.

We hypothesised that conversational features capture a wider range of aspects

and are more likely to detect preclinical AD. Therefore, we decided to carry a

cross-corpus experiment, which consisted on generating an ADR model for Pitt

and another one for CCC, having extracted eGeMAPS features. These models

were then tested on the same dataset they had been trained on, as well as on

the other one, to observe which type of data generalised better (i.e. monologue to

dialogue or vice versa). When trained and tested on the same dataset, the model
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trained and tested on Pitt obtains 72.56% UAR (with DT) and the model trained

and tested on CCC obtains 85.21 UAR% (with DT). Decoupling choice of classifier

from feature extraction, the performance of transfer learning achieves 81.04% UAR

for the Pitt model when tested CCC (with NB), and 70.73% for the CCC model

when tested on Pitt (with RF). The results of the cross-corpus experiments support

our hypothesis that dialogue might be a better suited source of acoustic data

AD detection. Hence, we look forward to implementing this procedure on other

spontaneous dialogue data.

In a nutshell, this Chapter demonstrates the relevance of acoustic features

for AD detection and the potential of monologue and dialogue data to build

generalisable models. The results presented are promising, although there

is considerable room for improvement. It is very encouraging to confirm that

the performance level obtained with models based on content-free features is

comparable to the performance of more complex content-based models. In terms

of cognitive monitoring, complex linguistic information may introduce challenges as

regards privacy issues as well. Therefore, its collection can be more problematic

than natural turn-taking patterns, which are readily available from dialogue data

and provide good results too, as evidenced in Section 4.2. Furthermore, our

cross-corpus experiments in Section 4.4 support our hypothesis that dialogue data

might be more suitable than monologue data in this research context. Similar

procedures will be applied to the dialogue data collected from healthy adults at

risk of AD within the Prevent-ED study (de la Fuente et al., 2019), for which the

protocol is described in Chapter 5. The design of the Prevent-ED protocol was

partially informed by the review presented in Chapter 3, in that it devised to collect

spontaneous spoken language; as well as by the work presented in the present

chapter, in terms of choosing a dialogue approach and relying on a standardised

acoustic feature set like eGeMAPS.
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Chapter 5

Prevent-ED: bridging the gaps

This chapter is titled ’bridging the gaps’ because it describes a research project,

Prevent-ED, which was designed to address some of the limitations discussed

in earlier chapters. Section 5.1 provides the rationale for the project and some

information on a larger-scale project, Prevent Dementia, on which Prevent-ED

is built. Section 5.2 follows with a detailed protocol description, including

study objectives, information about prospective study participants (identification,

selection, recruitment, informed consent, sample size and power calculations),

experimental design and procedures, and a general plan for data analysis. A

complete account of the necessary ethical procedures to obtain approval from the

corresponding regulatory bodies in order to proceed with the study is presented

in Section 5.3, including data management and patient and public involvement

strategies. Finally, Section 5.4 outlines research directions, expectations and some

concluding remarks on the Prevent-ED project.

The Prevent-ED study protocol was peer-reviewed and published in BMJ Open

in February 2019 (de la Fuente et al., 2019). The published version, co-authored

by Prof Craig Ritchie and Dr Saturnino Luz, is attached in the Appendix 11. This

Chapter extends the publication with relevant details on methods, recruitment and

ethical procedures and Chapter 6 will continue with preliminary results and updates

on the study.
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5.1 Introduction to Prevent-ED

Previous chapters of this thesis have introduced the state-of-the-art and highlighted

the strengths and limitations of currently available datasets and methodologies.

Chapter 3 presented the first systematic review on the potential application of

artificial intelligence, speech and language processing for AD detection. The

review focused on the use of this technology to extract ’digital biomarkers’ for

machine learning modelling and covered 20 years of literature. These digital

biomarkers are promising when compared to screening tools that are widely used

in clinical settings, such as the MMSE, although we must be cautious when

setting the MMSE as the gold standard, given its low sensitivity to early stages

of neurodegeneration. Essentially, Chapter 3 concluded that this is an emerging

field of research where most studies report very promising results, and yet certain

obstacles prevent these methods from being applied to clinical settings.

One of those obstacles might be the field’s heterogeneity as regards both

methodological approaches and available databases. With regards to the

methodology, certain aspects such as pre-processing and feature generation are

insufficiently reported, which hinders replicability, generalisability and ultimate

clinical applicability. With regards to data, spoken language datasets are highly

scarce and the few that are available present sub-optimal audio quality and are

relatively small for conducting robust large scale analysis.

Another highlight of the review is that conversational dialogue is under-explored

in AD research, despite its potential to be representative of a broader range

of psycholinguistic aspects, such as alignment and entrainment (Pickering and

Garrod, 2004). Entrainment is a concept in conversational linguistics by which a

subject adopts lexical terms or other linguistic elements from their interlocutor, as

a mechanism of the cooperative principle (Brennan, 1996). Furthermore, given the

natural daily settings in which we use language (i.e. social interactions), we argue

that dialogue data might be more suitable for longitudinal monitoring of cognitive

health through robust systems able to passively collect and automatically analyse

natural dialogues, which do not require the user to perform a task.

Chapter 4 presents three different works conducted on the two main available

datasets, which had been described in the review, namely CCC and Pitt ; and

provides promising results as well as insights to their limitations. Both of these

datasets present very limited audio quality, although their most prominent limitation

is that they provide no information on AD biomarkers and contain spoken language

from already diagnosed cohorts, thereby providing little insight into earlier stages
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of the disease. Besides, Pitt consists of task-based monologues and CCC consists

of interview-based dialogues and, therefore, none of them fully represents natural

speech. In terms of size, Pitt is larger (over 100 participants) and we used a subset

that was balanced in terms of age and gender, which allowed us to try different

methods for feature generation and classification in Section 4.3. Differently, CCC

is smaller (under 50 participants) and more imbalanced, which led us to implement

a different methodological approach in Section 4.2.

Given the conclusions of Chapters 3 and 4, we decided to start a new project

in order to address some of the outlined limitations. This Chapter is a description

of such project, named Prevent-ED, where the most important novelties are that

it is based on natural dialogues and targets undiagnosed mid-life participants (i.e.

cognitively healthy) whose biological, familial or genetic profiles indicate varying

degrees of risk of developing dementia later in life. Therefore, for the first time,

a project focused on dementia detection based on spoken language technology

has actual potential to provide insight to the earliest stages of neurodegeneration.

The medical research community encourages the peer-reviewed publication of

research protocols in order to ensure scientific transparency and improve overall

standards of medical research. Accordingly, we published a paper describing

this protocol in the British Medical Journal (BMJ) Open. Besides, our novel

experimental design seeks to overcome some limitations encountered in previous

research and therefore we aim for other spoken dialogue researchers to be able

to access the publication and use the same design, thereby facilitating cross-study

comparisons and addressing the heterogeneity of the field. The title of the paper

is: ’Protocol for a Conversation-Based Analysis Study: PREVENT-ED Investigates

Dialogue Features That May Help Predict Dementia Onset in Later Life.’

The name Prevent-ED is a combination of Prevent and ED. On the one

hand, ’Prevent’ refers to the large-scale, international project named Prevent

Dementia1, in which Prevent-ED is embedded. It is a prospective cohort study

aimed at early identification of dementia through robust disease modeling for the

preclinical stages of neurodegeneration (Ritchie and Ritchie, 2012). This entails

the collection of a comprehensive dataset comprising most of the risk-factors and

exopnehotypes discussed in Chapter 2, such as family history of AD and other

types of dementia, neuropsychological assessments, brain imaging, genetic risk

profile, lifestyle variables (e.g. diet, substance use) and biomarkers (e.g. CSF).

This comprehensive dataset is gathered from healthy middle-aged volunteers (age

40-59 at baseline), identified through their family history of dementia. On the other

1https://preventdementia.co.uk/.
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hand, ’ED’ stands for both ’elicitation of dialogues’ and ’Edinburgh’, where the study

was conceived and led from.

The general aim of Prevent-ED is to examine the predictive potential

of information extracted from participants’ dialogues in relationship to the

comprehensive Prevent database, therefore evaluating speech’s practical

usefulness for preclinical AD screening. We argue that there are two main reasons

for choosing dialogue over monologue. On the one hand, dialogue involves

a broader range of psychological processes, as it requires speech production

and comprehension abilities, as well as the elements that allow successful

communication between speakers. Examples of these are question-answer turns

or the ability to provide and receive adequate feedback or to remain coherent

within the conversational topic. Finding a common ground for understanding

implies alignment and entrainment at different levels, from prosody to pragmatics,

and therefore demands an ability to coordinate with one another (Pickering

and Garrod, 2004). Overall, successful engagement in conversation requires a

relatively unimpaired cognitive status. On the other hand, our usage of language

is largely based on social interaction, that is, in conversation with at least one

other person. Therefore, passive longitudinal monitoring of cognitive health could

be done through automated dialogue systems instead of through the conduction

of tedious language tasks. We have previously mentioned studies that identified

conversational trouble indicating behaviours in a qualitative, descriptive manner

(Watson, 1999), as well as in a quantitative, automated manner (Mirheidari et al.,

2016, 2017a; Rudzicz et al., 2014). Prevent-ED collects dialogue from participants

who have been recruited in the Prevent Dementia project and chosen to participate

in an additional dialogue study. In order to create predictive models, dialogue

feature generation will be conducted on both recordings (i.e. acoustic analysis)

and associated transcripts (i.e. text-based analysis).

The study was inspired by strong findings that support the use of speech and

language analysis as a source of clinical information for AD, such as the literature

reviewed in Chapter 3. We argue that certain limitations of these studies are

preventing them from being translated into clinical research and practice, such

as the fact that they study language spoken by cohorts who have already been

diagnosed with AD. While these findings are scientifically useful, it is unlikely

that clinical managers will be drawn to implement these technologies unless

they offer something different and more convenient than what conventional tools

and clinicians are already able to accomplish. Besides, most studies draw their

conclusions from relatively small datasets and are predominantly cross-sectional
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(i.e. at a specific point in time only). Different from all previous literature, our

study presents a longitudinal design within the Prevent Dementia project, for which

data collection is structured as baseline, 2-year follow-up, 5-year follow-up, and is

currently securing funding for a 10-year follow-up. Another important difference is

that participants are middle-aged healthy adults at risk of developing dementia later

in life, whose speech is collected in tandem with the phenotypically rich database

of the general Prevent Dementia project. Additionally, Prevent-ED is designed to

collect and focus on dialogue speech, as opposed to most previous work on AD

diagnosis, which were based on narrative or scripted monologue tasks.

Furthermore, Prevent-ED has a second aim: to assess spatial navigation

abilities. Spatial navigation is the process by which we use multiple environmental

and personal cues to ’find our way around’; that is, to determine the desired

route to a certain place and then accomplish that route from where we are. This

ability declines with age and research particularly evidences its decline in MCI

(Lithfous et al., 2013). As a result, there is a research interest on its potential

role as an early cognitive marker of AD (Maguire et al., 1998). While findings

are still inconclusive, evidence suggests that the decline of our spatial navigation

abilities is a promising marker for preclinical AD as well as for progression to

more severe stages of neurodegeneration (Miniaci and De Leonibus, 2018; Allison

et al., 2016). The Prevent neuropsychological battery did not initially include a

specific spatial navigation task (Ritchie et al., 2017a), which inspired us to include

a navigation exercise in the Prevent-ED protocol. Hence, the purpose of the

experimental design is, primarily, to elicit dialogues and also to assess these

spatial navigation abilities. In order to accomplish these purposes, the Prevent-ED

protocol is conveniently based on a discussion over a map-task, whereby dialogues

are collected and navigation processing cues can be assessed both through the

dialogues and through the task itself.

5.2 Methods

This section describes the objectives of the study, as well as its prospective

participants, including information on selection and recruitment procedures, power

and sample size calculations. Details on the experimental procedures follow and

a general plan for data analysis is subsequently presented as it was in the BMJ

Open publication.
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5.2.1 Objectives

Analytically, the approach is similar to the one presented in Chapter 4. In brief,

this includes processing the dialogue recordings for feature generation through

vocalisation analysis as well as through standardised, comprehensive feature sets

with clinical potential (i.e. eGeMAPS). Feature generation is followed by feature

set reduction, if appropriate (i.e. factor analysis) and by predictive modelling with

machine learning analysis. Different to Chapter 4, the objective of Prevent-ED is

not to predict labels for already established diagnoses (i.e. healthy vs. AD), but

to classify participants according to their risk profile, which corresponds to their

biomarker levels, risk-factors and family history. Specifically, Prevent-ED’s primary

objectives are:

1. To examine the practical predictive potential of spontaneous dialogue

information for cognitive health monitoring.

2. To identify speech, language and, specifically, dialogue features that can help

predict cognitive impairment and, particularly, cognitive decline leading to AD.

3. To evaluate whether there is an association between the extracted speech

features and the risk profiles of middle-aged healthy individuals, and whether

this relationship has potential for risk prediction. Comprehensive data on

these variables is collected within the Prevent Dementia project and will be

linked to our dialogue data. This database includes:

(a) Family history of dementia, particularly first degree relatives (i.e. father,

mother, siblings). Chapter 2 explained that inheritance is considered to

be a significant component of risk profiles for AD.

(b) Status of apolipoprotein E (APOE). That is, the presence or absence

of protective (ε2), neutral (ε3), or risk-bearing (ε4) APOE alleles

(Alexopoulos et al., 2011).

(c) Comprehensive neuropsycholgical evaluations, including the ACE-R

(Mioshi et al., 2006) and the COGNITO battery (Ritchie et al.,

2014). The COGNITO battery takes 40 minutes and evaluates

numerous cognitive domains in the context of dementia screening.

It is entirely computer based and has also been implemented for

cognitive assessment in other clinical contexts, such as depression and

schizophrenia. Ritchie et al. (2014) presents figures on established

inter-rater reliability with other cognitive measurements as well as
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its translation to six different languages, including Chinese. More

information about COGNITO can be found in its manual2. The

COGNITO battery is relevant to this study because it was specifically

designed to address the ceiling effect inherent to many dementia

examinations, which describes that it is easier for participants with

spared cognitive functions to compensate for any difficulties and remain

undiagnosed (Ritchie et al., 2017b).

(d) Measures of beta-amyloid extracellular deposition (Aβ42) in plasma and

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) as well as increased levels of intracelullar

tau tangles, both well-known biomarkers of Alzheimer’s disease (Fagan

et al., 2007).

(e) Brain atrophy and brain shrinkage assessed through neuroimaging

scans. In particular, the database comprises information on medial

temporal lobe atrophy and white matter lesions, since shrinkage in these

brain areas is associated with AD (O’Brien et al., 2004).

4. To identify associations between spoken language features and spatial

navigation abilities.

5. To identify associations between the mentioned risk factors and spatial

navigation abilities.

5.2.2 Participants

Participants are healthy volunteers at mid-life, aged between 40 and 59 years old

upon recruitment for the Prevent Dementia Project. Recruitment started in 2015

in London and was based on their family history of dementia (Ritchie and Ritchie,

2012; Ritchie et al., 2017a).

5.2.2.1 Identification and selection

Prevent-ED, also known to the participants as the ’spoken dialogue sub-study’,

was initially offered to individuals who belong to the Prevent Edinburgh cohort. It is

briefly described to all volunteers, regardless of whether they are prospective new

participants or have already done their baseline assessments and are waiting for

the 2-year follow-up. The inclusion criteria for Prevent-ED are completely aligned

2https://inserm-neuropsychiatrie.fr/sites/default/files/documents/COGNITO_MANUAL.
pdf.
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with the inclusion criteria for Prevent Dementia (Ritchie and Ritchie, 2012), which

are:

• Being the children of individuals with an AD diagnosis (risk group).

• Being the children of individuals with no known diagnosis of

neurodegeneration (no-risk group, in principle).

• Being able to give consent to take part in the study.

• Agreeing with the collection of genetic risk information in order to establish

their APOE status.

Exclusion criteria are also aligned with Prevent’s:

• A known diagnosis or report of subjective cognitive impairment or dementia

using standard clinical criteria (e.g. DSM-5, ICD-10).

• Suspected of having dementia by the initial assessment at the service.

• Individuals who are not able to fully understand written and verbal English.

• Individuals unable to provide consent.

An exclusion criteria that was specific for the Prevent-ED is severe hearing or

speaking problems, which are incompatible with a spoken dialogue task.

Prevent-ED experimental groups are also aligned with those in Prevent. According

to family history and genetic risk, there are three risk-groups:

1. Low risk, including participants without a parent with dementia (e.g. spouses

of extant cases), with an APOE-ε2 allele and with no APOE-ε4 allele.

2. Medium risk, including participants with a parent with dementia and without

an APOE-ε4 allele.

3. High risk, including participants with a parent with dementia and with an

APOE-ε4 allele.

The comprehensive set of variables that conforms the risk profile of the

participants is collected on separate assessment dates by the general Prevent

research group. This information remains unknown during Prevent-ED data

collection in order to reduce the probability of experimental biases and was only

disclosed to Prevent-ED researchers at the stage of data analysis.
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5.2.2.2 Recruitment and enrolment

Participants for Prevent-ED are recruited through the local coordinators of the

Prevent Edinburgh cohort. They discuss the Spoken Dialogue study alongside

the main Prevent study with potential participants either face to face or on the

telephone. Those who express an interest in taking part are given more detailed

information about the study in the form of a participant information sheet (PIS) prior

to their visit, which allows them to consider the sub-study thoroughly. It is ensured

that they have every opportunity to ask questions before participation (i.e. research

contact details are included in the PIS).

Participants who wish and agree to take part in Prevent-ED are scheduled to

meet the researcher in charge of data collection (i.e. myself). This visit will coincide

with the participant’s visit to the MRI facilities at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, in

order to lessen the time burden on participants by reducing the number of visits.

The Spoken Dialogue study, including informed consent, task completion and

audiovisual recording will take place in the Tay Quiet Room, at the Nine Edinburgh

BioQuarter. If a different day needs to be scheduled, the participant is contacted by

phone (upon their agreement to it) in order to arrange an alternative appointment,

which shall be scheduled to suit participants’ availability and logistics, as long as it

is within the general Prevent recruitment period. Should a participant agree to take

part in a rescheduled appointment, reasonable travel expenses (e.g. car parking

on site, bus and train fares, etc.) incurred on attending the new appointment will be

reimbursed. This also gives Prevent participants the opportunity to consider taking

part in the Spoken Dialogue study if they were not able to do so at the original

appointment or their original appointment took place before Prevent-ED collection

had started.

5.2.2.3 Informed Consent

Participants are given information about the study prior to their visit and informed

consent is taken in person upon arrival. The participant will have been given

at least 24 hours to consider whether they wish to consent to the study and

an opportunity to ask any questions before giving consent. Consent is taken

and signed on the Informed Consent Form (ICF) by the research in charge of

data collection (i.e. myself), who underwent appropriate training in Good Clinical

Practice by the National Institute for Health Research as it is a requirement in the

UK Policy Framework for Health and Social Care Research.

Consent is only sought from competent adults, who we anticipate unlikely to

lose capacity during the brief Prevent-ED assessment (i.e. less than one hour).
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Besides, by definition this study recruits cognitively unimpaired participants from

the Prevent Edinburgh cohort. This capacity is first assessed by the Prevent

researchers who identify eligible participants, and subsequently by the Prevent-ED

researcher who takes consent and leads the task.

Participants are also informed of their absolute freedom to withdraw their

consent at any point without giving a reason. Whatever they decide, it will not affect

their experience in Prevent, nor any health or social care that themselves or their

cared ones receive. Although unlikely, a participant can also be withdrawn by the

Investigator, in which case the primary reason for withdrawal will be documented.

In the event of participant withdrawal, the participant would be withdrawn from the

study and any information collected until that stage would be retained with the

participant’s prior consent.

5.2.2.4 Sample size and power calculations

In order to estimate the number of participants required, primary and secondary

objectives need to be distinguished. The secondary objectives, to do with

spatial navigation abilities, involve testing statistical hypotheses, while the primary

objectives concern the development of prediction models that involve machine

learning. Determining the sample size is relatively straightforward for the former,

but less so for the latter.

The hypothesis that spatial navigation abilities are significantly different

between participants belonging to the low, medium and high risk groups is tested

with an analysis of covariance, where the performance scores obtained in the

spatial navigation task is the dependent variable. Allison et al. (2016) reported a

large effect size (partial η2 = 0.564) for a similar design, which also compared three

groups with different levels of AD biomarkers. Therefore, if we are conservative and

assume our target to be a medium effect size of 0.16, with a power of 80% and a

significance level of p < 0.05, the minimum sample size required would be 63

participants3.

Precise estimation of optimal sample size and measures of effect size is

more challenging in a machine learning modeling framework, as most frameworks

involve automatic categorisation. Notwithstanding, for relatively simple machine

learning algorithms such as Euclidean distance and Fisher linear discriminant

functions, there is a widely adopted sample size estimation approach, which

consists of placing bounds at 1.2 × f , and 1.4 × f instances (participants) in

3Calculated in R Studio with the function pwr.f2.test(u = 2, f2 = .16, sig.level = 0.05,
power = 0.8)
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the Euclidean and Fisher algorithms, respectively. f is the number of features

of the dataset and the resulting sample size is a conservative estimate for an

expected probability of misclassification that would be, at most, 50% greater than

an asymptotic probability of misclassification of 0.1 (i.e. 90% accuracy) (Raudys

et al., 1991). As a working example, if we were to extract the GeMAPS feature

set, which contains 62 features (i.e. the original, non-extended version of the

eGeMAPS used in Chapter 4), we would need a minimum of 1.2 × 62 = 74.4,

that is, 75 participants. It is our objective to experiment with different feature

sets, smaller such as the one presented in Section 4.2 (i.e. speech rate and

vocalisation patterns) or larger such as the ones presented in Section 4.3 (i.e.

ComParE, emobase, eGeMAPS, MRCGs), as well as with different combinations

of classifiers. Therefore, we aim to collect as large a dataset as it is practically

possible. This will allow experimentation with different feature sets sizes as well as

different types of machine learning methodologies (i.e. sophisticated connectionist

systems such as recurrent neural networks would be more appropriate with larger

datasets).

5.2.3 Experimental procedures

The protocol for data collection consists essentially of a procedure to generate and

record natural conversations. Our experimental task was inspired by the Map-Task,

originally designed in Edinburgh by Anderson et al. (1991). The original Map-Task

requires speakers to collaborate verbally in order to reproduce a route on one

participant’s map that is only printed on the other participant’s map. Depending

on these maps, participants are alternatively assigned the corresponding roles

of ’information giver’ and ’information follower’. The former, ’information giver’,

receives a map with a route and is asked to give instructions to the latter,

’information follower’. The follower’s map is nearly identical to the giver’s map,

except for the route making details. Therefore, the instructions must indicate how

to follow this route in the route-less map while participants cannot see each other.

Differently, participants in our study are not alternatively assigned to roles, but

always act as information givers or leaders, while the researcher takes the follower

role. This distribution was chosen in order to control for the potential influence

of the assigned role on the strategies that participants would employ in order

to navigate the map (i.e. navigation strategies are likely to change depending

on whether you are leading or following an ’expedition’). Additionally, fixing the

participants’ role ensures a level of consistency that will result in more robust

conclusions for this particular experiment, especially taking into account that the
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Figure 5.1: Leader and Follower undertaking Prevent-ED map-task, separated by a screen.

dataset might be limited in size. Further differences between the Prevent-Ed

map-task and the original Map-Task are that, in our design, both maps are identical

and participants are able to see each other, although they are not able to see each

other’s map. Figure 5.14 shows that this occurs through the placing of a screen in

the middle of the research table. This screen is tall enough to separate both maps,

but short enough for participant and researcher to continue to see each other’s

faces. This set up allows for collection of non-verbal as well as verbal dialogue

cues through audiovisual recording of the task.

The purpose of this design is to generate natural interactions while still having

some control over the settings. In research, there is always a trade-off between

controlling for potential confounders and obtaining natural data that leads to

generalisable results. Since our study focuses more on dialogue mechanisms and

acoustic-prosodic aspects of interactions than on dialogue content, we expect that

this trade-off will be minimal, as the design enhances interactive spontaneity at

the expense of content constraints. While a structured dialogue with appropriately

designed questions could generate responses with natural content, such tasks are

4The two people featuring these pictures expressed their agreement to their inclusion in this thesis.
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less likely to elicit dialogue structures representative of natural interactions. This is

because an interviewee is almost invariably prompted to speak, whereas we expect

participants of our study to actively engage in turn-taking, pausing as appropriate

and making sure that the researcher is understanding the instructed route.

Furthermore, we aimed for an experimental design that would enhance

engagement. To this end, participant and researcher are presented with the

map of an imaginary land through which they should navigate together to

complete an epic journey. Research on discourse processes and psycholinguistic

research show how tasks based on games, journey completion and maps

enhance participant engagement and are more likely to generate spontaneous

conversations (Buxó-Lugo et al., 2018). Accordingly, the land and the instructions

to navigate it are designed for it to become a cooperative storytelling exercise,

rather than a cognitively demanding task. Prevent-ED’s experimental design has

two parts: the wayfinding task was developed to elicit dialogue and involves

the cooperative navigation described above; and the landmark allocation task

assesses spatial navigation abilities in a non-cooperative manner.

5.2.3.1 Wayfinding Task

This task is primarily intended to generate spontaneous dialogues through creating

an experimental environment that facilitates a natural interaction between the

researcher (follower ) and the participant (leader ). Figure 5.1 showed the

disposition of this task, whereby both speakers have a two-dimensional map in

front of them and they are separated by a screen so they can see each other but

not each other’s map. The maps deploy the same imaginary land with 15 different

landmarks (i.e. castles, towns, villages), but only the leader ’s map has drawn

routes. Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show the differences between the maps.

To begin with the experiment, the maps are facing down and the researcher

takes the participant’s informed consent after explaining the task briefly and

answering their questions. At this point, two high quality Tascam® recorders

are clipped somewhere near the speaker’s collarbone and recording begins. The

participant is warned that after explaining the characteristics of the land and the

differences between the maps, the researcher will clap in order to synchronise the

recorders during the analysis stage. These initial instructions are as follows:

You now have, in front of you, a printed 2D map in which different
landmarks are deployed. Please turn the map so that you are able
to see it. The dotted lines indicate possible pathways that you can take
between different points. It is important to note that the pathways do
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not indicate the direction of travel. On this side of the screen I have the
same map, but without the pathways.

We will need to work together to complete a journey, and the story
of this journey will be narrated by me. The story requires us to navigate
from one landmark to another to accomplish certain tasks until we reach
our final destination. Hence, your role is to help guide me through
the journey with the pathways you see on your map. You will also
be able to see information on the slope, terrain and other conditions
of the paths. I kindly ask you to give as much information as possible
when providing me with directions, as any detail will help me reach the
targeted landmark. There is more than one way to reach the different
landmarks.

You can decide which route is preferably as certain routes might
seem more challenging than the others (for example, crossing a swamp
terrain as opposed to rowing a canoe). This is a creative story-telling
journey and you are encouraged to use your imagination to describe
the pathways we should take, as long as we keep to the indicated
pathways.

Last but not least, your map has a scale and a compass rose that
you can use when giving instructions, but it is not essential that you do
and will depend on our personal way to give directions.

After the instructions, with the maps facing up, the researcher confirms that

the participant has understood the legend that appears in the map, which depicts

terrain and travel conditions. Then, the researcher proceeds to share the journey

that they are meant to complete together, which involves travelling across the land

visiting different landmarks. The story is as follows:

We come from the far east to seek the riches the land of the North can
offer. I have heard many stories about the great riches of the Kelpie’s
clan (residing in Kelpie’s village), so that is where we must go.

However, I must tell you that from prior traders’ stories, this land
works in many strange ways – each village only takes specific items as
payment. We cannot trade directly with the Kelpies with our far east
goods and they will only give their gold for the textiles produced from
the Pech village. Likewise, the Pech village will only take metals as
trade for their textiles! Now, I know where to get us some metals. If we
harvest enough wood from the Forest of Nuggle, we should be able to
trade it for metals at the Morgen Castle.

Aside from the trade points we need to get to, there are a few other
things to note. First, along the way, we might come across ’toll points’
and they can be paid using minerals that can be harvested from the
lochs (Trow Loch, Nuckelavee Loch, Loch of Selkie). These are likely to
be at crossings, but I have no more information. In any case, the earlier
we gather some minerals, the better.

Second, I have also heard that, because of superstitions, it is
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worthwhile to pay a visit to the Finfolk Shrine and The Great Forti Yew
to give our offerings so that our tradings are smooth and successful.

Next, I have heard that there might be hidden treasures located at
the Aonaran Cave and Nighe Tomb, thus we might want to take a look
at these two spots. Before we head back to our own land, we should
probably do some fishing, as any coastal area of this island is meant
to be bounfitul of high-quality sea products. The areas for fishing are
at The Nibbled Head, Ghillie Dhu Cliff, Cove of Dunnie, Cliff of Wulver,
and Cove of Cu Sith.

Lastly, to get on land, it is possible to dock either at the Cove of
Cu Sith, Cliff of Wulver or Lighthouse of Boobrie. We should be wary
of pirates who often stop and wait for trading ships at the Blackwaters
Bay! It is also the safest to dock where the lighthouse is instead of at
the cliffs. How do you think we should proceed?

Throughout the instructions the researcher should make sure that the

participant recognises and finds the landmarks mentioned in the story and

understands the order in which the essential ones need to be reached.

Remembering the story is not necessary. The task begins by choosing where

to dock the boat, which in turn decides the initial direction of the journey. Then,

both researcher and participant accomplish the necessary tradings in order to get

to the endmost point after which there is a second clap and the recorders are

switched off. The researcher must remind the participant that several alternative

routes are possible and that there is no right or wrong choice of route. Both need

to work together, mutually understand the purpose of the journey and complete

it cooperatively. The researcher should be trained and be able to appropriately

query participants’ route making, provide feedback and facilitate the creation of

a common ground during the conversation. These involves being ready to use

scripted prompts if conversational engagement fades, such as the ones below or

any variation of them:

• I see on the map there is XXX just by the YYY, why don’t we go from there?

• Is there a village nearby we can stop for a break?

• I think it might be a good idea to keep away from rocky paths for us to take a

break, do you see any possible routes for this?

• Is there an alternative to this route? Can you tell me why you have chosen

this instead of the other?

• How far are we away from our next destination?

• Any particular reason we are going first to XXX instead of YYY?
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Figure 5.2: Wayfinding task: participant’s map (complete).
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Figure 5.3: Wayfinding task: researcher’s map (routes removed).
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(a) Information giver explaining how the indicated routes go
from one landmark to the next.

(b) Information follower querying about the given route to
confirm adequate understanding.

Figure 5.4: Example of a discussion scene during the Wayfinding task.

Figure 5.4a and 5.4b shows both speakers engaged in conversation, trying

to reach mutual understanding on how to proceed with the task. This generates

a discussion that will be audiovisually recorded and was designed in this way to

resemble a natural setting as much as possible. We argue that the ’give and

take’ that arises when discussing directions is an activity that belongs to daily life

as much as it does to this particular experimental set up. Notwithstanding, it is

worth bearing in mind that this will still be a controlled setting in which one of the

speakers will be a trained researcher who will ensure dialogue interactions and

task completion.

5.2.3.2 Landmark Allocation

This task is intended to observe the participant’s spatial memory as well as

their spatial navigation abilities. Spatial memory is specific memory of spatial

information, such as the disposition of objects and layout of the interior of

someone’s house. Different to Wayfinding, this task is not cooperative and will

not be audiovisually recorded.

After having completed the Wayfinding task, participants are presented with

another map that deploys a blank version of the same land, shown in Figure 5.5.

That is, not only does it have no routes, but it also has no landmarks. On this map,

participants are asked to place an X or a similar mark at landmarks locations. It

is indicated that names are not necessary although participants are welcome to

write them if that helps them remember the locations. The performance of this task

is scored more traditionally than the Wayfinding one, as it essentially consists on

counting the hits and misses of the allocated landmarks for a total of 15 points (15

landmarks).
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Figure 5.5: Landmark allocation task: participant only (routes and landmarks removed).
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The list of missing landmarks is:

1. The Great Forti Yew

2. Finfolk Shrine

3. Kelpie’s Village

4. Nighe Tomb

5. Standing Stone of Soor

6. Blackwaters Inn

7. Lighthouse of Boobrie

8. Morgen Castle

9. Village of Pech

10. Aonaran Cave

11. Shellycoat Bridge

12. Faun’s Munros

13. Trow Loch

14. Loch of Selkie

15. Nuckelavee Loch

And the scoring procedure, starting from zero, is:

• Correct landmarks: 1 point (+1). This follows the ’nearest neighbour’ criteria,

that is, this 1 point will be awarded if the mark is closer to the target landmark

than to other landmarks, as well as correctly related to these other landmarks

in space, regardless of whether the spot location is exact.

• Missing landmarks: no points awarded (+0). This applies to landmarks that

were not accounted for by the participants.

• Misplaced landmarks: no points awarded (+0). This applies to landmarks

that were placed where other landmarks were.
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• ’Made-up’ landmarks: 0.5 points subtracted (−0.5). This applies to when

participants place more than one landmark where there is only one, and/or

ends up with a number of landmarks greater than 15.

• Over-time correction: this task is timed and participants are expected to take

between 90 and 120 seconds. A correction of −0.5 will be applied to their

score for every 20 seconds (or fraction) that they go over 132 seconds (i.e.

120 seconds plus a 10% allowance).

This task will always be scored by the same researcher (i.e. myself), adhering

to the rules above, in order to ensure consistency. Besides, in the future, we

plan to establish the external validity of this scoring consistency by asking an

independent annotator to score some of the tasks so that we are able to report

inter-rater agreement statistics accordingly. The scoring strategy is designed to

measure the ability of participants to place objects in relation to other objects,

hence why locating them in an inexact spot is not penalised, whilst locating them

wrongly in relation to the general distribution of landmarks is. This procedure is

based on previous research, such as Allison et al. (2016), to assess ’allocentric’

spatial processing (i.e. object-to-object), which encodes information about the

location of one landmark with respect to other landmarks and therefore its location

is defined relative to other object’s location. This is complementary to ’egocentric’

(i.e. self-to-object) spatial navigation, which represent the location of landmarks

in space relative to our body axes: left to right, front to back and up to down.

Egocentric spatial processing is still relatively unimpaired in moderate stages of

AD, while allocentric spatial navigation is increasingly considered to be an early

biomarker and partially accounts for the ’wandering and getting lost’ behaviour that

can be observed in early stages of degeneration (Coughlan et al., 2018; Ritchie

et al., 2018).

It is worth emphasising that the Wayfinding task does not require the participant

to memorise the landmarks that need to be covered along the journey, as the

researcher is always available to discuss this cooperatively and landmark names

are depicted in their map. Their only focus should be to give as much information

as possible about paths, terrains conditions, distances, directions, preferences and

anything that might be relevant to decide on a route choice with the researcher.

Precisely because the roles are held fixed in the first task (i.e. the participant is

always the leader ), any potential role confounder for the second task is controlled.

All participants go through the same essential landmarks in the same order, led by

themselves but instructed by the researcher’s narrative. As an important remark,
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however, there are some optional landmarks, such as ’treasure points’, that would

depend on alternative routes and could influence the performance on the second

task.

The complete experimental procedure was tested twice, first with a member

of the main Prevent project (a fellow researcher from the Centre for Dementia

Prevention) and afterwards with another individual totally unrelated to this project.

These preparatory sessions were done in order to optimise the set up and logistics,

and to decide on necessary conditions for successful task conduction, such as

printing the map in A2 (420x594mm), ensure adequate lighting, adjust table and

screen heights and choose best recorder placement. The sessions also served to

adjust the researcher’s training for time-keeping purposes, so that conversations

were between 15 and 25 minutes long. With this in mind, we could inform

participants that the experiment would usually last approximately 30-35 minutes,

including consent and task completion.

5.2.4 Analysis plan

Two types of data are collected as part of the Prevent-ED project: spoken dialogue

data and spatial navigation scores. The general plan for analysis is similar to the

one described in Chapter 4 in terms of acoustic feature generation and machine

learning, with the inclusion of additional variables such as spatial navigation,

biomarkers, risk factors and cognitive assessments, as shown in Figure 5.6.

When analysing Prevent-ED data, we aim to focus on acoustic-prosodic

features in general and dialogue mechanisms in particular (i.e. turn-taking and

related aspects). The initial plan for feature generation with the recorded data is:

1. Comprehensive and standardised paralinguistic feature sets such as the

ones described in Chapter 4. Particularly, we will focus on the extended

GeMAPS (i.e. eGeMAPS) given their theoretical significance and empirical

usefulness (Eyben et al., 2016).

2. Alignment and entrainment measures for prosodic features (i.e. pitch,

energy) and speech rate. In this context, alignment and entrainment refer to

the convergence to similar rates of a given set of speech features. The term

is used here following a psycholinguistics theory that proposes that dialogue

processes lead to the automatic coupling of linguistic representations

between production and comprehension. This is proposed to occur at many

different linguistic levels and implies a process of accommodation by which
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Figure 5.6: General outline of the analysis implemented in the Prevent-ED datasets (this thesis does not include analysis
on transcribed or annotated data).

speakers attune to each other as the conversation unfolds (Pickering and

Garrod, 2004).

3. Dialogue structure features such as turn-taking, repair, backchannel

behaviour, pause patterns. In principle, these features will be extracted

with ELAN, a powerful software for dialogue annotation that allows different

time-aligned tiers to be created for different levels of detail (Sloetjes and

Wittenburg, 2008).

4. Combinations of other voice features and some content features with

theoretical significance:

(a) Voice features: F0 and functionals, spectral flux, auto-correlation

functions, cepstrum coefficients, onset, beats, pitch energy, quality,

intensity and vocalisation rhythms.

(b) Content features: although not our primary focus, we will generate

lexical and semantic features from transcripts, also conducted with

ELAN. These features will be used for linguistics and psycholinguistics

analyses, including mood and sentiment, which are also informative in

AD (Talbot et al., 2020).

These features generated from the spoken dialogue recordings become the
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input variables for regression and correlation analyses in conjunction with the

Prevent Dementia examinations. These include neuropsychological evaluations,

biomarkers (i.e. amyloid and tau in CSF, plaque-dependant inflammation, cortisol

levels), genetic risk profiles, neuroimaging (i.e. brain atrophy and shrinkage in

medial temporal lobe, particularly hippocampus and entorhinal cortex), family

history of dementia and spatial navigation scores. In brief, a range of traditional

statistics and machine learning techniques will be applied to investigate whether

the linguistic and paralinguistic features described above are predictive of, or

associated with the following biomarkers or risk factors for AD:

1. Quantitative neuropsychological evaluations suitable for screening of

preclinical AD (i.e. COGNITO battery).

2. Categorical APOE status: presence or absence of allele ε4.

3. Categorical family history of dementia: zero, one or two parents with a

dementia diagnosis.

4. Quantitative levels of Aβ42 amyloid in CSF.

5. Quantitative levels of tau in CSF.

6. Quantitative measures of medial temporal lobe shrinkage and white matter

lesion volume.

For simple correlations we use bivariate and multivariate tests and for predictive

modelling we employ regression models based on Gaussian processes (GPs),

that is, on Bayesian models that assume a Gaussian prior distribution. GPs have

grown increasingly popular in machine learning contexts, since they are flexible

and robust probabilistic models for which the main limitation is their relatively

high computational demand (Quinonero-Candela and Rasmussen, 2005). These

analyses gauge how much cognitive variance may be explained with features

extracted from conversational interactions, and what is the potential of these

features for risk level prediction or detection of early signs of AD.

For disease modelling, our predictions for neurodegenerative decline are based

on speech and language features obtained from natural conversations used as

inputs for a variety of computational techniques. Analyses will be performed

with statistical tests and machine learning techniques as deemed appropriate

by the researchers, depending on the variables chosen as predictors and on

the hypothesised significant differences. Speech signal processing is used to

generate the features mentioned above, and different machine learning methods
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are used to model risk prediction. These methods are selected as appropriate for

different feature sets and depending on the sample size, ranging from generative

classifiers to state-of-the-art deep architectures. Furthermore, Prevent Dementia

is a longitudinal study and hence our prospective dataset will eventually contain

longitudinal outcomes and endpoints for different variables, which will enable

candidate speech markers to be identified as indicators of dementia onset later

in life as well as markers for disease progression.

5.3 Research Ethics

There are no expected risks for participants, or burdens aside the time invested

in participation. The procedures explained above are not invasive and do not

raise any significant ethical issues. Besides, Prevent-ED only approaches healthy

consenting adults that have identified through the larger-scale Prevent Dementia

project.

Participants receive an Information Sheet and are informed prior to the study

that this research is exploratory and no diagnostic decisions will be made upon

their performance on the task. They are also informed that our goal is to assess the

extent to which certain characteristics of our speech agree with scores or measures

of existing biomarkers, so as to assess whether speech is a promising candidate

behavioural marker as well. Therefore, participants are aware that Prevent-ED

will not find any new information than existing biomarkers do not already offer, but

rather tries to explore a different avenue to obtain this information in a less invasive

manner. This study aims to investigate the feasibility of dementia prediction based

on speech and generate evidence for it.

Notwithstanding, there is a very important ethical consideration in relation to

data confidentiality, as our study involves the collection of audiovisual data. Even

if conversations are not on a private topic, audiovisual data is deemed personal

and identifiable by ethical regulations. Therefore, it should be treated with utmost

caution and not shared outside the boundaries for which data sharing agreements

have been approved by the corresponding ethics committee. Besides, since

our participants were recruited through Prevent Dementia, which in turn recruits

through the UK National Health Service (NHS), their information needs to be

treated as patient information even though they are healthy. After a discussion

with the ethics advisors at the University of Edinburgh (UoE) and the Centre for

Dementia Prevention (CDP), we applied for approval from the Research Ethics

Committee (hereafter REC), who review the adequacy of research studies UK
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wide. We also applied for Caldicott and Information Governance approval, which is

obtained through an independent organisation that reviews how information about

patients is shared across healthcare systems.

Ethics requirements included that our study should comply with the advised

data encryption and data storage measures. Furthermore, audiovisual data should

under no circumstances be published or disseminated. Any science and public

communication should only include anonymous results on analyses that would

have been undertaken after pre-processing the audio files. Any reported results are

subject to be published in peer-reviewed journals for an interdisciplinary audience

with a particular focus on cognitive well-being.

The following sections give further details on research ethics procedures,

describing the study documents that were necessary for ethical approval. After

complying with every requirement, the Prevent-ED study was granted approval by

the London-Surrey Research Ethics Committee (REC reference No: 18/LO/0860),

and by Caldicott and Information Governance (reference No: CRD18048).

5.3.0.1 Ethics Documentation

• IRAS form: the Integrated Research Applications System (IRAS) is a

single online system for applying for the permissions and approvals for

health and related research in the UK. The form, attached in Appendix 12

enables research categorisation and helps researchers meet regulatory and

governance requirements.

• Protocol: document that outlines the design of the study and describes

the methodology as well as the organisation of the research and data

management procedures. It conforms a general guide to the research

process. The latest version of the Prevent-ED protocol (v5.0) is attached

in Appendix 13.

• Participant Information Sheet (PIS): this document provides a lay explanation

of the study for potential participants to understand the motivation for the

research question and the procedures of the study. On this basis, they can

choose whether they wish to take part. The latest version of the Prevent-ED

PIS for Edinburgh recruitment (v3.0) is attached in Appendix 14.

• Informed Consent Form (ICF): this documents is a voluntary agreement

to participate in research. It is not merely a form to be filled out by the

participant, but the researcher taking it should ensure their full understanding
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of the research procedures, potential risks and data management. The latest

version of the Prevent-ED ICF (v3.0) is attached in Appendix 15.

• GP letter: usually included to inform a participant’s GP of their taking part

in the study. Although initially drafted, this document was eventually not

necessary for Prevent-ED.

• Sponsor documentation: a research sponsor is an individual, company,

institution or organisation that takes on responsibility for initiation,

management and financing (or arranging the financing) of the research.

Prevent-ED was co-sponsored by the UoE and ACCORD (i.e. Academic and

Clinical Central Office for Research and Development). The documentation

includes insurance policies and is attached in Appendix 16 .

CVs from Dr Saturnino Luz, Prof Craig Ritchie and myself were also required

for the approvals, alongside any correspondence between ourselves and the

Prevent Dementia Board or their statistician. REC approval was issued by the

NHS Health Research Authority (HRA) on June 1st 2018 and Caldicott and &

IG approval was granted on June 4th 2018. Both documents are attached as

Appendix 17 and 18, respectively. Shortly after approval, in September 2018,

a Non-substantial Amendment had to be submitted in order to be able to see

participants at the BioQuarter buildings (initially, assessments where going to be

carried at the hospital). The sponsors and Research and Development department

were informed, the protocol was amended and the amendment passed without a

need to inform the REC.

Further necessary steps involved applying for a Research Passport. This

is a mechanism for non-NHS staff to obtain an Honorary Research Contact or

Letter of Access that enables them to carry out research within NHS premises.

The Research Passport was granted on June 2018 after the Occupational Health

Assessments, a standard Criminal Disclosure, CV and corresponding application

form had been examined. The Letter of Access is attached in Appendix 19.

Before proceeding with data collection, two high-quality, close-range recorders

were purchased (Tascam® DR-10L digital audio recorder and lavalier mic combo),

the separating screen was handmade and the maps were printed in A2. A person

was appointed to help with data collection when the main researcher was not

available, initially a student from the Edinburgh College of Art, who dropped out

last minute and finally a research assistant from the CDP, Sarah Sparks, whom we

would like to acknowledge.
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Hard copies of the complete documentation are kept in the Site File, together

with a recruitment log, as required by the ethical institutions in the event of a

study monitoring visit. A simplified overview of the ethics procedure is shown in

Figure 5.7.

Figure 5.7: General outline and timeline of the steps to obtain ethics approval for Prevent-ED.

5.3.1 Data management

As stated in the previous section, data management was paramount in this

study due to the audiovisual nature of the collected data. As well as the

close-range microphones, conversational data including video is collected with a

device specifically developed for secure speech and video collection in healthcare

settings by Pierre Albert, a member of our research group. Data management

concerns data protection, data storage and data processing.

In terms of data protection and storage, all storage devices are encrypted with

state-of-the-art algorithms. Specifically, we employed the Advanced Encryption

Standard with a key size of 256 bits (AES-256). Apart from secure encryption,

dialogues will be transcribed upon completion of data collection and every

participant will be assigned a unique ID code to identify these transcriptions as well

as any processed audio. Therefore, only de-identified data will be kept indefinitely

within the study database and shared when appropriate. These procedures abide

by the regulatory ethic boards mentioned above, as well as the UoE and ACCORD,

which in turn follow the General Data Protection Regulation of the European Union
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(GDPR 2016/679).

In terms of data processing and storage of the processed data, we apply

acoustic signal processing to the recordings and natural language processing to

the transcripts. ELAN5 will be used to transcribe the recordings and annotate

any dialogue event that is considered to be of importance. This includes false

starts (potentially indicating self-repair), speaker turns or backchanelling, although

tiers for more sophisticated features could also be included without modifying

these ones. We chose ELAN because it is a powerful software designed to

be a professional tool for complex annotation on audio and video resources,

particularly for conversational data. It was developed by the Max Plank Institute for

Psycholinguistics (Wittenburg et al., 2006; Sloetjes and Wittenburg, 2008). Another

reason to use ELAN is that we anticipate the need to combine different types

of information (i.e. acoustic, dialogical, linguistic, emotional). ELAN’s tier-based

structure allows for audio streams to be studied across these different perspectives,

from low-level features such as frequencies or energy, to medium-level features

such as syntax and lexicon and up to high-level aspects such as sentiment

or mood. Besides, ELAN allows to combine these tiers hierarchically so that

annotated tiers are interconnected, time-aligned, differentiated and also related.

For natural language processing we will also use ELAN, but in transcription

mode. Transcribed data can also be aligned and synchronised within the acoustic

hierarchy, therefore allowing for a very complete and organised set of data, where

information is comprehensive, time-stamped and time-aligned. Finally, since ELAN

annotations are stored in XML format, they can easily be exported to CHAT

(MacWhinney, 2014), Praat (Boersma and Weenink, 2018) and other common

text formats so that compatibility with other tools, systems and research teams

is ensured (Nijmegen: Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, 2020).

5.3.2 Patient and Public Involvement

Clinical research institutions are increasingly encouraging patients, carers or

members of the public to ’co-produce’ research. Different to being a research

participant, this involves having an active role in research development such

as defining research questions, setting priorities and outcome measures, and

providing input into evaluation of the results and dissemination. Consequently,

many clinical journals such as the BMJ are requesting that authors provide a

5https://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/.
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Patient and Public Involvement Statement6. This statement explains how patients,

carers or family members were involved in research development or documents

the reasons if they were not, as it is appreciated that it may not be feasible or

appropriate for all papers.

Since Prevent-ED participants are a sub-cohort of Prevent, Prevent-ED has

benefited from the patient and public involvement measures of the main project. In

2013, alongside the first steps of Prevent, a participants’ panel was established

in order to help develop the whole research programme. Most of them are

participating as research volunteers, and two of them are also members of the

Prevent steering committee. The participants panel meets regularly to discuss

the overall progress of the project, including the appropriateness and potential

of any proposed sub-study. Accordingly, a proposal for the spoken dialogue

sub-study was first submitted in March 2018 and is attached as Appendix 20. This

proposal was examined both by the participants’ panel and the steering committee.

The potential benefits of the project were then deemed greater than any time or

intervention burden and we obtained approval for the project to be taken forward.

Lastly, one important aspect discussed in collaboration with the participants’

panel is result disclosure. At the level of the main project, there are different types

of collected data that could be clinically relevant, such as blood tests, ECG, MRIs

and validated cognitive tests. The agreed procedure is that this will be shared with

the participant and their general practitioner. This procedure, however, does not

apply to Prevent-ED, since our assessments are not expected to yield any clinically

validated results.

5.4 Conclusions

This Chapter has presented a novel experimental design and methodological

approach, based on spoken dialogue, to monitoring early signs of dementia. As

previously mentioned, spoken dialogue analysis has been previously successful

in other mental health contexts, such as schizophrenia (Howes et al., 2012, 2013;

McCabe et al., 2013) and it is increasingly used for AD. However, Chapter 3 showed

that AD research based on spoken language is still predominantly focused on

transcripts and voice samples of narrative speech (i.e. monologue).

Prevent-ED contributes to a focus shift by presenting a novel task for

eliciting natural dialogues from which spontaneous interactive information could

be extracted. Conversational aspects such as turn-taking, avoidance, fluency,
6https://www.bmj.com/sites/default/files/attachments/resources/2018/03/PPI_in_

Research.pdf.
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self-correction, question-answering, backchanneling, patterns of pause, speech

and laughter (Jones, 2015; Watson, 1999) have been argued to be paramount

when discussing AD progression in Chapter 2. We will extract these information

from systematically annotated transcripts and voice recordings, as well as from

automatically generated standardised feature sets (i.e. eGeMAPS). Afterwards,

machine learning and statistical analysis methods will evaluate the relationship

between these features and more established predictors, traditional biomarkers

and risk-factors of AD.

The Prevent-ED main task (i.e. wayfinding), requires participants to ensure

each other’s understanding of the route, engaging in a spontaneous discussion

(Anderson et al., 1991). We have designed this experiment for it to be more

natural than a structured interview, but still constrained enough to ensure relatively

consistent data and sound comparisons. Particularly, it is designed to generate

interactive conversational mechanisms that are a natural as possible, whilst placing

some constrains on task content. Moreover, the nature of the experimental design

allows for straightforward collection of data about spatial navigation processing,

which is also a promising marker for AD.

The main limitations of this project are, on the one hand, the potential

recruitment restrictions inherent to clinical research, which may hinder our initial

sample target (i.e. since Prevent-ED depends upon general Prevent recruitment,

any issues or delays in the main project will affect our project as well). On the

other hand, it could be argued that the task used to assess spatial navigation

abilities will not assess the same range of processes that a three-dimensional

task would have, such as the maze used in Allison et al. (2016). The vast

majority of the studies reviewed in Chapter 3 target populations that are already

in some state of developing a neurocognitive disorder like AD. Accordingly, the

main strength of Prevent-ED is that it is, to the best of our knowledge, the first

study targeting an undiagnosed cohort and collecting spoken language as well as

other early markers, thereby having potential for preclinical detection. Additionally,

the experiment is purposefully designed to balance naturalness and control, after

the lack of spontaneous data reported in Chapter 3. Noteworthy, the experimenter

is unaware of the participant’s level of risk upon assessment.

Furthermore, the longitudinal analysis planned for Prevent, in combination with

speech-based features, creates an opportunity to model the preclinical progression

of AD. Finally, given the data scarcity discussed earlier in this thesis, it is another

contribution of this research to add spoken dialogue data to the Prevent database,

which will be open for researchers whose research proposal is accepted by the
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Prevent committee. The next Chapter will describe the progress of the Prevent-ED

project to date, including current challenges, a description of the collected subset,

relevant updates, project extensions and wider research collaborations.
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Chapter 6

Prevent-ED: preliminary

experiments

This Chapter presents the progress of the Prevent-ED project, which is one of

the core contributions of this doctoral research and was introduced in Chapter 5.

Section 6.1 describes the challenges faced by the project in its different stages

(i.e. recruitment delays in the main project, ethical hurdles and COVID-19)

and a range of strategies adopted to mitigate them. Section 6.2 presents a

description of the Prevent-ED dataset. This includes, on the one hand, an outline

of the variables that are currently available within the Prevent Dementia project

for the participants whose speech has already been collected. On the other

hand, the section describes initial acoustic pre-processing steps and the resulting

dataset, which will be used for subsequent analyses. Section 6.3 follows with

a preliminary analysis on the resulting pre-processed Prevent-ED dataset. The

analyses comprise straightforward statistical inferences on turn-taking features and

a factor analysis on a comprehensive acoustic feature set (i.e. eGeMAPS). Finally,

Section 6.4 introduces the most recent version of the protocol and includes the

scientific rationale for its update. The section concludes with different prospects for

the extension and further dissemination the project.

In order to facilitate the new information to the wider research community, this

protocol update was published in January 2020 as a response1 to the original BMJ

Open article. Furthermore, the protocol is undergoing translation to Spanish and

Japanese for international project collaborations.

1https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/9/3/e026254.responses.
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6.1 Project challenges & mitigating strategies

The Prevent-ED study started in collaboration with the Centre for Dementia

Prevention and builds on the large-scale Prevent Dementia project (Ritchie and

Ritchie, 2012). In sum, Prevent-ED investigates the predictive value of speech

markers for monitoring cognitive health through exploring their association with

established biomarkers and risk factors for neurodegeneration. In comparison

to previous studies, Prevent-ED’s main strength is that data is collected from

middle-aged healthy individuals who are at risk of developing dementia later in life,

rather than from already diagnosed cohorts. Unfortunately, not all the objectives

outlined in the published protocol (Chapter 5) could be accomplished before the

submission of this thesis. Accordingly, this section describes the challenges faced

by the project and the strategies that have been subsequently adopted to mitigate

them, with an emphasis on how decisions where made in order to comply with

regulations as well as to maintain scientific quality.

Section 5.3 described the ethical procedures that were necessary for

Prevent-ED to begin. These procedures started in January 2018, but collection did

not start until approximately 8 months later. One reason for the ethical procedures

to take this long was the approval a new European data protection regulation,

namely, the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), which occurred midway

through the ethics application. This caused the Research Ethics Committee (REC)

to seek a number of changes in the documentation in order to comply with the new

regulations. Presumably for similar reasons, my Research Passport, necessary

for being in touch with NHS users such as Prevent-ED participants, was delayed

for over a month. Furthermore, the student from Edinburgh College of Art who

had been hired to support data collection in the event of researcher unavailability,

suddenly withdrew and left Edinburgh. As a consequence of all these events, the

first Prevent-ED participant was not assessed until August 30th 2018.

Before all approvals for Prevent-ED were in place, the Prevent Dementia project

had already begun recruitment in Edinburgh and these initial participants did

not have a chance to be offered participation in our study. Moreover, Prevent

recruitment was initially scheduled to finish in Spring 2019, which left a modest

span of time for us to achieve our collection targets (i.e. a minimum of 75

participants). This recruitment end date was later postponed, although this was

not known at the beginning of the project and, therefore, we decided to find a

way to mitigate the effects of a potentially reduced sample size. This consisted

of compensating for the reduced number of Edinburgh participants by proposing
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our Prevent-ED sub-study to other Prevent cohorts, such as the ones in London,

Cambridge and Dublin. Another reason for extending our data collection to London

was that the London cohort had already been recruited (Ritchie et al., 2017a)

and the comprehensive clinical database was quality-checked and ready to be

analysed in conjunction with our spoken dialogue data. This second reason was

only an additional advantage when we first started pursuing dialogue collection in

the London cohort, however, it became increasingly important as the Edinburgh

recruitment period kept being extended. The following sections explain how we

endeavoured for Prevent-ED to become a multicentre study and how Edinburgh

recruitment was eventually delayed to the point where clinical variables from these

participants would not be accessible within the time-span of this PhD. Figure 6.1

presents an overview of these challenges, their timeline and the corresponding

decision-making process to address them.

Figure 6.1: Prevent-ED: data collection challenges and mitigating strategies.

6.1.1 Prevent-ED as a multicentre study

One possible mitigating strategy for the reduced Edinburgh sample size was for

Prevent-ED to become a multicentre study, that is, to collect data from Prevent

cohorts elsewhere, taking advantage of the large scale of the project. Although

initially unknown, this would also be the only way to address the delays in the

analysis of Edinburgh clinical data, since London clinical data had already been

analysed. To this end, I visited the Prevent Cambridge research team in November
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2018 to introduce the Prevent-ED sub-study. The Cambridge team were very

interested, although not immediately able to take a new sub-study on board.

After some discussion, it was decided that the best approach would be for

me to schedule visits to Cambridge and London and become the researcher

responsible for data collection. In this manner, there was no need for the local

teams to contribute any resources other than visit coordination. The corresponding

documentation for the study to become multicentre across the UK was prepared

and finally submitted for ethics approval in April 2019. It comprised a substantial

amendment approved by ACCORD and submitted through the IRAS platform

(attached in Appendix 21. A favourable opinion was granted by the by the NHS

Research Ethics Committee on June 5th 2019 (attached in Appendix 22).

Unfortunately, as of August 2020, data collection has not yet been able to start

in London due to a variety of circumstances, including:

• Ethics hurdles:

– Becoming multicentre entailed that all procedures needed approval not

only by NHS Research Scotland (NRS) and Research & Development

department, but also by the Health Research Authority (HRA)

in England, as well as by the Permissions Co-ordinating Centre

(NRSPCC). This caused further delays and confusion due to lack of

prior knowledge of the system and the different procedures across UK

nations.

– During summer 2019, the HRA experienced certain bureaucratic issues

due to which many studies were held up. The amendment for

Prevent-ED to become multicentre was held in this backlog until autumn

2019.

– Meanwhile, the R&D department introduced new rules by which the

submission of new documentation was required: an Organisation

Information Document (OID, Appendix 23) and a Schedule of events

for non-commercial research (SoA, Appendix 24) had to be prepared

and submitted before study approval could be completed.

• Changes in the London Prevent local team:

– the local Principal Investigator changed. This needed to be

ethically approved through another non-substantial amendment to our

documentation.
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– the local coordinator was on maternity leave and there was no

successful new appointee until July 2020 (partially due to COVID-19).

Without a local coordinator it is not permitted to schedule participant

appointments.

• COVID-19: currently, all procedures are on hold.

Under these circumstances, the final approval from the NRSPCC, which is

the body in charge of coordinating multicentre studies, was not obtained until

November 15th 2019 (attached in Appendix 25). However, we were unable to

proceed with data collection without a local coordinator, which, in turn required

study extensions to be submitted for approval in order to continue to have access to

clinical premises for data collection, thereby causing further delays. Currently, there

is a local coordinator in post and, therefore, we are hopeful that data collection in

London will be fruitful once COVID-19 restrictions are lifted. Unfortunately, this

data collection will fall outwith the timelines for submission of my thesis.

6.1.2 Delays in the Edinburgh Cohort

Edinburgh recruitment was initially scheduled to finish in Spring 2019 having

collected data from approximately 200 participants, from which at least 75 were

expected to have taken part in Prevent-ED. Figure 6.2 shows that, within the

first year of the project, 61 participants had been told about it, 25 had shown

interest and received the information sheet and the same 25 had actually taken

part in the study. Therefore, everyone who was interested in the study and able

to fit it in their schedule eventually took part in it and none of them withdrew

their consent. This indicates that there is nothing inherent to the study and/or

to the description presented in the participant information sheet that discouraged

participation. Indeed, those who were not initially interested in receiving the

information sheet reported that it was too difficult for them to fit another sub-study

in, even if the visit was coupled with their brain scan appointment. In order to

facilitate recruitment, we amended the protocol in order to be able to schedule

participants not only before their MRI scan, but also afterwards, or on a different

day. This amendment seemed to slightly improve recruitment numbers, since

between September 2019 and February 2020 another 20 participants took part

in the study.

However, clinical research is often subject to delays and, eventually, Prevent’s

timescale extended beyond the scale of this doctorate training programme. First,

recruitment had to be extended from April to October 2019 due to circumstances
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Figure 6.2: Prevent-ED recruitment from August 2018 until July 2019.

within the Prevent main project. Although this looked advantageous as it allowed

us to continue collection for a few more months (i.e. precisely those 20 participants

mentioned above), the timeline ended up being problematic. Secondly, we were

informed that neuroimaging, genetic, neuropsychological and biomarker data were

not going to be analysed until recruitment was completely finished. This meant

that even though more recordings had been collected, we would have no clinical

data against which to analyse the speech features until early 2020. Thirdly,

Edinburgh recruitment was further delayed until April 2020, so we could not expect

participants’ data until summer 2020, which was far beyond the proposed end date

for this doctoral research.

Since the comprehensive database from the Prevent London cohort is

quality-checked and available for analysis, recruiting Prevent-ED participants in

London would have been very helpful to overcome this situation. However, as

it was explained above, this has not yet been possible. Furthermore, several

participants were scheduled for appointments in March and April 2020, which were

evidently cancelled due to the current pandemic and consequential restrictions.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also delayed the analysis of relevant clinical data, for

most variables (i.e. genetics, brain scans, cerebrospinal fluid) were to be analysed

after recruitment and, hence, both recruitment and analyses are currently on hold.

These circumstances have caused the dataset presented in the following section

to be incredibly reduced compared to what it was expected from the protocol

in Chapter 5. We have been able to obtain a limited dataset from the Prevent

Edinburgh cohort, mainly demographics, but even these variables are not available

for two of the 45 participants from whom dialogue recordings have been collected
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because their data had not yet been processed ’on-site’ before the lockdown

started. Once restrictions are lifted, we are hopeful that Edinburgh recruitment

will finish, the database will be completed and we will be able to analyse spoken

dialogue data in conjunction with all other relevant variables. These analyses

will certainly result in significant publications, as this is the first longitudinal study

on speech analysis for monitoring cognitive decline in the context of preclinical

neurodegeneration, that is, before any symptoms have appeared.

6.2 Dataset description

This section describes the current Prevent-ED dataset, which contains recorded

dialogues from 45 participants and their corresponding Prevent variables available

at this stage. For the preliminary analysis detailed in Section 6.3, only 43 of

those recordings are included due Prevent data being unavailabel for the two latest

participants.

Chapter 5 outlined the objectives for data analysis, which included identifying

associations between information extracted from the spoken dialogues and well

established biomarkers and risk factors for AD. Particularly, the intention was to

generate evidence for speech as a predictor of brain shrinkage (i.e. association

with MRI data, with a focus on hippocampal volume), genetic risk profile (i.e.

association with APOE status data) and the presence of toxic levels of tau and

beta-amyloid proteins (i.e. association with CSF data). For the Edinburgh cohort,

none of these variables will be ready until recruitment finishes (now on hold due

to COVID-19) and, although they are ready for the London cohort, it has not

yet been possible to collect dialogues from them. Another association to be

explored is the relationship between dialogue features and cognitive examinations

(i.e. COGNITO), but these data are not available either. The ACE-R is available,

but this test is much less complex than COGNITO and therefore unlikely to detect

any preclinical symptom of AD. Table 6.1 shows an overview of the main Prevent

variables and the timeline for their availability in the Edinburgh cohort, including the

ones which are already available.
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Table 6.1: Timeline for variable availability in the Prevent Edinburgh cohort.

Assessment June 20201 December 20202

Case Report File (CRF) X X
Brain Injury Screening (BISQ) × X
COGNITO battery × X
Electrocardiogram (ECG) X X
Food Frequency (FFQ) X X
Brain Imaging (MRI) × X
Visual Short Term Memory Binding Test × X
Supermarket and 4 Mountain Task X X
DNA Analysis (APOE status × X
Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Ex. (ACE-III) X X
CSF analysis × X
Retinal analysis × X
Total available assessments (12) 5 7

1 Before carrying data quality checks.
2 After carrying data quality checks. This date is subject to COVID-19 restrictions
allowing data collection to actually resume in September 2020.

Given the low sensitivity of the ACE-R for preclinical symptoms of AD and

our initial hypotheses, from the available data, the most directly useful variables

to meet our objectives belong to the Case Report File (CRF). A CRF is a

specialised document for clinical research that is protocol-driven and records all

relevant information points about a study subject, including dates of study visits

and completed assessments. Many of these variables are merely a log of the

examinations that a given participant has completed and are not relevant for our

analysis. However, the CRF also contains demographic data and information on

vital signs, lifestyle and family history, the latter of which is especially relevant

to us. The Supermarket and 4 Mountain tests are also relevant in relation to

the spatial navigation task in Prevent-ED, since they have proved sensitive to

allocentric navigation impairment in the Prevent London cohort (Ritchie et al.,

2018). However, lacking the results for cognitive and clinical variables and with

such a reduced subset of data, we anticipate that statistical findings, if any, would

be negligible and unlikely to generalise well until we can develop our models in the

full dataset.

The CRF contains 1257 variables (including visit logs) of which 16 have been

selected for inclusion in the preliminary Prevent-ED dataset. These variables are

shown in Table 6.2. The variables in italics (i.e. age, gender, number of years of

education, systolic blood pressure, body-mass index, total cholesterol and physical

activity) were used to calculate the CAIDE2 score. The CAIDE score is a composite

score created to estimate the probability of developing dementia later in life, based

2Population-based risk score: Cardiovascular Risk Factors, Ageing and Dementia.
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Table 6.2: CRF variables included in the Prevent-ED datasest.

CRF code Variable Name Levels/values
subject Prevent Edinburgh identifier EDXXX
dial_id Prevent-ED identifier XXX
age Age of participant at baseline Age number
gender Gender (as assigned at birth) Female/Male
nbeduc No. years of education Number
occup Occupation title Job category
risk_demf Risk factors: Dementia, Father No/Yes (0/1)
risk_demfage Risk factors: Dementia, Father, Age of diagnosis Age number
risk_demm Risk factors: Dementia, Mother No/Yes (0/1)
risk_demmage Risk factors: Dementia, Mother, Age of diagnosis Age number
risk_dems1 Risk factors: Dementia, Sibling No/Yes (0/1)
risk_demsage1 Risk factors: Dementia, Sibling, Age of diagnosis Age number
sbp_sta1 Vital signs: Systolic blood pressure (avg 3 readings) mm Hg
bmi Body-Mass Index kg/m2

cholest Total cholesterol mmol/L
lifespo Physical activity Active/Inactive

1 For the 43 participants in our subset, there was no one whose sibling had a diagnosis of dementia.

on a series of demographics, lifestyle and genetic factors (Kivipelto et al., 2001,

2006). There are two CAIDE models, one of them based on the variables depicted

in italic font in Table 6.2, and the other one is based on the same variables plus

the APOE-ε4 carrier status, which is not available in our dataset. These scores are

calculated by assigning a certain subscore to each of the variables that conform

the composite, as shown in Table 6.3.

Table 6.3 shows three different models, the original CAIDE models would

correspond to Models 1 and 3, whereas Model 2 produces a different score that we

created for our analysis. Given that the Prevent APOE status is not available, we

had to discard Model 3 and initially focus only on Model 1, which excludes genetic

data. However, having access to family history we decided to compensate for the

lack of genetic data by generating a modified CAIDE that would include information

on family history, instead of the APOE status and in addition to the other risk

variables. Table 6.3 presents this modification as Model 2, which adds the family

history score in the same manner that Model 3 adds the genetic data scores (i.e.

adding +2 for participants who have at least one parent with a dementia diagnosis,

and zero otherwise). The maximum risk scores for these CAIDE models are 15, 17

and 18 for Models 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Overall, Model 1 is more conservative

predicting risk for high risk profiles, whereas Model 3 is more conservative with

lower risk profiles. That is, Model 1 associates low and medium risk profiles

with a higher probability of developing dementia, compared to Model 3, whereas

Model 3 associates higher risk profiles with a much higher probability of developing
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Table 6.3: Risk scores that conform the composite CAIDE models, adapted from Kivipelto et al. (2006).

Variable CAIDE Model 1 CAIDE Model 22 CAIDE Model 3
Age
< 47 years +0 +0 +0
47− 53 years +3 +3 +3
> 53 years +4 +4 +5
Education
≥ 10 years +0 +0 +0
7− 9 years +2 +2 +3
0− 6 years +3 +3 +4
Sex
Women +0 +0 +0
Men +1 +1 +1
Systolic blood pressure
≤ 140 mm Hg +0 +0 +0
> 140 mm Hg +2 +2 +2
Body-mass index
≤ 30 kg/m2 +0 +0 +0
> 30 kg/m2 +2 +2 +2
Total cholesterol
≤ 6.5 mmol/L +0 +0 +0
> 6.5 mmol/L +2 +2 +1
Physical activity1

Active +0 +0 +0
Inactive +1 +1 +1
APOE-ε4 status
Non-ε4 carrier N/A N/A +0
ε4 carrier N/A N/A +2
Family history
No parents with dementia N/A +0 N/A
At least one parent with dementia N/A +2 N/A

Maximum total score 15 17 18
1 Active/Inactive threshold: leisure physical activity twice a week.
2 This model was not considered in the original article, but we have created it here to compensate for the
lack of APOE data.

dementia, compared to Model 1. Model 2 sits somewhere in between, associating

high family risk profiles with a high risk of developing dementia, similar to the APOE

status accounted for by Model 3, and however scoring demographic and lifestyle

variables in a way similar to Model 1. This was decided as a compromise between

the two original models, given the limitations of our current dataset and the fact that

the scores of Model 1 were already available in the dataset.

In the original CAIDE estimations, sex was not significantly associated with an

outcome of dementia but was kept in the analyses to control for its potential effect

as an underlying counfounder. Similarly, the original CAIDE reference reports a

non-significant relationship (p = 0.07) between physical activity and a dementia
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outcome, but was also kept in the final model to account for its importance as a

healthy lifestyle factor that has often been proposed as a candidate predictor. In

terms of demographics, participants are healthy individuals who classify as white,

middle-aged (µ = 51.86, sd = 5.26) and relatively highly educated (µ = 16.67,

sd = 3.21). The dataset is relatively balanced in terms of gender, with 24 females

and 19 males. Table 6.4 presents descriptive statistics for those 43 participants

for whom these variables are available, including essential demographics as well

as family history of dementia. The subset also includes ACE-R cognitive scores,

Mountain and Supermarket navigation tasks and CAIDE scores for the original

Model 1 and our purposefully created Model 2 (code in Appendix 39). It is worth

noting that the ACE-R average scores for all participants is between 92.36 and

98.96 (µ = 95.66, sd = 3.30), for a maximum of 100, indicating that they are all

in good cognitive health and that any potential impairments are not detected by

this test. Lastly, the spatial navigation task scores are calculated according to the

published protocol (see Section 5.2.3.2). In short, the raw score signifies a number

between 0 and 15 based on the number of landmarks correctly identified on a blank

map, time represents the seconds needed to complete the task, and the corrected

score is a raw score penalisation based on time.

Table 6.4: Prevent-ED: descriptive statistics on the 43 participants available.

Variable Value
Average age (std) 51.84 (5.26)
Average years of education 16.67 (3.21)
Gender (F/M) 24/19
Race White
Family history of dementia (N/Y) 23/20
Handedness (Right/Left) 34/91

Average ACE-R score (std) 95.661 (3.30)
Average Mountain score (std) 10.28 (2.61)
Average Supermarket score (std) 10.17 (2.42)
Average spatial navigation raw score (std) 9.92 (2.34)
Average spatial navigation corrected score (std) 9.28 (2.39)
Average spatial navigation completion time in seconds (std) 132 (55.1)
Average CAIDE Model 1 (std) 5.07 (2.5)
Average CAIDE Model 2 (std) 6 (2.95)

1 Handedness, ACE-III, Mountain and Supermarket scores are unavailable for 3
participants: ED001, ED074 and ED095.

In sum, the available data consists of a number of demographic variables (i.e.

age, gender, education) and cognitive variables (i.e. navigation tasks), as well as

family history of dementia and certain lifestyle variables summarised in the CAIDE

scores. Section 6.3 will explore the importance of each of those variables in this

subset of participants by creating two experimental groups, namely, low-risk and
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high-risk, and by looking for statistically significant differences across them. The

experimental groups are based on participants’ family history of dementia, where

the children of parents with a neurodegenerative diagnosis belong to the high-risk

group, and those whose parents are cognitively healthy constitute the low-risk

group.

6.2.1 Acoustic Pre-Processing

Prevent-ED dialogues are high quality digital audio recordings, with a bit depth of

32 bits per sample and a sampling rate of 48kHz. The sample size is the number

of digits in the digital representation of each sample and determines the signal to

noise ratio. The higher the bit depth (i.e. number of bits of information in each

sample), the more dynamic the acoustic range will be (i.e. with louder loud sounds

and softer soft sounds). A 32-bit sample size allows for a very large dynamic

range, which is more likely to account for speech subtleties than smaller ranges.

The sampling rate indicates the rate at which samples are captured per unit of

time and is usually measured in Hz (cycles per second). It is considered that good

quality recordings should have a frequency at least twice as high as the maximum

human hearing capacity (i.e. 20,000Hz) in order to avoid aliasing effects (Nyquist

theorem; Nyquist, 1928). A sampling rate of 48kHz (i.e. 48,000Hz) allows to

accurately record the desired frequencies in our dataset.

The pre-processing procedures described in Section 4.3.2.2 were applied to

the Prevent-ED recordings (i.e. audio enhancement and speech segmentation).

However, before those pre-processing steps could be applied, specific steps

for dialogue processing were required, namely, file synchronisation and speaker

diarisation. As each speaker has a close range microphone clipped to their

clothes, there are two high-quality recordings for each dialogue, one in which the

researcher’s voice is louder, and one in which the participant’s voice is louder.

The rationale for this set-up was to facilitate diarisation (i.e. segmenting the audio

stream according to speaker identity). Synchronisation of each pair of files was

performed in the Final Cut Pro X software (version 10.4.83), following these steps:

1. Import the two files that correspond to the same dialogue, indicated as

Researcher file and Participant file, respectively.

2. Synchronise these files with an automatic function for it, shown in Figure 6.3.

This function produced a single synchronised file with both recordings

combined and time-aligned. Automatic synchronisation was largely based
3https://www.apple.com/uk/final-cut-pro/
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on the hand clap that occurs early on each dialogue and manually checked

for errors (e.g. recordings where the clap was less clear).

Figure 6.3: Synchronisation of dialogue recordings with Final Cut Pro X.

3. The synchronised clip is broken apart in two components again, now

synchonised (Researcher and Participant).

4. The introduction and end of the synchronised files are trimmed (i.e. cut

out) since their content was not relevant for the present analyses. The trim

function is shown in Figure 6.4.

Figure 6.4: Trim (i.e. cut out) irrelevant segments of dialogue recordings with Final Cut Pro X.
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Figure 6.5: Export synchronised dialogue recordings with Final Cut Pro X.

5. In order to export the files, now perfectly synchronised and containing only

relevant speech, one of them is disabled and the other one is exported,

indicating the speaker as R or P (researcher or participant, respectively).

Then, the process is reversed, as shown in Figure 6.5.

The resulting files were slightly shorter and Researcher and Participant files

of the same dialogue were synchronised and time-aligned. Before proceeding with

acoustic enhancement and speech segmentation, these synchronised files needed

to be diarised:

1. Stereo to mono conversion: ensure homogeneity with all files being single

channel (Appendix 26), which is preferable for the type of features to be

extracted.

2. Diarisation: threshold based diarisation was implemented automatically,

essentially consisting of removing the speaker who is less loud from a given

recording (Appendix 27). The resulting files are dialogues in which only one

speaker can be heard. Extracting the time-stamps automatically and without

relying on transcripts is more straightforward using these diarised files.

3. Time-stamps extraction: different to what we did with CCC and Pitt datasets,

we did not use transcripts to extract the time-stamps from Prevent-ED

dialogues. Instead, we chose a completely transcript-free approach,

implementing a threshold of 60dB with an audio activity detection tool

(Auditok, in this case), in order to detect speech and silence segments and
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extract the time-stamps of those events directly from the diarised recordings.

(Appendix 28).

Once files were diarised and used to extract the time-stamps, we implemented

the procedures described in Section 4.3.2.2 on the audio files that had been

pre-processed but not diarised. These are the files used for further analysis, whilst

the diarised files were only created in order to extract time-stamps automatically

without relying on the transcripts. The following steps aim to improve the quality of

the audio files in a similar manner to what was implemented on Pitt and CCC,

namely, enhancement and speech segmentation. Enhancement is consists of

spectral subtraction, where stationary noise is individually estimated and removed

for each file (code in Appendix 29); and volume normalisation, where audio volume

is normalised across files to the range [−1,+1] dBFS (code in Appendix 31).

As regards speech segmentation, the time-stamps extracted from the diarised

files were used for voice activity detection and subsequent segmentation of the

enhanced files, yielding enhanced segments (code in Appendix 33). The resulting

20,361 speech segments corresponded to vocalisations by both speakers, which

were normalised again before proceeding to feature generation (Appendix 34).

Normalisation was first applied to the full recordings, that is, before conducting

transcript-free diarisation, and then to the segments after enhancement procedures

had been applied, in order to ensure homogeneity. Normalisation consists

of scaling all recordings to the range [−1,+1] dBFS, so that low volumes

that are difficult to hear increase without changing the dynamism of the

conversation/narrative (i.e. intonation and other prosodic features that might be of

interest) and different volumes become closer and easier to compare. Even though

important information such as volume differences across participants might be lost,

in this particular case we argue that normalisation allows for more accurate feature

extraction across files, and well as for the development of a model that would

be robust to variable recording settings (which are common in clinical contexts).

While normalisation is a reasonable choice, we are aware that there is room for

experimentation around this assumption, especially taking into account that the

Prevent-ED corpus, as opposed to Pitt and CCC, was recorded using the same

microphone for all participants, with a standardised placement and in a quiet room

seeking consistency.

Finally, eGeMAPS features were generated with the open software openSmile

through a Python subprocess (code in Appendix 35), yielding a feature space of

88 features per segment. OpenSmile generated an ARFF4 file for each of these

4*.arff: attribute-relation file format, which is essentially a text file.
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segments, which were then combined into one single CSV5 file for further analysis

(code in Appendix 36). As in Chapter 4, we removed the eGeMAPS features

that were highly correlated with turn duration in order to prevent these duration

differences from acting as a confounder variable in further analysis steps. To this

end, the duration of each of the 20,361 segments was calculated by subtracting

end time from start time, information that had been kept in the file name during

the segmentation process in order to identify each segment (code in Appendix 37).

Then, the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated between segment duration

and eGeMAPS values, leading to the removal of 12 features with a relatively high

correlation coefficient (ρ > 0.20) (code in Appendix 38). The full pre-processed

dataset contains 20,361 turns, 14,708 uttered by participants and 5,653 uttered by

researchers, which are shown alongside other descriptive statistics in Table 6.5

(code in Appendix 39). The final acoustic dataset to be used in the following

sections contains with 76 paralinguistic features for 14,708 participants’ turns.

The pre-processing steps above are similar to the ones described in

Section 4.3.2.2 and visually represented in Figure 4.7. Pre-processing code was

compiled on MATLAB (MATLAB, 2019) and Python 3.7.7 (Van Rossum and Drake,

2009). Audio playback subprocesses (i.e. finding white noise and detecting

speech segments) relied on Auditok 0.1.5 (Sehili, 2016). Demographics and turn

descriptive statistics were compiled with R 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2013).

5*.csv: comma-separated value. Delimited text files where each line is a data record and each record
has one or more fields separated by commas.

Table 6.5: Prevent-ED: descriptive statistic on dialogue turn-taking (duration in seconds)

Feature Value
Total number of turns in dataset 20,361
Total number of participant turns 14,708
Total number of researcher turns 5,653
Average turn duration for participant 1.41
Average turn duration for researcher 1.5
Average wav duration in seconds (std) 825.3 (239.71)
Average wav file size (MB) 158.5
Average wav duration in seconds (std) 825.3 (239.71)
Average number of turns per participant (std) 326.3 (128.92)
Min / Max number of turns per participant 126 / 714
Average total duration of all turns per participant(std) 462.4 (175.71)
Average mean turn duration across participants (std) 1.44 (0.29)
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6.3 Preliminary analysis

The first step in this preliminary analysis consisted of splitting the dataset in low-risk

and high-risk participants. Given the structure of the dataset and in order to keep

group numbers balanced, group assignment in this preliminary work was based

exclusively on whether participants were the children of someone who had been

diagnosed with dementia or not. The low-risk group has 23 participants and

the high-risk group 20, which is a relatively balanced dataset, although still fairly

small for an artificial intelligence framework. Therefore, we decided to begin with

some basic statistical analysis to gauge demographic feature balance and explore

tendencies in the data (code in Appendix 40). In order to confirm whether the

groups were significantly different in terms of the available variables we conducted

a Welch Two Sample t-test with a significance level of 0.05 for all quantitative

variables (i.e. demographics, available cognitive variables, spatial navigation,

CAIDE risk scores and turn statistics) and a Pearson’s Chi-squared test with Yates’

continuity correction for the only dichotomous variable (i.e. gender).

Table 6.6: Inferential statistics for low and high risk groups .

Variable Low risk (µ) High-risk (µ) t statistic p-value
N nL = 23 nH = 20
Age 51.61 52.1 −0.31 0.76
Gender (F/M) 12/11 13/7 ξ2 = 0.29 0.59
Years of education 16.52 16.85 −0.33 0.74
ACE-III score 95.68 95.63 0.05 0.96
Mountain task 9.73 10.94 −1.49 0.15
Supermarket task 10.59 9.68 1.17 0.25
Spatial navigation raw 9.48 10.43 −1.41 0.17
Spatial navigation corrected 8.85 9.78 −1.31 0.20
Spatial navigation time (s) 131.00 133.15 −0.13 0.90
CAIDE 1 4.65 5.70 −1.41 0.17
CAIDE 2 4.52 7.70 −4.23 > 0.01
Number of turns 327.04 325.40 0.04 0.97
Avg total turn duration (s) 450.80 476.61 −0.47 0.64
Avg mean turn duration (s) 1.42 1.47 −0.58 0.56
Avg minimum turn duration (s) 0.51 0.51 0.95 0.35
Avg maximum turn duration (s) 5.55 5.50 0.10 0.92

Based on Table 6.6, this subset of 43 participants is balanced in terms of the

three demographic variables which are established risk-factors for AD, namely,

age (p = 0.76), gender (p = 0.29) and number of years of completed education

(p = 0.74). As expected, the groups do not perform significantly different in the

ACE-R cognitive examination (p = 0.96) either. In fact, statistical significance

is only reported for CAIDE Model 2, which is a combination of age, gender,
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years of education, systolic blood pressure, body-mass index, cholesterol, physical

activity and family history of dementia. These results are not surprising, since the

experimental groups were created precisely based on family history of dementia,

and therefore it would have been unusual for this very variable to also show as

non-significant in the statistical tests. However, the CAIDE Model 1 does not

include family history and is relatively close to statistical significance (p = 0.17),

compared to most other variables (where p > 0.50) and taking into account the

fact that all participants are healthy individuals and therefore any group differences

are likely to be small at this stage. Boxplots for both CAIDE models are presented

in Figure 6.6 and represent the only visualisation with a clear tendency for group

distinction. The raw and corrected scores for spatial navigation performance are

also relatively close to statistical significance (p = 0.17 and p = 0.20, respectively).

Their distributions are visually represented in Figure 6.7, which shows how the

means of the raw scores are similar across groups, but the standard deviation

is much larger for the high-risk group. The complete dataset is necessary to

determine whether these tendencies are practically useful for preclinical detection

of AD.

Figure 6.6: Comparing CAIDE Model 1 and Model 2, boxplot for low and high risk groups.

None of the variables related to turn-taking are statistically significant between

the experimental groups and Figure 6.8 shows that the distribution of turn

generation is not visually different either. This is also somewhat expected since

Prevent-ED participants are cognitively healthy and therefore it is unlikely to find

strong effects in directly observable variables such as family history, hence why

the main objective was to compare speech to unobservable preclinical markers

(i.e. MRI scans, APOE status or CSF examinations).
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Figure 6.7: Spatial navigation raw (left) and corrected (right) scores for low and high risk groups.

Figure 6.8: Number of turns and average turn duration, boxplot for low and high risk groups.

The CAIDE scores are a composite of different risk variables that include

family history (in the case of Model 2), whereas the experimental groups were

created based only on this family history, partially due to the size of the dataset.

Therefore, we decided to test the correlation between the turn-taking features

described in Table 6.5 and the CAIDE scores. To this end, we conducted Pearson’s

product-moment correlation test with a significance level of 0.05 (confidence

interval 95%). Table 6.7 shows the pairwise estimates for these correlations

and their associated p-values, none of which is statistically significant. Only the

correlation between maximum turn duration and CAIDE 1 gets close to statistical

significance (p = 0.09), followed by the correlation between maximum turn duration

and CAIDE 2 (p = 0.24). Noteworthy, most of the turn-taking features correlate

negatively with the CAIDE scores, even if non-significantly. This tendency implies

that greater levels of dementia risk are associated with a lower number of turns or
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lower turn duration. We hypothesise that any tendencies will be more conclusive

when the database is complete and the risk profiles for each group can be

elaborated in a comprehensive manner. Besides, this will also imply that a larger

sample size that will allow us to try different methodologies as appropriate (for

instance, Active Data Representation [ADR]).

Table 6.7: Correlation between turn-taking features and CAIDE composite risk scores.

Turn-Taking Feature CAIDE Correlation (ρ) p-value
Number of turns Model 1 −0.07 0.63
Number of turns Model 2 −0.06 0.68
Total turn duration Model 1 −0.09 0.56
Total turn duration Model 2 −0.03 0.84
Mean turn duration Model 1 −0.07 0.66
Mean turn duration Model 2 0.02 0.88
Max turn duration Model 1 −0.26 0.09
Max turn duration Model 2 −0.18 0.24
Normalised turn duration Model 1 −0.04 0.79
Normalised turn duration Model 2 −0.01 0.99

Finally, in order to validate our Landmark Allocation task, we compared its

results with the results of the Mountain and Supermarket tests, available in Prevent.

These tasks assess visuospatial abilities in the manner of spatial attention, spatial

memory and spatial manipulation of objects. The Four-Mountain task assesses the

ability to identify the same landscape when seen from a different angle, whereas

the Supermarket Trolley task requires participants to follow a route in a virtual

supermarket, after which they need to indicate which is the direction of the entry.

We hypothesise that the Mountain test will yield a larger correlation with our task,

since both have a stronger component of allocentric visuospatial memory than

the Supermarket test. To this end, we conducted a Pearson’s correlation test

(significance level of 0.05), for which results are shown in Table 6.8. Although

non-significant, the results show that the Mountain task is indeed much more

closely associated with our Landmark allocation task than the Supermarket task

(p = 0.06 and p = 0.07 for raw and corrected scores, respectively). This correlation

test will be conducted again when a larger set of observations is available.

Table 6.8: Correlation between Prevent and Prevent-ED spatial navigation tasks.

Landmark allocation Prevent Correlation (ρ) p-value
Navigation raw Mountain 0.31 0.06
Navigation raw Supermarket 0.27 0.79
Navigation corrected Mountain 0.29 0.07
Navigation corrected Supermarket 0.01 0.95
Navigation time Mountain 0.04 0.79
Navigation time Supermarket 0.04 0.79
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6.3.1 Factor Analysis

With such a limited number of participants feature set reduction methods based

on neural networks, such as the ADR, become less appropriate. Hence, we

decided to implement a linear method instead, namely, Factor Analysis, to the

eGeMAPS feature space. Besides, factor analysis allows for the assessment of the

contribution of each individual variable to the factors that emerge when reducing

the dimensionality of the feature set. Prior to the factor analysis, we performed

a test for multivariate normality, which checks whether multivariate skewness and

kurtosis are consistent with a multivariate normal distribution. This was done in

order to confirm whether the multiple eGeMAPS variables (i.e. 76 after removing

those correlated with duration) are normally distributed in the matrix that contains

them. Factor analysis reduces the dimensionality of this matrix by generating a

number of factors through linear combinations of the original feature set. Hence, if

the underlying variables are normal, these linear combinations of them will also be

assumed to follow a normal distribution.

We applied two different multivariate normality tests and decided on the factor

analysis model based on their results. On the one hand, Mardia’s test is commonly

used to test multivariate normality, although in R language this test has difficulties

handling datasets larger than 5,000 rows. Since ours has 14,708 rows, we run

Mardia’s test for the first 5,000 rows only, as it is reasonable to assume that those

initial rows would be representative of the overall distribution of the eGeMAPS

features in the dataset. Additionally, we performed the Anderson-Darling test

for the hypothesis of composite normality (Thode, 2002, Section 5.1.4.), which is

designed to test for normality in a distribution with unknown parameters (i.e. µ, sd).

This test was able to handle our dataset in full. Both normality tests reject the null

hypothesis with negligible p-values and hence we cannot assume the eGeMAPS

to follow a normal distribution in our dataset.

6.3.1.1 Decisions on the Factor Analysis Model

Factor analysis does not need the normality assumption to be met, but certain

parameters, such as the rotation procedure, need to be chosen based on the

characteristics of the data (Bryant and Yarnold, 1995). Rotation procedures are

implemented in order to achieve simpler structures that are easier to interpret. The

most common rotation procedures are ’Varimax’ and ’Promax’. The former is used

when the variables are independent from one another (i.e. orthogonality can be

assumed in the feature space), whereas the latter does not. Given the nature of
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our dataset and the results of the multivariate normality test, a rotation procedure

such as ’Promax’, which does not make independence assumptions on the data,

was deemed more appropriate. Also, ’Promax’ is computationally faster than other

common non-orthogonal rotations, such as ’Oblimin’, therefore is suitable for larger

datasets like ours (14,708 segments by 76 eGeMAPS features).

Another essential decision to be made is the number of factors to be extracted.

While many methods have been proposed to help make this decision, there is no

consensus about which yields the best solution. Some of these techniques usually

involve extracting factors until the χ2 of the residual matrix (i.e. which contains the

errors of the fitted model) is not significant, or until the change in the χ2 from one

factor to the next one is not significant. Other methods focus on the eigenvalue

decomposition of the matrix, which is a set of scalars that is characteristic of the

matrix as a linear system, for example, by extracting factors until these eigenvalues

are less than 1 or another convenient threshold.

The Horn’s parallel analysis (Dobriban, 2017; Ledesma and Valero-Mora,

2007) and the Very Simple Structure (VSS; Ruscio and Roche, 2012; Courtney

and Gordon, 2013) criteria are amongst the most widely accepted relatively

modern methods. On the one hand, Horn’s parallel analysis compares the

eigenvalues of the target matrix (in our case the eGeMAPS matrix) with those

that would have been obtained from uncorrelated normal variables, through a

Monte-Carlo simulation and retains factors that have associated eigenvalues above

a certain threshold (Horn, 1965). On the other hand, VSS essentially consists of

operationalising the tendency of most factor analysis users to focus on the largest

variable loadings, ignoring the smallest ones. In this manner, VSS gauges how a

simplified factorial model explains the original matrix correlations and tends to yield

a smaller number of factors compared to other methods, which is why this criterion

is deemed to be the most interpretable one (Revelle and Rocklin, 1979; Courtney

and Gordon, 2013).

Apart from mathematical estimations, the decision on the number of factors

is often theoretically informed and visually confirmed with a Scree plot, which

plots the number of components against the criterion that has been used for their

selection (i.e. residuals, eigenvalues). In this preliminary analysis we selected the

number of factors by comparing these two methods (i.e. Parallel analysis and VSS)

as well as scientific intuitions on factor interpretability, based on the theoretical

construction of the eGeMAPS feature set. The scree plots for the parallel and the

VSS methods are presented in Figures 6.9 and 6.10 and they allow a glimpse of

the difficulty of the decision at hand.
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Figure 6.9: Scree plot: Very Simple Structure analysis for determining number of factors.

Figure 6.10: Scree plot: Horn’s parallel analysis for determining number of factors.
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Determining the number of factors is essential so as to not incur in modelling

errors. In the VSS scree plot, it is possible to see how the model reaches its

peak fit at five factors and then remains relatively stable for larger numbers of

factors. In the parallel analysis scree plot, a change is also visible between the

fifth and the sixth factor, when factors (i.e. circles in the figure) become much

closer together, thereby accounting for a much smaller difference in the eigenvalue

axis. Therefore, we decided to keep the factor analysis with five factors, for which

theoretical significance will be discussed below when looking at the individual

eGeMAPS features that conform them. Figure 6.11 offers a visualisation of this

five-factor model.

(a) Only the biggest loading per item is shown. (b) All loadings are shown.
Figure 6.11: Visual inspection of the 5 components obtained in the factor analysis.

The final decision to be made is the factor analysis method, that is, the

mathematical operations chosen to describe the variability of the data. This

operations should look efficiently for unobserved correlations that are able to

group a large number of variables into a smaller number of factors. The most

conventional of these techniques is Principal Axis Factors (PAF), which simply

yields the smallest possible number of factors able to account for the common

variance or correlation of a given set of variables after an eigenvalue decomposition

of the matrix. Differently, Maximum Likelihood (ML) searches for the factor model

that maximises the probability of the observed data. In other words, it searches for

the ’best’ factor structure, rather than one that converges rapidly with successive

eigenvalue decomposition. Therefore, PAF is computationally efficient, but ML

generally produces better results in terms of smaller error values, usually measured
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as RMSEA (i.e. root mean square error of approximation). Finally, Ordinary Least

Squares (OLS) is very similar to ML but is considered more robust with undesirable

data conditions (Lawley and Maxwell, 1962; Grice, 2001). In order to decide on

the best factor method to run our analysis, we calculated the RMSEA for these

three methods. RMSEA represents the discrepancies between the population

covariance matrix and the hypothesised model, which is supposed to have optimal

parameter estimates. It ranges from 0 to 1, with smaller values indicating a better

fit. The results are very similar for all three models, as shown in Table 6.9. ML

fit is slightly superior in terms of RMSEA, but the difference is very small and

this method is less robust when the multivariate normality assumption is not met

(Kasper and Ünlü, 2013). Therefore, OLS is more appropriate with the conditions

of our dataset.

Table 6.9: RMSEA comparison for PAF, ML and OLS factor analysis methods.

Model RMSEA (avg) Lower Upper Confidence
Principal Axis Factoring (PAF) 0.1839242 0.1836484 0.1842064 90%
Maximum Likelihood (ML) 0.1800566 0.1797841 0.1803421 90%
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 0.1839244 0.1836520 0.1842101 90%

6.3.1.2 Factor Analysis Structure

This section describes the factorial structure produced with the model parameters

described above, that is, a five-factor structure obtained with the Ordinary Least

Squares method. This method was applied to the eGeMAPS matrix in order to

reduce its dimensionality and investigate whether the five factors are able to explain

feature distribution in our dataset. Overall, the factorial structure accounts for

35.46% of the variance in our dataset. This is observed in the communality scores,

which refer to the amount of variance within a given variable that is explained

by the factor model and are calculated as the sum of squared factor loadings

for each variable. High communality values indicate that at least one of the five

factors accounts for a substantial fraction of variance on an observed variable.

The opposite of communality is uniqueness (1−communality), which in this case

indicates that 64.54% of the variance in our dataset is not directly accounted for by

the five-factor structure.

In order to describe the factors, we will only select those variables with

the largest loadings for each factor, so that the final structure is more easily

interpretable. Factor loadings are essentially correlation coefficients that indicate

how much variance of a certain variable is accounted by a given factor. As

correlation coefficients, they range from −1 to +1, depending on the direction of
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their association with the factor, and the larger their absolute value (i.e. | ∓ value|),
the stronger the association. As a rule of thumb, |∓0.3−0.4| is the preferred cut-off

value for most researchers (Salkind, 2010), although depending on the research

question much more constraining values might be selected (e.g. |∓0.7|). Since this

is an exploratory analysis, and given the percentage of overall variance explained

by the model (i.e. 35.46%) we have chosen |∓0.35| as our criterion for considering

a variable to be substantially explained by a given factor. Table 6.10 presents

each selected factor with the highest loading variables, which were interpreted as

follows:

• Factor 1: pitch (perceived frequency). The highest loadings of this factor

are the F0 final values converted from linear Hz scales to a logarithmic

scale in semitones. In eGeMAPS semitone frequency starts at 27.5 Hz,

which is semitone 0, and it is constructed based on evidence that measuring

the pitch frequencies in semitones reduces the effect of gender differences

(’t Hart, 1981). This factor also includes frequency formants 1, 2 and

3 (i.e. local peaks or maximums in the voice spectrum), as well as the

harmonics-to-noise ratio, which is a measure that relates the energy of the

harmonic components (i.e. frequencies superimposed on F0) to that of noise

components.

• Factor 2: voice intensity. It contains variables that account for loudness

(i.e. mean, percentiles, loudness peaks per second) and voice energy,

such as the equivalent sound level (i.e. transformation of the energies

per frame to a logarithmic scale in dB), the harmonics-to-noise ratio (i.e.

comparing energy of harmonics to energy of noise) and shimmer (i.e.

stability across consecutive periods of signal amplitude). It also includes

jitter, a frequency-related parameter that accounts for pitch deviations (i.e.

differences in length across consecutive F0). The first MFCC and its rate of

change are also included in this factor.

• Factor 3: spectral energy. this factor accounts for differences and variations

in the loudness and energy of the spectrum. Similarly to Factor 2, it contains

a strong component of loudness features (i.e. mean, percentiles, loudness

peaks per second), which given the combination with spectral components

might suggest a focus on loudness fluctuation. It also features spectral flux

(i.e. difference between the energy spectra of two consecutive acoustic

frames) and alpha ratio (i.e. ratio of the energy summed at 50-1000 Hz to
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the energy summed at 1000-5000 Hz), which are characteristics of spectral

shape and spectral balance, respectively.

• Factor 4: voice quality. this factor is the more interesting one in the context

of this thesis, as it correlates with variables related to a balanced voice.

These are parameters that account for:

1. spectral dynamic balance: MFCCs and their rate of change over time;

2. spectral static balance: Hammarberg Index, Harmonic difference

H1-A3, alpha ratio, spectral slope.

3. stability across the frequency bandwidth: bandwidth for formant 1,

which determines vocal quality specially in vowels (Fleischer et al.,

2015)

It is worth noting that shimmer, which accounts for stability across

consecutive periods of signal amplitude, was also found to correlate to Factor

4 with a loading slightly below the threshold (0.32). Therefore, Factor 4

accounts for speech balance with regards to spectral and pitch variation

features.

• Factor 5: spectral dynamics. accounts for the spectral shape and

its variations (MFCCs and their change rates). Therefore, it represents

the dynamic profile of the spectra. The Mel scale, from which MFCCs

are derived, relates perceived frequency or pitch to its actual measured

frequency. This mimics the human ear, which is much better at discerning

these pitch changes at low frequencies than at high frequencies. Hence,

incorporating MFCCs to our speech model makes it more closely related to

the human auditory system.

A detailed description of the eGeMAPS features and how they are extracted can

be found in Eyben et al. (2016). In this study, we essentially run a Factor Analysis

of eGeMAPS for a particular demographic group (Scottish healthy middle-age

adults) and then compared the loadings of this factor structure between the low-risk

and high-risk groups. In future work, once the dataset is complete, we will

investigate the generation of different factor structures for each group. Besides,

we anticipate that more comprehensive analyses including clinical data will allow a

better characterisation of the groups, and with a larger sample size we will be able

to combine this factor analysis with other techniques, such as the ADR method

presented in Chapter 4.
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Table 6.10: Loadings > 0.4 in the five-factor structure

Attribute Loading
Factor 1: pitch

F0 Semitone from 27.5Hz (mean) 0.91
F0 Semitone from 27.5Hz Percentile 20% 0.77
F0 Semitone from 27.5Hz Percentile 50% 0.86
F0 Semitone from 27.5Hz Percentile 80 0.76
F1 Frequency (mean) 0.66
F2 Frequency (mean) 0.70
F3 Frequency (mean) 0.76
Harmonics to noise ratio (mean) 0.54

Factor 2: voice intensity
Loudness (mean) 0.64
Loudness Percentile Range 0-20% 0.66
Loudness Percentile 50% 0.46
Loudness Percentile 80% 0.74
Equivalent Sound Level (dB) 0.56
MFCC 1 (mean) 0.48
MFCC change rate (mean) 0.50
Harmonics to noise ratio (mean) 0.65
Jitter (mean) 0.43
Shimmer (mean) 0.60
Shimmer (sd) 0.52

Factor 3: spectral energy
Loudness (mean) 0.89
Loudness Percentile 20% 0.84
Loudness Percentile 50% 0.90
Loudness Percentile 80% 0.54
Loudness peaks per second 0.53
Alpha Ratio (mean) 0.45
Spectral Flux (sd) 0.86
Spectral Flux change rate (sd) 0.50
Hammarberg Index (mean) 0.48

Factor 4: voice quality
MFCC 2 (mean) 0.79
MFCC 2 change rate (mean) 0.87
MFCC 1 change rate (mean) 0.43
Harmonic difference H1-A3 0.74
F1 Bandwidth (mean) 0.44
Hammarberg Index (mean) 0.76
Alpha Ratio (mean) 0.87
Spectral Slope 500-1500 Hz (mean) 0.47

Factor 5: spectral dynamics
MFCC 1 (mean) 0.35
MFCC 2 (mean) 0.38
MFCC 2 change rate (mean) 0.39
MFCC 3 (mean) 0.69
MFCC 3 change rate (mean) 0.74
MFCC 4 (mean) 0.39
MFCC 4 change rate (mean) 0.39
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6.3.1.3 Factor differences across low and high risk groups

After discerning the meaning of the factors underlying the eGeMAPS features,

we proceeded confirm whether any of these factors is able to account for speech

differences between the experimental groups (i.e. low and high risk, based on

family history of dementia). It is worth noting that the eGeMAPS parameters relate

to voice itself and not to conversational features, for which no statistical differences

were found between the two groups in Section 6.3. In order to do this, we tested

whether the means of each factor’s scores differed between the high and the low

risk groups. The null hypothesis to be rejected or confirmed was that there is no

difference in mean for a given factor when comparing both groups. If rejected, the

alternative hypothesis states that the mean for a given factor indeed differs across

groups. For example, for Factor 1 (pitch), the hypotheses would be:

H0 : µLRF1
= µHRF1

; (6.1)

H1 : µLRF1
6= µHRF1

(6.2)

where LR and HR indicate the low and high risk groups, respectively.

After factors have been rotated, it is generally assumed that the distribution of

the common factors becomes normal (Kasper and Ünlü, 2013). Therefore, we run a

Welch two-sample t-test with a significance level of 0.05 (95% confidence interval),

for which results are presented in Table 6.11. None of the factors yields statistically

significant differences across experimental groups. This was expected, since

participants are cognitively healthy and we were not able to include any clinical

information other than family history in the analysis. It is somewhat promising,

however, that the Voice Quality factor presents the lowest p value (although still

quite high: ≈ 0.40). We propose that, if there are indeed significant group

differences for the Voice Quality factor, they will emerge more strongly when risk

groups are based on more comprehensive clinical variables.

Factor analysis and inferential analyses were conducted in the R statistical

environment (R Core Team, 2013) with the library ’psych’ (code in Appendix 41).

Table 6.11: Factor differences across low and high risk groups.

Factor Low-risk (µ) High-risk (µ) t statistic p-value
F1: pitch (perceived frequency) −1.92 2.23 −0.02 0.99
F2: voice intensity 316.92 −366.30 0.69 0.49
F3: spectral energy −12.58 14.54 −0.36 0.72
F4: voice quality −159.61 184.48 −0.83 0.40
F5: spectral dynamics 53.61 −61.97 0.50 0.62
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6.4 Protocol update and dissemination

In January 2020, the coalescence of two events motivated a revision of the

Prevent-ED protocol. On the one hand, participants’ feedback had been gathered

alongside data collection and led us to consider some changes in the experimental

procedure. In general, participants reported that the task is very engaging and

compared it to a board game or a role playing session. They also considered

it to be quite entertaining and of an appropriate length, and were generally very

curious about the whole project. After the task, many mentioned that it was

the first time they heard of this type of research and gave many examples of

personal experiences which, in their opinion, corroborated that language and

speech research was a fruitful avenue to pursue. With regards to limitations, some

participants indicated that the readability of the map could be improved, since a

few the landmarks’ names were too long and some locations too cluttered.

On the other hand, a collaboration with a research group based at the

Assisted Living Lab in Heriot-Watt University, which began at the Scottish Dementia

Research Consortium (SDRC) where Prevent-ED was presented. The group

expressed their interest in using our experimental design to collect their own

audiovisual data in elderly care centres run by Alzheimer’s Scotland (Addlesee

et al., 2019). Their investigation involves an elderly population living with AD at

different stages, rather than healthy participants, for whom the original protocol

had been designed. This implied that the protocol needed to be adapted for a

more vulnerable population, who would presumably experience more difficulties to

understand the map visually (i.e. if they had any age-related sight problems) and

cognitively (i.e. the original task was designed for unimpaired individuals).

In order to improve scientific quality, participant experience and method

versatility, we implemented several changes to the task materials, shown in

Figures 6.12, 6.13 and 6.14 and in the text below them. The modifications, aimed

at enhanced readability, comprehensibility, and generalisability, are as follows:

• Clearer drawings. The original map was a scanned hand drawing for which

image contrast had been increased. In the updated version the drawings

have been converted into digital drawings instead, creating neater images

and clearer contours that overall make the map look less cluttered. These

will presumably be easier to understand by both healthy and compromised

participants. This was done with Adobe Illustrator, obtaining a vectorised

version of the artwork, which can be modified in size without losing image

quality if this were more convenient for a given experimental setting.
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• Landmarks names’ font is more readable and slightly larger. In the digitised

images, the contours of the landmark names are also neater and slightly

larger. They could also become larger or smaller without losing quality if this

was necessary for a particular experiment or clinical population.

• Landmark names have become shorter, especially for landmarks that were

in cluttered areas of the map.

• Landmark names have become more accurate to the native speech.

For example, now it reads Loch Nucklavee rather than Nucklavee Loch.

Referring to locations in a more familiar manner is likely to elicit more natural

speech, especially when the story develops around these locations.

• Terrain conditions, indications and their legends are also clearer.

For example, the colours of the marsh, wooded swamp and cereal field are

much more delimited and spaced. These makes these elements and the

paths more distinguishable.

• Additional cues have been included for participants who might need them.

This was developed with vulnerable participants in mind, to facilitate

conversational prompts, but has proven useful within the healthy Prevent-ED

cohort as well. These symbols are question marks, diamonds and fish

lines, which indicate something of interest in a particular area (i.e. hidden

treasures, minerals to be used as payment and sources of food). These

symbols are useful because they reveal very limited information and yet

encourage participants to ask questions, hence eliciting more natural

dialogue (e.g. ’what was it about this question mark again?’).

• The scale is much more realistic and practically useful, encouraging people

to use it and generating more dialogue around it.

• The story has been rewritten to match the new landmark names.

These landmarks, as well as being clearer in the map, are more accurate in

terms of British traditions and, particularly, Scottish tales, myth and folklore.

For instance, the word ’Selkie’, which designs a mythological character from

the sea that looks much like a seal, is now the name of the coastal inn,

rather than the name of an inland loch as it was in the first version of the

protocol. The storyline has also become more sensible, for example, not

asking the participant to dock at a bare cliff, or not having to visit a village

located almost within a marsh. With these modifications, we also hope for

the generated speech to be even more natural.
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• The story has been modified to facilitate further engagement by adding a

more epic tone, likely to facilitate further engagement. Additionally, it includes

prompts where the participant could be asked whether a location has been

identified. The task and story, in its current complexity, ensures that it

does not become too easy for a healthy participant, causing interest and

engagement to fade. The story length and complexity could be modified

depending on the target population (i.e. a simplified version of it can be

easily generated for a more vulnerable group).

From the start of this project, we wanted Prevent-ED to be available for other

researchers to use, potentially contributing to address the current heterogeneity

of the field. Studies using this protocol for data collection would be more

straightforwardly comparable, since certain conditions are relatively controlled (i.e.

conversation length, topic, task type), but with the advantages of a relatively natural

’give and take’. The layout of the task and the data collection procedures are the

same, even if the aesthetics have changed. Besides, the changes were mainly

implemented so that the task would be more readable for a population that is

more vulnerable than the one for which it was originally designed. Therefore, as

recruitment progresses, we expect the new data to be comparable to data collected

with the initial version of the task. Besides, we believe there is potential for the

map-task to be applied in different health and healthcare settings, from preclinical

populations to care homes in the context of neurodegenerative diseases, and to

a range of different conditions such autism, depression or schizophrenia. The

map, the story or even the roles can be adapted as necessary, especially now

that the artwork is fully digitised. Therefore, we made the new materials available

to other researchers, alongside the rationale for these changes, by publishing it as

a response to the original protocol in the BMJ Open6.

It is worth reiterating that the current version of the map is fully digitised, and

therefore, fully modifiable, as the first version was not. From a Global Health

perspective, this means that the map could be modified to suit not only different

research questions, but also has potential to be adapted to any culture worldwide

as it can be translated to other languages and inspired by different folklore stories.

In fact, such an endeavour has already begun with PST Inc7, a Japanese company

that produces speech technology for pathology detection with whom we are

currently working to adapt the map-task and storyline to the Japanese population

in order to investigate speech patterns in autism and dementia. Furthermore,
6https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/9/3/e026254.responses
7PST: Pathologic condition analytics and Sensibility Technology (https://medical-pst.com/

contact/)
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Prevent-ED has recently been translated and adapted to Spanish in order to

investigate conversational prosody in primary progressive aphasia (PPA8) at the

Neurology department of the Hospital Clínico San Carlos, Madrid, Spain.

8PPA is neurological syndrome in which language capabilities become progressively impaired. It is
caused by neurodegenerative diseases, as opposed to other forms of aphasia which are caused by stroke
or brain injury.
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Figure 6.12: Wayfinding task, version 2: participant’s map (complete).
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Figure 6.13: Wayfinding task, version 2: researcher’s map (routes removed).
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Figure 6.14: Landmark allocation task, version 2: participant only (routes and landmarks removed)
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The task instructions to be read by the trained researcher are as follows:

You can see you have a big piece of paper in front of you, facing
down. First, I am going to explain the instructions of the experiment;
and second, I will introduce you to the story that we need to complete
as part of the task. After I explain the instructions, before we begin,
I will clap, and I will clap again when we finish the story, in order to
synchronize my recording devices. We may now turn your paper up.

Task instructions What you have in front of you is a printed 2D
map. It is a representation of an imaginary land, in which different fields
and landmarks are deployed. On this side of the screen, I have a map
of the same land, but there is a difference between our maps that will
prove key for the task.

You should be able to see different coloured dotted lines connecting
some landmarks. These indicate possible pathways that we could take
between different points. Certain helpful symbols, described in the
legend, indicate terrain crossing conditions. For example, whether we
are able to cross a loch (rowing a canoe) or a mountain range (using
an ice axe). Most importantly, they indicate the whereabouts of the
lochs or the mountain range where we could find a crossable route.
It is important to note that there is no right or wrong way to reach
the landmarks, for this will instead depend upon our shared travelling
preferences. Besides, pathways do not indicate the direction of travel.

My map, on the contrary, deploys all landmarks and fields,
but neither pathways nor indications for traversing off-path terrains.
However, it will be me who narrates our journey through this land, I will
be the one knowing where to go, and in which order landmarks need
to be visited. Hence, for our venture to succeed, we will need to work
together, helped by the scale and the wind rose, if needed.

Throughout this joint endeavour, I will be sharing with you the details
of a creative enterprise, emerged from naïve imagination. This will take
us from one landmark to another, completing trades and labours in an
epic journey. Then, your role is to offer guidance through the land,
taking advantage of the utmost completion of your map. I kindly ask
you to provide as much information as possible, for us to be able to
choose cooperatively our direction of travel at any given point. There is
always more than one way to reach the landmarks, as well as optional
detours to discover hidden nooks. You, too, are most welcome to use
your imagination to disclose the mysteries of this land and enrich our
travels.

Next, the researcher shares the story in an interactive manner, ensuring the

participant follows and understands it and is able to locate important landmarks on

the map. It should be emphasised that participants need not remember the story -

their role is to give directions - and they should not hesitate to ask questions. The

trader’s journey to be completed cooperatively is as follows:
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For weeks, we have been sailing from the East, thrilled by the
abundance that this extraordinary Northern isle may offer. I have heard
many stories about the great riches of the Chuain Clan, residing in
Chuain village. This will be our endmost trading spot. Prompt: Can you
see it? (Researchers may indicate north-east position if necessary).

However, after hours spent delving into prior traders’ diaries, I
suspect - I am almost certain - that barters here work in ways unlike
ours. As far as I know, the North bears highly skilful artisans and
craftspeople, who shall not accept our meaningless coins as payment.
To begin with, the Chuain Clan, always wish for fine silks, warm
felted wool, strong nettle twine and other natural fibres, traditionally
handcrafted in Brodgar Town. Prompt: can you see it?

Likewise, Brodgar’s artisans will only exchange their textiles for
pliable cooper and bronze, as well as hard-wrought iron, which have
always been forged at the Dunnattor Castle’s Smithy (can you see the
castle?). As you can see, this land’s trading network values expertise
skills and heritage, thus we, too, must abide by these customs. There
is, however, one thing we can do for ourselves: if, with the help of our
travelling companions, we collect enough wood from the Fae Forest, we
should be able to exchange it for metals at Dunnattor Castle. Prompt:
can you see the forest?.

In a nutshell, the Fae Forest, Dunnattor Castle and Brodgar Town
are three inescapable visits before getting to Chuain Village. Aside from
those, there are a few other things I can remember from the diaries.

First, some of the main pathways and crossings might require a
passing tribute. Most traders mention minerals as the easiest way to
get through them. Minerals, such as Cairngorm crystal (smoky quartz)
and modest amethysts, can be found, in tiny pieces, in loch banks. Just
in case, we must remember this and gather some when we come near
a loch. There are three lochs that I know of: Loch Brae, Loch Klavee
and Loch Ronnach Prompt: can you see them?.

Second, lore superstitions encourage travellers to visit Fhinn’s
Shrine and The Mighty Eagle’s Yew, presenting respect and offerings,
so that future ventures are smooth and fortunate Prompt: are you
superstitious?.

Further legends and spells locate hidden treasures in Aonaran
Hollow and the Auld Cairn, places whose significance and matter would
be for us to decide, should we choose to visit them.

And. . . joys of navigating an island, we could collect seafood when
we dock, as well as when we head back to our land. Furthermore, we
should try our luck at fishing, once we get our hands on a couple of
high-quality fishing nets knitted at Brodgar. Bountiful fish is commonly
reported around most coastal spots, such as the Nuggle Cliff, the Deer’s
Head, the Boobrie’s Light, the Selkie Bay, the Clachan Sands, Bruadar
Cliff and Gneiss Cove. Plenty for us to train our skill and reward it with
fresh fish!
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But for now, let’s get on land. As you are able to see, it is possible
to dock either at Bruadar Cliff, Clachan Sands or Boobrie’s Light.
Boobrie’s might be more convenient to begin with, since we are first
heading for the Fae Forest. However, the ocean around a lighthouse
is always unpredictable, and we should also be weary of raiders, who
might be waiting for trading ships in Selkie Bay. Bruadar Cliff would not
be the easiest either, although I have heard about a stone staircase,
carved basalt, which ascends towards the foot of the holy sites. Now,
off we go! It is up to us to decide together the best possible way around
this isle of intricacies.

Concluding remarks on Prevent-ED

This Chapter has presented a preliminary analysis on the Prevent-ED dataset,

showing certain tendencies in our data. These tendencies will arguably grow

stronger when the dataset becomes complete and more conclusive analyses

can be performed. Future work on the Prevent-ED dataset will entail producing

high-quality transcriptions and dialogue annotations of the collected dialogues that

have been acoustically enhanced. Once quality-checks have been conducted,

these text and acoustic data will be contributed to the general Prevent Dementia

database for the wider research community to be able to use it. In terms of further

analyses, spoken dialogue data will be collected from the London cohort as soon

as COVID-19 restrictions allow, for which the biomarker and risk-factor data are

already available. Similarly, the Edinburgh cohort recruitment will be finalised as

soon as possible and clinical data are expected to be available before the end of

2020. With the complete databases for Edinburgh and London, the procedures to

be implemented will be similar to the ones previously discussed in this Chapter

(i.e. factor analysis) as well as in Chapter 4 (i.e. ADR and machine learning

classification). We expect that these datasets will be large enough to experiment

with different methodologies and feature sets, in order to build a robust predictive

model for risk of developing dementia later in life.

The collaborations outlined above further confirm the potential for Prevent-ED

to serve as a standard task to elicit natural dialogues in health research. PST plans

to use it for data collection with autistic children, the Spanish research group will

apply it to patients with primary progressive aphasia and Heriot-Watt researchers

will conduct their study in Alzheimer’s Scotland dementia centres. Therefore,

this map-task could become a standardised procedure for research on speech

technology and general mental health, even outside its original dementia context,

just like the Cookie Theft Picture has been used outside the aphasia context it was

initially designed for.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

Despite the global interdisciplinary efforts to fathom the ageing brain, much

remains unknown about the aetiology, progression and treatment of dementia.

It is certain, however, that age is a fundamental risk-factor and one fifth of the

population is projected to be over 60 years old by 2050 (WHO, 2017). Therefore,

research on dementia prevention is both urgent and relevant. This doctoral thesis

presents scientific findings on the potential of speech and language technology

for dementia detection and cognitive health monitoring. The topic is approached

in different manners, starting with a systematic review of the state-of-the-art

(Chapter 3) followed by experimental work on the two main available datasets,

namely Pitt and CCC (Chapter 4). From the conclusions of those two approaches,

Prevent-ED was devised, a new project for data collection that addresses some

of the main limitations of the field (Chapter 5) and for which initial data analyses

have shown promising tendencies (Chapter 6). Final remarks on this project outline

new directions for research and its international potential within both industry and

academia.

In order to provide theoretical background, Chapter 2 explained the process

of neurodegeneration and the gradual appearance of dementia symptoms, with

an emphasis on a particular type of dementia, namely, Alzheimer’s Dementia

(AD). AD refers to the type of dementia for which the underlying cause is

Alzheimer’s Disease, usually associated with the intracellular accumulation of

tau proteins (also common in other neurodegenerative diseases) and, more

specifically, with the extracellular deposition of beta-amyloid plaques. These

processes irreversibly damage the neurons, eventually causing neuronal death and

subsequent brain shrinkage. Brain damage gradually continues until it becomes

severe enough to have an impact on the person’s observable behaviour, which

is often considered the onset of dementia but may actually occur up to 20 years
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after the neuropathology has begun. The observable signs predominantly involve

memory problems and language difficulties, both of which steadily diminish the

person’s ability to live independently and engage in meaningful social interactions.

This causes frustration, sadness and a wide range of difficulties, and places

increasing stress on relatives and carers as the disease progresses.

Despite the disheartening picture just presented, there is growing evidence

that the answer to dementia prevention could be within this very 20-year span

of silent neurodegeneration. The term ’preclinical AD’ refers to the stage where

neuropathology is present, but no cognitive symptoms are observed, and it is

coupled with the term ’secondary prevention’, which refers to prevention strategies

aimed at the preclinical stage of a health condition. These strategies focus on

disease prediction with biomarkers (i.e. medical signs that indicate the presence

of a disease) and risk-factors (i.e. conditions or circumstances that are associated

with a greater probability of developing a disease, without being direct indicators

of it). With the the establishment of certain AD biomarkers, such as toxic

levels of tau-protein and beta-amyloid plaques in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), or a

measurable hippocampal shrinkage in brain scans, the term ’preclinical AD’ has

evolved to designate cognitively normal individuals in whom these biomarkers are

present but the first clinical symptoms have not appeared. Although some lack

of standardisation around the term remains, preclinical AD has become a major

research focus, as it is generally assumed that treatments will have an enhanced

effect if applied during the preclinical stage of AD, compared to the somewhat

unsatisfactory effect they have had so far on diagnosed patients (Posner et al.,

2017; Ritchie et al., 2016).

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is one of the avenues for predictive disease modelling

and preclinical detection of AD. It has the potential to facilitate and increase the

extension to which precision medicine, a data-intensive approach to healthcare

that opposes the ’one-size-fits-all’ paradigm, can be implemented (Mesko, 2017).

This is because AI, as a research discipline, is committed to developing computers’

ability to perform, independently, ’intelligent’ tasks that would generally require

human input (i.e. problem-solving, decision-making), thereby enabling them to

manage vast amounts of data in an automated manner. With the increasing

presence of technology in our lives, the potential of AI for monitoring cognitive and

physical health is ever growing. Wearable devices are able to collect real-life data

over time and in a passive manner, such as sleeping patterns or cardiovascular

health (e.g. smartwatches) or by actively prompting us to enter information on our

diet, physical activities, mood or general health (e.g. smartphone apps).
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Machine learning is the ’driver’ for much of contemporary AI. It is the element

that makes it possible to devise systems that could automatically access large

population databases on real-life data, biomarkers and risk-factors for AD, learn

from these data and report useful predictions on disease progression at an

individual level. This is the very notion at the centre of precision medicine

and a very promising perspective for our ageing world. The idea of including

language and speech in these automatically collected databases is receiving

gradual attention, given that language is a rich and ubiquitous source of data,

as well as clinically informative for AD and other mental health conditions. The

development of this sort of predictive system, based on spontaneous speech, is

the ultimate goal of the research presented in this thesis and the direction that we

will continue to work towards after its submission.

Language and speech technology have indeed received increasing attention

as a potential approach for dementia detection over the past decade, as shown in

Figure 3.1 and demonstrated by the amount of papers reviewed in Chapter 3 (51

records). This review was conducted in order to understand the state-of-the-art,

highlight the strengths and limitations of the field, identify gaps and room for

contributions and set our research directions accordingly. To this end, we

provided a systematic and comprehensive account of the last 20 years of literature,

comparing 51 studies when possible. The main conclusion of this review is that

this is a strongly emerging field and most studies report very promising results, yet

there seems to be a very slow uptake of the proposed methods in clinical practice.

In our view, the reasons for this are two-fold, concerning research methodology

and study design.

As regards methodological procedures, the datasets used in the reviewed

articles are heterogeneous in terms of recording protocols (i.e. dialogue vs.

monologue, spontaneous vs. scripted) and data scarcity is a signature of the

field. Only two datasets are readily available (i.e. Pitt and CCC) both of

which are in English, relatively small, imbalanced, with low audio quality, limited

cognitive information and, overall, not ideal representations of natural language.

It is worth noting that collection of speech data is ethically restricted due to its

personally-identifying nature, which is one of the main reasons for this observed

data scarcity. As the field grows, we hope for new ethics agreements to facilitate

data acquisition under appropriate research conditions.

Most studies follow a similar methodology, consisting of the collection of

spoken or transcribed language data, the generation of acoustic and/or text-based

features and the use of these features as input for machine learning classification.
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However, some of these procedures are also heterogeneous, with most studies

using features generated ad hoc and many of them failing to report details

on pre-processing and feature set reduction. As regards method evaluation,

cross-validation is an appropriately common approach, although it would be ideal

to complement it with model evaluation on an entirely separate dataset. Also

common practice, though inappropriate, is the reporting of accuracy as a standard

performance metric even with imbalanced datasets. While the problem of data

scarcity for model validation is more difficult to address, the use of appropriate

performance metrics should be implemented straight away. These issues affect

research replicability and generalisability which in turn hinders translation to clinical

settings.

As regards study design, most articles aim at using spoken language

technology to distinguish between healthy individuals and patients of AD. While

this is scientifically valuable, the clinical reality is that this distinction is already

successfully achieved by clinicians and conventional screening tools, which are

part of many clinical routines. Hence, most clinicians are familiar with these

instruments and know how accurate their results are and how they should be

taken into account for a diagnostic decision. Therefore, it is unlikely that spoken

language technology will be adopted in clinical settings as long as it does not offer

new information or delivers information in a way that is perceived as more efficient

than the conventional alternatives. One promising advantage of this technology is

the possibility automating remote cognitive assessments, but this has not been

successfully implemented so far. Another advantage of AI would be for new

methodologies to focus on preclinical stages of AD, which requires a lot more

data and for which conventional tools are currently deemed insufficient. However,

none of the reviewed studies focuses on an undiagnosed cohort at risk of AD.

Accordingly, a shift of focus towards preclinical detection is likely to generate a

more successful dialogue between clinicians, speech researchers and machine

learning experts.

The reviewed papers use acoustic and text-based features, which are valuable

to detect AD, but they are not free of restrictions since most rely on language

content or, at least, use language transcripts in some way, which are costly,

time-consuming and often prone to error. Therefore, these methods are not

yet in a position to support diagnosis, neither with nor instead of cognitive

examinations. We argue that this could be overcome by approaching the detection

task exclusively with acoustic features, so that transcripts are not necessary.

Accordingly, Chapter 4 presented comprehensive evaluation of different acoustic
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feature sets as an input for machine learning classification in three experiments.

In these experiments, we adopted an acoustic-based, content-free approach that

relied minimally on data transcripts, under the assumption that this approach is

easier to automatise and generalise. We generated these acoustic features from

CCC and Pitt datasets. On CCC, our approach recognised signs of disrupted

communication in conversations about health. Information on vocalisations and

turn-taking patterns successfully differentiated speakers with and without AD, with

an overall accuracy of 86.5% (Luz et al., 2018). As regards Pitt, we automatically

generated four different comprehensive paralinguistic feature sets (i.e. emobase,

ComParE, eGeMAPS and MRCGs) from monologue recordings of narrative picture

descriptions. The corpus had been acoustically enhanced and balanced for age

and gender prior to feature generation. These large feature sets were then reduced

with a novel method, Active Data Representation, based on neural networks and

unsupervised clustering. Machine learning classification differentiated AD and

healthy speakers with 78.7% accuracy (Haider et al., 2019). The third experiment

presented in Chapter 4 concerns computational cross-corpus learning. That is, our

feature extraction model was first trained on Pitt and tested on CCC, obtaining a

mean classification UAR of 61.63%; and then trained on CCC and tested on Pitt,

with a mean classification UAR of 63.72%. These results offer promising insights

into the potential for transfer learning between models trained on monologue and

dialogue data, as well as for generalisability of speech features across language

registers. Besides, these results are consistent with a psycholinguistic theory

which argues that dialogues encompass a wider range of prosodic aspects than

monologues (Pickering and Garrod, 2004). Therefore, dialogue data might be more

generalisable for the purpose of this research.

The results for Pitt and CCC match the performance of state-of-the-art models

such as Fraser et al. (2016)’s work on the Pitt monologues (81.92%) or Guinn

et al. (2014)’s findings on the CCC dialogues (80%), despite they relying on

features that could not be directly extracted from spontaneous speech. The main

limitation of these experiments concerns poor data in terms of audio quality, size,

balance and lack of neuropsychological information other than diagnosis, although

for Pitt we generated a balanced subset. Furthermore, these datasets do not

contain entirely natural language since the dialogues are, after all, interviews,

which include a degree of expectation and bias (i.e. the interviewer has a clear

objective of which the patient is aware and influences their performance) and Pitt

corpus contains task-based monologues. In both cases, the poor quality of the

data made it challenging to extract the time-stamps directly from the recordings,
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having to rely on transcripts, different to what was later done for Prevent-ED.

The main limitation of the cross-corpus experiment is that differences in classifier

performance could be due to different recording conditions other than the type of

speech being monologue or dialogue. In spite of this, the cross-corpus experiment

addresses an important research question: given that there are not many speech

datasets suitable for statistical learning in AD, it would be advantageous for models

to have the ability to combine these scarce resources.

Prevent-ED (Chapter 5) was conceived to address some of the issues that were

observed in the systematic review and the experiments. To this end, the study

was designed to collect data from middle-aged, cognitively healthy individuals

with a certain risk of developing dementia, as opposed to already diagnosed

cohorts. Besides, we devised the collection method to be representative of natural,

spontaneous speech, for which we argue that conversational dialogues are the

ideal linguistic modality given their ubiquity and the range of psycholinguistic

processes involved. This led us to develop a map-task based on an imaginary

land, where two speakers need to navigate cooperatively while their speech is

recorded. The task also evaluates allocentric spatial navigation abilities, which are

an early marker of AD. Prevent-ED participants are recruited through the Prevent

Dementia study, within which a comprehensive database for preclinical disease

modelling has been gathered (i.e. genetics, blood tests, CSF, brain scans, cognitive

assessments). The objective of this project is to record and analyse natural

dialogues and assess their predictive value for modeling the risk of developing

AD later in life.

Several project challenges have obstructed some of the planned analyses,

thereby causing delays beyond the span of this doctoral research. However,

preliminary data analyses show promising tendencies that will be further explored

as soon as more data become available (Chapter 6). An overview of the

dataset informs us that these participants are, on average, 52 years old and have

completed 17 years of education; 56% are female and 53% have a family history

of dementia, which was used to divide the dataset in two groups, low-risk (20

participants) and high-risk (23 participants). We also computed two CAIDE risk

scores (Kivipelto et al., 2001). Lastly, we calculated basic turn-taking variables

and generated the eGeMAPS feature set. It is worth noting that Prevent-ED

experiments were absolutely transcript-free, thereby improving the automation

potential of the method previously applied to Pitt and CCC.

Inferential statistics were used to compare the low and high risk groups and

reported that none of the clinical and speech variables was significantly different
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across them, with the CAIDE score and the Landmark Allocation task (i.e. spatial

navigation) being the closest to significance (p = 0.17). We also performed

correlation tests between turn-taking statistics and CAIDE scores, which were also

not statistically significant, although demonstrated a tendency of the data by which

greater risk scores (i.e. CAIDE values) generally correlated with shorter or less

turns. Furthermore, the Landmark Allocation task was positively correlated with the

Four-Mountain task, which is an established navigation test (ρ = 0.31, p = 0.06).

This speaks to the validity of our novel task, although a larger dataset is necessary

to confirm it. As regards eGeMAPS, we conducted a Factor Analysis and compared

experimental groups based on its results. Factors were not significantly different

across groups, but five interpretable factors emerged: pitch (perceived frequency),

voice intensity, spectral energy, voice quality and spectral dynamics. Noteworthy,

the voice quality factor, which included features related to voice balance, yielded

the lowest p-value for group comparison.

The main limitation of Prevent-ED is that the current subset of data consists of

43 recordings and a limited set of demographic and lifestyle risk-factors, instead

of 75 participants with a comprehensive biomarker profile available, which was

the initial target. Dataset limitations were caused by extensions in the general

Prevent project, unexpected delays in ethical procedures and, finally, COVID-19

restrictions. We expect that repeating the analyses will yield more conclusive

results when both Prevent and Prevent-ED databases are complete. Given its

easy implementation and its game-like nature, we consider Prevent-ED to hold

potential for eliciting natural dialogues across different experimental settings. In

fact, our collaborations with the Heriot-Watt University (HWU), PST Inc. and

Hospital Clínico San Carlos corroborate this potential for international research

on dementia, autism, and aphasia, respectively.

After a summary of each chapter, this is a great opportunity to revisit the

thesis outline presented in Figure 1.3 (Chapter 1). This outline has been further

elaborated with the contributions presented throughout the thesis and is updated

in Figure 7.1. A summarised account of the thesis strengths and contributions

follows:

1. the first systematic review of the field, comprehensively covering 20 years of

literature (Chapter 3);

2. a tool for article evaluation specifically designed for this type of research,

based on methodological rigour, data quality and clinical applicability

(Chapter 3);
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3. promising experimental work done on Pitt and CCC that is exclusively

based on content-free features and matches the state-of-the-art classification

performance (Chapter 4);

4. the first time that feature generation for AD detection was approached

through standardised and comprehensive feature sets such as eGeMAPS,

confirming their empirical usefulness for this purpose (Chapter 4);

5. cross-corpus experiments that provide some insight to the possibilities of

combining monologue and dialogue- ased methods (Chapter 4);

6. utilisation of acoustically enhanced versions of these two datasets that are

also made available for the wider research community (Chapter 4);

7. the development of a novel project, which is to our knowledge, the first aimed

at collecting spoken dialogue data from middle-aged healthy individuals at

risk of dementia, instead of an already diagnosed cohort (Chapter 5);

8. such project was conceived to optimise the control-generalisability trade-off.

Content, which is not our primary focus, is relatively controlled, whereas

conversational dynamics, which are indeed our research focus, are

spontaneous (Chapter 5);

9. a description of the dataset currently collected within Prevent-ED, which

will be a further contribution to the research community when collection is

finished (Chapter 6); and

10. further dissemination of the Prevent-ED project, which has been adopted

by another university (UK), a speech technology company (Japan) and a

university hospital (Spain). This extends the original Prevent-ED objectives

and contributes to its potential for global health applications (Chapter 6).

In sum, the main strengths of this thesis are the systematic approach to

assessing the state-of-the-art and the critical approach to experimenting with Pitt

and CCC, which guided the development of a new protocol, Prevent-ED, which

has been well received by participants, as well as by other research institutions. As

regards limitations, it is worth noting the incomplete Prevent-ED dataset, especially

compared to what was initially expected. The systematic review is also inherently

limited by the fact that in the moment it was finished it was already outdated,

especially in such a fast-developing field. Many limitations of the experimental

work on Pitt and CCC, such as poor audio quality, compromised naturalness
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Figure 7.1: Thesis structure alongside specific contributions.
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and the use of already diagnosed cohorts, have been addressed in Prevent-ED.

Apart from recruitment challenges, another limitation of Prevent-ED concerns the

spatial navigation task, which is not as reliable as if it were implemented with

a three-dimensional design. Finally, the preliminary data analysis of Prevent-ED

showed promising tendencies but is overall very inconclusive as data scarcity led

to experimental groups being based solely on their family history. The inferential

statistics and factor analysis conducted found none or very little effect, and the

interpretation of the emerging factors is somewhat arbitrary, at least until more

comprehensive data can be accessed.

Congruent with the outlined limitations, mid-term future directions involve

finalising data collection and analyses in Prevent-ED Edinburgh. This entails

acoustic pre-processing as well as transcription and dialogue annotation for the full

dataset, for which clinical variables will also become available. Similar procedures

apply to the data that will be collected in the London cohort once COVID-19

restrictions are lifted. Spoken dialogue data from both cohorts will be fed back

to the general Prevent database as a contribution from our study. Validation

procedures for Japanese and Spanish adaptations of Prevent-ED are additional

mid-term objectives.

In a nutshell, AD is an overwhelming problem for our society that is likely to

grow as our population ages. The fast development of AI offers opportunities for

automatic and remote data-intensive approaches that may be able to enhance

disease modelling and contribute to the development of systems for preclinical

detection of AD. A thorough assessment of the state-of-the-art confirms that

speech-based detection of cognitive impairment in individuals already diagnosed

with AD is feasible although not clinically useful. Differently, longitudinal monitoring

of cognitive health also seems technically and theoretically feasible and would

be far more helpful for preclinical screening. However, empirical evidence is still

insufficient. It should mentioned at this stage that the clinical impact of this project

is difficult to foresee. Little is known about the so-called silent stage of the disease,

since markers for progression during that time are unclear and this will affect the

role of speech as one of them. Prevent-ED was conceived to contribute some

evidence by analysing speech data from middle-aged healthy individuals at risk

of dementia, together with a comprehensive set of clinical variables. Its current

digitised version has an increasing potential to be standardised as a collection

protocol for spoken language data across different experimental settings. We are

confident that our findings will contribute to the future development of cost-effective

and non-invasive systems that could enhance the quality of life for the elderly.
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Personal remarks

Throughout this thesis, I have proposed that the study of speech and language

technology may contribute to understanding some of the uncertainties around

neurodegeneration and concluded that this is a promising and emerging field.

However, the latter, ’emerging’, only applies to the AI aspect of the experiments,

for the study of language is a long-standing avenue for understanding human

brain and human behaviour and has fascinated many researchers of all disciplines

throughout history.

’Man is by nature a social animal’ (Aristotle, Politika ca. 328 BC). Under this

assumption, philosophy, psychology and psycholinguistics have encouraged the

analytical use of voice and words to understand our behaviour, they are available

everywhere (e.g. emails, open-ended questionnaire items, social media, text

corpora) as well as reliable and inexpensive to obtain. The study of language can

not only support clinicians but also provide insight into decoding more technical

linguistic issues, which in turn could help ’trace’ language difficulties back to their

location in the brain, thereby improving our understanding of who we are, the things

we do and why we do them (Pennebaker et al., 2003). According to Grice, a

renowned philosopher of language, the use of language requires some degree of

cognitive skills and social understanding (Grice, 1978), which further corroborates

how much about ’us’ can be ascertained through the study of language.

I have been very fortunate to conduct my doctoral research in a multidisciplinary

environment at the University of Edinburgh, where I have been able to receive as

much technical as clinical advice and valuable expertise for my research. I am well

aware, however, that such is not the case for many colleagues whom I have met in

international networking events. Before putting an end to this thesis, I would like to

invite the reader to reflect upon the general directions of science and the potential

for all disciplines to benefit from one another. I would like to emphasise not only the

importance of cross-disciplinary dialogue, of which most researchers are aware to

some extent, but also the manner in which this dialogue is approached and the role

of the different disciplines within it.

How do we ask for help or insights when we need them? What do we expect

from the answers? And from whom? Different disciplines have different foci

and researchers working in a discipline different than their background tend to

assimilate their perspective to follow their ’adopted’ discipline’s culture. As a

natural human bias, we tend to ask for advice from someone we admire and

perceive as knowledgeable, perhaps more than ourselves, but with whom we share

some grounding ideas. It is far less common to seek feedback from an ’outsider’,
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someone who would need to be ’brought up to speed’ in order to understand the

topic; or from someone who is likely to pick up on general ’issues’ rather than

pointing us to specific technicalities that we should address for a proposal or

a paper to get accepted. The main reason for this is that conceptual, general

and overarching feedback can be overwhelming and daunting. Often it may

seem different to what you think peer-reviewers might be looking for (imagine, for

instance, that someone’s feedback criticises the use of a sophisticated method in a

simple task, but you know this is the most modern method available and a certain

workshop or journal is more likely to publish your work if you use it). Besides,

these kinds of changes are also very time-consuming to implement, since they

entail repeating experimental work and perhaps partially rethinking the theoretical

framework. With the incredible pressure that is put on academics to produce

publishable research, this kind of feedback is, at the very least, an inconvenience.

One good point to conceptual feedback is that it may save time ’at the

end of the road’. After many years of rapid advances on machine learning

and artificial intelligence, the so-called ’Explainable’ or ’Interpretable’ AI is now

receiving increasing attention. This refers to AI methodologies that result on

solutions to human problems that can also be understood by humans. It arose

as a reaction to the ’black box’ criticism of AI, as sometimes not even its creators

could explain why a given algorithm arrived at a certain decision (Sample, 2017).

Most of the problems highlighted throughout this thesis have had to do with data.

While it is undoubtedly true that data scarcity is a problem in this field, to what

extent, however, is more data going to suffice? Difficulties to gain ethics approval

for scientific research seem to be ever increasing, at the same time that much of

our personal data is easily handled by massive international corporate institutions.

In short, the quest for explainable AI is an implementation of the social right to

an understandable explanation of a solution before it is rightfully implemented

in a practical setting (Edwards and Veale, 2017). AI’s fast-evolving technology

is becoming ever more sophisticated, complex and specific and it is precisely

because of this that AI experts may benefit from the ’lay’ input of non-AI experts.

The dialogue between clinicians and machine learning experts should not only

continue but also become deeper, as well as include experts from other disciplines.

This in turn requires rewinding, revising and acquiring deeper understanding of

the methods in order to achieve simpler, neater and interpretable solutions, which

should be deemed a tedious but welcome research exercise.

For instance, controversial criticisms have been raised as regards to the

recent boom in brain scanning and the use of a data-intensive AI framework
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to fly through a collection of alternative models, options and imaging modalities

in search for significance. In order to have confidence on the results of these

analyses, researchers need to develop detailed plans that are able to account for

the multiplicity of hypotheses in a stringent manner. Otherwise, findings become

objects of controversy, multiple brute-force analyses that end up being distrusted

and labeled as "fishing expeditions" (Smith and Nichols, 2018). Evidently, little trust

on results translates to little or no application to clinical practice and some have

even classified these analyses as esoteric special sciences (Schliesser, 2019).

This kind of statement is not at all presented here as a truth, since, although

well-intentioned, it is inherently dogmatic and could also be seen as harsh or

exaggerated. However, these criticisms should be acknowledged and taken into

consideration by researchers seeking to achieve better clinical applicability for their

work, thereby finding reward for persevering in their experimental efforts. Planning

robust analyses is usually more satisfactory when driven by theories as well as

intuitions about what our brain does and the cognitive functions that our brain is

making possible. As of today, humans still overpower AIs when it comes to intuition.

In ’Against Method’, Feyerabend (1993) argues that trying to do research as if

science followed fixed universal rules is an unrealistic and simplistic approach, as

it neglects the particular circumstances (e.g. historical, physical, etc.) and human

motivations that encourage a given instance of scientific development. Further,

he argues, it is potentially detrimental to do so, since this attitude directly rules

out those supposedly unfounded ’fishing expeditions’, which have actually been

somewhat necessary for scientific development so far. Overall, flexible and intuitive

approaches to scientific research have encouraged progress throughout history as

long as they were balanced with the critical ability to rigorously challenge such

progress. That is, we should not just accept something as progress only because

it is new, methodologically sophisticated, complex to understand, or requires a

sensational terminology. Rather, progress should be something that contributes to

the improvement of science in an all-encompassing manner, which includes our

society being able to benefit from it.

Philosophy, psychology and other human sciences are devoted to train their

experts in asking well-formulated questions, ascertaining their logic, ensuring their

consistency and redefining concepts until they are practically useful for the field

to which they apply. A hopeful approach for AI, being a young science, would

be for it to part ways with some controversial aspects of scientific research that

have become increasingly problematic and controversial with large amounts of

data (e.g. statistical significance) and forge its own practices and standards for
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evaluations. It is therefore that I believe that technology and humanities could

form a good team to question reality and challenge established assumptions and

methodologies. Besides, ethical debates emerge about detecting the disease at

an asymptomatic stage (Burlá et al., 2014), which are a shared concern for many

disciplines. For example, people might hold individual preferences about how much

information they would like to know as long as they ’feel’ healthy, as sensitively

depicted in the awarded drama Still Alice, where the three children of someone with

familial AD need to decided whether they would like to be tested or not. All in all, it is

worth considering the systematic inclusion of these transverse and interdisciplinary

collaborations at different stages of scientific development, especially for questions

with such a large-scale impact as health and disease.

Without further remarks, I would like to thank you wholeheartedly for reading

this doctoral thesis and proceed to close it with an excerpt from ’Aphorisms

concerning the Interpretation of Nature and the Kingdom of Man’, by Francis Bacon

(1858):

’Those who have handled sciences have been either men of experiment
or men of dogmas. The men of experiment are like the ant, they only
collect and use; the reasoners resemble spiders, who make cobwebs
out of their own substance. But the bee takes a middle course; it
gathers its material from the flowers of the garden and of the field,
but transforms and digests it by a power of its own. Not unlike this
is the true business of philosophy; for it neither relies solely or chiefly
on the powers of the mind, nor does it take the matter which it gathers
from natural history and mechanical experiments and lay it up in the
memory whole, as it finds it; but lays it up in the understanding altered
and digested. Therefore from a closer and purer league between these
two faculties, the experimental and the rational (such as has never yet
been made), much may be hoped.’
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Abstract
We present an approach to automatic detection of Alzheimer’s type dementia based on characteristics of spontaneous spoken language
dialogue consisting of interviews recorded in natural settings. The proposed method employs additive logistic regression (a machine
learning boosting method) on content-free features extracted from dialogical interaction to build a predictive model. The model training
data consisted of 21 dialogues between patients with Alzheimer’s and interviewers, and 17 dialogues between patients with other health
conditions and interviewers. Features analysed included speech rate, turn-taking patterns and other speech parameters. Despite relying
solely on content-free features, our method obtains overall accuracy of 86.5%, a result comparable to those of state-of-the-art methods
that employ more complex lexical, syntactic and semantic features. While further investigation is needed, the fact that we were able to
obtain promising results using only features that can be easily extracted from spontaneous dialogues suggests the possibility of designing
non-invasive and low-cost mental health monitoring tools for use at scale.

Keywords: Dementia diagnosis and prediction, Alzheimer’s disease, dialogue analysis, speech features, vocalisation graphs,
content-free analysis.

1. Introduction
Research into early detection of Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
has intensified in the last few years, driven by the real-
isation that in order to implement effective measures for
secondary prevention of Alzheimer’s type dementia (ATD)
it may be necessary to detect AD pathology decades be-
fore a clinical diagnosis of dementia is made (Ritchie et al.,
2017). While imaging (PET, MRI scans) and cerebrospinal
fluid analysis provides accurate diagnostic methods, there
is an acknowledged need for alternative, less invasive and
more cost-effective tools for AD screening and diagnostics
(Laske et al., 2015). A number of neuropsychological tests
have been developed which can identify signs of AD with
varying levels of accuracy (Mortamais et al., 2017; Ritchie
et al., 2017). However, the proliferation of technologies
that enable personal health monitoring in daily life points
towards the possibility of developing tools to predict AD
based on processing of behavioural signals.
Speech is relatively easy to elicit and has proven to be a
valuable source of clinical information. It is closely related
to cognitive status, having been used as the primary input in
a number of applications to mental health assessment. It is
also ubiquitous and can be seamlessly acquired. In recent
years, combinations of signal processing, machine learn-
ing, and natural language processing have been proposed
for the diagnosis of AD based on the patient’s speech and
language (Fraser et al., 2016). Models built on phonetic,
lexical and syntactic features have borne out the observa-
tion that these linguistic processes are increasingly affected
as the disease progresses (Kirshner, 2012). However, most
machine learning research in this area has employed either
recorded narrative speech (Lopez-De-Ipiña et al., 2012), or
recorded scene descriptions (Luz, 2017; Fraser et al., 2016)
collected as part of a neuropsychological assessment test,
such as the Boston “cookie theft” picture description task
(Becker et al., 1994).

In contrast to those methods, our approach employs spon-
taneous conversational data, exploring patterns of dialogue
as basic input features. Content-free interaction patterns
of this kind were first used in the characterisation of psy-
chopathology by Jaffe and Feldstein (1970), who repre-
sented therapist-patient dialogues as Markov chains. Here,
we build on these ideas to analyse patient data from the Car-
olina Conversations Collections (CCC) (Pope and Davis,
2011). We trained machine learning models on these data
to differentiate AD and non-AD speech. This work is, to
the best of our knowledge, the first to employ low-level di-
alogue interaction data (as opposed to lexical features, or
data from narrations other forms of monologue) as a basis
for AD detection on spontaneous speech.

2. Background
One of the greatest challenges facing developed countries,
and increasingly the developing world, is the challenge of
improving the quality of life of older people. In 2015, the
First Ministerial Conference of the WHO on Global Ac-
tion Against Dementia estimated that there are 47.5 million
cases of this condition in the world. Cohort studies show
between 10 and 15 new cases per each thousand people ev-
ery year for dementia, and between 5 and 8 for Alzheimer’s
Disease. Prognosis is usually poor, with an average life
expectancy of 7 years from diagnosis. Less than 3% di-
agnosed live longer than 14 years. Current statistics pre-
dict that the population aged over 65 is expected to triple
between years 2000 and 2050 (World Health Organization
and others, 2015). This will lead to structural and societal
changes, accentuating what is already becoming a highly
demanding issue for health care systems.
Dementia is therefore set to become a very common cause
of disability which places a heavy burden on carers and pa-
tients alike. While there are currently neither a cure nor
a way to entirely prevent the progress of the disease, it is
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hoped that a better understanding of language and commu-
nication patterns will contribute to secondary prevention.
A characterisation of communication patterns and their re-
lation to cognitive functioning and decline could be use-
ful in the design of assistive technologies such as adaptive
interfaces and social robotics (Wada et al., 2008). These
technologies might help provide respite to carers, and stim-
ulate cognitive, physical and social activity, which can slow
disease progression and improve the patient’s quality of
life (Middleton and Yaffe, 2009). Collecting relevant real
life observational data and assembly of prior and current
knowledge (Wada et al., 2008) could lead to new effective
and personalised interventions.

Assessing people’s behaviour in natural settings might
also contribute to earlier detection (Parsey and Schmitter-
Edgecombe, 2013; Mortamais et al., 2017). Language im-
pairment is a common feature of dementia, implying signs
such as word-finding and understanding difficulties, blurred
speech or disrupted coherence (American Psychiatric Asso-
ciation, 2000). Although language is a good source of clin-
ical information regarding cognitive status, manual analy-
sis of language by mental health professionals for diagnos-
tic purposes is challenging and time-consuming. Advances
in speech and language technology could help by provid-
ing tools for detecting reliable differences between patients
with dementia and controls (Bucks et al., 2000), distin-
guishing among dementia stages (Thomas et al., 2005)
and differentiating various types of dementia (Fraser et al.,
2016).

Features such as grammatical constituents, vocabulary rich-
ness, syntactic complexity, psycholinguistics, information
content, repetitiveness, acoustics, speech coherence and
prosody, have been explored in conjunction with machine
learning methods to identify Alzheimer’s and other types
of dementia through the patient’s speech. This is not only
because language is impaired in these patients, but also be-
cause language relies on other cognitive functions, such
as executive functions, which allow us to interact in a
sound and meaningful way. These functions are responsi-
ble for decision making, strategy planning, foreseeing con-
sequences and problem solving, which are essential to suc-
cessful communication, but are impaired by AD (Fraser et
al., 2016; Marklund et al., 2009; Satt et al., 2013). Al-
though hardly perceptible to the speakers themselves, pat-
terns of impairment are thought to occur even in informal
and spontaneous conversations (Bucks et al., 2000; Cohen
and Elvevåg, 2014).

Our hypothesis in this paper is that people with an AD di-
agnosis will show identifiable patterns during dialogue in-
teractions. These patterns include disrupted turn taking and
differences in speech rate. These indices relate to the fact
that, in general, patients with AD show poorer conversa-
tion abilities and their normal turn-taking is repeatedly in-
terrupted. Therefore, we expect less conversational fluidity
overall in the AD group dialogues, as compared to non-AD
group. Our approach, which does not rely on transcription
but only on speech-silence patterns and basic prosodic in-
formation, obtains levels of accuracy comparable to state-
of-the-art systems that rely on more complex feature sets.

3. Related work
Potential applications of the kind of speech technology de-
scribed in this paper include the development of interactive
assistive technologies, and monitoring of users for signs of
cognitive decline with a view to mitigating further decline.
From the perspective of potential applications of automatic
speech analysis to technology-assisted care, there is ev-
idence (Rudzicz et al., 2014b) that it is psychologically
more acceptable for a user to be aided by another person
or a robot than from ambient sensors and devices which are
unable to offer meaningful interaction. Therefore, the de-
velopment of such assistive applications involves research
on speech processing for natural conversations rather than
scripted speech or monologues (Conway and O’Connor,
2016).
From the perspective of monitoring for early detection, it
is known that AD leads to disruption of one’s ability to
follow dialogues, even in simple, routine interactions. At
later stages of the disease, failure to perform meaningful
interactions appears (Watson, 1999). This has a negative
impact on tasks such as following instructions regarding
household activities and medication, as well as preventing
rewarding social interactions. Here, once again the focus
should be on natural interaction data, as scripted talk cannot
be compared to spontaneous conversation in terms of in-
formation richness and external validity of results (Kato et
al., 2013). Over the last decades, different approaches have
targeted early detection of AD on spontaneously generated
data through automatic and non-invasive intelligent meth-
ods. Some of these approaches have focused on speech pa-
rameters analysis: automatic spontaneous speech analysis
(ASSA), emotional temperature (ET), (Lopez-De-Ipiña et
al., 2012), voiceless segments, and phonological fluency
have been shown to explain significant variance in neu-
ropsychological test results (Garcı́a Meilán et al., 2012).
These methods are not only non-invasive and free from
side-effects, but also relatively cheap in time and in terms
of resources. Another approach that rely on easily extracted
acoustic features, such as the ones we propose in this pa-
per, though not in dialogical or spontaneous speech set-
tings is presented by Satt et Al. (2013). This approach
extracts a number of voice features (voiced segments, aver-
age utterance duration, etc.) from recordings of picture de-
scription, sentence repetition, and repeated pronunciation
of three syllables used in diadochokinetic tests in succes-
sion. The method achieves accuracy levels of over 80% in
detection of AD and mild cognitive impairment (MCI).
Other approaches have used time-aligned transcripts and
syntactic parsing, extracting speech features and using them
for classifying healthy elderly subjects from subjects suf-
fering AD or MCI, as well as other tasks. This classi-
fication has been done either by comparing impaired to
healthy speech performance (speech quality in terms of
lexicon, coherence, etc.), or by comparing classifier per-
formance when only neuropsychological tests are included
against performance when such tests are used together with
speech features, generally with statistically significant im-
provements (Roark et al., 2011; Fraser et al., 2016).
Analysis performed on similar corpora provide good in-
sight of the performances achieved using different features.
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A first analysis (Fraser et al., 2016), based on a monologue
corpus (DementiaBank), identified four different linguistic
factors as main descriptors: syntactic, semantic, and in-
formation impairments, and acoustic abnormality. They
achieved accuracy of up to 92.05% using full scale anal-
ysis of 25 features, selected amongst an original feature set
of 370 features after extensive experimentation.
An analysis of the CCC corpus by Guinn et al (Guinn and
Habash, 2012) used similar linguistic features. Unlike the
work presented in this paper, Guinn’s analysis was focused
on the differences between interviewers and subjects in the
subset of patients with AD. They achieved a combined ac-
curacy of 75-79.5 % using decision trees, with a large dis-
crepancy between AD (38-42 %) and non-AD (74-100 %)
recognition accuracy.
Works on dialogue so far have identified features such as
conversational confusion (AD increases confusion rates,
and this relates to slower and shorter speech; (Rudzicz et
al., 2014a), prosodic measures (Gonzalez-Moreira et al.,
2015), and emotion (Devillers et al., 2005). These stud-
ies used machine learning methods (neural networks, Naı̈ve
Bayes, and random forests, respectively), reporting accu-
racy in the 70-90 % range. Although these results are
promising, they are difficult to generalise. This is because
they are primarily content dependent. That is, they em-
ploy lexical, and sometimes syntactic information, which
present a number of potential disadvantages. The content
of a conversation is likely to change greatly depending on
whether a participant belongs to the control group or to the
group with Alzheimer’s Disease, especially if the conver-
sational partner is their doctor. In addition, such content
is difficult to acquire in spontaneous speech settings. De-
spite the advances in automatic speech recognition, recog-
nition (word) error rates in unconstrained settings are still
over 11%, even for fairly clear, telephone dialogues (Xiong
et al., 2016). Another difficulty with these approaches is
the fact that they are language-dependent, and therefore
require building different models for different languages,
which in the context of global mental health could be a ma-
jor shortcoming. Therefore, these models should aim to
be as content-independent as possible to be generalisable
(Satt et al., 2013). In contrast to content-based approaches,
our method focuses on the interaction patterns themselves,
rather than on characteristics of the speech and language
content as such.

4. Methods
4.1. Dataset
We have conducted our analysis using the Carolina Con-
versations Collection (Pope and Davis, 2011). The dataset
is a digital collection of recordings of conversations about
health, including both audio and video data, with corre-
sponding transcriptions. The corpus consists of natural con-
versations involving an older person (over the age of 65)
with a medical condition. Several demographic and clinical
variables are also available, including: age range, gender,
occupation prior to retirement, disease diagnosed, and level
of education (in years). The interviewers were gerontology
and linguistic students or researchers to whom the patients
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Figure 1: Vocalisation diagram for a patient dialogue.

spoke at least twice a year. A unique alias was assigned to
each patient to protect their identity.
Access to the data was provided after complying with the
ethical requirements of the University of Edinburgh and the
Medical University of South Carolina. In order to ensure
that the results described here are reproducible we will pro-
vide, on request, the identifiers for the dialogues used in our
experiments so that interested researchers can recreate our
dataset upon being granted access to the CCC. The source
code used for processing the data is available at a Univer-
sity of Edinburgh gitlab server1.
For the research described here we selected a total of 38 pa-
tient dialogues: 21 patients had a diagnosis of Alzheimer’s
disease (15 females, 6 males), and 17 patients (12 fe-
males, 5 males) had other diseases (diabetes, cardiac issues,
etc., excluding neuropsychological conditions), but not AD.
These groups were selected for matching age ranges and
gender frequencies so as to avoid statistical bias. The
dataset also included time-aligned transcripts, which we did
not use except for the computation of an alternative speech
rate feature as described below.

4.2. Data Preparation
The speech data selected as previously described were pre-
processed in order to generate vocalisation graphs — that
is, Markov diagrams encoding the first-order conditional
transition probabilities between vocalisation events and
steady-state probabilities (Luz, 2013).Vocalisation events
are classified as speech by either the patient or the inter-
viewer/others, joint talk (overlapping speech), or silence
events (also known as ’floor’ events, which are further in
the diagrams as pauses and switching pauses, according to
whether the floor is taken by the same speaker or another
speaker, respectively). An example of vocalisation graph is
shown in Figure 1.
Vocalisation and pause patterns have been successfully em-
ployed in the analysis of dialogues in a mental-health con-
text (Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970), segmentation (Luz and Su,
2010) and classification of dialogues, and more recently
on characterisation of participant role and performance in
collaborative tasks (Luz, 2013). Models that employ basic
turn-taking statistics have also been proposed for dementia
diagnosis (Mirheidari et al., 2016), though not in a system-
atic content-fee framework as in our proposed method.
The distributions of event counts according to vocalisation

1https://cybermat.tardis.ed.ac.uk/pial/CCCdataset
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events is shown in Figure 2. It can be observed that pa-
tients with AD tend to produce more vocalisation events
than their interviewers (and, consequently, produce more
silence events). This is consistent with findings in the lit-
erature on language changes in AD (American Psychiatric
Association, 2000).
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Figure 2: Distribution of vocalisation event counts for pa-
tients with and without AD in CCC dialogues.

Speech rate was estimated using De Jong’s syllable nu-
clei detection algorithm (Jong and Wempe, 2009), which
is an unsupervised method – that is, it can be applied di-
rectly to the acoustic signal, with no need of human anno-
tation. However, as the audio quality of the CCC record-
ings is uneven, and as the dataset provides no gold stan-
dard against which one could assess syllable count, we
decided to validate the use of De Jong’s method against
the time-stamped transcripts provided. Using these tran-
scripts one could, in principle, estimate average words per
minute (WPM) for individual utterances, as is sometimes
done (Hayakawa et al., 2017). However, this method of
measuring WPM based on transcription has a number of
limitations. Words have variable length, and their articu-
lation can vary greatly due to a number of speech-related
phenomena, such as phonological stress, frequency, contex-
tual predictability, and repetition (Bell et al., 2009). In or-
der to mitigate these problems, we instead produced speech
rate ratio estimates normalised through a speech synthe-
sizer, employing the methods proposed by Hayakawa et al.
Hayakawa et al. (2017). These estimates represent devi-
ations from a “normalised” pace of 160 words per minute
(WPM) synthesised using the MaryTTS system (Schröder
and Trouvain, 2003). We therefore computed the ratio of
the synthesised speech to the actual duration of the patient’s
speech. The speech rate ratio correlated well with the syl-
lable per minute rate extracted using only the recorded au-
dio (⇢ = 0.502, t(30) = 3.19, p = 0.003) indicating that
speech rate can be estimated with an acceptable level of
reliability through the unsupervised method, even in fairly
noisy settings.
A Python script was employed to extract basic speaker turn
time stamps, speaker role information, and transcriptions
from the original XML-encoded CCC data. The resulting

Table 1: Descriptive statistics on dialogue turn-taking (du-
ration given in seconds).

Feature non-AD AD

Dialogue duration 4107.3 7628.4
Dialogue duration TTS 7618.8 7618.8
Avg turn duration 97.3 255.8
Total turn duration 1654.3 4348.3
Norm. total turn duration 3.0 4.1
Avg turn duration TTS 107.6 238.0
Total turn duration TTS 1829.7 4046.1
Norm. total turn duration TTS 3.0 4.2
Avg number of words 314.6 742.5
Total number of words 5348.0 12622.0
Avg words per minute 155.9 166.5

data were then processed using the R language in order to
detect silence intervals, and categorise turn transitions and
pause events.
Some descriptive statistics on the dialogues can be seen in
Table 1. These statistics include: average turn duration
(how many seconds a participant speaks on average), to-
tal turn duration (how many seconds did the participant’s
turns lasted in total), normalised turn duration (the ratio of
a participant’s turn duration to the total duration of AD or
non-AD dialogues, according the participant’s class), num-
ber of words generated (total per class and on average per
class’ participant), and number of words per minute (aver-
age per class participant).
Contrary to our expectations, we did not observe a statisti-
cally significant difference between the speech rate in syl-
lables per minute between patients with and without AD
(Welch two sample t-test t(30.5) = 1.15, p = 0.28), even
though the mean for non-AD (M = 180.8 syllables/min,
sd = 28.4) was higher than that for patients with AD
(M = 168 syllables/min, sd = 35.6).
Two alternative data representations were generated. The
first (henceforth referred to as VGO) was based on the vo-
calisation graphs only. That is, VGO encodes the proba-
bilities of each possible pair of transitions, including self-
transitions, which tend to dominate Markov chains sam-
pled, and the steady-state probabilities for each vocalisa-
tion event. The second form of representation (VGS) sim-
ply consists of the VGO with information about the partic-
ipant’s speech rate (mean and variance) added to the vocal-
isation statistics. With the exception of speech rate ratio,
which necessitates transcription, all the information needed
to build VGO and VGS instances can be extracted through
straightforward signal processing methods.

4.3. Machine learning
The data instances in the two alternative representa-
tion schemes were annotated for presence or absence of
Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). A supervised learning proce-
dure was employed in order to train classifiers to predict
such annotations on unseen data.
We trained a boosting model (Schapire and Freund, 2014)
using decision stumps (i.e. decision trees with a single split
node) as weak learners. The training process consisted
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of 10 iterations whereby, for each training instance (xi),
a weak classifier f̂m was fitted using weights on the data
which were iteratively computed so that the instances mis-
classified in the preceding step had their weights increased
by a factor proportional to the weighted training error. In
this case class probability estimates P (ad = 1|data) were
used to compute these weights and to weigh the final classi-
fication decision (additive logistic regression) following the
Real Adaboost algorithm (Friedman et al., 2000):

F̂ (x) = sign

"
MX

m=1

f̂m(x)

#
(1)

Classification performance was assessed through a 10-fold
cross validation procedure. As the dataset is reasonably
balanced, results were assessed in terms of accuracy, pre-
cision (the ratio of the number of true positives to the num-
ber of instances classified as AD), recall (or sensitivity, the
ratio of true positives to the number of AD cases) and F1

score (the harmonic mean of precision and recall). Micro
(µ) and macro (M ) averages for these scores are given by
taking means over the entire set of classification decisions
and over individual classifiers respectively, across the 10
folds. As the data set is fairly small, we also ran a leave-
one-out cross validation (LOOCV) procedure to obtain bet-
ter estimates of generalisation accuracy. This consisted of
selecting one instance for testing, and building a classifi-
cation model on the remaining instances, and iterating this
procedure until all instances have been selected as testing
instances. Macro averages are uninformative in LOOCV,
so we only report overall accuracy figures for this proce-
dure.
ROC curves showing the relationship between true positive
and false positive rates as the classification threshold is var-
ied were also plotted. Simulation was employed in order
to smooth these ROC curves by running 10 rounds of 10-
fold cross validation tests with a randomised selection of
instances making up the hold-out sets.

5. Results
Our first approach, based on the VGO data representation
scheme, produced promising results. Accuracy levels were
well above the baseline, with overall accuracy reaching
81.1%, showing that turn taking patterns can provide use-
ful cues to the detection of AD in dialogues. The results
for the VGO-based classification are shown in Table 2. The
corresponding ROC curve is shown in Figure 3.
Adding speech rate information (VGS representation) con-
tributed to further enhancing AD detection, bringing the
overall accuracy score to about 86.5%. Detailed evalua-
tion metrics are shown in Table 3. The ROC curve for the
VGS-based classification approach is shown in Figure 4.
It can be seen that the addition of features for mean and
variance of speech rate ratio over dialogues had the effect
of improving classification trade-offs, particularly reducing
the false positives while increasing the true positives at low
threshold cut-offs.
For comparison we ran the same testing procedure us-
ing some of the other classifiers employed in the litera-
ture reviewed in section 3., namely, logistic regression,

Table 2: AD detection results for the VGO data representa-
tion scheme.

AD non-AD
Accuracyµ 0.812 Accuracyµ 0.714
Precisionµ 0.765 Precisionµ 0.769
Recallµ 0.812 Recallµ 0.714
F1,µ 0.788 F1,µ 0.741
PrecisionM 0.667 PrecisionM 0.792
RecallM 0.722 RecallM 0.729
F1,M 0.685 F1,M 0.721

Overall accuracy (LOOCV): 0.811
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Figure 3: ROC curve for VGO-based classifiers.

naı̈ve Bayes (Gaussian kernel), decision trees (C4.5 algo-
rithm), SVM trained using sequential minimal optimisa-
tion, with a polynomial kernel (Platt, 1998), and random
forests (Breiman, 2001), Weka implementation (Hall et al.,
2009). The overall (LOOCV) accuracy figures are shown in
Table 4. There is little difference in performance between
our chosen method (Real Adaboost) and other methods
used in the literature, except for logistic regression, which
underperforms the machine learning methods. Real Ad-
aboost slightly outperforms SVM and random forests clas-
sifiers, and matches C4.5 decision trees, with a slight ad-
vantage over the latter on the target AD class (Fm = 0.878
vs. Fm = 0.872).
Although there is considerable room for improvement upon
this level of classification performance, the levels obtained
with these simple models are comparable to the accuracy

Table 3: Results for the VGS data representation scheme.

AD non-AD
Accuracyµ 0.882 Accuracyµ 0.769
Precisionµ 0.833 Precisionµ 0.833
Recallµ 0.882 Recallµ 0.769
F1,µ 0.857 F1,µ 0.800
PrecisionM 0.796 PrecisionM 0.708
RecallM 0.833 RecallM 0.708
F1,M 0.811 F1,M 0.700

Overall accuracy (LOOCV): 0.865
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Figure 4: ROC curve for VGS-based classifiers.

Table 4: Compared accuracy results obtained with different
classification algorithms, on VGS-based datasets.

Classification method Accuracy (LOOCV)
Logistic regression 75.7%
Real Adaboost 86.5%
Decision trees 86.5%
SVM 83.7%
Random forests 81.1%

of approaches that employ more detailed linguistic infor-
mation, which are presumably harder to acquire in every-
day conversational situations, as they would involve a level
of speech recognition accuracy which is beyond the capa-
bilities of current systems for spontaneous speech in noisy
environments.

6. Conclusion and Further Work
Dementia prevention and life quality in elderly care are im-
portant societal challenges. Automatic detection of signs
of AD in speech can provide useful tools for the design of
technologies for care-giving and cognitive health monitor-
ing to help address these challenges.
This paper presented initial results of a new method to auto-
matically recognise the first signs of disrupted communica-
tion using dialogue features. This method obtained an over-
all accuracy of 0.83, with a micro F-measure of 0.83 and a
macro F-measure of 0.76 on the classification of patients
as “AD” and “non-AD”. Although it is difficult to compare
these results directly to related works (Fraser et al., 2016;
Guinn and Habash, 2012), our accuracy figures are situated
within a similar range, 0.70-0.80, with a smaller discrep-
ancy between the classification of the two groups, while re-
lying on features that can be more robustly extracted from
spontaneous speech.
Thanks to the increasingly important role of social technol-
ogy, longitudinal studies may become richer in terms of the
amount of variables measured, frequency of measurements
and places where measures are taken (living settings), al-
lowing for larger datasets. As more data are gathered in
natural settings, we expect to obtain more reliable and gen-
eralisable results.

There are several linguistic parameters that are promising
for the assessment of cognitive functioning. In current ap-
proaches, these features have been typically extracted from
data collected through structured interviews, storytelling or
picture descriptions. The work presented here contributes a
new perspective to feature extraction by focusing on spon-
taneous dialogues. Dialogue processing provides a conve-
nient framework for the analysis of natural conversations,
in which readily available predictors, such as turn taking
behaviour, have already yielded satisfactory results. We
plan to further analyse verbal and non-verbal parameters to
obtain a better characterisations of AD in order to infer neu-
rosychological assessment results through speech and lan-
guage processing, and subsequently to combine such fea-
tures with actual neuropsychological evaluations and other
relevant variables, building accurate models to achieve de-
tection of AD at the time of onset.
The data set used in the present study has some limitations.
Due to its constraints, the study was performed on a re-
stricted subset of 21+17 sessions. In addition, the interview
setting includes a degree of bias, as the interviewer’s ob-
jective is to get the patient to perform a certain task (e.g.
description of a picture, driving the discussion) therefore
influencing the patient’s speech. In order to mitigate these
limitations, we plan to collect further data in more sponta-
neous dialogue in the near future.
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An Assessment of Paralinguistic Acoustic Features
for Detection of Alzheimer’s Dementia in

Spontaneous Speech
Fasih Haider, Member, IEEE, Sofia de la Fuente and Saturnino Luz, Member, IEEE

Abstract—Speech analysis could provide an indicator of
Alzheimer’s disease and help develop clinical tools for auto-
matically detecting and monitoring disease progression. While
previous studies have employed acoustic (speech) features for
characterisation of Alzheimer’s dementia, these studies focused
on a few common prosodic features, often in combination with
lexical and syntactic features which require transcription. We
present a detailed study of the predictive value of purely acoustic
features automatically extracted from spontaneous speech for
Alzheimer’s dementia detection, from a computational paralin-
guistics perspective. The effectiveness of several state-of-the-art
paralinguistic feature sets for Alzheimer’s detection were assessed
on a balanced sample of DementiaBank’s Pitt spontaneous speech
dataset, with patients matched by gender and age. The feature
sets assessed were the extended Geneva minimalistic acoustic
parameter set (eGeMAPS), the emobase feature set, the Com-
ParE 2013 feature set, and new Multi-Resolution Cochleagram
(MRCG) features. Furthermore, we introduce a new active
data representation (ADR) method for feature extraction in
Alzheimer’s dementia recognition. Results show that classification
models based solely on acoustic speech features extracted through
our ADR method can achieve accuracy levels comparable to those
achieved by models that employ higher-level language features.
Analysis of the results suggests that all feature sets contribute
information not captured by other feature sets. We show that
while the eGeMAPS feature set provides slightly better accuracy
than other feature sets individually (71.34%), “hard fusion” of
feature sets improves accuracy to 78.70%.

Index Terms—Affective Computing, Social Signal Processing,
Dementia, Alzheimer, Cognitive Decline Detection, Cognitive
Impairment Detection

I. INTRODUCTION

DEMENTIA is a category of neurodegenerative diseases
that entails a long-term and usually gradual decrease of

cognitive functioning. It is characterised by a set of symp-
toms that include memory loss, thought difficulties, defective
executive functions (e.g. problem-solving, decision-making,
planning), language impairment, motor problems, lack of
motivation and emotional distress. Throughout the disease, the
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severity of these symptoms increases, reducing the patient’s
autonomy and wellbeing, as well as their caregivers’ [1].
Those cognitive symptoms may be a consequence of the
neuropathology of different diseases, such as Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD; 50% of dementia cases), cerebrovascular disease
(25% of cases, including those that also manifest AD), Lewy
body disease (15% cases), and other brain diseases (5%),
including Parkinson’s, frontotemporal dementia and stroke [2].

The main risk factor for dementia is age, and therefore its
greatest incidence is amongst the elderly. As the population
over 65 years old is predicted to triple between years 2000 and
2050 [3], dementia care is projected to have an immense so-
cietal impact. In 2015, the WHO [4] estimated approximately
47.5 million cases of dementia worldwide, with longitudinal
cohort studies finding an annual incidence between 10 and 15
cases per one thousand people, where 5 to 8 cases would be
caused by Alzheimers Disease. The prognosis is difficult, with
around 7 years of average life expectancy and less than 3%
patients living longer than 14 years after diagnosis [4].

Due to the severity of the situation worldwide, institutions
and researchers are investing considerably on dementia pre-
vention and early detection, focusing on disease progression.
There is a need for cost-effective and scalable methods for
detection of dementia from its most subtle forms, such as the
preclinical stage of Subjective Memory Loss (SML), to more
severe conditions like Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI) and
Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD) itself.

The neuropathology of AD consists of several phenomena,
including intracellular accumulation of tau-protein fibres [5]
and extracellular accumulation of beta-amyloid plaques [6].
Both are responsible for brain damage and neural functional
disruption [7]. Such neuropathology is known to start silently
up to 20 years before an individual shows obvious and
observable cognitive symptoms, and there is no satisfactory
treatment for them. Therefore, it is paramount to find strategies
to detect the problem as early as possible, in order to enhance
therapy effectiveness and quality of life [8].

This study focuses on AD recognition using acoustic in-
formation extracted from spontaneous speech. Whilst memory
loss is frequently considered the most prominent symptom of
AD [9], speech and language alterations are also common
[10], [11]. Patients with AD usually display naming and
word-finding difficulties (anomia) leading to circumlocution,
as well as difficulty accessing semantic information inten-
tionally, leading to a general semantic deterioration [12]. The
heterogeneity of the symptomatic expression of AD requires

8 Published paper: IEEE Special issue, JSTSP 2019
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diagnosis support methods that are able to capture more subtler
aspects than conventional screening tools, which often fail
to discriminate these symptoms in preclinical AD. Social
signal processing technologies are creating opportunities for
personal health monitoring and development of diagnostic
support tools based on automated processing of behavioural
signals [13]. Speech and language are rich and ubiquitous
sources of cognitive behavioural data, where computational
analysis has the potential to aid clinicians in early and accurate
diagnosis of dementia [14].

Several commonly used cognitive tests for dementia diag-
nosis involve linguistic assessment, These include the Mini-
Mental State Examination (MMSE) [15], the five-word test
[16], the frontal assessment battery [17], and the instrumental
activities of daily living scale [18]. Speech continuity, for in-
stance, may be assessed through picture description tasks [19]
or through countdown tasks [20], and Semantic Verbal Fluency
(SVF) usually involves naming tasks [21]. However, whilst
still valuable for diagnosis, most of these neuropsychological
tests offer little insight into early stages of neurodegeneration.
Hence there is an increasing interest in developing alternative
methods for early detection. A recent study [20] on sentence
repetition data employed dynamic time warning to evaluate
the wave forms, assessing alignment curve between pairs of
corresponding wave forms to see whether there is a significant
difference between the sentences produced by the clinician and
the sentences produced by the AD patients [20].

A disadvantage of these tests is that they employ speech
and language generated under controlled laboratory conditions
rather than spontaneously, which would be required for practi-
cal longitudinal screening and monitoring in daily life. One of
the few currently available spontaneous speech datasets linked
to clinical neuropsychological assessments for dementia is the
picture description task gathered by the Alzheimer and Related
Dementias Study at the University of Pittsburgh School of
Medicine, often referred to as the “Pitt dataset” [22]1.

The Pitt dataset consists of speech from participants who
were recorded while performing the Boston Cookie Theft
picture description task, from the Boston diagnostic aphasia
examination [23], [24], [25]. A variety of computational
methods have been employed on this corpus for detection
of Alzheimer’s Disease and mild cognitive impairment across
different studies (more details in section 2). Most of these
works focused on linguistic features [26], [27], [28], [29],
taking advantage of the manual transcriptions available with
the speech data. While paralinguistic features have so far
received less attention, there are good reasons for investigating
a paralinguistics approach to AD. Some of these reasons are
methodological, such as avoiding the need for transcriptions,
and some are related to the nature of the disease, such
as the fact that prosodic analysis may lead to detection of
motor subtleties in speech production, in addition to subtle
linguistic decline. Fraser et al. [29] carried out additional
prosodic analysis on the Pitt recordings, extracting 42 mel-
frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) features [30]. Others
have used a similar approach [31], [32]. Another recent study

1Data available at DementiaBank, http://dementia.talkbank.org/

successfully used these recordings to extract low-level speech
features (vocalisation events and speech rate) and used them
to train a system for AD detection [33]. All these studies
use the Pitt corpus, and the majority rely on manual speech
transcripts; only [33] relies exclusively on acoustic features.
Furthermore, these previous studies did not adjust for age and
gender imbalances or the effects of variable audio quality in
the data, and employed ad hoc paralinguistic feature sets.

The work presented in this paper addresses these issues by
evaluating a comprehensive set of acoustic features which are
emerging in the field of computational paralinguistics [34], on
a gender- and age-balanced subset of the Pitt corpus, which
has been preprocessed to ensure consistent audio quality. It
contributes to research in AD detection by:

• evaluating the potential of several feature sets de-
signed for different computational paralinguistics tasks
(eGeMAPS [35], emobase [36] and ComParE [37]) along
with a recently proposed MRCG derived feature set [38],
for AD detection. This is, to the best of our knowledge,
the first empirical attempt to use these feature sets as
“digital biomarkers” for Alzheimer’s disease. We

1) demonstrate the discriminative power of these feature
sets, and their fusion, for automatic recognition of AD

2) test these features using different machine learning
methods to implement automatic classification of pa-
tients with and without AD.

• presenting and evaluating a novel method (ADR) of
representing these acoustic features, and

• creating an enhanced version of the Pitt corpus which is
balanced and acoustically preprocessed.

II. BACKGROUND

The complex multimodal ways in which AD symptoms may
appear calls for increasingly interdisciplinary research. Current
work on AD symptomatology combines signal processing,
artificial intelligence, cognitive psychology, computational lin-
guistics, medicine, neuropsychology and computer science,
among other disciplines. Although linguistics research on
AD has focused on formal aspects of language (i.e. lexicon,
syntax, semantics), the analysis of continuous speech has been
progressively seen by Alzheimer’s researchers as a source
of information that may support diagnosis of MCI, AD and
related conditions [39], [29], [33], [40], [41], [42].

Language research into AD has employed high-level fea-
tures such as information content, comprehension of com-
plexity, picture naming and word-list generation, as predictors
of disease progression [43]. A study by Roark et al. [44]
used natural language processing (NLP) and automatic speech
recognition (ASR) to automatically annotate and time-align a
few spoken language features (pause frequency and duration),
also comparing them to manually annotated counterparts.
They analysed audio recordings of 74 neuropsychological
assessments to classify MCI and healthy elderly participants.
Their best SVM classifier obtained an AUC of 0.86 by
including a combination of automated speech and language
features and cognitive tests scores. Jarrold et al. [45] worked
with a dataset consisting of semi-structured interviews from
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9 healthy participants, 9 with AD, 9 with frontotemporal
dementia, 13 with semantic dementia, and 8 with progressive
nonfluent aphasia. With an ASR system, they extracted 41
features, including speech rate, and the mean and standard
deviation of the duration of pauses, vowels, and consonants.
They used a multilayered perceptron network, achieving a
classifier accuracy of 88% for AD vs. healthy subjects based
on lexical and acoustic features. A more recent study by Luz
et al. [40] extracted graph-based features encoding turn-taking
patterns and speech rate [46] from the Carolina Conversations
Collection [47] (spontaneous interviews of participants with
and without an AD). They used these features to create an
additive logistic regression model that obtained 85% accuracy
in distinguishing dialogues involving an AD speaker.

These studies combine signal processing and machine
learning to detect subtle acoustic signs of neurodegeneration
which may be imperceptible to human diagnosticians. Tóth
et al. [39], for instance, found that filled pauses (sounds like
“hmmm”, etc) could not be reliably detected by human anno-
tators, whereas detection improved by using an ASR system.
This study analysed the recorded speech of 38 healthy controls
and 48 patients with MCI speaking about two short films,
extracting several acoustic features (hesitation ratio, speech
tempo, length and number of silent and filled pauses, length
of utterance). They reported that ASR-extracted features per-
formed best in combination with machine learning methods,
particularly with a Random forest classifier (75% accuracy),
outperforming manually calculated features (69.1% accuracy).
Similar machine learning methods were used by König et al.
[20], who reported an accuracy of 79% when distinguishing
MCI participants from their healthy counterparts; 94% for AD
vs. healthy; and 80% for MCI versus AD. However, their
tests were performed on non-spontaneous speech data gathered
under controlled conditions, as part of a neuropsychological
assessment that included manually transcribed text.

Satt et al. [48] reported accuracy levels above 80% for
different SVM classifiers when distinguishing 89 AD, MCI
and control participants who had performed 4 different spoken
tasks. Several features were extracted with an ASR system,
such as global statistics of the segments, temporal structure of
the speech/voice, real cepstrum coefficients, irregularity/errors
in pronunciation, response time, speech rate, correctness, and
pause patterns. This analysis was carried on a Greek lan-
guage dataset, and the same research group reported similarly
promising results on a French dataset later on [49]. This sup-
ports our view that the acoustic-prosodic approach generalises
across languages.

Studies in this field continually evidence the heterogeneity
with which language and speech impairments are displayed
in AD and related diseases. Duong et al. [50] ran a cluster
analysis with data from picture narratives and concluded that,
rather than a common profile, there were several discourse
patterns that could be indicative of differences between healthy
ageing and AD. This heterogeneity seems to be more evident
in AD than in specific language diseases such as primary
progressive aphasia [51], especially in early stages of AD [52].
Therefore we hypothesise that a comprehensive analysis of
state-of-the-art paralinguistic feature sets which have been suc-

cessfully used in different prediction tasks may help identify
such patterns and enhance accuracy of early AD detection.

Although there is a research trend on collection of sponta-
neous speech data, as opposed to speech elicited through lab-
based tasks, the Pitt Corpus remains one of the very few avail-
able datasets coupling relatively spontaneous speech (record-
ings and transcriptions) with clinical information. Hence, this
dataset has been used in several studies. One of the best known
such studies is [29], which obtained 81.92% accuracy for
machine learning classification of individuals with and without
AD. A variety of features were employed, identifying four
factors: semantic impairment, acoustic abnormality, syntactic
impairment and information impairment. In addition to a range
of high-level linguistic features, this study employed a basic
set of acoustic features, namely, mean, variance, skewness, and
kurtosis of the first 42 MFCCs.

Similarly, [31] used a Random Forest classifier to detect AD
in the Pitt dataset, achieving 80% accuracy. They developed
a vector-space method for automatic topic modelling based
on manual transcripts to train this classifier. However, the
aforementioned accuracy is only achieved when they add the
same lexicosyntactic and acoustic features described by Fraser
et al.’s [29] in their topic model.

Along the same lines, the work of Hernandez-Gmez et al.
[32] used information coverage measures, linguistic features
and acoustic features for automatic classification of dementia.
Their best binary model (AD-nonAD) is an SVM classifier
which achieved 79% accuracy. Following [29], the acoustic
features extracted consisted of the mean, kurtosis, skewness
and variance of MFCCs, although they only estimated these for
the first 13 MFCC values. After introducing the MCI group,
conjoint it with the AD group in the binary classification, the
best performance with the same feature set dropped to 77%
with a Random Forest classifier [32].

A slightly different approach was adopted by Orimaye et al.
[27] who used a deep neural network for the classification task.
They advocate for high order n-grams and deeper vocabulary
spaces, and report an AUC of 0.79 for 4-grams, and 0.83 for 5-
grams, and even 0.94 for 1000-grams features in another study
[26]. However, n-grams require expected information units to
be operationalised (previously), which is a process influenced
by context and subject to variability [53]. The higher the
n-gram order, the more these n-grams become tied to the
task content. This makes the method hard to generalise as
a screening tool, unless speech is collected using this same
Cookie-Theft task. To address this problem, a method has
been proposed [28] which generates information units across
two different languages. SVM models are trained with these
features extracted from the Pitt corpus descriptions in English
and Swedish to classify MCI and healthy elderly controls.
Classification accuracy varied across languages, achieving
72% accuracy in Swedish, and 63% in English. Although these
results do not match the performance of previous work [29]
in terms of classification accuracy, it is worth mentioning this
study because its multilingual approach attempts to palliate
an important challenge for clinical language analysis, namely,
the predominance of English language data in research and
the difficulties to generalise these tools to less frequently
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researched languages. In this regard, we consider this to be
a priority for global public health, and argue that a model
based solely on acoustic analysis, such as the present study,
might make multilingual generalisation more straightforward.

Lastly, the study by Luz et al. [33] shows that a simple
Bayesian classifier can achieve 68% accuracy classifying
Alzheimer’s patients and elderly controls without relying on
transcribed content. As far as we know, this is the only study
on this dataset to exclusively employ speech data for the anal-
ysis - without also including the available transcriptions. The
Bayesian classifier was trained in low-level acoustic features
directly extracted from the recordings, but no extensive use of
paralinguistic feature sets was attempted.

The general picture of speech research aiming at dementia
detection is heterogeneous and comparisons are difficult to
draw. One of the main reasons is not the multiplicity of
datasets, some of which have been mentioned, but rather the
diversity of collection methods (i.e. semi-structured interviews,
recording of neuropsychological testing, picture descriptions,
spontaneous conversations), acoustic quality, content, length,
experimenter and participant expectations, etc. Even the cited
studies that use the same dataset - the Pitt Cookie Theft Corpus
- do not use the full dataset, but different samples of it. For
instance, [29] used 233 control samples and 240 AD samples,
whereas [26] selected a subset consisting of 99 patients with
probable AD and 99 healthy controls.

From a speech processing perspective, another difficulty is
that most studies combine acoustic features with high-level
language features which can only be extracted reliably from
transcription, making it difficult to assess the extent to which
classification performance can be obtained by fully automated
means. Notwithstanding, several studies have successfully
carried fully automatic transcriptions to detect dementia from
speech. There have been attempts to quantify the potential
effects of ASR errors on classification performance. Weiner et
al. [54] compared AD detection based on manually and auto-
matically generated transcripts. They obtained nearly identical
results with an automatic transcription (unweighted average
recall, UAR = 0.623) as with a manual one (UAR = 0.606),
using the ISLE dataset, which consists of biographic interview
and cognitive diagnoses of 74 German participants. Another
study [55] evaluated the effectiveness of ASR transcripts as
a source of input features on four different spoken language
datasets ([22], [56], [57], [58]), which had available but
erroneous transcriptions. This is, to the best of our knowledge,
the only study to employ linguistic features extracted from the
Pitt dataset through ASR. It reported 58.4% accuracy using
ASR-generated transcripts, compared to 69.8% accuracy when
using manual transcription. Although these results are not to
be overlooked, we propose a model which, not relying on
transcription, is free from the constraints inherent to ASR,
and might be more easily portable to other languages.

III. METHOD AND ANALYSIS

This section describes the dataset, data preprocessing,
acoustic features and machine learning methods employed in
this study for detection of AD through spontaneous speech.

A. The Pitt Corpus

The Pitt corpus was gathered longitudinally between 1983
and 1988 on a yearly basis as part of the Alzheimer Research
Program at the University of Pittsburgh [59]. Participants are
categorised into three groups such as dementia, control (i.e.
healthy), and unknown. All participants were required to be
above 44 years of age, have at least seven years of education,
have no history of nervous system disorders or be taking
neuroleptic medication, have an initial MMSE score of 10
or more and be able to provide informed consent. Extensive
neuropsychological and physical assessments conducted on
the participants are also included [22]. The study reported
in this paper selected only the dementia and control groups
for a learning task of distinguishing between AD (including
categorised by clinicians as probable AD and possible AD)
and non-AD participants.

The Pitt Corpus contains participants’ speech data collected
by the Alzheimer and Related Dementias Study at the Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh School of Medicine on the following tasks:
1) a description task in which the participant is asked to

describe, verbally in their own words, a picture (the “cookie
theft” picture from the Boston aphasia examination),

2) word fluency task,
3) a story recall task, and
4) a sentence construction task.

The picture description task has been transcribed for AD
and control patients, while the remaining tasks contain AD
patient data only. We chose the picture description task sample
because it contains spontaneously generated narrative speech.
Table I shows the data available in this dataset.

TABLE I
STATISTICS OF THE DEMENTIABANK PITT CORPUS

Control AD*
Number of patients 99 194
Number of visits (recordings) 242 307
with 1 visit 26 117
with 2 visits 28 53
with 3 visits 28 12
with 4 visits 9 9
with 5 visits 8 3

*One participant (ID:172) has changed the diagnosis from ”Con-
trol” (in the first visit) to ”Dementia” (in the remaining 3 visits).

As the AD and non-AD groups are not matched for age and
gender in the original dataset, we created a derived dataset
which is matched for age and gender, as shown in Table II,
so as to minimise risk of bias in classification. The resulting
dataset was segmented for voice activity using using a voice
activity detection system based on a signal energy threshold.
We set the log energy threshold parameter to 65 with a
maximum duration of 10 seconds per speech segment. The
segmented dataset contains 2033 speech segments from 82
non-AD subjects and 2043 speech segments from 82 AD
subjects. The average number of speech segments produced
by each participant in their descriptions was 24.86 (standard
deviation sd = 12.84). Audio volume was normalised across
all speech segments to control for variation caused by record-
ing conditions, such as microphone placement.
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TABLE II
BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PATIENTS IN EACH GROUP.

AD non-AD
Age Interval Male Female Male Female
(50, 55) 2 1 2 1
(55, 60) 7 8 7 8
(60, 65) 4 9 4 9
(65, 70) 10 14 10 14
(70, 75) 9 11 9 11
(75, 80) 4 3 4 3
Total 36 46 36 46

B. Acoustic Feature Extraction

Acoustic feature extraction was performed on the speech
segments using the openSMILE v2.1 toolkit which is an open-
source software suite for automatic extraction of features from
speech, widely used for emotion and affect recognition in
speech [36]. The following is a brief description of each of
the feature sets constructed in this way:

emobase: This acoustic feature set contains the MFCC,
voice quality, fundamental frequency (F0), F0 envelope, LSP
and intensity features with their first and second order deriva-
tives. Several statistical functions are applied to these features,
resulting in a total of 988 features for every speech segment.

ComParE: The ComParE 2013 [37] feature set includes
energy, spectral, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs),
and voicing related low-level descriptors (LLDs). LLDs in-
clude logarithmic harmonic-to-noise ratio, voice quality fea-
tures, Viterbi smoothing for F0, spectral harmonicity and
psychoacoustic spectral sharpness. Statistical functionals are
also computed, bringing the total to 6,373 features.

eGeMAPS: The eGeMAPS [35] feature set resulted from
an attempt to reduce the somewhat unwieldy feature sets
above to a basic set of acoustic features based on their
potential to detect physiological changes in voice production,
as well as theoretical significance and proven usefulness in
previous studies [60]. It contains the F0 semitone, loudness,
spectral flux, MFCC, jitter, shimmer, F1, F2, F3, alpha ratio,
Hammarberg index and slope V0 features, as well as their
most common statistical functionals, for a total of 88 features
per speech segment.

MRCG functionals: MRCG features were proposed by Chen
et al. [30] and have since been used in speech related appli-
cations such as voice activity detection [61] speech separation
[30], and more recently for attitude recognition [38]. MRCG
features are based on cochleagrams [62]. A cochleagram is
generated by applying the gammatone filter to the audio signal,
decomposing it in the frequency domain so as to mimic the
human auditory filters. MRCG uses the time-frequency repre-
sentation to encode the multi-resolution power distribution of
the audio signal. Four cochleagram features were generated at
different levels of resolution. The high resolution level encodes
local information while the remaining three lower resolution
levels capture spectrotemporal information. A total of 768
features were extracted from each frame: 256 MRCG features
(frame length of 20 ms and frame shift of 10 ms), along with
256 ∆ MRCG and 256 ∆∆ MRCG features. These features
are meant to capture temporal dynamics of the signal [30]. The

statistical functionals (mean, standard deviation, minimum,
maximum, range, mode, median, skewness and kurtosis) were
applied on the 768 MRCG features for a total of 6,912 features.

In sum, we extracted 88 eGeMAPS, 988 emobase, 6,373
ComParE and 6,912 MRCG features from 4,077 speech
segments. Pearson’s correlation test was performed on the
whole dataset to remove acoustic features that were signifi-
cantly correlated with duration (when R > 0.2). Hence, 75
eGeMAPS, 711 emobase, 3,899 ComParE and 4,688 MRCG
features were not correlated with the duration of the speech
chunks, and were therefore selected for the machine learning
experiments. Examples of features from the ComParE feature
set by the above described procedure include L1-norms of
segment length functionals smoothed by a moving average
filter (including their means, maxima and standard deviations),
and the relative spectral transform applied to auditory spectrum
(RASTA) functionals (including the percentage of time the
signal is above 25%, 50% and 75% of range plus minimum).

C. Machine Learning Methods

The experiments conducted to test different feature sets and
approaches to AD recognition through speech encompassed
segment level classification, majority vote classification, and
active data representation. experimental settings are described
in the following sections, starting with a description of our
ADR approach.

D. Active Data Representation

The acoustic information contained in a speech segment,
which typically lasts only a few seconds, may not be enough
for AD recognition. While segment-level aggregation through
voting approaches has been used in computational paralinguis-
tics, this approach does not reflect intersegmental relations
other than a basic grouping according to their predicted
class. The motivation behind ADR is to model the acoustic
information of the full audio recording of a subject using
acoustic features of all speech segments, representing an audio
recording with a single fixed-dimension feature vector for the
classification task. These features are extracted as follows:
1) Segmentation and feature extraction: each audio recording

Ai (i = 1 : r, where r represents the total number of audio
recordings or subjects) is divided into n speech segments
Sk,i as described in Section III-A, where k varies from
1 to n. Hence Sk,i is the kth segment of the ith audio
recording, and acoustic features are extracted over such
speech segments, rather than over the full audio recording,
at this processing stage. The system architecture depicted
in Figure 1 illustrates this point.

2) Clustering of segments: self-organising maps (SOM) [63]
are employed for clustering segments Sk,Ai into m clusters
(C1, C2, ...., Cm) using audio features. Here m represents
the number of SOM clusters. The number of clusters was
determined through a grid search cross-validation proce-
dure with a hyperparameter space of m ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 100}.

3) Generation of the Active Data Representation (ADRAi)
vector is done by first calculating the number of segments
in each cluster for each audio recording (Ai), that is,
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creating a histogram of the number of speech segments
(nADRAi) present in each of the m clusters for each audio
recording. Then, to model temporal dynamics we calculate
the mean and standard deviation of the rate of change with
respect to the clusters associated with the speech segments
for each audio recording (cADRAi), where the rate of
change is given by an approximation of derivative

vADRAi =
∂cADRAi

∂t
,

with respect to time (t). Finally, we calculate the duration
of segments in each cluster (Ai), building a histogram
representation of segment duration (dADRAi).

4) Normalisation: as the number and duration of segments is
typically different for each audio recording due to inter-
subject variability, we normalise the feature vector by di-
viding it by the total number (duration) of segments present
in each audio recording (i.e. the L1 norm of nADRAi and
dADRAi), as shown:

nADRAinorm
=

nADRAi

‖nADRAi‖1
(1)

dADRAinorm =
dADRAi

‖dADRAi‖1
(2)

5) Fusion: the ADRAinorm feature set encompasses the fea-
tures of nADRAinorm , dADRAinorm , vADRAi, age and
gender. Therefore a feature vector with dimensionality of
2× (m + 2) is generated to represent each subject.

A flowchart of the ADR generation procedure is available in
supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. Automatic detection of AD and non-AD subject using the Active Data
Representation (ADRAinorm ) method where FE represents the extraction of
low level features (such as eGeMAPS) from speech segments.

E. Classification methods

The classification experiments were performed using five
different methods, namely decision trees (DT, with leaf size
of 20), nearest neighbour (KNN with K=1), linear discriminant

analysis (LDA), random forests (RF, with 50 trees and a
leaf size of 20) and support vector machines (SVM, with
a linear kernel with box constraint of 0.1, and sequential
minimal optimisation solver). The classification methods are
implemented in MATLAB [64] using the statistics and ma-
chine learning toolbox. A leave-one-subject-out (LOSO) cross-
validation setting was adopted, where the training data do not
contain any information of validation subjects.

F. AD Detection

As mentioned above, we conducted three classification ex-
periments to detect cognitive impairment due to AD, namely:
1) segment-level (SL) classification: in this experiment we

trained and tested our classifiers in a LOSO setting, with
acoustic features, age and gender to predict whether the
speech segments were uttered by a non-AD or AD patient;

2) majority vote (MV) classification: using the results of
segment-level classification, we calculated the number of
segments detected as AD and non-AD for each subject and
then took a majority vote to assign an overall label to the
subject; and

3) active data representation: we generate the ADR using
acoustic features as described in section III-D, and then
used ADRAinorm for classification as before.

TABLE III
SEGMENT LEVEL CLASSIFICATION (CHANCE LEVEL 50.12%).

Features LDA DT 1NN SVM RF
emobase 52.53 55.10 50.07 55.05 56.55
ComParE 54.88 48.06 51.64 52.63 53.51
eGeMAPS 49.98 50.64 48.90 49.78 55.03
MRCG 50.22 52.01 51.57 52.67 54.17

TABLE IV
MAJORITY VOTE CLASSIFICATION (CHANCE LEVEL 50.00%).

Features LDA DT 1NN SVM RF
emobase 53.66 56.10 48.17 56.71 57.93
ComParE 61.59 46.95 53.05 54.88 58.54
eGeMAPS 50.61 51.83 48.17 50.61 60.98
MRCG 50.61 54.88 54.27 56.10 56.10

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The classification accuracy of segment level, majority vote
and ADR are shown in Table III, IV and V respectively. These
results show that the ADR (77.44%) provides better results
than majority vote (61.59%) in most of the cases (17 out of
20) , with LDA being the best classifier for AD detection
with accuracy well above the chance level of 50%. A possible
reason for the better results obtained using ADR of acoustic
features in comparison with MV (which relies on segment
level classification) is ADR’s ability to encode acoustic infor-
mation of a full audio recording into a single feature vector
for model training. The segment level classification accuracy
is very low (56.55%, against a random baseline of 50.12%)
which suggests that the speech segments carry contradictory or
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TABLE V
ADR CLASSIFICATION RESULTS WITH NUMBER OF CLUSTERS (m) USED. THE CHANCE LEVEL IS 50.00%

Features LDA, m DT, m 1NN, m SVM, m RF, m
emobase 56.10, 30 66.46, 20 54.88, 80 45.12, 15 60.98, 25
ComParE 57.93, 35 68.90, 95 55.49, 100 59.76, 35 60.37, 95
eGeMAPS 77.44, 85 71.34, 30 54.27, 65 52.44, 20 71.34, 30
MRCG 59.76, 5 69.51, 15 52.44, 95 59.76, 15 63.41, 15
mean 62.81 69.05 54.27 54.27 64.03
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrices of the best results of each experiment along with
precision and recall for each class, and overall accuracy.

incomplete information at the speaker level, which results in
poor machine learning models for classifying AD and non-AD
patients. It also suggest that the AD and nonAD subjects have
some common speech characteristics at the segment level. For
further insight, the confusion matrices of the best results of
each experiment (i.e. segment level, majority vote and ADR)
are also shown in Figure 2.

From the results shown in Table V and Figure 3, we note
that even though LDA provides the best result (77.44%) DT
also exhibits promising performance, being in fact more stable
across all feature sets than the other classifiers (the best
average accuracy of 69.05%). We have also note that the ADR
of eGeMAPS (71.34%) provides the best result for DT, and
the ADR of MRCG (69.51 %) yields results close to ADR
of eGeMAPS using DT. It is noted that the dimensionality of
ADR of eGeMAPS (m = 30 will result in 64 features for
each audio recording) is higher than dimensionality of ADR
of MRCG (m = 15 will result in 34 features for each audio
recording), even though the former starts from a much smaller

feature set than the latter. The ADR of the emobase feature
set provides the least accurate results (66.5%), which could be
due to the fact that it does not use jitter, shimmer and spectral
flux features which indicate speech instability.

A limitation of ADR is that by clustering the original
acoustic features and then extracting new features based on
these clusters one loses the ability to assess the contributions
of the original features to the model’s predictions (as one
is able to do with factor analysis “loadings”, for instance).
We intend to tackle this issue in future work. For now, to
better understand the relationship between the feature sets as
regards the DT classifier, we drew the Venn diagram shown
in Figure 4; the blue area (labelled “Target”) represents the
annotated labels, the yellow area represents the predicted
labels when the ComParE feature set was used, the green
ellipse represents the predicted labels under eGeMAPS, the
red ellipse represents the prediction under the emobase feature
set, and finally the brown area represents labels predicted with
the MRCG features. From the overlaps in this diagram, we
observed that there are 6 instances (one non-AD, and five
AD) which have not been recognised by any of the feature
sets. Subjective evaluation by one expert confirmed that the
AD patients’ recordings had good voice quality while the
non-AD participant had poor voice quality. This could be due
to a natural variability with which patients manifest signs of
neurodegeneration [9]. Further clinical information is required
to investigate this possibility in greater depth. Unfortunately,
this information is not available in this dataset. It is possible
that linguistic information might have helped diagnose those
subjects. This is a possibility we aim to investigate in future
work. The age and gender characteristics of the misclassified
patients are: the AD patients were 52, 58, 67, 71, and 74 years
old (mean 64.4), two males and three females, and the non-
AD patient was a 78 year old male. It is possible the age and
gender also acted as confounders for these patients, as AD
affects mostly older people, and most often females.

There are 46 instances (32 of non-AD and 14 of AD) which
have been detected by all four feature sets. The Venn diagram
suggests that although the accuracy results for all feature sets
do not vary by a large margin, the information captured by
them is not similar, as only 46 out of 164 instances are
correctly classified by all the feature sets. For example, the
ADR of ComParE does not use features F1, F2, F3 and alpha
ratio, which is a possible reason why it is capturing different
information than the other ADRs. This suggests that the fusion
of the results could improve overall accuracy.

We implemented a simple “hard fusion” procedure by taking
a vote among decision tree classifiers for the four feature
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sets, breaking ties by assuming an AD label. As hypothesised,
fusion provides the best results, with an accuracy of 78.7% as
shown in Figure 5.

These results are comparable to those attained by state-of-
the-art models working with the speech recordings available
for the Pitt corpus, reviewed in section II. These are pre-
sented in [29], [31] and [32], who reported 81.92%, 80% and
79%, respectively, for AD-nonAD classifiers (see Table VI).
Although some of these studies report slightly higher accuracy
than ours, all of those that do include information from the
manual transcripts, and were conducted on an unbalanced data
set (in terms of age, gender and number of subjects in the AD
and non-AD classes). The performance of a model without

TABLE VI
COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ART

Study accuracy modality fully automatic
This study 78.7% acoustic yes
Hernández et AL.[32] 62.0% acoustic yes
Luz [33] 68.0% acoustic yes
Mirheidari et Al. [55] 62.3% text yes (ASR)
Fraser et Al. [29] 81.9% text/acoustic no (text)
Yancheva & Rudzicz [31] 80.0% text/acoustic no (text)
Hernández et AL.[32] 68.0% text no
Mirheidari et Al. [55] 75.6% text no

the information from transcripts, that is, relying only on
acoustic features as we do, is only reported in [32], dropping
significantly to an average accuracy of 62% with an SVM.
It is also noted that previous studies do not evaluate their
methods in a complete subject-independent setting (i.e. they
are considering multiple sessions for a subject and classifying
a session instead of a subject). This could lead to overfitting,
as the model might learn speaker dependent features from a
session and then, based on those features, classify the next
session of the same speaker. One strength of our method is
its speaker independent nature, and as such we evaluated our
method in a LOSO cross-validation setting.

Working on a balanced and standardised subset of the orig-
inal dataset implies necessary trade-offs. The most significant
of these is the information contained in voice loudness. Voice
volume is a good indicator of AD, and we are possibly losing
that information by normalising the volume of all speech
segments. However, a machine learning model trained on
normalised volume is robust against variations in distance
between microphone and subject (as the volume/energy of
speech signal varies if a subject is close to microphone or
far from it) which makes the machine learning model more
suitable to monitor subjects in far-field settings and under
diverse recording conditions.

Furthermore, our fully automated acoustic-prosodic model
performs better than the fully automated transcription-based
model presented in [55], who reported a maximum accuracy
of 62.7% for a combination of convolutional and long short
term memory deep neural networks on ASR data, for the De-
mentiaBank dataset. We also achieve higher accuracy than the
only available work exclusively reliant speech for automatic
AD-nonAD classification of the Pitt dataset (68%) [33].
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V. CONCLUSION

This article demonstrates the relevance of acoustic features
of spontaneous speech for cognitive impairment detection
in the context of Alzheimer’s Disease diagnosis. Machine
learning methods operating on automatically extracted voice
features provide accuracy of up to 78.7%, well above the
chance level of 50%. Our results improve on those from
fully automated models on the same dataset such as [55]
(transcription based) and [33] (acoustic-prosodic). We argue
that there are at least three reasons for these improvements
with respect to those previous works. Firstly, that a more
comprehensive acoustic feature set is able to capture a wider
range of speech subtleties potentially indicative of neurode-
generation or impairment. Secondly, that a larger number of
features allows for the use of more sophisticated classifiers,
as well as for the implementation of our novel ADR method,
which shows an improvement in relation to previous methods.
And thirdly, that we used an enhanced version of the dataset.

We expect that these findings will contribute to the devel-
opment of screening tools for AD that are cost-effective and
non-invasive (as compared to imaging and blood biomarkers).
Furthermore, since linguistic abilities respond reasonably well
to certain treatments for AD [65], our method could also be
applied to monitor responsiveness to such interventions.

As the next steps towards these goals, we will extend the
research presented here for prediction of MMSE scores [66],
available in the corpus. We also intend to apply our method to
spontaneous dialogue data, which we are currently collecting
following the Prevent-ED protocol [67]. Prevent-ED partici-
pants are healthy adults with a comprehensive risk profile (i.e.
genetics, cognitive assessments and family history of AD). We
hypothesise acoustic-prosodic analysis to be sensitive enough
to capture dialogical signs that may be present in preclinical
AD. Hence, by applying the method presented in this paper
to the Prevent-ED dialogues, we expect to predict risk of AD
and offer some insight into the earliest stages of the disease.
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Cross-corpus Feature Learning between Spontaneous Monologue and
Dialogue for Automatic Classification of Alzheimer’s Dementia Speech

Sofia de la Fuente Garcia1, Fasih Haider1, Saturnino Luz1

Abstract— Speech analysis could help develop clinical tools
for automatic detection of Alzheimer’s disease and monitoring
of its progression. However, datasets containing both clinical
information and spontaneous speech suitable for statistical
learning are relatively scarce. In addition, speech data are
often collected under different conditions, such as monologue
and dialogue recording protocols. Therefore, there is a
need for methods to allow the combination of these scarce
resources. In this paper, we propose two feature extraction and
representation models, based on neural networks and trained
on monologue and dialogue data recorded in clinical settings.
These models are evaluated not only for AD recognition,
but also with respect to their potential to generalise across
both datasets. They provide good results when trained and
tested on the same data set (72.56% UAR for monologue data
and 85.21% for dialogue). A decrease in UAR is observed
in transfer training, where feature extraction models trained
on dialogues provide better average UAR on monologues
(63.72%) than the other way around (58.94%). When the
choice of classifiers is independent of feature extraction,
transfer from monologue models to dialogues result in a
maximum UAR of 81.04% and transfer from dialogue features
to monologue achieve a maximum UAR of 70.73%, evidencing
the generalisability of the feature model.

Clinical relevance— We present a method for automatic
screening of cognitive health in dementia risk settings. The
method is based on spoken language, an ubiquitous source of
data, therefore being cost-efficient, non-invasive and with little
infrastructure required.

I. INTRODUCTION

Dementia is a category of neurodegenerative diseases
that entails a long-term decrease of cognitive functioning.
Gradually, the severity of the symptoms (i.e. memory loss,
thought difficulties, language impairment, motor problems,
emotional distress) increases at the expense of the patient’s
autonomy, as well as their well-being and their caregivers’
[1]. Those cognitive symptoms may be a consequence of the
neuropathology that starts silently up to 20 years before they
become observable, with currently no satisfactory treatment.

In 2015, the WHO [2] estimated approximately 47.5
million cases of dementia worldwide, confirming the severity
of the situation and anticipating a massive societal impact.
Therefore, there is a need for cost-effective and scalable
methods ready to recognise dementia from pre-clinical and
mild stages to Alzheimer’s Dementia (AD).

The symptomatic heterogeneity of AD demands diagnostic
methods that are able to capture subtler and broader aspects

1 S. de la Fuente Garcia, F. Haider and S. Luz are with the
Usher Institute, Edinburgh Medical School, The University of
Edinburgh, UK, {sofia.delafuente, fasih.haider,
s.luz}@ed.ac.uk

than conventional screening tools (e.g. Mini-Mental State
Examination [3]), which often fail to discriminate pre-clinical
symptoms. In addition, signal processing technology is cre-
ating opportunities for personal health monitoring and devel-
opment of diagnostic support based on automated processing
of behavioural signals [4]. Whilst the most prominent of
these signals for AD is frequently considered to be memory
loss, language alterations also appear early in the disease [5].
This, together with the fact that speech and language are
rich and ubiquitous sources of cognitive behavioural data,
provide computational technologies with a broad potential
for contribution as diagnostic-support tools [6].

Although spontaneous and longitudinal speech data would
be ideal for cognitive screening and disease monitoring,
conventional cognitive assessments evaluate speech and lan-
guage under controlled laboratory conditions. Despite there
being an increasing tendency to collect ”real life” speech
data, so far there are few available datasets, two of which
are used in this study. The first one, The Pitt Corpus,
consists of spontaneous narrative speech (monologues) from
participants with various degrees of AD. The second one, the
Carolina Conversations Collection (CCC), is amongst the
few spontaneous dialogue datasets available in the context
of AD research.

In this paper, we demonstrate a machine learning approach
for AD recognition with acoustic information extracted from
spontaneous speech. We propose two Feature Extraction
Models (FEMs), based on neural networks and trained on
monologue (The Pitt Corpus( and dialogue (CCC) data.
These FEMs are not only evaluated for AD recognition,
but also with respect to their potential to generalise across
both datasets. As dialogues and monologues differ at various
linguistic levels [7], the ability to ”transfer” FEMs across
these two types of speech data will be advantageous for
future research and clinical applicability. Given the scarcity
of speech data for AD classification research, the enhanced
and pre-processed versions of these two datasets are an
additional contribution to the field. These will be available
upon request and could serve as benchmark datasets for the
research community.

II. BACKGROUND

A variety of computational methods have been applied
to attempt detection of AD or MCI on both of the afore-
mentioned datasets. One of the most comprehensive models
for was trained on the Pitt corpus (monologue speech) and
achieved 81.92% accuracy for machine learning classification
of individuals with and without AD [8]. Unlike our work,

9 Published paper: proceedings of IEEE EMBC 2020
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most of these studies rely largely, or exclusively, on high-
level linguistic features derived from the manual transcrip-
tions available with the speech data (e.g. [9], [10], [11], [12]).

Dementia research is incrementally investigating spon-
taneous conversations as a source of clinical information
to support diagnostic protocols. The state-of-the-art model
trained on dialogue data achieved 90.9% accuracy in binary
classifications between healthy controls and neurodegenera-
tive memory disorder [13]. However, the performance of this
model drops to 68% when trying to detect MCI and it was
not tested on a group of AD patients [14].

Conversational research in the context of AD is far more
limited than monologue research. A study on the CCC
corpus reported 80% precision and recall with a Naive
Bayes classifier between AD from non-AD speech. They
used transcription-derived linguistic metrics and pragmatic
dialogue features [10]. More recently, a study set the state-of-
the-art for dialogue AD research by obtaining 85% accuracy
on CCC, with an additive logistic regression model. They
focused on paralinguistic features of dialogue by extract-
ing graph-based features encoding turn-taking patterns and
speech rate from dialogues involving an AD speaker and
from non-AD dialogues [15].

Paralinguistic approaches to AD classification have been
less researched so far, but strong arguments support their
investigation. On the one hand, there are methodological
reasons, such as avoiding the constrains inherent to transcrip-
tion procedures. On the other hand, acoustic analysis may
contribute to our understanding of the disease by pointing out
speech subtleties that could have a localised neural substrate.
Although the comprehensive model by [8] included acoustic
features, only two recent studies have relied exclusively on
audio recordings from the Pitt Corpus, and used them to
train a classifier for AD detection. The first one, obtained
a 68% accuracy by training a Bayesian classifier solely
with low-level acoustic features (vocalisation events, speech
rate and number of utterances over a discourse events)
[16]. Subsequently, they increased this to 78.7% by using
standardised feature sets (emobase, eGeMAPS, ComParE)
and several different machine learning classifiers [17].

To the best of our knowledge, these are the only studies on
the Pitt Corpus to exclusively employ speech data – without
relying on transcripts – in order to classify AD patients and
elderly controls. Furthermore, [17] is the first attempt to
use standardised paralinguistic feature sets in this context.
As for CCC, only one study has worked directly with the
recordings, extracting MFCC and linguistic features. They
achieved 79.5% accuracy when classifying utterances with
and without ”trouble indicating behaviours” for AD [18].

In a nutshell, the application of speech technology to
dementia research is a heterogeneous field in which compar-
isons are difficult to establish. The work hereby presented
aims to assess whether a FEM trained on a balanced version
of the Pitt Corpus, generalises well to an enhanced version
of the CCC, and vice versa. In other words, whether our
proposed model is able to generalise across these monologue
and dialogue speech datasets.

III. METHODOLOGY

A. The Pitt Corpus

The Pitt Corpus1 was gathered longitudinally at the Uni-
versity of Pittsburgh and distributed through DementiaBank
[19]. Participants, over 44 years old, undertook extensive
neuropsychological and physical assessments and were cat-
egorised into three diagnostic groups: AD, healthy controls
(HC) and unkwnown [19]. HC and AD groups were recorded
while performing The Cookie Theft Picture description task
[20], which generates spontaneous narrative speech linked to
neuropsychological data. In order to to minimise risk of bias
in classification results, we created a derived dataset matched
for age and gender. The resulting dataset was pre-processed
for enhancement, and segmented for voice activity. Our final
experimental dataset contains 2033 speech segments from
82 non-AD subjects and 2043 speech segments from 82 AD
subjects (46 females).

B. Carolina Conversations Collection

CCC2, hosted and distributed by the Medical University of
South Carolina, is a digital collection conversations (includ-
ing both voice recordings and transcriptions) about health
with patients, over 65 years old, suffering various chronic
health conditions [21]. Participants are labeled by diagnosis,
and for the purposes of our experiments we created an AD
group, which included participants diagnosed with AD, and
a non-AD group, which included participants with other
chronic conditions (e.g. diabetes, heart disease). Different to
The Pitt Corpus, CCC does not provide clinical information
other than the participants’ diagnoses.

Due to the size of the dataset (30 participants in the AD
group and 16 in the non-AD group), we did not match by
age and gender, since it would have significantly reduced the
number of instances. The selected recordings were also en-
hanced and segmented, resulting in 9,354 dialogue instances,
from 80 conversations that belong to 30 participants (23
females) in the AD group. The non-AD group contains 7,052
dialogue instances, from 139 conversations that belong to 16
participants (14 females).

C. Pre-processing

Since both datasets present undermined quality for acous-
tic analysis, we implemented three pre-processing steps.
First, stationary random noise was estimated for each audio
file and removed from the speech spectrum (i.e. spectral
subtraction) [22]. Second, in order to control for variations
caused by recording conditions, audio volume was nor-
malised across files by applying a constant amount of gain
to the entire recordings for the amplitude to reach a certain
level (norm), whilst the signal to noise ratio and relative
dynamics remain unchanged. Third, a voice activity detection
system based on signal energy threshold [23] and the time-
stamps provided were used for speech segmentation. The Pitt
Corpus was further segmented to remove long silences in

1https://dementia.talkbank.org/
2https://carolinaconversations.musc.edu
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order to even out the speech segments for a more comparable
feature extraction. This was not necessary for CCC. The
segmentation process increased the sample size in terms
of number of instances available for analysis, even though
the number of participants is not that large. We used the
enhanced recordings to train the machine learning model
described below. Enhanced datasets and the code for their
pre-processing are available upon request.

D. Feature Extraction Model (FEM)

The following procedure was applied to both datasets.
First, acoustic feature extraction was performed on the
speech segments using the openSMILE v2.1 toolkit [24].
We extracted the eGeMAPS [25] feature set. This feature
set contains the F0 semitone, loudness, spectral flux, MFCC,
jitter, shimmer, F1, F2, F3, alpha ratio, Hammarberg index
and slope V0 features, as well as their most common
statistical functionals, for a total of 88 features per speech
segment.

Subsequently, we applied Active Data Representation
(ADR), a method we have recently proposed [26], [17],
[27]. ADR considers the acoustic features extracted from all
the speech segments of an audio recording and represents
them with a single fixed-dimension feature vector for the
classification task. The term ’Active Data Representation’ is
used because we did not use any event detector (such as
emotion recognition) at a speech segment level for generating
a feature vector for AD classification [28]. ADR models
acoustic information accounting for different recordings pro-
duced by the same subject, granting subject independence.
This is the first time cross-corpus transfer is attempted with
ADR. Generating the ADR involves the following steps:

1) Segmentation and feature extraction: each audio
recording Ai (i = 1 . . . N , where N represents the
total number of audio recordings or subjects) is divided
into n speech segments Sk,Ai, where k varies from
1 to n. Hence Sk,Ai is the kth segment of the ith

audio recording, and acoustic features are extracted
over such speech segments, rather than over the full
audio recording, at this processing stage.

2) Clustering of segments: self-organising maps (SOM)
[29] are employed for clustering segments Sk,Ai into
m clusters (C1, C2, ...., Cm) using audio features.
SOM is an attractive clustering method in this context
as it addresses both topology and distribution, and
requires no assumptions regarding the input vectors.
Furthermore, it has been previously used for speech
segment clustering based on voice styles with good
results [30], [31]. Here m represents the number of
SOM clusters that correspond to the FEM. The number
of clusters is determined through grid search over
m ∈ {5, 10, . . . , 100}.

3) Generation: Active Data Representation (ADRAi)
vectors are generated by first computing the number
of segments in each cluster for each audio recording
(Ai), that is, creating a histogram representation of
the number of speech segments (nADRAi) present in

each of the m clusters for each audio recording. Then,
to model temporal dynamics the mean and standard
deviation of the rate of change with respect to the
sizes of the clusters of speech segments for each audio
recording (vADRAi) is calculated. Finally, a histogram
representation of segment duration (dADRAi) is built
for each cluster Ai.

4) Normalisation: as the number and duration of seg-
ments is typically different for each audio recording or
subject due to inter-subject variability, we normalise
the feature vector by dividing it by the L1 norm of
nADRAi and dADRAi, respectively.

5) Feature Fusion: the ADRAinorm feature set encom-
passes the features of nADRAinorm

, dADRAinorm

and vADRAi. Therefore a feature vector using feature
(early) fusion with dimensionality of 2 × (m + 1) is
generated to represent each subject.

E. Classification Methods

The classification experiments were performed using five
different methods, namely decision trees (DT, with leaf
size of 20), nearest neighbour (KNN with K=1), linear
discriminant analysis (LDA) and support vector machines
(SVM, with a linear kernel with box constraint of 0.1, and
sequential minimal optimization solver). The classification
methods are implemented in MATLAB using the statistics
and machine learning toolbox [32]. More sophisticated clas-
sification models (e.g. recurrent structures) were discarded
in order to avoid the risk of over-fitting due to the relatively
small number of subjects. A leave-one-subject-out (LOSO)
cross-validation setting was adopted, where the training data
do not contain any information of validation subjects. To
assess the classification results, we used unweighted average
recall (UAR) instead of overall accuracy since the CCC
data set is imbalanced. The unweighted average recall is the
arithmetic average of recall of all classes.

F. Experimentation

We conducted two experiments. In the first (hereafter
PittADR) we employ the LOSO procedure to train FEM
using Pitt data, generate ADRAinorm

and then train and test
on Pitt. Then, we map CCC data through the FEM based on
Pitt data and generate ADRAinorm

for training and testing
(LOSO) on CCC subjects. The parameter m forADRAinorm

is optimised on the results of Pitt subjects and validated on
CCC subjects.

In the second experiment (CCCADR), we train FEM on
CCC data, generate ADRAinorm

and classify CCC subjects
(again, employing LOSO cross-validation). Then, Pitt data
are mapped onto the CCC FEM to generate ADRAinorm

,
which is used for classifying Pitt subjects. The parameter m
for ADRAinorm is optimised on the results of CCC subjects
and validated on Pitt subjects.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of the experimentation are shown in Table I. It
is noted that the PittADR provides the best UAR (72.56%)
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using the DT classifier with a value of 100 for the m
parameter for FEM. However, testing this FEM (m = 100)
with CCC on the same classifier results in a decreased
UAR (53.12%). This could be due to the imbalanced nature
of CCC, which is not handled well by the classification
algorithm (DT). On the other hand, where PittADR provides
the least UAR (51.83%), using the NB (a classifier that is
more robust to class imbalance) and m = 75 for FEM, the
performance on CCC rises to 81%. The confusion matrix
with precision, recall, overall accuracy and Kappa [33] is
shown in Figure 1. The averaged UAR (i.e. 58.94% for Pitt
Corpus and 61.63% for CCC) indicated that a FEM trained
using Pitt Corpus can extract discriminating features from
the CCC dataset.
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Fig. 1. Confusion matrix of the best result on CCC data obtained using
transfer learning from Pitt to CCC data.)

As regards the second experiment, CCCADR provides
the best UAR (85.21%) using the DT classifier, for a FEM
where m = 25. Mapping Pitt features to this FEM results
in a UAR of 65.24%. It is also noted that the CCCADR

provides a UAR (68.33%) using the RF classifier with a
value of 25 for m parameter for FEM. However, when we
test this FEM (m = 25) with RF on the Pitt Corpus we see
an increase in UAR to 70.73%. The confusion matrix with
precision, recall, overall accuracy and Kappa [33] is shown
in Figure 2. Together with the results of the first experiments,
this indicates that, even though feature learning transfers well
between the two data sets, the choice of classifier must be
problem specific. Overall, the mean UAR (i.e. 63.72% for
Pitt and 76.87% for CCC) indicated that a FEM trained
using CCC generalizes reasonably well to Pitt data. Based
on the above findings it could be argued that dialogue data
(CCC) offers a better platform for FEM training and transfer
learning than monologue data (Pitt Corpus) for our particular
research purposes. While there is a decrease in performance
relative to FEM trained and tested on the same data (72.56%
UAR for Pitt and 85.21% for CCC), the proposed transfer
method can be effective if decoupled from classifier choice.

TABLE I
UAR (%) FOR BOTH EXPERIMENTS.

PittADR CCCADR

Classifier m Pitt CCC m Pitt CCC
DT 100 72.56 53.12 25 65.24 85.21
LDA 35 55.49 63.12 20 68.29 82.08
KNN 45 56.10 63.33 10 62.80 82.50
SVM 40 58.54 53.12 15 68.29 60.83
NB 75 51.83 81.04 35 46.95 82.29
RF 100 59.15 56.04 25 70.73 68.33
Mean – 58.94 61.63 – 63.72 76.87

The cross-corpus experiments reported here offer insights
into the potential for transfer learning (in the specific sense
described above) between dialogue and monologue based

models. Furthermore, our results suggest better transference
from dialogue to monologue than the other way around.
Hence, they align with the the psycholinguistics hypothesis
that dialogues encompass a wider range of prosodic aspects
than monologues [7].
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Fig. 2. Confusion matrix of the best result on Pitt data obtained using
transfer learning from CCC to Pitt data.)

V. CONCLUSIONS

The conclusions to be drawn from this paper are twofold.
First, we demonstrate that spontaneous speech is a valuable
source of information for AD recognition, both in monologue
(narrative) and dialogue (conversational) format. Also, we
show how our ADR-based method for cross-corpus learning
performs better with a FEM trained on dialogues to be used
for monologue classification than the other way around. This
occurs even though the FEM trained on monologues obtained
a better accuracy when tested on these monologues, than the
accuracy obtained by the dialogue FEM on the dialogues.

As a limitation of the study, it is worth noting that there
are further differences between datasets, aside from recording
protocol (i.e. monologue vs. dialogue), such as recording
conditions or devices. This needs to be accounted for in
order to be able to guarantee that differences in classifier
performance are caused by the type of speech.

In future research we aim to extend the work presented in
this paper by incorporating Mini-mental State Examination
scores [34] available in the Pitt Corpus, and evaluating
the potential of our model to predict them. In addition,
we are currently collecting naturalistic dialogue data [35]
where participants are healthy adults at risk of AD, along
with comprehensive genetic, cognitive and family history,
imaging and biomarker data. The results presented here
support our hypothesis that dialogue might be a better suited
source of acoustic data for early detection of AD. Hence,
we look forward to implementing this procedure on other
spontaneous dialogue data and extending the research to
include neuropsychological assessment.
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AbstrACt
Introduction Decreasing the incidence of Alzheimer’s 
disease (AD) is a global public health priority. Early 
detection of AD is an important requisite for the 
implementation of prevention strategies towards this goal. 
While it is plausible that patients at the early stages of AD 
may exhibit subtle behavioural signs of neurodegeneration, 
neuropsychological testing seems unable to detect 
these signs in preclinical AD. Recent studies indicate 
that spontaneous speech data, which can be collected 
frequently and naturally, provide good predictors for AD 
detection in cohorts with a clinical diagnosis. The potential 
of models based on such data for detecting preclinical AD 
remains unknown.
Methods and analysis The PREVENT-Elicitation of 
Dialogues (PREVENT-ED) study builds on the PREVENT 
Dementia project to investigate whether early behavioural 
signs of AD may be detected through dialogue interaction. 
Participants recruited through PREVENT, aged 40–59 
at baseline, will be included in this study. We will use 
speech processing and machine learning methods to 
assess how well speech and visuospatial markers agree 
with neuropsychological, biomarker, clinical, lifestyle and 
genetic data from the PREVENT cohort.
Ethics and dissemination There are no expected 
risks or burdens to participants. The procedures are 
not invasive and do not raise significant ethical issues. 
We only approach healthy consenting adults and all 
participants will be informed that this is an exploratory 
study and therefore has no diagnostic aim. Confidentiality 
aspects such as data encryption and storage comply 
with the General Data Protection Regulation and with 
the requirements from sponsoring bodies and ethical 
committees. This study has been granted ethical approval 
by the London-Surrey Research Ethics Committee 
(REC reference No: 18/LO/0860), and by Caldicott and 
Information Governance (reference No: CRD18048). 
PREVENT-ED results will be published in peer-reviewed 
journals.

IntroduCtIon
The PREVENT Dementia project is a 
prospective cohort study that aims to identify 
early signs of dementia. By developing robust 
disease models for the preclinical stages of 
neurodegeneration and relating these to 

risk factors and exophenotypes.1 The data 
comprise family history of dementia, compre-
hensive neuropsychological assessment, 
genetic risk profiles, neuroimaging (struc-
tural, functional and metabolic), biological 
markers (cerebrospinal fluid [CSF], plasma, 
urine and salivary) and lifestyle variables. 
The PREVENT-Elicitation of Dialogues 
(PREVENT-ED) study examines the predic-
tive potential of information extracted from 
the participant’s speech in spontaneous 
dialogue and assesses its usefulness for 
screening in relation to those variables.

Recent studies have investigated the use 
of speech and language analysis as a source 
of clinical information for monitoring the 
progress of neurodegenerative diseases.2 A 
recent study by Fraser et al included semantic, 
syntactic, information content and acoustic 
features in a predictive model which obtained 
81% accuracy in distinguishing healthy indi-
viduals from people with a diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s dementia.3 However, this and 
other studies in this area4–6 are limited to 
individuals with a clinical diagnosis of cogni-
tive impairment and therefore offer little 

strengths and limitations of this study

 ► First study to gather spontaneous dialogue data 
from subjects at risk of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) for 
predictive modelling.

 ► Incorporates elements to analyse spatial navigation 
abilities, which recent evidence suggests may be 
useful in detecting preclinical AD.

 ► Task design balances naturalness and control (it 
elicits spontaneous dialogues, aiming for external 
validity, while introducing time and topic constrain, 
aiming for reasonable intersubject comparisons).

 ► Task does not assess the same range of spatial nav-
igation abilities as three-dimensional-based tasks.

 ► Recruitment restrictions inherent to the project 
might hinder our initial sample size target.
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insight into the early stages of neurodegeneration. More-
over, they were cross-sectional in design and drew on rela-
tively small data sets. In contrast, our study is designed 
to collect data from at-risk healthy individuals, longitu-
dinally, in tandem with the phenotypically rich, ongoing 
PREVENT Dementia study. In addition, while previous 
work on Alzheimer’s disease (AD) diagnosis based on 
speech and language has focused on narrative speech 
monologues (ie, most cases are descriptions of a scene 
such as the Boston ‘cookie theft’ picture description 
task7), we will focus conversational data from dialogues.

Dialogue involves a broader range of psychological 
processes than monologue. This is because, in order to 
achieve successful communication, speakers need to find 
a common ground for understanding, which demands 
coordination and implies alignment and entailment at 
different levels.8 Recent work has employed conversa-
tional speech features such as repairs, repetitions and 
turn-taking patterns as predictors of AD.4 9–11 Our study 
will collect dialogue data from the PREVENT Dementia 
study participants and process them for extraction of 
acoustic and dialogical features from both voice samples 
and transcribed recordings, in order to create predictive 
models.

PREVENT-ED will also assess spatial navigation abili-
ties. These abilities appear to be a sensitive early cogni-
tive marker of AD,12 and prior research provides evidence 
for the decline of these abilities in mild cognitive impair-
ment.13 While still inconclusive, studies of spatial naviga-
tion abilities in preclinical stages of AD14 have prompted 
increased interest in further investigation of how these 
skills may be affected in the progression of AD.15 As the 
PREVENT neuropsychological battery lacks a spatial navi-
gation task,16 the purpose of our experimental design 
is (primarily) to elicit natural dialogues, and to assess 
spatial navigation abilities. These aims are complemen-
tary, as the dialogues will be elicited through a discus-
sion over a map-based task, and therefore, the analysis of 
dialogue transcripts can be used as an additional means 
of assessing spatial navigation abilities.

MEthods And AnAlysIs
objectives
The primary objective of this study is to
1. Examine the predictive potential of information ex-

tracted from the participant’s speech in spontaneous 
dialogue as well as its usefulness for screening.

Additionally, we aim to
2. Identify specific speech and dialogue features that can 

help predict cognitive decline leading to Alzheimer’s 
dementia.

3. Assess the relationship between such features and cer-
tain risk factors found in healthy mid-life participants. 
Data on these risk factors have been collected by the 
PREVENT Dementia project and include:
a. History of parental dementia.

b. Apolipoprotein E (ApoE) status; the presence 
of ApoE allele ε4 is associated with high risk of de-
mentia.17

c. Neuropsychological evaluations with the COGNI-
TO battery.16 The COGNITO test battery has been 
developed specifically to look across numerous cog-
nitive domains with tests that are not subject to the 
ceiling effects of tests designed for use in dementia. 
It is entirely computer based and has been used in 
numerous conditions to assess cognition including 
depression, schizophrenia. The inter-rater reliabili-
ty of this battery has been stablished and compared 
with other cognitive measurements18 and it has now 
been translated into five languages and Chinese un-
derway.

d. Measures of Aβ42 amyloid in plasma and CSF and 
increases in tau and p-tau (known markers of cogni-
tive decline and AD).19

e. Medial temporal lobe atrophy and white matter le-
sion volume. The medial temporal lobe is an area 
of the brain known to be shrunken in people with 
AD.20

4. Assess the possible associations between spatial naviga-
tion abilities and the aforementioned risk factors.

5. Assess associations between dialogue features and spa-
tial navigation abilities.

Participants: sample size and power calculations
Participants are middle-aged healthy volunteers, who 
were first recruited from the Edinburgh cohort of the 
PREVENT Dementia study, starting in 2015,1 16 on the 
basis of their family history of dementia.

PREVENT-ED is offered to all individuals in the Edin-
burgh site who have had their baseline assessment and 
are due to their 2-year follow-up as well as prospective 
new participants entering the PREVENT Dementia 
project. Hence, if a participant suits PREVENT’s inclu-
sion criteria, it will also be recruited for PREVENT-ED 
without further criteria checks, as long as they agree to 
it (for more information on PREVENT’s exclusion and 
inclusion criteria, please refer to1 and.16 The participant’s 
risk status with regard to the factors listed above will 
remain unknown to the PREVENT-ED researchers at the 
time of the assessment, in order to avoid potential exper-
imentation biases. These data will have been recorded by 
the main PREVENT project on separate assessment dates 
and will be disclosed to PREVENT-ED researchers when 
the project reaches the stage of data analysis.

In terms of the number of participants required, a 
distinction must be made between the primary and the 
secondary objectives of the study. The secondary objec-
tives involve hypothesis testing, while the primary objec-
tive concerns the creation of machine learning models for 
prediction. While determination of sample sizes is rela-
tively straightforward for the former, it is less so for the 
latter. Assessment of the hypothesis that spatial navigation 
abilities differ in neutral, low and high-risk participants will 
be done through analysis of covariance, taking the score 
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in the spatial navigation task as the dependent variable. 
Allison et al14 report a large effect size (partial  η2 = 0.564
 ) for a similar wayfinding task comparing three groups 
(participants with negative biomarkers). Therefore, 
conservatively assuming that we wish to be able to detect 
a medium effect size of 0.16, with a power of 80% at a 
significance level p < 0.05 , we require a minimum of 63 
participants. As regards the machine learning model-
ling objective, as with most studies involving automatic 
categorisation it is difficult to estimate precisely the 
optimal sample sizes and measurable effect sizes. A widely 
adopted method of sample size estimation for relatively 
simple machine learning algorithms such as Euclidean 
distance and Fisher linear discriminant functions places 
lower bounds at  1.2 × f  and  1.4 × f  instances (partici-
pants), respectively, where f is the number of features 
of the dataset, for an expected probability of misclassi-
fication (PMC) at most  50%  greater than an asymptotic 
PMC of 0.1.21 In past research, we have employed feature 
sets containing between 62 features (Geneva Minimalistic 
Acoustic Parameter Set, [GeMAPS]22); and as many as 
6373 low-level speech features (prior to feature set reduc-
tion) for similar classification tasks. A motivation for 
using the GeMAPS feature set is that it will allow compara-
bility with other studies and future replicability, since this 
is a standardised feature set that has been used in several 
computational paralinguistics and psycholinguistics tasks, 
such as affective computing and mood analysis. As we 
have done in previous work 6, we aim to train combina-
tions of weak classifiers using a small number of speech 
features, including turn-taking, pause patterns, speech 
rate, voice energy and voice quality measures. Therefore, 
using the GeMAPS feature set in a similar manner implies 
that a minimum of 75 participants will be necessary for a 
PMC at most 50% greater than a conservative asymptotic 
PMC of 0.1 (90% accuracy). However, we aim to collect 
data from larger numbers of participants, which will allow 
us to experiment with larger sets of speech features.

Experimental procedure and design
Edinburgh PREVENT Dementia participants who show 
an interest in our study will receive an Information Sheet. 
On attendance, a member of the research team will 
address any potential queries and take informed consent, 
prior to the experiment.

Essentially, the procedure for data collection consists of 
recording conversations. The experimental task designed 
by our group was inspired by Anderson et al. Map Task 
study, in which ‘speakers collaborate verbally to repro-
duce on one participant’s map a route printed on the 
others.23 In Anderson’s Map Task study, participants were 
assigned alternatively the role of ‘information giver’ or 
‘information follower’. The former was given a map with 
a route drawn on it and asked to give instructions to the 
latter on how to follow this route on their map, which 
was nearly identical to the former’s map, except for the 
route marking. Our study differs from this design in 
that our participants will always act as information givers 

(leader) while the researcher will take the follower role. 
The rationale for this is to control for the potential influ-
ence of the role (giver vs follower) on the strategies that 
participants employ when performing the task. In addi-
tion, holding the role of the participant fixed will ensure 
a level of consistency across the data helping make our 
conclusions more robust for this particular experiment. 
Further differences between the PREVENT-ED and the 
original Map Task study are that in PREVENT-ED both 
maps are identical, and that participants are able to see 
each other but not each other’s maps. Therefore, we will 
be collecting non-verbal as well as verbal cues that occur 
in dialogue through the use of audio recordings while the 
participants undertake this map task.

The purpose of the task is to generate dialogue inter-
actions that are as naturalistic as possible, while still 
having some control over the settings. Although there 
is a trade-off between control and naturalness, this 
study design focuses on dialogue interaction mecha-
nisms, rather than dialogue content. While other tasks, 
such as structured conversations, may elicit more natu-
rally generated content, we would not expect such tasks 
to generate naturalistic dialogue interaction structures 
because generally the interviewee would be prompted to 
speak rather than spontaneously engage in turn-taking, 
pausing and other interactional behaviours. Thus, the 
imaginary land to be navigated by the participants is not 
designed to be a demanding cognitive task, but rather 
it is designed to generate a cooperative storytelling and 
to enhance engagement through the completion of a 
creative journey. This is in line with recent psycholin-
guistics findings that show how tasks based on maps and 
games enhance participant engagement and generate 
spontaneous conversations.24 The experimental design 
has two parts which will happen consecutively:
1. Wayfinding: intended to generate dialogue through 

a natural interaction between the researcher (follow-
er) and the participant (leader). They both have a 
two-dimensional map of the same land, with 15 land-
marks, but the participant’s map has drawn routes 
(figure 1), whereas the researcher’s does not (fig-
ure 2). Therefore, they need to work together in or-
der to reach mutual understanding and complete a 
journey through the land, where several alternative 
paths are possible. The task requires going through 
different landmarks and trading for certain items at 
each of them. A trained researcher will use scripted 
prompts either querying the participant’s choices or 
providing feedback to create common ground. This 
part of the task will be audiovisually recorded. The 
rational for the use of this task lies on the aim for 
eliciting dialogue in a way that resembles a natural 
setting. Giving and taking directions is an activity that 
belongs to routine life as much as to the experimental 
set-up. Nevertheless this is still a controlled setting in 
which the follower is a trained researcher who will en-
sure both task completion and production of dialogic 
interactions.
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2. Landmark allocation: intended to observe the par-
ticipant’s spatial navigation abilities and their spatial 
memory (ie, memory of spatial information, eg, the 
layout of the interior of someone’s house). After com-
pleting the wayfinding task, the participants will re-
ceive a version of the map that has neither routes nor 
landmarks (figure 3) and is asked to place an ‘X’ at 
landmark locations on this blank map. Performance 
is scored in terms of hits and misses on the landmarks 
they allocate (total: 0–15), as well as the time taken 
to allocate them. The hit and miss scoring procedure 
consists on:
a. Scoring 1 point for each correct landmark: follow-

ing the nearest neighbour criteria, that is, 1 point 
will be awarded if the participant’s choice is closer 
to the target landmark than to other landmarks, re-
gardless of whether it places on the exact spot.

b. Subtracting 1 point for each missing landmark: if 
the participant placed less than 15 landmarks.

c. Subtracting 1 point for each misplaced landmark: if 
a landmark is placed in a different location.

d. Subtracting 0.5 points for ‘made-up’ landmarks: the 
participant places more than one landmark where 
there should be only one, and/or places more than 
15 landmarks in total.

This task will always be scored by the same 
researcher, who will follow these criteria according to 
research training undertaken prior to data collection. 
This procedure to assess spatial navigation abilities is 
based on previous research.14 25

During the wayfinding task, the participant does not 
need to keep in mind the landmarks to be covered on a 
given route. They only need to focus on giving as much 
information as possible about the available paths, spec-
ifying terrain conditions and discussing distances and 
choices for directions with the researcher, who is the one 
signalling which landmark needs to be reached at each 
stage, and in what order. The  potential confounding 
effect of landmark order during the second task is 
controlled because it is held fixed by the experimental 
design of the first task: although there are some voluntary 
landmarks depending on the chosen alternative path, 
the journey, narrated by the researcher, goes through 
the same main landmarks (ie, the trading points), in the 
same order, for all participants.

The experimental procedure was tested twice, with 
two different participants, one involved with the main 
PREVENT project as a research assistant, and another 
totally unrelated to this research. These preparatory 
sessions were successful and helped optimise the experi-
mental set-up. They led to the choice of A2 (420×594 mm) 
as the size of the printed maps, as well as other settings 
such as lighting, table height, and recorder placement. 
These sessions also informed logistic decisions such as 
setting reasonable time slots for each participant to come 
for the assessment.

data management
Conversational data will be recorded by a device developed 
by our research group specifically for secure collection of 
speech and video data in healthcare settings, as well as 
regular close-range microphones. All storage devices are 
encrypted with state-of-the-art algorithms. Specifically, we 
employ the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) with a 
key size of 256 bits. Dialogues will be transcribed, and ID 
codes assigned so that only de-identified data will be kept 
indefinitely within the study database. These procedures 
are in line with the University of Edinburgh data protec-
tion policy, which follows the new General Data Protec-
tion Regulation.

There are two main aspects to the data preprocessing: 
preprocessing for acoustic analysis and preprocessing 
for natural language processing. For the acoustic anal-
ysis, the ELAN (https:// tla. mpi. nl/ tools/ tla- tools/ elan/) 
tool26 27 will be used for transcription and annotation of 
dialogue events such as speaker turns, false starts—poten-
tially signalling self- repair events. ELAN is a professional 
tool developed by the Max Planck Institute for Psycholin-
guistics, designed for complex annotations on audio and 
video resources. Audio streams may be studied through 
different perspectives, from low-level features (eg, 
frequencies, energy) to medium-level features (eg, syntax, 
lexicon) or high-level features (eg, sentiment analysis). 
ELAN allows for hierarchically interconnected annotation 
tiers which make structured annotations possible in such 
differentiated levels of analysis. For the natural language 
processing, ELAN will be used, in transcription mode, 
with which hierarchical annotations can be synchronised 
(time-stamped and time-aligned). Annotations are stored 
in XML format and may also be exported to CHAT, Praat 
and commonly used text formats for compatibility with 
other systems and tools.27

Patient and public involvement statement
As these participants conform a subcohort of the 
PREVENT study cohort, PREVENT-ED benefited from 
the patient and public involvement measures that were 
already in place for the main project. The PREVENT 
Dementia project counts with a participants’ panel, estab-
lished in 2013 prior to the development of the whole 
research programme. This panel is made up of a group 
of volunteers who are, themselves, taking part in the 
study and who meet regularly to discuss the progress of 
the study and the potential addition of substudies to the 
project. Two members of this panel also sit in the steering 
committee. As an additional substudy, PREVENT-ED 
proposal was presented to this participants’ panel, as 
well as to the prevent steering committee. The poten-
tial burdens of the intervention and the time required 
to participate in the research were assessed and it was 
decided for the project to be taken forward.

With regard to results disclosure, the procedure within 
Prevent Dementia is that if something is found which is 
clinically relevant, it will be fed back to the participant 
and their general practitioner. This applies to blood 
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tests, ECG, MRI and validated cognitive tests. However, 
this does not apply to assessments only carried out for 
research purposes, as is the case of PREVENT-ED, which 
is not expected to directly yield clinically relevant results.

Analysis
The following features will be extracted from the recorded 
data:
1. GeMAPS for voice research.22

2. Alignment of prosodic features (pitch, energy) and 
speech rate. Alignment in this context means conver-
gence to the same rates for certain speech features. It 
refers to the psycholinguistic theory that assumes that 
dialogue processes lead to the automatic coupling of 
linguistic representations between production and 
comprehension. This occurs on different levels, and 
implies accommodation, where the speakers attune to 
each other throughout the conversation.8

3. Dialogue structure features (repair, turn-taking pat-
terns, backchannel behaviour, pauses), to be extracted 
from ELAN annotations and tiers.27

4. Different combinations of:
a. Voice features: F0, spectral flux, auto-correlation 

functions (ACF), cepstrum, pitch, onset, beats, en-
ergy, voice quality, intensity, vocalisation rhythms.

b. Content features: mood, sentiment analysis, words, 
lexical and semantic content.

The spoken dialogue features extracted from the 
recordings will be regressed over and correlated with 
data from the neuropsychological evaluations, genetic 
profiles, biomarkers (amyloid, tau and phosphorylated 
tau levels in CSF and plaque-dependant inflammation, 
cortisol levels), neuroimaging (level of brain atrophy in 
the medial temporal lobe, particularly the hippocampus 
and entorhinal cortex), family history and spatial navi-
gation abilities.1 16 In other words, a range of techniques 
will be applied to investigate whether linguistic, dialogical 
and paralinguistic features are predictive of, or correlate 
with:

 ► Quantitative scores from prevent neuropsychological 
evaluations (COGNITO battery16).

 ► Categories of ApoE status (presence of ApoE allele ε4 
is associated with high risk of dementia).17

 ► Categories of history of parental dementia (0, 1 or 
2 parents with a dementia diagnosis).

 ► Quantitative measures of Aβ42 amyloid in plasma and 
CSF and increases in tau and p-tau (known markers of 
cognitive decline and AD).19

 ► Quantitative measures of medial temporal lobe 
atrophy and white matter lesion volume. The medial 
temporal lobe is an area of the brain known to be 
shrunken in people with AD.20

Pearson bivariate and multivariate tests will be used 
to assess simple correlations, and predictive Gaussian 
process regression will be employed for predictive model-
ling. This will gauge how much cognitive variance may be 
explained through these communication patterns, as well 

as how much they predict each participant’s level of risk 
or early signs of the disease.

Analytically, we will employ different computational 
techniques to develop predictions for neurodegenera-
tive decline based on speech features and language. The 
research team will look for significant differences and 
use appropriate statistical tests depending on the vari-
ables chosen as predictors. Speech signal processing and 
different machine learning methods, from linear gener-
ative classifiers to state-of-the-art deep architectures, 
will be used to model differences between risk groups. 
Furthermore, assessment will be ongoing as PREVENT 
participants are scheduled for a follow-up after at least 2 
years and 5 years (with longer term follow-up timespans 
to be decided). Hence, longitudinal data will eventually 
be available, including variable outcomes and endpoints 
where applicable. This will enable us to identify candi-
date speech markers that could act as early indicators of 
dementia onset later in life.

Ethics and dissemination
There are no expected risks or burdens to participants 
from participating in this study. The procedures do not 
raise significant ethical issues as they are not invasive and, 
we only approach healthy consenting adults.

In addition, all participants will be informed that this 
is an exploratory study and not a diagnostic test. We will 
assess the extent to which speech ‘markers’ agree with the 
score of existing markers and therefore the study cannot 
find more information than those existing markers. In fact, 
our research aim is evaluating to what extent this approach 
would be a good predictor and generate evidence for it.

The main ethical consideration for this study relates to 
data confidentiality, as it involves collection of audiovisual 
data, deemed to be identifiable. A discussion with the 
ethics consultants led us to apply for Caldicott and Infor-
mation Governance approval and the study complies with 
the advised requirements regarding data encryption and 
storage. Also, science and public communications will 
only include results on analyses undertaken after prepro-
cessing the recordings, ensuring that audiovisual data will 
never be published or disseminated. 

Results from PREVENT-ED will be published in peer-re-
viewed journals, aiming for an interdisciplinary audience 
and with a focus on cognitive well-being.

ConClusIons
PREVENT-ED introduces a novel approach to monitoring 
early signs of dementia through the analysis of spoken 
dialogue. While promising results on dialogue anal-
ysis have been reported for schizophrenia,28–30 research 
on speech in AD has focused more on narrative speech 
(monologue), both from transcribed recordings31–33 and 
from signal processing of voice samples.34–36 The task intro-
duced in this study aims to elicit dialogue features such 
as fluency, self-correction, avoidance, pausing behaviour, 
backchanneling behaviour, question-answering, content 
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and laughter patterns.4 37 These features will be extracted 
from annotations and transcripts, as well as from auto-
matically generated GeMAPS data sets, and will be used 
for machine learning and statistical analysis to explore 
their relationship with other risk factors for AD, even-
tually, their potential to predict preclinical stages of the 
disease. The map task generates a spontaneous give and 
take in order to find a common ground for mutual under-
standing.23 Even though this interaction is designed to 
be more spontaneous than a structured interview, the 
content is still constrained enough so that consistency 
across data is expected, allowing for comparisons across 
subjects. In addition, this task will enable us to collect 
spatial navigation data, which will be investigated along 
the dialogue features.

Current evidence is scarce regarding which tests are 
sensitive enough to detect the neurodegeneration that 
may begin at least 25 years before Alzheimer’s dementia 
is usually diagnosed. The vast majority of studies take 
place after the onset of Alzheimer’s dementia. As we aim 
to detect signs at earlier stages of neurodegeneration, the 
PREVENT Dementia dataset offers an ideal platform for 
our study to identify new relevant associations. Together 
with our proposed collection of dialogues, the longitudinal 
analysis of PREVENT Dementia data will add speech-based 
and conversation-based features to model the preclin-
ical progression of this neurodegenerative disease.
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Employer The University of Edinburgh

Work Address Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter - Usher Institute (floor 2)

 9 Little France Road

 Edinburgh

Post Code EH16 4UX

Work E-mail s.luz@ed.ac.uk

* Personal E-mail s.luz@ed.ac.uk

Work Telephone +44 (0)131 651 7886

* Personal Telephone/Mobile

Fax

* This information is optional. It will not be placed in the public domain or disclosed to any other third party without prior
consent.
A copy of a current CV (maximum 2 pages of A4) for the Chief Investigator must be submitted with the application.

A4. Who is the contact on behalf of the sponsor for all correspondence relating to applications for this project?
This contact will receive copies of all correspondence from REC and HRA/R&D reviewers that is sent to the CI.

     

 
Title  Forename/Initials  Surname

 Jo-Anne  Robertson

Address The Queen’s Medical Research Institute

 47 Little France Crescent

 

Post Code EH16 4TJ

E-mail resgov@accord.scot

Telephone 0131 242 3326

Fax 0131 242 9447

A5-1. Research reference numbers. Please give any relevant references for your study:

Applicant's/organisation's own reference number, e.g. R & D (if
available):

Sponsor's/protocol number: AC18040

Protocol Version: 1

Protocol Date: 08/03/2018

Funder's reference number: MR/N013166/1

Project
website:

www.preventdementia.co.uk

Registry reference number(s):    
The UK Policy Framework for Health and Social Care Research sets out the principle of making information about
research publicly available. Furthermore: Article 19 of the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki adopted
in 2008 states that "every clinical trial must be registered on a publicly accessible database before recruitment of the
first subject"; and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) will consider a clinical trial for
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publication only if it has been registered in an appropriate registry. Please see guidance for more information.

International Standard Randomised Controlled Trial Number (ISRCTN):

ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier (NCT number):

Additional reference number(s):

Ref.Number Description Reference Number

PREVENT Dementia NHS REC (general project) 12/LO/1023

A5-2. Is this application linked to a previous study or another current application?

 Yes       No

Please give brief details and reference numbers.
The participants of this study are drawn from the Edinburgh cohort of the PREVENT dementia project and will be
carried out as a sub-study of this project (collecting the data while PREVENT dementia data is collected).
Reference numbers:
- sponsor's/protocol number: AC16128
- protocol version: 1.6 
- protocol date: 14/12/2015
- funder's reference: P57437
- Prevent NHS REC: 12/LO/1023

 2. OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH  

 
To provide all the information required by review bodies and research information systems, we ask a number of
specific questions. This section invites you to give an overview using language comprehensible to lay reviewers and
members of the public. Please read the guidance notes for advice on this section.

A6-1. Summary of the study.   Please provide a brief summary of the research (maximum 300 words) using language
easily understood by lay reviewers and members of the public. Where the research is reviewed by a REC within the UK
Health Departments’ Research Ethics Service, this summary will be published on the Health Research Authority (HRA)
website following the ethical review. Please refer to the question specific guidance for this question.

We present a proposal to study a novel way of monitoring cognitive status for healthy people, who are considered to be
at risk of developing dementia in the future. Our approach to monitor cognition is based on the a analysis of spoken
language, extracted from spontaneous conversations. 

The proposed experimental design for data collection involves presenting the study participants with a map, and ask
them to find a route, together with the experimenter. It is designed as a cooperative task in order to generate
spontaneous speech in the form of a discussion between the participant, leading the route, and the experimenter,
following it. At the same time, this task provides a degree of consistency, as the map will be the same across
participants. 

These conversations will be recorded and analysed in order to extract a range of features, which we expect will
contribute to predict cognitive status. Despite relying solely on content-free (acoustic) features, our method has
obtained an overall 83% accuracy in preliminary analyses of Alzheimer's Disease detection, a result comparable to
more sophisticated methods that employ complex lexical and syntactic features. This makes our approach potentially
more robust and inclusive, as we aim for it to be generalizable across different settings and languages.

We will further investigate this method by combining the features extracted from the dialogues, with demographic,
neuropsychological and genetic variables from the ongoing PREVENT dementia study. The eventual goal of our
project is to automatise this conversational analysis, in order to contribute to the design of non-invasive screening
processes, low-cost decision-support tools for clinicians and secondary prevention strategies.

A6-2. Summary of main issues. Please summarise the main ethical, legal, or management issues arising from your study
and say how you have addressed them.

Not all studies raise significant issues. Some studies may have straightforward ethical or other issues that can be identified
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and managed routinely. Others may present significant issues requiring further consideration by a REC, HRA, or other
review body (as appropriate to the issue). Studies that present a minimal risk to participants may raise complex
organisational or legal issues. You should try to consider all the types of issues that the different reviewers may need to
consider.

There is no risk for participants.

This a sub-study of the PREVENT dementia project, which works with healthy adults. Our evaluation is not invasive or
intrusive at all, and therefore it does not raise significant ethical issues, and if so, are deemed to be easily managed
straightforwardly.

Participants will be informed that this is an exploratory study, and therefore our dialogue analysis is not known to
conclusively predict dementia. Our research question is actually to evaluate to what extent this analyses would be a
good predictor and generate evidence for it. Participants will have a researcher available at all times, and could
request an interview with the clinician to discuss any further questions that may arise on these matters.

All study participants will sign an informed consent acknowledging that audiovisual data will be recorded during this
experiment. This informed consent will have an option for the video to be turned off if a participant does not want to
consent to video recording. 

We will ensure that all data is processed and stored in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998). We do not
envisage any legal issues.

 3. PURPOSE AND DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH

A7. Select the appropriate methodology description for this research. Please tick all that apply:

 Case series/ case note review

 Case control

 Cohort observation

 Controlled trial without randomisation

 Cross-sectional study

 Database analysis

 Epidemiology

 Feasibility/ pilot study

 Laboratory study

 Metanalysis

 Qualitative research

 Questionnaire, interview or observation study

 Randomised controlled trial

 Other (please specify)

Audiovisual recording, acoustic analysis, signal processing.

A10. What is the principal research question/objective? Please put this in language comprehensible to a lay person.

The overall goal is to understand and predict cognitive status based on patterns of spoken language and non-verbal
interaction. We will be using both transcriptions and audio recordings of spontaneous dialogues to identify speech
and dialogue features that can help monitor cognitive decline and contribute to secondary prevention of dementia.   

Specific primary hypothesis: there is a relationship between certain communication features and the risk factors found
in healthy mid-life participants (40 to 62 years old).

Information on this risk factors has already been collected within the PREVENT dementia study and consists of:
- history of parental dementia (associated with high risk of dementia)
- ApoE allele 4 present or absent in their genotype (associated with high risk of dementia)
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- neuropsychological evaluations (COGNITO computerised battery)
- Aβ42 amyloid in plasma and CSF and increases in Tau and pTau (known markers of Alzheimer's disease in people
who have dementia)
- medial temporal lobe atrophy and white matter lesion volume. The medial temporal lobe is an area of the brain
known to be shrunken in people with Alzheimer's dementia. White Matter Lesions are seen in the areas of the brain
which connect the left and right side of the brain (white matter). These lesions are thought to be due to a very slightly
reduced blood supply causing tiny strokes which can lead to symptoms one sees in dementia.

A11. What are the secondary research questions/objectives if applicable? Please put this in language comprehensible to
a lay person.

The proposed data collection will serve to assess spatial navigation abilities. These abilities enable us to find our way
in different environments. They entail establishing meaningful relationships among focusable items of the
environment, retaining these relationships and using them for orientational purposes. 

The task that will elicit the dialogues during the recording sessions is designed in a way that participants need to
engage cognitive resources involving spatial navigation abilities. These abilities are considered to be impaired early
during cognitive decline, but, to our knowledge, only one recent study has examined it in preclinical Alzheimer's
Disease.

Specific secondary hypothesis: there is a relationship between spatial navigation abilities and the risk factors
described above. There is also a relationship between the dialogue features identified to be predictive of cognitive
status, and spatial navigation abilities.

A12. What is the scientific justification for the research? Please put this in language comprehensible to a lay person.

Dementia prevention and early detection are on the spotlight of global health initiative. Research findings keep
suggesting that pathophysiological damage starts years or decades before dementia diagnosis. However, we are still
distant from identifying biological and behavioural indicators that would be responsive or conclusive following a pre-
clinical intervention. 

The useful role of speech and language analysis as a source of clinical information for monitoring the progress of
neurodegenerative diseases has been repeatedly studied. However, there is little work on the potential of dialogue
interactions for the same purpose. 

Positive results on dialogue analysis have been reported for patients suffering from schizophrenia. In these studies,
transcripts of therapy sessions were analysed to measure symptom severity and predict adherence with different
approaches. Different methodological approaches include manual annotation and statistical analysis, or more
sophisticated computational methods - such as automatic Natural Language Processing and machine learning. 

In the case of Alzheimer's disease, conversation-based studies indicate some dialogue features such as:
1. Lack of fluency (self-repair, lack of topic coherence)
2. Other-repair (types, appropriateness, answering behaviour, lack of corrections)
3. Question-answering (avoidance strategies, contentlessness). 
4. Pausing behaviour (intra and inter utterance)
5. Backchannel behaviour (increased amount of utterances with little contents or increased use of continuants).
6. Laughter patterns. 

Other research groups have also worked on speech-based detection of early-stage dementia using voice samples
directly, as opposed to the transcribed recordings, and reported several signal processing features. 

Recently, a comprehensive model including different sorts of variables has been proposed. However, while this model
does include language, it does not include dialogue interaction. Because most of the times we use language, we
have a purpose to communicate something to someone, we would like to include interactive dialogue features in the
model. 

Our intention, thus, is to analyse both voice samples and transcribed recordings. We would then add interactivity
features (i.e. turn-taking patterns) to current models, and to test the resulting models on the speech of healthy
participants who are at risk of a dementia onset later in life. 

Regarding spatial navigation abilities, prior research provides evidence for their deficit in mild cognitive impairment.
Besides, navigation is partially supported by a brain structure called hippocampus. This is a subcortical structure
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known to be damaged early in the progress of dementia. However, to the best of our knowledge, only one study has
investigated spatial navigation in preclinical Alzheimer's Disease. This study used a "maze task" and found significant
deficits on several "wayfinding" aspects for preclinical AD participants. Participants of our study will undertake a similar
task - a Map Task - to have their dialogue recorded and their spatial abilities assessed.

The PREVENT dementia project already contains risk factors (mentioned above: ApoE 4 genotype, family history, etc.),
for which further justification has no relevance here. Our model will not only combine these known biomarkers and risk
factors with known language features, but will also add interactive dialogue features to it in order to enhance
robustness and improve predictive power.

A13. Please summarise your design and methodology. It should be clear exactly what will happen to the research
participant, how many times and in what order. Please complete this section in language comprehensible to the lay person.
Do not simply reproduce or refer to the protocol. Further guidance is available in the guidance notes.

EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP:

The overall duration of the task should be approximately 30 minutes per participant, including signing the informed
consent. 
The experiment cannot be done remotely, and therefore, we suggest that the participants are given a choice between: 
1) Completing our task on the day of the MRI scan, prior to the scan.
2) Choosing an alternative day to come back and complete it.

The data will be recorded by a device developed by our research group specifically for secure collection of speech and
video data in healthcare settings. The device consists of an array of several far-field microphones, a depth (3D)
camera and an encrypted hard drive for data storage. The depth camera can be easily switched off if a participant does
not want to consent to video recording (this will be clearly specified in the informed consent).
The research questions of this study are not aimed to investigate this device.

Data storage: all data will be initially stored in the device's hard-disk and transferred periodically to directories in the
UoE's datasync server. Both storage areas are encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256 encryption
algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her primary supervisor.

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN:

We propose to record conversational data from the PREVENT dementia participants during the upcoming collections
in Edinburgh.

Our experimental design consists of a task based on the Map Task, which requires the participants to follow some
map directions. In order to generate as much dialogue as possible, modification to our Map Task will be carried out.
Specifically, the participant will be tasked with the director's role instead of the follower's role.

The participant will meet the experimenter (a trained researcher) prior to task completion, who will instruct them as
follows:

- Task 1: (see attached documents for maps and storyline)
"You will now have a printed 2D map, in which different landmarks are deployed. The dotted lines indicate possible
pathways that you can take between different points. It is important to note that the pathways are not indicating the
direction of travel.
I will go to the other side of this screen with the same map, but without the pathways indicated.   We will need to work
together to complete a journey which will be narrated in a story by me. The story will require me to navigate from one
landmark to another to reach a certain goal. 
Hence, your role is to help guide me through the journey with the pathways you see on your map. You will also be able
to see information on the slope, terrain and other conditions of the paths. I kindly ask you to give as much information
as possible when providing me with directions, as any detail will help me reach the targeted landmark. There is more
than one way to reach the different landmarks. 
You can decide which route is preferably as certain routes might seem more challenging than the other (for example,
crossing a swamp terrain as opposed to rowing a canoe).   This is a creative story-telling journey that you can use your
imagination to describe the pathway I should take as long as it is the indicated pathways. Last but not least, your map
has a scale and a compass rose that you can further use when giving instructions. You will be provided with markers
as tools to help you formulate the route as I narrate the story if you wish to."

- Task 2: (see appendix for maps and list of missing landmarks)
"As a second part of the experiment, I will give you a version of the map with the paths but no landmarks. You will draw
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an "X" for every landmark present on the first version of the map, locating it where it was. "

The first part of the experiment is intended to generate the dialogue that will be used for recording and analysis. We
chose a map task because it elicits spontaneous dialogue, as it generates a give and take for the directions to fall into
a common ground of mutual understanding (Anderson et al., 1991). Even though it is more spontaneous than a
structured interview, the content will be constrained enough to make reasonable comparisons across participants,
because all of them will be given the same map.

The trained interviewer will have several scripted prompts to make sure the dialogue is as rich as the task allows.
Some prompts are based on the existence of alternative path options to get to the same places, others are only
intended to provide feedback and create the common ground (see these prompts in attached documents).

The second part of the experiment is intended to measure the participant's spatial navigation abilities. Based on
previous work with similar tasks, participants will score 0-15 points for the hit and missed landmarks they are able to
locate on a blank map. The time taken to do the navigations will also be accounted for. Both measures will be used to
evaluate correlations with speech. Features and other variables collected by PREVENT-dementia, in order to see
whether they contribute to the predictive power of a model.

DATA ANALYSIS:

The spoken dialogue features we identify will be analysed in relation with the neuropsychological evaluations and
genetic profiles. This will report how much of the cognitive status may be explained through these communication
patterns, as well as how much they predict the genetic/familial risk.

We will experiment with different computational methods and speech feature representations, from relatively simple
classification algorithms to more sophisticated methods (such as neural networks).

For these methods to be successful, a minimum sample size of 74 participants would be appropriate. However, larger
numbers of participants would allow us to experiment with richer sets of speech features. We wish to collect a larger
dataset if this is practically possible, for which we have the agreement of the PREVENT project steering committee.

A14-1. In which aspects of the research process have you actively involved, or will you involve, patients, service users,
and/or their carers, or members of the public?

 Design of the research

 Management of the research

 Undertaking the research

 Analysis of results

 Dissemination of findings

 None of the above

 

Give details of involvement, or if none please justify the absence of involvement.
Involvement procedures and strategies are carried out by the PREVENT general project. There is a participants
panel, consisting of members of the public, whose input is very valuable for research decisions. Our sub-study is
completely embedded within PREVENT for these purposes, and therefore we will not undertake involvement activities
separately.

 4. RISKS AND ETHICAL ISSUES

 RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS

A15. What is the sample group or cohort to be studied in this research?

Select all that apply: 
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 Blood

 Cancer

 Cardiovascular

 Congenital Disorders

 Dementias and Neurodegenerative Diseases

 Diabetes

 Ear

 Eye

 Generic Health Relevance

 Infection

 Inflammatory and Immune System

 Injuries and Accidents

 Mental Health

 Metabolic and Endocrine

 Musculoskeletal

 Neurological

 Oral and Gastrointestinal

 Paediatrics

 Renal and Urogenital

 Reproductive Health and Childbirth

 Respiratory

 Skin

 Stroke

Gender:  Male and female participants

Lower age limit:  40  Years

Upper age limit:  62  Years

A17-1. Please list the principal inclusion criteria (list the most important, max 5000 characters).

1. The person has to be taking part in the PREVENT study (and therefore have complied with their inclusion criteria)
2. The person has to belong to the Edinburgh cohort of the PREVENT project
3. Age between 40 and 62 years at time of initial consent.
4. Able to give consent
5. No subjective or clinically observed symptoms of cognitive impairment at time of initial consent.

A17-2. Please list the principal exclusion criteria (list the most important, max 5000 characters).

1. A known diagnosis or report of subjective cognitive impairment or dementia using standard clinical criteria e.g.
DSM-IV, ICD-10.
2. Severe hearing or speaking problems (i.e. incompatible with a spoken dialogue task). We don't expect participants
who are not fluent in English, as "fluency in English" is an inclusion criterion for the general PREVENT project, and
participants of our study will be drawn from it.

 RESEARCH PROCEDURES, RISKS AND BENEFITS  
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A18. Give details of all non-clinical intervention(s) or procedure(s) that will be received by participants as part of the
research protocol. These include seeking consent, interviews, non-clinical observations and use of questionnaires.

Please complete the columns for each intervention/procedure as follows:

1. Total number of interventions/procedures to be received by each participant as part of the research protocol.

2. If this intervention/procedure would be routinely given to participants as part of their care outside the research,
how many of the total would be routine?

3. Average time taken per intervention/procedure (minutes, hours or days)

4. Details of who will conduct the intervention/procedure, and where it will take place.

Intervention or procedure 1 2 3 4

Task explanation and informed consent to
participate

1 0 5 Researcher. Room next MRI facility.

Map-task: dialogue interaction 1 0 15 Participant (route leader) and researcher (route follower).
Room next MRI facility.

Map-task: landmark allocation 1 0 5 Participant (help provided by research if required). Room next
MRI facility.

A21. How long do you expect each participant to be in the study in total?

We expect participants to be in the study for a minimum of 30 minutes and a maximum of 1 hour: time to consent,
complete the task and discuss questions that may arise. 

A22. What are the potential risks and burdens for research participants and how will you minimise them?

For all studies, describe any potential adverse effects, pain, discomfort, distress, intrusion, inconvenience or changes
to lifestyle. Only describe risks or burdens that could occur as a result of participation in the research. Say what steps
would be taken to minimise risks and burdens as far as possible.

There is no expected risks or burdens to participants from participating in this study. 
The Participant Information Sheet makes clear that this is an exploratory study and no conclusive results will be
obtained. Therefore, there is no risk that people may think that they will find out that they have an increased risk of
dementia after participating in our study.

A24. What is the potential for benefit to research participants?

There is no expected benefits to participants from participating in this study (other than enjoying the map game).

 RECRUITMENT AND INFORMED CONSENT

 
In this section we ask you to describe the recruitment procedures for the study. Please give separate details for
different study groups where appropriate.

A27-1. How will potential participants, records or samples be identified? Who will carry this out and what resources
will be used?For example, identification may involve a disease register, computerised search of GP records, or review of
medical records. Indicate whether this will be done by the direct healthcare team or by researchers acting under
arrangements with the responsible care organisation(s).

This sub-study aims to collect data from the PREVENT Edinburgh cohort. Our inclusion/exclusion criteria are in line
with those of PREVENT Edinburgh, adding in that we will exclude participants who are not able to consent at the time
that our study starts.

Therefore, we will not be actively looking for new participants or contacting them. This cohort will start a second phase
of data collection soon and our recordings will be tagged along the appointments arranged to undertake the rest of the
PREVENT evaluations.

For PREVENT information on this, please refer to the PREVENT study website (www.preventdementia.co.uk) and their
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social media.

The initial approach to participants will be made by a member of the local PREVENT research team. Only those who
agree to receive information about the study will have their details passed to the researcher, who will then be able to
provide them with the information sheet and answer any queries they may have. This discussion may also be had with
a local PREVENT team member if the team member has been given sufficient information to explain the study.
Consent will not be taken on the day so that participants do not feel coerced into the study through being approached
by the PREVENT team who they know, and PREVENT team members will not take consent for this study.

A27-2. Will the identification of potential participants involve reviewing or screening the identifiable personal
information of patients, service users or any other person?

 Yes       No

Please give details below:
The information on the PREVENT participants who are willing to undertake our sub-study will be given o us by the
PREVENT Edinburgh local coordinators. This will only happen after participants have showed an interest in our study
and agreed for their details to be passed on to us.

A28. Will any participants be recruited by publicity through posters, leaflets, adverts or websites?

 Yes       No

A29. How and by whom will potential participants first be approached?

The initial approach to participants will be made by a member of the local PREVENT research team. Only those who
agree to receive information about the study will have their details passed to the researcher, who will then be able to
provide them with the information sheet and answer any queries they may have. This discussion may also be had with
a local PREVENT team member if the team member has been given sufficient information to explain the study.  
Consent will not be taken on the day so that participants do not feel coerced into the study through being approached
by the PREVENT team who they know, and PREVENT team members will not take consent for this study.

A30-1. Will you obtain informed consent from or on behalf of research participants?

 Yes       No

If you will be obtaining consent from adult participants, please give details of who will take consent and how it will be
done, with details of any steps to provide information (a written information sheet, videos, or interactive material).
Arrangements for adults unable to consent for themselves should be described separately in Part B Section 6, and for
children in Part B Section 7.

If you plan to seek informed consent from vulnerable groups, say how you will ensure that consent is voluntary and
fully informed.

A written information sheet will be sent to the participants prior to they undertaking the sub-study.

All study participants will sign an informed consent acknowledging that audiovisual data will be recorded during this
experiment. This informed consent will have an option for the video to be turned off if a participant does not want to
consent to video recording. 

Written consent will be take by a member of the research team who has been trained in the experimental
methodology. 

 

If you are not obtaining consent, please explain why not.

Please enclose a copy of the information sheet(s) and consent form(s).
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A30-2. Will you record informed consent (or advice from consultees) in writing?

 Yes       No

A31. How long will you allow potential participants to decide whether or not to take part?

At least 24 hours.
Participants are already in the PREVENT project and will be attending their research appointments, so they will only
need to decide whether they are willing to take part in an extra task of the project, scheduled for the same day as one
of their PREVENT - arranged visits.

A32. Will you recruit any participants who are involved in current research or have recently been involved in any
research prior to recruitment?

 Yes

 No

 Not Known

If Yes, please give details and justify their inclusion. If Not Known, what steps will you take to find out?

This is a sub-study of the PREVENT project and therefore all our participants will also be undertaking PREVENT
procedures. The steering committee and the participant's panel (members of the public who provide valuable
insights for the research procedures) have already considered our study, and deemed that its potential benefits
outweigh any potential burden for the participants. 

Participants will take part in our sub-study only if they are willing to. It is designed to be engaging and entertaining,
and lasts only 30 minutes. 

Our sub-study is not expected to have any psychological impact on the participants, and the potential burden of
participating in an extra study does not apply, as they will freely choose if they want to take part.

Our sub-study is exploratory and therefore any results we obtain will not be conclusive of dementia risk or diagnosis
and this will be made clear to all participants.

A33-1. What arrangements have been made for persons who might not adequately understand verbal explanations or
written information given in English, or who have special communication needs?(e.g. translation, use of interpreters)

‘Fluency in English’ is an inclusion criteria for the PREVENT study, from which we are recruiting. Therefore all
participants are expected to be fluent in English.

A35. What steps would you take if a participant, who has given informed consent, loses capacity to consent during the
study?  Tick one option only.

 The participant and all identifiable data or tissue collected would be withdrawn from the study. Data or tissue which

is not identifiable to the research team may be retained.

 The participant would be withdrawn from the study. Identifiable data or tissue already collected with consent would

be retained and used in the study. No further data or tissue would be collected or any other research procedures carried
out on or in relation to the participant.

 The participant would continue to be included in the study.

 Not applicable – informed consent will not be sought from any participants in this research.

 Not applicable – it is not practicable for the research team to monitor capacity and continued capacity will be

assumed.

 

Further details:
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 CONFIDENTIALITY  

 
In this section, personal data means any data relating to a participant who could potentially be identified. It includes
pseudonymised data capable of being linked to a participant through a unique code number.

 Storage and use of personal data during the study

A36. Will you be undertaking any of the following activities at any stage (including in the identification of potential
participants)?(Tick as appropriate)

 Access to medical records by those outside the direct healthcare team

 Access to social care records by those outside the direct social care team

 Electronic transfer by magnetic or optical media, email or computer networks

 Sharing of personal data with other organisations

 Export of personal data outside the EEA

 Use of personal addresses, postcodes, faxes, emails or telephone numbers

 Publication of direct quotations from respondents

 Publication of data that might allow identification of individuals

 Use of audio/visual recording devices

 Storage of personal data on any of the following:

   

 Manual files (includes paper or film)

 NHS computers

 Social Care Service computers

 Home or other personal computers

 University computers

 Private company computers

 Laptop computers

Further details:
The study will apply for Caldicott when IRAS is confirmed.

Personal details (address, postcode) will only be used to inform them and their GP about the study. They will be
removed afterwards, as this study will use ID codes, ensuring that all data are anonymised. 

It is unlikely that we publish a direct quotation from respondents, the only circumstance being that we wish to illustrate
a dialogue feature with a spoken example. If so, we would not link that quote to their personal details in any case. 

Analysing audiovisual data is the purpose of the study. However, if a participant does not want to consent to video
recording and they wish for it to be turned off, they will have the option to indicate so.

All data will be initially stored in the device’s hard-disk and transferred periodically to directories in the UoE’s datasync
server. Both storage areas are encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256 encryption algorithm) with
access restricted to the PhD student and her primary supervisor. This encryption implies that even in the unlikely event
of a machine/hard-drive being stolen, the data of this study would not be readily accessible.

A37. Please describe the physical security arrangements for storage of personal data during the study?

Most data will be stored electronically. The only laptop computers used will be the PhD student's and her primary
supervisor's, both with password-protected access. Aside from password for machine access, all media will be
encrypted sing the AES-256 encryption algorithm.
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Any manual data such as hard copies of the map, and signed informed consents will be stored in locked cupboards at
the Nine Edinburgh Bioquarter, where the research team is based. Only the PhD student and her primary supervisor
will have access to such storage facilities.

Each participant will be assigned an ID code, which will be generated for our study, in order to ensure anonymisation.
Personal details and data will be kept by PREVENT local coordinators.

A38. How will you ensure the confidentiality of personal data?Please provide a general statement of the policy and
procedures for ensuring confidentiality, e.g. anonymisation or pseudonymisation of data.

All data storage will be password protected and encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256
encryption algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her primary supervisor. This encryption implies
that even in the unlikely event of a machine/hard-drive being stolen, the data of this study would not be readily
accessible.

All participants are assigned a unique number upon entry to the study. This number will be used to represent the
participant throughout our Spoken Dialogue study. Therefore, personal details will not be held by members of our
study and ID codes will be assigned to the recordings in order to organise them. Voice samples will not be linked to
personal details and only authorised researchers will have access to these recordings. Age at the time of participation
in the study will be annotated (as age is an important factor in dementia research), but we will not keep participants’
date of birth.

As per the audiovisual recordings:

- Digital recordings from the dialogues will be encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256 encryption
algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her primary supervisor. 

- Dialogues will be transcribed manually and/or automatically by members of the research team - in line with the
University of Edinburgh data protection policies. All data transcripts will be anonymised by using ID codes and no
identifiable data or identifiable quotes will be used in the dissemination of the study findings.

- All participants will be consented to keeping the research data (digital recordings and paper maps) for up to 10 years
on the ICF. 

-De-identified data will be kept indefinitely within the PREVENT database. This entails fully anonymised speech
metadata (parameters, features sets, figures on turn-taking patterns) and video pointclouds.

A40. Who will have access to participants' personal data during the study? Where access is by individuals outside the
direct care team, please justify and say whether consent will be sought.

Voice recordings will be accessed by the research team members of this study only. Recordings will not be linked to
other personal detail after collection, as they will be assigned an ID code and no personal data will be held.

 Storage and use of data after the end of the study

A41. Where will the data generated by the study be analysed and by whom?

Data analysis will be undertaken computationally by the members of the research team, always using the assigned ID
code only to ensure anonymisation. Computational analysis will happen in the devices mentioned before (i.e. chief
investigator's and PhD student's laptop)

Data will be held in encrypted hard-disks and University of Edinburgh's server. No data will be exported.

A42. Who will have control of and act as the custodian for the data generated by the study?
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Title  Forename/Initials  Surname
Dr  Saturnino  Luz

Post Reader

Qualifications PhD Informatics, MSc, BSc Computer Science

Work Address Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter - Usher Institute (floor 2)

 9 Little France Road

 Edinburgh

Post Code EH16 4UX

Work Email s.luz@ed.ac.uk

Work Telephone +44 (0)131 651 7886

Fax

A43. How long will personal data be stored or accessed after the study has ended?

 Less than 3 months

 3 – 6 months

 6 – 12 months

 12 months – 3 years

 Over 3 years

A44. For how long will you store research data generated by the study?

Years: 10 

Months:  

A45. Please give details of the long term arrangements for storage of research data after the study has ended.Say
where data will be stored, who will have access and the arrangements to ensure security.

All participants will be consented to keeping the research data (digital recordings and paper maps) for up to 10 years
on the Informed Consent Form (ICF). De-identified data will be kept indefinitely within the PREVENT database.

At the end of the study, data will be archived as per SOP CR009 (Study Closure and Archiving).
The University has Standard Operating Procedures governing long term storage and security of research data. Briefly,
audio-visual data and encoded information will be initially stored in the recording device’s hard-disk and transferred
periodically to directories in the UoE’s datasync server. Both storage areas are encrypted with state-of-the-art
encryption (using the AES-256 encryption algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her primary
supervisor. The data custodian (CI and primary supervisor, who has a long-term contract with the University of
Edinburgh) and designated members of the research team will make sure the data is kept password-protected and
encrypted.

- Any transfer of ownership of the archived data must be documented and agreed with the sponsor(s). 
- Where records are archived on electronic, magnetic, optical or other media, controls will be implemented to ensure
that these records cannot be altered without appropriate authorisation.
- Maps' data (manual) will be digitised in a quantitative manner during the study (i.e. a number will be calculated) and
then paper copies would be destroyed. The accuracy and completeness of the
transfer will be verified by the CI.
- Informed consents will be stored with other PREVENT study and sub-study informed consents.
- Archived records held on electronic media will be transferred to a more suitable alternative media if the current
electronic media is at risk of becoming obsolete

 INCENTIVES AND PAYMENTS
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A46. Will research participants receive any payments, reimbursement of expenses or any other benefits or incentives
for taking part in this research?

 Yes       No

If Yes, please give details. For monetary payments, indicate how much and on what basis this has been determined.
According to PREVENT guidelines, participants will be full reimbursed for travel to and from research centres and
provided with refreshments during their visits.

Our sub-study will make sure to allocate extra budget for those participants who choose to undertake our experiment
on a different day, instead of on the day they come for prevent evaluations.

A47. Will individual researchers receive any personal payment over and above normal salary, or any other benefits or
incentives, for taking part in this research?

 Yes       No

A48. Does the Chief Investigator or any other investigator/collaborator have any direct personal involvement (e.g.
financial, share holding, personal relationship etc.) in the organisations sponsoring or funding the research that may
give rise to a possible conflict of interest?

 Yes       No

 NOTIFICATION OF OTHER PROFESSIONALS

A49-1. Will you inform the participants’ General Practitioners (and/or any other health or care professional responsible
for their care) that they are taking part in the study?

 Yes       No

If Yes, please enclose a copy of the information sheet/letter for the GP/health professional with a version number and date.

A49-2. Will you seek permission from the research participants to inform their GP or other health/ care professional?

 Yes       No

It should be made clear in the participant’s information sheet if the GP/health professional will be informed.

 PUBLICATION AND DISSEMINATION

A50. Will the research be registered on a public database?

The UK Policy Framework for Health and Social Care Research sets out the principle of making information about
research publicly available. Furthermore: Article 19 of the World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki adopted
in 2008 states that "every clinical trial must be registered on a publicly accessible database before recruitment of the
first subject"; and the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE) will consider a clinical trial for
publication only if it has been registered in an appropriate registry. Please see guidance for more information.

 Yes       No

Please give details, or justify if not registering the research.
The protocol will be published in due course in an open access journal. 

Results of this study will also be part of the thesis of the PhD student, to be accomplished within the University of
Edinburgh. UoE theses can be accessed as a library resource by staff and students.
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Relevant information on our project will also be accessible in the PREVENT website and social media.

Please ensure that you have entered registry reference number(s) in question A5-1.

A51. How do you intend to report and disseminate the results of the study?Tick as appropriate:

 Peer reviewed scientific journals

 Internal report

 Conference presentation

 Publication on website

 Other publication

 Submission to regulatory authorities

 Access to raw data and right to publish freely by all investigators in study or by Independent Steering Committee

on behalf of all investigators

 No plans to report or disseminate the results

 Other (please specify)

A52. If you will be using identifiable personal data, how will you ensure that anonymity will be maintained when
publishing the results?

No personal data will be used or held. 

Published results will reflect evidence on the usefulness on our methods using as much data as possible, therefore
individual data will not be published.

Each participant will be assigned an ID code, which will be generated for our study, in order to ensure anonymisation.

A53. Will you inform participants of the results?

 Yes       No

Please give details of how you will inform participants or justify if not doing so.
As part of the PREVENT study, it is intended that participants will receive a yearly newsletter which will provide
information about any findings from the data, and update on the progress of the project. 
Relevant findings of our sub-study will be included in this newsletter (i.e. whether we identify interactive speech and
language features to be able to predict cognitive status).

 5. Scientific and Statistical Review

A54. How has the scientific quality of the research been assessed?Tick as appropriate:

 Independent external review

 Review within a company

 Review within a multi−centre research group

 Review within the Chief Investigator's institution or host organisation

 Review within the research team

 Review by educational supervisor

 Other

Justify and describe the review process and outcome. If the review has been undertaken but not seen by the
researcher, give details of the body which has undertaken the review:
The proposal for this sub-study was written by the PhD student and first submitted to her two educational supervisors
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for interdisciplinary inputs and feedback from computer science and psychiatry.

Then it was reviewed by the PREVENT steering committee and participant's panel to assess its suitability for the
project.

For all studies except non-doctoral student research, please enclose a copy of any available scientific critique reports,
together with any related correspondence.

For non-doctoral student research, please enclose a copy of the assessment from your educational supervisor/ institution.

A56. How have the statistical aspects of the research been reviewed?Tick as appropriate:

 Review by independent statistician commissioned by funder or sponsor

 Other review by independent statistician

 Review by company statistician

 Review by a statistician within the Chief Investigator’s institution

 Review by a statistician within the research team or multi−centre group

 Review by educational supervisor

 Other review by individual with relevant statistical expertise

 No review necessary as only frequencies and associations will be assessed – details of statistical input not

required

In all cases please give details below of the individual responsible for reviewing the statistical aspects. If advice has
been provided in confidence, give details of the department and institution concerned.

     

 
Title  Forename/Initials  Surname
Dr  Graciela  Muniz Terrera

Department
Centre for Clinical Brain Sciences
Centre for Dementia Prevention (Lead of Biostatistics & Disease Modelling Translational
Research Group)

Institution The University of Edinburgh

Work Address Centre for Dementia Prevention

 9A Bioquarter  

 9 Little France Road, Edinburgh

Post Code EH16 4UX

Telephone

Fax

Mobile

E-mail g.muniz@ed.ac.uk

Please enclose a copy of any available comments or reports from a statistician.

A57. What is the primary outcome measure for the study?

Our hypothesis is that there are significant differences in spoken dialogue features between participants at low risk
and participants at high risk. This risk will be assessed on the basis of their parental history and genetic APOE status,
as well as other factors to be taken into account, such as life-style variables and neuropsychological evaluations. 

Our outcome measure will be the features who have a higher potential for automatic monitoring of cognitive status
through automated analysis of spoken dialogue, based on their relationship with the variables mentioned above.

A58. What are the secondary outcome measures?(if any)

There will be significant differences between low and high risk groups in their performance on the spatial navigation
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task (landmarks allocation)

A59. What is the sample size for the research?  How many participants/samples/data records do you plan to study in
total? If there is more than one group, please give further details below.

Total UK sample size: 80 

Total international sample size (including UK): 80 

Total in European Economic Area: 80 

Further details:
Our study will only recruit participants from the Edinburgh cohort within the PREVENT project.

A60. How was the sample size decided upon?  If a formal sample size calculation was used, indicate how this was done,
giving sufficient information to justify and reproduce the calculation.

Due to chronological feasibility of our sub-study, our data collection is restricted to the Edinburgh cohort of the
PREVENT project. Therefore, sample size was decided upon research circumstances, granted that a minimum of
data could be collected. 

As we will experiment with different ML methods and speech feature representations, it is difficult to estimate precisely
the optimal sample sizes. However, general estimates of sizes for relatively simple classification algorithms such as
Euclidean Distance and Fisher Linear Discriminant functions have been placed at 1.2*f and 4.0*f respectively, where f
is the number of features of the dataset, for an expected probability of misclassification (PMC) at most 50% greater
than an asymptotic PMC of 0.1.

In past research we have employed feature sets between 62 features (from the standardised Geneva Minimalistic
Acoustic Parameter Set) and as many as 6373 low-level speech features (prior to feature set reduction). 

However, while ML which are less affected by high dimensionality exist which we plan to employ, larger numbers of
participants would allow us to experiment with richer sets of speech features. We wish to collect a larger dataset if this
is practically possible.

A61. Will participants be allocated to groups at random?

 Yes       No

A62. Please describe the methods of analysis (statistical or other appropriate methods, e.g. for qualitative research) by
which the data will be evaluated to meet the study objectives.

We will experiment with different machine learning methods, from relatively simple classification algorithms such as
Euclidean Distance and Fisher Linear Discriminant, to more sophisticated methods based on neural networks.

We will start by using the standard GeMAPS (minimalistic parameter set; Eyben et al., 2016), consisting of 62 acoustic
features; but we will experiment with richer sets of speech features. 

Additive logistic regression will determine relative weight of biomarkers, clinical and acoustic features in predicting
group membership (high risk or low risk). This will allow to include spoken dialogue parameters for the genesis of
more predictive models of dementia/cognitive decline risk.

 6. MANAGEMENT OF THE RESEARCH

A63. Other key investigators/collaborators. Please include all grant co−applicants, protocol co−authors and other key
members of the Chief Investigator’s team, including non-doctoral student researchers.
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Title   Forename/Initials  Surname
Professor Craig  Ritchie

Post
Professor of the Psychiatry of Ageing; Director, Centre for Dementia Prevention, Associate Director
of the Wellcome Trust Clinical Research Facility (Edinburgh)

Qualifications

PhD Psychiatry, 
CCT, 
MSc (Epidemiology), 
DipLSHTM, 
MRCPsych Part 1&2, 
MBChB.

Employer

Work Address Centre for Dementia Prevention (UoE)

 9A Bioquarter

 9 Little France Road, Edinburgh

Post Code EH16 4UX

Telephone

Fax

Mobile

Work Email craig.ritchie@ed.ac.uk

 A64. Details of research sponsor(s)

A64-1. Sponsor

Lead Sponsor

Status:  NHS or HSC care organisation

 Academic

 Pharmaceutical industry

 Medical device industry

 Local Authority

 Other social care provider (including voluntary sector or private

organisation)

 Other

If Other, please specify:  

  Commercial status:   Non-
Commercial

Contact person

 

Name of organisation University of Edinburgh

Given name Jo-Anne

Family name Robertson

Address The Queen’s Medical Research Institute, 47 Little France Crescent

Town/city Edinburgh

Post code EH16 4TJ

Country  UNITED KINGDOM

Telephone 0131   242   3326

Fax

E-mail resgov@accord.scot
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Co-Sponsor

Status:  NHS or HSC care organisation

 Academic

 Pharmaceutical industry

 Medical device industry

 Local Authority

 Other social care provider (including voluntary sector or private

organisation)

 Other

If Other, please specify:  

  Commercial status:   

Contact person

 

Name of organisation NHS Lothian

Given name Kenneth

Family name Scott

Address The Queen’s Medical Research Institute. 47 Little France Crescent

Town/city Edinburgh

Post code EH16 4TJ

Country  UNITED KINGDOM

Telephone 0131 242 3325

Fax

E-mail accord@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk

A64-2. Please explain how the responsibilities of sponsorship will be assigned between the co-sponsors listed in A64-1

The University of Edinburgh and NHS Lothian have established a joint research and development office (ACCORD) to
facilitate clinical research.   Co-sponsorship responsibilities are outlined in a framework agreement

A65. Has external funding for the research been secured?

 Funding secured from one or more funders

 External funding application to one or more funders in progress

 No application for external funding will be made

What type of research project is this?

 Standalone project

 Project that is part of a programme grant

 Project that is part of a Centre grant

 Project that is part of a fellowship/ personal award/ research training award

 Other

Other – please state: 
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A66. Has responsibility for any specific research activities or procedures been delegated to a subcontractor (other
than a co-sponsor listed in A64-1) ?  Please give details of subcontractors if applicable.

 Yes       No

A67. Has this or a similar application been previously rejected by a Research Ethics Committee in the UK or another
country?

 Yes       No

Please provide a copy of the unfavourable opinion letter(s). You should explain in your answer to question A6-2 how the
reasons for the unfavourable opinion have been addressed in this application.

A68-1. Give details of the lead NHS R&D contact for this research:

     

 
Title   Forename/Initials  Surname
Miss Melissa  Taylor

Organisation NHS Lothian

Address NHS Lothian Research & Development

 Office Room E1.12, QMRI Building

 Royal Infirmary of Edinburgh, 47 Little France Crescent

Post Code EH16 4TJ

Work Email accord@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk

Telephone 0131 242 6226

Fax

Mobile

Details can be obtained from the NHS R&D Forum website: http://www.rdforum.nhs.uk

A69-1. How long do you expect the study to last in the UK?

Planned start date: 02/04/2018

Planned end date: 31/03/2019

Total duration:  

Years: 0 Months: 11 Days: 30 

A71-1. Is this study?

 Single centre

 Multicentre

A71-2. Where will the research take place? (Tick as appropriate)

 England

 Scotland

 Wales

 Northern Ireland
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 Other countries in European Economic Area

Total UK sites in study 1

Does this trial involve countries outside the EU?
 Yes       No

A72. Which organisations in the UK will host the research?Please indicate the type of organisation by ticking the box and
give approximate numbers if known:

 NHS organisations in England  

 NHS organisations in Wales  

 NHS organisations in Scotland 1 

 HSC organisations in Northern Ireland  

 GP practices in England  

 GP practices in Wales  

 GP practices in Scotland  

 GP practices in Northern Ireland  

 Joint health and social care agencies (eg

community mental health teams)
 

 Local authorities  

 Phase 1 trial units  

 Prison establishments  

 Probation areas  

 Independent (private or voluntary sector)

organisations
 

 Educational establishments 1 

 Independent research units  

 Other (give details)  

  

Total UK sites in study: 2

A73-1. Will potential participants be identified through any organisations other than the research sites listed above?

 Yes       No

 A76. Insurance/ indemnity to meet potential legal liabilities  

 
Note: in this question to NHS indemnity schemes include equivalent schemes provided by Health and Social Care
(HSC) in Northern Ireland

A76-1. What arrangements will be made for insurance and/or indemnity to meet the potential legal liability of the
sponsor(s) for harm to participants arising from the management of the research?  Please tick box(es) as applicable.

Note: Where a NHS organisation has agreed to act as sponsor or co-sponsor, indemnity is provided through NHS schemes.
Indicate if this applies (there is no need to provide documentary evidence). For all other sponsors, please describe the
arrangements and provide evidence.
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 NHS indemnity scheme will apply (NHS sponsors only)

 Other insurance or indemnity arrangements will apply (give details below)

The University of Edinburgh has a policy in place that provides indemnity against legal liability for non-negligent harm
caused to a research subject, arising from the management of the research.

Please enclose a copy of relevant documents.

A76-2. What arrangements will be made for insurance and/ or indemnity to meet the potential legal liability of the
sponsor(s) or employer(s) for harm to participants arising from the design of the research?  Please tick box(es) as
applicable.

Note: Where researchers with substantive NHS employment contracts have designed the research, indemnity is provided
through NHS schemes. Indicate if this applies (there is no need to provide documentary evidence). For other protocol
authors (e.g. company employees, university members), please describe the arrangements and provide evidence.

 NHS indemnity scheme will apply (protocol authors with NHS contracts only)

 Other insurance or indemnity arrangements will apply (give details below)

The protocol has been designed by the Chief Investigator and researchers employed by the University and
collaborators. The University has insurance in place (which includes no fault compensation) for negligent harm
caused by poor protocol design by the Chief Investigator and researchers employed by the University.

Please enclose a copy of relevant documents.

A76-3. What arrangements will be made for insurance and/ or indemnity to meet the potential legal liability of
investigators/collaborators arising from harm to participants in the conduct of the research? 

Note: Where the participants are NHS patients, indemnity is provided through the NHS schemes or through professional
indemnity. Indicate if this applies to the whole study (there is no need to provide documentary evidence). Where non-NHS
sites are to be included in the research, including private practices, please describe the arrangements which will be made at
these sites and provide evidence.

 NHS indemnity scheme or professional indemnity will apply (participants recruited at NHS sites only)

 Research includes non-NHS sites (give details of insurance/ indemnity arrangements for these sites below)

The University has a policy in place that provides indemnity against legal liability for non negligent harm caused to a
research subject, arising from the conduct of the research.

Please enclose a copy of relevant documents.

A78. Could the research lead to the development of a new product/process or the generation of intellectual property?

 Yes  No  Not sure
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 PART C: Overview of research sites

Please enter details of the host organisations (Local Authority, NHS or other) in the UK that will be responsible for the
research sites.   For further information please refer to guidance.

Investigator
identifier

Research site Investigator Name

IN1
 NHS/HSC Site

 Non-NHS/HSC Site

  

 

Organisation
name

NHS Lothian

Address Waverley Gate

 2-4 Waterloo Place

 Edinburgh Scotland

Post Code EH1 3EG

Country SCOTLAND

 

 

 

 

Forename Craig

Middle name

Family name Ritchie

Email craig.ritchie@ed.ac.uk

Qualification
(MD...)

Country  

IN3
 NHS/HSC Site

 Non-NHS/HSC Site

  

 

Institution name University of Edinburgh

Department name
Edinburgh Medical School: Usher Institute of
Population Health Sciences and Informatics

Street address Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter

Town/city Edinburgh

Post Code EH16 4UX

Country  UNITED KINGDOM

 

Forename Saturnino

Middle name

Family name Luz

Email s.luz@ed.ac.uk

Qualification
(MD...)

PhD Informatics,
MSc, BSc
Computer Science

Country
 UNITED
KINGDOM
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 PART D: Declarations

D1. Declaration by Chief Investigator

1. The information in this form is accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief and I take full responsibility for
it.   

2. I undertake to fulfil the responsibilities of the chief investigator for this study as set out in the UK Policy
Framework for Health and Social Care Research.

3. I undertake to abide by the ethical principles underlying the Declaration of Helsinki and good practice
guidelines on the proper conduct of research.

4. If the research is approved I undertake to adhere to the study protocol, the terms of the full application as
approved and any conditions set out by review bodies in giving approval.

5. I undertake to notify review bodies of substantial amendments to the protocol or the terms of the approved
application, and to seek a favourable opinion from the main REC before implementing the amendment.

6. I undertake to submit annual progress reports setting out the progress of the research, as required by review
bodies.

7. I am aware of my responsibility to be up to date and comply with the requirements of the law and relevant
guidelines relating to security and confidentiality of patient or other personal data, including the need to register
when necessary with the appropriate Data Protection Officer. I understand that I am not permitted to disclose
identifiable data to third parties unless the disclosure has the consent of the data subject or, in the case of
patient data in England and Wales, the disclosure is covered by the terms of an approval under Section 251 of
the NHS Act 2006.

8. I understand that research records/data may be subject to inspection by review bodies for audit purposes if
required.

9. I understand that any personal data in this application will be held by review bodies and their operational
managers and that this will be managed according to the principles established in the Data Protection Act
1998.

10. I understand that the information contained in this application, any supporting documentation and all
correspondence with review bodies or their operational managers relating to the application:

Will be held by the REC (where applicable) until at least 3 years after the end of the study; and by NHS
R&D offices (where the research requires NHS management permission) in accordance with the NHS
Code of Practice on Records Management.
May be disclosed to the operational managers of review bodies, or the appointing authority for the REC
(where applicable), in order to check that the application has been processed correctly or to investigate
any complaint.
May be seen by auditors appointed to undertake accreditation of RECs (where applicable).
Will be subject to the provisions of the Freedom of Information Acts and may be disclosed in response
to requests made under the Acts except where statutory exemptions apply.
May be sent by email to REC members.

11. I understand that information relating to this research, including the contact details on this application, may be
held on national research information systems, and that this will be managed according to the principles
established in the Data Protection Act 1998.   

12. Where the research is reviewed by a REC within the UK Health Departments Research Ethics Service, I
understand that the summary of this study will be published on the website of the National Research Ethics
Service (NRES), together with the contact point for enquiries named below. Publication will take place no earlier
than 3 months after issue of the ethics committee’s final opinion or the withdrawal of the application.   

Contact point for publication(Not applicable for R&D Forms)

NRES would like to include a contact point with the published summary of the study for those wishing to seek further
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information. We would be grateful if you would indicate one of the contact points below.

 Chief Investigator

 Sponsor

 Study co-ordinator

 Student

 Other – please give details

 None

 

Access to application for training purposes (Not applicable for R&D Forms)

Optional – please tick as appropriate: 

 I would be content for members of other RECs to have access to the information in the application in confidence

for training purposes. All personal identifiers and references to sponsors, funders and research units would be
removed.   

This section was signed electronically by Dr Saturnino Luz on 24/04/2018 08:19.

Job Title/Post: Reader

Organisation: The University of Edinburgh

Email: s.luz@ed.ac.uk
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D2. Declaration by the sponsor's representative

If there is more than one sponsor, this declaration should be signed on behalf of the co−sponsors by a representative
of the lead sponsor named at A64-1.

I confirm that:

1. This research proposal has been discussed with the Chief Investigator and agreement in principle to
sponsor the research is in place.

2. An appropriate process of scientific critique has demonstrated that this research proposal is worthwhile and
of high scientific quality.

3. Any necessary indemnity or insurance arrangements, as described in question A76, will be in place before
this research starts. Insurance or indemnity policies will be renewed for the duration of the study where
necessary.

4. Arrangements will be in place before the study starts for the research team to access resources and support
to deliver the research as proposed.

5. Arrangements to allocate responsibilities for the management, monitoring and reporting of the research will
be in place before the research starts.

6. The responsibilities of sponsors set out in the UK Policy Framework for Health and Social Care Research will
be fulfilled in relation to this research.

Please note: The declarations below do not form part of the application for approval above. They will not be
considered by the Research Ethics Committee.   

7. Where the research is reviewed by a REC within the UK Health Departments Research Ethics Service, I
understand that the summary of this study will be published on the website of the National Research Ethics
Service (NRES), together with the contact point for enquiries named in this application. Publication will take
place no earlier than 3 months after issue of the ethics committee's final opinion or the withdrawal of the
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 
The useful role of speech and language analysis as a source of clinical information for monitoring the 
progress of neurodegenerative diseases has been repeatedly studied (for a review, see Boschi et al. 
2017). However, there is little work on the potential of dialogue interactions for the same purpose.  
 
Positive results on dialogue analysis have been reported for patients suffering from schizophrenia. In 
these studies, transcripts of therapy sessions were analysed to measure symptom severity and predict 
adherence with different approaches. One methodological approach based on manual annotation and 
statistical analysis (McCabe et al. 2013) and the another one based on automatic Natural Language 
Processing and machine learning (Howes et al. 2012; 2013).  
 
In the case of Alzheimer’s disease, conversation-based studies like Watson (1999) and Jones (2015) 
indicate some dialogue features such as: 

1. Lack of fluency (self-repair, lack of topic coherence) 
2. Other-repair (types, appropriateness, answering behaviour, lack of corrections) 
3. Question-answering (avoidance strategies, contentlessness).  
4. Pausing behaviour (intra and inter utterance) 
5. Backchannel behaviour (increased amount of utterances with little contents or increased use 

of continuants). 
6. Laughter patterns.  

 
Other research groups have also worked on speech-based detection of early-stage dementia using voice 
samples directly, as opposed to the transcribed recordings, and reported several signal processing 
features (Lopez-De-Ipiña, 2012; Satt, 2013; Meilán, 2014).  
 
Recently, Fraser et al. (2016) proposed a comprehensive model including different sorts of variables. 
However, while their model included language, dialogue interactions were not amongst them. Our 
intention is to analyse both voice samples and transcribed recordings, in order to add interactivity 
features (i.e. turn-taking patterns) to models like Fraser’s, and to test the resulting models on the 
speech of at-risk participants, rather than AD patients (as was the case of Fraser’s work).  
 
As regards spatial navigation abilities, prior research provides evidence for their deficit in mild cognitive 
impairment (for a review, see Lithfous et al., 2013). Besides, navigation is partially supported by the 
hippocampus (Moffat, 2009), a subcortical structure known to be damaged early in the progress of 
dementia. However, to the best of our knowledge, only one study has investigated spatial navigation in 
preclinical AD. This study used a “maze task” and found significant deficits on several wayfinding aspects 
for preclinical AD participants (Allison et al., 2016).  
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1.2 RATIONALE FOR STUDY 
Together with our proposed collection of dialogues, the analysis of PREVENT data will add speech-based 
and conversation-based features to the state-of-the-art models for the progression of preclinical AD. 
These would imply an improvement of current model’s predictive power and facilitate the design of 
secondary prevention strategies. Few grounded results exist for both dialogue analysis and spatial 
navigation in preclinical AD. Therefore, the PREVENT dataset offers an ideal platform for our study to 
link those features to PREVENT variables and identify new relevant associations.  
 
Furthermore, PREVENT researchers themselves have reported that the COGNITO battery lacks an 
appropriate task for spatial navigation, and that this should be addressed as it holds potentially relevant 
information (Ritchie et al., 2017). Therefore, even though the spatial navigation task will be used 
primarily to elicit spontaneous dialogues, we suggest taking advantage of this design to contribute with 
spatial navigation data as well. 

2 STUDY OBJECTIVES 

2.1 OBJECTIVES 

2.1.1 Primary Objectives 

1. To assess whether cognitive status can be understood or predicted based on patterns of 
spoken language and non-verbal interaction.  

2.1.2 Secondary Objectives 

2. To identify speech and dialogue features that can help monitor cognitive decline and 
contribute to secondary prevention of dementia.   

3. Establish a relationship between certain communication features and the following risk factors 
found in healthy mid-life participants (40 to 62 years old - within the PREVENT dementia 
study): 

a. history of parental dementia (associated with high risk of dementia) 

b. ApoE allele 4 present or absent in their genotype (associated with high risk of 
dementia) 

c. neuropsychological evaluations (COGNITO computerised battery) 

d. measures of Aβ42 amyloid in plasma and CSF and increases in Tau and pTau (known 
markers of Alzheimer's disease in people who have dementia) 

e. medial temporal lobe atrophy and white matter lesion volume. The medial temporal 
lobe is an area of the brain known to be shrunken in people with Alzheimer's 
dementia.  

4. Establish a relationship between spatial navigation abilities and the risk factors described 
above.  

5. There is also a relationship between the dialogue features identified to be predictive of 
cognitive status, and spatial navigation abilities. 

2.2 ENDPOINTS 
Not applicable (we anticipate it being unlikely that a participant reaches and endpoint it is a one off, 
maximum 1-hour assessment).  
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3 STUDY DESIGN 
A. Experimental set-up 

The overall duration of the task should be approximately 30 minutes per participant, although the 
experiment room unit will be booked for 60 minutes for turnover allowance.  A pilot study will be run 
prior to the start of data collection, to ensure the experiment runs smoothly and make any appropriate 
amendments for the timing to work. The experiment cannot be done remotely, and therefore, we 
suggest that the participants are given a choice between:  

§ Completing our task on the day of the MRI scan. 
§ Choosing an alternative day to come back and complete it, logistically suitable for participant. 

The study timeline is as follows: 
1) Task explanation and informed consent: it will be taken by the researcher in a suitable room 

booked within the study NHS site. Expected to last 5 minutes. 
2) Map-task: dialogue interaction. It will be audio-visually recorded, undertaken by the 

participant (as route leader) and the researcher (as route follower) in the same room. Expected 
to last 15 minutes. 

3) Map-task: landmark allocation. It will be done on paper by the participant in the same room. 
Expected to last 5 minutes. 

The data will be recorded by a device developed by our research group specifically for secure collection 
of speech and video data in healthcare settings. The device consists of an array of several far-field 
microphones, a depth (3D) camera and an encrypted hard drive for data storage. The depth camera can 
be easily switched off, should this video recording create ethical constraints for this sub-study. 
 

B. Experimental design 
We will record conversational data from the PREVENT participants during the upcoming collections in 
Edinburgh, Cambridge and London sites.  Our experimental design consists of a task based on the Map-
Task, which requires the participants to follow some map directions (Anderson, 1991). In order to 
generate as much dialogue as possible, modification to our Map Task will be carried out. Specifically, 
the participant will be tasked with the director's role instead of the follower's role. The participant will 
meet the experimenter (a trained researcher) prior to task completion, who will instruct them as 
follows: 
 

- Task 1: (see appendix for maps and storyline) 
You will now have a printed 2D map, in which different landmarks are deployed. The dotted 
lines indicate possible pathways that you can take between different points. It is important to 
note that the pathways are not indicating the direction of travel. 
 
I will go to the other side of this screen with the same map, but without the pathways 
indicated.  We will need to work together to complete a journey which will be narrated in a 
story by me. The story will require me to navigate from one landmark to another to reach a 
certain goal. Hence, your role is to help guide me through the journey with the pathways you 
see on your map. You will also be able to see information on the slope, terrain and other 
conditions of the paths. I kindly ask you to give as much information as possible when providing 
me with directions, as any detail will help me reach the targeted landmark. There is more than 
one way to reach the different landmarks.  
 
You can decide which route is preferably as certain routes might seem more challenging than 
the other (for example, crossing a swamp terrain as opposed to rowing a canoe).  This is a 
creative story-telling journey that you can use your imagination to describe the pathway I 
should take as long as it is the indicated pathways. Last but not least, your map has a scale and 
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a compass rose that you can further use when giving instructions. You will be provided with 
markers as tools to help you formulate the route as I narrate the story if you wish to. 

 
- Task 2: (see appendix for maps and list of missing landmarks) 

As a second part of the experiment, I will give you a version of the map with the paths but no 
landmarks. You will draw an “X” for every landmark present on the first version of the map, 
locating it where it was.  

 
The first part of the experiment is intended to generate the dialogue that will be used for recording and 
analysis. We chose a map task because it elicits spontaneous dialogue, as it generates a give and take 
for the directions to fall into a common ground of mutual understanding (Anderson et al., 1991). Even 
though it is more spontaneous than a structured interview, the content is still constrained enough to 
make reasonable comparisons across subjects. 
 
The trained interviewer will have several scripted prompts to make sure the dialogue is as rich as the 
task allows. Some prompts are based on the existence of alternative path options to get to the same 
places, others are only intended to provide feedback and create the common ground (see these 
prompts in appendix 1). 
 
The second part of the experiment is intended to measure the participant’s spatial navigation abilities. 
Based on the study of Allison et al. (2016) and Iaria et al. (2009), the participants will score 0-15 points 
for the hit and missed landmarks they are able to locate on a blank map. The time taken to do the 
navigations will also be accounted for. Both measures will be used to evaluate correlations with speech. 
Features and other PREVENT variables, in order to see whether they contribute to the predictive power 
of a model. 

4 STUDY POPULATION 

4.1 NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS 
The final number of participants is unknown as we depend on the PREVENT study, but we aim to recruit 
80 participants from PREVENT Edinburgh, Cambridge and London cohorts.  

4.2 PARTICIPANT POPULATION 
The participants will be individuals who are already undertaking the PREVENT study, which started in 
2015. Currently, they are healthy middle age volunteers aged 40 to 62 years old.  

Some of them have at least one parent with a history of dementia, and some of them do not. This 
constitutes one of the criteria to be considered “at risk” of developing dementia later in life.  

The study will be offered to all individuals who, after these three years participating in PREVENT, have 
not reported any symptoms or complaints related to dementia. 

4.3 INCLUSION CRITERIA 
1. The person has to be taking part in the PREVENT study (thus s/he complied with its inclusion 

criteria) 
2. The person has to belong to the Edinburgh, Cambridge or London cohort of the PREVENT 

project 
3. Age between 40 and 62 years at time of initial consent. 
4. Able to give consent  
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5. No subjective or clinically observed symptoms of cognitive impairment at time of initial 
consent. 

4.4 EXCLUSION CRITERIA 
1. A known diagnosis or report of subjective cognitive impairment or dementia using standard 

clinical criteria (e.g. DSM-IV, ICD-10). 
2. Suspected of having dementia by the initial assessment at the service 
3. Severe hearing or speaking problems (i.e. incompatible with a spoken dialogue task).  
4. Not able to speak English (fluency in English is an inclusion criterion for PREVENT, so we would 

expect our participants to be fluent in English) 
5. Individuals who have not provided consent 

4.5 CO-ENROLMENT 
Co-enrolment is allowed for those studies where it has been allowed by the PREVENT project.  

5 PARTICIPANT SELECTION AND ENROLMENT 

5.1 IDENTIFYING PARTICIPANTS 
The PREVENT team will discuss the Spoken Dialogue sub-study alongside the main PREVENT study with 
potential participants either face to face or on the telephone. Those that express an interest in taking 
part will then be given the information about the study in the form of a participant information sheet 
(PIS) prior to their visit. This will allow a participant to consider partaking in Spoken Dialogue in advance. 
If a participant wishes to speak with a member of our research team to ask questions about Spoken 
Dialogue prior to or on the day of their study visit, we will ensure they are given this opportunity. 
Contact details and a telephone number are included in the Participant Information Sheet.  

For the Edinburgh cohort recruitment (base site) the procedure is as follows: a member of our research 
team will also be on hand on the day of the visit to answer any questions. If a participant agrees to 
Spoken Dialogue, the session will take place on their visit to CRIC to coincide with the PREVENT MR 
imaging appointment. Informed consent, the task completion and audiovisual recording will take place 
in the Tay Quiet Room, at the Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter, or alternatively in BRIC2 unit, at the Royal 
Infirmary – both are bookable rooms appropriate for our testing. If it is not possible to offer a participant 
a Spoken Dialogue session on the day of their MRI scan visit (as e.g. there is no one available to 
undertake the experiment) or the participant chooses to come on a different day, the PREVENT team 
will contact the individual by telephone at a later date to ask if they are happy to be contacted by a 
member of the Spoken Dialogue team to arrange an alternative appointment. This alternative 
appointment shall be scheduled to suit participants’ availability and logistics, as long as it is within the 
Prevent-ED recruitment period. If they agree or if they would like to ask questions, a member of the 
Spoken Dialogue team (i.e. Ms Sofia de la Fuente) will phone them 24-48 hours later to arrange an 
appointment or to answer any questions that they might have. Should a participant agree to take part, 
reasonable travel expenses (e.g. car parking at the Royal Infirmary site, bus/train fares, etc.) incurred 
on attending the new appointment will be reimbursed. This will enable PREVENT participants to be 
given the opportunity to consider taking part in the Spoken Dialogue study if they were not able to do 
so at the original appointment. 
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For Cambridge and London Prevent sites, a member of the Prevent-ED research team will travel to the 
site to carry the experiment with those participants who have, informedly and voluntarily, chosen to 
take part in our sub-study. These visits will be arranged with the study coordinator of each site, on a 
rolling basis, according to the availability of the participants and the researchers. 

The exchange of personal details between PREVENT and this study will be done physically at clinic. 

5.2 CONSENTING PARTICIPANTS 
Participants will be given information about the study prior to their MRI visit, and informed consent will 
be taken when they come. The participant will have been given at least 24 hours to consider whether 
they wish to consent to the study and an opportunity to ask any questions. The study participants will 
be consented by the research member who will undertake the task with them, using the Informed 
Consent Form (PREVENT-Spoken Dialogue Informed Consent).  

 

5.2.1 Capacity to consent 

Consent will only be sought from competent adults, who we anticipate unlikely to lose capacity during 
our brief assessment. The capacity will be assessed by the PREVENT research members who initially 
identify a potential participant. Capacity will also be assessed by the researcher taking informed 
consent. PREVENT study only involves healthy population and our study is only recruiting from PREVENT 
active participants. Thus, there is no reason to suspect no capacity for our study and we anticipate it 
being unlikely that a participant loses capacity as it is a one off, 1-hour assessment.  

5.2.2 Withdrawal of Study Participants 

Participants are free, at any point, to withdraw their consent and stop without giving a reason. 
Whatever they decide, it will not affect their experience in PREVENT, nor any health or social care that 
themselves or their cared ones receive. Although unlikely given the characteristics of this research, a 
participant can also be withdrawn by the Investigator, in which case primary reason for withdrawal will 
be documented. In the event of participant withdrawal, the participant would be withdrawn from study 
and any information collected until that stage would be retained with participants prior consent 
 

6 STUDY ASSESSMENTS  
6.1 STUDY ASSESSMENTS 

Not applicable. The only visit will be the data collection visit, so there will be no assessments 
within our study.  

6.2 DATA STORAGE 
Data collection will take place mainly in the Usher Institute of Population and Health Sciences, at the 
Nine Edinburgh Bioquarter – or alternatively in the Brain Imaging Centre in Edinburgh. Access to both 
buildings is at all times only via security pass/code locked doors. All personal data held within the 
PREVENT and can only be accessed by authorised users, and participants on the premises are escorted 
by staff/authorised users at all times. As we will tag our data collection along the MRI scan of already 
recruited PREVENT participants, we expect no issues arising from verification of patient details that are 
particular to our sub-study. Data collection will also take place in Cambridge Addenbrooke’s Hospital 
and Imperial College London sites, where authorised on-site Prevent researchers will be the authorised 
users responsible to grant access to the Prevent-ED research team applying the same confidentiality 
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guidelines as above. However, no Prevent-ED data will stay in these sites since researchers will carry all 
encrypted devices back to Edinburgh. 
 
All participants are assigned a unique number upon entry to the study. This number will be used to 
represent the participant throughout our Spoken Dialogue study. Therefore, personal details will not 
be held by members of our study and ID codes will be assigned to the recordings in order to organise 
them. Voice samples will not be linked to personal details and only authorised researchers will have 
access to these recordings. Age at the time of participation in the study will be annotated (as age is an 
important factor in dementia research), but we will not keep participants’ date of birth. 
 
Data will comply with the provisions of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) EU 2016/679. 
All staff and students on our research team will have University contracts.  
 
Eventually, after all data are pre-processed, we will only keep fully anonymised data. This entails text 
transcriptions where all identifiable data will have been removed, as well as numerical features and 
calculations extracted from the audio-visual recordings. For example, video images will not be stored 
as images, but as space coordinates; and voice samples will not be stored as recordings, but as several 
features such as speech rate (words per minute) or pause rate. These fully anonymised data will be 
stored in the DataStore container, which is a secure encrypted container hosted by the University of 
Edinburgh for appropriate data management. When the project finishes or in the event of the Principal 
Investigator leaving the University, these anonymised data will be moved to DataShare. This is a server 
created to host de-identified data where the University of Edinburgh is responsible for its management, 
ensuring there is always someone responsible for its compliance with legal requirements. 
 
As long as the study is on-going, the data will be stored as follows: 

- Any source documents including ICFs, paper maps and recordings will be kept at the Nine 
Edinburgh BioQuarter, in locked cupboards which only the research team has access to.  

- Digital recordings from the dialogues will be stored in encrypted containers at the UoE system 
DataStore (using state-of-t the AES-256 encryption algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD 
student and her primary supervisor.  

- Dialogues will be transcribed manually and/or automatically by members of the research team 
- in line with the University of Edinburgh data protection policies. All data transcripts will be 
anonymised by using ID codes and no identifiable data or identifiable quotes will be used in 
the dissemination of the study findings. 

- All participants will be consented to keeping the research data (digital recordings and paper 
maps) for up to 10 years on the ICF.  

- De-identified data will be kept indefinitely within the PREVENT database (DataStore). This 
entails fully anonymised speech metadata (parameters, features sets, figures on turn-taking 
patterns) and video cloud points. 

-  
The University has Standard Operating Procedures governing long term storage and security of research 
data. Briefly, anonymised audio-visual data and encoded information will be initially stored in the 
recording device’s hard-disk and transferred weekly to the encrypted directories in the UoE’s 
DataStore. Both storage areas are encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256 
encryption algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her primary supervisor. The data 
custodian and designated members of the research team will keep the coding list password-protected 
and encrypted. 
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At the end of the study, data will be archived as per SOP CR009 (Study Closure and Archiving): 
- Informed consents will be kept for 10 years after data collection finishes, same as the rest of 

the data. 
- Digital recordings and paper maps will be kept for 10 years after data collection finishes. 
- De-identified data will be kept indefinitely. This entails fully anonymised speech metadata 

(parameters, features sets, data on turn-taking patterns), video cloud points and numerical 
results on the maps. We will create an encrypted container in DataStore (UoE)  for this 
purposes.  

-  The university has a system, DataShare, by which data will be managed in the event of the 
investigator leaving the university. Therefore, fully anonymised data will be transferred to 
DataShare at the end of the project or in the event of the PI leaving the UoE. 

- Any transfer of ownership of the archived data must be documented and agreed with the 
sponsors.  

- Where records are archived on electronic, magnetic, optical or other media, controls will be 
implemented to ensure that these records cannot be altered without appropriate 
authorisation. 

- Maps' data (manual) will be digitised in a quantitative manner during the study (i.e. a number 
will be calculated) and then paper copies would be destroyed. The accuracy and completeness 
of the transfer will be verified by the CI. 

- Archived records held on electronic media will be transferred to a more suitable alternative 
media if the current electronic media is at risk of becoming obsolete 

- Data will be stored in an encrypted DataStore container, accessible through University 
computers only. Audiovisual data will be deleted at the end of the 10-year period. Fully 
anonymised speech metadata (pause patterns, voice parameters, features sets, figures on 
turn-taking patterns) and video cloud points will be stored indefinitely as the will be 
completely de-identified, in DataShare. 

7 DATA COLLECTION 

Study procedure Duration Time point Who does this procedure? 

Approach potential participant about the 
Spoken Dialogue study 

5 min Recruitment call PREVENT local coordinator 

Task explanation and informed consent 5-10 min Study visit Research team member 

Map-task: dialogue interaction 15 min Study visit Participant (route leader) and research 
team member (route follower) 

Map-task: landmark allocation 5 min Study visit Participant 

Total visit 30 min  Study visit Research team member 
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7.1  Source Data Documentation 

Study document Name 

Informed Consent Form (ICF) PREVENT-Spoken dialogue study ICF 

Information Sheet (IS) PREVENT-Spoken dialogue study IS 

Case Report Form (CRF) Spoken Dialogue Case Report Form 

GP letter Informative letter for the General Practitioner 

MAP Map for participant, printed in A2.  

MAP_NR Map for researcher, printed in A2.  

MAP_NL  Map for task 2, printed in A2.  

 

7.2 Case Report Forms 
The Spoken Dialogue case report forms (CRF) will include all source documentation except for the 
electronic files such as voice recordings. 

 

 

 

 

8 STATISTICS AND DATA ANALYSIS 

8.1 SAMPLE SIZE CALCULATION 
This is an exploratory study investigating the analysis of Spoken Dialogue at mid-life as a novel approach 
to cognitive monitoring. Sample sizes are based upon achievable recruitment targets feasible within 
the PREVENT participants at risk of developing dementia. Besides, as we will experiment with different 
machine learning (ML) methods and speech feature representations, it is difficult to estimate precisely 
the optimal sample sizes and measurable effect size. To provide a bare minimum approximation, 
general estimates of sizes for relatively simple classification algorithms such as Euclidean Distance and 
Fisher Linear Discriminant functions have been placed at 1.2*f and 4.0*f respectively, where f is the 
number of features of the dataset, for an expected probability of misclassification (PMC) at most 50% 
greater than an asymptotic PMC of 0.1 (Raudy & Jain, 1991). In past research we have employed feature 
sets between 62 features (GeMAPS minimalistic parameter set; Eyben et al., 2016) and as many as 6373 
low-level speech features (prior to feature set reduction), so a minimum sample size of 74 participants 
would be appropriate.  
 
However, while ML which are less affected by high dimensionality exist which we plan to employ, larger 
numbers of participants would allow us to experiment with richer sets of speech features. We wish to 
collect a larger dataset if this is practically possible. 
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8.2 PROPOSED ANALYSES 
8.2.1. Measurements 

Tentative features we will extract from the recorded data: 
1. The Geneva minimalistic acoustic parameter set (GeMAPS) for voice research (Eyben et 

al. 2016). 
2. Alignment of prosodic features (pitch, energy) and speech rate. 
3. Dialogue structure features (repair, turn-taking patterns, backchannel behaviour, 

pauses). 
4. Explore other different combinations of: 

a. Low-level features (e.g. spectral flux, ACF, cepstrum). 
b. Mid-level features (e.g. pitch, onset, beats, energy) 
c. High-level representation (e.g. mood, lexical and semantic content). 

5. Any novel vocalisation, lexical or prosodic feature that current and future research finds 
to be appropriate to approach our hypothesis. 

 
8.2.2. Analysis 

The spoken dialogue features extracted from the recordings will be regressed and correlated with data 
on the neuropsychological evaluations, genetic profiles, neuroimaging, family history and spatial 
navigation abilities. This will report how much cognitive variance may be explained through these 
communication patterns, as well as how much they predict the genetic/familial risk. 
 
The research team will look for significant differences and use appropriate statistical tests, natural 
language processing and machine learning methods to investigate differences between high and low 
risk groups. This will enable us to identify candidate linguistic and paralinguistic “biomarkers” that could 
act as early indicators of dementia onset later in life.  

 
9 OVERSIGHT ARRANGEMENTS 

9.2 INSPECTION OF RECORDS 
Investigators and institutions involved in the study will permit monitoring and audits on behalf of the 
sponsor, REC review, and regulatory inspection(s).  In the event of audit or monitoring, the Investigator 
agrees to allow the representatives of the sponsor direct access to all study records and source 
documentation. In the event of regulatory inspection, the Investigator agrees to allow inspectors direct 
access to all study records and source documentation. 

9.3 STUDY MONITORING AND AUDIT 
The study will be internally monitored by the Usher Institute of Population Health Sciences and 
Informatics. 

10 GOOD CLINICAL PRACTICE 

11.1 ETHICAL CONDUCT 
The study will be conducted in accordance with the principles of the International Conference on 
Harmonisation Tripartite Guideline for Good Clinical Practice (ICH GCP). Relevant GCP training is being 
undertaken. 
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Before the study can commence, all required approvals will be obtained and any conditions of approvals 
will be met. 

We do not expect major ethical issues to arise within this study, as it is completely non-invasive and the 
content of the dialogues is not sensitive. The key ethical issue is would be the time burden to patients 
in extending their MRI visit for our study or coming an alternative day. In either case, participation is 
completely voluntary, and declining will not impact on the participant’s experience in PREVENT or in 
health or social care. 

11.2 INVESTIGATOR RESPONSIBILITIES 
The Investigator is responsible for the overall conduct of the study at the site and compliance with the 
protocol and any protocol amendments.  In accordance with the principles of ICH GCP, the following 
areas listed in this section are also the responsibility of the Investigator.  Responsibilities may be 
delegated to an appropriate member of study site staff.   

11.2.1 Informed Consent 

The Investigator is responsible for ensuring informed consent is obtained before any protocol specific 
procedures are carried out. The decision of a participant to participate in clinical research is voluntary 
and should be based on a clear understanding of what is involved. 

Participants must receive adequate oral and written information – appropriate Participant Information 
and Informed Consent Forms will be provided. The oral explanation to the participant will be performed 
by the Investigator or qualified delegated person, and must cover all the elements specified in the 
Participant Information Sheet and Consent Form. 

The participant must be given every opportunity to clarify any points they do not understand and, if 
necessary, ask for more information. The participant must be given sufficient time to consider the 
information provided.  It should be emphasised that the participant may withdraw their consent to 
participate at any time without loss of benefits to which they otherwise would be entitled. 

The participant will be informed and agree to their data collected by the main PREVENT study to be 
shared with our study team. Actual medical records will not be observed by our research team. 

The Investigator or delegated member of the trial team and the participant will sign and date the 
Informed Consent Form(s) to confirm that consent has been obtained. The participant will receive a 
copy of this document and a copy filed in the Investigator Site File (ISF) and participant’s medical notes 
(if applicable). 

11.2.2 Study Site Staff 

The Investigator must be familiar with the protocol and the study requirements.  It is the Investigator’s 
responsibility to ensure that all staff assisting with the study are adequately informed about the 
protocol and their trial related duties. 

11.2.3 Data Recording 

The Principal Investigator is responsible for the quality of the data recorded in the CRF at each 
Investigator Site.  

11.2.4  Investigator Documentation 

The Principal Investigator will ensure that the required documentation is available in local Investigator 
Site files ISFs.  

11.2.5 GCP Training 

For non-CTIMP (i.e. non-drug) studies all researchers are encouraged to undertake GCP training in 
order to understand the principles of GCP. However, this is not a mandatory requirement unless 
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deemed so by the sponsor.  GCP training status for all investigators should be indicated in their 
respective CVs.  

11.2.6 Confidentiality 

All evaluation forms, reports, and other records must be identified in a manner designed to maintain 
participant confidentiality.  All records must be kept in a secure storage area with limited access.  Clinical 
information will not be released without the written permission of the participant.  The Investigator 
and study site staff involved with this study may not disclose or use for any purpose other than 
performance of the study, any data, record, or other unpublished, confidential information disclosed 
to those individuals for the purpose of the study.  Prior written agreement from the sponsor or its 
designee must be obtained for the disclosure of any said confidential information to other parties. 

11.2.7 Data Protection 

All Investigators and study site staff involved with this study must comply with the requirements of the 
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) EU 2016/679 with regard to the collection, storage, 
processing and disclosure of personal information and will uphold the Act’s core principles. Access to 
collated participant data will be restricted to individuals from the research team treating the 
participants, representatives of the sponsor(s) and representatives of regulatory authorities. 

Computers used to collate the data will have limited access measures via user names and passwords. 

Published results will not contain any personal data that could allow identification of individual 
participants. 

12 STUDY CONDUCT RESPONSIBILITIES 

12.1 PROTOCOL AMENDMENTS 
Any changes in research activity, except those necessary to remove an apparent, immediate hazard to 
the participant in the case of an urgent safety measure, must be reviewed and approved by the Chief 
Investigator.   

Amendments will be submitted to a sponsor representative for review and authorisation before being 
submitted in writing to the appropriate REC, and local R&D for approval prior to participants being 
enrolled into an amended protocol. 

12.2 MANAGEMENT OF PROTOCOL NON COMPLIANCE 
Prospective protocol deviations, i.e. protocol waivers, will not be approved by the sponsors and 
therefore will not be implemented, except where necessary to eliminate an immediate hazard to study 
participants. If this necessitates a subsequent protocol amendment, this should be submitted to the 
REC, and local R&D for review and approval if appropriate. 

Protocol deviations will be recorded in a protocol deviation log and logs will be submitted to the 
sponsors every 3 months. Each protocol violation will be reported to the sponsor within 3 days of 
becoming aware of the violation.  All protocol deviation logs and violation forms should be emailed to 
QA@accord.scot 

Deviations and violations are non-compliance events discovered after the event has occurred.  
Deviation logs will be maintained for each site in multi-centre studies.  An alternative frequency of 
deviation log submission to the sponsors may be agreed in writing with the sponsors. 

12.3 SERIOUS BREACH REQUIREMENTS 
A serious breach is a breach which is likely to effect to a significant degree: 
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(a) the safety or physical or mental integrity of the participants of the trial; or 

(b) the scientific value of the trial. 

If a potential serious breach is identified by the Chief investigator, Principal Investigator or delegates, 
the co-sponsors (seriousbreach@accord.scot) must be notified within 24 hours.  It is the responsibility 
of the co-sponsors to assess the impact of the breach on the scientific value of the trial, to determine 
whether the incident constitutes a serious breach and report to research ethics committees as 
necessary.  

12.4 STUDY RECORD RETENTION 
All study documentation will be kept for a minimum of 3 years from the protocol defined end of study 
point. When the minimum retention period has elapsed, study documentation will not be destroyed 
without permission from the sponsor. 

12.5 END OF STUDY 
The end of study is defined as the last participant’s last visit.   

The Investigators or the co-sponsor(s) have the right at any time to terminate the study for clinical or 
administrative reasons.  

The end of the study will be reported to the REC, and R&D Office(s) and co-sponsors within 90 days, or 
15 days if the study is terminated prematurely. The Investigators will inform participants of the 
premature study closure and ensure that the appropriate follow up is arranged for all participants 
involved. End of study notification will be reported to the co-sponsors via email to resgov@accord.scot.  

A summary report of the study will be provided to the REC within 1 year of the end of the study. 

 

12.6 CONTINUATION OF TREATMENT FOLLOWING THE END OF STUDY 
Detail if intervention will be continued to be provided following the end of the study.  If not provide 
justification 

12.7 INSURANCE AND INDEMNITY 
The co-sponsors are responsible for ensuring proper provision has been made for insurance or 
indemnity to cover their liability and the liability of the Chief Investigator and staff. 

The following arrangements are in place to fulfil the co-sponsors' responsibilities: 

● The Protocol has been designed by the Chief Investigator and researchers employed by the 
University and collaborators.  The University has insurance in place (which includes no-fault 
compensation) for negligent harm caused by poor protocol design by the Chief Investigator 
and researchers employed by the University. 

● Sites participating in the study will be liable for clinical negligence and other negligent harm 
to individuals taking part in the study and covered by the duty of care owed to them by the 
sites concerned.  The co-sponsors require individual sites participating in the study to arrange 
for their own insurance or indemnity in respect of these liabilities. 

● Sites which are part of the United Kingdom's National Health Service will have the benefit of 
NHS Indemnity. 

● Sites out with the United Kingdom will be responsible for arranging their own indemnity or 
insurance for their participation in the study, as well as for compliance with local law 
applicable to their participation in the study. 
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13 REPORTING, PUBLICATIONS AND NOTIFICATION OF RESULTS 

13.3 AUTHORSHIP POLICY 
Ownership of the data arising from this study resides with the study team.   
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Participant Information Sheet (PIS) 
 

The PREVENT Research Programme  
Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic cognitive monitoring of 

population at risk of dementia. A study within the PREVENT project to investigate 
dialogue features that may help predict dementia onset in later life 

 

Research Ethics Committee Reference: 18/LO/0860  

IRAS ID: 245117 

 

Who are we? 

 
Principal Investigator: Dr. Saturnino Luz 

Contact details:  Sofia de la Fuente (PhD student) 

Usher Institute  

   Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter 

9 Little France Road  

   EH16 4UX 

 

Email address:        sofia.delafuente@ed.ac.uk   //  +44 (0)131 651 7886 
 

 

 

 

  

You are being invited to take part in a spoken dialogue sample sub-study. 
Please take time to read the following information carefully. 

Discuss with friends, relatives or your GP if you wish. 

 

 

Discuss with friends, relatives or your GP if you wish. 

14 ETHICAL PROCEDURES: Prevent-ED PIS
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STUDY INFORMATION 

 
Why do we want to analyse spoken dialogue? 

The way we speak and interact with others may change depending on our mood, health, and many other 
factors. Therefore, speech and language are considered important sources of clinical information. For 
Alzheimer’s disease in particular, research suggests that even subtle changes in our language and voice 
are subject to automatic detection with the help of computers and electronic devices. However, these 
findings have been focused on analysing language from monologues, that is, one person speaking only 
(e.g. describing a picture). Very little research to date has explored these changes in spoken dialogue.  

We often use language with the purpose of communicating with somebody. Hence, it is important for 
this sub-study of PREVENT to record natural conversations in an interactive setting. Analysing these 
dialogues from people in mid-life with different risks for dementia will allow us to identify differences 
in their spoken (acoustic) features. These features are recorded and identified years before the potential 
onset of the disease, and therefore will allow us to enhance the robustness of our research. 

Why have I been invited to take part? 

You have been invited to take part in this study because you are already a participant of the PREVENT 
project. The committee of this project deems our study relevant for dementia research. Therefore, we 
have obtained permission to offer the possibility to participate in our study to those PREVENT 
participants who belong to the Edinburgh, Cambridge or London cohorts, are able to consent and have 
agreed to be contacted regarding this study. 

Do I have to take part? 

No. Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. It is up to you to decide whether or not you 
take part, and once the study has started you are free to withdraw your consent and stop at any time 
without giving a reason. Whatever you decide, it will not affect any health or social care you or anyone 
you care for receives. 

How do I prepare for this dialogue study? 

You do not have to do anything special to prepare. It is not an interview, so do not expect us to ask you 
questions you will need to respond to. The researcher will explain everything you need to know on the 
spot, and we will record a natural conversation between them and you. Please also ensure that you have 
asked the study doctor any questions that you may have. 
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What can I expect during the recording? 

The procedure takes about 30 minutes. You will be asked to take a seat in front of a 2D printed map of 
an imaginary land, full of landmarks and routes connecting them. The researcher will sit in front of you, 
with another map of the same land. However, a screen will block both you and the researcher from 
seeing each other’s map. 

You will be provided with a storyline that involves some of the landmarks present on the map which you 
will both need to complete cooperatively. However, even though the researcher’s map has the same 
landmarks as yours, it has no routes indicated. Therefore, he or she will need your help to go through 
the landmarks required by the storyline. Bear in mind that only you have the map with the routes, while 
the researcher has no information on routes and type of terrain. Your role is to act as the leader of this 
trip through the imaginary land, and the researcher will follow you. Together, you will discuss the best 
routes to take, accounting for the type of path and the actions implied by the storyline. These 
discussions are the natural dialogues that we will record for analysis.  

After the recording, you will be provided with a blank map with the landmarks removed and asked to 
mark the spots where you recall there was a landmark.  

The device used to record the dialogue has an in-built 3D camera. This means that your conversation 
with the researcher will be recorded both in audio and visual images. If you are not comfortable with 
being visually recorded, you may indicate in the informed consent that you wish to have the video 
switched off. 

What will happen to me if I take part? 

If you do decide to take part, you will be given this information sheet to keep and be asked to sign a 
consent form prior to start recording. 

What complications do I need to worry about? 

This is not a medical procedure in any way and there are no potential complications. If at any point there 
is something that makes you worry, please do let us know. We encourage you to undertake this task 
playfully, as it somewhat resembles a game. Accordingly, please do not be nervous about performing 
correctly or incorrectly, because several alternative routes are possible and all of them are equally valid. 
Also, we are interested in the dialogue, not in the completion of the storyline, therefore we will stop 
the recording after 15 minutes and that also does not indicate you have not performed as expected. As 
this is an exploratory study, no conclusive results about increased or decreased risk for dementia will be 
obtained. 
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What will happen to the recordings? 

Once collected, your dialogue will be transferred for secure data storage. Experienced researchers will 
listen to the recordings to evaluate their quality before they are processed and analysed by our research 
team. As part of these processing, recordings will be automatically and/or manually written out 
(transcribed) so that researchers can analyse text characteristics as well as acoustic features, that is, 
extracted from the voice. The recordings will only be used for the purposes described in this form. 

These dialogues can only be listened to by authorised researchers and no other person will have access 
to them. The recordings will be kept in a secure location with limited access (an encrypted container 
within the university DataStore system). The principles of the General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR) EU 2016/679, will be adhered to when transferring and storing the audio data that you provide. 

A unique subject number that is assigned to you will identify the audio-recordings and any personal 
information if mentioned during the session will not be transcribed by the researchers carrying out the 
language analysis. 

The samples of dialogue you provide may be stored and used by other scientists for additional research 
in the future, both sound and transcribed text. Personal details will not be held by any members of our 
study, because ID codes will be assigned to the recordings in order to be able to organise them. 
Therefore, voice samples will not be linked to personal details and only authorised researchers will have 
access to these recordings, organised by ID codes. We will annotate your age at the time you participate 
in the study (as age is an important factor in dementia research), but we will not keep your date of birth. 
We have already decided on some of the analyses we would like to carry out on the spoken dialogue 
data. Nevertheless, as research advances we may become aware of new tools to process dialogue data, 
or new acoustic features that are linked to Dementia. Therefore, we would like you to agree for us to 
test for future dialogue analysis without subsequent separate consent from you. You will receive no 
financial benefits and may not receive any health-related benefits from such developments. 

Eventually, after all data are pre-processed, we will only keep fully anonymised data. This entails text 
transcriptions where all identifiable data will have been removed, as well as numerical features and 
calculations extracted from the audio-visual recordings. For example, video images will not be stored as 
images, but as space coordinates; and voice samples will not be stored as recordings, but as several 
features such as speech rate (words per minute) or pause rate. These fully anonymised data will be 
stored in the DataStore container, which is a secure encrypted container hosted by the University of 
Edinburgh for appropriate data management. When the project finishes or in the event of the Principal 
Investigator leaving the University, these anonymised data will be moved to DataShare. This is a server 
created to host de-identified data where the University of Edinburgh is responsible for its management, 
ensuring there is always someone responsible for its compliance with legal requirements. 
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What are the benefits of taking part in this study?  

This is an exploratory study and you should not expect to benefit medically from being involved in this 
project; however, the analysis of data held on participants will help in predicting dementia and 
symptoms of cognitive disorder in the future. Participants should not expect any individual feedback 
resulting from this study. 

What are the possible disadvantages and risks of taking part in the study?  

The main disadvantage is the time commitment. While we will do all that we can to make your study 
visit comfortable, we do understand that your time is valuable and appreciate you giving it to us. 

Will my taking part in the study be kept confidential?  

This research is part of a doctoral training programme and therefore it will be part of a doctorate thesis 
within the University of Edinburgh. We will also publish our findings in scientific journals  

as well as present our findings at national and international conferences. However, we only present 
conclusions from all the participants and it will not be possible to identify any particular individual in 
what we present or publish. 

Besides, all this data will be de-identified, which means that whoever sees this data could not link it to 
you. We do this by giving every participant a unique ID number, and the University of Edinburgh has a 
system for long term storage of anonymised data.  

To ensure that the study is being run correctly, we will ask your consent for responsible representatives 
from the Sponsors (University of Edinburgh and NHS Lothian) to access your medical records and data 
collected during the study, where it is relevant to you taking part in this research. The Sponsors are 
responsible for overall management of the study and providing insurance and indemnity. 

Who is funding and organising the research? 

This study is part of a Doctoral Training Programme in Precision Medicine, led by the University of 
Edinburgh and University of Glasgow and funded by the Medical Research Council (MRC). The project is 
primarily organized by the doctorate student and her supervisors, with progress reports submitted to 
the MRC on a yearly basis.  

The study is being sponsored by the University of Edinburgh and NHS Lothian. 

Please note that no data from this study will be going to the University of Glasgow, as their input for this 
DTP is primarily financial and administrative. 
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Personal data 
 

The University of Edinburgh and NHS Lothian are the co-sponsors for this study.  We will use 
information from you and/or your medical records in order to undertake this study and will act as 
the data controller for this study. As a University & NHS organisation] we use personally-identifiable 
information to conduct research to improve health, care and services.  As a publicly-funded 
organisation, we have to ensure that it is in the public interest to use personally-identifiable 
information from people who have agreed to take part in research.  This is our legal basis when using 
personal information for research.  This means that when you agree to take part in a research study, 
we will use your data in the ways needed to conduct and analyse the research study.  Your rights to 
access, change or move your information is limited as we need to manage your information in specific 
ways in order for the research to be reliable and accurate.  If you withdraw from the study, we will 
keep the information about you that we have already obtained, and will continue to process it, for 
this study only.  To safeguard your rights, we will use the minimum personally-identifiable 
information possible. Your audio-visual data will be kept for up to 10 years, as well as the informed 
consent form you will be asked to sign on attendance. 

Health and social care research should serve the public interest, which means that we have to 
demonstrate that our research serves the interests of society as a whole.  We do this by following 
the UK Policy Framework for Health and Social Care Research. 

For further information on the use of personal data by NHS sites, please link to the Health Research 
Authority (HRA) website; https://www.hra.nhs.uk/information-about-patients/. 

If you wish to raise a complaint on how we have handled your personal data, you can contact our 
Data Protection Officer who will investigate the matter.  If you are not satisfied with our response or 
believe we are processing your personal data in a way that is not lawful you can complain to the 
Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) at https://ico.org.uk/. 

  

Our Data Protection Officer email addresses are; 

  

University of Edinburgh 
Data Protection Officer 
dpo@ed.ac.uk 

NHS Lothian 
Data Protection Officer 
Lothian.DPO@nhs.net 
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Who has reviewed the study? 

This study has been looked at by a group of people, called a Research Ethics Committee to protect 
participants' safety, rights, wellbeing and dignity. This study has been looked at by the London-Surrey 
Research Ethics Committee (REC number: 18/LO/0860 and IRAS ID: 245117). NHS management have 
also given their approval. 

Independent contact and complaints 

If you have a concern about this study, you can speak to the researchers who will do their best to answer 
your questions.  

If you are still unhappy and wish to complain or ask any other question, you can do this by contacting 
Professor Brian McKinstry: +44 (0)131 650 2683; brian.mckinstry@ed.ac.uk. 

 

 

Thank you for taking the time to read this information sheet, if you have any further questions please 
discuss these with your study doctor. 
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Participant Information Sheet (PIS) 
 

The PREVENT Research Programme  
Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic cognitive monitoring of 

population at risk of dementia. A study within the PREVENT project to investigate 
dialogue features that may help predict dementia onset in later life 

 

Research Ethics Committee Reference: 18/LO/0860  

IRAS ID: 245117 

 

Who are we? 

 
Principal Investigator: Dr. Saturnino Luz 

Contact details:  Sofia de la Fuente (PhD student) 

Usher Institute  

   Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter 

9 Little France Road  

   EH16 4UX 

 

Email address:        sofia.delafuente@ed.ac.uk   //  +44 (0)131 651 7886 
 

 

 

 

  

You are being invited to take part in a spoken dialogue sample sub-study. 
Please take time to read the following information carefully. 

Discuss with friends, relatives or your GP if you wish. 

 

 

Discuss with friends, relatives or your GP if you wish. 

15 ETHICAL PROCEDURES: Prevent-ED ICF
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PREVENT – Spoken Dialogue Study.                        Informed consent form (ICF) Version 3.0 

 
 
5. I agree to take part in the spoken dialogue sub-study.  

 
INITIALc 

 
6. I agree to my interactions with the researcher being audio and video 

recorded 
INITIALc 

Ø It is possible to switch the video camera off.        

Tick this box if you want to do so.                 Video off c 
 

 

7. I agree to the audio-visual data being transferred to the University of 
Edinburgh for analysis and storage 

 
 

INITIALc 

8. I agree to my audio-visual and paper data being kept for up to 10 years. I 
understand it will be destroyed after this period, only keeping fully 
anonymised data that would have been extracted from it. 

INITIALc 

 
 

9. I understand that the information collected about me will be used to 
support other research in the future and may be shared anonymously with 
other researchers if permission is granted by the PREVENT Research 
Programme study team and the Chief Investigator of this study. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

INITIALc 

 

 
[When completed, 1 for participant; 1 (original) for researcher site file]. 

Name of Participant  Date  Signature 
 
 
 
 

 Date  Signature 

Name of Researcher  
   

 Date  Signature 
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  Atria One 

  144 Morrison Street 

  Edinburgh 

  EH3 8EX 

  t: 0131 456 3000 

  f: 0131 456 3045 

 

Aon UK Limited 

Registered office | The Aon Centre | The Leadenhall Building | 122 Leadenhall Street | London | EC3V 4AN 

Registered in England & Wales No. 210725 | VAT Registration No. 480 8401 48 

Aon UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority 

       1 of 2 

 

Geraldine Halliday 

The University of Edinburgh (“you”) 

9-16 Chambers Street 
Edinburgh 
EH1 1HT 

 

 

Date: 27 July 2017 

 

Dear Geraldine, 

 

Client Information Letter – Clinical Trial Liability Insurance 

 

We, Aon UK Limited, are insurance brokers acting on your behalf only in accordance with our terms of business 
agreement.  We have agreed to provide this letter to confirm that the contract(s) of insurance described on the 
attached pages (the ‘Insurances’) are in force at the date of this letter. 

 

All of the Insurances are subject to their specific policy terms, conditions and exceptions, not all of which may be 
summarised on the attachment.  Please refer to the actual policies if full terms and conditions are required.  

 

We accept no obligation to inform any other person or entity should any of the Insurances be cancelled, assigned 
or changed in such manner as to affect the accuracy of this document. Unless we specifically agree otherwise in 
writing, and to the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept any liability to anyone other than you, our 
client (and any such liability to you will be subject to the limitations contained in our terms of business agreement, 
and/or any other agreement, with you) for the content of this letter and its attachments. 

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

Ken McAllister 

Client Service Advisor 

 

For and on behalf of Aon UK Limited 

 

Direct Dial: 0131 456 3042 

E-mail: ken.mcallister@aon.co.uk 

16 ETHICAL PROCEDURES: Prevent-ED Sponsor
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Attachment to letter dated 27 July 2017  

 2 of 2 

This letter is provided for information only and is not to be understood as providing advice to you or anyone else on any decision that is 
under consideration. Under no circumstances shall any person or entity to whom/which this letter is disclosed be entitled to rely on its 
contents, or become insured, nor does such disclosure modify the Insurances in any way. The reader of this letter is responsible for any 
assumptions they make as to the coverage afforded by the Insurances, which may be subject to important conditions and/or exclusions. 

The Insurances 

 

The University of Edinburgh - Clinical Trial Liability Insurance  

 

 

Insurers Newline Syndicate 1218 at Lloyd’s and Novae Underwriting Ltd 

Policy Numbers  WIBCLT17329 (Primary Layer up to £15M) and 7U3070MMA170 (£5M in 

 excess of £15M, providing £20M overall) 

Renewal Dates  01 August 2018 

Cover  (A) Legal liability for accidental injury to any Research Subject arising 

out of participation in a Clinical Trial. 

(B) Compensation for accidental injury of any Research Subject 
participating in a Clinical Trial.  The amount of compensation paid 
being appropriate to the nature, severity and persistence of the 
Injury and, in general terms, consistent with the quantum of 
damages currently awarded by a Court where legal liability is 
admitted. 

Total Limits of Indemnity  (A)  £20M any one claim and in the aggregate during any one period of 

insurance. 

(B) £20M any one claim and in the aggregate during any one period of 
insurance. 

Subject to the total amount payable under both items (A) and (B) not 
exceeding £20M during any one period of insurance. 

Policy territories  Anywhere in the World excluding North America and / or territories where 

more specific local language policies are required and / or territories 
where non-admitted insurance is not permissible (for trials outwith the 
UK, it may be necessary to issue a separate policy to comply with local 
requirements). 
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Certificate of Employers’ Liability Insurance(a) 

(Where required by regulation 5 of the Employers’ Liability (Compulsory Insurance) 
Regulations 2008 (the Regulations), a copy of this certificate must be displayed at all 
places where you employ persons covered by the policy or an electronic copy of the 
certificate must be retained and be reasonably accessible to each employee to whom it 
relates).                                      

Policy No.  NHE-15CA02-0013 

1. Name of policyholder  The University Court of the University of Edinburgh and Subsidiary Companies 

2. Date of commencement of 

insurance policy 

 01 August 2017 

3. Date of expiry of insurance 

policy 

 31 July 2018 

We hereby certify that subject to paragraph 2: 

1. The policy to which this certificate relates satisfies the requirements of the relevant 
law applicable in Great Britain, Northern Ireland, the Isle of Man, the Island of 
Jersey, the Island of Guernsey and the Island of Alderney (b) 

2. (a) the minimum amount of cover provided by this policy is no less 
than £5 million (c) 

                For Zurich Insurance plc. Authorised Insurers 

                Signature 

      

     Conor Brennan 
 
     Head of UKGI, Zurich Insurance plc (UK Branch) 

 

     Notes 

(a) Where the employer is a company to which regulation 3(2) of the Regulations 
applies, the certificate shall state in a prominent place, either that the policy 
covers the holding company and all its subsidiaries, or that the policy covers          
the holding company and all its subsidiaries except any specifically excluded by 
name, or that the policy covers the holding company and only the named 
subsidiaries. 

(b) Specify applicable law as provided for in regulation 4(6) of the Regulations. 

(c) See regulation 3(1) of the Regulations and delete whichever of paragraphs 2(a) or 
2(b) does not apply. Where 2(b) is applicable, specify the amount of cover 
provided by the relevant policy. 

 

 

Zurich Municipal  

Zurich Municipal is a 

trading name of Zurich 

Insurance plc. 

A public limited company 

incorporated in Ireland. 

Registration No 13460.  

Registered Office: Zurich 

House, Ballsbridge Park, 

Dublin 4, Ireland.  

UK Branch registered in 

England and Wales 

Registration No. BR7985.  

UK Branch Head Office: 

The Zurich Centre, 3000 

Parkway, Whiteley, 

Fareham, Hampshire PO15 

7JZ. 

 

Zurich Insurance plc is 

authorised by the Central 

Bank of Ireland and 

authorised and subject to 

limited regulation by the 

Financial Conduct 

Authority. Details about 

the extent of our 

authorisation by the 

Financial Conduct 

Authority are available 

from us on request. Our 

FCA Firm Reference 

Number is 203093.  
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  Atria One 

  144 Morrison Street 

  Edinburgh 

  EH3 8EX 

  t: 0131 456 3000 

  f: 0131 456 3045 

 

Aon UK Limited 

Registered office | The Aon Centre | The Leadenhall Building | 122 Leadenhall Street | London | EC3V 4AN 

Registered in England & Wales No. 210725 | VAT Registration No. 480 8401 48 

Aon UK Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority      1 of 2 

 

Geraldine Halliday 

The University of Edinburgh (“you”) 

9-16 Chambers Street 
Edinburgh 
EH1 1HT 

 

 

04 August 2017 

Dear Geraldine 

 

Client Information Letter - Professional Indemnity Insurance 

 

We, Aon UK Limited, are insurance brokers acting on your behalf only in accordance with our terms of business 
agreement.  We have agreed to provide this letter to confirm that the contract(s) of insurance described on the 
attached pages (the ‘Insurances’) are in force at the date of this letter. 

 

All of the Insurances are subject to their specific policy terms, conditions and exceptions, not all of which may be 
summarised on the attachment.  Please refer to the actual policies if full terms and conditions are required.  

 

We accept no obligation to inform any other person or entity should any of the Insurances be cancelled, assigned 
or changed in such manner as to affect the accuracy of this document. Unless we specifically agree otherwise in 
writing, and to the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept any liability to anyone other than you, our 
client (and any such liability to you will be subject to the limitations contained in our terms of business agreement, 
and/or any other agreement, with you) for the content of this letter and its attachments. 

 

Yours sincerely,  

 

 

Ken McAllister 

Client Service Advisor 

 

For and on behalf of Aon UK Limited 

 

Direct Dial: 0131 456 3042 

E-mail: ken.mcallister@aon.co.uk 
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Attachment to letter dated 04 August 2017 

 2 of 2 

This letter is provided for information only and is not to be understood as providing advice to you or anyone else on any decision that is 
under consideration. Under no circumstances shall any person or entity to whom/which this letter is disclosed be entitled to rely on its 
contents, or become insured, nor does such disclosure modify the Insurances in any way. The reader of this letter is responsible for any 
assumptions they make as to the coverage afforded by the Insurances, which may be subject to important conditions and/or exclusions. 

The Insurances 

 

The University of Edinburgh - Professional Indemnity Insurance  

 

 

 

Insurers QBE Insurance (Europe) Ltd and Liberty Mutual Insurance Europe Ltd 

Policy Numbers  Y106214QBE0117A (Primary layer up to £10M)  

 MAAA1CCW004 (£10M in excess of £10M, providing £20M overall) 

Renewal Dates  01 August 2018 

Cover Provides indemnity against any negligent act, error or omission in 

 connection with the Insured’s professional activities 

Total Limit of Indemnity  £20M any one claim and in all during the period 

Policy territories  Anywhere in the World  
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MSTDNA01 

To Whom It May Concern 
 
 
Our ref: PG\IND  26 July, 2017 
 
Zurich Municipal Customer: The University Court of the University of  
           Edinburgh and Subsidiary Companies 
 

This is to confirm that The University Court of the University of Edinburgh 
and Subsidiary Companies has in force with this Company until the policy 
expiry on 31 July 2018 Insurance incorporating the following essential features: 
 

Policy Number:   NHE-15CA02-0013  
 
Limit of Indemnity:  
Public Liability:         £ 50,000,000  any one event 
Products Liability:         £ 50,000,000  for all claims in the 
Pollution:                aggregate during 
   period of  
   insurance 
 

Employers’ Liability:    £ 50,000,000 any one event 
inclusive of costs 

 

Excess: 
Public Liability/Products Liability/Pollution: Nil any one event                                                                                             
Employers’ Liability:     Nil any one claim                                                                                                  
 

Indemnity to Principals: 
Covers include a standard Indemnity to Principals Clause in respect of 
contractual obligations. 
 

Full Policy: 
The policy documents should be referred to for details of full cover. 
 
 
Yours faithfully 
 
 
 
Underwriting Services 
Zurich Municipal 
Farnborough 

 

 

Zurich Municipal  
Zurich House 
1 Gladiator Way 
Farnborough 
Hampshire 
GU14 6GB 

 
Telephone: 0800 335500  
E-mail:  
nicola.pilsbury@uk.zurich.com 

 
Zurich Municipal is a trading 
name Zurich Insurance plc 
A public limited company 
incorporated in Ireland 
Registration No. 13460  

 
Registered Office: Zurich House, 
Ballsbridge Park, Dublin 4, 
Ireland.  
UK Branch registered in England 
and Wales Registration No. 
BR7985.  
UK Branch Head Office: The 
Zurich Centre, 3000 Parkway, 
Whiteley, Fareham, Hampshire 
PO15 7JZ.  

 
Zurich Insurance plc is authorised 
by the Central Bank of Ireland 
and authorised and subject to 
limited regulation by the 
Financial Conduct Authority. 
Details about the extent of our 
authorisation by the Financial 
Conduct Authority are available 
from us on request.  Our FCA 
Firm Reference Number is 
203093.   
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London - Surrey Research Ethics Committee 

Whitefriars 
Level 3, Block B 

Lewins Mead 
Bristol 

BS1 2NT 

 
 
01 June 2018 
 
Dr Saturnino Luz 
Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter - Usher Institute (floor 2) 
9 Little France Road 
Edinburgh 
EH16 4UX 
 
 
Dear Dr Luz 
 
Study title: Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic 

cognitive monitoring of population at risk of dementia. A 
study within the PREVENT (PREVention of dementia by 
ENvironmental intervention and Therapy) project to 
investigate dialogue features that may help predict 
dementia onset in later life 

REC reference: 18/LO/0860 
Protocol number: AC18040 
IRAS project ID: 245117 
 
Thank you for your letter of 31 May 2018 responding to the Proportionate Review  
Sub-Committee’s request for changes to the documentation for the above study. 
 
The revised documentation has been reviewed and approved by the sub-committee. 
 
We plan to publish your research summary wording for the above study on the HRA website, 
together with your contact details. Publication will be no earlier than three months from the date 
of this favourable opinion letter.  The expectation is that this information will be published for all 
studies that receive an ethical opinion but should you wish to provide a substitute contact point, 
wish to make a request to defer, or require further information, please contact please contact 
hra.studyregistration@nhs.net outlining the reasons for your request. 

Under very limited circumstances (e.g. for student research which has received an 
unfavourable opinion), it may be possible to grant an exemption to the publication of the study. 

 
Confirmation of ethical opinion 
 
On behalf of the Committee, I am pleased to confirm a favourable ethical opinion for the above 
research on the basis described in the application form, protocol and supporting documentation 
as revised. 
 

17 ETHICAL PROCEDURES: REC Approval
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Conditions of the favourable opinion 
 
The REC favourable opinion is subject to the following conditions being met prior to the start of 
the study. 
 
Management permission must be obtained from each host organisation prior to the start of the 
study at the site concerned. 
 
Management permission should be sought from all NHS organisations involved in the study in 

accordance with NHS research governance arrangements. Each NHS organisation must 

confirm through the signing of agreements and/or other documents that it has given permission 

for the research to proceed (except where explicitly specified otherwise).  

Guidance on applying for HRA and HCRW Approval (England and Wales)/ NHS permission for 
research is available in the Integrated Research Application System, at www.hra.nhs.uk or at 
http://www.rdforum.nhs.uk.  
 
Where a NHS organisation’s role in the study is limited to identifying and referring potential 
participants to research sites (“participant identification centre”), guidance should be sought 
from the R&D office on the information it requires to give permission for this activity. 
 
For non-NHS sites, site management permission should be obtained in accordance with the 
procedures of the relevant host organisation. 
 
Sponsors are not required to notify the Committee of management permissions from host 
organisations.  
 
Registration of Clinical Trials 

 
All clinical trials (defined as the first four categories on the IRAS filter page) must be registered 
on a publically accessible database. This should be before the first participant is recruited but no 
later than 6 weeks after recruitment of the first participant. 

There is no requirement to separately notify the REC but you should do so at the earliest 
opportunity e.g. when submitting an amendment.  We will audit the registration details as part of 
the annual progress reporting process. 
  
To ensure transparency in research, we strongly recommend that all research is registered but 
for non-clinical trials this is not currently mandatory. 
  
If a sponsor wishes to request a deferral for study registration within the required timeframe, 
they should contact hra.studyregistration@nhs.net. The expectation is that all clinical trials will 
be registered, however, in exceptional circumstances non registration may be permissible with 
prior agreement from the HRA. Guidance on where to register is provided on the HRA website. 
 
It is the responsibility of the sponsor to ensure that all the conditions are complied with 
before the start of the study or its initiation at a particular site (as applicable). 
 
Ethical review of research sites 
 
The favourable opinion applies to all NHS sites taking part in the study, subject to management 
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permission being obtained from the NHS/HSC R&D office prior to the start of the study (see 
“Conditions of the favourable opinion” above). 
 
Approved documents 
 
The documents reviewed and approved by the Committee are: 
 

Document   Version   Date   

Covering letter on headed paper [SpokenDialogue-RECCoverLetter]  V1  13 April 2018  

Evidence of Sponsor insurance or indemnity (non NHS Sponsors 
only) [Sponsor Insurance Docs]  

V1  18 April 2018  

GP/consultant information sheets or letters 
[SpokenDialogue-GPletter]  

V1  15 March 2018  

IRAS Application Form [IRAS_Form_24042018]    24 April 2018  

IRAS Application Form [IRAS_Form_31052018]    31 May 2018  

Other [Material relevant to the task (map images, storyboard, 
instructions, etc.)]  

V1  13 April 2018  

Other [Clarification Letter (response to REC)]  V1  28 May 2018  

Participant consent form [SpokenDialogue-PCF]  V1  06 April 2018  

Participant consent form [PREVENT-SpokenDialogue-ICF]  V2  28 May 2018  

Participant information sheet (PIS) 
[PREVENT-SpokenDialogue-PIS]  

V2  28 May 2018  

Referee's report or other scientific critique report 
[SpokenDialogue-PreventCommiteeCorrespondance]  

  08 March 2018  

Research protocol or project proposal 
[PREVENT-SpokenDialogue-Protocol]  

V2  28 May 2018  

Summary CV for Chief Investigator (CI) [SaturninoLuz_CV]      

Summary CV for student [Sofia_CV]  03/2018  22 March 2018  

Summary CV for supervisor (student research) [CraigRitchie_CV]      

Summary CV for supervisor (student research) [SaturninoLuz_ CV]  V1  19 April 2018  

Summary of any applicable exclusions to sponsor insurance 
(non-NHS sponsors only) [Sponsor Insurance Docs]  

V1  18 April 2018  

 

Statement of compliance 
 
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for Research 
Ethics Committees and complies fully with the Standard Operating Procedures for Research 
Ethics Committees in the UK. 
 
After ethical review 
 
Reporting requirements 
 
The attached document “After ethical review – guidance for researchers” gives detailed 
guidance on reporting requirements for studies with a favourable opinion, including: 
 

 Notifying substantial amendments 

 Adding new sites and investigators 

 Notification of serious breaches of the protocol 
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 Progress and safety reports 

 Notifying the end of the study 
 
The HRA website also provides guidance on these topics, which is updated in the light of 
changes in reporting requirements or procedures. 
 
Feedback 
 
You are invited to give your view of the service that you have received from the Research Ethics 
Service and the application procedure.  If you wish to make your views known please use the 
feedback form available on the HRA website: 
http://www.hra.nhs.uk/about-the-hra/governance/quality-assurance  
 
We are pleased to welcome researchers and R & D staff at our RES Committee members’ 
training days – see details at http://www.hra.nhs.uk/hra-training/  
 

18/LO/0860   Please quote this number on all correspondence 

 
 
With the Committee’s best wishes for the success of this project. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Mrs Chrissie Lawson 
Chair 
 
Email: nrescommittee.secoast-surrey@nhs.net 
 
Enclosures:    “After ethical review – guidance for researchers”  
 
Copy to:  Jo-Anne  Robertson 

 
Miss  Melissa Taylor, NHS Lothian
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GS008-F01 v2.0 
Page 1 of 9 

  

Local Caldicott and/or Information Governance Application Form 
 
You must address the Caldicott Principles and Information Governance and Security 

requirements when submitting this application for the use of patient identifiable 
information 

 
 

SECTION A:  GENERAL INFORMATION 
 

1. Project/Proposal Title:  
 
Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic cognitive monitoring of population at risk of dementia. 
A study within the PREVENT project to investigate dialogue features that may help predict dementia onset in 
later life 
R&D No:  IRAS No: 245117 Sponsor No: AC18040 

 
 

2. Name of Organisation accessing or receiving patient identifiable data: 
 
The University of Edinburgh 

 
 

3. Person Responsible for the released data and Declaration: 
(Principal Investigator or person responsible for local activity) 

Name: Saturnino Luz 
Position: Reader 
Organisation: The University of Edinburgh 
Email: s.luz@ed.ac.uk 
Telephone: +44 (0)131 651 7886 

Address: 
Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter,  
9 Little France Road 
Edinburgh 
EH16 4UX 

Declaration: I agree to abide by the Caldicott Principles, NHS Lothian eHealth Security Policy. I confirm that 
the study will comply with the legal requirements and the responsibilities and obligations to respect patient 
confidentiality. 
 
Dated signature: 28 / 05 / 2018 
 
 
 

 
 

4.   Please provide a briefly description of aims, objectives and methods for the proposal for 
which identifiable data is required: 

 
AIMS: 
The identifiable data will consist in audiovisual recordings of spontaneous conversations between a healthy 
participant and a trained researcher. The setting for this conversation will be a cooperative task, based on a 
map of an imaginary land, that both participant and researcher will complete together. These dialogue data 
will be analysed in conjunction with the PREVENT project data (family history of dementia, genetic risk factors 
for dementia, life sytle variables and neuropsychological assessments). Our aim is that our data analysis will 
add speech-based and conversation-based features to the state-of-the-art models for the progression of 
preclinical AD. These would imply an improvement of current model’s predictive power and facilitate the design 
of secondary prevention strategies. Few grounded results exist for dialogue analysis and spatial navigation in 
preclinical AD, both assessed in our study. Therefore, the PREVENT dataset offers an ideal platform for our 
study to link those features to PREVENT variables and identify new relevant associations.  
 

18 ETHICAL PROCEDURES: Caldicott & IG
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PRIMARY OBJECTIVE: 

1. To assess whether cognitive status can be understood or predicted based on patterns of spoken language and 
non-verbal interaction.  

 
SECONDARY OBJECTIVES: 

2. To identify speech and dialogue features that can help monitor cognitive decline and contribute to secondary 
prevention of dementia.   

3. Establish a relationship between certain communication features and the following risk factors found in healthy 
mid-life participants (40 to 62 years old - within the PREVENT dementia study): 

a. history of parental dementia (associated with high risk of dementia) 

b. ApoE allele 4 present or absent in their genotype (associated with high risk of dementia) 

c. neuropsychological evaluations (COGNITO computerised battery) 

d. measures of Aβ42 amyloid in plasma and CSF and increases in Tau and pTau (known markers of 
Alzheimer's disease in people who have dementia) 

e. medial temporal lobe atrophy and white matter lesion volume. The medial temporal lobe is an area 
of the brain known to be shrunken in people with Alzheimer's dementia.  

4. Establish a relationship between spatial navigation abilities and the risk factors described above.  

5. There is also a relationship between the dialogue features identified to be predictive of cognitive status, and 
spatial navigation abilities. 

 
METHODS: 

Measurements 
Tentative features we will extract from the recorded data: 

1. The Geneva minimalistic acoustic parameter set (GeMAPS) for voice research (Eyben et al. 
2016). 

2. Alignment of prosodic features (pitch, energy) and speech rate. 
3. Dialogue structure features (repair, turn-taking patterns, backchannel behaviour, pauses). 
4. Explore other different combinations of: 

a. Low-level features (e.g. spectral flux, ACF, cepstrum). 
b. Mid-level features (e.g. pitch, onset, beats, energy) 
c. High-level representation (e.g. mood, lexical and semantic content). 

5. Any novel vocalisation, lexical or prosodic feature that current and future research finds to be 
appropriate to approach our hypothesis. 

 
Analysis 

The spoken dialogue features extracted from the recordings will be regressed and correlated with data on the 
neuropsychological evaluations, genetic profiles, neuroimaging, family history and spatial navigation abilities. 
This will report how much cognitive variance may be explained through these communication patterns, as well 
as how much they predict the genetic/familial risk. 
 
The research team will look for significant differences and use appropriate statistical tests, natural language 
processing and machine learning methods to investigate differences between high and low risk groups. This 
will enable us to identify candidate linguistic and paralinguistic “biomarkers” that could act as early indicators 
of dementia onset later in life. 
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5. Consent – what will the patient/participant consent to? 
Please describe the consent sought in relation to collection, handling, storage and transfer of data i.e. 
what information is in the consent form? Is this consent explicit? 

 
There is an Informed Consent Form that all agreeing participants will sign before taking part in our study. 
The consent seeks explicit agreement on the following: 

1. Reading and understanding the information sheet and having had the opportunity to clarify anything. 
2. Voluntary participation in the study, including being free to withdraw with no consequences. 
3. The possibility to have their medical records looked at by responsible individuals in the research 

team, the Sponsors (University of Edinburgh and NHS Lothian) and/or other regulatory authorities if 
relevant. 

4. Their General Practitioner to be informed of their participation in the study. 
5. Their participation in the study 
6. Their interactions with the researcher being audio and video recorded (with option to turn the video 

off). 
7. Audio-visual data being transferred to the University of Edinburgh for analysis and storage. 
8. Audio-visual and paper data to be kept up to 10 years. After this period, these data will be destroyed 

and only fully anonymised metadata, extracted from it, will be kept. 
9. The information collected can be used to support other research in future and shared anonymously 

with other researchers. 
10. PREVENT Research Programme study team and this study’s Chief Investigator agrees to it. 

 
 

6. What patient identifiable information are you looking to use? 
Unless patient identifiers are required to meet the purpose of the request only anonymised or 
pseudonimosed data should be requested 
 
As patients can be identified from a combination of variables in anonymised data, such as date of birth, 
data of admission, treating hospital, area of residence, please request only the minimum details required 
to meet the purpose of the study. 
 
The CHI (Community Health Index) is a unique personal identifier made up of data of birth, gender, and 
other information. It should wherever possible remain within the NHS. If required, consideration should 
be given to replacing the CHI with a study identifier and retaining the CHI within the NHS.  
 
If CHI is used for data linkage please ensures you describe, in section C of this form, by whom and where 
this is undertaken. 
 
If accessing image data, please consider whether these contain identifiable information. 

 
Please indicate all potentially identifying items that you are requesting. 
Why is each data item required (Caldicott Principle 3)? 

 
Data Item Required (Y/N) Reason Required 
CHI Number N  
Forename N  
Surname N  
Initials N  
Age Y Important risk factor in dementia research 
Date of Birth N  
Gender N  
Address Y To inform the GP about their participation 
Postcode Y To inform the GP about their participation 
Other, please specify  
 
 

Voice and image: the whole purpose of the study is to identify verbal and non-
verbal cues that can help monitor cognitive status and predict dementia. 

Eventually, we will keep only anonymised metadata (voice pitch, video pointclouds, 
turn-taking patterns). But during the first years we need to work on these 

recordings to extract all that information and be able to build relevant models. 
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Are there any other data items requested? 
(Items that in combination with other information may increase the risk of disclosure) 

 
Data items Reason Required 

PREVENT DATA We will access data from the ongoing research project PREVENT, such as family 
history of dementia, genetic risk factors, life style variables and 

neuropsychological assessments. This will allow us to see whether our results 
from analysing dialogue corresponds with results of established risk variables for 

dementia. ALL PREVENT data is de-identified. 
  
  

 
 

SECTION B:  CALDICOTT PRINCIPLES 
 
You must address the Caldicott Principles (see Appendix 1) 

 
7. Outline Purpose(s) for which confidential information is to be used (Principle 1) and why patient 

identifiable Information is required? (Principle 2): 
The need for patients to be identified should be considered at each stage of satisfying the purpose(s). 
Patient identifiable data should not be used unless there is no alternative. 

 
Voice and image are considered identifiable information. The whole purpose of our study is to 
analyse verbal and non-verbal communication in order to find cues to monitor cognitive decline. This 
includes acoustic parameters, gestures, etc. and therefore the dialogue transcripts would not be 
enough. Therefore, we need the voice and image data to carry out our research during the first years 
of our project. After all relevant information is extracted and stored numerically (e.g. turn-taking 
patterns, voice frequency, pause time, etc.), we will erase identifiable, that is, all recordings, and will 
keep only these numerical metadata. 
 

 
Contacting Patients  
If you intend to make contact with patients identified through the processing of this data, indicate how 
this will be done and how you will ensure that it is appropriate to contact them. It is recommended that 
contact is through correspondence signed by the patient’s GP/Clinical or Health of Clinical Services. 

 
We do not intend to identify participants through the processing of this data. Personal identification is 
not at all within the purposes of our research. We do not intend to make contact with any participant 
other than the moment of data collection. 
 
“Patient” is not an appropriate term for our participants, they are middle aged healthy participants (40 
– 62 years old). 

 
Data Linkage  
If you intend to undertake data linkage to other health datasets what data is to be linked and where will 
this linkage be undertaken? 

  
 
No data linkage intended. 
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8. Outline access to information?  (Principle 4): 
Only those individuals who need access to patient-identifiable information should have access to it, and 
they should only have access to the information items that they need to see.  
Please describe how, where and by whom this information will be accessed. 

 

The participants will be individuals who are already undertaking the PREVENT study, which started in 2015. Currently, 
they are healthy middle age volunteers aged 40 to 62 years old. The study will be offered to all individuals who, after 
this three years participating in PREVENT, have not reported any symptoms or complaints related to dementia. 
Therefore, there are NOT patients. If they agree to participate, they will agree to their GP being informed about their 
participation and we will proceed to contact the GP with this informative purpose only. 

 
The PREVENT team will discuss the Spoken Dialogue sub-study alongside the main PREVENT study with potential 
participants either face to face or on the telephone. Those that express an interest in taking part will then be given the 
information about the study in the form of a participant information sheet (PIS) prior to their visit. This will allow a 
participant to consider partaking in Spoken Dialogue in advance. If a participant wishes to speak with a member of our 
research team to ask questions about Spoken Dialogue prior to or on the day of their study visit, we will ensure they are 
given this opportunity. Contact details and a telephone number are included in the Participant Information Sheet.  

A member of our research team will also be on hand on the day of the visit to answer any questions. If a participant 
agrees to Spoken Dialogue, the session will take place on their visit to CRIC to coincide with the PREVENT MR imaging 
appointment. Informed consent, the task completion and audiovisual recording will take place in the BRIC2 unit – a 
bookable room appropriate for our testing. If it is not possible to offer a participant a Spoken Dialogue session on the 
day of their MRI scan visit (as e.g. there is no one available to undertake the experiment) or the participant chooses to 
come on a different day, the PREVENT team will contact the individual by telephone at a later date to ask if they are 
happy to be contacted by a member of the Spoken Dialogue team to arrange an alternative appointment. This 
alternative appointment shall be within a month of the MRI study to keep some consistence. If they agree or if they 
would like to ask questions, a member of the Spoken Dialogue team (i.e. Ms Sofia de la Fuente) will phone them 24-48 
hours later to arrange an appointment or to answer any questions that they might have. Should a participant agree to 
take part, reasonable travel expenses (e.g. car parking at the Royal Infirmary site, bus/train fares, etc.) incurred on 
attending the new appointment will be reimbursed. This will enable PREVENT participants to be given the opportunity 
to consider taking part in the Spoken Dialogue study if they were not able to do so at the original appointment. 

The exchange of personal details between PREVENT and this study will be done physically at clinic. 
 
 

 
 
 

9. Outline action taken to ensure that everyone with access to the data is aware of their data 
protection and confidentiality responsibilities? (Principle 5):  
Actions should be taken to ensure that those handling patient-identifiable information – both clinical and 
non-clinical staff – are aware of their responsibilities and obligations to respect patient confidentiality. 

 
Only the PhD student leading this research and her primary supervisor, the Chief Investigator, will have 
access to confidential data within the Spoken Dialogue sub-study. Personal details (e.g. address) will be held 
only by the PREVENT research team, and the Spoken Dialogue sub-study will only access them 
momentarily in order to make relevant arrangements and inform the GP about their participation in the study. 
 
Completing Good Clinical Practice training should ensure that we are aware of our responsibilities to respect 
confidentiality. In addition to GPC, MRC Research Data and Confidentiality training will also be undertaken 
(as per Caldicott recommendation). 
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10. Outline how your organisation’s legal requirements for the use of the data will be met? 
(Principle 6):  
Every use of patients-identifiable information must be lawful. Someone in each organisation should be 
responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies with legal requirements. 

 
The Sponsor and Co-Sponsor are responsible for ensuring the study’s abidance to every legal requirement. 
The University of Edinburgh and NHS Lothian have established a joint research and development office 
(ACCORD) to facilitate clinical research. Co-sponsorship responsibilities are outlined in a framework 
agreement 

 

 
 

SECTION C:  DATA SECURITY 
 
You must address the Information Governance and Security requirements 
 

11. Data Transfer 
Give details of How, What and to Where the requested information will be transferred from the Data 
sources e.g. encrypted USB drive, password protected file, secure file transfer, NHS email attachment, 
paper sent by recorded delivery  etc.  

 
If data is to be transferred outside of the UK or outside of the European Economic Area (e.g. US), 
please specifiy? 

 
No data will be transferred outside of the UK or outside the EEA. 
 
Data collection will take place in the Brain Imaging Centre in Edinburgh. Access to the CRIC and the BRIC2 
unit is at all times only via security pass/code locked doors. All personal data held within the PREVENT and 
can only be accessed by authorised users, and participants on the premises are escorted by staff/authorised 
users at all times. As we will tag our data collection along the MRI scan of already recruited PREVENT 
participants, we expect no issues arising from verification of patient details that are particular to our sub-
study. 
 
A designated member of the research team will have access to personal data (i.e. participant's name, 
address, telephone number) for the purposes of contacting the potential participants and sending the 
informative letter to the GP (about the participant taking part on our study). This is done only after the 
potential participants have agreed to this first. All personal information is handled only by using University 
servers with password protected files only the research team has access to.  
 
All participants are assigned a unique number upon entry to the study. This number will be used to represent 
the participant throughout our Spoken Dialogue study. Therefore, personal details will not be held by 
members of our study and ID codes will be assigned to the recordings in order to organise them. Voice 
samples will not be linked to personal details and only authorised researchers will have access to these 
recordings. Age at the time of participation in the study will be annotated (as age is an important factor in 
dementia research), but we will not keep participants’ date of birth. 
 
Data will comply with the provisions of the Data Protection Act (1998) UK. All staff and students on our 
research team will have University contracts.  
 
 
 
 
 

Co-Sponsor: 
NHS Lothian (through ACCORD) 
Contact name: Kenneth Scott 
Contact email: accord@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk  

Sponsor:  
The University of Edinburgh (through ACCORD) 
Contact name: Jo-Anne Robertson 
Contact email: resgov@accord.scot 
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As long as the study is on-going, the data will be stored as follows: 
- Any source documents including ICFs, paper maps and recordings will be kept at the Nine 

Edinburgh BioQuarter, in locked cupboards which only the research team has access to.  
- Digital recordings from the dialogues will be encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the 

AES-256 encryption algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her primary supervisor.  
- Dialogues will be transcribed manually and/or automatically by members of the research team - in 

line with the University of Edinburgh data protection policies. All data transcripts will be anonymised 
by using ID codes and no identifiable data or identifiable quotes will be used in the dissemination of 
the study findings. 

- All participants will be consented to keeping the research data (digital recordings and paper maps) 
for up to 10 years on the ICF.  

- De-identified data will be kept indefinitely within the PREVENT database. This entails fully 
anonymised speech metadata (parameters, features sets, figures on turn-taking patterns) and video 
pointclouds. 

 
The University has Standard Operating Procedures governing long term storage and security of research 
data. Briefly, audio-visual data and encoded information will be initially stored in the recording device’s hard-
disk and transferred periodically to directories in the UoE’s datasync server. Both storage areas are 
encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256 encryption algorithm) with access restricted to 
the PhD student and her primary supervisor. The data custodian and designated members of the research 
team will keep the coding list password-protected and encrypted. 
 
 
 

 
12. Safe guards 

Describe the measures in place to protect and use the data securely and confidentially 
 
For paper records: 
Physical Location (Institution, NHS Lothian, University, Room ):  
Nine Edinburgh Bioquarter, locked cupboards within the Usher Institute in the second floor. 
Access controls (How will the data be stored and protected from unauthorised access?):  
Only the PhD student and her primary supervisor (Chief Investigator) will have access to the locked 
cupboards. 
 
Anonymisation (How will the identify of individuals be protected) 
Only the informed consents will contain identifiable information with regards to the paper records. Those 
would be stored in locked cupboards to which only the PhD student who leads the research and her primary 
supervisor would have access. After 10 years (the maximum estimated time for audiovisual data to be kept), 
those informed consents will be destroyed to ensure no further risk of identification. 

 
For electronic data: 
Physical Location (Institution, NHS Lothian, University, Room ) 
Audio-visual data and encoded information will be initially stored in the recording device’s hard-disk and 
transferred weekly to directories in the UoE’s DataStore server. Digital recordings from the dialogues will be 
encrypted with state-of-the-art encryption (using the AES-256 encryption algorithm) with access restricted to 
the PhD student and her primary supervisor (an encrypted container with restricted access will be created 
within DataStore). 
 
Access controls (Will a Safe Haven be used, if so, which one?): no safe haven will be used 
 
 
If not using a Safe Haven:  
How will the data be protected from unauthorised access? 
Machines will be pass-word protected and files will be encrypted (meaning that, even in the event of a 
machine being accessed, the files would not be accessible). 
Device to be held on (desktop, laptop, network storage, etc.): data will be held at DataStore, only 
accessible through university logged in computers such as our own. The lead PhD student and her primary 
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supervisor (Chief Investigator) have access to the encrypted containers. When the project finishes or the PI 
leaves the university, de-identified data would be transferred to DataShare, another server where it would be 
managed through the University of Edinburgh according to regulations. 
 
Encryption (what encryption method will be used to protect the data?) 
AES-256 encryption algorithm (state of the art) 
Format of the data (spreadsheet, database, etc.): 
Voice and image recording formats (e.g. wav) 
Anonymisation (how will the identity of individuals be protected): 
All data files will be organised by using ID codes and no identifiable data or identifiable quotes will be used in 
the dissemination of the study findings. Published and unpublished communications will only include general 
conclusions and never individual results. 
 
 

 
13. Data Retention and destruction 

How long do you intend to retain the information that you will rely on for your study and how will you 
dispose of the information at that time? 

 
For clinical trials, data cannot be destroyed without sponsor approval and retention will be in 
accordance with the protocol. 

 
At the end of the study, data will be archived as per SOP CR009 (Study Closure and Archiving): 
 

- Informed consents will be kept for 10 years after data collection finishes, same as the rest of the 
data. 

- Digital recordings and paper maps will be kept for 10 years after data collection finishes. 
- De-identified data will be kept indefinitely. This entails fully anonymised speech metadata 

(parameters, features sets, data on turn-taking patterns), video cloud points and numerical results on 
the maps. We will create an encrypted container in DataStore (UoE)  for this purposes.  

-  The university has a system, DataShare, by which data will be managed in the event of the 
investigator leaving the university. Therefore, fully anonymised data will be transferred to DataShare 
at the end of the project or in the event of the PI leaving the UoE. 

- Any transfer of ownership of the archived data must be documented and agreed with the sponsors.  
- Where records are archived on electronic, magnetic, optical or other media, controls will be 

implemented to ensure that these records cannot be altered without appropriate authorisation. 
- Maps' data (manual) will be digitised in a quantitative manner during the study (i.e. a number will be 

calculated) and then paper copies would be destroyed. The accuracy and completeness of the 
transfer will be verified by the CI. 

- Archived records held on electronic media will be transferred to a more suitable alternative media if 
the current electronic media is at risk of becoming obsolete 

- Data will be stored in an encrypted DataStore container, accessible through University computers 
only. Audiovisual data will be deleted at the end of the 10-year period. Fully anonymised speech 
metadata (pause patterns, voice parameters, features sets, figures on turn-taking patterns) and 
video cloud points will be stored indefinitely as the will be completely de-identified, in DataShare. 

 
 
Once the application has been competed please email or send it to: 
 
ACCORD@nhslothian.scot.nhs.uk 
ACCORD 
Queen’s Medical Research Institute  
47 Little France Cresent 
Edinburgh, EH16 4TJ 
0131 242 3332 
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APPENDIX 1:  CALDICOTT PRINCIPLES 
 

Principle 1. Justify the purpose(s) for using confidential information  
Every proposed use or transfer of patient-identifiable information within or from an organisation should be clearly 
defined and scrutinised, with continuing uses regularly reviewed, by an appropriate guardian. 
 
Principle 2. Don’t use personal identifiable information unless it is absolutely necessary 
Patient-identifiable information items should not be included unless it is essential for the specified purpose(s) of 
that flow. The need for patients to be identified should be considered at each stage of satisfying the purpose(s). 
  
Principle 3 Use the minimum necessary personal identifiable information 
Where use of patient-identifiable information is considered to be essential, the inclusion of each individual item 
of information should be considered and justified so that the minimum amount of identifiable information is 
transferred or accessible as is necessary for a given function to be carried out. 
 
Principle 4. Access to personal data should be on a strict need-to-know basis 
Only those individuals who need access to patient-identifiable information should have access to it, and they 
should only have access to the information items that they need to see. This may mean introducing access 
controls or splitting information flows where one information flow is used for several purposes. 
  
Principle 5. Everyone with access to personal confidential data should be aware of their responsibilities  
Action should be taken to ensure that those handling patient-identifiable information - both clinical and non-clinical 
staff - are made fully aware of their responsibilities and obligations to respect patient confidentiality. 
 
Principle 6. Understand and Comply with the Law 
Every use of patient-identifiable information must be lawful. Someone in each organisation handling patient 
information should be responsible for ensuring that the organisation complies with legal requirements. 
 
Principle 7. The duty to share information can be as important as the duty to protect the persons 
confidentiality.  
Health and Social Care professionals should have the confidence to share information in the best interest of their 
patients within the framework set out by these principles. They should be supported by the policies of their 
employers, regulators and professional bodies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For office use only:                 
Application checklist – is there access to: 
Ethics Committee correspondence 
Proposed study protocol  
Information provided to patients, where appropriate 
Information on relevant IG procedures e.g. Safe Haven arrangements 
Other correspondence 

 
 
 
 
 
 

For the use/release of patient identifiable information as specified in this application: 
Caldicott Approval granted:     Not required:   
Information governance and security requirements have been checked?:   
Name:  
Position:  
Data signature: 
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PREVENT SUB-STUDY PROPOSAL  
 

Sofia de la Fuente (sofia.delafuente@ed.ac.uk), Saturnino Luz (sluz@ed.ac.uk) 
Usher Institute of Population Health Sciences and Informatics, Edinburgh Medical School 

       
TITLE 
Conversation-based analysis approach for cognitive monitoring of population at risk of dementia. 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
We present a proposal to study automatic cognitive monitoring in dementia risk settings. Our 
monitoring approach is based on characteristics of spontaneous spoken language dialogue consisting of 
recorded interviews. The proposed experimental design for data collection involves generating 
dialogues by presenting the PREVENT participants with a map completion task, which allows for 
spontaneity in speech while providing a degree of content consistency across participant data. These 
data will be recorded and analysed in order to extract content-free (acoustic) features from dialogical 
interaction to build a predictive model for cognitive status. Because this map task also encompasses 
spatial navigation abilities, we will be able to add these data to the PREVENT dataset as well. Despite 
relying solely on content-free features, our method has obtained an overall 83% accuracy in preliminary 
analyses of AD detection, a result comparable to those of state-of-the-art methods that employ more 
complex lexical and syntactic features.  
We aim to further investigate this method and combine our dialogue features with demographic, 
neuropsychological and genetic variables from the PREVENT study, in order to contribute to the design 
of non-invasive and low-cost decision-support tools for clinicians and secondary prevention strategies. 
 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION AND RELATED WORK 
The useful role of speech and language analysis as a source of clinical information for monitoring the 
progress of neurodegenerative diseases has been repeatedly studied (for a review, see Boschi et al. 
2017). However, there is little work on the potential of dialogue interactions for the same purpose.  
 
Positive results on dialogue analysis have been reported for patients suffering from schizophrenia. In 
these studies, transcripts of therapy sessions were analysed to measure symptom severity and predict 
adherence with different approaches. One methodological approach based on manual annotation and 
statistical analysis (McCabe et al. 2013) and the another one based on automatic Natural Language 
Processing and machine learning (Howes et al. 2012; 2013).  
 
In the case of Alzheimer’s disease, conversation-based studies like Watson (1999) and Jones (2015) 
indicate some dialogue features such as: 

1. Lack of fluency (self-repair, lack of topic coherence) 
2. Other-repair (types, appropriateness, answering behaviour, lack of corrections) 
3. Question-answering (avoidance strategies, contentlessness).  
4. Pausing behaviour (intra and inter utterance) 
5. Backchannel behaviour (increased amount of utterances with little contents or increased use of 

continuants). 
6. Laughter patterns.  

 
Other research groups have also worked on speech-based detection of early-stage dementia using voice 
samples directly, as opposed to the transcribed recordings, and reported several signal processing 
features (Lopez-De-Ipiña, 2012; Satt, 2013; Meilán, 2014).  
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Recently, Fraser et al. (2016) proposed a comprehensive model including different sorts of variables. 
However, while their model included language, dialogue interactions were not amongst them. Our 
intention is to analyse both voice samples and transcribed recordings, in order to add interactivity 
features (i.e. turn-taking patterns) to models like Fraser’s, and to test the resulting models on the speech 
of at-risk participants, rather than AD patients (as was the case of Fraser’s work).  
 
As regards spatial navigation abilities, prior research provides evidence for their deficit in mild 
cognitive impairment (for a review, see Lithfous et al., 2013). Besides, navigation is partially supported 
by the hippocampus (Moffat, 2009), a subcortical structure known to be damaged early in the progress 
of dementia. However, to the best of our knowledge, only one study has investigated spatial navigation 
in preclinical AD. This study used a “maze task” and found significant deficits on several wayfinding 
aspects for preclinical AD participants (Allison et al., 2016).  
 
Furthermore, PREVENT researchers themselves have reported that the COGNITO battery lacks an 
appropriate task for spatial navigation, and that this should be addressed as it holds potentially relevant 
information (Ritchie et al., 2017). Therefore, even though the spatial navigation task will be used 
primarily to elicit spontaneous dialogues, we suggest taking advantage of this design to contribute with 
spatial navigation data as well. 
 
 
HYPOTHESIS AND OBJECTIVE 
We are applying to record dialogue interactions as part of future data collection in PREVENT. We 
propose to analyse these recorded and transcribed dialogues employing Speech Processing and Machine 
Learning (ML) methods. The overall goal is to understand and predict cognitive status based on patterns 
of spoken language and non-verbal interaction. We will be using both transcriptions and audio 
recordings of spontaneous dialogues.  
 
Our primary aim is to identify speech and dialogue features that can help monitor cognitive decline and 
contribute to secondary prevention of dementia.  Our hypothesis is that we will find relations between 
certain communication features and the risk factors found in healthy participants (PREVENT 
information on neuropsychological evaluations, genetic profiles and familial histories).  
 
In addition, the proposed data collection will serve to assess spatial navigation abilities. The task that 
will elicit the dialogues during the recording sessions is designed in a way that participants need to 
engage cognitive resources involved in spatial navigation. This ability is considered to be impaired early 
during cognitive decline, but, to our knowledge, only one recent study has examined it in preclinical 
AD (Allison et el. 2016). 
 
 
EXPECTED OUTCOMES AND RELEVANCE TO THE FIELD 
Together with our proposed collection of dialogues, the analysis of PREVENT data will add speech-
based and conversation-based features to the state-of-the-art models for the progression of preclinical 
AD. These would imply an improvement of current model’s predictive power and facilitate the design 
of secondary prevention strategies. 
 
Few grounded results exist for both dialogue analysis and spatial navigation in preclinical AD. 
Therefore, the PREVENT dataset offers an ideal platform for our study to link those features to 
PREVENT variables and identify new relevant associations. 
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METHODOLOGY: experimental set-up 
The overall duration of the task should be approximately 30 minutes per participant. A pilot study will 
be run prior to the start of data collection, to ensure the experiment runs smoothly and the timing works. 
The experiment cannot be done remotely, and therefore, we suggest that the participants are given a 
choice between:  

1) Completing our task on the day of the MRI scan, prior to the scan. 
2) Choosing an alternative day to come back and complete it. 

 
The data will be recorded by a device developed by our research group specifically for secure collection 
of speech and video data in healthcare settings. The device consists of an array of several far-field 
microphones, a depth (3D) camera and an encrypted hard drive for data storage. The depth camera can 
be easily switched off, should this video recording create ethical constraints for this sub-study. 
 
Data storage: all data will be initially stored in the device’s hard-disk and transferred periodically to 
directories in the UoE’s datasync server. Both storage areas are encrypted with state-of-the-art 
encryption (using the AES-256 encryption algorithm) with access restricted to the PhD student and her 
primary supervisor. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY: experimental design 
We propose to record conversational data from the PREVENT participants during the upcoming 
collections in Edinburgh and Dublin. 
 
Our experimental design consists of a task based on the Map Task, which requires the participants to 
follow some map directions (Anderson, 1991). In order to generate as much dialogue as possible, 
modification to our Map Task will be carried out. Specifically, the participant will be tasked with the 
director's role instead of the follower's role. 
 
The participant will meet the experimenter (a trained researcher) prior to task completion, who will 
instruct them as follows: 
 

- Task 1: (see appendix for maps and storyline) 
You will now have a printed 2D map, in which different landmarks are deployed. The dotted 
lines indicate possible pathways that you can take between different points. It is important to 
note that the pathways are not indicating the direction of travel. 

 
I will go to the other side of this screen with the same map, but without the pathways 
indicated.  We will need to work together to complete a journey which will be narrated in a story 
by me. The story will require me to navigate from one landmark to another to reach a certain 
goal.  
 
Hence, your role is to help guide me through the journey with the pathways you see on your 
map. You will also be able to see information on the slope, terrain and other conditions of the 
paths. I kindly ask you to give as much information as possible when providing me with 
directions, as any detail will help me reach the targeted landmark. There is more than one way 
to reach the different landmarks.  
 
You can decide which route is preferably as certain routes might seem more challenging than 
the other (for example, crossing a swamp terrain as opposed to rowing a canoe).  This is a 
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creative story-telling journey that you can use your imagination to describe the pathway I should 
take as long as it is the indicated pathways. Last but not least, your map has a scale and a 
compass rose that you can further use when giving instructions. You will be provided with 
markers as tools to help you formulate the route as I narrate the story if you wish to. 

 
- Task 2: (see appendix for maps and list of missing landmarks) 

As a second part of the experiment, I will give you a version of the map with the paths but no 
landmarks. You will draw an “X” for every landmark present on the first version of the map, 
locating it where it was.  
 

The first part of the experiment is intended to generate the dialogue that will be used for recording and 
analysis. We chose a map task because it elicits spontaneous dialogue, as it generates a give and take 
for the directions to fall into a common ground of mutual understanding (Anderson et al., 1991). Even 
though it is more spontaneous than a structured interview, the content is still constrained enough to 
make reasonable comparisons across subjects. 
 
The trained interviewer will have several scripted prompts to make sure the dialogue is as rich as the 
task allows. Some prompts are based on the existence of alternative path options to get to the same 
places, others are only intended to provide feedback and create the common ground (see these prompts 
in appendix 1). 
 
The second part of the experiment is intended to measure the participant’s spatial navigation abilities. 
Based on the study of Allison et al. (2016) and Iaria et al. (2009), the participants will score 0-15 points 
for the hit and missed landmarks they are able to locate on a blank map. The time taken to do the 
navigations will also be accounted for. Both measures will be used to evaluate correlations with speech. 
Features and other PREVENT variables, in order to see whether they contribute to the predictive power 
of a model. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY: data analysis 
The spoken dialogue features will be regressed with the neuropsychological evaluations and genetic 
profiles. This will report how much cognitive variance may be explained through these communication 
patterns, as well as how much they predict the genetic/familial risk. 
 
As we will experiment with different ML methods and speech feature representations, it is difficult to 
estimate precisely the optimal sample sizes. However, general estimates of sizes for relatively simple 
classification algorithms such as Euclidean Distance and Fisher Linear Discriminant functions have 
been placed at 1.2*f and 4.0*f respectively, where f is the number of features of the dataset, for an 
expected probability of misclassification (PMC) at most 50% greater than an asymptotic PMC of 0.1 
(Raudy & Jain, 1991). In past research we have employed feature sets between 62 features (GeMAPS 
minimalistic parameter set; Eyben et al., 2016) and as many as 6373 low-level speech features (prior to 
feature set reduction), so a minimum sample size of 74 participants would be appropriate.  
 
However, while ML which are less affected by high dimensionality exist which we plan to employ, 
larger numbers of participants would allow us to experiment with richer sets of speech features. We 
wish to collect a larger dataset if this is practically possible. 
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AVAILABLE RESOURCES 
This analysis is part of a Doctoral Training Programme on Precision Medicine, titled 
“Human-Robot interaction for dementia prevention and research with a focus on cognitive 
well-being”. It is led by the University of Edinburgh and University of Glasgow and funded 
by the Medical Research Council. 
We are an interdisciplinary team with experts in computer science, psychology, machine 
learning and speech processing. We work in close collaboration with the Centre for 
Dementia Prevention, as this research is part of a PhD project co-advised by Craig Ritchie, 
and financially supported by the Medical Research Council until March 2020. Therefore, we 
already have the resources we need in terms of analytical tools, time and “workforce”. 
 
 
COMMUNICATION TO WIDER COMMUNITY (publications) 
We aim for journals and conferences with an interdisciplinary audience, although mainly 
clinically oriented and with a focus on well-being. Therefore, we will be targeting journals 
such as International Journal on Medical Informatics, Journal of Alzheimer’s Disease, 
Frontiers in Ageing Neuroscience; as well as   conferences with on cognitive science and 
artificial intelligence (e.g. International Conference on Cognitive Science and Psychology, 
International Joint Conference on Artificial Intelligence, INTERSPEECH, and SIGDIAL). 
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Wednesday, November 13, 2019 at 2:05:12 PM Greenwich Mean Time

Page 1 of 2

Subject: AC18040 Substan/al Amendment 1: 01 Apr 2019
Date: Wednesday, 3 April 2019 at 09:09:39 Bri/sh Summer Time
From: ROBERTSON Jo-Anne
To: DE LA FUENTE GARCIA Sofia

Sponsor Amendment Classification

Title: Conversation-based analysis approach to automatic cognitive monitoring of population at
risk of dementia

REC Reference 18/LO/0860

Sponsor number AC18040

Sponsor Reference: Substantial Amendment 1 – 01 April 2019

Chief Investigator: Saturnino Luz
 
Dear Sofia,
 
I have reviewed your proposed changes as outlined in our previous correspondence. .
I can confirm that in the opinion of the Sponsor's representative the following changes:
 

Changes to study design due to study becoming multi-centre.
 
Comprise a substantial amendment.
 
 

What to do next…

REC

 
You should now email the IRAS Notification (signed by me), and all updated
documentation (with changes highlighted) to the relevant Research Ethics
Committee.
 
You should contact REC via the email address listed on your original
Favourable Opinion letter.

NHS R&D

 
You are obliged to inform the relevant NHS R&D group of your proposed
changes.
 
You should provide the same details as you provided to me, plus any
amended supporting documentation.
The IRAS Notice of Substantial Amendment form should also be included
 
For multi-site studies, please contact NRS: nhsg.NRSPCC@nhs.net.
 
 

 
** Note that you cannot implement the amendment until such time as approval has been
given by REC and R&D. ** 
 
Please copy me into, or forward on all correspondence with REC and R&D.
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London - Surrey Research Ethics Committee 
Whitefriars 

Level 3, Block B 
Lewins Mead 

Bristol 
BS1 2NT 

 
05 June 2019 
 
Ms Sofia de la Fuente Garcia 
Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter - Usher Institute (floor 2) 
9 Little France Road 
Edinburgh 
EH16 4UX 
 
Dear Ms de la Fuente Garcia, 
 
Study title: Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic 

cognitive monitoring of population at risk of dementia. A 
study within the PREVENT (PREVention of dementia by 
ENvironmental intervention and Therapy) project to 
investigate dialogue features that may help predict 
dementia onset in later life 

REC reference: 18/LO/0860 
Protocol number: AC18040 
Amendment number: 1 
Amendment date: 01 April 2019 
IRAS project ID: 245117 
 
The above amendment was reviewed on 30 May 2019 by the Sub-Committee in 
correspondence.  
 
Ethical opinion 
 
The members of the Committee taking part in the review gave a favourable ethical opinion 
of the amendment on the basis described in the notice of amendment form and supporting 
documentation. 
 
Decision: No ethical issues.  
 
Approved documents 
 
The documents reviewed and approved at the meeting were: 
 
Document   Version   Date   
Notice of Substantial Amendment (non-CTIMP) [PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-Amendment01.pdf]  

1  01 April 2019  

Participant consent form [tracked_changes-PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-ICF-V3.pdf]  

3  01 April 2019  

Participant consent form [PREVENT-SpokenDialogue-ICF-V3.pdf]  3  01 April 2019  
Participant information sheet (PIS) [ tracked_changes-PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-PIS-V3.pdf]  

3  01 April 2019  

Participant information sheet (PIS) [PREVENT-SpokenDialogue- 3  01 April 2019  
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PIS-V3.pdf]  
Research protocol or project proposal [ PREVENT-SpokenDialogue-
Protocol-V4.pdf]  

4  01 April 2019  

Research protocol or project proposal [tracked_changes-PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-Protocol-V4.pdf]  

4  01 April 2019  

 
Membership of the Committee 
 
The members of the Committee who took part in the review are listed on the attached 
sheet. 
 
Working with NHS Care Organisations 
 
Sponsors should ensure that they notify the R&D office for the relevant NHS care 
organisation of this amendment in line with the terms detailed in the categorisation email 
issued by the lead nation for the study. 
 
Statement of compliance 
 
The Committee is constituted in accordance with the Governance Arrangements for 
Research Ethics Committees and complies fully with the Standard Operating Procedures for 
Research Ethics Committees in the UK. 
 
HRA Learning 
 
We are pleased to welcome researchers and research staff to our HRA Learning Events 
and online learning opportunities– see details at: https://www.hra.nhs.uk/planning-and-
improving-research/learning/ 
 
18/LO/0860:  Please quote this number on all correspondence 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 

 
PP 
Dr John Morton Broughall 
Chair 
 
E-mail: nrescommittee.secoast-surrey@nhs.net 
 
 
Enclosures: List of names and professions of members who took part in the 

review 
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London - Surrey Research Ethics Committee 
 

Attendance at Sub-Committee of the REC meeting on 30 May 2019 
 
  
Committee Members:  
 
Name   Profession   Present    Notes   
Dr John Morton Broughall (Chair) Retired (Ex Medical 

Scientific Liaison)  
Yes     

Dr Cynthia Ruth Butlin  Retired Medical 
Practitioner  

Yes     

  
Also in attendance:  
 
Name   Position (or reason for attending)   
Miss Daniella Sarno  Approvals Administrator 
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London - Surrey Research Ethics Committee 
Whitefriars 

Level 3, Block B 
Lewins Mead 

Bristol 
BS1 2NT 

 
05 June 2019 
 
Ms Sofia de la Fuente Garcia 
Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter - Usher Institute (floor 2) 
9 Little France Road 
Edinburgh 
EH16 4UX 
 
Dear Ms de la Fuente Garcia, 
 
Study title: Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic 

cognitive monitoring of population at risk of dementia. A 
study within the PREVENT (PREVention of dementia by 
ENvironmental intervention and Therapy) project to 
investigate dialogue features that may help predict 
dementia onset in later life 

REC reference: 18/LO/0860 
Protocol number: AC18040 
Amendment number: 1 
Amendment date: 01 April 2019 
IRAS project ID: 245117 
 
The above amendment was reviewed on 30 May 2019 by the Sub-Committee in 
correspondence.  
 
Ethical opinion 
 
The members of the Committee taking part in the review gave a favourable ethical opinion 
of the amendment on the basis described in the notice of amendment form and supporting 
documentation. 
 
Decision: No ethical issues.  
 
Approved documents 
 
The documents reviewed and approved at the meeting were: 
 
Document   Version   Date   
Notice of Substantial Amendment (non-CTIMP) [PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-Amendment01.pdf]  

1  01 April 2019  

Participant consent form [tracked_changes-PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-ICF-V3.pdf]  

3  01 April 2019  

Participant consent form [PREVENT-SpokenDialogue-ICF-V3.pdf]  3  01 April 2019  
Participant information sheet (PIS) [ tracked_changes-PREVENT-
SpokenDialogue-PIS-V3.pdf]  

3  01 April 2019  

Participant information sheet (PIS) [PREVENT-SpokenDialogue- 3  01 April 2019  
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IRAS Schedule of Events
Template V1.0

Each completed IRAS Schedule of Events should reflect the activities to be undertaken at the 
participating NHS / HSC organisations to be covered by the document.  Studies where the 
activities undertaken at different participating NHS / HSC organisations differ will require more 
than one IRAS Schedule of Events submitted in IRAS (i.e. one IRAS Schedule of Events per 
outline Organisation Information Document, as per the above refenced guidance document).  
Activities that do not occur at the  level of the participating NHS / HSC organisation, e.g. data 
analysis, etc. should not be included in the template.

How Do I Complete this Document?
Please answer the first three questions in the Study Information tab.  Complete one IRAS 
Schedule of Events per outline Organisation Document.  Provide an answer to question three 

What is the IRAS Schedule of Events?

The IRAS Schedule of Events is one of two Schedule of Events documents, one of which 
should be included in the IRAS document submission pack for non-commercial research 
studies seeking approval to take place in the UK NHS / HSC (the other version of the 
Schedule of Events being the SoECAT).  The IRAS Schedule of Events or SoECAT (as 
applicable) also form part of the Local Information Pack that sponsors or their authorised 
delegates should provide to participating NHS / HSC organisations after IRAS submission, for 
the purpose of study set up at those organisations (in England and Wales this means after the 
issue of the Initial Assessment Letter.  In Scotland and Northern Ireland this means after 
validation of the IRAS submission).  

SoECAT should be used in place of  the IRAS Schedule of Events where it has already been 
used in the application for research grant or award funding (the primary function of the 
SoECAT being to support cost attribution at the grant / award stage - with its subsequent use 
in IRAS application and the Local Information Pack providing efficiencies and ensuring that 
decisions made and assurances given at grant / award stage are evident during study set-up).  
SoECAT may also be the more appropriate of the two Schedules of Events for studies that are 
to be supported by a UK Clinical Research Network (e.g. NIHR CRN).  We recommend that 
sponsors or their authorised delegates seek advice from their local AcoRD Specialist, where 
studies are to be supported by a UK Clinical Research Network, prior to completing either of 
the two versions of the Schedule of Events.

Where SoECAT is not the more appropriate of the two Schedules of Events, the IRAS 
Schedule of Events should be used.

Each activity recorded in the IRAS Schedule of Events should be given a cost attribution by the 
sponsor or their authorised delegate, in line with the DHSC AcoRD guidance available here: 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/guidance-on-attributing-the-costs-of-health-and-

For non-commercial studies, one IRAS Schedule of Events should be completed and 
submitted in IRAS per outline Organisation Information Document submitted, i.e. if two outline 
Organisation information Documents are submitted, two IRAS Schedules of Events should be 
submitted, each completed for the site-level activities relevant to the accompanying outline 
Organisation Information Document (please see the non-commercial Organisation Information 
Document guidance).  

Together with the Organisation Information Document, the IRAS Schedule of Events is 
designed to facilitate the conversation necessary, between the sponsor or their authorised 
delete and their participating NHS / HSC organisations, to successfully set-up a study. The 
IRAS Schedule of Events is designed to allow the sponsor or their authorised delegate to 
detail the activities to take place at their participating NHS / HSC organisations and to indicate 
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Please answer the first three questions in the Study Information tab.  Complete one IRAS 
Schedule of Events per outline Organisation Document.  Provide an answer to question three 
to specify the file name of the outline Organisation Document to which the IRAS Schedule of 
Events relates, when more than one outline Organisation Information Document is being 
submitted.  

Please complete the General Activities and Per-Participant tabs to reflect the activities to be 
undertaken by the participating NHS / HSC organisations to be covered by this document.  
Select an item from "Area of Activity" first, before selecting an item from "Specific Activity" (the 
"Specific Activity" drop-down box is only present once an "Area of Activity" is selected).  
Activities should be selected from the drop-down lists where possible (for ease of reference, 
activities in the drop downs are listed alphabetically on the List of Activities tab).  Where an 
activity is not listed, it should be entered in free-text.  Only activities that take place per-
participant should be listed on the per-participant tab.  Where the study has more than one 
arm, or the activities otherwise differ between groups of participants, the tab may be copied 
and each arm/group recorded as a new tab.  For each instance of each activity, a cost 
attribution should be selected from the drop-down list (e.g. Research Cost (Part A), Research 
Cost (Part B) etc.).  Where an activity does not occur at a particular visit, the box should be left 
blank.  Each box may be populated individually from the drop down, or cost types may be 
'pulled across' an entire row (see Hints and Tips tabs for further details).

Hints and Tips
Please read the Hints and Tips tab before completing the General Activities and Per-Participant 
tabs.

List of Activities
This section provides definitions of / more information on activities given in the General 
Activities and Per-Participant drop-down lists. It is not an exhaustive list of all possible 
activities associated with a research project and applicants may enter additional activities by 
free-text in the general activities and/or participant activities tabs. 

How do I submit my IRAS Schedule of Events?
All submissions to undertake research in the UK NHS / HSC should be made electronically 
through IRAS.  The IRAS Schedule of Events forms part of the document set  that should be 
uploaded to the IRAS Form checklist tab prior to submission.  The document should be 
uploaded to the checklist under 'HRA Schedule of Events'.  Additional HRA Schedules of 
Events may be added, to represent additional site types, by clicking on the 'duplicate 
document' icon and uploading the additional document to the new row.

Accessing Help and Support Completing this Document
Please refer in the first instance to guidance on each tab and the Hints & Tips tab.  Additional 
queries may be addressed to your sponsor office or their authorised delegate, or to your Lead 
NHS R&D Office.

Additional advice and support may be obtained from your Lead National Coordinating Centre:

England: hra.approval@nhs.net

Wales: For support in working with NHS organisations in Wales email: research-
permissions@wales.nhs.uk.

or the Gateway (phone: (028) 7161 112 email: research.gateway@hscni.net).

Scotland: For further guidance on seeking NHS R&D Permission in Scotland please refer to 
the NHS Research Scotland Permission Coordinating Centre website or contact the Lead R&D 
Office for advice. 

Northern Ireland: Contact the HSC R&D Office (details of offices are available via the HSC 
website) 
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Dr Saturnino Luz 

Nine Edinburgh BioQuarter - Usher Institute (floor 2) 

9 Little France Road 

Edinburgh 

EH16 4UX 

 
Email: hra.approval@nhs.net 

HCRW.approvals@wales.nhs.uk 

 

15 November 2019 

 

Dear Dr Luz   

 

 

 

 

Study title: Conversation-based analysis approach for automatic 

cognitive monitoring of population at risk of dementia. 

A study within the PREVENT (PREVention of dementia 

by ENvironmental intervention and Therapy) project to 

investigate dialogue features that may help predict 

dementia onset in later life 

IRAS project ID: 245117  

Protocol number: AC18040 

REC reference: 18/LO/0860   

Sponsor University of Edinburgh 

 

I am pleased to confirm that HRA and Health and Care Research Wales (HCRW) Approval 

has been given for the above referenced study, on the basis described in the application form, 

protocol, supporting documentation and any clarifications received. You should not expect to 

receive anything further relating to this application. 

 

Please now work with participating NHS organisations to confirm capacity and capability, in 

line with the instructions provided in the “Information to support study set up” section towards 

the end of this letter. 

 

How should I work with participating NHS/HSC organisations in Northern Ireland and 

Scotland? 

HRA and HCRW Approval does not apply to NHS/HSC organisations within Northern Ireland 

and Scotland. 

 

If you indicated in your IRAS form that you do have participating organisations in either of 

these devolved administrations, the final document set and the study wide governance report 

HRA and Health and Care 
Research Wales (HCRW) 

Approval Letter 
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(including this letter) have been sent to the coordinating centre of each participating nation. 

The relevant national coordinating function/s will contact you as appropriate. 

 

Please see IRAS Help for information on working with NHS/HSC organisations in Northern 

Ireland and Scotland.  
 

How should I work with participating non-NHS organisations? 

HRA and HCRW Approval does not apply to non-NHS organisations. You should work with 

your non-NHS organisations to obtain local agreement in accordance with their procedures. 

 

What are my notification responsibilities during the study?  

  

The standard conditions document “After Ethical Review – guidance for sponsors and 

investigators”, issued with your REC favourable opinion, gives detailed guidance on reporting 

expectations for studies, including: 

• Registration of research 

• Notifying amendments 

• Notifying the end of the study 

The HRA website also provides guidance on these topics, and is updated in the light of 

changes in reporting expectations or procedures. 

 

 

Who should I contact for further information? 

Please do not hesitate to contact me for assistance with this application. My contact details 

are below. 

 

Your IRAS project ID is 245117. Please quote this on all correspondence. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

Nicole Curtis 

 

Approvals Specialist 

 

Email: hra.approval@nhs.net      

 

  

Copy to: Jo-Anne  Robertson 
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Code

26 Pre-processing: stereo to mono (Python 3.7.7)

@author : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
" " "
# cu r ren t working d i r e c t o y r y os . getcwd ( )

from os impor t l i s t d i r
impor t os . path
impor t pydub
from pydub impor t AudioSegment

path = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / sync+cut / ’
outPath = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / preprocessed / ’

def main ( ) :
#path = os . getcwd ( )
os . chd i r ( path )
f i lenames = [

f i lename
f o r f i lename
i n os . l i s t d i r ( path )
i f f i lename . endswith ( ’ . wav ’ )
]

#os . c hd i r ( outPath )
f o r f i l e i n f i lenames :

i n p u t f i l e = AudioSegment . from_wav ( f i l e )
i n p u t f i l e = i n p u t f i l e . set_channels ( 1 )
i n p u t f i l e . expor t ( outPath+ f i l e , format = ’wav ’ )

r e t u r n 0

i f __name__ == ’ __main__ ’ :
s ta tus = main ( )
#sys . e x i t ( s ta tus )

27 Pre-processing: threshold diarisation (MATLAB
R2019a)

@author : Fasih Haider
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

c lose a l l
c l ea r a l l
c l c

cd ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / preprocessed ’
f i l e s = d i r ( ’ * . wav ’ ) ;
r f i l e s = d i r ( ’ *R. wav ’ ) ;
p f i l e s = d i r ( ’ *P . wav ’ ) ;
outpath = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / d i a r i z e d / ’ ;

f o r j = 1 : leng th ( p f i l e s )

[P, f s ]= audioread ( p f i l e s ( j ) . name ) ;
[R, f s ]= audioread ( r f i l e s ( j ) . name ) ;

P=P ( : , 1 ) ;
R=R( : , 1 ) ;

dataP=zeros ( leng th (P ) , 1 ) ;
dataR=zeros ( leng th (R) , 1 ) ;

frameLength= f s ;
nframes= leng th (P ) / frameLength ;

k =0;

f o r i =1 :1 : nframes

dataTempP=P(1+k : frameLength * i ) ;
dataTempR=R(1+k : frameLength * i ) ;

F_P = f f t ( dataTempP ) ;
powP = F_P . * con j (F_P ) ;
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total_pow_P = sum(powP ) ;

F_R = f f t ( dataTempR ) ;
powR = F_R . * con j (F_R ) ;
total_pow_R = sum(powR ) ;

i f ( total_pow_P >total_pow_R )

dataP (1+k : frameLength * i )=dataTempP ;
end

i f ( total_pow_R >total_pow_P )

dataR(1+k : frameLength * i )=dataTempR ;
end

k=k+frameLength ;

end

pname_output = s p l i t ( p f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ . ’ ) ;
rname_output = s p l i t ( r f i l e s ( j ) . name , ’ . ’ ) ;

aud iowr i t e ( [ outpath pname_output { 1 } ’−d i a r i z e d . wav ’ ] , dataP , f s )
aud iowr i t e ( [ outpath rname_output { 1 } ’−d i a r i z e d . wav ’ ] , dataR , f s )

end

28 Pre-processing: time-stamps (Python and
Auditok)

@author : P ie r re A l b e r t
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

impor t os
impor t os . path
impor t sys
impor t subprocess
impor t xml . e t ree . ElementTree as ET
impor t sh lex

sub jec t ="S1"
inpu t_path = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / normal ised / ’
output_path = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / timestamps / ’

def main ( ) :
#path = os . getcwd ( )
f i lenames = [

f i lename
f o r f i lename
i n os . l i s t d i r ( inpu t_path )
i f f i lename . endswith ( ’ . wav ’ )
]

f i lenames . s o r t ( )

f o r f i lename i n f i lenames :
i n p u t f i l e = input_path+f i lename ;
output=output_path+f i lename [:−8]+" d i a r i z e d . t x t "
f = open ( output , ’w ’ )
p r i n t ( output , i n p u t f i l e )
o u t p u t _ f i l e = subprocess . c a l l ( [

’ audi tok ’ , ’− i ’ , i n p u t f i l e , ’−e ’ , ’60 ’ , ’ −m’ , ’10 ’ , ’−− p r i n t f ’ , ’ { i d } ; { s t a r t } ; { end } ’ , ’ > ’ , ou tput
] , s tdou t= f )

# os . rename ( ’ smi le . log ’ , ’% s . log ’ % f i lename [: −4])
r e t u r n 0

i f __name__ == ’ __main__ ’ :
s ta tus = main ( )
#sys . e x i t ( s ta tus )

29 Pre-processing: find stationary noise (Python)

@author : P ie r re A l b e r t
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

# t o o l f o r preprocessing o f an audio corpus
# s i l ence de tec t i on and s e l e c t i o n
#
# requirements :
# − ffmpeg
# − sox
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impor t os
# logg ing t o o l s l i b
impor t logg ing

from p a t h l i b impor t Path

from pydub impor t AudioSegment , playback

# impor t th read ing
impor t subprocess
impor t sh lex # to s p l i t arguments c o r r e c t l y
# regex
impor t re

#
# Program main c lass
#
c lass AudioCorpusPreprocess ( ob jec t ) :

logger=None
a u d i o _ f i l e =None
aud io_s igna l=None
corpus_path=None
output_path=None
corpus=None

def _ _ i n i t _ _ ( s e l f ) :
" " " I n i t i a l i s e c lass r e l a t e d p r o p e r t i e s :
* con f igu re and set up the logger
* i n i t i a t e vars

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

None
" " "
# set up logger
s e l f . logger = logg ing . getLogger ( " AudioCorpusPreprocess " )
s e l f . logger . se tLeve l ( logg ing . INFO)
ch = logg ing . StreamHandler ( )
ch . se tLeve l ( logg ing . INFO)
f o r m a t t e r = logg ing . Formatter ( ’%( asct ime ) s − %(name) s %(funcName ) s − %(levelname ) s − %(message ) s ’ )
ch . se tFormat ter ( f o r m a t t e r )
s e l f . logger . addHandler ( ch )
# i n i t vars
# corpus
s e l f . corpus_ in fo = { }
r e t u r n

def set_output_path ( s e l f , output_path ) :
" " " Set the path f o r output f i l e s

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−
: param output_path : path to d i r e c t o r y to w r i t e genrerated f i l e s
: type output_path : Path
" " "
s e l f . output_path=output_path
r e t u r n

def con f i gu re_s i l ence_de tec t i on ( s e l f , s i l _ t o l e rance_db=−60, s i l _ d u r =2 , s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o =None ) :
" " " Set the path f o r output f i l e s

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−
: param s i l _ t o l e rance_db : th resho ld f o r s i l ence de tec t i on ( p o s i t i v e values are set to negat ive ) .
Any sound below the th resho ld w i l l be tagged as s i l ence .
: type s i l _ t o l e rance_db : i n t e g e r

: param s i l _ d u r : minimum leng th f o r s i l ence de tec t i on .
S i lence of sho r te r du ra t i on t h a t se t w i l l be ignored .
: type s i l _ d u r : i n t e g e r

: param s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o : r a t i o f o r s i l ence de tec t i on ( rep laces value set w i th s i l _ t o l e rance_db ) .
: type s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o : f l o a t
" " "
s i l _ t o l e rance_db = −1*abs ( s i l _ t o l e rance_db )
s e l f . s i l _ t o l e rance_db = s i l _ t o l e rance_db
s e l f . s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o = s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o
s e l f . s i l _ d u r = s i l _ d u r
r e t u r n

def l o a d _ a u d i o _ f i l e ( s e l f , f i l e _ p a t h ) :
" " " Load the s p e c i f i e d audio f i l e (wav only ) i n t o an AudioSegment ob jec t .

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−
: param f i l e _ p a t h : path to a wav f i l e
: type f i l e _ p a t h : Path
" " "
s e l f . a u d i o _ f i l e = f i l e _ p a t h
s e l f . aud io_s igna l = AudioSegment . f r o m _ f i l e ( f i l e _ p a t h . as_posix ( ) , format ="wav " )
r e t u r n
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def detect_DC_offect_f fmpeg ( s e l f ) :
" " " Detect the DC o f f s e t o f the a c t i v e audio f i l e using FFMPEG.

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: r e t u r n : DC o f f s e t values f o r each channel and o v e r a l l : { " 1 " , " 2 " , " o v e r a l l " }
: r t ype : d i c t i o n a r y
" " "
s t a t _ a r r a y = { }
# i f f i l e _ p a t h Path :

# f i l e _ p a t h _ s t r = f i l e _ p a t h . as_posix ( )

ffmpeg_cmd = " ffmpeg −i \ " { : } \ " −af as ta t s −f n u l l −". format ( s e l f . a u d i o _ f i l e . as_posix ( ) ) # "− i "
i n p u t _ f i l e , "−af " audio f i l t e r s " as ta t s " audio s t a t i s t i c s ,
"− f " format ( mandatory , se t to n u l l s ince not used ) "−"
output ( not set s ince not used )
args = shlex . s p l i t ( ffmpeg_cmd )
s e l f . logger . debug ( "DC o f f s e t de tec t i on { : } " . format ( s t r ( args ) ) )
p = subprocess . run ( args , s tdou t=subprocess . PIPE , s t d e r r =subprocess . PIPE )
i f ( p . re turncode == 0 ) :

# p r i n t ( p . s tdou t )
# p r i n t ( p . s t d e r r )
f fmpeg_output = p . s t d e r r . decode ( ’ u t f −8’)
f o r l i n e i n f fmpeg_output . s p l i t ( ’ \ n ’ ) :

l i n e = l i n e . s t r i p ( ) # removes unwanted chars , e . g . ’ \ r ’ on windows
i f ( " Overa l l " i n l i n e ) :

channel = " o v e r a l l "
s t a t _ a r r a y [ channel ] = { }

i f ( " Channel : " i n l i n e ) :
channel = s t r ( re . search ( " Channel : ( . + ) " , l i n e ) . group ( 1 ) )
s t a t _ a r r a y [ channel ] = { }

i f ( "DC o f f s e t " i n l i n e ) :
o f f s e t = f l o a t ( re . search ( "DC o f f s e t : ( . + ) " , l i n e ) . group ( 1 ) )
s t a t _ a r r a y [ channel ] [ " DC_offset " ] = o f f s e t

r e t u r n s t a t _ a r r a y

def detect_DC_offect_AudioSegment ( s e l f ) :
" " " Detect the DC o f f s e t o f the a c t i v e audio f i l e using AudioSegment .

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: r e t u r n : DC o f f s e t values f o r each channel and o v e r a l l : { " 1 " , " 2 " , " o v e r a l l " }
: r t ype : d i c t i o n a r y
" " "
s t a t _ a r r a y = { " 1 " : { } , " 2 " : { } , " o v e r a l l " : { } }
s t a t _ a r r a y [ " 1 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] = s e l f . aud io_s igna l . ge t_dc_o f f se t ( channel =1)
s t a t _ a r r a y [ " 2 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] = s e l f . aud io_s igna l . ge t_dc_o f f se t ( channel =2)
s t a t _ a r r a y [ " o v e r a l l " ] [ " DC_offset " ] = ( s t a t _ a r r a y [ " 1 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] + s t a t _ a r r a y [ " 2 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] ) / 2
r e t u r n s t a t _ a r r a y

def no rma l i se_o f f se t ( s e l f , o f f s e t _ l , o f f s e t _ r =None ) :
" " " Normalise the DC o f f s e t o f the a c t i v e audio f i l e using prov ided c o r r e c t i o n o f f s e t .

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param o f f s e t _ l : c o r r e c t i o n o f f s e t f o r the l e f t channel ( or mono i f o f f s e t _ r i s None )
: type o f f s e t _ l : f l o a t

: param o f f s e t _ r : c o r r e c t i o n o f f s e t f o r the r i g h t channel
: type o f f s e t _ r : f l o a t
" " "
s e l f . aud io_s igna l . remove_dc_offset ( channel =1 , o f f s e t = o f f s e t _ l )
o f f _ t ype = "mono"
i f ( o f f s e t _ r !=None ) :

s e l f . aud io_s igna l . remove_dc_offset ( channel =2 , o f f s e t = o f f s e t _ r )
o f f _ t ype = " s tereo "

s e l f . logger . debug ( "DC o f f s e t normal ised { } " . format ( o f f _ t ype ) )
r e t u r n

def de tec t_s i l ence ( s e l f , s i l _ t o l e rance_db =None , s i l _ d u r =None , s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o =None ) :
" " " Detect s i l ences i n the a c t i v e audio f i l e using FFMPEG

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param s i l _ t o l e rance_db : th resho ld f o r s i l ence de tec t i on ( p o s i t i v e values are set to negat ive ) .
Any sound below the th resho ld w i l l be tagged as s i l ence .
: type s i l _ t o l e rance_db : i n t e g e r

: param s i l _ d u r : minimum leng th f o r s i l ence de tec t i on .
S i lence of sho r te r du ra t i on t h a t se t w i l l be ignored .
: type s i l _ d u r : i n t e g e r

: param s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o : r a t i o f o r s i l ence de tec t i on ( rep laces value set w i th s i l _ t o l e rance_db ) .
De fau l t r a t i o i n ffmpeg =0.001
: type s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o : f l o a t

: r e t u r n : l i s t o f s i l ences : ( t ime_s ta r t , time_end , du ra t i on )
: r t ype : l i s t
" " "
i f ( s i l _ t o l e rance_db i s None ) :
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s i l _ to l e rance_db = s e l f . s i l _ t o l e rance_db
i f ( s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o i s None ) :

s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o = s e l f . s i l _ t o l e r a n c e _ r a t i o
i f ( s i l _ d u r i s None ) :

s i l _ d u r = s e l f . s i l _ d u r
ffmpeg_cmd = " ffmpeg −i \ " { : } \ " −af s i l e n c e d e t e c t =n = { : } dB : d = { : } −f
n u l l −". format ( s e l f . a u d i o _ f i l e . as_posix ( ) , s i l _ to le rance_db , s i l _ d u r ) # "− i " i n p u t _ f i l e , "−af "
audio f i l t e r s " as ta t s " audio s t a t i s t i c s , "− f " format ( mandatory , se t to n u l l s ince not used ) "−"
output ( not set s ince not used )
args = shlex . s p l i t ( ffmpeg_cmd )
s e l f . logger . debug ( " s i l ence de tec t i on { : } " . format ( s t r ( ffmpeg_cmd ) ) )
p = subprocess . run ( args , s tdou t=subprocess . PIPE , s t d e r r =subprocess . PIPE )
# process ffmpeg output
i f ( p . re turncode == 0 ) :

s i l _ l i s t = [ ]
f fmpeg_output = p . s t d e r r . decode ( ’ u t f −8’)
f o r l i n e i n f fmpeg_output . s p l i t ( ’ \ n ’ ) :

l i n e = l i n e . s t r i p ( )
i f ( " s i l e n c e _ s t a r t " i n l i n e ) :

s i l _ s t a r t = s t r ( re . search ( " s i l e n c e _ s t a r t : ( . + ) " , l i n e ) . group ( 1 ) )
i f ( " s i lence_end " i n l i n e ) :

s i l _end = s t r ( re . search ( " s i lence_end : ( [ − ]?[0 −9]* \ .?[0 −9]+)" , l i n e ) . group ( 1 ) )
i f ( " s i l ence_du ra t i on " i n l i n e ) :

s i l _ d u r = s t r ( re . search ( " s i l ence_du ra t i on : ( [ − ]? [0 −9]* \ .?[0 −9]+)" , l i n e ) . group ( 1 ) )
i f ( s i l _ s t a r t i s not None and s i l _end i s not None ) :

s i l _ l i s t . append ( [ s i l _ s t a r t , s i l_end , s i l _ d u r ] )
r e t u r n s i l _ l i s t

def sample_audio ( s e l f , s t a r t , end ) :
" " " Ex t rac t the audio sample corresponding to the prov ided timestamps from reference audio f i l e

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param s t a r t : s t a r t t ime i n s
: type s t a r t : f l o a t

: param end : end t ime i n s
: type end : i n t

: r e t u r n : sample audio
: r t ype : AudioSegment
" " "
sample = s e l f . aud io_s igna l [ s t a r t : end ]
r e t u r n sample

def save_audio_segment ( s e l f , segment , output_path ) :
" " " Save the provided audio segment a t the prov ided l o c a t i o n

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param segment : audio to be saved
: type segment : AudioSegment

: param output_path : output f i l e path
: type output_path : Path
" " "
segment . expor t ( output_path . as_posix ( ) , format = ’wav ’ )
r e t u r n

def s a v e _ f i l e ( s e l f , output_path =" output . wav " ) :
" " " Save the audio segment o f the cu r ren t audio f i l e a t the prov ided l o c a t i o n

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param output_path : output f i l e path
: type output_path : Path
" " "
f i l e _ h a n d l e = s e l f . aud io_s igna l . expor t ( output_path . as_posix ( ) , format ="wav " )
r e t u r n

def s i l _ c r a w l e r ( s e l f , s i l _ l i s t , output_path=None ) :
" " "Command l i n e UI to go through the prov ided l i s t o f sounds and save sample i f se lec ted
* Play s i l ences
* save i f se lec ted and stop
CTRL+C: i n t e r r u p t i o n o f playback
a : again , p lay cu r ren t sample again
s : save cu r ren t sample
p : pass , p lay next sample
e : e x i t , s top ( do not save )

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param s i l _ l i s t : l i s t o f timestamps ( s ta r t_ t ime , stop_t ime )
: type s i l _ l i s t : Path

: param output_path : output f i l e path to save the se lec ted sample o f s i l ence to
: type output_path : Path

: r e t u r n : s ta tus o f the s i l ence s e l e c t i o n process : " e x i t " , " next " , " saved " , None
: r t ype : s t r i n g
" " "
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# set path from i n s t a n t i a t e d one i f not prov ided
i f ( output_path i s None and s e l f . output_path i s not None ) :

output_path= s e l f . output_path
# loop through every s i l ences o f the l i s t
s i l _ range = range (0 , len ( s i l _ l i s t ) )
s i l _ i n d e x =0
whi le ( True ) :

s i l = s i l _ l i s t [ s i l _ i n d e x ]
# f o r s i l i n s i l _ l i s t :

s _ s t a r t = f l o a t ( s i l [ 0 ] ) *1000
s_end = f l o a t ( s i l [ 1 ] ) *1000
s i l _ s i g n a l = acp . sample_audio ( s_s ta r t , s_end )
ac t ion_k = " a "
# UI
wh i le ( ac t ion_k == " a " ) :

# a l lows c t r l +c i n t e r r u p t i o n o f playback
t r y :

playback . p lay ( s i l _ s i g n a l )
except Keyboard In te r rup t :

pass
ac t ion_k= inpu t ( " p lay next detected s i l ence : n ( d e f a u l t ) ,
p lay again : a , save : s , p lay next f i l e : p , e x i t : e . " )
i f ( ac t ion_k == " s " ) : # save

output_path=Path ( output_path , s e l f . a u d i o _ f i l e . stem + " . s i l . wav " )
acp . save_audio_segment ( s i l _ s i g n a l , output_path=output_path )
r e t u r n " saved "

e l i f ( ac t ion_k == " e " ) : # e x i t
r e t u r n " e x i t "

e l i f ( ac t ion_k == " p " ) : # pass
r e t u r n " next "

e lse :
s i l _ i n d e x +=1
i f ( s i l _ i n d e x not i n s i l _ range ) :

s i l _ i n d e x =0
s e l f . logger . i n f o ( " Back to f i r s t detected s i l ence . " )

r e t u r n

def l oad_norm_s i l f i nd ( s e l f , a u d i o _ f i l e ) :
" " " Process the given audio f i l e
* load f i l e ( see l o a d _ a u d i o _ f i l e f o r c o n s t r a i n t s )
* de tec t DC o f f s e t (FFMPEG)
* c o r r e c t DC o f f s e t
* s t a r t UI to s e l e c t s i l ence

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param a u d i o _ f i l e : path to the audio f i l e
: type a u d i o _ f i l e : Path

: r e t u r n : s ta tus o f the s i l ence s e l e c t i o n process , see s i l _ c r a w l e r
: r t ype : s t r i n g
" " "
r e t = None
s e l f . logger . i n f o ( " Processing : { } " . format ( a u d i o _ f i l e ) )
s e l f . l o a d _ a u d i o _ f i l e ( a u d i o _ f i l e )
r e t _ s t a t _ f = s e l f . detect_DC_offect_f fmpeg ( )
# re t_s ta t_as = s e l f . detect_DC_offect_AudioSegment ( )
# p r i n t ( r e t _ s t a t _ f )
i f ( r e t _ s t a t _ f [ " o v e r a l l " ] [ " DC_offset " ] != 0 ) :

t r y : # s tereo
s e l f . no rma l i se_o f f se t ( r e t _ s t a t _ f [ " 2 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] , r e t _ s t a t _ f [ " 2 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] )

except KeyError as e_num : # mono
i f ( s t r (e_num) == " ’ 2 ’ " ) :

s e l f . no rma l i se_o f f se t ( r e t _ s t a t _ f [ " 1 " ] [ " DC_offset " ] )
s i l _ l i s t = s e l f . de tec t_s i l ence ( )
s e l f . logger . i n f o ( " { } s i l ences found " . format ( len ( s i l _ l i s t ) ) )
i f ( len ( s i l _ l i s t ) >0 ) :

r e t = s e l f . s i l _ c r a w l e r ( s i l _ l i s t )
r e t u r n r e t

def s i l f i n d _ c o r p u s ( s e l f , corpus_path ) :
" " " Process the given corpus o f audio
* search wav f i l e s loca ted at the roo t o f the provided path
* apply load_norm_s i l f i nd on each f i l e

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param corpus_path : path to the audio corpus
: type corpus_path : Path
" " "
c o r p u s _ f i l e s = l i s t ( corpus_path . glob ( ’ * * / * . wav ’ ) )
s e l f . corpus = c o r p u s _ f i l e s
s e l f . corpus_path = corpus_path
# process each f i l e
f o r f i l e i n c o r p u s _ f i l e s :

r e t = s e l f . l oad_norm_s i l f i nd ( f i l e )
i f ( r e t == " e x i t " ) :

r e t u r n
r e t u r n

def no ise_reduct ion_corpus ( s e l f , corpus_path=None , s i lence_path=None ) :
" " " Apply noise reduc t ion on the given corpus o f audio
* search corresponding s i l ence wav f i l e s
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* apply no ise_reduc t ion on each f i l e

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param corpus_path : path to the audio corpus
: type corpus_path : Path

: param s i lence_path : path to the s i l ence f i l e s
: type s i lence_path : Path
" " "
i f ( corpus_path i s None ) :

corpus_path= s e l f . corpus_path
i f ( s i lence_path i s None ) :

s i lence_path= s e l f . output_path
s i l e n c e _ f i l e s = l i s t ( s i lence_path . glob ( ’ * * / * . s i l . wav ’ ) )
# process each f i l e
f o r f i l e i n s e l f . corpus :

s i l _ f i l e = Path ( s i lence_path , f i l e . stem + " . s i l . wav " )
i f ( s i l _ f i l e i n s i l e n c e _ f i l e s ) :

r e t = s e l f . no ise_reduc t ion ( f i l e , s i l _ f i l e )
e lse :

s e l f . logger . warn ( " skipped − no s i l ence f i l e : { } " . format ( f i l e . stem ) )
r e t u r n

def no ise_reduc t ion ( s e l f , wav_f i le , s i l _ f i l e =None , output_path=None , s e n s i t i v i t y =0 .21 ) :
" " " Apply noise reduc t ion on the given corpus o f audio
* search corresponding s i l ence wav f i l e s
* e x t r a c t noise p r o f i l e f o r s i l ence f i l e
* apply noise reduc t ion on the main f i l e

Parameters
−−−−−−−−−−

: param wav_ f i l e : path to the audio f i l e to apply NR to
: type wav_ f i l e : Path

: param s i l _ f i l e : path to the corresponding s i l ence f i l e
: type s i l _ f i l e : Path

: param output_path : path to the look f o r the s i l ence f i l e AND save " cleaned " f i l e
: type output_path : Path

: param s e n s i t i v i t y : s e n s i t i v i t y i n the sampling ra tes
: type s e n s i t i v i t y : f l o a t

: r e t u r n : s ta tus o f the noise reduc t ion process , False i f any step f a i l e d
: r t ype : boolean
" " "
r e t = False
i f ( output_path i s None ) :

output_path= s e l f . output_path
i f ( s i l _ f i l e i s None ) :

s i l _ f i l e =Path ( output_path , wav_ f i l e . stem + " . s i l . wav " )
# TODO? check s i l _ f i l e e x i s t s
c l e a n e d _ f i l e = Path ( clean_path , wav_ f i l e . stem + " . c lean . wav " )
s e l f . logger . i n f o ( " Processing : { } " . format ( wav_ f i l e . stem ) )
# generate noise p r o f i l e
n o i s e _ p r o f i l e = " . / noise . p ro f "
s o x _ n o i s e_ p r o f i l = " sox \ " { } \ " −n no isepro f \ " { } \ " " . format ( s i l _ f i l e , n o i s e _ p r o f i l e )
s e l f . logger . debug ( " sox : noise p r o f i l i n g { : } " . format ( s t r ( s o x_ n o i s e _p r o f i l ) ) )
s e l f . logger . i n f o ( " sox : noise p r o f i l i n g " )
args = shlex . s p l i t ( s ox _ no i s e_ p ro f i l )
p = subprocess . run ( args , s tdou t=subprocess . PIPE , s t d e r r =subprocess . PIPE )
# check r e s u l t o f noise p r o f i l i n g
i f ( p . re turncode != 0 ) :

s e l f . logger . e r r o r ( " sox : P r o f i l i n g f a i l e d . " )
s e l f . logger . debug ( " out : { } " . format ( p . s tdou t ) )
s e l f . logger . debug ( " e r r : { } " . format ( p . s t d e r r ) )

e lse :
# Clean the noise samples from the audio stream :
sox_clean = " sox \ " { } \ " \ " { } \ " noisered \ " { } \ " { } "
. format ( wav_f i le , c l eaned_ f i l e , n o i s e _ p r o f i l e , s e n s i t i v i t y )
s e l f . logger . debug ( " sox sox_clean { : } " . format ( s t r ( sox_clean ) ) )
s e l f . logger . i n f o ( " sox : noise reduc t ion " )
args = shlex . s p l i t ( sox_clean )
p = subprocess . run ( args , s tdou t=subprocess . PIPE , s t d e r r =subprocess . PIPE )
i f ( p . re turncode != 0 ) :

s e l f . logger . e r r o r ( " sox : noise reduc t ion f a i l e d . " )
e lse :

r e t = True
r e t u r n r e t

# main f u n c t i o n ( s t a r t the module )
i f __name__ == " __main__ " :

# con f igu re processing
#clean_path = Path ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / py / ha_clean " )
corpus_path = Path ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / preprocessed " )
output_path = Path ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / s i l ences " )

s i l _ to le rance_db_c =62
# −62db , −56, −48, −45 and −42 were used f o r Prevent−ED

s i l _ d u r _ c =0.4 # 0.4 s
# type of processing to do
# f i l e _ s w =True
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# f i l e _ s w =False
#corpus_sw=False
corpus_sw=True

# gener ic c o n f i g u r a t i o n
acp = AudioCorpusPreprocess ( )
acp . set_output_path ( output_path )
acp . con f i gu re_s i l ence_de tec t i on ( s i l _ t o l e rance_db =s i l_ to le rance_db_c , s i l _ d u r = s i l _ d u r _c )

# search s i l ences i n a corpus
i f ( corpus_sw ) :
acp . s i l f i n d _ c o r p u s ( corpus_path )
#acp . no ise_reduct ion_corpus ( )

30 Pre-processing: plot stationary noise example
(MATLAB)

@author : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

c lose a l l
c l ea r a l l
c l c
[ y , Fs ] = audioread ( ’ ED036−025−P. s i l . wav ’ ) ;

i n f o = aud io in fo ( ’ ED036−025−P. s i l . wav ’ )
%create vec to r same leng th as y represen t ing elapsed t ime
t = 0 : seconds ( 1 / Fs ) : seconds ( i n f o . Durat ion ) ;
t = t ( 1 : end−1);

%p l o t audio data as a f u n c i t o n o f t ime
p l o t ( t , y )
x l a b e l ( ’ Time ’ )
y l a b e l ( ’ Audio Signal ’ )

31 Pre-processing: Enhancement (MATLAB)

@author : Fasih Haider
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

c lose a l l
c l ea r a l l
c l c

%load ( ’ adNoiseFi les . mat ’ )

cd nonAD_out_si l
adNoiseFi les= d i r ( ’ * . wav * ’ ) ;
cd / home / f h a i d e r / s o f i a

cd nonAD_wav_chunks
adChunkFiles= d i r ( ’ * . wav * ’ ) ;
cd / home / f h a i d e r / s o f i a

f o r i =1 :1 : leng th ( adNoiseFi les )
n f i l e =adNoiseFi les ( i ) . name ;
noise= s t r c a t ( ’ . / nonAD_out_si l / ’ , n f i l e ) ;
[ ndata , n fs ]= audioread ( noise ) ;
ndata = sum( ndata , 2) / s i ze ( ndata , 2 ) ; % from stereo to mono
ndata=ndata . / max( abs ( ndata ) ) ; % Volume norma l i za t i on i n [−1 1]

f o r j =1 :1 : leng th ( adChunkFiles )

s f i l e =adChunkFiles ( j ) . name ;

TF = conta ins ( s f i l e , n f i l e ( 1 : end−8));

i f (TF==1)

speech= s t r c a t ( ’ . / nonAD_wav_chunks / ’ , s f i l e ) ;
[ sdata , s f s ]= audioread ( speech ) ;
sdata = sum( sdata , 2) / s i ze ( sdata , 2 ) ; % from stereo to mono
sdata=sdata . / max( abs ( sdata ) ) ; % Volume norma l i za t i on i n [−1 1]

data =[ ndata ; sdata ] ;
ou tput=SSBoll79 ( data , sfs , 0 . 1 0 ) ; % i n i t i a l s i l ence i s 0.10 seconds
output=output ( leng th ( ndata ) : end ) ;
o f i l e = s t r c a t ( ’ . / Processed / nonAD / ’ , s f i l e ( 1 : end−4),’−en ’ , ’ . wav ’ ) ; % saving f i l e s f o l d e r
aud iowr i t e ( o f i l e , output , s f s )

c l ea r sdata data o f i l e output s f s speech

end

c lea r TF
end
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c l ea r data ndata sdata o f i l e output s f s noise speech

end

32 Boll’s function for spectral substraction
(developed by MATLAB)

f u n c t i o n output=SSBoll79 ( s igna l , fs , IS )

% OUTPUT=SSBOLL79(S, FS, IS )
% Spec t ra l Sub t rac t i on based on B o l l 79. Ampli tude s p e c t r a l s u b t r a c t i o n
% Inc ludes Magnitude Averaging and Residual noise Reduction
% S i s the noisy s igna l , FS i s the sampling frequency and IS i s the i n i t i a l
% s i l ence ( noise only ) leng th i n seconds ( d e f a u l t value i s .25 sec )
%
% A p r i l −05
% Esfand iar Zavarehei

i f ( nargin <3 | i s s t r u c t ( IS ) )
IS = .25 ; %seconds

end
W= f i x ( . 025* f s ) ; %Window leng th i s 25 ms
n f f t =W;
SP= . 4 ; %S h i f t percentage i s 40% (10ms) %Overlap−Add method works good wi th t h i s value ( . 4 )
wnd=hamming (W) ;

% IGNORE THIS SECTION FOR CAMPATIBALITY WITH ANOTHER PROGRAM FROM HERE . . . . .
i f ( nargin >=3 & i s s t r u c t ( IS ))% This op t ion i s f o r c o m p a t i b i l i t y w i th another programme

W=IS . windowsize
SP=IS . s h i f t s i z e /W;
n f f t =IS . n f f t ;
wnd=IS . window ;
i f i s f i e l d ( IS , ’ IS ’ )

IS=IS . IS ;
e lse

IS =.25 ;
end

end
% . . . . . . . IGNORE THIS SECTION FOR COMPATIBILITY WITH ANOTHER PROGRAM T0 HERE

NIS= f i x ( ( IS * fs−W) / ( SP*W) +1);%number o f i n i t i a l s i l ence segments
Gamma=1;%Magnitude Power (1 f o r magnitude s p e c t r a l s u b t r a c t i o n 2 f o r power spectrum s u b t r a c t i o n )

y=segment ( s igna l ,W,SP, wnd ) ;
Y= f f t ( y , n f f t ) ;
YPhase=angle (Y( 1 : f i x ( end / 2 ) + 1 , : ) ) ; %Noisy Speech Phase
Y=abs (Y( 1 : f i x ( end / 2 ) + 1 , : ) ) . ^Gamma;%Specrogram
numberOfFrames=s ize (Y , 2 ) ;
FreqResol=s ize (Y , 1 ) ;

N=mean(Y ( : , 1 : NIS ) ’ ) ’ ; %i n i t i a l Noise Power Spectrum mean
NRM=zeros ( s ize (N)) ;% Noise Residual Maximum ( I n i t i a l i z a t i o n )
NoiseCounter =0;
NoiseLength=9;%This i s a smoothing f a c t o r f o r the noise updat ing

Beta = .03 ;

YS=Y; %Y Magnitude Averaged
f o r i =2 : ( numberOfFrames−1)

YS( : , i ) = (Y ( : , i −1)+Y ( : , i )+Y ( : , i + 1 ) ) / 3 ;
end

f o r i =1:numberOfFrames
[ NoiseFlag , SpeechFlag , NoiseCounter , D i s t ]= vad (Y ( : , i ) . ^ ( 1 /Gamma) ,N. ^ ( 1 /Gamma) , NoiseCounter ) ;

%Magnitude Spectrum Distance VAD
i f SpeechFlag==0

N=( NoiseLength *N+Y ( : , i ) ) / ( NoiseLength +1) ; %Update and smooth noise
NRM=max(NRM,YS( : , i )−N);%Update Maximum Noise Residue
X ( : , i )= Beta *Y ( : , i ) ;

e lse
D=YS( : , i )−N; % Specral Sub t rac t ion
i f i >1 && i <numberOfFrames %Residual Noise Reduction

f o r j =1: leng th (D)
i f D( j ) <NRM( j )

D( j )= min ( [D( j ) YS( j , i−1)−N( j ) YS( j , i +1)−N( j ) ] ) ;
end

end
end
X ( : , i )=max(D, 0 ) ;

end
end

output=OverlapAdd2 (X . ^ ( 1 /Gamma) , YPhase ,W,SP*W) ;

f u n c t i o n ReconstructedSignal=OverlapAdd2 (XNEW, yphase , windowLen , Sh i f tLen ) ;
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%Y=OverlapAdd (X,A,W,S ) ;
%Y i s the s i g n a l recons t ruc ted s i g n a l from i t s spectrogram . X i s a mat r i x
%wi th each column being the f f t o f a segment o f s i g n a l . A i s the phase
%angle o f the spectrum which should have the same dimension as X. i f i t i s
%not given the phase angle o f X i s used which i n the case of r e a l values i s
%zero ( assuming t h a t i t s the magnitude ) . W i s the window leng th o f t ime
%domain segments i f not given the leng th i s assumed to be tw ice as long as
%f f t window leng th . S i s the s h i f t l eng th o f the segmentat ion process ( f o r
%example i n the case of non over lapp ing s igna l s i t i s equal to W and i n the
%case of %50 over lap i s equal to W/ 2 . i f not givven W/2 i s used . Y i s the
%recons t ruc ted t ime domain s i g n a l .
%Sep−04
%Esfand iar Zavarehei

i f nargin <2
yphase=angle (XNEW) ;

end
i f nargin <3

windowLen=s ize (XNEW, 1 ) * 2 ;
end
i f nargin <4

Sh i f tLen=windowLen / 2 ;
end
i f f i x ( Sh i f tLen )~= Sh i f tLen

Sh i f tLen= f i x ( Sh i f tLen ) ;
d isp ( ’ The s h i f t l eng th have to be an i n t e g e r as i t i s the number o f samples . ’ )
d isp ( [ ’ s h i f t l eng th i s f i x e d to ’ num2str ( Sh i f tLen ) ] )

end

[ FreqRes FrameNum]= s ize (XNEW) ;

Spec=XNEW. * exp ( j * yphase ) ;

i f mod( windowLen , 2 ) %i f FreqResol i s odd
Spec=[Spec ; f l i p u d ( conj ( Spec ( 2 : end , : ) ) ) ] ;

e lse
Spec=[Spec ; f l i p u d ( conj ( Spec ( 2 : end −1 , : ) ) ) ] ;

end
s ig=zeros ( ( FrameNum−1)* Sh i f tLen+windowLen , 1 ) ;
weight=s ig ;
f o r i =1:FrameNum

s t a r t =( i −1)* Sh i f tLen +1;
spec=Spec ( : , i ) ;
s i g ( s t a r t : s t a r t +windowLen−1)=s ig ( s t a r t : s t a r t +windowLen−1)+ r e a l ( i f f t ( spec , windowLen ) ) ;

end
ReconstructedSignal=s ig ;

f u n c t i o n [ NoiseFlag , SpeechFlag , NoiseCounter , D i s t ]= vad ( s igna l , noise , NoiseCounter , NoiseMargin , Hangover )

%[NOISEFLAG, SPEECHFLAG, NOISECOUNTER, DIST ]= vad (SIGNAL , NOISE,NOISECOUNTER,NOISEMARGIN,HANGOVER)
%Spec t ra l Distance Voice A c t i v i t y Detector
%SIGNAL i s the the cu r ren t frames magnitude spectrum which i s to labe ld as
%noise or speech , NOISE i s noise magnitude spectrum template ( es t ima t i on ) ,
%NOISECOUNTER i s the number o f imedia te prev ious noise frames , NOISEMARGIN
%( d e f a u l t 3) i s the s p e c t r a l d is tance th resho ld . HANGOVER ( d e f a u l t 8 ) i s
%the number o f noise segments a f t e r which the SPEECHFLAG i s rese t ( goes to
%zero ) . NOISEFLAG i s set to one i f the the segment i s l abe ld as noise
%NOISECOUNTER re tu rns the number o f prev ious noise segments , t h i s value i s
%rese t ( to zero ) whenever a speech segment i s detected . DIST i s the
%s p e c t r a l d is tance .
%Saeed Vaseghi
%ed i ted by Esfand iar Zavarehei
%Sep−04

i f nargin <4
NoiseMargin =3;

end
i f nargin <5

Hangover =8;
end
i f nargin <3

NoiseCounter =0;
end

FreqResol= leng th ( s i g n a l ) ;

Sp ec t r a lD i s t = 20*( log10 ( s i g n a l)−log10 ( noise ) ) ;
Sp ec t r a lD i s t ( f i n d ( Spec t ra lD is t <0) )=0 ;

D i s t =mean( Spe c t r a l D i s t ) ;
i f ( D i s t < NoiseMargin )

NoiseFlag =1;
NoiseCounter=NoiseCounter +1;

e lse
NoiseFlag =0;
NoiseCounter =0;

end

% Detect noise only per iods and at tenuate the s i g n a l
i f ( NoiseCounter > Hangover )

SpeechFlag =0;
e lse

SpeechFlag =1;
end
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f u n c t i o n Seg=segment ( s igna l ,W,SP, Window )

% SEGMENT chops a s i g n a l to over lapp ing windowed segments
% A= SEGMENT(X,W,SP,WIN) re tu rns a mat r i x which i t s columns are segmented
% and windowed frames of the i npu t one d iment iona l s igna l , X . W i s the
% number o f samples per window , d e f a u l t value W=256. SP i s the s h i f t
% percentage , d e f a u l t value SP=0.4 . WIN i s the window t h a t i s m u l t i p l i e d by
% each segment and i t s leng th should be W. the d e f a u l t window i s hamming
% window .
% 06−Sep−04
% Esfand iar Zavarehei

i f nargin <3
SP= . 4 ;

end
i f nargin <2

W=256;
end
i f nargin <4

Window=hamming (W) ;
end
Window=Window ( : ) ; %make i t a column vec to r

L= leng th ( s i g n a l ) ;
SP= f i x (W. *SP ) ;
N= f i x ( ( L−W) / SP +1) ; %number o f segments

Index =( repmat ( 1 :W,N,1 )+ repmat ( ( 0 : ( N−1)) ’*SP,1 ,W) ) ’ ;
hw=repmat (Window ,1 ,N ) ;
Seg= s i g n a l ( Index ) . * hw ;

33 Pre-processing: chunking based on time-stamps
(Python)

@author : Fasih Haider
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

impor t os
impor t os . path
impor t sys
impor t subprocess
impor t wave
impor t csv

def main ( ) :
WAV_path = ’ / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / enhanced / ’
TXT_path = ’ / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / timestamps / ’
OUT_path = ’ / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / segmented / ’
f i lenames = [

f i lename
f o r f i lename
i n os . l i s t d i r (WAV_path )
i f f i lename . endswith ( ’ .WAV’ ) or f i lename . endswith ( ’ . wav ’ )
]

f i lenames . s o r t ( )

f o r f i lename i n f i lenames :
p r i n t ( f i lename )

f i l ewave = wave . open (WAV_path+f i lename , ’ r ’ ) ;
f r = f i l ewave . get f ramerate ( )
fn= f i l ewave . getnframes ( )
chan= f i l ewave . getnchannels ( )
sampw= f i l ewave . getsampwidth ( )
#numberList = [ ] ;
s t L i s t = [ ] ;
e t L i s t = [ ] ;
u t t L i s t = [ ] ;
t x t F i l e = f i lename [:−6] + ’ d i a r i z e d . t x t ’ ;

w i th open ( TXT_path+ t x t F i l e , ’ r ’ ) as c s v f i l e :
spamreader = csv . reader ( c s v f i l e , d e l i m i t e r = ’ ; ’ , quotechar = ’ | ’ )
f o r row i n spamreader :

p r i n t ( row [ 0 ] )
t r y :

# p r i n t Turn . tag , Turn . a t t r i b
# m u l t i p l y by 1000 to conver t to ms!

s t = f l o a t ( f l o a t ( row [1])*1000−100) #add 100ms at the s t a r t
e t = f l o a t ( f l o a t ( row [2 ] ) *1000+100) #add 100ms at the end ( avoid cuts )
u t t = i n t ( row [ 0 ] )
#number = i n t ( row [ 3 ] )
s t L i s t . append ( s t ) ;
e t L i s t . append ( e t ) ;
u t t L i s t . append ( u t t ) ;
#numberList . append ( number )
p r i n t ( s t , et , u t t )
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# f o r Sync i n Turn . f i n d a l l ( ’ Sync ’ ) :
# p r i n t Sync . tag , Sync . a t t r i b , Sync . t a i l

# s t = f l o a t ( Sync . get ( ’ t ime ’ ) )
# s t L i s t . append ( s t ) ;

except :
p r i n t ( ’ e r ro r ’ )

k =0;
f o r i i n e t L i s t :

s t = i n t ( s t L i s t [ k ] ) ;
e t= i n t ( e t L i s t [ k ] ) ;
u t t = i n t ( u t t L i s t [ k ] ) ;
#number = i n t ( numberList [ k ] )

t r y :
f i l ewave . setpos ( i n t ( ( s t * f r ) / 1 0 0 0 ) )
newframes= f i l ewave . readframes ( i n t ( ( ( et−s t ) * f r ) / 1 0 0 0 ) )
newname=f i lename [:−7] + ’− ’ + s t r ( u t t ) + ’− ’ + s t r ( s t ) + ’− ’ + s t r ( e t ) + ’ . wav ’ ;
newav=wave . open ( OUT_path+newname , ’w ’ )
newav . setnchannels ( chan )
newav . setsampwidth (sampw)
newav . se t f ramera te ( f r )
newav . wr i te f rames ( newframes )
newav . c lose

except :
p r i n t ( ’ e r ro r ’ )

k=k +1;
# p r i n t k

r e t u r n 0

i f __name__ == ’ __main__ ’ :
s ta tus = main ( )
#sys . e x i t ( s ta tus )

34 Pre-processing: segment normalisation
(MATLAB)

@author : Fasih Haider
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

c lose a l l
c l ea r a l l
c l c

%inpa th = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / segmented / * . wav ’ ;
outpath = ’ / Users / s1368647 / desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / processed / ’ ;
f i l e L i s t = d i r ( ’ * . wav ’ ) ; %i f not a l ready w i t h i n d i r e c t o r y , run d i r ( inpa th ) ins tead

%f i l e L i s t needs to be e i t h e r inpa th f i n i s h i n g i n * . wav or d i r ( * . wav ) when
%you ’ re i n s i d e the wav f o l d e r a l ready

f o r i =1 :1 : leng th ( f i l e L i s t )
f i leName= f i l e L i s t ( i ) . name ;

[ data1 , Fs ]= audioread ( f i leName ) ;
% y=data1 . / max( abs ( data1 ) ) ;

% data1 = sum( data1 , 2) / s i ze ( data1 , 2 ) ; % convers ion dual to mono (name i t as data )
% i f i t ’ s a l ready mono comment the l i n e above

data=data1 . / max( abs ( data1 ) ) ; % norma l i za t i on
f i l e { i }= f i leName ;
newFile= s t r c a t ( outpath , f i leName ( 1 : end−4),’−norm ’ , ’ . wav ’ ) ;
aud iowr i t e ( newFile , data , Fs )
c l ea r f i leName data1 Fs data

end

35 Feature Generation: openSmile and eGeMAPS
(Python)

@author : Fasih Haider
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

impor t os
impor t os . path
impor t sys
impor t subprocess

WAV_PATH= " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings / processed / " # wav f i l e s path
FTS_PATH= " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings /eGeMAPS/ " # opensmile out f i l e s
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def main ( ) :
path = os . getcwd ( )
f i lenames = [

f i lename
f o r f i lename
i n os . l i s t d i r (WAV_PATH)
i f f i lename . endswith ( ’ . wav ’ )
]

f o r f i lename i n f i lenames :
o u t f i l e = f i lename [ : −4]+ ’ . a r f f ’ ;
subprocess . c a l l ( [

" SMILExtract " , "−C" , " / Users / s1368647 / b in / opensmile −2.3.0/ con f i g / gemaps /eGeMAPSv01a . conf " , "− I " ,
os . path . j o i n (WAV_PATH, f i lename ) , "−O" , os . path . j o i n (FTS_PATH, o u t f i l e )
] )

r e t u r n 0

i f __name__ == ’ __main__ ’ :
s ta tus = main ( )
#sys . e x i t ( s ta tus )

36 Feature Generation: multiple arff files to one csv
(Python)

’ ’ ’
Created on 03−Apr−2015

@author : fahee_000
’ ’ ’
impor t os
impor t glob
impor t b u i l t i n s
impor t re
from n a t s o r t impor t natsor ted , ns

# impor t fnmatch
#from os . path impor t i s f i l e , j o i n

def main ( ) :
# f o l d e r conta ing a r f f f i l e s .
a r f f F o l d e r = " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / record ings /eGeMAPS/ "
OUT_path = " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data /ED_eGeMAPS/ "

# a r f f F o l d e r = "C : \ \ Users \ \ f a s i h \ Desktop \ Data_SP8 \ \ 0 1 5 \ \ data \ \ AudioFeatures \ \ onTalk \ \ "
# f i l e to s to re the combinat ion o f a r f f F i l e s
comb_arffFileName = "ED_R_eGeMAPS. csv " # please enter f i l e name

a r f f _ f i l e s = [
f i lename
f o r f i lename
i n os . l i s t d i r ( a r f f F o l d e r )
# l i n e below : i f wanting a l l f i l e s use only a r f f c o nd i t i on .
# I f wanting a l l P a r t i c i p a n t s ’ or Researchers ’ f i l e s use −P− or −R− c o nd i t i on
i f f i lename . endswith ( ’ . a r f f ’ ) and "−P−" i n f i lename
]

a r f f _ f i l e s =na tsor ted ( a r f f _ f i l e s , a lg=ns .IGNORECASE)
combined_ar f fF i le = open ( OUT_path+comb_arffFileName , "w" )
headers_read= False
f o r f i l e i n a r f f _ f i l e s :

p r i n t ( f i l e )
a r f f _ f i l e = open ( a r f f F o l d e r + f i l e , " r " )
i f headers_read == False :

f o r l i n e i n a r f f _ f i l e :
# combined_ar f fF i le . w r i t e ( l i n e )
i f l i n e . f i n d ( " l i v e t u r n _ 0 " )==1 : # " unknown " f o r egemaps

p r i n t ( f i l e + ’ , ’+ l i n e [10:−3])
comb ined_ar f fF i le . w r i t e ( f i l e + ’ , ’+ l i n e [10: −3]+ ’ \n ’ )

# p r i n t ( " header ’ s f i l e w r i t t e n \ n " )

headers_read = True
else :

reached_data = False
f o r l i n e i n a r f f _ f i l e :

i f l i n e . s t r i p ( ) == "@data " :
reached_data = True
cont inue

i f reached_data == True :
i f l i n e == " \ n " :

cont inue
combined_ar f fF i l e . w r i t e ( f i l e + ’ , ’+ l i n e [10: −3]+ ’ \n ’ )
# p r i n t ( f i l e )

# p r i n t ( " f i l e appended \ n " )
# p r i n t ( " Combined f i l e w r i t t e n \ n " )
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i f __name__ == ’ __main__ ’ :
main ( )

37 Feature Generation: calculate segment duration
(MATLAB)

@author : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

c lose a l l
c l ea r a l l
c l c

dataP=readtab le ( ’ED_P_eGeMAPS. csv ’ ) ; %p a r t i c i p a n t
dataR=readtab le ( ’ED_R_eGeMAPS. csv ’ ) ; %researcher

%s e l e c t f i r s t column ( f i lenames )
SegmentsP = dataP ( : , 1 ) ;
SegmentsR = dataR ( : , 1 ) ;

%make i t i n t o a mat r i x ins tead of t ab l e ( f o r l a t e r opera t ions )
SegmentsP = SegmentsP { : , : } ;
SegmentsR = SegmentsR { : , : } ;

%i t e r a t e f i l e s sub s t r ac t i ng endtime − s ta r t im e f o r du ra t i on
f o r i =1 :1 : leng th ( SegmentsP )

C = s t r s p l i t ( SegmentsP { i } , ’ − ’ ) ;
dP( i )= str2num (C{ 6 } ) − str2num (C{ 5 } ) ;
c l ea r C

end

dP=dP ’ ; %transpose

f o r i =1 :1 : leng th ( SegmentsR )
C = s t r s p l i t ( SegmentsR { i } , ’ − ’ ) ;
dR( i )= str2num (C{ 6 } ) − str2num (C{ 5 } ) ;
c l ea r C

end

dR=dR ’ ; %transpose

durat ionP = tab le ( SegmentsP , dP ) ;
durat ionR = tab le ( SegmentsR , dR ) ;

w r i t e t a b l e ( durat ionP , ’ durat ionP . csv ’ )
w r i t e t a b l e ( durat ionR , ’ durat ionR . csv ’ )

38 Feature Extraction: removing features correlated
with turn duration

c lose a l l
c l ea r a l l
c l c

load ( ’ segmentDuration . mat ’ ) ;
data=dlmread ( ’ED_P_eGeMAPS. csv ’ , ’ , ’ , 0 , 1 ) ;
f ea tu res = read tab le ( ’eGeMAPS−a t t r i b u t e s . csv ’ ) ;

d=segmentDuration ;
d=d ’ ;

k =1;
f o r i =1:1:88

R= cor rcoe f ( data ( : , i ) , d ) ;
r ( k )=R( 1 , 2 ) ;
k=k +1;
c l ea r R

end

goodFtsIndex= f i n d ( abs ( r ) <0.2000) ;
badFtsIndex= f i n d ( abs ( r ) >0.2000) ;

goodData=data ( : , goodFtsIndex ) ;
a t t r i b u t e s = fea tu res (1 :88 , 2 ) ;
a t t r i b u t e s = tab le2a r ray ( a t t r i b u t e s ) ;
goodAt t r i bu tes= a t t r i b u t e s ( goodFtsIndex ) ;
goodData= tab l e ( goodData ) ;
goodAt t r i bu tes= tab le ( goodAt t r i bu tes ) ;
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w r i t e t a b l e ( goodData , ’ goodData . csv ’ ) ;
w r i t e t a b l e ( goodAt t r ibu tes , ’ goodAt t r i bu tes . csv ’ ) ;

39 Preliminary analysis: statistical descriptors (R)

@author : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

setwd ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data " ) #

rm ( l i s t = l s ( ) )
ed <− read . csv ( ’ ED_data . csv ’ )
ed <− ed[−c (44 :45 ) , ] #remove unava i lab le data
ace <− subset ( ed , s e l e c t = ace_hand : ace_visuo ) # e x t r a c t ace
mountain <− subset ( ed , s e l e c t = mount_task1 : mount_task15 ) # e x t r a c t mountain
supermarket <− subset ( ed , s e l e c t = supm_task1 : supm_task12 ) # e x t r a c t supermarket
ed <− subset ( ed , s e l e c t = −c ( ace_hand : supm_task12 ) ) #remove c o g n i t i v e t e s t s
ed$handedness <− ace$ace_hand #add handedness
ed$ace_score <− ace$ace_score # add ace score only

mountain [ mountain==−8] <− NA # rep lac ing missing values wi th NA
supermarket [ supermarket==−8] <− NA # rep lac ing missing values wi th NA

# load ( ’ mountain . RData ’ )
# load ( ’ supermarket . RData ’ )
# load ( ’ ed . RData ’ )
mt_cor rec t <− c (3 ,3 ,4 ,1 ,3 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,4 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,4 ,1 ,1 )
spm_correct <− c (1 ,2 ,2 ,3 ,1 ,1 ,3 ,4 ,2 ,1 ,3 ,2 )
mountain$score <− numeric (43)
supermarket$score <− numeric (43)

f o r ( i i n 1 : 4 3 ) {
i f ( i s . na ( mountain [ i , ] ) ) {

mountain$score [ i ] <− NA
}
else {

mountain$score [ i ] <− l eng th ( which ( mountain [ i , ] == mt_cor rec t ) )
}

}

f o r ( i i n 1 : 4 3 ) {
i f ( i s . na ( supermarket [ i , ] ) ) {

supermarket$score [ i ] <− NA
}
else {

supermarket$score [ i ] <− l eng th ( which ( supermarket [ i , ] == spm_correct ) )
}

}

ed$mountain_score <− mountain$score #add to dataset
ed$supermarket_score <− supermarket$score #add to dataset

caide <− read . csv ( ’ ED_caide_derived_scores . csv ’ )
metadata <− read . csv ( ’ ED_audio_metadata_28042020 . csv ’ )
tu rn_dura t ionP <− read . csv ( ’ durat ionP . csv ’ )
tu rn_dura t ionR <− read . csv ( ’ durat ionR . csv ’ )

tu rn_dura t ionP$ id <− subs t r ( turn_durationP$SegmentsP , 1 , 5)
tu rns <− aggregate ( turn_durat ionP$dP~turn_dura t ionP$ id , FUN=c )
colnames ( tu rns ) <− c ( ’ id ’ , ’ dura t ion ’ )
t u r n s $ t o t a l _ d u r a t i o n s <− numeric ( leng th = 45)
turns$sd_durat ion<− numeric ( leng th = 45)
turns$mean_durat ion <− numeric ( leng th =45)
turns$min_dura t ion <− numeric ( leng th =45)
turns$max_durat ion <− numeric ( leng th =45)
turns$no_turns <− numeric ( leng th =45)

f o r ( i i n 1 : 4 5 ) {
t u r n s $ t o t a l _ d u r a t i o n s [ i ] <− sum( as . numeric ( as . charac te r ( u n l i s t ( tu rns [ i , 2 ] ) ) ) )
turns$mean_durat ion [ i ] <− mean( as . numeric ( as . charac te r ( u n l i s t ( tu rns [ i , 2 ] ) ) ) )
tu rns$sd_dura t ion [ i ] <− sd ( as . numeric ( as . charac te r ( u n l i s t ( tu rns [ i , 2 ] ) ) ) )
tu rns$min_dura t ion [ i ] <− min ( as . numeric ( as . charac te r ( u n l i s t ( t u rns [ i , 2 ] ) ) ) )
turns$max_durat ion [ i ] <− max( as . numeric ( as . charac te r ( u n l i s t ( tu rns [ i , 2 ] ) ) ) )
tu rns$no_turns [ i ] <− l eng th ( tu rns [ [ i , 2 ] ] )

}
t u rns <− t u rns[−c (44 :45 ) , ] #remove unava i lab le data

# add v a r i a b l e s to dataframe : caide2 , d ia logue date , researcher , wav s ize and wav dura t i on
ed$caide_score_2 <− caide [ , " caide_score_2 " ]
ed$dia l_date <− metadata [ , " date " ]
ed$d ia l_ researcher <− metadata [ , " researcher " ]
ed$wav_size_mb <− metadata [ , " wav_size " ]
ed$wav_duration_s <− metadata [ , " wav_durat ion_s " ]
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e d $ l i s t _ t u r n <− t u rns$du ra t i on # vec to rs o f u t te rance dura t ions
ed$no_turns <− tu rns$no_turns # number o f tu rns produced per p a r t i c i p a n t
ed$ to ta l _ tu rndu r <− t u r n s $ t o t a l _ d u r a t i o n s # t o t a l t u rn du ra t i on per p a r t i c i p a n t
ed$mean_turndur<− turns$mean_durat ion
ed$sd_turndur<− tu rns$sd_dura t ion
ed$min_turndur<− tu rns$min_dura t ion
ed$max_turndur<− turns$max_durat ion
ed$norm_turndur <− ( ed$mean_turndur / ed$ to ta l _ tu rndu r )

mean( mountain_score , na . rm=TRUE)
summary ( ed$mountain_score )
sd ( ed$mean_turndur )
sd ( ed$ to ta l _ tu rndu r )
sd ( ed$no_turns )
sd ( ed$map_nav_raw )
sd ( ed$map_nav )
sd ( ed$map_nav_t )
sd ( ed$age )
sd ( ed$nbeduc )
sd ( ed$ace_score , na . rm = TRUE)
sd ( ed$caide_score )
sd ( ed$caide_score_2 )
sd ( ed$wav_duration_s )

save ( ace , f i l e = ’ ace . RData ’ )
save ( ed , f i l e ="ed . RData " )
save ( mountain , f i l e =" mountain . RData " )
save ( supermarket , f i l e = ’ supermarket . RData ’ )

40 Preliminary analysis: statistical inference (R)

@author : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

rm ( l i s t = l s ( ) )
setwd ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data " )

load ( " ed . RData " ) # load processed dataset

#create subset w i th p a r t i c i p a n t s a t f a m i l y r i s k and not a t r i s k
h i g h _ r i s k <− ed [ which ( ed$risk_demf==1 | ed$risk_demm==1 ) , ] #20 p a r t i c i p a n t s
low_r i sk <− ed [ which ( ed$risk_demf==0 & ed$risk_demm==0 ) , ] #23 p a r t i c i p a n t s

#age group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_risk$age , h igh_r isk$age )

# gender group d i s t r i b u t i o n and ch i square t e s t
leng th ( which ( low_r isk$gender ==2)) #number o f females i n low r i s k group = 12
leng th ( which ( h igh_r isk$gender ==2)) #number o f females i n high r i s k group = 13

l r <− c ( rep ( ’ F ’ , 12) , rep ( ’M’ , 11) )
hr <− c ( rep ( ’ F ’ , 13) , rep ( ’M’ , 7 ) )

l r <− data . frame ( gender= l r , r i s k = ’ low ’ )
hr <− data . frame ( gender=hr , r i s k = ’ high ’ )

g e n d e r D i s t r i b u t i o n <− rb ind ( l r , hr )

ch isq . t e s t ( genderDis t r ibu t ion$gender , g e n d e r D i s t r i b u t i o n $ r i s k )

# educat ion group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_risk$nbeduc , high_r isk$nbeduc )

# ACE−I I I group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_r isk$ace_score , h igh_r isk$ace_score )

# s p a t i a l nav iga t i on raw group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_risk$map_nav_raw , high_risk$map_nav_raw )

# s p a t i a l nav iga t i on cor rec ted group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_risk$map_nav , high_risk$map_nav )

# s p a t i a l nav iga t i on t ime group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_risk$map_nav_t , high_risk$map_nav_t )

# caide 1 group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_r isk$caide_score , h igh_r isk$ca ide_score )

# caide 2 group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_r isk$caide_score_2 , h igh_r isk$ca ide_score_2 )

# number o f tu rns group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_r isk$no_turns , h igh_r isk$no_tu rns )

# t o t a l t u rn du ra t i on group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( l o w _ r i s k $ t o t a l _ t u r n d u r , h i g h _ r i s k $ t o t a l _ t u r n d u r )

# avg tu rn du ra t i on group means and t t e s t
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t . t e s t ( low_risk$mean_turndur , h igh_r isk$mean_turndur )

# avg min tu rn du ra t i on group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_r isk$min_turndur , h igh_r isk$min_ tu rndur )

# avg max tu rn du ra t i on group means and t t e s t
t . t e s t ( low_r isk$max_turndur , h igh_r isk$max_turndur )

# c o r r e l a t i o n betewen s p a t i a l nav iga t i on and mountains and supermarket

cor_raw_mt <− cor . t e s t ( ed$map_nav_raw , ed$mountain_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
cor_raw_spm <− cor . t e s t ( ed$map_nav_raw , ed$supermarket_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
cor_nav_mt <− cor . t e s t ( ed$map_nav , ed$mountain_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
cor_nav_spm <− cor . t e s t ( ed$map_nav , ed$supermarket_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
cor_navT_mt <− cor . t e s t ( ed$map_nav_t , ed$mountain_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
cor_navT_spm <− cor . t e s t ( ed$map_nav_t , ed$supermarket_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

## p l o t s
boxp lo t ( low_r isk$no_turns , h igh_r isk$no_turns , x lab = ’Number o f tu rns ( p a r t i c i p a n t average ) ’ ,

names=c ( ’ Low−r i s k ’ , ’ High−r i s k ’ ) ,
co l = ’ o l ivedrab3 ’ , h o r i z o n t a l = TRUE)

boxp lo t ( low_risk$mean_turndur /1000 , high_r isk$mean_turndur /1000 ,
x lab = ’Mean of t u rn du ra t i on ( p a r t i c i p a n t average i n s ) ’ ,
names=c ( ’ Low−r i s k ’ , ’ High−r i s k ’ ) ,
co l = ’ o l i vedrab ’ , h o r i z o n t a l = TRUE)

boxp lo t ( low_risk$map_nav_raw , high_risk$map_nav_raw , x lab = ’ S p a t i a l nav iga t i on raw score ’ ,
names=c ( ’ Low−r i s k ’ , ’ High−r i s k ’ ) ,
co l = ’ red3 ’ , h o r i z o n t a l = TRUE)

boxp lo t ( low_risk$map_nav , high_risk$map_nav , x lab = ’ S p a t i a l nav iga t i on cor rec ted score ’ ,
names=c ( ’ Low−r i s k ’ , ’ High−r i s k ’ ) ,
co l = ’ red4 ’ , h o r i z o n t a l = TRUE)

boxp lo t ( low_r isk$caide_score , h igh_r isk$ca ide_score , x lab = ’CAIDE 1 score ( no f a m i l y h i s t o r y ) ’ ,
names=c ( ’ Low−r i s k ’ , ’ High−r i s k ’ ) ,
co l = ’ gold ’ , h o r i z o n t a l = TRUE)

boxp lo t ( low_r isk$caide_score_2 , h igh_r isk$caide_score_2 , x lab = ’CAIDE 2 score ( w i th f a m i l y h i s t o r y ) ’ ,
names=c ( ’ Low−r i s k ’ , ’ High−r i s k ’ ) ,
co l = ’ gold2 ’ , h o r i z o n t a l = TRUE)

# Co r re l a t i o n s between turn−t ak ing fea tu res and CAIDE scores
NoTurn_Caide1 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$no_turn , ed$caide_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
NoTurn_Caide2 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$no_turn , ed$caide_score_2 , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

TotalTurnDur_Caide1<− cor . t e s t ( ed$ to ta l_ tu rndur , ed$caide_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
TotalTurnDur_Caide2<− cor . t e s t ( ed$ to ta l_ tu rndur , ed$caide_score_2 , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

MeanTurndur_Caide1 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$mean_turndur , ed$caide_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
MeanTurndur_Caide2 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$mean_turndur , ed$caide_score_2 , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

SdTurndur_Caide1 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$sd_turndur , ed$caide_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
SdTurndur_Caide2 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$sd_turndur , ed$caide_score_2 , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

MaxTurndur_Caide1 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$max_turndur , ed$caide_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
MaxTurndur_Caide2 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$max_turndur , ed$caide_score_2 , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

NormTurndur_Caide1 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$norm_turndur , ed$caide_score , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )
NormTurndur_Caide2 <− cor . t e s t ( ed$norm_turndur , ed$caide_score_2 , method= ’ pearson ’ , use = " complete . obs " )

41 Factor analysis over eGeMAPS (R)

@author : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia
@user : Sof ia de l a Fuente Garcia

rm ( l i s t = l s ( ) )
setwd ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data /ED_eGeMAPS / " )

load ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / ed . RData " ) # load processed dataset
f i lenames <− read . csv ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data /ED_eGeMAPS/ED_P_eGeMAPS. csv " , header = FALSE)
f i lenames <− f i lenames [1:14030 , 1 ]

#create v a r i a b l e s t a t i n g p a r t i c i p a n t s ’ r i s k based on f a m i l y h i s t o r y (0 /1 f o r no / yes )
ed$r isk <− numeric (43)
high <− c ( which ( ed$risk_demf==1 | ed$risk_demm==1 ) )
ed$r isk [ high ] <− 1
ed <− data . frame ( ed )
save ( ed , f i l e = " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / ed . RData " )

#create the same b inary v a r i a b l e i n f o r each tu rn
sub jec t <− subs t r ( f i lenames , 1 , 5)
r i s k <− numeric (14030)
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f o r ( i i n 1 : leng th ( r i s k ) ) {
f o r ( k i n 1 : leng th ( ed$subject ) ) {

i f ( sub jec t [ i ] == ed$subject [ k ] )
{ r i s k [ i ] <− 0+ ed$r isk [ k ] }

}
}

l a b e l s <− data . frame ( cbind ( f i lenames , sub jec t , r i s k ) )
save ( labe ls , f i l e = " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data / segment_label . RData " )

# Performs the Anderson−Dar l i ng t e s t
# f o r the composite hypothes is o f normal i t y , see e . g . Thode (2002 , Sec . 5 . 1 . 4 ) .
egemaps <− read . csv ( ’ egemaps_thesis . csv ’ ) #read eGeMAPS t h a t are not c o r r e l a t e d wi th du ra t i on
egemaps <− na . omit ( egemaps )
l i b r a r y ( ’MVN’ )
mvn1 <− mvn( data = egemaps [ 1 : 5 0 0 0 , ] , mvnTest = " mardia " )
mvn1$mul t i var ia teNormal i t y

l i b r a r y ( ’ no r tes t ’ )
egemapsM <− as . mat r i x ( egemaps )
mvn2 <− ad . t e s t (egemapsM)
mvn2$p . value

#FACTOR ANALYSIS
l i b r a r y ( ’ psych ’ )
# i n s t a l l . packages ( ’ psychTools ’ )
i b r a r y ( ’ psychTools ’ )
# i n s t a l l . packages ( ’ GPArotation ’ )
l i b r a r y ( ’ GPArotation ’ )
# i n s t a l l . packages ( ’ paran ’ )
i n s t a l l . packages ( ’ nFactors ’ )
l i b r a r y ( ’ nFactors ’ )

# Find number o f f a c t o r s w i th P a r a l l e l ana l ys i s ( eigen values )
eigenvalues <− eigen ( cor ( egemaps ) ) #get eigenvalues
ap <− p a r a l l e l ( sub jec t=nrow ( egemaps ) , var=ncol ( egemaps ) ,

rep =1000 , cent =.05 , model = ’ components ’ )
nS <− nScree ( x=eigenvalues$values , a p a r a l l e l =ap$eigen$qevpea )
p lo tnScree (nS) #suggests 12 f a c t o r s
p lo tnScree (nS , legend = TRUE, y lab = " Eigenvalues " ,

x lab = " Factors " , main = " Horn ’ s P a r a l l e l Ana lys is " )

# Find number o f f a c t o r s w i th VSS very simple s t r u c t u r e
n fac to r s ( egemaps , n=20 , r o t a t e = ’promax ’ , fm= ’ml ’ , n . obs=1066280)
vss ( egemaps , n=20 , r o t a t e = ’promax ’ , fm= ’ml ’ , n . obs=1066280)

PA <− fa ( egemaps , n fac to r s =5 , r o t a t e = ’promax ’ , fm= ’pa ’ ) # p r i n c i p a l axes f a c t o r
ML <− fa ( egemaps , n fac to r s =5 , r o t a t e = ’promax ’ , fm= ’ml ’ ) #maximum l i k e l i h o o d
OLS <− fa ( egemaps , n fac to r s =5 , r o t a t e = ’promax ’ , fm= ’ ols ’ ) # o r d i n a r i l y l e a s t squares

# we chose ML

# p l o t s
fa . diagram (OLS, simple=FALSE, s o r t = TRUE, e r r o r s = FALSE, co l = ’ black ’ )
fa . diagram (OLS, simple=TRUE, s o r t = TRUE, e r r o r s = FALSE, co l = ’ black ’ )

# f a c t o r d e s c r i p t i o n

summary ( OLS$communality )
summary ( OLS$uniqueness )

a t t r i b u t e s <− read . csv ( " / Users / s1368647 / Desktop / dtp / data / prevent / ED_data /ED_eGeMAPS/ goodAt t r i bu tes . csv " )

load ings1 <− OLS$loadings [ , 1 ]
load ings1 <− load ings1 [ which ( abs ( loadings1 ) > 0 . 4 ) ]
a t t r i b u t e s 1 = a t t r i b u t e s [ which ( abs ( OLS$loadings [ , 1 ] ) > 0 . 4 ) , 1 ]
f a c t o r 1 <− data . frame ( a t t r i b u t e s = a t t r i b u t e s 1 , load ings = loadings1 )

loadings2 <− OLS$loadings [ , 2 ]
load ings2 <− load ings2 [ which ( abs ( loadings2 ) > 0 . 4 ) ]
a t t r i b u t e s 2 = a t t r i b u t e s [ which ( abs ( OLS$loadings [ , 2 ] ) > 0 . 4 ) , 1 ]
f a c t o r 2 <− data . frame ( a t t r i b u t e s = a t t r i b u t e s 2 , load ings = loadings2 )

loadings3 <− OLS$loadings [ , 3 ]
load ings3 <− load ings3 [ which ( abs ( loadings3 ) > 0 . 4 ) ]
a t t r i b u t e s 3 = a t t r i b u t e s [ which ( abs ( OLS$loadings [ , 3 ] ) > 0 . 4 ) , 1 ]
f a c t o r 3 <− data . frame ( a t t r i b u t e s = a t t r i b u t e s 3 , load ings = loadings3 )

loadings4 <− OLS$loadings [ , 4 ]
load ings4 <− load ings4 [ which ( abs ( loadings4 ) > 0 . 4 ) ]
a t t r i b u t e s 4 = a t t r i b u t e s [ which ( abs ( OLS$loadings [ , 4 ] ) > 0 . 4 ) , 1 ]
f a c t o r 4 <− data . frame ( a t t r i b u t e s = a t t r i b u t e s 4 , load ings = loadings4 )

loadings5 <− OLS$loadings [ , 5 ]
load ings5 <− load ings5 [ which ( abs ( loadings5 ) > 0 . 4 ) ]
a t t r i b u t e s 5 = a t t r i b u t e s [ which ( abs ( OLS$loadings [ , 5 ] ) > 0 . 4 ) , 1 ]
f a c t o r 5 <− data . frame ( a t t r i b u t e s = a t t r i b u t e s 5 , load ings = loadings5 )

l a b e l s $ r i s k <− as . f a c t o r ( l a b e l s $ r i s k )
l r <− which ( l a b e l s $ r i s k ==0)
hr <− which ( l a b e l s $ r i s k ==1)
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t . t e s t ( OLS$scores [ l r , 1 ] , OLS$scores [ hr , 1 ] )
t . t e s t ( OLS$scores [ l r , 2 ] , OLS$scores [ hr , 2 ] )
t . t e s t ( OLS$scores [ l r , 3 ] , OLS$scores [ hr , 3 ] )
t . t e s t ( OLS$scores [ l r , 4 ] , OLS$scores [ hr , 4 ] )
t . t e s t ( OLS$scores [ l r , 5 ] , OLS$scores [ hr , 5 ] )

p l o t ( OLS$loadings [ , 4 ] ,
OLS$loadings [ , 5 ] ,
x lab = " Factor 4" ,
y lab = " Factor 5" ,
main = " Voice q u a l i t y and s p e c t r a l dynamics " ,
type = ’ p ’ ,
co l=c ( l r = ’ blue ’ , hr = ’ red ’ ) )

legend ( ’ bo t tomr igh t ’ , c ( ’ Low−Risk ’ , ’ High−Risk ’ ) , t e x t . co l =c ( ’ blue ’ , ’ red ’ ) )
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